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Frictional Attenuation: An Inherent Amplitude Dependence 

G E R A L D M . M A V K O ' 

Depariment of Geophysics, Stanford Universily. Stanford. California 94305 

Frictional sliding on crack surfaces and grain boundaries Is examined as a mechanism of wave 
attenuation. In contrast lo previous work based on idealized elliptic crack models a general description of 
internal surfaces is considered which allows for irregularities and partially closed cracks. This leads to Q-' 
that increases with strain amplitude. Such an amplitude dependence is often observed in large-strain 
laboratory measurements. This suggests that under in situ (small strain) conditions, frictional attenuation 
becomes secondary to linear loss mechanisms, either disappearing or becoming masked. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Frictional sliding on crack surfaces and grain boundaries 
has been suggested as an important, if not the dominant, 
mechanism of wave attenuation in rocks at low confining 
pressure, particularly in the absence of a fluid phase [Walsh, 
1966; Gordon and Davis, 1968; Birch. 1975; Lockner et a i , 
1977; Johnston and Toksoz. 1977; Orowan, 1934]. Simple fric
tion is intuitively appealing as a mechanism because it is 
commonly observed on macroscopic sliding surfaces, and it is 
independent of frequency. I n this paper we examine models for 
various modes of sliding that can lead to attenuation. We find 
that the most general description of a sliding surface exhibiting 
macroscopic Coulomb friction results 'in aQ~ ' proportional to 
strain amplitude. Such an amplitude dependence is, in fact, 
observed, leading to the conclusions that friction may domi
nate in certain large-strain laboratory measurements but must 
be secondary to linear mechanisms at seismic wave strains. 

I n the next section we discuss some general considerations 
of frictional attenuation. Existing models for dissipation on 
cracks and grain contacts are reviewed, and the role of surface 
irregularities is discussed. In a subsequent section a new analy
sis is presented for dissipation on nonelliptical cracks. The 
remainder of the paper gives a discussion of the theoretical 
results in comparison with laboratory measurements of Q. 

MOOES OF FRICTIONAL SLIDING 

Frictional attenuation requires that at least some portion of 
the mineral surfaces that are in contact within a rock slide 
under applied stress. These surfaces might be, for example, the 
mating faces of cracks or joints or the contacts between sepa
rate grains. When either a compressional or a shear wave 
passes, contact surfaces will be subjected to oscillatory 
stresses, resolved into shear and normal components depend
ing on Ihe surface orientation. If sliding takes place, work is 
done against friction, and mechanical energy from the passing 
wave is converted to heat. 

To estimate frictional dissipation, three quantities must be 
known: (I) the magnitude of frictional stress, (2) the amount 
of slip, and (3) the area of surfaces in contact that slide. We 
will assume that frictional stress T, is given by Amonton's law 
[Bowden and Tabor, 1950]: 

T, = 7 ( I ) 

where (T„ is the normal stress and y is the coefficient of sliding 
friction. Both the amount of slip, il, and the sliding surface 
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area are, in general, functions of material stiffness, surface 
geometry, and the spatial distributions of T/ and the applied 
oscillatory shear stress r. 

During a loading cycle the increment of energy dissipated on 
a sliding surface S as the applied shear stress varies from T to T 
+ dr is given by the surface integral 

dW = j j T,{T,T)dU{T,T)ds 

where r is the position on the surface. 
Writing the increment of slip dil as 

rffy = 
8U 
dr 

dr 

the total dissipation during a full cycle is given by 

i^W j - I j , „ „ ( r , r ) ^ ^ ^ ^ d s d r 
dr 

(2) 

where T^ is the amplitude of the oscillating stress T. 
In the next sections the behavior of (2) is discussed for two 

general classes of sliding surface. In the first case the frictional 
stress is uniform, and the area of contact surface that slides 
during excitation does not depend on wave amplitude. In the 
second, more general case, frictional stress is nonuniform, and 
the area does vary with wave amplitude. 

Ellipiic crack model. In order to describe the sliding behav
ior (and dissipation) of individual cracks, Walsh [1966] consid
ered the case ofa very thin two-dimensional crack with elliptic 
cross section, as shown in Figure la. As hydrostatic confining 
pressure P is applied, the crack becomes thinner but remains 
elliptic [Eshelby. 1957; Berg, 1965]. Hence at a sufficiently 
large confining pressure P' the crack will close simultaneously 
along its length. Ifthe confining pressure is increased further, 
the resulting uniform normal stress on the closed crack sur
faces is given by cr„ = —(/" — P') (where stress is defined as 
being positive in tension). This is shown in Figure \b. It should 
be noted, of course, that extending the linear elastic solulion to 
complete crack closure results in large strains at the crack tips. 
Hence these details of normal stress are only approximate. 
Nevertheless, uniform normal stress is assumed by Walsh and 
is essential to his result. 

The sliding friction on the closed elliptic crack, given by (I), 
is uniform over the crack surface, because the normal stress is 
uniform. Hence if the shear stress due to the passing wave 
exceeds the frictional resistance (T^ > T,) , sliding and dis
sipation will occur over the entire crack surface. The area of 
sliding is determined by the crack size and is independent of 
T„. Walsh points out that in the limit of small wave amplitude, 
only cracks which are just barely closed (T,, <r„« 0) under the 
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Fig. 1. Elliptic crack model, (a) Unstressed crack with elliptic 
cross section is shown dashed with vertical exaggeration. When ap
plied pressure reaches F , crack closes, (b) Normal stress in plane of 
closed elliptic crack. Over the closed faces, stress is uniform. Stress 
singularities occur outside the crack tips. 

ambient confining pressure will slide and contribute to attenu-
atioii. Cracks that are not closed do not encounter friction. 
Those too tightly closed do not slide. 

The resulting energy dissipation on each barely closed crack 
during one cycle of small-amplitude oscillation is proportional 
to T„'. The peak strain energy stored, W, is also proportional 
lo Tm'. Hence Q - \ given by 

Q- ' = {\/2w){MV/W) 

is independent of T^. 
The greatest weakness of the model as a mechanism of 

attenuation is the requirement that cracks be in the very spe
cial 'barely closed' configuration in order to slide and dis
sipate. To achieve a typically observed value of Q = 100, about 
one crack per grain must be contributing. (Walsh describes the 
density of dissipating cracks as c°/K, where c is a typical crack 
dimension and V is the average volume of rock containing a 
single crack. One crack per grain corresponds to a value of c ' / 
y '^ \ if the crack length is of the order of a grain diameter.) 
To maintain this value over a range of confining pressures 
would require an enormous number of cracks over a distribu
tion of aspect ratios. Savage [1969] gives the following ex
ample. Consider a wave with strain amplitude I0~' (10"" bar). 
If the coefllcient of friction is O.I, the effect of increasing the 
confining strain by 10"° (10"' bar) is to immobilize ail cracks 
that were previously just barely closed as well as to barely close 
some cracks that were previously open. Each successive strain 
increment of 10"' likewise introduces a new sel of barely 
closed cracks. Since the observed Q do not vary significantly 
over a range of 10 bars, i.e., over 10* increments of 10"° strain, 
at least 10* cracks per grain must exist to produce 0 = IOO. 
Hence with more reasonable crack densities the model predicts 
a Q muchhigher than is observed for small-amplitude waves. 

Both Walsh [1966] and Savage [1969] point out that the 
attenuation (Q"') predicted by the elliptic crack model will 
increase with, finite wave amplitude. That is, the apparent 
amplitude independence mentioned above is a feature only of 
near-zero-amplitude waves. For example, with a wave of finite 
amplitude, cracks that are initially slightly open will close and 
dissipate during peak porlions of the oscillation. In addition, 
some cracks that are initiaUy more than just barely closed and 
favorably oriented will slide and dissipate. Hence the model 
predicts that g " ' should increase with wave amplitude because 
more and more cracks contribute. 

Conlact model. A second, more general model of surface 
interaction is the contact model shown schematically in Figure 
2. In this case, mineral surfaces are irregular and make contact 
where grains touch Or at crack lips (Figure 2a). As confining 
pressure is applied, the elaslic surfaces deform, and the area of 
contact increases. The resulting normal stress on the contact 
surfaces is variable, going to zero at the contact edges (Figure 

lb). Consequently, the frictional stress is variable, also going 
lo zero al the contact edges. 

As a wave passes, the applied shear stress T will almost 
always exceed T, over at least a small region near the contact 
edges, causing frictional sliding (Figure 2c). The area that 
slides depends on the wave amplitude. Because only portions 
of each crack surface are in frictional contact, the resulting 
dissipation per crack may not be as great as that for the elliptic 
case. However, at an arbitrary confining.pressure, many more 
open cracks and grain contacts can be expected to contribute. 

A specific example oflhe contact problem is that of spheri
cal elastic surfaces, treated by Mindlin and Deresiewiez [1953]. 
This might approximate, for example, the conlact of separate 
grains or individual asperilies. When two spheres of radius R 
are pressed together with normal force A', the area of contact is 
a circle of radius 

6 = [3(1 - v)RN/%tiY"' 

Here v is Poisson's ratio, and n is the shear modulus. The 
normal stress distribution wiihin the circle is ellipsoidal in 
form, given by 

On = 
- 2 N 
Irrb' . 

I m r < b (3) 

where r is the radial distance from the cenler of the contact 
circle. Any nonzero applied shear force F will cause a stress 
that exceeds the frictional stress around the outer edge ofthe 
contact circle. Sliding will occur over an annulus of outer 
radius b and inner radius 

c = b[l - (F/yN)]'" ' 

For oscillations of amplitude F„ « yN the atlenuation is 
given by 

Q " = {2F„/9yN)f (4) 

where / is a dimensionless function of the surface orientation 
relative lo the principal stresses of the oscillation: 

/ = 1 - {y/0f 0 < (7 /^ ) ' < I 

Here ^ = dF/dN gives the ratio of incremental shear and 
normal forces resolved on the conlact surface. For pure shear 
loading,/= I; for oblique loading,/< I, going tozero a l7 t/A' 
= dF. 

The most important feature of (4) is that g " ' is proportional 
to wave amplitude. Although the geometry is quite idealized, 
this result is important, because it provides an analytic solu
tion for a three-dimensional conlact problem. 

Using an intuitive argument for a simple sliding block on a 
spring, While [1966] suggests that Q for contact spheres be-

(b) 

Fig. 2. (a) Two irregular elaslic surfaces in contact, (b) Normal 
stress ff„ as a function of position on contact surfaces, (c) Frictional 
siress T, = ya„ and applied shear stress T. Slip occurs over the regions 
S near each contact lip. 
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Fig. 3. A flat two-dimensional crack with tapered ends. The shape Uo{-x) is the width as a function of position along the 
crack. 

comes independent of amplitude when a static coefficient of 
friction F > 7 exists. However, a more careful examination of 
the frictional siress distribution suggests that this is not so. 

Consider the normal stress given by (3). The static and 
dynamic frictional stress distributions are similar in shape, 
given by a„ multiplied by T and 7, respectively. Both go 
smoothly to zero al r = b. When an infinitesimal increment of 
shear force is applied, the static friclion is exceeded, and 
sliding begins over an infinitesimal annulus near the contact 
edge. Once the sialic strength is exceeded, the distribution of 
slip is governed by the dynamic friclion curve. Wilh the next 
increment of stress the inner radius of the annulus grows 
smoothly inward, the slip always being controlled by the dy
namic friclion. There can be no momentary 'slicking' as the 
load is increased. If this occurred, even the smallest additional 
increment of load would cause a stress singularity at the inner 
edge of the annulus. This would exceed the static friclion, 
dropping the strength to the dynamic curve and allowing the 
annulus to grow inward. Hence the slip and dissipation are 
essentially independent of the static friclion, leading to the 
same result as was obtained in (4). 

There is one subtle difference introduced by static friction. 
For a conlact surface at arbitrary orientation, slip occurs only 
ifdr > V do (wilh static friction) or rfr > 7 dir (wilhoul static 
friction), where dr and dtr are the increments of shear and 
normal stress resolved on the surface during the loading cycle. 
Hence fewer cracks will dissipate when static friclion is consid
ered. However, this affects only the distribution function / and 
does not change the amplitude dependence. 

Finally, as an alternative lo the elliptic approximation of 
thin cracks, Mavko and Nur [1978] discuss the deformaiion of 
thin two-dimensional cracks of almost arbitrary cross-sec
tional shape. Of particular inleresl are cracks wilh lapered 
ends, as shown in Figure 3. When normal stress is applied, the 
cracks shorten as more and more oflhe crack surfaces near the 
tips squeeze together. I n this sense the surfaces are examples of 
the contact problem. The dissipation on these cracks under 
shear stress is discussed in the next section. 

ANALVSI-S OF AITENUATION WITH TAPERED CRACKS 

To estimate the frictional dissipation, (2), for tapered 
cracks, we must once again know the normal stress and slip 
distributions on the contact surface Ihroughoui the stress 
cycle. For very thin cracks the normal stress depends only on 
the crack-closing deformation. Methods for computing the 
crack-closing deformation are given by Mavko and Nur 
[1978]. In contrast, the shear slip distribution can be more 

difficult to find, particularly when the shear and normal 
stresses oscillate simultaneously. I n this section we show, how
ever, that for shear oscillation only, the slip is automatically 
obtained ifthe solution for closing deformation is known. We 
use this to estimate the attenuation for a specific crack shape. 

We begin by reviewing elements of the closing problem. 
Consider a thin two-dimensional crack of initial shape Ut,{x) 
and length 2co (Figure 3), where Ua{x) and d i l jdx are contin
uous functions of .v. (The shape function Ua(x) is defined as the 
crack width as a function of position along the crack. For 
simplicity we will only discuss symmetric cracks, where t/o(-v) 
is an even function of .v.) The crack lips are tapered such that 
dU„{±Co)/dx = 0. For mathematical simplicity il is assumed 
that the cracks deform in plane strain and do not interact. 
Furthermore, only flat planar cracks are considered wilh as
pect ratio a « I (where « = b/c and c and b are the half 
length and maximum half widlh of the crack). By limiting the 
discussion to flat two-dimensional cracks the deformation can 
be described using the theory of elastic dislocations [Bilby and 
Eshelby, 1968]. 

At a particular value of confining pressure P, the crack has 
shortened lo some new length Ci. The deformed shape is U,, 
and the normal stress distribution on the newly closed faces is 
(T„, [Maoko and Nur. 1978]. If we now apply a small in
crement of tension or, the crack will open by an amounl AU{x, 
(JT) to some new length c .̂ This increment of crack dis
placement can be thought of as a superimposed distribution of 
infinitesimal elastic edge dislocations with density function 

Afi(jr, (TT) = -dMI{x , o j ) /dx 

This increment of normal stress corresponding to this defor
mation is 

A<r„ 7r(l - M . 
AB{z, OT) 

2ir{ 
dz 

The problem of finding the change in shape reduces to finding 
the distribution of dislocations Afl subject to the condition 
that the open crack faces are siress free, i.e.. 

Onl + (7T + ^On = 0 Ul ^ c. 

or 

/ : 
= ̂ B{z, Or) . _ -2ir{\ - v) , , , , , ^ ,^, 

———— dz = ((T„, + OT) I Jf I < C2 (5) 

The condition that the solution to (5) exists with finite stresses 
everywhere is given by 
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Fig. 4. (a) The deformation of a simple crack under several values of applied pressure P. (b) The norma/ stress in the 
plane of the crack for the same values of applied pressure. 

Ox -dx (6) 
J_ h <'nl 
^ J-c,{c^'-x'y" 

from which the length c, can be obtained [Muskhelishvili, 
1953, p . 256; Mavko and Nur, 1978]. The solution to (5) is 
given by 

AB{x, OT) = ^ ^ ( c , » - x ' ) 
TTH 

• / : 

(Jnl{z) + OT 
-dz \x\ <, Ci (7) c, {X - z\c^^ - z^y^ 

[Muskhelishvili, 1953, p . 257]. Finally, the shape change is 
found by integrating 

AL'(x, (Tr) 
- -2(1 

Til 
^ \ \ c , ,2)1, 

, (1 - ^ ) { c . ' 

The new shape t/, is given by 

ani{z) + (TT J_ J , 1 I ^ „ 
———-rfzrfr | x | < c. 

z»)'' 
(8) 

U i = U, + AU 

Note , in particular, in the newly opened regions where the 
original width U, was zero that 

U, = AU Ct s < C2 (9) 

It should be noted that this discussion refers to the in
cremental reopening of a crack that already exists. That is, no 
new fracturing is taking place. Similarly, in the following 
discussion we assume that sliding occurs only on preexisting 
surfaces. 

We will now show that the plane strain sliding problem is 
almost identical. Consider the case where the normal stress on 
the crack docs not change during shear loading. At the pres
sure Pl the normal siress is (T„,, as was already discussed. 
Hence the frictional stress is given by r , = 7cr„i. If a shear 
stress Oxy - Ts is applied, the crack will slide an amount AUg 
over some width c, > Ct. This sliding displacement can be 
thought of as a superimposed distribution of elastic edge dis
locations 

AB, = - d A U J d x 

with dislocation shear stress in the plane o i the crack 

Ar , 
- O J-c. 

AB{x, r , ) 
dz 

2 7 r ( l - . ) J - c . 

The problem reduces to finding the Afl, such that the total 
shear stress on the crack faces that slide equals the frictional 
resistance, i.e.. 

- y o n i = T, + 

where 

I - v) Lc. 2-IT{\ - v) 

AB.{z, T.) 

X — z 
dz \x \ < c . (10) 

' • = - - / • • 
TT J - c 

yam dx (11) 

Compar ing (10) and (11) with (5) and (6), we see that the in-
plane shearing problem is identical to the incremental opening 
problem if the following substitutions are made: 

On l - ' yoni 

O T - * r , 

A U - ^ AU, 

Ci-* c. 

(12) 

It can also be shown [Bilby and Eshelby, 1968] that the anti-
plane shearing is identical to the opening problem if the fol
lowing substitutions are made: 

yoni 

(IT -
A U / { \ - v ) - ^ A U , 

Ca —• Co 

(13) 

Hence the solutions for in-plane and antiplane crack shearing 
at an arbitrary confining pressure are automatically oblained 
once the crack-closing solution is known. 

To illustrate, consider the simple example given by Mavko 
and Nur [1978]. The original crack shape is U„{x) = 2b[\ — 
{x/c„fY'^, where Co is the original crack half length. As pres
sure Pl is applied, the crack shortens to half length 

Cl = c„[l - { P i / F ) Y ' ' (14) 

where F = 3 i / 2 ( l - ii)co is the pressure needed to close the 
crack completely. The shape throughout the closing history is 
given by 

/ ^ \>1 / V \2 l3/2 
(15) "•-.'-'feyl-fe)']" 
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and the normal stress is 

'--Mi){ih'^4i7)'- I (16) 

C, < | x | < Co 

The shape and normal stress for several values of confining 
pressure are shown in Figure 4. 

The dissipation at a single crack tip from in-plane shearing 
is found by evaluating the two-dimensional form of (2): 

A W •• -f jMfMM-'T) 
•i{-(t)'[-(i)']1-- <"• 

where d is the lengih into the plane, simulating the third 
dimension. At any given point in the loading cycle, sliding is 
occurring between the points c, and c,, which is a function of r. 
The normal stress is of the form given by (16) scaled by the 
open length c = Ci. The shear slip is ofthe form (15) scaled by 
the instantaneous value of sliding length c = CJ(T). Integrating 
over x, (17) becomes 

AW = 
IrryP'bd 

2 
hSdS^^^^dr (18) 

J - r „ Co' d r 

The open length Ci is constant, given by (14). The sliding 
length C,{T) is ofthe same form as (14) but is scaled as in (12): 

Pl - (1/27)(T„ + T) 

P' 
C S { T ) = Co 

Substituting (19) inlo (18), we obtain 

rrbdci, 3 
• ^ ' ' A ty m o I m 

4yip'2 
WCo'(l - v f 

9 7 V ao ' 

(19) 

(20) 

where tto = */co is the original crack aspect ratio. 
Cracks at arbitrary orientation will generally have a larger 

normal stress and a smaller shear siress acting on the crack 
surface, resulting in a smaller dissipation. Here, as wilh the 
contact sphere, frictional sliding will go lo zero in the limit dr 
= 7 da, where dr and da are the increments of shear and 
normal siress resolved on the crack surface during the loading 
cycle. In this analysis we have not solved the difficult problem 
of general oblique loading. However, we approximate this 
effect by scaling (20) lo give 

^ ^ ^ . ^ ( 1 - . ) ' 3 

97V tto 

where a is the peak siress amplitude of the passing wave. The 
coefficient g{0 < g < \) gives the orientation dependence, 
analogous to / in (4). The total dissipation W is given by the 
sum over all 2N crack lips that slide: 

^ ^ ^ 2AI j r j e N G ^ 
9y'11^ a 

Here d, c, and a are characteristic mean values ofd, Co, and «». 
G is defined by 

'Adc^ de 
ING 

ao a 

The peak strain energy in a volume of rock V is given by 

W = lA.ayM,)V 
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Fig. 5. Linear plot of attenuation versus strain amplitude for six 
different dry rocks: sandstone, Winkler et al. [1979]; anorthosite, 
pyroxenite, and quartzite, Cordon and Davis [1968]; granite, Gordon 
and Rader [1971]; and limestone, Peselnick and Oulerbridge [1961]. 

where Me is the effective modulus of the rock appropriate to 
the given wave lype. For example, 

P wave, infinite medium 

Me = Kt -i- hie 

S wave, infinite medium 

Me = He 

Longitudinal wave, thin rod 

Me = Ee 

Here Ke, MC, and Ee are the effective bulk, shear, and Young's 
moduli. Finally, the attenuation is given by 

^(^)(^)$(f)« "•> ^ 9 

Again, the most prominent feature of this mode of sliding is 
the amplitude dependence of Q. This dependence, also found 
with contact spheres, arises from the increase of sliding contact 
area with stress amplitude. Although the numerical coeffi
cients may vary with different crack shapes, the amplitude 
dependence appears to be a fairly general result for contact 
surfaces exhibiting simple friction. 

Recall that the elliptic crack model gives a qualitatively 
similar amplitude dependence but for a different reason. The 
aitenuation from a barely closed elliptic crack is independent 
of amplitude. However, at larger amplitudes, more and more 
just barely closed cracks slide and dissipate. In contrast, with 
irregular surfaces in contact, each crack tip has an amplitude 
dependence throughout its closing history. 

OBSERVATIONS OF AMPLITUDE D EPENDENCE 

A number of experimental studies have shown an amplitude 
dependence of Q at large strains. Figure 5 shows l /Q versus 
strain amplitude for a number of dry rocks over a wide range 
of frequencies. Each shows a strong amplitude dependence at 
strains greater than ~10"°. The curve in Figure 5 labeled 
'granite' is for Chester granite in quasi-static compression, 
measured by Gordon and Rader [1971]. The curve labeled 
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Fig. 6. Log-log plot of attenuation versus strain amplitude for 
three of the rocks shown in Figure 5. The dashed curves correspond to 
the straight-line fits obtained in Figure 5, shown here to emphasize the 
transition between constant Q and amplitude-dependent Q. 

'limestone' is for Solenhofen limestone in a torsional pendu
lum of the order of 1 Hz, measured by Peselnick and Oul
erbridge [1961]. 

The curve labeled 'sandstone' in Figure 5 is for Massilon 
sandstone in extensional resonance (900 Hz), measured by 
Winkler et al. [1979]. K. Winkler (personal communication, 
1977) observed that the amplitude effect diminished at strains 
less than ~ 10"'. Furthermore, resonance peaks were symmetric 
at small strains but became skewed for strains greater than 
~ I 0 " ^ 

The curves in Figure 5 labeled 'anorthosite,' 'pyroxenite,' 
and 'quartzite' show the large-strain portions of data mea
sured by Gordon and Davis [1968] for those rocks (90-kHz 
resonance). Gordon and Davis suggest that this is not a true 
amplitude effect bul rather the result of rock damage at large 
strains. However, the amplitude dependence is also present on 
unloading curves (see Figure 5 of Gordon and Davis [1968]), 
when presumably, no new damage is occurring. At strains 
smaller than 10"'-10"' they find Q to be essentially independ
ent of amplitude. 

In several other cases a transition from linear to nonlinear 
dissipation has been observed. Brennan and Stacey [1977] 
found that hysteresis loops in granite and basalt were elliptic in 
form for strains ofthe order of 10"'. In contrast, McKavanagh 
and Stacey [1974] noted cusped loops in similar experiments 
on granite and basalt at strains of 3 X 10"°. Similarly, io/!/i50/t 
[1955, 1961] measured g " ' to be independent of amplitude for 
small-strain oscillation of steel and glass contacts, while Good
man and Brown [1962] found an amplitude dependence at 
larger strains, in good agreement with the Mindlin and Dere
siewiez [1953] theory. 

DISCUSSION 

Two fairly general observations have been made on attenua
tion in dry rocks. At small strains, appropriate to seismic 
waves and some laboratory measurements, Q is independent 
of slrain amplitude. However, at strains larger than 10"'-10"', 
Q ' ' appears to increase with strain amplitude. 

Our model results suggest a simple interpretation of these 
measuremenis. At sufficiently large strains, frictional sliding 
on internal surfaces should give a Q ' ' proportional to strain 
amplitude. Both the contact spheres and the tapered crack 
analyses predict this. (For larger amplitudes, Q"' for contact 
spheres will increase faster than the first power in strain [Mind-
tin and Deresiewiez, 1953]. For elliptic cracks, g " ' may in
crease slower than the first power.) In contrast, at strains 
smaller than, say, 10"'-10"', frictional dissipation is masked 
by linear (amplitude independent) attenuation mechanisms. 
which are simultaneously dissipating energy. For example, 
thermoelastic relaxation can lower Q to ~I000 or less [Zener, 
1948; Savage, 1966]. The presence of a fluid phase in minute 

quantities can easily lower g to ~I00 [Mavko,and Nur, 1979]. 
The intercept of each straight line in Figure 5 is a measure of 
the linear losses. 

Hence two simple reasons can be given why friction must be 
secondary at seismic wave strains. First, since frictional atten
uation is inherently amplitude dependent, it must get negli
gibly small at sufficiently small strains. The second reason 
follows from a fairly model-independent argument pointed out 
by Savage [1969]: the maximum slip Au on a crack of length / 
is roughly of the order of Au = tl, where e is the average rock 
strain. For t = 10"' and / = 10"' cm this gives Au = 10"' cm = 
IOO A. Significantly smaller strains cause displacements com
parable to the atomic spacing and probably cannot be de
scribed with macroscopic sliding friction. This suggests a tran
sition to an atomic level mechanism of grain boundary 
relaxation—perhaps a linear mechanism associated with the 
motion of lattice dislocations [Jackson and Anderson, 1970]. 

Allhough the detailed distribution of crack size, geometry, 
and density is unknown for the data in Figure 5, a rough 
numerical comparison with the model results can be made. 
Adding the effect ofa constant linear attenuation Qt.' ' to the 
frictional term in (21), we obtain 

e - = Gt - ' + 
["2(1 - v f ' M e l [ N J £ \ G 

y'd 

where the strain t « a/n. The first quantity in brackets is 
typically of the order of ~ }. If one or two crack tips per grain 
slide, then Ndd/v « I. The function G has not been deter
mined in our analysis, but to obtain an estimate, we will use 
the value for a similar distribution function given by Walsh 
[1966]: G « 0.1. The coefficient of friction for single dry silicate 
grains is ofthe order of 7 « O.I [Horn and Deere, 1962]. All of 
this gives 

e - « Q l - ' + («/a) (22) 

The amplitude dependence should appear at strains large 
enough for the frictional term to be comparable to Qi" ' . For 
the curves in Figure 5 a transition from constant Q to ampli
tude-dependent Q at strains of 10"'-10"' requires aspect ratios 
of ^'lO-'-IO-*. These values are reasonable but not conclu
sive. Straight lines were fit lo the data in Figure 5, correspond
ing to the dependence in (22). To emphasize the transition 
from linear to nonlinear behavior, the straight lines fit lo the 
curves labeled 'anorthosite,' 'pyroxenite,' and 'quartzite' in 
Figure 5 are replotted in Figure 6. Here the axes are logarith
mic, as they were originally presented by Gordon and Davis 
[1968], and additional data are included at very low strains. 

All of the models that we have examined, including the 
elliptic crack model, predict an amplitude dependence accom
panying simple friction. We conclude that macroscopic sliding 
friction provides a simple and likely explanation for observed 
amplitude-dependent attenuation at large strains. This sug
gests, however, that under in situ (small strain) conditions, 
frictional dissipation either disappears or becomes masked by 
linear loss mechanisms. Hence measurement programs de
signed to understand the mechanisms of attenuation should 
cover broad ranges of both amplitude and frequency. It is also 
possible that part of the scatter obtained in previous attenua
tion measurements is due to a scatter in amplitude. 
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ABSTRACT 

Dutrizac, J.E., Oinardo, O. and Kaitnan', S., 1980. Factors affecting lead jarosite forma
tion. Hydrometallurgy, 5: 305—324. 

The importance of lead jarosite in hydrometallurgical processing and the factors af
fecting its formation in both the slow addition and autoclave synthesis techniques are 
discussed. In the slow addition method the principal factors are the amount and rate of 
delivery of soluble lead to the hot ferric sulphate solution; high temperatures and good 
agitation are also essential to avoid the formation of PbS04. The key step in the auto
clave synthesis process is the selective removal of residual PbSO^ from the reaction prod
uct and methods of accomplishing this are described. The major factors affecting the 
autoclave synthesis of lead jarosite are the ratio of PbSOj/Fe^*, acid concentration and 
the ionic strength of the solution. Time, temperature, degree of agitation and seeding 
all affect the reaction but to a lesser degree. The principal techniques identified to sup
press lead jarosite formation were high acidity (> 0.3 Â  HjSOj) or the presence of sub
stantial quantities (> 0.3 M) of other jarosite formers such as KjSO,. Lead jarosites con
taining more than 16% Pb were produced and X-ray diffraction data for such material 
are presented. 

INTRODUCTION 

When sulphide concentrates containing lead are subjected to ferric sul
phate or o,Kygen-acid pressure leaching, much of the lead reports in the 
residue as lead jarosite, Pbo.5Fe3(S04)2(OH)6 and not as PbSOa [1, 2]. If 
the leach solutions also contain significant concentrations of copper and 
zinc, these elements will be partly incorporated, and the residue can ap
proach beaverite, Pb(Cu, Zn)Fe,(S04)2(OH)6 in composition [3, 4]. Jaros
ite has also been found to be an efficient collector of arsenic and silver [5]; 
it appears that these elements are substituted in the lattice. The above ob-' 
servations suggest that lead jarosite .plays, or is capable of playing, a much 
greater role in the leaching of sulphide concentrates than is commonly be
lieved. 

Data on the formation of lead jarosite are relatively scarce; information 
obtained on other jarosite-type compounds is not directly applicable be-
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cause the solubility of PbSO^ is very low relative to, say, Na2S04 or K2SO4. 
Fairchild [6] synthesized lead jarosite from 20 ml of solution containing 
0.3 g PbClj, 1.5 M HCl and 1.6 g Fe2(S04)3. Although the amount of prod
uct formed was insufficient for complete product analysis and although no 
test variables were studied, the experiments were interesting in that they 
produced a product from an acidic chloride medium. Mumme and Scott 
[2] prepared lead jarosite in an autoclave by reacting excess PbS04 with 
0.125 M Fe2(S04 )3 solution at temperatures ranging from 100 to 190°C. 
Unreacted PbS04 was dissolved with ammonium acetate or diethylenetria-
mine solution. Their product was always a Pb—H3O jarosite solid solution 
with the molar percentage of the nominal lead jarosite component ranging 
from 27 to 897o- Dutrizac and Kaiman [7] prepared lead jarosite by a slow 
addition technique whereby lead nitrate solution was slowly added to a hot 
ferric sulphate solution. This technique has the advantage that the product 
is not contaminated with PbS04." 

The above investigations were largely concerned with the preparation of 
lead jarosite and did not study thoroughly the factors influencing its for
mation or, conversely, those conditions where lead jarosite formation could 
be avoided. This paper discusses systematically the factors affecting lead 
jarosite formation by both the slow addition [7] and autoclave [2] tech
niques. Conditions where lead jarosite formation is largely suppressed have 
also been identified and, lastly, the various products have been character
ized by chemical and X-ray diffraction techniques. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Slow addition technique 

In the slow addition technique a lead nitrate solution, generally 120 ml 
containing from 1—4 g Pb(N03)2, was pumped at rates of 1.3 to 14 ml/h 
into 1 1 of 95°C ferric sulphate—sulphuric acid solution which was well 
stirred. Iron and acid concentrations were varied. The precipitate was filter
ed, washed with hot water and acetone, and then dried at 11 O'C. The prod
uct was identified by Guinier—de Wolff X-ray diffraction analysis and was 
analyzed chemically. 

Reaction of PbSO a with ferric sulphate solution 

Lead jarosite was also synthesized by reacting PbS04 with 1 1 of acidified 
ferric sulphate solution at temperatures ranging from 100 to 170°C in a 2-1 
autoclave. The charge was held in a glass liner fitted with 4 titanium baffles; 
agitation was by two radial impellers. Variables studied included: seeding, 
temperature, agitation rate, relative amount of PbS04 as well as the concen
trations of the various solution components. The final product was filtered 
and then repulped with 4, 1-1 portions of 10% ammonium acetate solution 

.1 ' 
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at 25°C to dissolve residual lead sulphate. The repulped solids were filtered, 
water-washed, dried at 100°C, weighed and then analyzed by chemical and 
Guinier X-ray diffraction methods. The use of sensitive Guinier—de Wolff 
X-ray techniques permitted the detection of small amounts of residual 
PbSQ4 in the product. Separate experiments showed that approximately 
0.3 wt.% PbS04 appeared as a "faint trace" on the Guinier patterns. 

X-ray diffraction 

Powder diffraction patterns were obtained with cobalt radiation using 
both a Guinier—de Wolff focussing camera and a Philips 114.6 mm diame
ter Debye—Scherrer powder camera [7]. Interplanar spacings were read 
from Philips charts [8], and relative intensities were estimated visually. It 
was assumed that lead jarosite possessed the same hexagonal structure 
(R3m) as jarosite, KFe3(S04)2(OH)6. By comparing the patterns with those 
published in the Diffraction Index [9] for this structure,, some lines could 
be indexed unequivocally and approximate cell dimensions were obtained. 
These were then refined by several iterations of a least-squares computer 
program, PAR AM [10]. The final cell dimensions were used to calculate 
the interplanar spacings and indices were assigned to all the observed dif
fraction lines. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Slow addition technique 

In the slow addition technique, the lead solution must be added to the 
hot ferric sulphate solution sufficiently slowly thait lead jarosite forms in 
preference to PbS04. The first experiments were done to locate the best 
pumping rate when 120 ml of solution containing 1.1 g Pb(N03)2 was 

.added to 1 I of stirred 0.1 M Fe^* (SO4) - 0.01 M H2SO4 solution at 9 5 -
100°C (Table 1). 

TABLE 1 

Pumping rate 
(ml/h) 

Wt.% Pb in 
product 

X-Ray constituents 
of product 

1.8 
1.8 
3.0 
3.0 
6.0 
9.6 

13.8 
25.0 

8.10 
8.35 
7.20 
7.10 
7.67 

• 9.60 
9.20 
— 

Pb-jarosite 
Pb-jarosite 
Pb-jarosite 
Pb-jarosite 
Pb-jarosite 
Pb-jarosite -t- trace PbSO, 
Pb-jarosite> trace PbSO, 
Pb-jarosite -*• trace PbSO, 
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Two points emerge from these data. First, there is a maximum flow rate 
beyond which the product becomes progressively more contaminated with 
PbS04. Under the current conditions, this maximum flow was about 
6.0 ml/h. Secondly, the lead content of the product increases as the pump
ing rate is decreased. 

For a given rate of delivery, the lead content increased as the amount of 
lead pumped increased. This is illustrated in Table 2 for tests done when 
120 ml of Pb(N03)2 solution containing different amounts of Pb was pump
ed at 1.8 ml/h into 1 I of stirred 0.1 M Fê .* — 0.01 M H2SO4 solution at 
95-100°C. 

TABLE 2 

Weight Pb(NO,) 
(g) 

Wt.% Pb in 
product 

X-Ray constituents 
of product 

0.5 
1.1 
2.2 
3.0 
3.3 
3.5* 
7.0* 

5.55 
8.35 

10.30 
16.40 
15.10 
11.70 
13.60 

Pb-jarosite 
Pb-jarosite 
Pb-jarosite 
Pb-jarosite + PbSO, 
Pb-jarosite -̂  PbSO, 
Pb-jarosite 
Pb-jarosite 

*NH,—acetate washed. 

As the amount of lead pumped increases, the lead content of the prod
uct increases and eventually (~3 g Pb(N03)2) PbSO* is detected in the prod
uct. Removal of the PbSO* by ammonium acetate indicated that the lead 
jarosite itself continued to become lead enriched, but this washing technique 
was not pursued since the object of the slow addition method was to avoid 
a subsequent purification step. A 2.0 g charge of Pb(N03)2 was selected for 
the remainder of the experiments since this level consistently gave products 
containing < 0.3% PbSO*. A similar trend was also observed when the lead 
solution was pumped at either 3 or 6 ml/h, except that the maximum 
amount of lead nitrate permissible before the product became PbS04 con
taminated decreased as the pumping rate increased. 

The addition of lead jarosite seed in amounts ranging from 0 to 3.0 g was 
found to have no beneficial effect on the amount or lead content of the 
product. In fact, lead jarosite prepared in the presence of seed had slightly 
lower lead concentrations and was found to consist of major lead jarosite to
gether with trace to minor hydronium jarosite. Accordingly, the bulk of the 
work was done relying on "natural" seeding within the vessel. 

The effect of temperature on the formation of lead jarosite was investi
gated over the interval 70—100°C when 120 ml of solution containing 2.0 g 
Pb(N03)2 was pumped at 1.8 ml/h into 1 1 of well stirred 0.1 M Fe^* — 
0.01 M H2SO4 solution (Table 3). 
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TABLE 3 

Temperature (°C) Wt.% Pb in product X-Ray constituents 
of product 

100 
95 
90 
80 
70 

10.11 
10.02-11.37 
12.78 
19.72 
32.20 

Pb-jarosite 
Pb-jarosite 
Pb-jarosite -̂  trace PbSO, 
Pb-jarosite ••• trace PbSO, 
PbSO, -H Pb-jarosite 

As the temperature is decreased, the formation of PbS04 in preference to 
lead jarosite occurs; the higher lead contents of the products made at lower 
temperatures are attributable to the PbS04 contamination. It appears that 
temperatures of 95—100°C are necessary for good lead jarosite formation. 

Stirring was necessary to prevent formation of both PbS04 and Fe4(S04) 
(OH),o. Once a minimum amount of agitation was provided, more vigorous 
stirring was without effect. All work was done using moderate agitation with 
a magnetic stirrer in a baffled 2-1 reaction kettle. 

Once.the amount of lead and the pumping rate had been fixed, it was dif
ficult to alter the solution composition without introducing PbS04 into the 
product. When 2.0 g of Pb(N03)2 was pumped at 1.8 ml/h and 95-100°C 
into a 0.1 M Fe^'' — 0.01 M H2SO4 solution, only lead jarosite was formed. 
If the iron level decreased to 0.05 M Fe^*, PbSO* formed, presumably be
cause there was too much lead for the available iron. Increasing the iron con
centration above 0.2 M Fe^* resulted in progressively more contamination. 
At 1.0 M Fe'* only PbSO* was formed. The reaction was very sensitive to 
H2SO* concentration. Increasing the H2SO* concentration from 0.01 M to 
0.03 M resulted in trace PbSO* contamination; at 0.1 M H2SO4 only PbSO* 
was produced. 

The optimum conditions for jarosite production by the slow addition 
technique were identified as follows: 

(i) 120 ml of solution containing 2.0 g Pb(N03)2 is pumped at 1.8 ml/h into 
(ii) 1 I of 0.1 M Fe'* (SO*) - 0.01 M HjSO* solution at 95-100°C 
(iii) the reactor is baffled and well stirred 
(iv) the products are water-washed and dried at 110°C for 24 h. 

TABLE 4 

Synthetic 
(wt.%) 

Theoretical 
(wt.%) 

Pb 
Fe 
SO, 
HjO'OH-
(by difference) 

10.88 
31.73 
36.49 
20.90 

18.32 
29.63 
33.98 
18.07 
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Under the above synthesis conditions the product consisted of lead jaro
site of the composition given in Table 4. The synthesized product had the 
approximate formula: Pbo.28 H3O0.44 Fe2.99(SO*)2.oo(OH)6. The slight iron defi
ciency and substantial substitution of H3O for the lead ion are character
istic of natural and synthetic lead jarosites [7, 11]. The X-ray patterns ob
tained were essentially identical to those presented previously [7]. 

Reaction of PbSO^ with ferric sulphate solution 

(a) PbSPi) leaching 
This technique which was first advanced by Mumme and Scott [2] pro

duces lead jarosite by the reaction of PbSO* with ferric sulphate solution at 
elevated temperatures; residual PbS04 is selectively dissolved to leave a "pure' 
product. This selective leach step is the key to the process since even a small 
amount of PbS04 (687o Pb) can greatly alter the composition of the lead 
jarosite product (theoretical 18% Pb). Accordingly, the first experiments 
were directed to finding the preferred conditions for leaching PbS04 from 
lead jarosite. For these tests a lead jarosite—PbS04 mixture was prepared by 
reaction of 1 I of 0.25 M Fe'* (SO4)-0.025 M H2SO4 solution with 24.6 g 
PbS04 (2X stoichiometric) for 24 h in a well-stirred autoclave at 140°C. 

Even at 25°C, washing of the product with diethylenetriamine (10% in 
water as suggested by Mumme and Scott [2]) caused the yellow coloured 
product to turn progressively orange and theri brick-red. X-ray diffraction 
analysis of the amine-leached mixture showed only lead jarosite and this sug
gests an amorphous decomposition product. Amine leaching at higher tem
peratures hastened the change. No further work was done on the amine 
leaching of PbS04 and efforts were concentrated on 10% ammonium acetate 
solutions also recommended by Mumme and Scott [2]. 

A 10-g quantity of pure lead jarosite (11.7% Pb) was leached in 2 1 of 10°/o 
NH4AC at various terhperatures. Samples were taken at various times and 
analyzed for Pb; the results are presented in Fig. 1. The acetate solution does 
not decompose lead jarosite at 25 or 35°Cin the 50 h timeframe studied. 
Slight decomposition occurs at 50°C and this becomes significant at 70 or 
90°C; the high temperature products were brick red at the end of leaching, 
indicating major decomposition. Clearly, the ammonium acetate leaching 
must be done at low temperatures to prevent lead jarosite decomposition. 

Fig. 2 shows the product composition obtained when an autoclave syn^ 
thesis product consisting of PbS04 and lead jarosite was leached in 10% 
NH4AC solution at 25 and 50°C. The product was stirred in the acetate solu
tion for 30 min, and then analyzed for Pb. At either temperature, the free 
PbSO* is removed after two 11 washes. Washing at 50°C removes the PbSO* 
more quickly and achieves a slightly lower terminal lead value, likely indica
tive of slight lead jarosite decomposition even under these mild leaching con
ditions. 

For all subsequent work, the autoclave product was subjected to four 1-1 
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washes in 10% NH4AC solution at 25°C. The solids were slurried in the ace
tate solution for 30—60 min, allowed to settle, the liquid was decanted and 
fresh acetate solution was added. After the final wash the slurry was filtered, 
water-washed, and subsequently dried at 110°C. The above procedure was 
veiy effective in removing free PbSO*. In some in.stances, however, the prod
uct was contaminated with traces of PbS04 which' could not be removed by 
persistent acetate treatment. In such samples the PbS04 appears to be en
capsulated by the lead jarosite which effectively "protects" it. 

(b) Effect of the PbSOJFe^* ratio and the Fe^* concentration 
Figure 3 shows the effect of the ratio of PbSO*/Fe'* on the lead content 

of the acetate-washed autoclave product. Increasing the theoretical amount 
of lead increases the ratio of Pb/HjO in the lead—hydronium jarosite prod
uct. When less than 0.1 theoretical fraction lead was added, the product was 
identified as "hydronium jarosite"; for theoretical lead fractions between 
0.1 and 0.5, the product was contaminated with traces of Fe203 or persistent 
PbSO*. When greater than stoichiometric PbSO* was added, the final washed 
product consisted of lead jarosite only. It was decided to use 2.0 X theoretic;! 
fraction of PbSO* for all syntheses since this produced maximurn lead con
centrations consistent with reasonable amounts of excess PbSO* for the ace
tate leaching stage. 
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uct formed for two initial iron levels. 
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Since the solubility limit of PbSO* is only a few tens of ppm at 140°C, 
the effect produced by additional PbSO* cannot be associated with increased 
Pb activity for the reaction: 

PbSO* + 3Fe2(S04)3 + I 2 H 2 O -^ 2Pbo^Fe3(S04)2(OH)6 -I- 6H2SO4 (1) 

Lead jarosites prepared from low concentrations of PbS04 were difficult to 
purify by acetate leaching and this may indicate that the PbS04 is being en
cased by the product. An excess of PbSO* would increase the likelihood that 
some PbSO*. surface would always be exposed to the solution. 

Figure 4 shows the effect of the Fe'* concentration on the lead content of 
the washed product when the ratio of PbS04:Fe'* was held at 2.0 X theoreti
cal. The percentage of Pb in the lead—hydronium jarosite increases as the fer
ric ion concentration decreases: 

wt.% Pb = fe-2.0 log [Fe'*] (2) 

The lead content increased with increasing H2SO4 concentrations even 
though the solubility of PbSO* is known to decrease under these conditions. 
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(c) The effect of seeding and agitation 
The effect of adding small quantities of lead jarosite seed (~16% Pb) in 

amounts from 0 to 2.0 g was studied under the preferred conditions. The 
seed addition had no major effect on either the amount of lead jarosite pro
duced or its lead content. Presumably the 24-h reaction time and the presenc 
of the stirrer, vessel walls and PbSO* particles gave ample time and sites for 
lead jarosite nueleation. In spite of the above comment, seed addition was 
useful, especially at the extremes of temperature, composition, stirring, etc. 
This is illustrated in Figure 5 which shows the effect of autoclave agitation 
speed in the presence and absence of lead jarosite seed on the composition 
of the product. 
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Fig. 5. Effect of agitation on the composition of the jarosite product, with and without 
seeding. 

The addition of the seed under good mixing conditions was not overly 
beneficial, but the seed was most useful under poor agitation conditions. 
When seed was absent Without good stirring, an hydronium--lead jarosite 
formed, but the product made in the presence of seed always contained mon 
than 12% Pb. The seed prevents the formation of other iron compounds 
like hydronium jarosite, FeO-OH, Fe203, etc. For example, the products 
made in the presence of seed consisted of lead jarosite only; those made with 
out seed were contaminated with FeO-OH at the low stirring speeds. The 
yield of product with seeding was more uniform than in its absence; with 
seed the. yield at 200 rpm was nearly the same (6.0 g) as at 800 rpm (6.5 g). 
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Fig. 7. Effect of sulphuric acid concentration on the yield arid composition of the jarosite 
product made with or without seeding. 

(e) Reaction time and temperature 
The effect of time at a reaction temperature of 130°C on the lead concen-, 

tration of the acetate-washed product produced at both 0.01 and 0.1 M 
H2SO4 concentrations was investigated. The composition of the product is in
dependent of the heating times under the conditions tised, although it should 
be noted that a 2—2'/2 period was required to heat the autoclave to ISO^C. 
The yield of product increased with increasing time to about 3 h, but was in
dependent of time thereafter. Traces of an unidentified iron compound were 
found in the products heated for longer than 50 h in the absence of seed. Thf 
above observations suggest that equilibrium, or at least a steady-state condi
tion, is rapidly attained at 130°C, and that the formation of lead jarosite durin 
leaching likely could not be avoided by manipulation of the leaching times. 

The lead concentration of the lead jarosite increased as the temperature 
decreased as can be seen in Figure 8. Lead jarosite was produced over the 
temperature range 100—160°C. For the solutions containing 0.05 M H2SO4 
and no seed, FejOs was detected in minor quantities at 170°C; no FejOs 
was noted in the test done using 0.1 M H2SO4 and 0.5 g lead jarosite seed, 
and it is not known if the difference is attributable to the different acid 
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Fig. 8. Effect of synthesis temperature on the yield and composition of jarosite formed 
at two initial acid levels. 

level or to the presence of the seed. Hydronium jarosite is favoured at ele
vated temperatures [7] and the declining lead concentration on increasing 
temperatures is probably attributable to the enhanced hydrolysis of ferric 
sulphate: 

3Fe2(S04)3 + I 4 H 2 O -> 2(H30)Fe3(SO*)2(OH)6 + 5H2SO* (4) 

The yield of product increases from nearly zero at 100°C to a maximum at 
about 125—130°C and, thereafter, remains essentially constant. Prevention 
of lead jarosite formation during leaching by temperature control does not 
appear attractive. Leaching temperatures > 110°C and < 175°C would cer
tainly be employed and such temperatures give a good yield of lead jarosite. 

Addition of other sulphates 
Although lead jarosite contains trivalent iron, it is conceivable that this 

compound could be produced from solutions containing significant amounts 
of ferrous ion. Figure 9 shows the influence of added FeSO* on the lead con
tent of lead jarosite; the range of FeSO* compositions studied covered those, 
likely to be encountered during leaching. The lead concehtration of the prod
uct is independent of the amount of added FeSO* to about 1.25 M, but for 
larger FeSO* additions, the product becomes less lead rich. At the highest 
FeSO* concentrations, the product was contaminated with minor amounts of 
an iinknown iron compound. The ferrous sulphate levels likely to be encoun-
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Fig. 9. Influence of ferrous sulphate on the composition of the jarosite product. 

tered during a leaching operation will not prevent lead jarosite formation al
though high FeSO* levels will reduce the lead concentration of the product 
slightly. 

Neither lithium nor magnesium form jarosite-type compounds, and the in
fluence of ionic strength on lead jarosite formation was studied by adding 
various concentrations of MgSO*, Li2S04 or LiCl. An Fe(S04)i.5 concentr-
tion of 0.3 M was used since high ionic strength caused the precipitation of 
Fe203 or aFeOOH from more dilute iron solutions. 

Figure 10 illustrates the influence of high concentrations of Li2S04 and 
MgS04 on the lead concentration of the acetate-washed product. Increasing 
the ionic strength increases the percentage of lead in the lead jarosite; the 
yield of product was, however,-essentially identical at all concentrations. The 
products prepared in the presence of either 2 M LijSO* or 2 M MgSO* con
tained only 0.10 wt.% Li or 0-30 wt.% Mg, respectively. The percentage of 
these elements in the lead jarosite was proportional to their concentration, 
and they could not be totally eliminated by washing. It may be that trace 
amounts of Li or Mg can actually be incorporated into the lead jarosite lat
tice, although either an entrapment or adsorption mechanism could equally 
apply. The high ionic strengths commonly encountered during commercial 
leaching will only enhance the formation of lead jarosite. 

Figure 11 shows the effect of LiCl concentration on the Pb level and 
yield of the jarosite product. As the LiCl concentration increases, the percent-
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age of Pb in the product also increases. Products prepared in the presence of 
4 iW or less of LiCl consisted of lead jarosite with a trace of an unkno.wn iron 
compound; at 4 or 6 M LiCl the unknown iron compound was present in 
minor amounts and at 8 M LiCl, PbSO* was the only reaction product. In
creasing LiCl concentrations caused the yield to decrease steadily; above 6 M 
LiCl the yield dropped off rapidly, and no lead jarosite whatsoever was pro
duced at 8 M LiCl. The above results show that lead jarosite can be readily 
prepared in concentrated chloride solutions provided a separate source of 
sulphate ion is available. 

Sodium, potassium.and ammonium sulphates all yield jarosite-type com
pounds With ferric sulphate solutions that also form complete solid solution 
series with each other and with lead jarosite [11—13]. Accordingly, attempts 
were rnade to see if the presence of alkali sulphates in solution prevented or 
rhinimized lead jarosite formation under simulated leaching conditions, and 
the results are presented in Figure 12. These experiments were done at 150°C 
[1]; lead was added as 4.5 g (2 X ) of PbS which was oxidized in situ by oxygi 
at 0.7 MPa. Excess PbSO* was dissolved, and the product was subsequently 
analyzed. The addition of any pf Na, K or NH* displaced lead from the 
jarosite solid solution; the extent increased with increasing concentration of 
the alkali sulphate to about 0.3 M, but thereafter remained essentially con
stant. Potassium and ammonium sulphates were more effective than sodium 
ion. 
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Fig. 12. Reduction of the lead concentration of the jarosite product by the addition of 
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The free energy values for the reaction: 

Pbo.5Fe3(S04)2(OH)6 -I- M* + 'A SO4'- -> M Fe3(SO*)2(OH)« -f 'A PbSO* (5) 

where M*,is K*, NH** or Na*, are [14-16] : 
K* : - 6 . 4 kcal/mole 
NH**: -2 .91 kcal/mole 
Na* :.—1.24 kcal/mole 
Reaction (5) closely approximates the synthesis conditions used since an ex
cess of PbSO* was always available. These thermochemical data suggest that 
potassium will most effectively eliminate lead and that sodium ion will be 
least efficacious; the standard free.energies are, however, only indicative of 
general trends since the single ion activities as well as the activities of the 
lead—alkali jarosite solid solutions are unknown. Also, the lead jarosite con
tains" substantial hydronium substitution. 

Since the yield of product remains essentially constant when alkali sul
phates are added (Fig. 12), it follows that the amount of lead reporting in 
the jarosite phase has been substantially reduced by the presence of large 
quantities of MjSO* in the solution. This technique might find application in 
leaching processes where PbSO* and not lead jarosite was the sought-after 
phase; especially in those operations where the leach solution could be re
cycled to conserve M2SO*. 

(g) The lead jarosite product 
The best conditions for the synthesis of lead jarosite in the absence of pos

sible "contaminating" ions such as Li* or Mĝ * are: 
(i) 1 1 of 0.05 M Fe(S0*),.5 - 0.1 M H2SO* solution 
(ii) with 0.5 g lead jarosite seed and 5.2 g PbSO* (2X theoretical) 
(iii) heated to 130°C for 24 h at 800 rpm in a baffled reactor 
(iv) the product is given the standard ammonium acetate wash, filtered, 

water washed and dried at 110°C for 24 h. 
Under the above conditions the product consisted of lead jarosite together 
with a very faint trace of PbSO* and had the composition given in Table 5. 
The product had the approximate formula: Pbo.39H3Oo.22 Fej.sj (SO*)2(OH)6. 
The interplanar d-values and visually estimated intensities of the X-ray diffrac
tion pattern's are presented in Table 6. 

TABLE 5 

Synthetic 
(wt.%) 

Theoretical 
(wt.%) 

Pb 
Fe 
SO, 
H3O* OH-
(by difference)-

15.21 
31.54 
36:31 
16.94 

18.32 
29.63 
33.98 
18.07 

http://Pbo.39H3Oo.22
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TABLE 6 

X-ray diffraction data for lead jarosite Pbo.„(HjO)o.„Fe,.„(SO,),(OH)4 

a = 7.314±0.001, c = 33.624±0.008 A 

est. hkl 'calc. hkl calc. 

5.93 
5.62 
5.06 
3.65 
3.11 
3.06 
2.970 
2.804 
2.532 
2.370 

2.304 

2.248 
2.077 
1.978 
1.951 
1.915 
1.870 
1.830 

1.751 

6 
< 1/2 

3 
4 
3 

10 
3 
4 
4 
1 

2 

5 
1/2B 
5 
1/2 
1/2B 
1/2B 
5 

1 

0.12 
006 
104 
110 
202 
116 

1.0.10 
0.0.12 

208 
122 

.,0.2.10 
I 214 

0.1.14 
033 
036 

2.1.10 
2.0.14 
0.0.18 

220 
f 0.2.16 
^ 312 

5.927 
5.604 
5.059 
3.657 
3.112 
3.063 
2.970 
2.802 
2.529 
2.370 

, 2.305 
^ 2.302 

2.246 
2.075 
1.976 
1.950 
1.914 

.1.868 
1.828 

f 1.751 
h . 7 4 7 

1.695 
1.665 
1.626 

1.580 

1.559' 

1.533 

1.487 

1.451 

1.435 

1.420 

1.400 

1.382 
1.344 

1 
1 
1/2 

1/2 

4 

4 

4B 

1 

1/2 

1 

1 

I B 
3 

1.2.14 
1.1.18 
0.1.20 

f2.1.16 
' 042 
r l .3 .10 
^ 404 

2.2.12 
fl .0.22 
^2.0.20 

, 321 
I 232 

,4.0.10 
^ 324 
1 235 
^3.1.14 

0.0.24 
0.3.18 

140 
146 

1.696 
1.664 
1.625 

r l .579 
U.576 
,1.557 
U . 5 5 6 

1.531 
r 1.486 
U.485 
, 1 . 4 5 2 
W.448 
,1 .433 
11.432 
, 1.420 
W.418 

1.401 
1.399 
1.382 
1.342 

The corresponding optimum conditions for the synthesis of lead jarosite in 
solutions containing large quantities of added electrolyte are: 

(i) 1 1 of 0.3 M Fe(S04),.5 - 0.1 M H2SO* - 2 M Li2SO* solution 
(ii) with 0.5 g lead jarosite seed and 30 g PbSO* (2X theoretical) 
(iii) heated to 130°C for 24 h at 800 rpm in a baffled reactor and washed 

as above. 
Under these conditions the product had the composition given in 
Table 7. The synthesized product had the approximate formula: Pbo.** 
H3O0.11 Fe2.8i (SO*)2(OH)5. The interplanar d-values and estimated intensities 

TABLE 7 

Synthetic 
(wt.%) 

Theoretical 
(wt.%) 

Pb 
Li 
Fe 
SO, 
H , 0 ' OH-

16.68 
0.08 

28.36 
34.78 
20.10 

18.32 
0.00 

29.63 
33.98 
18.07 
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of the Xrray diffraction patterns for this material are very similar to those 
presented in Table 6. 

eGNCLUSlONS 

The factors affecting'lead jarosite formation in both the-slow addition and 
autoclave synthesis techniques have been investigated. In.the slow addition 
•method the principal factors are the amouiit and rate of delivery of soluble 
lead to the hot ferric,sulphate:solution; high temperatures (95—lOO^C) and 
good agitation are also essential to avoid the formation of PbSO*. Wheri the 
above variables are fixed, "the ferric and acid concentrations can be varied on
ly over extremely narrow ranges if PbSO*,!? to be ayoided. Under the optimum 
slow addition conditions, a lead jarosite containing ~11% Pb can be prepared. 

The, key,step in'the autoclaye synthesis process is the;selective-removal of 
the.resi'dual PbSO*; this leaching: was best aceoihpHshed with'cold (25°C) 
10% ammonium acetate solution. The principal factors affecting the auto
clave jarosite synthesis were the ratio of PbS04/Fe^*,.the acid concentration 
arid the ionic strength of the solutipn. Time, temperature, degree of agita
tion and seeding all affected the synthesis but to-a lesser-degree. The princi
pal methods identified for suppressing lead jarosite formation were high 
acidity (> 0.3 M HjSO*) and the-presence of other jarosite-formers (NajSO*, 
(NH4}2S0*, K2SQ4). The autoclave synthesis technique can produce a prod
uct coritaining:over 16% Pb; X-ray'and chemical data are-reported for the 
high-lead products. 
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A record 9.37 million tons (J0.33 
million st) of uraniuni ore was mined 
by open-pit and underground meth
ods in 1977, according to the Depart
ment of Energy. With the demand for 
u r a n i u m e x p e c t e d to i n c r e a s e by 
about 15% annually through 1985, the 
challenges ahead for US miners are 
formidable. 

While most uranium will be mined 
by open-pit and underground meth
ods, contributions from nonconven-
tional sources, such as in situ and by
product recovery techniques, will be 
needed to meet the developing gap 
b e t w e e n u ran ium s u p p l y and de 
mand. 

In situ mining and byproduct re
covery from wet process phosphoric 

• acid could each grow to an annual 
capability of about 3600 t/y (4000 stpy) 
of UjOs dur ing the next 15 years . 
However, as DOE ' s John Klemenic 
cautioned, "The growth of the solu
tion mining industry is difficult to 
p ro jec t , as the t e c h n i q u e "is s t i l l 
largely in the demonstration stage." 

Underground Mining 
D O E ' S Fred Facer , Jr., repor ted 

that 50% ofthe underground uranium 
mines in the US did not produce in 
J977, Most of these nonproducers are 
small mines which in 1977 e i the r 
closed or switched from product ion to 
development work. The uranium in
dustry has compensated for this loss in 
production mainly by increasing ore 
production from operat ing mines. 

US mines are generally larger and 
d e e p e r than those of p r io r yea r s . 
Room and pillar as well as open stop
ing methoQS are primarily used in the 
larger operations. The average grade 
of uranium ore produced from under
ground mines has remained at 0.17% 
UjOe for about two years and is un
likely to change much dur ing the next 
two years, according to Facer . The 
amount of uranium in ore produced 
from underground mines was slightly 
less than that in ore p roduced from 
open pits in 1976, ana there will be 
little, ifany, change in the proportion 
of uranium ore Trom u n d e r g r o u n d 
mines in 1977, On a tonnage basis, 
4 6 % of the ore came from unde r 
ground mines and 54% from open pit. 

Open-Pit Methods 
As labor costs and uranium prices 

increase, more firms have elected to 
mine ore deposits at dep ths greater 

This ar t ic le is based on information 
suppl ied by J. Fred Facer, Jr . , US De
par tment of Energy; William C. Lar
sen, US Bureau of Mines; andWil l i am 
M. Leader, Uranium Recp*^«r.y Corp. 

MINING ENGINEERS 

than 76 m (250 ft) by the less labor-
intensive open-pit methods, although 
there are more apparent environmen
tal problems associated with open pits 
than with underground mines. 

During 1977, there was extensive 
Overburoen removal in many areas to 
prepare deposits for mining. At-the 
seven largest existing open-pit opera
tions, mining p lans cal led for the 
stripping of 180 million tons (200 mil
lion st) of waste, while mining 6,6 mil-

• lion tons (7.3 million st) of ore. 
Production of uranium in ore from 

open pits should remain about the 
same as that from underground mines 
for the next several years. The ore 
g rade r ecove red from o p e n p i t s 
ranged from 0,025% to 0,250% U^Os 
and averaged 0.145% for 1976 and 
1977. This grade is expected to de
crease slightly during the next two 
years, but it will be a leveling trend 
rather than the sharp drop of tne pre
vious four years. 

in Situ Methods 
Accelerate 

T h e num'ber of new pi lo t -scale 
uranium in situ leaching operations is 
increasing almost monthly, according 
to US Bureau of Mines ' William C. 
Larson. Operators who have com
pleted pilot-scale or commercial op
erations are applying for new or ex
panded source material licenses. This 
activity is particularly true in Texas, 
Wyoming, and New Mexico. 

Recovery of uranium by in situ 
methods has contributed less than 1% 
of US supplies. Although the 1% level 
will be exceeded in 1978, commercial 
in situ applications are expected to be 
few, since conditions are generally 
unfavorable at rnany ore deposi ts , 
according to Facer. 

Although some firms choose the in 
situ method because it seems to in
volve fewer environmental problems 
than c o n v e n t i o n a l min ing , F a c e r 
noted that this may prove to be illus
ory. Restoration of an 'in situ leach 
well field to its approximate condition 
has not been demonstrated on a large 
scale. 

Byproduct Uranium— 
Prices Spur Activity 

Between 1951-1961, three firms re
covered some 500 000 kg (one million 
Ib) of U3O8 from wet-process phos
phoric acid. Work on these processes 
ended in the 1960's with the dis
covery o f the Ambrosia Lake District 
in New Mexico. Uranium from New 
Mexico sources became more eco
nomical to recover than that from 
phosphate byproducts. 

But as William .\f. Lcndt-r, Uriniiiiin 
Recoverv Corp. (URC) noted, "Al
though the commercial separation of 
uranium from phosphoric acid ua ' ; 
s t opped , cons ide rab le interest re
mained, owing to the facf that if the 
UaOg is not removed from the phos
phoric acid at its manufacturing point, 
it is essentially lost as far as its energy 
value is concerned," A favorable price 

•and i n c r e a s i h g d e m a n d have 
accelerated developments in recent 
years. According to Leader, about five 
thousand tons of uranium are mined 
along with the phosphates in central 
Florida every year. 

Four other firms are committed to 
building uranium recovery facilities 
at phosphoric acid plants in the near 
future: 
B F r e e p o r t M i n e r a l s Co. has a 
uranium recovery plant under con
struction at its phosphoric acid plant 
at Uncle Sam, La. With an initial capi
tal cost of $32 million, the plant is 
scheduled for startup in 1979. Some 
313 000 kg (690,000 lb) of yellowcake 
is expected to be recovered annually. 
B Cardinier Inc., in East Tampa, Fla., 
has contracted with Jacobs Engineer
ing to construct a uranium recovery 
filant at an estimated cost of $20 mil-
ion. The Cardinier (US Phosphoric 

Products) plant produced consider
able uranium fi-om phosphoric acid 
prior to 1961 and in recent years has 
tested an improved process on a pilot 
plant scale. The plant is expected to 
begin operations in 1979 and is de
signed for 193 000 kg (425,000 lb) yel
lowcake capacity. 
B Wyoming Mineral Corp., a sub
sidiary of Westinghouse Electric, has 
a uranium recovery plant under con
struction at the phosphoric acid plant 
of Farmland Industries, Pierce, Fla, 
The 181 000-kg/y (400,000-lb-per-yr) 
capacity plant is expected to come 
onstream during 1979, Startup testing 
of the process was expected in 1978. 
B International Minerals Corp. (IMC) 
will invest about S70 million to more 
than double its uranium oxide produc
tion capacity to about 910 000 kg/y (2 
million Ib per yr). Its plan involves an 
agreement with C F Industries to pur
chase about540 000 kg(1.2 million Ib) 
o f ' u r a n i u m per year for a 12-year 
period. 

Finally, recovering uranium as a 
byproduc t from copper opera t ions 
was initiated by Wyoming Mineral 
Corp, at Kennecott Copper Corp.'s' 
Bingham Canyon copper dump leach 
operation in Utah. While the process 
is not trouble free, it has been found 
feasible. Potential uranium produe
tion by the variou.s copper operations 
could be 500 to 1000 t/y of UaOa by 
1983, according to Facer. D 
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us Uranium Mines and Mills 
The following list of US companies, 

mines, and mills engaged in uranium pro
duction was compiled by the Health and 
Safety Analysis Cenler. Mine Safety and 
Health Administration, in Denver, Colo. 
The list includes those companies report
ing to the Center in 1978. 

Thanks to D. K. Walker. Chief of the 
Health and Safety Analysis Center, for pro
viding the information to MINING ENGINEER
ING. 

Allied Shumway Minerals 

Jimbo Bob ii'SI Mine 
Yellow Circle Mine 

Anaconda Co. 
Anaconda Jackpile P-10 
Bluewater Mill 
Jackpile Paguate Unit 
P.W. 2/3 

Anderaon Brothers Mining & Drimng Co. 

Louise Mine 

Bokum Mining & Exploration 
Mafquez Shatl 

Brooks Minerals I nc 
Cenlennial 
Hofseshoe Mine" 
Lazy L 
Parrot Railroad Tunnel 

. Suncup # 2 

C & D Exploration InC 
Yellow Bird * 1 
Eureka 

C & H Mining Co. 

Buckhorn 
Liltle Fawn No. 1 

Calvin Black Enterprises 
Markey-Nap-Poochie 

Centennial Development Co. 
Probe Shaft 

Chevron Resources 
Panna Maria Projeci 

OcgciBlfom N A Inc. 
Midnile-Dawn Mine 

Deloy Shumwey Mining Co. 
Cotlonwood f f l Mine 
Strawberry Mine 

Oemco Mining Co. 

Congress 46 

Doran Hunt Mining Co. 
Oexfer 

Durfee Mining Co. 
Farmer Girl 

Eagle Peak Mining Co. 
Ctvrt Cat Mine 

Earl Bell, Operator 
April Mine 

Edward E. Miller '-
Alice No. Z LC-SR-iS 

Associated Energy 
Farmers Knob Mine 

Cimarron Mining Co. 

Spanish Trail Mine 

Ekker & Hunt Mining Co. 

Trackyle Pits 

v 

Atlas Minerals Division of Atlas Corp. 
Mine No. 2 
Calllham Mine 
Far West Incline 
Sage Mine 
Four Corners Mine 4. 5, 6, and 2 
Wood Mine 
Moab Mill 
Snow Mine 
Big Buck Group 
Patti Ann Mine 
Standard No. 2 
Columbus UG—With Felix Mendisco 

B A L Mining Co. 
Peanut No. 2 • 

Bear Creek Uranium Co. 
Bear Creek Operatioris 

Bell Mining Co. 
Helen * 1 C-SR-15 

Benson Mining and Machinery 
Uranium 6tr( 

Bon Urratburu Mining Co. 
Blond te 
Murietia 

Blerschied Mining Co. 
Blue Bird Mine 
Locust Mine 

Big Indian Uranium Corp. 
Bacardi Bobtail D & D ' 

Binder Mining Co. 

Peggy #2 

Birch Mining Co. 

Mine -^9 

Blake Mining Co. 
Rainbow Mine 
Smoky Mine 
Vela Mad(CSR-i3A>—w.ih ERDA 

Cleghorn and Washburn Mining Co. 
Pandora Mine UG 
Snow Mine 
Rex 38 

Cobb Nuclear Corp. 
Westranch Mine 

Coff Nuclear Corp. 
Section 12 

Cole & Co Mining 

Fox Mine 

Colt Mesa Mining Co. 
Strike No. 1 
Hanni No. 1 
Horse Head Mine 
Smith Pit 
Wild Horse Pit ' 

Continental Oil Co. 
Karnes County Pils 
Conquista Mill 
House Pit 
Hurt Pit 
Dybowsky Pil 

Cotier Corp. 
Sokan Mountain Oolson Claims 
C-LP-21 
Cotier Mill 
Lelty Jones 
Schwartiwalder 
S M 18 Mine ' * . 

C. W. Bunker Mining Co. 
Shady Lady 
SL Patrick No. 7 

Dawn Mining Co. 
Oawn Mill 
Midnite Dawn Mine 

0. C. Bunker Mining Co. 
C-Sfl-13 
Early Morning—with Short and Impson 

Energy Fuels Nuclear Inc. 

Hanksville Uranium Buying Station 
Hillside Mine 
Ladwig Mine 

Eugene Shumway Mining Co. 

Cotlonwood 4 

Bxxon Minerals Company USA 
Buffalo Shaft 
Highland Uranium Operations 
Stonewall Bay 

Farrls Mines Inc. 
SL Anthony Stripping 

Federal American Partners 
Table Stakes No. 2 
Federal American Underground Mill 

Felix Mendisco Mining Co. 
Rim-Columbus 
C-J-I>9 

Forward Drilling Inc. 
• Peterson Lease 

F o ^ C o r n e r s Mining A Mineral 
Maw 

Frank T. Wilson 

B-Chitty-U 

Gates A Fox Co. Inc. 

C-JO-5 

General Electric, Nuclear Division 
Ore Buying Station 

Getty Oil Co. 

Petrotomics Mill 

Golden Mining Corp. 

Black-Ape Mine 
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Grahem Mining Co. 

Rosebud Mine 

Cramnch EiiploratEon Co.. 

San Juan 

Graagor and Swltzl^r Mining 

Shov^boal Mine 

Great LBVBS CheAircal Corp. 
LJttls Sparkler Mine 

Guit Mineral ResQurces Co, 
Mariano Lake: Mine 
Ml. Taylor Mirie 

Kannert Mining Inc 

Lucky Sirike Mine 

Harrison-Western Industrie a 
ML Taylor Mine 
North Morlbn Shaft 

Harry H. Harp, Jr. 

Midnight Mine 

Heldenfela Brothers 

Felder Uranium Operation 

Klael-Miller Mining Co. 
^ Hafbert C-SR-13 

Kcmestake Mining Co. 

Pitch P r o p e ^ 

Koine Town Mining Co. 
Radium King 

Hubbsfd Mining Co, 

Hirbbard Mine 

Hunt Kay 
Norih Knob Mine 

Hydro Jet Services Inc. 
Luc)(y StrFke 

] A S Trucking 
Radium King West Chgnne! Mine 

INCE Minerais Corp. 
C-LP-22 Mine 
C-8L-23 
Peaches 
October Adit—with AtTas Corp. 

intercontinental Energy Carpt 

Pawnee Mine 

J A J MlHlng A Exploration 
Rjvervlaw 

J A R Mining Co. 

North Wash Fit 

J & S Mining Co. 

Alice C-SR i s 

J R J Joint Ventures 

North Alice 

J a m e i Hamilton Construction Co, 

Jack Pile Pit 

Jerry Stocks MinEKg Co, 

Bridger,JacI^ Mine 

Jim Butt Mining Co. 
Yankee: Girl 
While Canyon No. 1 
Oais^y Mine 
Yankee Girl 6 
Last Hope Pit 
Bullseye Mine 

Jahannsen Mining Co. 

. Sego Lily Lou 

John Be^es Mining Co. 

Stafford #5 : 

Jqhnaon Brothers Co. 
Bill Smith Open Pit 

Jon^9 & Hopper 
Pond Mine Windswept Group 

K-Enterprlses 
Posey Mine 
Mckenzie 
C l i ^ House Mine 

IC and K Mining Co. 
Sinpalica No. I 

K M S U Mining Inc. 
Cougar Ventures 

^Jeck Thompson Mining 
Sears #1 

Jack T. Watterson Mining Co. 
Jack One Mine 
Dime Mine 
Drill Pil 

Kelley Minirig 
Jack Knife 
Glade'Mine 

Kelmine Corp. 
C-JO-6 
C-jb-7 
Mk^erst Joe Group 
Duggan Adit 

Kendr^cJc Bay B̂ ErMng Go» 
Ftos-Adam$ 

Kerr UcG«e Nucte^r Corp. 
- Sec24 14N10W 

SecSG t4N 9W a 29 1 
Sec 30 West 
Sect; on,33 

- Sec 35 M ine 
S e c 3 G - V G 
Rio Puerco 
Sec ^7 14N9W 
Section 19 
Churchrock J*1 Mine 
Bil l Smith 
Sullivan Mine 

Koppen Mining-Construction Corp. 
Spencer Shaft 

Krsbbe Mining 
Happj^.Jack ' • , 

Lammert Mining Co. 

State School Section ML ?359B 
Slate liea'se aC&S 

Laura Nlknlng Co. 

Laura Mine 

Leland Bennett 
Rye & 

Look Mining Co. 
Coilbnwood Jif2. 
Yellow JacHet Mine 
V-a Mine 

Lucky Mc Uranium Corp. 
Lucky Mc Mine Operations 
Big Eagle Mine 
Lucky"Mc Mill 

Lymfln Shumway'DBA ME Mng 

Sad Sack.Mine 

Lyssa Mining Co< 

Silver Dollar i*'1 

M & M Co. 

DbrisExtension 

. Martln<:Tm&t.As50cTate3 

Miracle Mine 

MkhaeT Moore 

Small Fry Mine 

MlkeOreager 

Echo # 2 

Mineral 5) Ejcploratipn Co. 

Sweetwater Uranium Mine 

MlneriaJs Recovery Corp. 

West Incline 

Minerals West Corp. 
Expectation Mine 
McCormick Drill 

Mobit on Co. 
: Ohern Leach Plant 

Mother and Kelson Mining Co. 

Fry-4 Mirfe 

Murphy Mining Co. 
Waierfail Mrrie 

NeJson tNlnlng Co. 
Geneva Inctine 

Mftcbla Copper Minea Ltd. 

Wrnnfield McCormack 

Orat Clark Minlrtg Co. 
Shinarump 

Pacer Corpv 
Virginia Mirie 

Palangana Dome 

Palangarra PfojectT-wllh Union Carbide, 

pathfinder Mines Corp. 
Shirley Basin Mine and Mill 

Petfofbmlcs 

Petrolomics Mine ^ ^ 

Phillips Uranium Co, 

No^erock No. 1 Mine 

Pickett Corral 

Andi^ew's Mining Co, 

pierce Mining 
Radium jf'G 

Ptnal Mineral and Mining Lid. 

Lucky Boy 
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pioneer Uravan Inc. 

St. Jude Mine 
Carnation 
Geo i»l Mine 
Mum 

Plaleau Mining Co. 
Belmont No. 1 
Arrowhead 8 

Plateau Resources Ltd. 

Plateau Buying Station 

Ouad-Honslein Joint Venture 

Pine Ridge No. 1 Mine 

R M E—J. V, Halliburton 

Mine Mile Lake Pilot Plant 

Small Ftaf Mining Co. 
Vanadium Ouoon 

Sohio Nplural Resources Co. 
J J >'̂  Mine 
L-Bar Uranium Mill 

Slraleglc Minerals Inc. 
Bujan 

Taminco Inc. 
Club Mines 

Temple Rock Mining Co. 
Vanadium King No. 6 Mine 

Uranium Production Co. 
Cotlonwood 
Dim Light Mine 
Almost *'2 
Monte Cristo 

Uranium Supply Services Corp. 

Jenkins Project 

US Bureau o l Mines, Special Studies Section 

Twftlight t)̂ ^ . 

US Energy Corp. 

Pay Dirt North Incline 
Golden Goose 02 

US Steel Corp. 

Clay West Uranium Plant 

( • • 

Rajah Ventures Ltd. 
Rajah 49 
Atlas-Bonanza 
Bonanza 
C G 25—wilh ERDA 
Thornlon Group 
Lost Dutchman 

Ralph Foster and Sons 
Mesa #5(CG-27) 
Mineral Channel No. 12 

Rampart Exploration Corp. 

High Park Pit 

Ronchers Explotation & Development 

Hope Mine 
Johnny M. Shalt 

Ray Williams Mining 

Enos Johnson 

Reserve OII & Minerals Corp. 

Poison Canyon 

Rio Algom Corp. 
Lisbon Mine 

R. L. Slarks 
C-SR-11 Brighton 
Nola Z C-SB-I6 

S and M Exploralion 

Black Jack Mine 

S & S Mining 
Old Rattler Mine 

Sage and Sage Mining Co. 

Slarlile 7 

SL Jude Mining Co. 
Ihe C SR 11 
Patrick 0 C-SR-16 
Ann-C-SR-16 
C-SR-12 

Seraphin Engineering 

I and L Mine 

Shetco Inc. 

Slate Lease 34281 

Shumway and Shumway Mining Co. 

Giveaway 

Stiver King Mines Ine. 
Lion »2 Pit 
Dat low . 3 Pit 
Oartow »4 Pit 
Darrow Lease 

Todilto Exploration & Development 
Haystack Underground 
Haystack Open-Pit 

Trio Industries Inc. 
C-SR-16A 
TCE Mine * 1 

Union Carbide Corp. 
East Gas Hills Mill 
Coloradian 
New i/eide 
King Solomon Mine 
Grace 
Maybell Pit 
Rackrat Mine 
Fawn Springs #9 
Ura 
Maylse 
Nil 

Wilson Spgs PI & Pll 
Lasal Mine 
Snowball Mine 
Sunday 
September Morn 
Rajah 30 
Mining & Metals Div Rifle Mill 
Deremo-Snyder 
Blackburn Mine 
Burro Mine 
East Area Pit 
Eula Belle 
Bagger 
Long Park 15 
Stafford Pit School Section 
Maybell Plant 
Radium Hill I ' lO 
Sunbeam 
Paustreak Frances Mine 
Wilson Silverbell Mine 
Anna May 
Donald L 

Union Minerals Exploration 

Red Desen Project 

United Nuclear Corp. 
South Morton Mine 
North Morton Mine 
Sandstone Mine 
Sec 27 
Ann Lee Mine 
Church Rock Mine 
Church Bock Mill 
St. Anthony No. 2 
SI. Anthony Open Pri 

United Nuclear/Homestake Partners 
Section 13 Mine 
Section 15 
Section 23 
Section 25 
Sections 29 & 32 
Mac Uranium Mill 

University of Grants 
Section 24 

Urango Mining Co. Inc. 

tlrango Mining Company 

Utah International Inc. 

Lucky Mc Mine 

Utah West Mining and Development 

Delta Mine 

"Vernon Moores and Sons 

Wedge 

W. D. Tripp Mining Co. 

Uintah 

Western Nuclear Inc. 
Sherwood Project 
Ruby No. 1 
Sheep Mountain Operations 
Spill Rock Mill 
White King Mine 

Whitelock Corp. 

Thornberg Mine 

Williams Inc 

Last Chance 3 

Wyoming Mineral Corp. 
Bruni Solution Mine 
Suiter Creek Operation 
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In connection with the foregoing, a stagewise flotation scheme with an increased degree 
of additional crushing in the selective cycle is desirable, 

With existing unchanged grinding conditions, before the collective and copper flotations 
of massive ore we must reduce the sphalerite size in the zinc cycle feed of the flotation pro
cess to 30 ym. 

The weak activity of tennantite in comparison with the principal copper-containing min
eral in the ore (chalcopyrite) is evidently due to the nonoptimal conditions for its flota
tion in a highly calcareous medium. 

ThVis in the organization of ore processing, the level of extraction of the metals is 
governed by the content of the minerals in the raw material, the crushing size of the min
erals during ore preparation, and their flotation activity in the different size classes. 
Statistical analysis of the performance of a beneficiation plant revealed the need to shift 
the floatability peak of the useful minerals for most currently won sulfide ores to the 
—30 + 10 ym size class; this requires an improvement in the ore preparation processes under 
industrial conditions and__aA.iincrease in the degree of crushing of the ores. 
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FEASIBILITY OF COMBINING THE EXTRACTION-SORPTION TECHNOLOGY 

OF TREATMENT OF SOLUTIONS WITH BACTERIAL-CHEMICAL LIXIVIATION 

l ^ . J l b ^ ^ H ^ ^ ' ^ 
-XT' IL 1^1, fS^&o 

OF COPPER-ZINC ORES 

A. I. Golomzik, V. F. Travkin, 
N. V. Dranltsyna, and T. L. Mikhailova 
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f the principal trends In the development of present-day hydrometallurgy Is the 
raction—sorption processes for recovering metals from lixiviation solucions. 

takings have already tested and mastered the processes of extraction of copper 
ectrolytlc precipitate; pilot tests are being made on technological schemes for 
copper and zinc from solutions of various compositions [1-3]. The combination 
ion and sorption processes in a single .scheme may also' prove promising, both frora 
int of complete utilization of the components of the solutions, and for the purpose 
lng water recirculation, especially in the case of a high iron content in the pro-
lutions. 

In this article we study the theoretical possibility of using these processes to ex
tract copper and zinc from solutions from underground or dump bacterial—chemical lixiviation. 
Since the spent solucions must be recirculated, we investigated the influence of extraction 
of copper.and sorption of zinc on the activity of Th. fevvooxidanB in the circulated solu
tions. 

Uralmekhanobr, Sverdlovsk. Translated from Fiziko-Tekhnicheskie Problemy Razrabotki 
Poleznykh Iskopaemykh, No. 2, pp. 113-116, March-April, 1980. Original article submitted 
May 22, 1979. 
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The productive solutions from lixiviation of ore frora one of the sulfide deposits had 
low copper and zinc concents and high iron concentration. 

^ The technological scheme shown in Fig. 1, which has been studied in scaled-up laboratory 
conditions. Included bacterial—chemical lixiviation of the copper—zinc ore, extraction of 

if. copper from the'solution, sorptive extraction of zinc from che decopperized solution, and 
return of the clarified solution after extraction to recirculation for lixiviation. Since 
the main aim of.our work was to establish the feasibility of using the solutions as recir
culate for lixiviation, and also owing to the difficulty of organizing counterflow in the 
laboratory, .the extraction and sorption of che metals was carried out in nonoptimal condi
tions. The sample of lixiviated ore contained (per cent): Cutoti 1-79; Cuoxide> 0.067; Zn, 
1.12; Fetot. ^h-.!; Stot. 38.6; SiOj, 15.0; AlaOa, 0.34; MgO, 0.1; CaO, 0.38; Co, 0.018; Ca, 
0.005; As, 0.075. 

One-third of the copper in the ore is in the form of secondary sulfides (mainly chalco
cite) ; the rest is in the form of primary sulfides and oxides. The zinc, sulfur, and iron 
are almost entirely in the form of sulfides; the main ore component is pyrite (up to 80%). 
The predominant nonore components are chlorice and quartz. 

The accive culture of bacteria was added both to the lixiviating solution before irri- • 
gating the ore with it and to the productive solution after lixiviation. In Inoculating the 
productive solution it is necessary Co completely oxidize the ferrous iron to ferric and 
Chen CO hydrolyze ic; Chis operation avoids conversion of the iron to tar with sorpcion of 
zinc and contamination of the eluate. 

After bacterial oxidation of iron, the solution (now containing 1.24 g/liter of Cu, 
0.78 of Zn, 0.035 of Fê"*"̂- and 4.6 of Fetoc) goes on to extraction of copper. This is ef-

[ fected by means of a 12% solution of ABF [4] in kerosene in the counterflow mode in the 
f following conditions: three-stage excraction; ratio of volumes of organic and aqueous phases, 
I 1:1.2; duration of contact between extracting agent and productive solution, 3 min; duration 
3 of layer separation of phases, 10 min. The extraction of copper into the organic phase was. 

84.5%. 

J Zinc was extracted by sorption from the decopperized solution (Cu, 0.15 g/liter; Zn, 
I 0.76; Fetot> A.35). The sorbent was aminocarboxyl ampholyte ANKB-10. Since its sorpclon 
f capacity for zinc is greatest at pH '6.0-6.5, to the decopperized solution we added milk of 
i lime (10% CaO). Zinc was extracted from the hydrate pulp in counterflow conditions. 

••: In four sorption stages, 85.2% of the zinc was extracted from the solution with a 1:10 
I ratio of the ion-exchanger and solution currents and a contact duration of 40 min between 
)• the ion-exchanger and che solucion in each scage. As a resulc of regeneration of the sorbent 
I wich 20% solution of sulfuric acid we obtained a zinc eluate which can be further .treated by 
I the usual techniques [5] to give zinc sulfate. 

) The copper eluate obtained by reextraction is suitable for the production of copper by 
electrolysis [6] 

i In conneccion wich che necessity of recirculaclng che clarified solutions for llxivia-
j • tion, we investigated the Influence of the extraction' and sorption operations on the metab-
j, olism of Th. f e r roox idans cells. 

In che productive solution proceeding to copper extraction, the concentration of bacteria 
i was 10' cells/ml. The activity of the cells, measured by means of tagged carbon dioxide 
• (C'Oa), was 13,600 pulses per 100 sec in 10 ml of solution. After exeracclon of copper the 
'. concentration of cells fell Co 10" cells per millillcer, and Che activity of the cells de

creased by three orders of magnitude. In the next few days, in this solution Che concencra-
i' cion of living bacteria remained at the level of 10* cells per milliliter; however, the activ-
{ ity of the cells fell to zero. 

/ The number of bacteria in the pulp tailings from zinc sorpcion was 10^ cells/ml. Afcer 
i Che pulp had settled, no cells were found in the clarified solucion, and che concentration of 
j bacteria in the wet sediment was 10^ cells per milliliter of sediment. Thus practically all 
j the bacterial cells go into the sediment, and the clarified solution recirculated for lixivia

tion must be fortified with acid, iron, and active bacterial cells. 

i If chere is a low content of bacterial cells in che original solucion subjected to ex
traction (lO^-lO" cells/ml), the cells disappear entirely from the solution after this operar 
tion, 
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Fig. 1. Theoretical technological scheme of processing solu
tions from bacterial—chemical lixiviation of ore by the extrac
tion-sorption method. 

We checked up on the growth and oxidative capacity of the Th. fe r rooxidans cells when 
added to the tailings from extraction of copper and sorption of zinc, to which has been 
added ferrous iron in a concentration of 3-5 g/liter and acid to make up to pH 1.7-1.8. 

In che residual solutions after extraction of copper and sorption of zinc, the bacteria 
do not die and do not lose their oxidative capacity. In che solucions after extraction for 
7 days their numbers Increase from IO** to 10* cells/ml and the iron is completely oxidized; 
in the solutions after sorption of zinc when inoculating solucion, ferrous iron, and acid 
are added this takes 3 days. Addition of elements.of a nutritive baccerial medium did noc 
Influence the growth or oxidative capacicy of che cells. 

Thus, che callings solucions from Che mecal exeracclon—sorption process can be used in 
the circulating water of bacterial—chemical lixiviation of ores. However, owing to the re
duction in the absolute concent of bacterial cells in these solutions, it Is necessary to 
periodically add an inoculate from a bacterial cultivator to the circulating solutions. The 
amount of added inoculate must be calculated in each particular case in accordance with the 
bacterial content of the recirculating solution subjected to lixiviation. 
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r. 
CHOICE OF PARAMETERS FOR SEPARATION IN AN ELECTROSTATIC FIELD 

IN DRUM-TYPE ELECTROSEPARATORS 

A. I. Mesenyashln 

The recommendations in the literature on the choice of optimal conditions of electro-
separation are ofCen noC incerrelaced, owing, in particular, to the different characters of 
the electric fields [1]. The Influence of certain electrical parameters on the separation 
process were discussed in [2]. In this arcicle we will use analytical mechods co investi
gate the influence of both electrical and mechanical parameters on the conditions of separa
tion of weakly conducting particles in uniform and nonuniform electrostatic fields. 

The efficiency of separation in an electroseparator raay be regarded as depending on the 
distance through which che separated components of the material are removed from one another 
and also on the throughput of the separator. In the case of the widely used drum-type elec-
troseparators, the optimum conditions correspond to the maximum discance becween che points 
of breakaway of the components and the maximum peripheral velocity of the precipitation 
electrode (drum). 

Separation in Uniform Electrostatic Field. Let us deterraine the angles of breakaway 
Yl = wti and YJ = wta of two components, and also the radius Ri and rotation frequency u of 
the precipitation electrode corresponding to the extremal distance between the points of 
breakaway of the two components, i.e.. 

At the breakaway points M (Fig. 1) of the particles from the drum, the equations for 
the forces Fj and Fj acting, respectively, onthe first and second groups of particles which 
are to be separated take the form 

• (2) 

(3) 
Fl = /»,gcos Yl ~ w,ii)-7^, ± Eqi •!- {\q'\ = 0, 

I''., — m.,^cos-'(., ~ //i,iir/;, ± Eq„ -\- fM/!i - 0, 

where mg is the force of gravity; g, acceleration due to gravity; w, drum rotation frequency; 
t, time during which the particles are in contact with the drum, reckoned from the top point; 
Y = wt, angle of breakaway of the particles; Ri, radius of the drum; q, charge on a particle; 
E, electric fleld strength; and p, coefficient depending on the geometrical shape and elec
trical properties of the particles. 

Let us investigate the case of separation of weakly conducting particles, for which the 
charges on the particles, qi and qa, do not change appreciably during separation. 

To determine the extremal values of expressions (2) and (3), we use Lagrange's multi
pliers [3]. 

Let us compile the function 

•JJ==/?i(-fi-r2M-?-î i + ?i2A, 
where Xj and Xg are Lagrange's undetermined multipliers. 

Assuming that the.unknowns are-Yi =° uti, Ya ° uta, u 
equations 

^1 = 0; 

(4) 

Rii Xl,- Xa, we have the system of 

F,=-0; 1^ = 0; ? = 0 ; '2in==0; 
i)y,. ' out ' 

oif. = 0. (5) 

Simferopol'. Translated from Fiziko-Tekhnicheskie Problemy Razrabotki Poleznykh Isko
paemykh, No. 2, pp. 116-120, March-April, 1980. Original article submitted February 14, 1977, 
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1.200-2.200 SCF PER HOUR STORAGE 

CKEMETALS CORP. OF NEW YORK researched goseous reduct ion o f 

-.ziiotr from ammoniacal solulions-over a period of years, and after 
a thorough economic study of these systems placed major emphasis 
on commercializing reduction from CuSOi media, as shown above. 

UNIVERSITY OF UTAH 
RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
EARTH SCIENCE LAB. First commercidl-scale , 

H2 reduction plant for Cu on stream 
Arizona Chemcopper's acid heap leach, hydrogen reduction of 

copper soiution, and acid regeneration process offers a new 

perspective in copper metallurgy 

''••rKODi;c(N(j a new technique to the copper industry, 
•Arizona Chemcopper Corp.'s acid leach, hydrogen reduc-
-'f>n route to high-purity copper products became opera-
"•̂ nal in June 1966, in Bagdad, Ariz. Designed to take 
•̂•̂  from Bagdad Copper Corp.'s open-pit, the plant will 

Pfoiluce 8,250 tpy of either moulding grade copper powder, 
'̂'Ction grade copper powder, copper oxide or copper 

''"M'J'-itcs. The new plant is the first commercial scale oper-
:̂uii ol it.s type, and is a natural development for meeting 
'•*•' growing demand of the powder metallurgy trade. This 

-If^J—January, 1967 ' 

market is estimated at appro.ximately 17,000 tpy of pure 
copper powder and 25,000 tpy of powder for dispersion 
strengthened copper alloys. 

Starting with cement copper precipitate, from the heap 
leach step at the mine, the material is fed to the copper 
refinery for processing into a high-conductance, essentially 
oxygen-free copper product. Feed material has a typical 
analysis of 82% Cu; 2.6% Fe; 0.4% Pb; 0.07% Sn; 0.5% 
acid insolubles, all on a dry-basis. 

In the refinery, 15-ton batches of cement copper are 
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AFTER DECIDING,on a-major effort toward 
copper reduction by the acid medio route, 
Chemetals teame'd-up wilh Bagdad Copper 
Corp. of Arizona, and piloted the conversion 
of copper from impure precipitates into high-
purity copper powder. Subsequent to this, ond 
ofter the formation of Arizona Chemcopper 
Corp. by these two firms, Chemcopper placed 
its commerciol-scole plonton stream, and 
found thot ammonium-sulphate buffered solu
tions permitted a reduction of one-half in the 
leaching cycle. A buildup of Fe in solution 
also • helped, and recovery of copper ap
proaches 9 9 % from the copper precipitates. 
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measured and slurried to 50% solids (by weight), with 
recycledreduction-end solution in one of two charge tanks. 
The slurry is then metered alternately from the charge 
tanks into the first of a series of five leaching cells. Here, 
leaching takes place' in oxygen-enriched, ammonium sul-
-phate buffered solutions. -

William J. Yurko, plant manager, says that the leaching 
reactions are represented as: 

l ) .Fe + H,SO.. -1- ViOz -^ FeSO* -f H^O 
2) 2FeS04 -f V^Oj + H^SO* -> Fe.CSOJa -f H.O 
3) Fe,(S04)3^-f Cu -> CUSO4 -f 2FeS04 
4) 2FeS04 4- SH^O + V2O2 -^ 2Fe(OH)3i -1- 2H2SO, 
5) SFeSOi -f 4H2O -f ViOz - ^ 

2Fe(OH)3 • FeSO/i + H^SO* 
Iron is allowed to build up to 15 to 20 g per liter in the 

pregnant solution and, as a result, leaching rates are accele
rated appreciably. During leaching, a defoamer is added 
to prevent excessive frothing ih the cells. For this purpose, 
a 75% solutioD'Strength of sodium dioctyl sulfosuccinate is 
metered into the leach tanks. 

After leaching is completed at between 150° to 200°F 
and pH 2, the loaded solution (48 to 70 g per liter Cu) is 

_passed through a pre-coated, leaf-type pressure filter. The 
clarified filter discharge is then pumped to storage in an 
acid brick-lined tank having a capacity of approximately 
90,000 gal. 

From this tank, 3,600 gal of pregnant aqueous is fed to 
either of the two reduction autoclaves, which are also 
equipped with agitators. About 1,200 to 1,900 lb of copper 
are reduced per cycle. 

Copper concentration of the' pregnant solution is thus 
reduced to 10 g per liter during this operation. The two 
autoclaves operate on a one-hour diiference in cycle time 
over a two-hour reduction schedule. For heat conservation, 
one autoclave is always being discharged while the holding 
drum is filled. When one reactor is empty, the content ofv 
the 3,600 gal holding vessel is immediately dumped into 
the awaiting pressure container, thus beginning a new re
duction cycle. During the cycle, sulphuric acid is regen
erated and copper powder is formed. Metal is precipitated 
under conditions represented by: 

CuSO* -f (H2O) -f- H, -^ H^SO* -I- Cu 
. . . for raw copper, and . . . 

CujSO^ -f (H2O) -I- H2 -^ H2SO4 -F 2Cu -f (H,0) 
. . . for copper oxide. 
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Just prior to discharging an autoclave, the agitators are 
shutoff to permit the copper powder to settle and to influ
ence the next reduction charge. This operation is called 
powder densification, and it controls to a degree the ap
parent density of the copper powder produced. One opera
tion of this nature is now being used in the production 
schedule. 

Polyacrylic acid used as anfi-plastering aid 

Polyacrylic acid is added during the reduction cycle at 
the rate of 0.01 to 0.02 lb per lb of precipitated copper 
powder, to minimize platbg and to control particle-size 
distribution of the product. 

Finishing (purification) of the precipitated copper pow
der starts with the decantation of reduction-end solution 
from the settled solids. The solution is then recycled to 
storage to be used later for dissolving more, copper in the 
initial leach section. 

After thickening, the concentrated slurry is dewatered 
further, and washed in a batch-type centrifuge before 
drying. 
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REDUatON RATE AND DEPIH is dependent primorily on reduction 
temperature. Below 280°F equipmeni corrosion roles are acceptable. 
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ARIZONA CHEMCOPPER CORP.'S PLANT takes cement copper, dis-
lolyei it in H2SO1, tlorifle»"thB talutlon, and then converts the eon-

' - "• —^t^4>-^ 

tained copper inlo powder qf 99 .9% purity. Reduction of batches In 
the autoclave produces from 7,200-1,900 lb of Cu powder. 

BAGDAD COPPER CQRP-'S open pit [shown obove) juppMes ore to Arrz. Cement copper from tht i unit serves QS feed moteriol to Arizona 
Iha ocid heap leath, cement copper preci fii to tion eiriwit o l Bogdod, Chemcapper'i gaseous, hydrogen reduction plant i hd t j s neorby. 

TEMP-255'f 

lEH?̂ '280'F 

" I T ¥0 

n reduction I jw 
acceptable, - . ^ j 

iary, 1967^ 

Prying is.conducted in a rotary dryer haying a.coEtrolled 
atmosphere which allows partial oxidation of the catbon-
acoous material. Besides the norraal products made, it is 
also possible to obtain highly oxidized material from the 
clr\-er for Sale aS low-grade oxide. 

From the dryer, the high^purity powder can be converted 
lo copper powder directly by hydrogen reduction in a 
sintering.furnace, or briquetted at 10,000 psi into 2 oz copr 
pfer pillow blocks, prior to sintering. 

Hinal productj boxed as" briquetteSj is shipped for melting 
stock. Copper, powder is pulverized, sized, blended and 
packaged in steel drums for shipping. Physical and chemi
cal characteristics of the powder are tailored to custonier 
specifications. 

It was evident during early pperatipn that corrosion was-
C-tcessive, and something needed to be done to lower re
act ioa temperatures so this problem could be controlled. 
• nercfore, the present procedure differs- from the pilot 
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plant technique Jn that anunonium stilphate is now used 
to buffer the leach solution. Even though the reductibn re
action is considered to be the same as that for a straight 
acid-copper sulphate system, the reductibn rate is more 
rapid, and depth of reductioii is greater for any given 
temperature or pressure. Current changes being made lo 
permit capacity operations in the reduction section include 
raising the pregnant solution concentration to 80-90 g 
per liter. 

Operation without ammoniurh sulphate buffering dur
ing the initial phases of start-up resulted in severe corro
sion in the reduction section. Knife-Ime, cr.evice, inter
granular, and general corrosion of the Carpenter 20 Cb 3 
clad reduction vessels was reduced to acceptable levels by 
arnmonium sulphate buffering and Io\yering of reduction 
temperatures to 250° to 280°F, " 

The knife-line attack was attributed to carbide precipi
tation caused by post-heat treatment bf tlie vessels during 

S9 



PARTICLE SIZE' DISTRIBUTION is dependent 
upon Ihe lengtli. of the reduction cycle and 
the temperature at which reduction toltes 
ploce. The shorter reduction cycles also 
produce more minus 325-mesh material mak
ing subsequent treatment more difficult. In 
addition, polyacrylic ocid addition influenced 
Ihe physical characteristics of the powder to 
a marked degree. It was possible to produce 
copper powder in the autoclave having ap
parent densities ranging from 0.2 to 2.9 or 

higher. 

REDUCUON 
_N0. 

B I 4 - D I 8 
B14-OIC 

-BI4-0ID 
B14-0IE 

GRAPHI
CAL 
CODE 

_ _ 
^ — 4 1 

1 1 

PREGNANT 
SOLUTION 
CU 
CONTENI 

G/L 
8 5 . 7 ' 
85.7 
85,7 
85.7 

TEHP Of 

REOUCT
ION 'F 

300-289 
309-301 
307-305 
296-298 

PARTIAL 
PRESS 
OF W2. 
P S I -

350 
350 
350 
350 

ACRtSOL 
ADDI
TION 

L B / — 
IODIC 

2 
2 
2 
2 

TIME 
OF 
REO. 
MIN.-

SO 
45 
30 
1.5 

COPPER 
CONTENT 
Of ENO 
SOLUTIOH 

C/L 
13.39 
11.51 
14.47 

1 24.47 

% COP

PER 
REDUC
ED . 

84.4 
86.5 

831 
71.4 

>I5 HINUTE REOUCTION 

30 MINUTE REDUCTION 

45 MINUTE REOUCTION 

60 HINUTE REOUCTION 

+100 +150 +200 +250 +300 +325 

PARTICLE SIZE (SIEVE ANALYSIS-MESH SIZE) 

325 

Stress relieving, at a temperature of 1,000° to 1,050° F 
for SVz hours. 

It was found that copper powder was highly abrasive to 
plastics as well as Hypalon and Butyl rubber. Acid copper 
sulphate solutions were also found to chemically attack 
silicone rubber at temperatures above 275° F. 

With experience, plant operations are being optimized, 
and a steadily higher grade product is being made. Today, 
copper of 99.95% purity is being produced. Any silicon, 
magnesium, and calcium impurities are believed to be 
partially caused by the brick lining in the pregnant solu
tion tanks. Iron and sulphur impurities are dependent on 
the degree of washing in the centrifuge cycle. Carbon, re
sulting from polacrylic acid decomposition, can be re
moved by pre-oxidation and sintering. 

The present plant is staffed with a total of 37 people. 
Four senior officials from Bagdad Copper Corp. and 
Chemetals Corp. act as management. 

H e a t energy is one of the major cost i tems 

Extrapolating results obtained from past operation, it-
is expected that at a capacity output of 25 tpd, copper 
powder can be produced with 0.3 kw hours electricity, 
10,000 btu of heat energy, one gal make-up water, 0.15 
lb HjSO^, 0.01 lb polyacrylic acid, 0.005 lb filter aid, and 

0.05 lb ammonium sulphate per lb of copper powder pro
duced. The -self-contained plant also incorporates a 
packaged hydrogen plant using natural gas and steam for 
hydrogen production, a closed-circuit cooling water system, 
a 20,000 lb per hour steam boiler, a small water treatment 
plant capable of supplying both softened and de-alkalized 
water, plant and instrument air facilities, emergency power 
generation, an inert gas generator, and a modern, fully-
equipped laboratory. 

The laboratory is arranged in three sections. Part one 
is for routine chemical analysis, including determinations 
for carbon and sulphur by Leco combustion apparatus. 
Part two is the physical analysis laboratory for perform
ing apparent density tests, particle size analysis, growth 
tests, green strength tests, sub-sieve analysis, hydrogen loss 
determinations, moisture content, and flow characteristics. 
Part three is a physical and chemical laboratory for metallo-
graphic examination and chemical analysis by atomic ab
sorption and flame emission techniques. 

Chemcopper's $3.35-million plant is a partnership ven-
t ture between Chemetals Corp. of New York, and Bagdad 
' Copper Corp. Chemetals acquired a license—with 
the right to sublicense others—from Sherritt Gordon Mines 
Ltd., for developing and commercializing the gaseous re
duction process as applied to copper and copper-bearing 
materials. 

Semiquantitative spectrographic analysis for quality control permits optimum yield 

U t N o . Silicon iron Magnesium Manganese Molybdenum Calcium 
All Other Leco Combustion Analysis 

Tin Elements Sulphur Carbon 

i 

J. 

"5. 

1 

1 
-ue, 

I 

14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21> 
22 
23 

0.0035 
0.0044 
0.0050 
0.0050 
0.0028 
0.0039 
0.0039 
0.0029 
0.0025 
0.0026 

0.024 
0.012 
0.010 
0.014 
0.016 
0.014 
0.012 
0.0351 
0.015 
0.015 

'Poor washing caused by erratic centrifuge 

0.0013 
0.0015 
0.00085 
0.00070 
0.00087 
0.0012 
0.00086 
0.0019 
0.0016 
0.00069 

operation. 

0.00042 
0.00062 
Nil 
Nil 
Trace 
Trace 
0.00059 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 

0.0015 
0.0062 
0.0041 
0.0043 
0.0037 
0.0014 
0.0016 
Nil ' 
Nil 
Nil 

0.0021 
0.00085 
0.00063 
0.0019 
0.0021 
0.0011 
0.00075 
0.0020 
0.0016 
0.0008 

Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 

0.0025 
Nil 
Nil 

Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 

0.030 
0.020 

• 0.024 
0.047' 
0.024 
0.032 

0.037 
0.037 
0.041 
0.034 
0.023 
0.037 

t 
1 
-is 1 

"f 

i 
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Factors in the Dissolution of Uranium 
from South African Ores and Observations 
on the Nature of the Undissolved Uranium 

p. A. LAXEN 

Head ofthe Chemical Processing Division, 
Government Metallurgical Loboratory, Johannesburg 

Abstract 
The investigation described attempts to ascertain the reason for the differing 

r extractions obtained from ores which are essentially of similar composition. A 
F'detailed mineralogical examination resulted in the identification of a number of 

K'.'rfractory uranium-bearing minerals. These minerals are shown to be of minor 
'•Dportance in explaining high residual uranium contents. Using a novel standard 
; l*eh technique almost complete dissolution of uranium was achieved from all ores 
' *ith low acid and oxidant concentrations. The concentration in the leach solution 

i- t t phosphate ions is shown to be an important factor in the leaching of ores which 
P*e low uranium extractions. This deleterious effect of phosphate ions is not 

^•ttributable to their complexing action with ferric ions. Using this standard leach 
rtahnique an assessment of the various chemical factors in the acid leaching of 
f annium ores was possible as well as a comparison of these factors on different 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In 1959 and in 1960 South Africa produced over 6,000 tons of uran-
Itam oxide. The mines from which the ore for this production was 
l;derived are spread over a considerable distance. The map in Fig. 1 
r jives some idea of the extent of the deposits. Over 95% of the ores 
'Bed for this production were derived from reefs of the Witwatersrand 
fjyjtem with the remainder coming from the Dominion Reef system. 
|The various uranium ores are basically similar, namely a gold- and 
;«ranium-bearing conglomerate in which uraninite is the principal 
tlianium mineral. The uraninite occurs as primary grains and as 
: lecondary uraninitc'̂ - '̂̂  Both these forms of uraninite have been shown 
'to be readily soluble in oxidizing acid solutions containing ferric 
-iulphate and sulphuric acid. 
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Despite the common origin and similar nature of the ores ll* 
uranium extractions from the different reefs on acid leaching are fouod 
to vary quite considerably, as shown in the table below. 

(The extractions in Table I are rounded average figures based ot I 
laboratory scale tests on a number of samples. Extractions in thtJI 
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Fig. 1 

plants are usually higher due mainly to operating at higher tempeffrj 
tures. Samples, more especially high grade hand specimens, can gi* j 
extractions lying outside the range indicated.) 

The nature of the undissolved uranium in the acid-leached ore and: 
the reasons for variations in uramum extraction are thus probieW! 
of economic significance. These problems were investigated at lit J 
Government Metallurgical Laboratory in Johannesburg over a number3 
of years and in this paper some ofthe observations made in the couiK̂ ; 
ofthe investigation are presented. 

The initial approach was the preparation of leach residues and ofj 
concentrates from leach residues for mineralogical examination, fof j| 
it was anticipated that the nature of the residual uranium would 1*| 
elucidated by the identification of one or more refractory uraniui 

•ninerals, which it was surmised would be present in varying quantities 
,\& the different reefs. Detailed mineralogical examinations by Lieben-
b̂erg* and Ortlepp^ gave much valuable information and a number of 

, Prfractory uranium-bearing minerals were, in fact, identified. There 
; "IS, however, little doubt that the refractory minerals found did not 

TABLE I 

Comparison of Uranium Extractions at 28°C from Different Reefs 

Reef Area where exploited 
Uranium 

extraction 

Kimberley Reef East Rand (near Springs) 85-90% 
Monarch „ West Rand (near Krugersdorp) 80-90% 
Vaal „ Far West Rand (near Klerksdorp) 70-80% 
Dominion „ West of Vaal Reef area 60-70% 

, by themselves account for the uranium left in the leach residues or 
f̂or the variations in extraction between the different ores. A study 

• of the behaviour of the different ores during leaching was therefore 
:nndertaken as a fiulher approach to this problem. The procedure 
" ued in this approach,® the results obtained and the conclusions drawn 
Trom the results form part of this paper. -What might be termed 
"physico-chemical factors" are shown to be important in accounting 

. for variations in extraction and for the presence of undissolved uranium. 
A standard leach technique, termed the "dilute leach," was developed 

i during this investigation. This technique proved useful and it is sug-
; psted that it might have application in the study of other leaching 
[problems. 

2. MINERALOGICAL BACKGROUND 

Liebenberg,*'̂  Ramdohr^ and others have described the mineralogy 
;,of the reefs of the Witwatersrand and the Dominion Reef systems in 
|reat detail. Very briefly these reefs consist of quartz pebbles cemented 

:together by a matrix of quartz, sericitic minerals and chlorite. The 
|:goId, uraninite and accessory minerals are present in the matrix. 

Uraninite is the principal uraniferous constituent. It occurs as 
|_primary grains and as stringers, veinlets and irregular masses of 
ftecondary uraninite. The primary grains are mostly minus 200 mesh 
}to size and occur as individual grains in the matrix. The secondary 
^uraninite, derived from the primary grains, is fine grained and occupies 
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any available space in, and between, the other minerals. The ratio 
of primary to secondary uraninite has been observed from microscopic 
examination of reef specimens to vary from reef to reef. For example 
secondary uraninite is abundant in the Monarch Reef whereas it is 
rare in the Dominion Reef. 

Primary uraninite has a crystal structure similar to that of pure 
UOj, and chemical analysis has shown that virtually all the uraniuni 

TABLE II 
Analyses of Uraninite from Various Reefs ^ 

Mine 

Dominion Reefs 
Vaal Reefs -. 
Blyvooruitzicht 

Sub Nigel 

Reef 

Dominion Reef 
Vaal Reef 
Main Reef Carbon 

Leader 
Main Reef Leader 

%u,o. 

61.9 
66.9 

74.1 
66.6 

%ThO. 

6.25 
4.78 

2.70 
1.63 

%TiO, 

0.65 
0.63 

1.40* 
1.04* 

%P.Oi 

0.15 
0.14 

• T i o , -I- ZrOa. 

in the primary uraninite is present in the tetravalent state. GraiM 
of primary uraninite recovered from some of the different reefs have 
been found to vary only slightly in chemical composition, as shown J 
in Table II. 

Secondary uraninite is reported as being similar in crystal structure .t 
and chemical composition to the primary uraninite. No concentrates -̂  
of this mineral have been recovered due to its tendency to slime on 
grinding. 

A hydrocarbon-uraninite complex, "thucholite," is an important J 
uraniferous constituent in some horizons, e.g. in the Carbon Leader, -j 
mined at Blyvooruitzicht, whereas it is very rare in others, e.g. in the ^ 
Dominion Reef. The nature of the thucholite and its uranium content 
have been found to vary widely. Liebenberg^ reports values for urao- ^ 
ium content from 0.42% to 13.6% UgOs. 

3. THE LEACHING BEHAVIOUR OF THE PREDOMINANT 
URANIUM MINERALS 

Primary Uraninite 

Primary uraninite has been recovered as a gravity concentrale 
from a number of ores. Uraninite from the Dominion Reef has been 

shown^ to be virtually completely soluble, viz. 99.7% dissolution, in 
low concentrations of sulphuric acid and ferric sulphate (4 g.p.l. of 
both HjS04 and Fe+++) in a normal leaching time of 18 hours at 28°C. 
In the absence of ferric sulphate the extraction dropped to about 6%. 

Secondary Uraninite 

By examining the behaviour of secondary and primary uraninite 
in polished section before and after acid leaching Liebenberg con
cluded tJiat the secondary uraninite was more easily soluble than the 
primary uraninite.* 

Thucholile 

The important factor in the dissolution of uranium from thucholite 
derived from the Blyvooruitzicht ore was the particle size. Uranium 
extractions varied from 30% for the ( - 2 8 -f 35) mesh fraction to 
72% for the ( -150 + 200) mesh fraction." A leach solution of 4 gm 
HfSO^/]. and 4 gm Fe+++/1. as ferric sulphate was used. Leach tem
perature was 28°C and leach time was 18 hours. Increased sulphuric 
acid concentration and leach temperature gave only slight increases in 
extraction. In general about 60% ofthe uranium contained in the thu
cholite in an ore dissolves under the conditions employed on the plant. 

^ There was not sufficient thucholite in any ore to account for more than 
• small proportion of the undissolved uranium in a leach residue. 

4. ACID LEACHING OF SOUTH AFRICAN URANIUM 
ORES 

The reagents used in the leaching process'-*-^ are sulphuric acid and 
manganese dioxide. The latter serves to oxidize ferrous ions to ferric 
which in turn oxidize the uraninite and render it soluble in the dilute acid. 

UOa -I- 2Fe+++ -* VO^-^ -\- 2Fe-H-

•"nie usual leaching procedure is to add all the acid and manganese 
dioxide required for leaching to the ore slurry at the commencement 
of the leach. The leach temperature used depends largely on the grade 

I of the ore; temperatures from the ambient value up to 70°G are used. 
In this leach procedure the acid concentration and the oxidizing 

• potential (or ratio of Fe-*-H- to Fe++) of the solution will be highest 
in the early part of the leach and will gradually decrease. 
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The acid consumption during the leaching process is accounted 
for by the presence of acid soluble silicates, e.g. sericite and chlorite, 
fine iron from grinding, lime from prior cyanidation treatment and -'̂  
small quantities of other acid soluble—at least in part—minerals, ; | 
together with the acid required in the oxidation of ferrous ions by 
MnOa- Increases in leach temperature or of acid addition lead to an 
increase in acid consumption due largely to increased attack on the 

TABLE III 
Some Average Details* of Uranium Leaching on Various Plants 

Mine 

Luipaardsvlei 
Daggaroniclnt 
Blyvooruiizicht 
Bufrdsfonieln 
RIeikuilt ' 

Head 
value 

% 
u,o. 

0.0692 
0.0232 
0.0208 
0.0252 
0.137 

Reagents 
added 

H j S O . M n O 
Ib/l lb/1 

32.0 8.1 
51.4 11.5 
58.7- 8.0 
52.0 19.5 
60 18 

_Temp 
C 

1 

25.9 
30.0 
28.7 
49.8 
50 

Time 
hours " 

J . 

19.6 
15.3 
17.0 
26.6 
18 

Final leach soln. 

H8SO4 
g p l . 

7.5 
4.7 
3.6 

•3.0 
9.5 

gp . l -

1.4 
3.8 
4.3 
1.3 
4.4 

Fe++ 
g.p.l. 

0.21 
2.8 
1.1 
1.5 
1.4 

l.each 
res . 

% U , 0 , 

0.00503 
0.0030 
0.00325 
0.0034 
0.0242 

•/. 
Ejtr. 

92.J 
87.1 
84.4 
86J 
82J 

• Average figures from 1958. 
t Daggafontcln Ore coniains a small proportion of flotation concentrates In addition to Kimberley Reel 
t Results Tor Rietkuil are from laboratory tests. 

acid soluble silicates. Sufficient acid is added to a leach to ensure a 
concentration in the final pulp of about 3-5 grams H2SO4 per litre. 
This amount of acid yields a filtrate suitable for the subsequent ion-
exchange treatment and is high enough to prevent any re-precipitation 
of uranium as phosphate and arsenate. The optimum quantity of 
manganese dioxide is determined empirically for each ore. Improved 
uranium extraction can be obtained by increasing the severity of the 
leach conditions, i.e. higher acid and manganese dioxide additions, 
higher leach temperatures and a longer leach time; The conditions 
used in practice are determined by economic considerations. 

The variations shown by some typical ores on the plant, both as 
regards leaching requirements, i.e. acid and oxidant consumption, 
and uranium extractions, are illustrated in Table III. 

5. REFRACTORY URANIUM MINERALS 

Careful mineralogical examination combined with acid-leaching 
tests indicated the presence of four uranium-bearing minerals that 
might be regarded as refractory in the normal acid-leaching solutions. 

These minerals were uraniferous zircon, uraniferous leucoxene, uranifer
ous monazite and uranothorite. Analysis of grains selected from un
leached and leached samples resulted in the information shown in 
Table IV.•'.̂  

TABLE IV 

Analyses on Refractory Minerals 

Mineral 

Zircon 
, Leucoxene 

Monazite 
Uranothorite 

Grains 
% 

U.Og 

0.84 
0.36 

0.32 
9.5 

before leaching 
% 

ThO. 

— 

4.74t 
34.9t 

% 
TiO, 

approx 
50 
— 
— 

%of 
Uranium 
soluble in 

1:1 HNO,* 

insol 
70 

14 
100 

%of 
Uranium 
dissolving 

during 
leaching 

nil 
20 

9.5 
N.D 

%of 
Uranium 
reporting 
in leach 
residues 

nil 
50 

4.5 
N.D 

* 1:1 HNOs used in digestion step during analysis of ores for uranium, 
t Insoluble in hot 10% v/v H.SO,. 
t Soluble in hot 10% v/v HjSOi. 

Since the uranium in the zircon did not dissolve in the nitric acid 
digestion during chemical analysis it played no part in the uranium 
reported to be in leach residues. The uranium in the leucoxene and 
monazite was partly dissolved by digestion with nitric acid and dis
solved to a lesser extent in the leaching process. Thus 50% of the 
uranium in leucoxene and 4.5% of the uranium in monazite did not 
dissolve during leaching and reported in the analysis of the leach 
residue. These two minerals were thus true refractory minerals. The 
amount of leucoxene and monazite present varies from reef to reef. 
By assuming that the T1O2 content of an ore was due to leucoxene, 
and that the ThOj content which did not dissolve in 10% v/v H2SO4— 
to distinguish it from the ThOa in uraninite and uranothorite—was 
due to monazite, the amount of undissolved uranium attributable to 
these minerals could be estimated. There was not one ore in which the 
leucoxene and monazite could account for a significant amount of 
undissolved uranium after leaching. 

Uranothorite was recently found in high grade specimens from the 
Dominion Reef.̂  It was shown to occur as a replacement of uraninite. 
Qualitatively it has been found to be soluble in a solution of approxi
mately 4 grams H2SO4/I. and 4 grams Fe+++/1. but the rate of solution 
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was observed to be slower than that of primary uraninite. This wa$ 
the only observation on the behaviour of uranothorite, and hence the 
proportion of this mineral remaining after leaching could not be 
assessed. In addition to the uranothorite, inte^grov l̂hs of uraninite 
and uranothorite—termed uranothorite complexes—were observed, and 
the opinion was expressed that the presence of these complexes might 

TABLE V 

Distribution of Uranium in Minor Uraniferous Minerals 

Uraniferous minerals In ore'before leaching In leach residue 

Leucoxene 
Monazite 
Uranothorite*: (based on 

assay of "pure" grains) 
Uraninite 

(as remainder from above) 
Total 

0.0020% U,0 , 
0.00014 „ 

0.0057 

0.12916 „ 
0.137% U,0 . • 

<0.0016%U,O, 
<0.00005 

unknown 

unknown 

• (The ThOj soluble in 10% v/v HjSO, in this ore is aUributable to uraninilt 
and uranothorite. By assuming, as a first approximation, that 75 % of the uranium 
in the ore was present as uraninite (61.9% U,Oa and 6.25% ThO,) the amount of 
"acid soluble" ThO,'in the uraninite was calculated. Assuming that the remaining 
"acid soluble" ThO, was present as uranothorite (9.5% UjO, and 34.9% ThOJ 
the uranium in this mineral was calculated. No allowance is made for any urano
thorite complexes.) 

be quite widespread. This suggested that minerals or complexes, vary
ing in composition between 61.9% UjOg and 6.25% ThOj (uraninite) 
and 9.5% UjOg and 34.9% ThOg (uranothorite), might be present and 
that the solubility ofthe uranium in these minerals or complexes mighl 
vary from the rapid solubihty of lu-aninite to the slower solubility of 
the uranothorite. To date this last mentioned mineral has only been 
observed in the Dominion Reef. 

From these mineralogical observations the importance of the urano
thorite and the uranothorite' complexes in explaining the presence of .3 
undissolved uranium in leach residues could not be assessed. Urano
thorite was reported as dissolving so it could not be a highly refractory 
mineral, yet the presence of some other less soluble uraniferous mineral 
than uraninite was necessary to explain the presence of uranium in 
leach residues, more especially the residues high in uranium. This is 
illustrated in the estimations which follow. The uranothorite and the 

complex with uraniiute are re-introduced later in the paper to explain 
the results obtained in leach tests. 

An ore sample from the Dominion Reef (Rietkuil Mine) with a head 
value of 0.137% UgOg is here used to estimate the distribution of 
uranium in the various uraniferous minerals before and after leaching. 

Table VI shows the uranium extractions obtained from this ore 
sample under a variety of conditions when leached by the normal 
procedure. 

TABLE VI 

Laboratory Extraclion Tests on a Sample from the Dominion Reef (Rietkuil Mine) 

Test 
no. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 

Reagent 

HjSO, 
lb/ton 

50 
80 
60 
80 

150 
300 
150 
300 

addilions 

MnO, 
lb/ton 

10 
20 
18 
5 

10 
10 
10 
10 

Leach 
temp. 

-c 
28 
28 
50 
50 
28 
28 
50 
50 

Leach 
time 
hours 

18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 

Final leach solutions 

H^SO. 
g.p.l. 

7.8 
20.8 
9.5 

20.0 
70.7 

168.9 
58.0 

150.0 

Fe+++ 
g.p.l. 

4.5 
5.0 
4.4 
4.1 
6.2 
7.3 
6.4 
7.7 

•Fe++ 

g.p.l. 

0.03 
0.07 
1.4 
2.8 
0.07 
0.07 
2.03 
2.14 

% 
- u,o, 

Extrac
tion 

73.8 
79.3 
82.3 
87.1 
88.8 
94,5 
93,9 
97.0 

Despite the fact that 95% ofthe uranium was estimated to be present 
as uraninite, which should be readily soluble, extractions only reached 
95% when using extremely high acid additions at 50°C. 

These and other similar results emphasized the discrepancy between 
the uranium dissolutions obtained in practice and those estimated 
from observations on the constituents of the ore. 

6. DEVELOPMENT OF A STANDARD LEACH 
("DILUTE LEACH") PROCEDURE 

To supplement the information obtained from mineralogical exam
ination a systematic comparison of the leaching behaviour of various 
ores was undertaken. In order to study the behaviour of the Various 
ores in the leaching process a standard leaching procedure was required. 
The normal laboratory leach test procedure was found to be inadequate 
as a means of comparison due to variations in the proportion of acid 

. consuming constituents and reducing constituents in the different ore 
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samples. The normal leach procedure could result in sulphuric acid 
and ferric ion concentrations in comparative leach tests being very 
dissimilar in the initial period of the leach and becoming similar oniy 
towards the end of the leach. It could also result in wide dilTerences in 
the concentration of acid soluble impurities such as iron, aluminium, 
phosphate, arsenate, siUca etc. which were known to be present in 
significant quantities in leach solutions. 

To overcome these difficulties a technique called the "dilute leach" 
was developed.* This procedure provided comparable results irrespec
tive of acid consumption or proportion of reducing constituents in the 
ore samples. The concentrations of the reagents in the leach solutioni 
remained virtually constant throughout the tests, which enabled the 
effect of any acid or ferric ion concentration at any leach temperature 
to be studied.: 

The procedure employed a small weight of sample in contact with 
a large volume of leach solution made up to a definite concentration of 
sulphuric acid, ferric sulphate and any other substance to be tested. 
10 grams of ore and 1000 mis of leach solution were usually used. 
The dilute mixture was agitated by rolling in a bottle in a water bath 
maintained at the required temperature. At the end of the leach period 
the solids were filtered, washed, dried, weighed and analysed. The 
method of uranium analysis used on these residue samples was one 
involving the extraction of uranium into tributyl phosphate, followed 
by eolorimetric estimation.^" The proportion of ore dissolved during 
dilute leaching was similar to that dissolved during normal leaching 
viz. 2-4%. The extremely large volume of leach solution relative tb a 
small weight of ore resulted in changes of reagent concentration being 
negligibly small and also ensured that any substance derived from acid 
attack on different constituents of the ore would be present in only 
trace concentrations. In efiect the leaching characteristics of the 
uranium minerals in each ore were being compared under identical 
conditions. 

7. ORE SAMPLES USED iN TESTWORK 

A number of typical ore samples were selected for leach tests. From 
Table I the approximate uranium extraction at 28°C from each ore 
can be assessed, and from Table III the plant leaching conditions used 
in the treatment of these ores, and the extractions obtained, can be 

'51 

il 

.found. The position ofthe mines is indicated in Fig. 1. Table VII 
^ below gives further details of the samples used. 

TABLE VII 

Details of Ore Samples Used 

Estimated* Acid soluble 
acid ThOa in excess 

% Acid soluble of that associ-
soluble ThOj in ated with 

Mine Reef exploited % U3O, ThO, uraninite uraninite 

Rietkuil 
BufTelsfontein 
Blyvooruitzicht 

Luipaardsvlei 
Daggafontein 

Dominion Reef 
Vaal 
Carbon 

Leader „ 
Monarch „ 
Kimberiey „ 

0.137 
0.0350 

0.0181 
0.0690 
0.0225 

0.0310 
0.0077 

0.0016 

0.0138 
0.0025 

0.0005 

0.0172 
0.0052 

0.0011 

* Based on ThOj analyses of uraninite in Table II and assuming all uranium 
pitsent as uraninite. 

8. RESULTS OBTAINED BY THE DILUTE LEACH 
TECHNIQUE 

The most unexpected results obtained from the dilute leach tests 
•were the improved uranium extractions. This applied particularly to 
Ihe samples which normally gave poor extractions. In Table VIII 
a comparison is given of extractions from the Rietkuil ore by the 
dilute leach and the normal leach. 

TABLE VIII 

Comparison of Normal Leach and Dilute Leach Tests on Rietkuil (Leach Time 
18 hours) 

Normal leaching—60% solids Dilute leaching O.I % solids 

Test 
Reagents 

added Initial 
cone. 

Final Icach soln. 

HjSO, MnO, HjSOj HjSO, Fe+++ Fe*+ 
Ib/i Ib/t g.p.l. g.p.l. g.p.l. g.p.l. 

% 
Uran
ium 
dl9 

Leach soln. y. 
Uran-

HjSOj Fc*++ Fe+* '^U 
g.p.l. g.p.l g.p.l. 

I 
2 

50»C 
3 
4 

50 
80 

60 
80 

10 
20 

18 
5 

37.5 
60.0 

45.0 
60.0 

7.8 
20.8 

9.5 
20.0 

4.5 
5.0 

4.4 
4.1 

0.3 
0.07 

1.4 
2.8 

73.8 
79.3 

82.3 
87.1 

8.0 
20.0 

8.0 
20.0 

4.0 
4.0 

4.0 
4.0 

83.8 
90.1 

96.4 
98.5 
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These unusually high uranium extractions by the dilute leach on 
an ore which was classed as refractory were very interesting and 
significant. They first of all represented a breakthrough in the "chemi
cal" investigation. They also showed that the composition ofthe 
leach solution was an important factor in the dissolution of the last 
portion of the uranium, i.e. the residual uranium. By merely varying 
the leach conditions to those used in the dilute leach near complete 
uranium extractions were being obtained without the use of unusually 
high reagent concentrations. Many tests were subsequently conducted 
on various ores using the dilute leach technique in order to explain 

100 

50 

o BUFFELSFONTEIN 
D RIETKUIL 
A BLYVOORUITZICHT 
« DAGGAFONTEIN 
e LUIPAARDSVLEI 

0 I 2 3 4 - 5 

FERRIG IRON CONCENTRATION GRA/VIS FeVUTRE 
Fig. 2. Eflect of Fe+++ concentration on uranium extractions. 

Leach conditions: 4 g.p.l. HjSO, Temp. 28°C Time 18 hrs 

the improved extractions and to determine the effects of all possible 
factors on uranium extractions. The main results obtained from some 
of these tests are given in condensed form in the sections following. 

8.1 Effect of Fe+++ and H2S04 Concentrations 

In Figs. 2 and 3 are shown the efTect of increasing the concentra
tion of Fe+++ at 28''C and of HjSOi at 50°C respecUvely on uranium 
extractions. Increasing the Fe+++ concentration had a similar effect 
on all ore samples. Extractions increased rapidly up to a Fc"*"'"̂  

p̂;; concentration of 0.25 grams/litre and remained virtually constant 
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n BUFFELSFONTEIN 
o RIETKUIL 
A BLYVOORUITZICHT 
« DAGGAFONTEIN 
e LUIPAARDSVLEI, 

0 4 8 l e 16 20 

ACID CONCENTRATION GRAMS H2S04L1TRE 
Fig. 3. Effect of acid concentration on uranium extractions. 

Leach conditions: 4 g.p.l. Fe+++ Temp. 50°C Time 18 hrs 
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above a concentration of 0.5 grams Fe+++/litre. Any effect whidl] 
reduced the efTective concentration of Fe+++ below 0.5 grams Fe'***/] 
litre, such as complexing of Fe+++.by phosphate and arsenate ionvj 
would therefore result in a drop in extraction over 18 hours at 28'Cl 
Tests at 50°C show a similar minimum Fe+++ concenfration of approii-l 
mately 0.5 grams Fe+++/litre for maximum extractions. Extractiomj 
were much higher on all these ores at 50°C. The tests in Fig. 3 were rf| 
interest in that near complete uranium extractions were obtained froai 
all ores at 50°C with reasonably low acid concentrations. The undi>^ 
solved uranium from these tests could be attributed to the small amountil 
of the highly refractory minerals—leucoxene, monazite—present i»i 
all the ores, and the thucholite present in the Blyvooruitzicht ore and̂  
to a lesser extent in the BufTelsfontein ore. 

8.2 Effect of Fe+++/Fe++ Ratio 

The importance of the oxidizing potential, or Fe+++/Fe++ ratio,! 
of the leach solutions in uranium leaching has long been realized. Thflj 
factor is used as one of the controls in leaching on the uranium plantij 
In a dilute leach using 4 grams H2S04/litre and 4 grams Fe+++/liti«' 
the concentration of Fe++ which would build up in the solution would j 
be extremely small, and hence the oxidation potential of the solution j 
would remain high. This constant and high oxidation potential of ihej 
dilute leach solution would therefore be a major difference betweeol 
the dilute leach and the normal leach. The efTect of this factor ooj 
uranium extraction was ascertained by varying the Fe+++/Fe++ ratioj 
in the leach solutions on the various ores. The results from these testlj 
are shown in Table IX. 

TABLE IX 
Effect of Fe+++/Fe++ Ratio on Uranium Extraction from Dilute Leach Tetftj 

Leach Temperature 28°C. Time 18 hours 

Fe+++ Cone, g.p.l. 
Fe++ .. g.p.l. 
Pe+++/Fe++ ratio 

Luipaardsvlei 
Daggafontein 
Blyvooruitzicht 
Buffelsfontein 
Rietkuil 

4 
nil 
4/0 

96.6 
93.9 
88.5 
80.3 
76.5 

3 
1 
3/1 

94.5 
93.1 
79.3 
75.2 
70.2 

2 
2 
2/2 

93.8 
92.0 
75.6 
74.3 
69.9 

1 
3 
1/3 

93.8 
91.6 
75.0 
68.0 
67.6 

4g.p.l .H.S0. | 
•1 

i 
% Extraction ^ 

•• i •• i 
I . >. 

tt 

The effect of reducing the oxidation potential of the leach solution 
f»aried with the difTerent samples. On the Luipaardsvlei and Dagga-
tfontein ores uranium extractions were only slightly lower when leaching 
t*ith a solution containing 1 gram Fe++^/litre and 3 grams Fe++/litre 
[•1 compared with the extractions when leaching with a solution con-
^Uining 4 grams Fe+++/litre and nil Fe++. On the other three ores, 
: however, the extractions when using the first mentioned solution were 
^nuch lower than those obtained when using the second solution. In 
[general the lower the uranium extraction the greater was the deleterious 
ftffect of reduced oxidation potentials on uranium extractions. 

8.3 Effect of Phosphate ConccntratioD 

. Another major point of difference between the dilute leach and the 
normal leach would be the dilution to an extremely low level, in the 
dilute leach, of any ion derived from the dissolution ofthe ore. Dilute 
leach tests were carried out in which each of the constituents that could 
be expected to be introduced from the ore were added in turn to the 
leach solutions. Of those tested only phosphate, and to a very much 
lesser extent arsenate, had any deleterious efTect on dissolution. Figure 
,4 shows the efTect on uranium dissolutions of increasing the phosphate 
.concentrations in the dilute leach at a ferric ion concentration of 

grams Fe+++/litre. The phosphate was added as phosphoric acid. 
.Additions of uranium, thorium and aluminium as sulphates were 
•mong many ions that had no efTect. 

Adding the phosphate at the end of the dilute leach did not result 
in a lower extraction, showing that the phosphate did not act by merely 
causing uranium to precipitate. The longer the addition of phosphate 
*as delayed after the commencement of the leach the less was its 
deleterious effect. The efTect of the phosphate seemed to be related 
Co the proportion of unleached uranium. 

In the presence of 4 grams Fe+++/litre low phosphate additions (up 
tto 0.5 grams PaOj/litre) were without effect on extractions from 
Luipaardsvlei and Daggafontein ores. Even with this high concen
tration of Fe+++ these same low concentrations of phosphate had, 
however, quite significant effects on extractions from Blyvooruitzicht, 
Buffelsfontein and Rietkuil, pointing to a difference in behaviour 
between these ores and the Luipaardsvlei and Daggafontein ores. 
Jhtse low additions of phosphate could not be acting by reducing the 

U' 
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effective concentration of Fe+++ below the minimum of 0.5 graroi 
Fe+++/litre required for maximum extraction. The phosphate con
centrations in plant leach solutions are usually between 0.1 and OJ; 
grams PaOj/litre. 

100 

I— 
C-3 

90 

LUIPAARDSVLEI 
DAGGAFONTEIN 

RIETKUIL 

60 
0 . 0 1 0 2 0 3 0 - 4 O-i 

PHOSPHATE ADDITION GRAMS PgOj/UTRE 
Fig. 4. Effect of phosphate concentration on uranium extraction. 

Leach conditions: 4 g.p.l. HjSO, 4 g.p.l. Fe+++ Temp. 28°C Time 18 hn 

8.4 Effect of Temperature 

At 50°C uranium extractions were more rapid and more complele.3 
Phosphate additions and variation of oxidation potential had similar* 
effects to those shown for 28°C, although the uranium extractioMJ 
were much higher. 

8.5 Effect of Prolonging the Leach Time 

A further unusual effect of the dilute leach was the improvement in 
Fextraction obtained on greatly prolonging the time of leaching. Figure 
l3 shows the extractions obtained from the Buffelsfontein and Rietkuil 

3 G 9 
LEACH TIME IN DAYS 

IE 15 

Fig. 5. Effect of prolonged contact by dilute leach on uranium extractions. 
U a c h conditions: 4 g.p.l. HsSO, 4 g.p.l. Fe+++ Temp. 28°C 

'temples on extending the contact time to 14 days. Despite the moderate 
feonditions of these tests—viz. 4 grams H2SO4 and 4 grams Fe+++/Utre 
[il28°C—extractions ofover 95% were obtained. 
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8.6 Comparison of Uranium and Thorium Extractions 

The dilute leach was used to compare uranium and "acid soluble 
thorium extractions from a large number of high grade reef samples, 
from different areas of the Dominion Reef. The leach conditionlj 

0 20 40 60 80 

% ACID SOLUBLE THORIUM EXTRACTION 
Fig. 6. Uranium and thorium extractions from various samples from the 

Dominion Reef. . 
Leach conditions: 4 g.p.l. H^SO, 4 g.p.l. Fe+++ Time 18 hours Temp. 28*0 , 

for all these tests were 18 hours at 28°C and a solution of 4 graraJJ 
H^SOJlitre and 4 grams Fe+++/litre. Figure 6 shows the results ob-j 
tained. High extractions of "acid soluble" ThOa are accompaniedj 
by high extractions of uranium, and samples in which the extractioi^ 

"of "acid soluble" ThOa are low yield low uranium extractions. All 
I these samples showed an excess of "acid soluble" ThOj over that 
iusociated with uraninite. 

9. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The following observations are made from the results of the dilute 
[leach tests: 

M) In the absence of any complexing action on Fe'*'++ by impurities 
derived frora the ores, e.g. phosphate, 0.5 grams Fe+++/litre is shown 
to be adequate for maximum uranium extraction from all ores 
at 28°C. Similarly at 50°C a low concentration of Fe+++ is sufficient 
for maximum extraction. 

LP) Despite the incomplete extractions in plant scale leaching none 
of the ores tested contained a uranium mineral present in any 
significant amount that could not be dissolved by relatively mild 

j . ^ leach conditions. This is shown by the near complete uranium 
extractions possible by the dilute leach procedure from all ores 
using low acid concentrations at 50°C (Fig. 3) and low acid con
centrations for 14 days at 28°C (Fig. 5), both with 4 grams Fe+++/ 
litre. 

i.p) The improved extractions obtained by the dilute leach procedure 
compared with extractions from comparable normal leach tests 
showed the nature of the leach solution, i.e. physico-chemical 
factors, to be important in preventing near complete extractions 
in a plant scale leach. These effects varied from one ore to another 
indicating variation in the minerals present. 

The high extractions with the dilute leach are shown to be attrib-
sntable both to the consistently high oxidizing potential possible with the 
tdiiute leach solutions, and to the fact that interfering ions, such as 
rphosphate, are diluted to the point where they no longer interfere. 
^The deleterious effects of reduced oxidation potential and of the 
L presence of phosphate in solution vary from ore to ore. In general, 
rihe lower the extraction with high oxidation potential and with no 
; phosphate present the greater is the deleterious effect of the two factors 
Bmentioned above. This observation is supported by tests on further 
Liamples. This would seem to indicate that these two factors are in-
f̂luencing the undissolved or "difficult to dissolve" portions of the 

iJuranium in the ores. 

IS 
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The position of the curves in Fig. 2 estabhshes a definite order for 
ease of leaching of the different ores. The curves show a sirailar 
behaviour for the uranium dissolving from each ore under the con
ditions tested. Above a concentration of 0.5 grams Ft+^jlitK the 
concentration of Fe+++ is no longer the rate controlling factor in the 
dissolution of uranium from any of these ores. Any effect which re
duces the concentration of uncomplexed Fe+++ below 0.5 g.p.l. will 
adversely affect uranium extractions from all ores. 

A tentative theory is here offered to account for the results obtained 
by the dilute leach procedure and to correlate them with the mineral
ogical observations. 

Mineralogical observation reports that Daggafontein ore from the 
Kimberley reef contains primary uraninite as its principal uraniferous 
mineral. The results from the dilute leach tests reported for the 
Daggafontein sample can be taken as typical of an ore containing 
mainly primary uraninite. The high extractions normally obtained 
from Daggafontein samples are consistent with this observation. Pri
mary uraninite, based on the results of the dilute leach tests on Dagga
fontein, is only slightly affected by lowering the oxidation potential ; 
and is practically unaffected by the presence of low concentrations of 
phosphate ions in the presence of 4 grams Fe+++/litre. The higher 
extractions over 18 hours in Fig. 2 from the Luipaardsvlei sample • 
compared with the Daggafontein sample can be attributed to the 
secondary uraninite in the Luipaardsvlei ore, which form of uraninite 
has been qualitatively observed to dissolve more rapidly than primary 
uraninite. The uraninite in the Luipaardsvlei ore is also only slightly ,'; 
affected by lowered oxidation potentials and by low concentrations of 
phosphate ions in the presence of "excess" Fe+++. 

Based on the results in Fig. 2 uranium extractions possible aAer -
leaching for 18 hours at 28°C from the Luipaardsvlei and Dagga
fontein ores are >97% and >94% respectively. Figure 3 shows 
that at 50°C these extractions rise to >98.5% and >97.5% respeo-r: 
tively. Lower extractions than these in plant leaching must be attributed J 
to the nature of the leach solution—less than 0.5 grams Fe+++/litie. 
uncomplexed Fe+++ and low oxidation potentials. 

Testwork on a concentrate of primary uraninite from the Dominion 
Reef had shown that this mineral was virtually completely soluble in 
dilute leach tests at 28°C. Dissolution of the uraninite was unaffected -. 
by low concentrations of phosphate in the presence of 4 grams Fe+++/̂  
litre. This supports the contention that uraninite in all the ores tested 
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would dissolve to a similar extent under similar conditions. The per
centage uranium dissolution shown in Fig. 2 for Rietkuil,v iz. 77.5%, 
would therefore be due largely to the uraninite in this ore. It would 
also include some portion of the uranium from any other more slowly 
soluble minerals. Uranium in uranothorite and any uraninite-urano-
thorite complex would presumably dissolve to some extent in these 
tests and would be included in the 77.5% dissolution. Assuming that 
uraninite in the Rietkuil ore would behave as uraninite in the Dagga
fontein ore then the large drop in uranium dissolution from the Riet
kuil ore both on decreasing the oxidation potential of tiie leach solution 
and on adding phosphate in the presence of 4 grams Fe"*"++/litre must 
be attributable to an effect on some other uranium mineral than uran
inite. This is presumed to be an effect on the portion of the urano
thorite which is dissolving at high oxidation potentials and no addition 
of phosphate. It has been shown that uranothorite alone can only 
account for about 4% of the uranium in this ore, so the presence of 
uranothorite complexes is presumed to occur and, along with urano
thorite, to account for most of the uranium not dissolving from the 
Rietkuil ore under the conditions used for the tests in Fig. 2. 

The tests reported in Fig. 6 support the contention that the uranium 
-̂ not dissolving under tlie test conditions is associated as a complex 

' containing uranium and thorium. On this group of samples, when the 
uranium extraction is high from a sample then the "acid soluble" 

.' thorium extraction is also high, while low uranium extraction corre-
"̂  sponds with low thorium extraction. 

The uranium undissolved from the Rietkuil sample after the tests 
reported in Fig. 2 is soluble in dilute leach tests both at 50°C, with 
reasonably low acid concentrations, and at 28°C, with prolonged con
tact time. This uranium, however, requires extremely high acid con
centrations in plant scale leaching for complete dissolution due to the 
effects of phosphate in solution and of the generally lower oxidation 
potential of the plant leach solutions. 
/ The tests on the Rietkuil ore reported in Fig. 2 show that 0.5 grams 

^Fe+++/litre is sufficient for maximum uranium extraction at 28°C. In 
rthe tests to which phosphate was added 4 grams Fe+++/litre was used. 
•- In view of this large excess of Fe+++ present in the leach solution the 
r effect on uranium dissolution of the added phosphate does not seem 
" to be due to the complexing of sufficient Fe+++ to affect the dissolution, 

but would appear to be rather an effect of the phosphate ions in hindering 
thcdissolution ofthe uranium in a mineral—the uranothorite complexes. 
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The dissolution of the least soluble portion of the uranium mineral il '• 
the Rietkuil ore, as shown over 14 days in Fig. 5, appears to depend: 
on diffusion of some species to or from the mineral surface. It is sug*' 
gested that phosphate in solution markedly affects this diffusion process.; 

The Buffelsfontein ore sample behaves in a very similar fashion to the* 
Rietkuil ore in all tests. The Buffelsfontein ore also contains more 
"acid soluble" ThOg than can be accounted for by the presence ofĵ  
thorium in uraninite alone. The dissolution of the uranium in the! 
Buffelsfontein sample over 14 days at 28°C was very similar to that ofj 
Rietkuil. Based on all considerations-it is suggested that the BultelJ"" 
fontein ore (i.e. the Vaal Reef) also contains uranothorite complexes; 
to explain the lower extractions frora this ore on normal leaching j 
without the use of fairly severe leach conditions. 

Similarly it is suggested that the behaviour of the Blyvooruitzicht ore 
in the dilute leacli tests, together with the presence of more "acid; 
soluble" ThOj than is attributable to the uraninite in this ore, indicates • 
the presence of uranothorite complexes. 

Figure 2 shows that tlie uranium extractions possible from Blyvooruit-'. 
zicht, Buffelsfontein and Rietkuil ores after leaching for 18 hours al 
28° are >87.5%, >79.5% and >77.5%. At 50°C, as shown in Fig. 3. 
these extractions are >94.5%, >91.5% and >90.5% respectively. 
Lovver extractions in plant leaching are attributable to the leach solu
tions—the adverse effect of low concentrations of phosphate in the v] 
leach solutions even with high Fe+++ concentrations, low oxidation 
potentials and an uncomplexed Fe+++ concentration of less than 0.5 
grams Fe'*~'̂ /litre. 

10. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Despite the essentially similar nature of the various reefs of the 
Witwatersrand and Dominion Reef system uranium extractions on 
these ores (after normal acid leach tests at 28°C) varied from reef to 
reef over quite a wide range viz. 70%-90%. The uranium in some ores, 
notably those ores from the Dominion Reef and Vaal Reef, required 
very high acid additions and high leach temperatures for near complete 
extractions in plant scale tests. The varying extractions and the refrac
tory behaviour of these ores could not be accounted for on the basis of 
mineralogical information alone. 

A leach technique called the "dilute leach" was used to compare the 

'. behaviour of ore samples from the various reefs. The results from these 
'tests have thrown further liglit on the complex problem of the nature 
ofthe uranium which does not dissolve in plant scale leaching. 

The dilute leach tests gave higher uranium extractions than obtained 
from comparable normal leach tests. The improvement in extraction 

:Was greatest with the ores which gave the lowest extractions. Near 
complete uranium extractions were obtained from all the ores tested 

'• under reasonable reagent concentrations and leach temperatures by 
"the dilute leach. These results altered the previously held concept of a 
; highly refractory mineral. 

The nature of the leach solution was shown to be an important 
^contributing factor to the presence of undissolved uranium in plant 
' leach residues. The lower extractions in normal leach tests compared 
with dilute leach tests were shown to be attributable to two factors 
concerning the nature of the leach solution: 

(1) Lower Fe+++/Fe++ ratios, i.e. lower oxidation potentials, during 
normal leaching, 

(2) the presence of impurities, mainly phosphate, in normal leach solu
tions. These impurities are derived from acid attack on constituents 
in the ore. 

The deleterious effects of these two factors vary from ore to ore 
and, in general, are highest on the ores which leach the worst. The 
effect of lowered oxidation potentials is shown to be very slight on 
uraninite in the ores tested, while the effect of low concentrations of 
phosphate—up to 0.5 grams PjOs/litre—in the presence of 4 grams 
Fe+++/litre is shown to be without effect on uraninite. 

Uranothorite and uranothorite-uraninite complexes have been ob
served in the Dominion Reef. It is suggested that it is uranium dis
solution from this complex which is largely affected by lowered oxida
tion potentials and by the presence of phosphate—under the conditions 
tested. At temperatures of 50°C this mineral dissolves readily in dilute 
leach tests. It is further suggested that the uranothorite complex is 
present in the Buffelsfontein and Blyvooruitzicht ores in which it has 
not as yet been observed. The presence of varying proportions of the 
uranothorite complex, together with the effects attributable to the leach 
solution, is held to account for much of the variations in extractions 
between the different reefs tested and for much of the undissolved 
uranium in plant leach residues from these ores. 
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ABSTRACT 

Present information indicates that a copper deposit can be safely frac-
^^d with a nuclear explosive and the copper successfully recovered by the 
sitii leaching method. The process is not yet at the stage where it can be 
ented to the mining industry as a- te'chniique proven in all its aspects, but 
;s a method with high success potential. Unknown factors must be evaluated 
g, full-scale test before the economics or the extent of the use of the 
lod by the mining industry can be predicted. 

Preliminary calculatioris indicate that the cost of fracturing a copper 
^sit with nuclear explosives may range'from 1.8 to 55.2 cents per ton or in 
**a" cases less than a cent per pound of recoverable copper. Copper may be 
ĝve'red at less cost than by conventional methods. Deposits with 4 pounds 
ye'coverable copper may be economic and production from a deposit may begin 
|ess than half the time required for conventional methods. 

INTRODUCTION 

Nuclear explosive fracturing followed by in-situ leaching is proposed as 
jffthod for the recovery of copper; it is assumed, and present information 

f'̂ ates, that control of radiation hazards, including any contamination of 
-Opper produced, will be feasible. Tests are currently in progress to con-

p̂p̂ .that these hazards will be controllable, both from the operational and 
^kcost viewpoints. Complete evaluation of the method, including economics, 
*̂ -̂ e made only after a full scale test has been completed. 

I'This Bureau of Mines report describes copper deposits, current methods of 
l̂ ^̂ î-ng copper by percolation leaching, and methods of fracturing rock with 
jJlJclear explosive. It considers the application of current leaching methods 
Sapper deposits that have been broken and fractured with a nuclear 

i ̂ ng engineer, Area V Mineral Resource Office, Tucson Field Office, Bureau 
>°f Mines, Tucson, Ariz. 

?n manuscript completed December 1966 
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explosive. A brief resume of the extent of the copper industry and the 
nized copper reserve of the United States is included. The inineralization ''̂  
copper deposits, available information on the solubility of copper mineral 
chemistry of leaching copper, and mechanics of leaching copper are descrlhoi 
in sufficient detail to serve as a guide for the laboratory study of potent' 
safety problems that may be induced when the deposit is subjected to the r 1*̂  
activity of a nuclear explosion. ,sSa^ 

Research by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) and various contSy 
tor agencies under the Plowshare Program has indicated that large masses o t i ^ 
rock can be fractured safely by the use of nuclear explosives. Cooperativ« 
research by the AEC and the Bureau of Mines has indicated that fracturinB*2l 
deposit containing leachable copper minerals with nuclear explosives will' 
mit recovery of the copper by in-situ leaching methods. 

The term "in situ" is used in this report in preference to the morê arfl 
uous term "in place" to designate ore that may have been broken or fracturirffc 
but otherwise has not been removed from its original geologic location by'''tft|t 
process of recovering the copper. Ore in dumps as well as in situ is sal̂ *iS. 
be leached in place by the copper industry in contrast to ore that is'crusfitSi 
ground, pulped, and said to be leached in process. '^SBK 

Recovering copper by leaching rock in situ is not new. However, it' 
be done only when rock is broken and fractured so that solvent solutions 
be percolated through to contact the copper minerals. The method has beeol 
successfully used after mining was discontinued at block-caving mines wh^j! 
large masses of rock containing copper minerals were broken and left in uST 
mine. Before the advent: of nuclear explosives, there was no method of br« 
ing and fracturing large masses of rock except by large-scale mining mVthc 
These would not be economical if used solely to prepare a low-grade coppei 
deposit for in-situ leaching, but a deposit could be fractiiired economtcalM 
and safely with nuclear explosives. 'iBl^K t 

Cost reduction in the United States has resulted from mining and me 
lurgical research leading to more efficient: extraction and beneficiation' 
copper ores. Research on any method that gives-promise of reducing the", 
of producing copper and making available low-grade reserves nbt present 
economic is well justified by the increasing demand for 'this vital metal 
successful application of nuclear fracturing and in-situ leachirig may "isulSl 
tially increase the copper reseirve and lower the cost of copper to Amer: 
industry. The method eliminates the time consuining and costly construe; 
concentrating^ and smelting plants to process large tonnages of rock ,and̂  
provide a method of expanding copper production rapidly in times of'emer 

. . . ' • - "•'fe 
Details .on the formatipri, description, and phenomenology of nuclear^ 

are described and a bibliography has been compiled and published by the 
. . . . . . . — - . " i j 
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I Information has been used from numerous reports by the Bureau of Mines on Srious phases of copper leaching and processing. Some have been listed as 
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HISTORY AND COMMERCIAL EXAMPLES OF'IN-SITU "COPPER LEACHING METHODS' 

A rapid growth in the use of copper has occurred in the last 150 years as 
l^^sult of the development of electric power and the expansion of the brass 
•nd bronze industry. During this period world demand fdr copper has expanded 
t̂tn 10,000 tons to more than 5 million tons per year. The copper mining, 
^Iting, refining, and fabricating industries throughout the world have 
^anded rapidly in the past half century. 

W About 1940, the United States shifted from its position as the world's 
•srgest exporting country to that of the world's largest importing country, at 
^ same time continuing to be the world's largest producer as well as con-
*^er of copper. The copper position of the United States, on the basis of 
^rerit mine output and apparent low cost of production, ranks first. However, 
^.the basis of grade and extent, the United States copper reserve may be 
*ird. Hiige African reserves are reported to contain 3 to 6 percent, Chilean 
"^erves are reported to exceed 2 percent, while the reserves of the United 
^tes average less than 1 percent copper. Known domestic copper ore reserves 
^t might be mined at present copper prices probably will be exhausted in 30 
'Ears or less. However, copper ores of progressively lower grades probably 
^ \ continue to be mined, and more emphasis may be placed on in-situ leaching 
^ :^ method of recovery. 

The method of recovering copper from ore by acid leaching first was used 
;s. 

copper trom ore in the 
J^ancient times, probably in Cyp.rus, Armenia, Egypt, and other places 
^icola described methods used to recover vitrei and copper from 

Hugh E., William F. King, and Carl R. Gerber. Peaceful Uses for 
.'-Nuclear Explosives. A Selected Annotated Bibliography. TID 3522, 7th Rev., 
"ivision of Technical Information, U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, Oak Ridge, 
-Tenn., 1964, 55 pp. (For sale from Office of Technical Services, Depart-

a "nent of Commerce, Washington-, D. C.) 
"'̂  sale by the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, 
Washington, D. C. 



15th Century.* Dump or heap leaching in Europe began in Germany in the It " 
Century and reached great efficiency in the Rio Tinto mine in Spain wher ii 

still used. - *̂ J rs 

In the United States, the precipitation of copper from mine waters ^ 
about 1890 at Butte, Mont., .and has been used at various localities. TK-̂  
first serious attempt to apply heap (dump) leaching to copper ores in tK̂ * 
United States was made by Phelps Dodge Corp. about 1900, after James S 
Douglas visited Rio Tinto in Spain and was impressed with the possibilit*-^ 
the process for Bisbee ore. Subsequently the method was used on many oft! 
dumps from large open-pit copper mines. Many mining plants now incorporat''̂  
dump leaching as an integral part of the copper .recovery system (fig. IVlf 

The 
was at the 

first significant application of the leaching method to rock in^« 
e Ohio copper mine, Utah, in 1922. Previous to this time, inopenES 

tive mines in the Butte district had been flooded and the dissolved copperl 
recovered from solutions. After mining by the block-caving method was te^uS 
nated at the Ohio copper mine, an inverted cone of broken rock containing^ ^ 
about 38 million tons remained. Water was applied to the top of the brokml 
rock, percolated down through the copper-bearing rock and collected in an* 
below. The copper was recovered in a successful leaching operation. Aft^3 
the success at the Ohio copper mine, in-situ leaching was generally attenpf 
and often succeeded on large masses of broken copper-bearing rock that' ^ 
remained after large-scale mining operations were terminated. ."3 .,-i 

After considerable areas of copper-bearing ore had been developed In 
Butte district of Montana and many stopes filled with waste containing sou 
copper sulfide, copper sulfate began to appear in the mine water. After*yf 
of underground work, .extensive areas of stope, drift, and other undergrdl*** 
workings were opened, and these became filled with waste containing some 
per minerals. The copper minerals were oxidized by exposure to the air/i 
made them more soluble in the mine water and increased the copper conten^ 

In November 1889, water was channeled into the St. Lawrence mine in^M 
effort.to extinguish a fire. When this water was'pumped from the mine It 
rich in copper sulfate and the first production of copper from mine watew 
resulted. Some time after 1890, the Anaconda Company began operating a pr83 
cipitating plant and has produced copper from the mine water ever since.1 

... 'M— 
Special effort is made to bring the acid mine water in contact witĥ ]oi 

filled stopes. Whero possible, parts of the mine are flooded then the wit< 
is pumped to the surface and passed through a copper precipitating plant̂ Ĥ  
Water is introduced into old filled stopes by drilling long holes with_a_ 
cussion drill to intersect the stopes from lateral drifts on the footwall^H 
parallel to the stopes (fig. 2)i During some months, production of coppea 
leaching has yielded 1,500,000 pounds. 

*Agricola, Georgius. De Re Metallica. Trans, by Herbert C. Hoover and L j ^ ^ 
Hoover.- Dover Publications, Inc., New York, 1950. 

^Hudson, A. W., and G. D. Van Arsdale. Heap Leaching at Bisbee, Ariz. 
AIME, Vol. 65, 1923, pp. 137-154. >j 
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LEACH DUMPS 

FIGURE 1. - Mine Plant Showing Dump Leaching as on Integral Part of Copper Recovery Systems. 



Hanging woi Foot wall 

The open drainage in-,̂  
leach method is successful! 
used for the recovery of 
per at the Miami mine of T ^ 
nessee Corp., a subdivisio^* 
Cities Service Corp. -• ' ^ 

Drif t 

e . -̂  in Gll 
County, A r i z . During t h t i 
a c t i v e l i f e of the Miami a f e 
about 153 m i l l i o n tons o f ^ s 
was mined from a deposit t ^ ^ 
ranged from 200 to 1 ,000 ' ' ^^ 
in dep th . The ore was miitrt 
by the b lock-caving methodt 
and the subsidence resulted* 
a c r a t e r of about 1,500 f e ^ * 
in diameter and 300 feet *de«B 
From t h i s c r a t e r , broken"i^** 
extends downward to the 
l e v e l . 

Drifter holes 

The broken rock contjii'ji 
p o r t i o n s of capping, oxide*«t^^ 
crushed s tope p i l l a r s , and-li 
s tope ore d i l u t e d with w a l l ^ 
rock, a l l of which contalnii 
some copper . Overal l , " the*] 

/ / ' " ^ - ch ie f copper mineral i s 
/ / Leach solutions c o c i t e , with chalcopyriMJ 

Jr b o r n i t e , c o v e l l i t e , malale 
a z u r i t e , ch rysoco l l a , n ^ r f ^ 
and n a t i v e copper as minorB^ 
m i n e r a l s . The copper "fnftftlt 

occur in seams, v e i n l e t s , and as d i s semina ted p a r t i c l e s in Precambrian Pl 
s c h i s t and T e r t i a r y Schul tz g r a n i t e . There i s p r a c t i c a l l y no p y r i t e in_ 
capping and very l i t t l e in the o r e . 

FIGURE 2. - Stope Leoching. ID: 

Solution of tail water from the copper precipitating plant and freoM 
water are pumped to a storage tank through Transite pipe (fig. 3). The «j 
tion discharged from the precipitating plant contains only a trace of acl 
about 0.5 pound of sulfuric acid per ton of water is added. This amount, 
sufficient to prevent iron salts from precipitating, but does not attack̂  
Transite pipe and storage tanks. From the storage tank, the solution is^ 
pumped to distribution centers above the caved surface where it is measuTlJ 
weir boxes, and additional sulfuric acid is added to bring the strengtĥ ," 

^Fletcher, J. B. In-Place Leaching at Miami Mine. 
Section, AIME, Apr. 6, 1962, 7 pp 

Milling Division, Ar 

Hardwick, W. R. Block-Caving Copper Mining Methods and Costs at the 
Mine, Miami Copper Company, Gila County, Ariz. BuMines Inf. Circ. 
1965, p. 81. ; 

^References to specific brands is made for identification only and does, 
imply endorsement by the Bureau of Mines. 
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about 10 pounds per ton of water. After the acid is added, the solution fi 
by gravity in polyethylene plastic pipe to points of application. Ponds ^^ 
drill holes, and sprays are used to introduce the solution into the ground 

The depth of the broken material averages about 600 feet. Most of the' 
copper is believed to be in the bottom 150 feet. It requires 3 to 4 weeks ̂ 1 
after a spray is turned on the surface before solution percolates through th^ 
broken rock and comes through on the 1,000 level. The flow stops about 2 '"'a 
weeks after the spray is turned off. The first solution emerging is high fJj 
copper content. The spray is left in one place until the grade drops below^ 
pounds of copper per ton of solution. The spray is then turned off and the^ 
area is allowed to dry. Drying and wetting periods are alternated; each neil 
wetting brings high-grade solution but the period for which the copper conte 
remains high decreases with repeated wettings. Many sprays are operated 'so 
in high-grade areas and some in low-grade or partly depleted areas, and the*̂  
number in each area is adjusted so that the average copper content of the 
recovered solution is at the desired level. ' 

The solution is collected on the 1,000 level and pumped to a precipit^ 
tion plant on the surface where it passes through cells containing detinned? 
shredded cans. The copper precipitates as dendrites of metallic copper oni 
iron and is washed by high-pressure water through wooden screens. The prec 
itates discharge on a concrete decant slab and are drained, washed, and movS 
with a front-end loader to a concrete drying pad. Dried precipitates, whle 
contain about 79 percent copper, are loaded with a front-end loader into aj 
railroad car and shipped. 

Major factors affecting the cost are the iron and sulfuric acid const 
tion. If the acid content of the pregnant solution becomes too high, the' 
consumption in the precipitating cells is high. If the acid content of th3 
solution pass through the broken ore is high, the consumption of acid by 3 
gangue minerals is increased. Iron salts precipitate as the solution passejl 
through the caved material at the rate of about 4.2 pounds of iron per ton* 
solution. At Miami the acid strength is kept below 15 pounds per ton of sol 
tion and the consumption is .2.4 pounds of acid per pound of copper. AbouQ^ 
pounds of scrap iron is required per pound of copper produced. 

» 
The Miami mine is operated every day of the year circulating 2,000 gpjj 

The pumps are operated three shifts. Underground repair crews and maintt 
crews operate 5 days per week. The operation requires about 123 manshifts] 
week. About 9,000 tons of refined copper per year is produced from the 
"cement copper" precipitate. 

The flood-leaching method is successfully used in a combined dump arifl 
in-sitU/leaching operation for the recovery of copper at the Ray Mines DivJ 
sion of Kennecott Copper Corp. in Arizona. During the active life of thej 
underground mine, many millions of tons of copper ore was mined from a dep^ 
that ranged from 200 to 600 feet in depth. The ore was mined by the hlocra 
caving method, and the subsidence resulted in an elongated crater 1,000 f ^ 
wide, 2,000 feet long, and 150 feet deep. When a nearby open pit was stri 
material containing some leachable copper was used to fill this crater. 
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Borren solution 

Bottom 
of 
pit 

Preqnonl solut ion 
Iron sforoge-

V 
Pumps 

R.R. cors to smelter 

FIGURE 4. - Flood-Leaching System. 

The broken rock consists of portions of capping, oxide ore, crushed stope 
pillars, diluted stope fill, and stripping from the nearby open pit. Most 
^pper occurs in the minerals chalcocite, chalcopyrite, and cupeuferous pyrite. 
ffiilachite, azurite, chrysocolla, dioptase, cuprite, and native copper occur in 
Wie capping. The ore minerals are in seams, veinlets, and disseminated par-
Kicles; the rock is Precambrian schist, diabase, and monzonite porphyry. 
iPyrite is plentiful in the primary ore, and some is intermingled with the 
ghalcocite. 

The bottom of the ore is well below ground-water level, and the rock sur
rounding the broken ore in workings is tight and impermeable. The bottom level 

3^ at 1,500 feet above sea level and the bottom level of the adjoining open 
ffit is at 2,000 feet above sea level. After the mine was closed, the workings 
jl̂ ere flooded to the 2,000-foot level. Water, obtained from the gravels of 
'tfineral Creek, is in short supply during part of the year. During this dry 
Seriod, the water level may be lower than the 2,000-foot level, thus exposing 
j^e material to oxygen. Dissolved sulfates and oxidizing pyrite and other 
^Ifides provide abundant acid. 

3f Copper-bearing solution is pumped from the flooded mine at three points 
^ submersible pumps in shafts and drill holes connected with the underground 
^O'^kings. About 2,000 gallons per minute is pumped and passed through a pre-
jjipitation plant where the copper is removed. Spent solution is returned to 
il̂ e flooded mine. No attempt is made to distribute the return water; it is 
^^turned to a sump on the surface distant from points at which pregnant solu-
Ĵ-on is withdrawn. It again becomes charged with dissolved copper by diffu-
I'-on as it percolates through the broken rock (fig. 4), In addition to the 
J-ood-leaching operation in the abandoned underground mines, open-drainage 
^P leaching is used to recover copper from low-grade material in the open-
Pit Waste dumps. 
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COPPER DEPOSITS 

Most copper has been deposited in the earth's crust as a sulfide mine t' 
by solutions in channels through which the mineral-bearing solutions escaii*«iî  
from the interior of the earth. Sometimes the path of the solution was a "* 
definite, confined, and comparatively narrow fracture or pipe, and the mtn-! 
erals were deposited in this channel or in connected cavities to form ahielSI 
grade deposit. At other times the channel was a wide zone containing manvilB 
small fractures, and the copper minerals were deposited in small seams • fr?^ 
tures, cavities and as disseminated particles in the rock over a wide area**sfl 
form a low-grade but extensive deposit. 

Weathering processes, either in the present or former geologic perlodir̂  
have altered the near-surface sulfide minerals to oxide, carbonate, sillcati/V 
or sulfate minerals. Sometimes, after the oxide minerals are formed, geolouS 
cal processes have covered the deposit with sedimentary or volcanic rock*,̂  
Thus, although generally formed near the surface, deposits of oxide coppe3 
minerals may occur at great depths. 

The weathering process continues in deposits where sulfide copper miM 
erals are exposed to air and moisture. Soluble copper minerals are dissolvSl 
from the upper oxidized part of the deposit by rain water, and the solutlĉ Ŝ  
migrate downward. Copper is removed from the rock near the surface, and al 
blanket of leached capping is formed. The copper content of the underlying] 
sulfide zone, when compared to the copper content of this" leached capping,*̂ fiRj 
be a measure of the amount of copper that is recoverable from a sulfide Jk 
deposit by in-situ leaching. ' "J 

3] 
When the solutions reach permanent water level, the hydrogen-ion cbno 

tration increases because of the inaccessibility to oxygen and slight lonlZ 
of sulfide material. The copper is precipitated from the downward migratSjB 
solution as the minerals chalcocite, covellite, or bornite, thus forming''ai 
zone where secondary sulfide copper minerals intermingle with and enrich" 
primary sulfide minerals. This enriched zone often consists of copper 'or̂  
that ranges from 200 to 600 feet or more in thickness and forms depositŝ ftfc* 
sometimes exceed a billion tons. Deposits of this type are the source^pf 
of the copper ore that is now mined. 

Copper minerals are widely distributed in the surface of the earth3 
that contains copper minerals is classed as ore when copper is in a recovc 
able form and its recovery is profitable. The cost of mining and processl^H 
the ore including finding the deposit and recovering, refining, and marketl̂  
the copper must be less than the sale value of the copper recovered. :.̂ 1 

" . t^ i 
Large deposits of copper-bearing rock become ore when the selling pri 

increases more rapidly than the cost of recovering the copper or when â jn̂ a 
extraction method is developed that will reduce the cost of production, a£j 
proposed use of nuclear, fracturing and in-situ leaching may do. 

In copper mining the term "oxide ore" indicates rock containing comW 
tions of oxide, carbonate, silicate, sulfate, and sulfide copper minerals^ 
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te dissolved from a laboratory sample in a short period of time by a dilute 
^id, generally 5 to 10 percent sulfuric acid by volume.° Copper in this form 

o'erally is not readily concentrated by the flotation method although most 
l^fide minerals are recovered. 

The term "sulfide ore" is used by the industry to indicate rock containing 
)se copper minerals that are not readily soluble in dilute sulfuric acid and 
ierally can be successfully recovered by the flotation process. Native cop-

^ , recoverable by the flotation method, is usually included with the sulfide 
foerals. Although sulfide minerals generally are not quickly soluble in an 
^dic solution, most may be dissolved slowly by an oxidizing agent such as 
eric sulfate, and all are soluble in long periods of time. 

In 1963, 1.2 million tons of copper valued at $747 million was produced 
Tthe copper mining industry in the United States. About 81 percent of the 
^ and 74 percent of the 1963 copper was from open-pit mines.. The average 
pper content of the ore was 0.75 percent. About 10 percent of the copper 

ts recovered by leaching. The total material mined was 426 million tons of 
lich 146.5 million tons was copper ore and the remainder was waste. Much of 
Tk waste contained a small amount of copper that eventually will be recovered 
^dump-leaching methods. 

The Geological Survey and the Bureau of Mines published, a figure of 32.5 
lilion tons for United States copper reserves in 1959 lo Since that time 
Ore than 6.75 million tons of metal has been produced. How much of this pro-
^tion has been offset, or how much of the reserve has been increased by new 
Iscoveries and extensions of known ore bodies is not known. 

Some industry spokesmen have quoted a reserve tonnage at least 50 percent 
Prger than that mentioned in the 1959 release. The 32.5 million-ton copper 
|8erve of 1959 was contained in ore estimated to average 0.9 percent or 18 
Junds of copper per ton. At this average figure, the copper reserve would be 
itained in more than 3.6 billion tons of ore. 

The 1959 reserve figures did not include metal in subeconomic deposits 
Jd mine dumps that can be leached. Large tonnages known to contain from 0.25 
O.S percent copper were not economic in the past nor at present, and the 

jtal contained is not included as reserve. Reserve forecast over the past 
Ipades show an upward trend in quantity of copper available in spite of large 
linage of pre mined. This increase in reserve has resulted partly from lower-
J8 the cutoff grade as a result of improved techniques in mining and process-
?8 the ore. 

Î ean, R. S., F. S. Wartman, A. J. Thompson, E. K. Pryor, J. D. Sullivan, 
G. L. Oldright, A. F. Hallet, S. L. Brown, W. A. Sloan, and C. W. Davis. 
Progress Reports--Metallurgical Division. 3. Studies in the Metallurgy 

W of Copper. BuMines Rept. of Inv. 3228, 1934, pp. 57-63. 
^Wideman, F. L. Copper. BuMines Minerals Yearbooks, 1963, v. I, 1964, 
I* 'P."444. 
Bureau of Mines. Copper Reserves of the United States Estimated by Interior. 
Press Release, June 5, 1959. 
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Not included in the reserves are many small tonnage deposits contai 
much as 2 percent copper. Such deposits contain a tonnage too small ̂ '̂̂  

amortize the construction of a concentrating plant and are too low grad' '' 
as 

justify direct shipment to a smelter. Many of these deposits are contai ^' 
pipe-like form that would be ideal for nuclear fracturing and subsequent iw2^ 
in-situ leaching. 

Copper deposits containing leachable copper minerals might be succes'^ 
fully fractured with the use of nuclear explosives, and the copper leachekC 
from the rock in situ. Such a method of production might substantially 1*^ 
the cost of producing copper from deposits of this type, thus adding them'**'"̂  
increase copper reserves. Statistics are not available to separate leachaM 
from nonleachable reserve and resource deposits. Until this information̂ *"̂  
available, it is difficult to predict the extent tb which the proposed ra&t 
may be applicable. 

Leaching is the term applied to the process of recovering valuable i^S 
erals or metals from an ore by dissolution leaving the gangue or waste matM 
rial virtually unaffected. Subsequent recovery of the metal or metals frotu 
solution is effected through either chemical or electrolytic precipitations 

An important factor in determining the leachability of a copper depostxl 
is the type of host rock in which the minerals are deposited. Copper iŝ fo*" 
in rock types ranging from carbonate to silicate in sedimentary, metamorplijS 
or igneous formations. Some deposits are in carbonate rocks and cannot.beliB 
leached economically with acid because the gangue consumes excess amountŝ el 
acid. Some crystalline rocks that are hosts for disseminated copper depostl 
are diabase, monzonite, granite, tactite, argillite, hornfel, and schist';! 
Many deposits have few or no acid-consuming minerals in the associated ga 
these may be suitable for nuclear fracturing and in-situ leaching. Next;"'t3 
percentage of copper extraction, the solvent consumption of the gangue rbcu 
the most important item investigated in the examination of a deposit for po| 
sible in-situ leaching. The copper extraction and acid consumption of th^T 
rock can be approximated from a metallurgical test. 

Copper minerals are oxidized and may be dissolved eventually in geoloj 
periods of time. Before the perfection of the flotation method, researcm^ 
directed toward the determination of solvent and mechanics for the rapld::dl 
solution of sulfide copper minerals. Efforts were pointed toward detei 
the solubility of copper minerals in terms of hours and days. More reseait 
is needed to determine the rate of dissolution of the more difficult solub^ 
copper sulfide minerals in periods of months and years. • 

Oxide minerals are readily soluble; simple sulfide minerals chalcocitf 
and covellite are easily dissolved by combinations of sulfuric acid and̂ fj 
sulfate; the complex mineral bornite is dissolved with some difficultyr.,ar 
chalcopyrite (CuFeSs) is dissolved in a short time, with extreme difficulCTj 
it is often considered nonleachable when ore is treated in leaching tanks,^ 
The time required for dissolution of the copper minerals in a tank-leachtogj 
operation is extremely important and must be short, but time may not he.,6Cyp 
critical in an in-situ leaching project. The dissolution of a copper min* 
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^ch as a chalcopyrite at a slow rate may not preclude in-situ leaching pro-
Rding the rate of acid consumption by gangue minerals is low. The amount and 
fate at which copper was dissolved from various minerals by Bureau of Mines 
lists is indicated in table 1. 

TABLE 1, - Comparative rate of dissolution of various copper 
minerals sized to minus 100, plus 200 mesh at a 

temperature of 35° C^ 

Mineral Time Solvent Copper, percent 
purite,., ,, 
ilachite, ,, 
tenorite..., 
irysocolla, 
foo 

Bornite 

^ v e l l i t e . . . , 

Ega lcopyr i t e , 

l ialcopyrite" 

Enarg i te 

Sginant i te . . , 

t e t r a h e d r i t e . 

1 hour 
1 hour 
2 hours 
24 hours 

1 hour 

1 hour 

20 days 

21 days 

47 days 

43 days 

42 days 

60 days 

30 days 

23 days 

1 pct of H2SO4 
1 pct of HsS04 
1 p c t of H3SO4 
5 p c t of H2SO4 
2 p c t of i r o n a s F e s ( 8 0 ^ ) 3 + 

2 p c t of H2SO4 
2 p c t of i r o n a s Feg 

2 p c t of HaSO^ 
1 p c t of i r o n a s Feg (804)3 "*• 
0 . 5 p c t of H2SO4 

1 p c t of i r o n a s Feg 
0 . 5 p c t of H2SO4 

1 p c t of i r o n a s Fe^ 
0 . 5 p c t of HgSO^ 

1 p c t of i r o n as Feg 
1 p c t of H2SO4 

5 p c t of i r o n a s Fe2 
0 . 5 p c t ' o f H2S04 
1 pct of iron as Fe2 
0.5 pct of HgSO^ 
2 pct of iron as Fe2 
0.5 pct of HaS04 
1 pct of iron as Feg (804)3 "•• 
0.5 pct of HaSOi 

1(504)3 

1(304)3 + 

1(304)3 + 

1(504)3 + 

1(504)3 "̂  

(504)3 + 

1(504)3 + 

100 
100 
98 
100 
100 

100 

97 

99 

57 

2 

30 

2 

7 

95 

ĵ dapted from pages 47-50 of reference cited in footnote 9 in the main body of 
this report, 

î round to 350 mesh. 

CHEMISTRY OF LEACHING COPPER 

When w a t e r and a i r o r w a t e r c o n t a i n i n g d i s s o l v e d a i r i s p e r c o l a t e d 
'Irough b r o k e n r o c k c o n t a i n i n g p y r i t e , s u l f u r i c a c i d i s formed s l o w l y a c c o r d -

fi^8 to e q u a t i o n 1 : 

2 FeSs + 7 O2 + 2 H3O - 2 H2SO4 + 2 FeS04 . (1) 

Is 
In the presence of abundant oxygen and sulfuric acid the ferrous sulfate 

Oxidized slowly to ferric sulfate according to equation 2: 

4 FeS04 + 2 HaS04 -<- O2 - 2 Feg (804)3 + 2 H2O. (2) 
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Ferr 
will disso 

ic sulfate in the presence of sulfuric acid forms a solution th ••-
olve most copper minerals. Most copper deposits contain varyl -!^' 

amounts of pyrite associated with the copper minerals. When a deposit A ^ ^ 
not contain sufficient pyrite to form sulfuric acid the acid must be add*»Ĥ '' 
the leach solution. Some basic equations for the dissolution of various "' 
per minerals are: 

Tenorite, CuO: 

CuO + H2S04 - CUSO4 + H2O. m 

m 

m 

Malachi te , Cua(0H)2C03: 

Cua(0H)2C03 + 2 H2S04 - 2 CU8O4 + COs + 3 HgO. 

A z u r i t e , Cug(0H)2(003)2: 

CU3 (0H)2 (003)2 + 3 HSSO4 -* 3 CUSO4 + 2 COg -f 4 HBO. 

Chrysocol la , CuSiOg • 2 H2O: 

CuSi03-2 HgO + H2S04 - CUSO4 + SiOg -i" 3 HsO. 

Cupr i t e , CU2O: 

3 CugO + 4 Fes (304)3 - 6 CUSO4 + 6 FeSO^ + F&SOQ . 

C o v e l l i t e , CuS : 

CuS -̂  Fes (804)3 "* CUSO4 + 2 Fe804 + 8 . 

C h a l c o c i t e , CuaS ( in two s t a g e s ) : 

CugS + Fes (804)3 - CUSO4 + 2 Fe804 + CuS 

CuS + Fes (304)3 "" CUSO4 + 2 FeS04 + S, 

The d i s s o l u t i o n of the double s u l f i d e s of copper and i r o n , b o r n i t e , ! 
CUgFeS4, c u b o n i t e , CuFeaS4, cha lmer s i t e , CuFeaSs, and c h a l c o p y r i t e , CuFe^ 
normally d i f f i c u l t . Bureau of Mines t e s t s i n d i c a t e t h a t when b o r n i t e isT 
leached with s u l f u r i c ac id and f e r r i c s u l f a t e , the i ron i s a t t a c k e d p r e f e r ^ 3 
t i a l l y and t h e mine ra l i s d i s s o l v e d . Tes t s show tha t wi th cha lcopyr i t e .**^ 
r a t i o of combined Cu:Fe:S in the r e s idue remains the same as the o r i g i na l , 
e r a l a t any s t a g e in the d i s s o l u t i o n and the minera l gene ra l l y i s dissolvedl 
very s lowly. 

Cha l copy r i t e i s not so lub le in an aqueous s o l u t i o n of s u l f u r i c acid t 
i s not ox id ized a t normal temperatures over long pe r iods of t ime. I t i s : 

m 

^^Su l l ivan , John D, 
1931, 20 p p . 

Chemistry of Leaching B o r n i t e . BuMines Tech. Paper 
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^idized and dissolved slowly by solutions that contain ferric sulfate or fer-
Ic chloride. Rate of dissolution may be about 1 percent per month (table 1), 
ûllivari and Brown studied the dissolution of chalcopyrite in 1934 ̂  and sug
gested equations: 

CuFeSa + 2 Fea (804)3 - CUSO4 -̂  5 FeS04 + 2 8. (10) 

CuFeSa + 2 Feg (804)3 + 2 HgO -f- 3 Og - CUSO4 + 5 FeS04 H- 2 HaS04. (H) 

Some leachable copper deposits have no sulfide minerals; others have 
Bundant pyrite and sulfide copper minerals. Generally deposits containing 
lulfide minerals do not require the addition of sulfuric acid to the leach 
Solution. Acid is generated when water is percolated through the broken ore. 
Kid must be added to the solution for those deposits that are deficient in 
Elfide or sulfate minerals. The amount of sulfuric acid that is added to the 
^ach solution is shown for several operating plants on table 2. 

TABLE 2. - Sulfuric acid added per pound of recovered copper 

Plant Method of application Ac id-pounds 
2.25 
2.4 
4 . 8 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

Inspiration., 
Miami Copper, 
Bagdad 
Ray 
Silver Bell.. 
Chino 
Esperanza...• 

in situ 
do... 

dump 
in situ 
dump 

do,,, 
do... 

Copper has been recovered commercially from acid solution by three 
Sthods :̂ ^ 

1. Copper in solution as a sulfate is replaced by metallic iron causing 
je copper t o precipitate. 

2. The popper ion in a sulfate solution is reduced by an electric current 
^sing the copper to precipitate at the cathode. 

3. The acidity of the solution is reduced by addition of lime causing 
^ copper to precipitate as a basic carbonate. 

Copper in an acid solution is replaced by metallic iron according to 
Jjiation 12: 

CUSO4 + Fe - Cu + FeS04 (12) 

Theoretically 0,88 pounds of iron will replace 1 pound of copper. The 
tfPlaced copper immediately precipitates as dendrites on the iron; however, 
ll^cuiating solutions contain free sulfuric acid and ferric salts in solution 

Iĝ sge 47 of work cited in footnote 9. 
^niethod using the liquid ion exchange process is under development. 
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that also consume iron according to equations 13 and 14: 

Fe + H2S04 - FeSO^ + Ha . ^ 

Fe + Fe^(804)3 - 3 FeS04. ^̂ ^̂  

In actual operations the metallic iron consumed per pound of copper ree 
ered ranges from 1.3 to 3 pounds. Good clean, compact iron or mild steel will 
precipitate more copper than detinned cans and light iron, but presents han
dling and mechanical problems. Sponge iron, a porous product resulting from 
the chemical reduction of solid iron-bearing material at a temperature short f 
its, melting point, is sometimes used. The iron consumed at several plants lg 
shown on table 3, .̂,i •,-

^ • . : . i - 4 
TABLE 3. - Iron required to recover copper from solution • - .--

Pounds of iron per lb of copper 
Plant: , '., 
Rio Tinto, Spain 1.4 ** 
Silver Bell, Ariz 1.5 
Ray, Ariz 1.8 I 
Esperanza, Ariz 1.35 ^ 
Bagdad, Ariz 1.7 " -i. 
Miami, Ariz 1.3 •*• • 
Chino, N. Mex 1.4 -.'•«* 
Cananea, Mexico 2,9 . ,* 

The precipitation of copper by electric current from leach solution, .•;!?u 
called electrowinning, is accomplished by several large producers, AdvantagtSi 
of the method are that a refined product is produced and ferric sulfate and/o^ 
sulfuric acid is regenerated. The reaction is endothermic; electrical energyj 
sufficient for the decomposition of CUSO4 is consumed. A solutioh containinf] 
copper sulfate (CUSO4) is passed through a cell containing alternate insolub] 
anodes and thin copper starting sheets. 

If the CUSO4 is considered to ionize as Cu"'"''' and SO" ions, the reactloO 
at the cathode is : .̂i 

Cu'̂-'- + 2(e) - Cu. -JSl 

The copper , s o l u b l e as an ion but very i n s o l u b l e when n e u t r a l i z e d , l^^ara 
d i a t e l y p r e c i p i t a t e s as a depos i t on the cathode, 

At the anode the r e a c t i o n i s : . j . 

SO4— - 2(e) - 8O4. Q*| 

The SO4 immediately combines with water to release oxygen and form sul*l̂  
furic acid according to equation 17: * 

2 SO4 + 2 H2O - 2 H2SO4 + Oa. .«X?1 

^rali 
••••ret 
:esul 
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A choice between the use of iron and electricity for copper recovery is 
Generally made on the basis of size and duration of the operation; small and 
yhort time operations use metallic iron and large operations use the electro-
fiytic method. Economic factors such as the cost of power and transportation 
gre also important. 

Depending on company preference, several methods are used to report the 
Essay values of solutions: percent, grams per liter, pounds per ton, or 
|»bunds per 1,000 gallons. The flow of solutions is measured in gallons per 
itnute. One gallon of solution weighs about 8-1/3 pounds. A flow of one gal
lon per minute for 24 hours is equal to 8-1/3 X 1,400/2,000 or 6 tons per day. 

Copper recovery plants are designed to treat a specified amount of solu
Uon, and the copper content of the solution is adjusted to produce the 
iesired amount of copper. The solution is circulated through high-grade (new) 
^ d low-grade (partly leached) areas of the deposit or dump. The area is con-
dolled by the placement of the spray or solution pond. The flow is adjusted 
By area so that the blended flow from all areas contains the desired amount of 
Kppper, One in-situ leaching operation was designed to circulate 2,000 gpm 
ipd produce 50,000 pounds of copper per day. The calculations for grade of 
EPlution are as follows : 

2,000 X 6 = 12,000 tons of solution per day. 

50,000 
12,000 =4.17 pounds of copper per ton of solution. 

To the 4.17 pounds must be added that in the tail water (0.04) and the 
OSS in smelting (0.07). The required copper content for feed water to the 
ĝlant must then be 4.28 pounds of copper per ton of water. To assure a uni-
^rm copper content at the desired level, the outflow from the deposit is 
âmpled. When the copper content drops below the desired amount, less solu
tion is distributed over low-grade or partially leached areas and more over 
^Igh-grade areas of the broken ore. The copper content of the solution 
J,ecovered by a flood-leaching operation may be controlled by the rate of flow 
^rough the deposit. 

THE EFFECT OF BACTERIA ON THE SOLUBILITY OF COPPER MINERALS 
AND THE REACTION OF BACTERIA TO RADIOACTIVITY 

The activities of bacteria influence the oxidation of some sulfide min-
14 Water samples were collected from five Arizona copper mines and 

ree species of oxidizing bacteria were isolated from the samples. 15 The 
Ŝ sults of extended tests indicate that the sulfur oxidizing bacterium, Thio-
4?cilius thiooxidans, can readily convert sulfur to acid but is not able to 

^X>^ 
I ii Sutton, Joseph A. , and John D. C o r r i c k . P o s s i b l e Uses for B a c t e r i a in Met-
f ĝ a l l u r g i c a l Opera t ions . BuMines Inf . C i r c . 8003, 1961, 8 pp . 
j ?o r r i ck , John D., and Joseph A. Su t ton . Three Chemosynthetic Auto t rophic 
f| Bac te r i a Important to Leaching Operat ions a t Arizona Copper Mines. 

BuMines Rept. of Inv. 5718, 1961, 8 pp . 
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assimulate and oxidize the sulfur as it occurred in sulfide minerals of 
copper.^^ Ferrobacillus ferrooxidans is capable of producing quantities 
acid ferric sulfate from ferrous iron that dissolve significant quantiti 
copper from the minerals chalcocite, covellite, and bornite. The iron • 
oxidizing bacteria Ferrobacillus ferrooxidans and Thiobacillus ferrooxidan * * 
are able to accelerate the dissolution of the iron in the minerals pyrite 
chalcopyrite. 

The chemistry involved in microbial dissolution of iron and copper froTS 
sulfide minerals has been described by Sutton by reference to a series of 

17 chemical equations 
oxidized according to equa 

Pyrite in the presence of oxygen and water is slowlva 
quation 1. ,^ 

The iron oxidizing bacteria in the presence of oxygen and sulfuric acidl 
then oxidize the available ferrous sulfate and, acting as a catalytic ag^t'^ 
accelerate the formation of ferric sulfate as shown in equation 18: .• ' 

• r 
Bacteria -; 

4 FeS04 + 2 HaS04 + Oa > 2 Fe2 (804)3 •*- 2 HgO. ' '-

The ferric sulfate reacts with pyrite to form sulfuric acid and ferrou*-
sulfate according to equation 19: •'•^i 

7 Fea (504)3 + FeSs + 8 H2O -> 15 FeS04 + 8 HsS04, 

1! 

Ferric sulfate also reacts with a copper sulfide mineral, such as chalco* 
cite, to form copper sulfate, ferrous sulfate, and elemental sulfur as showa] 
in equation 20: 

CU28 + 2 Fea (804)3 -* 2 CU8O4 + 4 FeS04 + 8. 
-'41 

The ferrous sulfate is then reoxidized by the iron oxidizing bacterla'tol 
form more ferric sulfate, and the cycle is repeated. The elemental sulfur itti. 
free in the dissolution of the copper mineral is oxidized by the sulfur oxl̂  
dizing bacteria Thiobacillus concretivoues, in the presence of oxygen'and 
water, to form sulfuric acid as shown in equation 21: *;'*,"] 

• t'ii! 
Bacteria 

2 S + 3 Oa + 2 H2O -5> 2 HaS04, 

Apparently the sulfur and iron oxidizing bacteria, by expediting thefprf^ 
duction of sulfuric acid and ferric sulfate, increase the dissolution of ..thtj 
copper minerals but do not attack the copper minerals directly. Basicalljr,^ 
these bacteria do not change the nature of the chemical reaction but increa«i|' 
the rate of the reaction. • .".̂*'̂ '̂ 

16 

17 

Sut ton , Joseph A., and John D. Cor r i ck . B a c t e r i a in Mining and Metallurflm 
Leaching Se lec ted Ores and Minera l s ; Experiments With Th iobac i l lus l^^^fjj 
o x i d a n s . BuMines Rept . of Inv . 5839, 1961, 16 p p . 

Su t ton , Joseph A. , and John D. C o r r i c k . Leaching Copper-Sulf ide Mineral*i '^. 

:*ftj 

With Selected Autotrophic Bacteria, 
23 pp. 

BuMines Rept. of Inv. 6423, 1964 
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Investigations of bacterial leaching under conditions similar to those 
5Cted to exist in the environment of a nuclear chimney have indicated that 
bacteria most important in accelerating leaching of sulfide ores can be 

jected to grow under these conditions. The small quantities of radioactive 
Losion byproducts present do not inhibit bacterial leaching. The residual 
t left in the rock surrounding the nuclear explosion in most cases will 
i to stimulate rather than inhibit the growth of the bacteria.^® 

MECHANICS OF LEACHING 

Four factors are necessary for the successful leaching of copper ores; 
I are: 

1. A solution that will attack the copper minerals must be brought into 
TOtact with the particles of ore. 

2. The copper minerals must be dissolved by chemical action of the 
:ion. 

3. The solution must find its way out of the voids of the rock and be 
in a collecting system. 

4. The copper in the solution must be recovered. 

Leach solutions are applied to copper-bearing rock under three circum-
;es in conventional practices: 

1. Ore is mined, crushed, and processed in a tank. 

2. Unsorted ore is mined, placed in a heap or dump and leached in place, 

3. Ore is broken or fractured and the copper is leached from the rock 
situ. 

There are two methods of applying solutions for percolation leaching; 
3od leaching (the ore is immersed in solution that percolates either up or 

through the ore) and open-drainage leaching (the solution is distributed 
top of the ore and collected below after percolating down through the ore). 

' Not classed as a leaching method is the leach-precipitate-float (LPF) 
stem for ore containing mixed soluble and floatable copper minerals. The 

?F system is actually an adaption of vat leaching to continuous processing. 
Î îd is added to the pulp in or after the grinding section followed by finely 
found metallic iron which precipitates the copper. The pulp is treated by 

^poventional flotation to recover both sulfide copper minerals and precipi
uted metallic copper. 

• i ^ ^ — 
.|̂  Hansen, 

r 
Spenst M. Nuclear Blasting for Mining and Leaching. 

September 1965, p. 61. 
World Min, 
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In the process of flood leaching, a solvent solution surrounds the 
and then penetrates into the body of the rock where by chemical action It 

The soluti, dissolves the copper minerals and holds them in a soluble s t a t e , 
around the rock has a lower concentration of dissolved copper sa l t s than~h*^^ 

e rock af ter chemical action s t a r t s . A diffusion n r ^ ^ 
is created and the s a l t s diffuse from the area of higher to the area 93 

concentration. After a period of time, the solution surrounding t h e ' ^ 
conuiijffl 

the solution inside the 
sure 
lower 
rock is drawn and the copper removed; the rock and solution must be 
either in a vat or in a tight ground formation in order to\,flood the r o c k ^ } ^ ^ 
solution and dissolve the copper by this method. — * 

The ore is immersed in the solution in a tank as at Inspiration or 
in situ as at Ray where broken rock in the caved area surrounded by a tighti 
impervious rock is flooded with solution. The solution occupies the inter*" 
stices between the ore fragments and will obey the laws of liquid flowj it: 
tends to follow the path of least resistance among the coarse particles. TSa* 
extraction of the copper from within the particles of ore is dependent on th»'i 
rate of diffusion. '^'ild^ 

In the process of open-drainage leaching, the solution is applied at tltitW 
top, trickles down through, the ore, and, if conditions are properly controlled, 
is present as a film over the particles of the ore. The interstices betwe^1&. 
particles of ore are filled with air. Soluble copper salts on the surface o f * 
the rock are dissolved and carried downward and some solution enters the ro«i^ 
Gravity, assisted by the cohesion of water causes the solution to pass ovex;f^ 
and through the particles of ore. The penetration of the rock is a functlbM^ 
of time and varies with the size and type of rock. When the copper contented-
the recovered solution drops below an acceptable limit, the surface sprays'*!!?*' 
stopped, the solution supply is cut off, and the rock begins to dry. Capil
lary forces bring the contained solution and dissolved copper to the surfac^ 
of the rock where the water evaporates and the soluble salts crystallize;, thi 
are easily dissolved and collected by the next application of solution.' S t ' * 
cess of the open-drainage method depends on alternate wetting and drying bf 
the ore. Complete recovery is dependent on proper distribution of the s o l ^ 
tion over the surface and through the ore, 

In contrast to the flood-leaching method, the open-drainage method do^a 
not require lateral confinement of the solution. This method is most popul 
in dump-leaching operations and a typical dump-leaching flowsheet is illus
trated in figure 5. An impervious surface on which the solutions can be cofi 
lected must underlie the ore. Increased recovery results because the fllSj 
condition of the solution compels it to make contact with the particles of.« 
rather than to pass through void spaces, as it does when the ore is floodeftj 
The amount of water removed from the rock during each drying period and ,^ 
retained during each wetting period determines the rate of extraction of. 1 ^ 
soluble copper minerals. As with the flood-leaching method, a long p e r i o ^ ^ 
contact is necessary when large size ore lumps are being leached. 

^^Sullivan, J. D,, and Alvin J, Sweet, Factors Governing Removal of Solubl^ 
Copper From Leached Ores. BuMines Tech. Paper 453, 1929, 26 pp, 
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Borren solution dom- 1,500,000 gols 

Borren solution pump 
6-incti,IOOhp motor 

Jrifice plote flow meter 

K8-incti pipe, 3-1/2 miles 

No.l leacti dumps -•— 

[pregnant solution dom 

|Two pregnonf solution pumps 
6 incti, 50 tip motors 

Orifice plate flow meter 

8 incti pipe, 3-1/2 miles 

1 

Stioft 
water 

Barren solulion pump 
6-incti,IOO tip motor 

Orifice plate f lowmeter 

I 
IO-lncti pipe 4,000 feet 

No.2 leacti d 

L 

Sulfuric ocid 

r 

Main pregnant solution dom" 

Two pregnant solution pumps 
5-incti, 10 tip motors 
Mognetic flow meter 

IO-incti pipe 400 feet 

Precipitation cells 
I 

Copper precipitofe 

I . 
Drying 

Stiipment to smelter 

FIGURE 5. - Typical Dump Copper Leaching Circuit. 

A study of the mech
anism of percolation 
leaching comparing 
extract-ions by flood and 
open-drainage methods 
showed that alternate 
wetting and drying 

IMo.3 leocti dumps brings the copper to the 
L. surface much more 

" I rapidly than chemical 
Diversion dam diffusion. Under compar-

i • able conditions, higher 
i6-incti pipe 250 feet and more rapid extrac

tion was obtained by the 
open-drainage method in 
laboratory tests by the 
Bureau.of Mines .^° In 
practice the choice 
between flood leaching, 
and open-drainage leach
ing is based on the 
characteristics of the 
ore body and surrounding 
conditions. The charac
teristics of the ore are 
determined by laboratory 
tests, surrounding condi
tions by a field 
examination. 1 

Fresti 
water 

I 

NUCLEAR EXPLOSIVES 

Tailings solu tion 

I 
Return to 

borren sol ution dam 
Basically, a nuclear 

explosive is a source of 
energy. Nuclear explo
sions are measured 

according to their yield. Because the amount of energy release is so great, 
'^is yield is measured in terms of kiloton units. A kiloton is defined as a 
Prompt release of 4 X 10 Btu or about the same amount of energy as 1,000 tons 
of TNT. The nuclear device is the most compact and most powerful source of 
energy known to man. Because of the large amount of energy released, the cost 
P̂ r energy unit is low. Based on costs published by the AEC during May 1964, 
''le cost of energy on a per unit basis is compared with conventional explo
sives in table 4. 

Cost estimates for breaking rock with nuclear explosives have been tabu-
^^ted for a scaled depth of 210 feet per kton''"'^** and are shown in table 5. 

Guggenheim, Morris, and John D. Sullivan. Acceleration of Extraction of 
.Soluble Copper From Leached Ores. BuMines Tech. Paper 472, 1930, p. 27. 
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In mining 
to 220 feet 

applications the optimum scaled depth of burst might range from lon 
t per kton ' * depending on rock characteristics. 

TABLE 4. - Comparison of explosive energy costs 

Cost per million Btu 
Explosive: 
TNT $115.00 
Dynamite 100.00 
Ammonium nitrate-fuel oil 30.00 
10 kiloton nuclear explosive 8.75 
100 kiloton nuclear explosive.... 1,12 
1 megaton nuclear explosive 0.145 
2 megaton nuclear explosive 0.075 

TABLE 5. - Cost of breaking rock with nuclear explosives^ 

Explosive y ie ld , 
kiloton 

10, 
20. 
50. 
70, 
100. 

Rock broken, 
million tons 

6 
11 
25 
33 
43 

Cost 
Explosive 
$350,000 
390,000 
425,000 
450,000 
475,000 

Other 
$200,000 
225,000 
250,000 
275,000 
300,000 

Total 
$550,000 
615,000 
675,000 
725,000 
775,000 

Per ton-r« 
9.2 
5.6 
2.7 
2.2 
1.8 

1Adapted from Hansen, Spenst M., and John Toman. Aggregate Production Withl 
Nuclear Explosives. University of California, Lawrence Radiation Labora
tory, UCRL 12180, Rev. II, 1965, p. 20. 

Included in these costs are: AEC charges for nuclear explosives and 
their arming and firing; emplacement and related engineering costs for sit 
development; and support and other miscellaneous costs. Not included are, 
direct costs of safety studies, which vary greatly, and are highly dependent 
on the region in which the project is located, and on whether a single e:q>'lc 
sion or a series is used. Projected charges for thermonuclear explosives; 
published by the AEC are shown in figure 6, •'̂ 

Nuclear explosives can be designed to optimize particular characterist 
such as explosive package size, cost, radioactive byproducts, and others., ' 
particular interest to mining is the size of the explosive. The AEC has 
declassified a range of yields and associated diameters of explosives that! 
could be made available using current designs (table 6). A 5-kton nuclear^ 
explosive being lowered into a 2,700-foot hole is shown in figure 7. 

t I 

31 Atomic"Energy Commission. Policy Statement on Projected Charges for 
ful Nuclear Explosives, Press Release G-106, May 6, 1964. 
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FIGURE 6- - Projected Charges for Thermonuclear Exp los ives . 

TABLE 6 . - Diameters of nuc lea r explos ives 

Yield: 
Up to 10 KT.. 
Up to 100 KT.. 
Up to 1,000 KT.. 
Up to 10,000 KT.., 

Diameter of Cannister 

12 inches 
18 inches 
24 inches 
36 inches 

^ 
; The internal diameter of the emplacement hole would have to be slightly 

.̂ ger, of course, to accommodate the cannister. The length of the cannister 
*«itoughly two to four times the diameter. I .^ Underground experiments in hard rock have established the capability of 
^lear explosives to break and fracture rock. More than 150 nuclear explo
it's have been detonated underground. The effects of a nuclear explosive 

**kas, M. A,, and H. C. Carpenter. Fracturing Oil Shale With Nuclear Explo
sives for In-Situ Retorting. Hearing on Peaceful Applications of Nuclear 
Explosives - Plowshare, before the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy. 89th 
U.S. Cong., 1st sess., Jan. 5, 1965, p. 570. 

.Af^Bi^,. 
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FIGURE 7. - F ive -K i lo ton Nuclear Explos ive Being Lowered Into 2,700-Foot EmplocemenI 

Hole. (Photograph suppl ied through the courtesy of the Lawrence Rodiohoo 

Laboratory, L ivermore, Ca l i f . , and the Atomic Energy Commission.) 
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FIGURE 8. - Crater Radius vs. Depth of Burst in Alluvium. 

'iffer on the depth of burial. A factor, the scaled depth of burial, is deter-
ned by dividing the actual depth of burial in feet by the 3.4 root of the 

^leld of the explosive in kilotons. The effects differ for different types of 
j&ck. The curve (fig. 8) shows crater radius versus scaled depth of burst for 

f''''luvium. From this type of curve, the depth of burial that will break the 
rgest volume of rock for a yield is determined. For hard rock, this optimum 

^ck-breaking point is slightly greater than 200 feet/kton'''/̂  ** . With this' 
a^sis, the family of curves shown in figure 9 can be drawn to show tonnage 
flflta as a function of yield and depth of burst. These curves apply to crater-
8 or intermediate nuclear explosions. 

Scaling for a completely contained nuclear explosion is related to the 
f̂ ^̂  root of the yield in contrast to the 3.4 root that is used for cratering 
*d intermediate-depth explosions. Containment, as used here, means that the 

igoss explosion effects, such as surface subsidence, the ejection of rock 
jagments, rubble moved, and crater formation, are prevented from developing 
1̂  the surface by rock overlying the explosion; some cracks may reach the 
Surface. 

3h 
• A chimney of. broken rock is formed above and around the explosion center. 

ĝ i-s chimney is formed by gravity collapse of the fractured and weakened rock 
Jl ̂ tlying the nuclear-explosive cavity void. Available experimental data for 
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FIGURE 9. - Tonnage Curves of Rock Broken by Intermediate Underground Nuclear Explosions, 

(Courtesy, Lawrence Radiation Laboraiory, UCRL 12J80A 

contained underground nuclear explosions permits the predict ion of cavity s l t t j 
chimney height , and tonnage of rock broken with considerable conf idence.^^."^'^h 

Curves have been developed to show the cavity radius as a function of tht 
depth of bu r i a l ( f ig . 10), the chimney height as a function of the depth of;?^ 
bur ia l ( f ig . 11), and the tonnages of rock broken as a function of the depdl'^. 
of bur ia l ( f i g . 12) for dif ferent y i e l d s . 

An example of an emplacement for maximum rock breakage was the Sulky ...'̂ * 
nuclear explosion in hard, dry b a s a l t . The explosion, which had a yield oC •?' 
approximately 87 tons of TNT, took place on December 8, 1964. Fired at a " •"" 
depth of 90 feet the explosion formed a mound of rubble with a maximum helgjit: 
of 25 feet above preshot ground surface and a diameter of over 160 feet. >,/ 

• M -
Scaled depth of burst was 184 feet/kton''̂ '̂  •*. Radiation levels were 

^^Hansen, S. M., and D. B. Lombard. Completely Contained Nuclear Explosive* '̂  
for Mining by Caving,. Proceedings of the Third Plowshare Symposium, 
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, TID 7695, 1964, pp. 371-384. 
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sufficiently low that; 
personnel were able to 
move freely about the 
rubble mound within a 
few days and excavation 
of trenches and broken 
rock began within a 
month. A schematic 
cross section of a shot 
designed for maximum' 
rock breakage is shown 
in figure 13. .Fractured 
rock from a cratering 
nuclear explosion in 
hard basalt is shown in 
figure 14. 

The Blanca explo
sion, was a 19-kton explo
sion fired in a tunnel 
in bedded tuff on the 
edge of a mesa. The 
bulk density of the 
bedded tuff in situ was 
about 1.9 g/cm^. The 
explosion was at a ver
tical depth of 988 feet, 
and the nearest point on 
the surface was 835 feet, 
A dome section of the 
mesa 1,600 feet in diam
eter was moved upward 
about 25 feet at the 
center then settled back. 
About 15 seconds after 
the explosion the cavity 
collapsed to the surface 
(fig. 15). The rubble 
zone, an inverted cone 
with a radius of 500 
feet and a height of 
1,100 feet, was esti
mated to contain 15 mil
lion cubic yards or 22 
million tons of rock. 
About 0.05 percent of 
the total radioactivity 
was released to the 
surface. 
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•Xfi-Oa 16,000 

V.̂ ' 

8,000 12.000 

D E P T H OF B U R I A L , fee t 

FIGURE 12. " Tonnoges of Gronitic Rock Broken by Underground Nucleor Explosions'.'' 
(Courtesy, Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, TID 7695.)J 

The HardhiVt t e s t , '4 conta ined exp lo s ion , was a •5.4-kton shot f i r ed frot^ 
36'^iiTBi''d-iaiRx2itnr •;ideiM Li-le in g r a n i t e ( spec i f i c "g r av i t y 2.67) a t a depth o i l 
93'9 feet^'O'n'F<,';briia'"iry.'i5j 'J.962 ( f i g . 1 6 ) . The su r f ace r a i s e d 4 fee t and sank! 
back; peiiTiinent di.sp|lat.e!rian.t was about 2 f e e t . . - A c a v i t y 126 fee t in diametei 
v;as' formed. Eleven hou't-6 a f t e r the explos ion the roof began to cave, eventu^ 
s j l y forming a- c-.himney; lh-=>t reached a he igh t of--about 300 fee t and containedj 
an e s t ima ted /,IO_,000 l.on-., 4."»f broken r o c k . A d r i f t was d r iven through the 

•c^ved. chimney 9''- veet 'iI':.--o the p o i n t of .detonat ion, and 3,000 tons of broke 
7.-ock was'dravm from t'i'h V-i"oot f inge r r a i s e s . "Mater ia l mined appeared well' , 
broken; the slzi''. disLx th I ' ion appeared to be s u i t a b l e for e x t r a c t i o n by metb^ 
ods . i imi la r t o caving ,;r I n - s i t u l each ing ( f i g . 1 7 ) . Af te r the cav i ty col- *: 
laj.ticd, siTi'ill a.̂ novmL'3 'JC . radioact ive gases were d e t e c t e d on the su r face . 

t c 
• I'crccit ) t;y o f - t h e I 
V- peri:t 'iit 'lu tuff, 
.{bout v'J3 p'.i. r e n t ; 

vo'i.-."" m a t e r i a l a f t e r a nuc l ea r exp los ion ranged from iBj 
•"I u p o r o s i t y of the. Hardhat chimney in g r a n d o d i o r i t c r 

f ;i . .-jrs t h a t in f luence the o v e r a l l rubble s i z e d i s t r l* 
bl dt^n flfid jni.:' i.'"m rock i'-iagment s i z e and shape inc luded the fo l lowing: 
O,; chai.'arzt,'Krx •-.cs atitl frequency of n a t u r a l f r a c t u r e s ; (2) p h y s i c a l proper* 
t i . . of fh ' i : . 1'I--rock; (3) explos ion y i e l d ; and (4) depth of b u r i a l . 
T},. .1.1 a l rî Titini, ,;it: .• Liics ĉ 'ce summarized in t a b l e 7 . 

! ' 
ft 
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G r o u n d " level 

' <»•>• -•- : • • - . . I 7 

FIGURE 13. - Schematic Section of Explosion at Maximum Rock-Break ing Depth 

. - , 0 ^ ^ ^ 

FIGURE 14. - View. Across Danny Boy Crater Showing Hard Basal t Rock Fractured by a 

Nuclear Exp los ive . (Photograph supplied through the courtesy of the 

Lawrence Radiat ion Laboratory, L ivermore, Ca l i f . , and the Atomic Energy 

Commission.) 
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TABLE 7 

Rock type- Tutf ' ' • / 
Deptti of buriol- 988 f t / 

' Yield-19.2 kt ' / 
' Covify r o d i u s - 145' ' 

Volume of rubble ' ' 
- above A-A = /J 
' 2,447,900 yds' - " 

X ' I 

^ v> Post-shot mesQ surtoce 
Pre-stiot meso surfoce 

I ' . Approximote boundary 
~ f^ of ctJimney 

/ 
I • - I I 

- Rubble " . / I 

? 9 0 I ^^^ H A 

- ' - . 1 / ' 
' ^ I /-Exploratory dritt 

Drill tioles 

Puddle of 
radioactive gloss 

IOO zoo 300 

Scale, feet 

FIGURE 15. - Schematic Cross Section of Blanca. 
(Courtesy, Lawrence 

Radiation Laboratory, UCRL 7350.) 

Sieve s i z e 
6 f t 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
6 
4 
2 

1-1/2 
1 

3/4 
1/2 
3/8 

ft 
ft 
ft 
ft 
ft 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 
in 

Typica l l r agmen t : ^ t 
d i s t r i b u t i ^ ^ f ^ ^ 
under g r o u n 7 _ ^ ^ ^ 

s ion in 
hardrocki 

100 
95 
88 
75 
60 
40 
30 
25 
20 
16 
14 
12 
10 

9 
# 4 . . * * ' ° * • . • • 

^Adapted from Hansen, Spenst M,, ' 
and John Toman. Aggregate-. 
Production With Nuclear E:q>lo> 
sives. University of Call-.; ;• 
fornia, Lawrence Radiation •.;> 
Laboratory, UCRL 12180, -.;i' 
Rev. II, p. 11. -JU^^ 

^Based on size distribution date-
obtained by the U.S. Army ,-iE^ 
Corps of Engineers from the^ 
Danny Boy and Pre-Schooner-.-irj 
experiments in basalt on Buclp?l. 
board Mesa, and on Lawrence,.-iL 
Radiation Laboratory data fro* 
the Hardhat experiment in^ 
granite. 

PUBLIC LIABILITY 

In any undertaking by industry to apply nuclear explosives, industry lij 
taking the assets of a going business and investing them in a new idea. " *..] 
Accordingly, it must assure its stockholders that those assets will not be ttu 
danger. In order to provide assurance to industry and to the public, the.^^Hp. 
Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, authorizes the Atomic Energy"CommlsslO 
to execute indemnification agreements with its contractors who are engaged iM 
activities for the benefit of the United States involving a risk of public , 
liability for a substantial nuclear incident. These agreements indemnify .-̂ iM̂  
against claims for public liability for nuclear incidents arising out of o^^.g. 
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Medium: gra'nite 

Yield: 5 kt 
Depth of burial : 939 f t 

Some surface disturbance 

\ ^ 

Approximate chimney boundary 

Exploratory dr i f t 

Shot point 

Puddle of radioactive melt 

200 

Scale, feet 

FIGURE 16. - Schemotic Cross Section of Granit ic Rock Broken by Contained 

Nuclear Explosion. 
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FIGURE 17. - Broken Granit ic Rock in the Chimney of o Contoined Underground Nuclear 

s ior i . (Photograph supplied through the courtesy of the Lawrence Rodiot io i^ 

oratory, L ivermore, Ca l i f . , and the Atomic Energy Commission.) 
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'Connection with the contractual activity in the amount of $500 million over 
|tnd above any financial protection (insurance etc.) that the Commission may 
Require of its contractors. The act also provides that in no event shall the 
Aggregate liability for a single nuclear incident for persons indemnified 
Kxceed this amount. Thus far, the Commission has not required its contractors 
Ko procure such financial protection. 

Under existing statutory authority, fabrication, emplacement and detona-
IFion of the nuclear explosive in any such application by industry must be done 
iirough the AEC. Those of its contractors who provide this service for the 
JC have been extended indemnification agreements. Such agreements not only 
Tndemnify the contractor but any other person who may be liable for public 
ciability. Accordingly, anyone who participates with the AEC in an experi-
nental.application of nuclear energy, such as fracturing copper deposits, will 
Mve assurance because of the existence of such an agreement that all risks 
for public liability will be covered. 

SAFETY PROBLEMS 

The use of explosives is an important part of all mining operations. The 
^ndling of the explosives must be accomplished safely and the effects antici
pated and controlled. The problem of what effects the air and ground vibra-
lons resulting from blasting have on structures of various types has existed 
|rom the time explosives were discovered and developed for mining purposes. 
Buclear explosives, because of the large amount of energy involved, amplify 
le safety problems connected with air blast and ground shock and introduce a 

^ew problem, radioactivity. 

Because the general public is directly involved in the blasting vibration 
problem, many investigations have been conducted. The behavior pattern for 
le effects of vibration from quarry and mine blasting can be predicted.2* 
fests and follow-up investigations have provided a basis for reliable preshot 
psessments of potential hazards from the effects of nuclear explosives. 

Air Blast 

Air blast from a surface explosion results from the rapid expansion of 
le hot gases. The explosion causes a shock wave to form in the air and move 
Jtward at high velocity. Waves move radially along the surface of the ground 
may rise and be ducted and refracted by atmospheric conditions. 

The air-blast wave from a buried explosion may consist of two pulses, one 
at results when ground shock reaches the surface and one that results when 
ses are vented. Both pulses decrease with charge burial. The pulse caused 

jy Venting gases becomes zero when the explosion is completely contained. 
K^ere nuclear charges have been fired in basalt and rhyolite rock, peaks from 
^^nting gases have been less than those that were ground-shock induced. The 
;,*°ne of air-blast damage for nuclear explosions at depths contemplated for 

HIJTT • — — — 
inoenen, J. R., and 8. L. Windes. Seismic Effects of Quarry Blasting. 
BuMines- Bull. 442, 1942, 83 pp. 

,,^!'*^V 
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fracturing copper deposits can be expected to be well inside the region of• 
ground-shock damage. /_ 

Ground Shock 

Ground shock or seismic effects of a nuclear explosion are similar to T 
those of conventional explosives. Ground shock results when the shock wave! 
caused by an explosion is transmitted outward through the rock. Criteria f ^ 
estimating damage to residences and engineering structures has been estab-
lished. Particle velocity or acceleration in terms of gravity are used to 
measure particle motion. 

Damage appears as cracks and as structural deformation, A recent stati53 
tical analysis by the Bureau of Mines suggested that a particle velocity ofjSl 
inches per second is a reasonable point of demarcation between shock levels'^ 
the safe zone and the damage zone.^^ 

Ground motion resulting from nuclear explosions and the effects on bulvSS 
ings and structures has been studied.^^ A surface velocity of 10 cm/sec wa? 
determined as a damage threshold. Damage to engineering structures begins'*??! 
a much higher velocity, depending on the type of structure. For many stru^^ 
tures it may be about 100 cm/sec. A formula was presented by Hansen and '̂H 
Lombard to calculate the peak velocity at a distance from the explosion.®.^ 

The peak vertical component can be approximated at any distance from^^ 
explosion by the formula: 

- i"* 
V = ^ ^ ' ^ cm/sec. 

R 3/3 

Where K = 1.4 X 10"^ for explosions in alluvium, 

= 3.5 X 10"^ for explosions in tuff, 

= 8.6 X 10"^ for explosion in granite, 

R is the range in kilometers, 

and W is the energy yield in tons. 

^^Duvall, Wilbur I., and David E. Fogelson. Review of Criteria for Estimatl 
Damage to Residences From Blasting Vibrations. BuMines Rept. of Inv.̂  
1962, 19 pp. ^'l 

^^Cauthen, Lewis S., Capt., U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Sur-vey of Sh6£l̂  
Damage'to Surface Facilities and Drilled Holes Resulting From NucleaH^ 

37 
D e t o n a t i o n s . Lawrence Radiat ion Labora tory , UCRL 7964, 1964, 32 pp.< 

Hansen, S. M.,- and David B. Lombard. Mining by Caving With Nuclear Exp^ 
s i o n s . Lawrence Radia t ion Labora tory , UCRL 14201, 1965, p . 32. 

J1 
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A special consideration is the shock damage to mine workings. 

Shock damage to unsupported mine workings in granitic rock has been 
Klotted as a function of explosive yield and' range by Hansen and Lombard 
|(fig. 18) '^" 28 

Minor damage.includes limited spalling, minor offsets of shaft guides and 
[track and slight damage to mounted equipment. Complete closure is defined as 
fcomplete collapse of the mine opening from top, sides, and bottom. Although 
iprobably not important in a mining operation involving a single nuclear explo
sion, this phenomena may introduce a serious problem at operations where sev-
reral nuclear explosions separated by periods of ore extraction are involved. 

Radioactivity 

Radioactivity that is vented to the atmosphere at explosion returns as 
Ifallout. For purposes of fracturing and leaching a copper deposit in situ, 
Ehe nuclear explosive would be placed at a depth such that the radioactive 
Products are completely contained or, at most, only an insignificant fraction 
^scapes. When the explosion is completely contained radiological safety prob
lems encountered from activity will be introduced in the ore from the follow

ing sources: 

1. Radionuclides that 
result from fission or fusion 
products of the explosion. 

2. Radionuclides that 
result from the activation by 
bombardment of the ore and 
materials in the nuclear 
explosive with neutrons 
released in the explosion 
(neutron activation products). 

Eliminating the possibil
ity of hazards from fallout, 
potential radiation hazards 
associated with fracturing a 
copper deposit with a nuclear 
explosive and subsequent 
in-situ leaching to recover 
the copper are : (1) Radiation 
hazards to off-site environ
ment, i(2) radiation hazards to 
on-site personnel, and (3) con
tamination of the copper 
product. 

IOO 

DISTANCE FROM SHOT CENTER, hundi-eds of feet 

•jp IGURE 18. 

. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ r ^ 

Damage to Mine Workings From Nuclear 

Explosions in Gronite Rock. 

(Courtesy, /..awrence 
Radiation Laboratory UCRL JJ^SOJ.) ^^Work c i t e d in footnote 25. 
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Radiation Hazards to Off-Site Environment 

Assuming that the nuclear explosion was contained and there was no 
1-8-nificant venting of the radioactivity to the air, the off-site environment 

still be subjected to radionuclides from waste products or from contaminati '̂  
of ground water. Some activity, particularly tritium, may be carried into rti^ 
ground water flow. Ordinarily, ground water moves slowly, requiring years ^ * 
travel a distance of one mile. Underground disposal of radioactive wastes h " ^ 
been practiced for many years. The distribution in ground water of radionfi^^ 
elides has been studied^ with the conclusion that the ground water transport 
of radionuclides, following the initial exp los ion-produced distribution mav ' ' ^ 
not create any unmanageable problems. The radiation hazards to off-site <iV 
envirormient should be controllable, but a study of ground water movement andj 
waste-solution disposal will be advisable. 

Radiation Hazards to On-Site Personnel 

Radiation hazards to on-site personnel can come from two sources: r'adlSJ* 
nuclides may build up in circulating solutions from an in-situ leaching operat' 
tion; they may be present in shattered ground through which development' 
openings are necessary. 

The Oak Ridge National Laboratory is studying potential safety problei^^ 
that may result from radioactive contaminants in the processing cycle and'tht' 
copper product. Copper ore samples from New Mexico and Arizona have been iMt 
mixed with radioactive debris from nuclear explosions on the Nevada Test Sitt-i'-
and bombarded with neutrons by equipment at Oak Ridge National Laboratory..̂ iK̂  
Preliminary studies indicate that expected concentrations of radioactivity!^' 
process solutions and product will be manageable. Planning may be required'lifi 
designing the operation particularly with respect to disposal of waste-' '****̂  
solutions. 

4. 

5. 

During a mining experiment on the Nevada Test Site one year after thej 
explosion, the average exposure was 11 millirem per working shift correspc 
ing to 2.2 rem per year. The National Council on Radiation Protection (tOl](| 
recommended maximum permissible whole body dose for workers is 3 rem per j.t 
quarter year or 5 rem average per year beyond age 18.^° I 

Contamination of Copper • , 

In tests by Oak Ridge National Laboratory ruthenium was the only fis*! 
product which significantly followed the cement copper. The chemistry of̂  
ruthenium is very complex and the results obtained with ruthenium traces i 

^^Stead, Frank W. Distribution in Ground Water of Radionuclides From Und 
ground Nuclear Explosions. Proceedings, Third Plowshare Symposium, 1 
7695, Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, 1964, pp. 127-137. •"; ^ 

'̂ °U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. Standards for Protection Against Radiattoji".-
Title 10--Atomic Energy. ' Federal Register, ch. 1, pt. 20, Nov. 17, IW* 

9. 

1. 
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or may not be representative of those that would be obtained in actual prac-
fice. The indicated amount of damaging radioactivity that will follow the 
JSpper is" not great and does not appear to present serious problems. Conclu-
Jtve evaluation of potential separation methods cannot be determined until 
^ual process products are available. Ruthenium would probably be eliminated 
from a copper product when it was removed from solution or refined by the 
§fectrolytic method. Methods of removing ruthenium from solution are known. 

. APPLICATION OF IN-SITU LEACHING TO NUCLEAR FRACTURED DEPOSIT 

Copper deposits differ greatly, and no single method is applicable to all 
_5osits. Regardless of method or preparation, successful application of a 
reaching method to recover copper from ore in situ requires existence of the 
flowing favorable factors in high degree: 

1. Non-acid-consuming host rock. 

2. Host rock that will not decrepitate to seal intrarock cavities and 
ffock solution flow. I 
•p 3. Rock sufficiently fractured to permit access of solution to copper 
gerais. 

K. 4. Copper minerals that dissolve within required time limit. 

[' 5. Copper minerals concentrated largely along fracture planes of rock. 

6. Sufficieht pyrite in the deposit to form sulfuric acid and ferric 
aifate. 

7. A solid impervious surface under or surrounding the deposit. 

8. Ability to recirculate the solution through the ore many times with-
&t excessive loss or contamination. 

9. Availability of adequate water at low cost. 

In addition to the limitations inherent to in-situ leaching, some further 
jj.ctors arising from the characteristics of nuclear explosions become impor-
ffiit. Some important factors requiring investigation are: 

1. Hydrology pattern including ground and surface water movement. 

_t 2, Safety considerations in connection with proximity to engineering 
^^uctures that may be affected. 

3. The effect of radionuclides on plant design. 

4. The effect of radiation on bacteria. 
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5. Area available for waste solution disposal. 

I 6. Population density and public attitude. 

, Copper deposits that may be fractured with a nuclear explosive and 

1leached in situ are divided into two types: Those that can be fractured with 
a single explosion, and those that require more than one explosion. 

<•• Either intermediate or contained placement of a nuclear explosive may be 
elected.to fracture a copper deposit for in-situ leaching; the choice will be 
controlled by the position of the deposit and adjacent development. Once 
iroken, the optimum method of percolating the solution through the ore may be 
either flood or open drainage depending on the condition of the surrounding 
rock, the texture of the broken material, and the method of solution recovery. 

Leacti solution 300 gpm. 
Add H2S04 to pH 2.5 . _ 
Ferrous iron 3 g / l ^P"""" 
Ferric iron O.I g / l 

Less thon 1,0 pct. 
rodiotion escape 

Wash water added lOpct. Solution recovered 
pH 3.0 
Ferrous iron 1.0 g / l 
Ferric iron 1.0 g / l 
Copper 1.0 g/ l 

Scrap iron launder 

Cement copper 
-CuBOpct. HzO iSpct. Fe etc 5pct. 

.' ""IGURE 20. - System for Leaching Copper From Deposit 
Broken by Intermediate-Depth Nuclear 
Explosion. 

An intermediate explosion 
to fracture the surface but 
nbt close enough to crater or 
release a significant amount 
of radioactivity to the atmos
phere may be the most effi
cient, if there is not too 
much overburden, for two rea
sons. First, more rock is 
broken per energy unit by the 
explosive. Second, solutions 
can be more easily and economi
cally distributed on the 
exposed surface and recovered 
from the near surface sump 
(fig. 19). A diagrammatic 
system for leaching copper 
from ground broken in this 
manner is illustrated in fig
ure 20. 

Solution would be dis
tributed by plastic pipe on 
the surface. Where the rock 
was impervious and solution 
was contained, it could be 
recovered by pump from the 
bottom of the crater. A char
acteristic of the nuclear 
explosive is that the rock 
immediately below the bottom 
half of the cavity is com
pacted. In some formations, 
this compaction may form a 
depression sufficiently 
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:o contain the solutions from open-drainage application; they 
1 by pumps in drill holes. However, in some cases where the rorlr 

impervious tc 
be recovered 
is not impervious, it may be necessary to develop drifts and crosscuts to r% 
lect the solution either from an adit or a shaft. 

rock 

Many deposits containing copper in leachable minerals are formed near a 1 
erosional suface. However, the deposit may have been formed in a past geoloiH 
cal period and may now be covered deeply by more recent rock. These deposit 
can be economically broken only by a contained nuclear explosion. After the *̂  
deposit is fractured, the solution could be percolated through the rock eith " 
by the flood method as illustrated in figure 21, or by the open-drainage 
method as illustrated in figure 22, 

• i * -

The development for applying solutions by the flood method may be inosf-ie-
economical as two drill holes, one to the top and one to the bottom of the *$» 
broken ore would be sufficient to apply and withdraw the leaching solution7v ' 
Obviously, this method could be used only where the surrounding rock was *' 3»fi 
impervious to the extent- thai; the solution was contained and no signif icant*'̂ -̂  
loss occurred. ,'5-

Contained nuclear explosions may be limited in size by safety considera-t 
tions to less than 100 kton in most locations and to less than 10 kton in mamr 
locations. This restriction may not be serious because the conformation of•-il 
many deposits is such that they can be more efficiently, fractured by multiple 
explosions. This may not be the most economical method of breaking rock butit* 
overall, may be the most economical method of fracturing and preparing ore for 
in-situ leachirig (fig. 23). 
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CO 00 3 

" li nmmn'Mtmnm^wiim'Siii^iifs^iisfi^mmmm'^^ 
' Leach solulion 300 gpm. 

Add HZSOA to pH 2.5 -
Ferrous iron 3 g / l 
Ferric iron O.I g / l 

1 
9a«hTwal«r'addM<ropeil 

Scrap Iron launder 

' A \ / / A ^ ^ 

Cement copper 
( Cu aOpct. HzO iSpct. Fe etc 5pct.) 

Solution recovered 
pH 3.0 

•Ferrous iron 1.0 g / l 
Ferric iron 1.0 g / l 
Copper 1.0 g / l 

Leoch solution 30O gpm. 
Add HZSOA to pH 2.5 - • -
Ferrous iron 3 g / l 
Ferric Iron O.I g / l 

Scrap iron launder 

J ' 1 . \ W U 

Pump 

••—Impervious type rock 

>\{VtA\v-

1000 

Cement copper 
( Cu eOpct. H2O ISpct. Fe etc 5pct. 

Solution recovered 
pH 3.0 
Ferrous iron 1.0 g / I • 
Ferric iron 1.0 g / l 
Copper 1.0 g/ l 

f .^WVM'' 

IOOO' 

FIGURE 2 1 . - Recovering Copper by Flood Leaching In Situ 

After the Deposit Is Broken by a Contained 

Nuclear Exp los ion. 

FIGURE 22. - Recovering Copper by Open-Drainage Leach

ing In Situ After the Deposit Is Broken by o 

Contained Nuclear Exp los ion. 
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ECONOMICS OF NUCLEAR FRACTURING AND IN-SITU COPPER LEACHING 
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primary mining operation that required the development. This cost is included 
'in the following estimate. 

The cost per ton of breaking rock with nuclear explosives is shown in 
table 5. These costs are for explosives placed for maximum rock breakage in 
the form of a retarc.̂ ''̂  The ratio of rock broken in a retarc exceeds that of 
a contained explosion by a factor of 6 to 1 at the minimum contained depth. 
This ratio increases with the depth of placement beyond the minimum contained 
depth. Fracturing a mineral deposit may be expected to require deeper place
ment than this optimum depth and is estimated to break about a sixth the indi
cated tonnage of table 5 or to break rock at six times the cost per ton. The 
cost per pound of recoverable copper for breaking and fracturing a deposit is 
estimated in table 8. 

TABLE 8. - Cost of fracturing a deposit in cents per pound 
of recoverable copper 

Explosive 
Yield, kilotons 

10 
20 
50 
70 
100 

Cost, cents per ton 
of ore broken 

55.2 
33.6 
16.2 
13.2 
12.8 

Estimated recoverable copper 
per ton 

20 lb 
2.8 
1.7 
.8 
.7 
,6 

16 lb 
3.5 
2.1 
1.0 
.8 
.8 

12 lb 
4.6 
2.8 
1.4 
1.1 
1.1 

8 lb 
6.9 
4.2 
2.0 
1.7 
1,6 

4 lb 
13.8 
7.4 
4.1 
3.3 
3,2 

. The plant! and equipment necessary to recover copper from leach solution 
|by metallic iron is simple and inexpensive with the exception of pumps and 
Ipipe required to circulate the solution; these require costly corrosion-
Iresistant materials. The cost of plant construction varies with many factors 
•Estimated cost for typical plants is shown in table 9. 

TABLE 9. - Estimated cost of a copper precipitating plant 

Cost factors Plant capacity; lbs per year 
10.000.000 1.000.000 

Precipitating launder and drying pads 
Solution recovery, including pumps.... 
Solution distribution system 
Material handling equipment , 
Shop and maintenance facilities , 
Jliscel laneous , 

Total , 

195,000 
270,000 
195,000 
140,000 
100,000 
100.000 

$ 65,000 
50,000 
45,000 
60,000 
20,000 
10,000 

$1,000,000 $250.000 

a i — 

Retarc is the term coined by Lawrence Radiation Laboratory geologist at the 
W Nevada Test Site for rubble mounds formed by explosions at intermediate 
•̂  scaled depths of burst. A retarc is defined as the mound of broken rock 
^ filling the true crater when the lowest inside part of the apparent crater 

lies at an elevation above preshot ground surface. 
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Assuming a 10-year operation, the capitol in-vestment per pound of COD 
produced is 1 cent for the larger plant and 2.5 cents for the smaller pla ]. ' 

A plant producing 10 million pounds of copper per year is estimated t '/ 
require about 25 employees, while one producing 1 million pounds of copper '^ 
year might require 6 employees. It is estimated each employee will cost ^ - ' ^ 
$6,511 per year 32 

Operating supplies include sulfuric acid, scrap iron, power, and miscel
laneous items. Estimated operating costs for the two plants are shown in " 
table 10. 

TABLE 10. - Estimated operating costs 

Cost factors 

Employees required, 
Labor 
Supervision 
Supplies 
Miscellaneous 

Total 

Cost per lb of copper. 

P l a n t c a p a c i t y , 
10,000.000 

25 
$163,000 

15,000 
400,000 

25,000 
$603,000 

$.060 

1 ^ 0 0 0 . ^ 0 0 0 ^ 
6: 

$39,000 
10,000 
40,000 

5,000 
$94,000. 

$.094 

Assuming repair and replacement are equal to capital cost, and allowing 
for general expenses, fringe benefits, insurance, safety, and refining and̂ ll 
marketing, the total cost of producing copper by in-situ leaching (not inclii 
ing the cost of breaking and fracturing the ground) is estimated as shown ^r^ 
table 11. 

TABLE 11. - Estimated cost of producing copper per pound 

Cost f a c t o r s 

C a p i t a l 
Repair and replacement 
Operat ing 
Refining and marke t ing 
General company expense 
Fr inge b e n e f i t s , i n s u r a n c e , s a fe ty , e t c 

Tota l 

P l an t c apac i t y , lbs x>eT ySSm 
10,000,000 

$0.01 
.01 
.06 
.04 
.01 
.04 

$ .17 . 

1.000,000 W f 

.025^B 

.09^^B 

.04'|^H 

.02^^B 

$ .244seJi9 

General company expense is estimated to be somewhat lower for the large 
plant. To these totals must be added the cost of breaking and fracturing.-^ 
deposit which, as indicated in table 8 may range from 0.8 to 13.8 cents pe3 
pound of copper. 

^^Average annual earnings for years 1962-64 as reported by Frank J. Tuck, Co 
per Industry. Statistics for 1964 as compared with other years, Arizoc 
Department of Mineral Resources, August 1965, p. 22. 

Th( 
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Pre-shot topographic profile 

Post-shot topographic profile 

- 4000 

Approximate boundary 
of chimney 

Fracture l imit 

3800 

- 3600 

3400 

10 kt. nuclear explosive 

FIGURE 24. - Hypothetical Section of Small Copper Deposit After Nuclear Explosion. 

A typical small deposit i s shown on figure 24. The outlined ore body i s 
^ssumed to contain 500,000 tons with a grade of 2.5 percent copper in the min-
ftr^ls chalcoci te , borni te , chalcopyri te . The rock immediately above the ore 
ttody is assumed to contain 1.5 percent copper mostly in the s i l i c a t e and car-
iff^nate minerals, and the 100 feet near the surface is assumed to be leached 
^Pp ing with a copper content of 0,15 percent . The copper content of a column 
|200 feet in diameter and 400 feet high through the deposit i s shown in table 
l l2 . 

TABLE 12, Estimated copper in deposit 

Vertical interval, ft 
Surface to 100 
100 to 200 
200 to 400 

Total 

Tons 
250,000 
250,000 
500.000 

1,000,000 

Copper lbs/ton 
3 
30 
50 
-

Total copper 
750,000 

7,500,000 
25,000,000 
33,250,000 

^ The leached capping of this deposit contains 3 pounds of copper per ton; 
:"ie sulfide ore contains 50 pounds. Assuming that the leached capping ini-
^̂ lly contained 50 pounds of copper 47 pounds or 96 percent has been leached 

^ ^ removed. Not all of this copper will be leached during the life of leach-
'̂S operations but the assumption that 70 percent can be leached is reasonable. 
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The deposit is contained in a column of rock 400 feet high and 200 feeh 
in diameter. A nuclear fracturing explosion with the broken rock reaching 
surface (fig. 13) is indicated for efficient leaching. * 

Referring to figure 9, a 10-kton explosive at a depth of 500 feet is 
indicated for a cavity radius of 100 feet. The estimated chimney height 
(fig. 10) for a shot of this size is about 400 feet and the chimney might be 
expected to reach the surface from a depth of 500 feet. The indicated tonna»» 
broken (fig. 11) is 1.0 million tons. 

The cost of a 10-kton explosive from table 5 is $550,000 to which must b* 
added the cost of the safety study, which can be determined only after site 
has been selected. For this study, the safety investigation is estimated to 
equal the cost of the explosive making a total of $1,100,000 for breaking , • 
ground. Assuming 70 percent of 33,250,000 pounds of copper or 23,275,000 '/̂  
pounds will be recovered, the cost per pound of copper for breaking the . ; '. 
deposit is 4.8 cents. '- . -

An annual production of 2.3 million pounds of copper is indicated. Refer
ring to table 5 the costs of an operation are estimated to be somewhat less ' 
but approach those for the smaller plant and the total cost of producing cop-A 
per not including royalty, taxes and profit are estimated in table 13. 

TABLE 13. - Estimated cost of producing copper from 
a hypothetical deposit 

I I 

Cost factor: 
Breaking and fracturing 
Capital investment 
Repair and replacement 
Operating 
Refining and marketing. 
General company expense 
Fringe benefits, insurance, safety, etc... 

Total 

Cost, cents per pound 
produced 

4 
2 
2 
9 
4 
2 
4 

.8 

.5 

.5 

.4 

.0 

.0 

.0 
29.7 n 

To illustrate the possible use of multiple explosives, a deposit of cop̂ J 
per ore 750 feet wide, 1,000 feet long, and 400 feet thick is assumed. A 
leached capping 200 feet thick and containing 0.1 percent copper is assumed;^' 
to cover the ore which contains 1.0 percent copper in the leachable mineral lij 
chalcocite. 

The copper content of the leached capping is 10 percent of that in the-*'* 
ore and indicates that 90 percent of the copper in the original material haal 
been leached. Eighty percent of the copper is assumed to be recoverable in «•.• 
period of 10 years. Eighty percent of the copper is also assumed to be recoV 
erable by flotation. ^•'', 

b 
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-. The deposit is estimated to contain 24 million tons of' copper ore that -'• 
fcontains 384 million pounds of recoverable copper by either method. Multiple 
^explosions are required to fracture the deposit. 

Production costs by the nuclear fracturing in-situ leaching method 
fincludes those for fracturing the ore with 35 nuclear explosives in drill 
tholes, preparing a 700-foot shaft and 17,000 feef of-drifts and raises•to col-
Ilect the solution, constructing a.copper precipitating plant, and operating ' 
tfor 10 years. ' 

Production costs by conventional methods include those for. development' of 
a caving mine, development of a 6,700-ton per day concentrating plant, and 
operation for 10 years. The estimated costs of recovering copper by the two 
methods are compared in table 14. . 

TABLE. 14. - Comparison of the estimated cost per pound for- recovering • 
copper by nuclear fracturing and in-situ leaching 

with cost of conventional methods 

Method Cost, cents per lb 
Nuclear Conventional 

Nuclear fracturing , 
M̂ine development , 
Mining ore , 
Plant development , 
Operating cost , 
Fringe benef i ts , insurance, safety, etc, 

Total , 

4.6 
.2 

.8 
17.0 
4.0 

0.5 
6.0 
2.7 
25.8 
4.0 

26.6 39.0 

CONCLUSIONS 

33 The copper in many large low-grade and small high-grade deposits'^" cannot 
be economically recovered by conventional methods because the value of the 
copper content of the large low-grade deposits is less than the cost of recov
ery, and the tonnage in the small deposits is not enough to amortize a recov
ery plant. These deposits are suitable targets for nuclear fracturing. 
Fracturing of such deposits with a nuclear explosive will permit circulation 
of solutions through the rock, and recovery of the copper at a cost estimated 
•to be lower than by conventional methods which require mining, concentrating, 
smelting, and refining. 

It should not be inferred that the use of nuclear explosives would be 
necessarily confined to low-grade or small ore bodies. Some of the ore bodies 
Presently minable by conventional methods and containing copper in leachable 
îiinerals such as chalcocite, bornite, covellite, the oxide minerals, and even 
'Chalcopyrite may be more economically mined by fracturing with nuclear explo
sives and subsequent leaching than by conventional methods. Some deposits may 

3a A small deposit is defined as one that contains from 250,000 to 10,000,000 
tons; a large deposit as one containing more than 10,000,000 tons of ore. 

...<̂ L̂ 
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»• 

be mined by conventional methods to a point beyond which the operation i^ 
nomic then converted to nuclear fracturing and in-situ leaching methods - . 

The development of any new method or process progresses systematical! '̂^ 
from an idea through laboratory tests, bench tests, and pilot plant tests h^ 
a full-scale operating test. Nuclear explosives are not adapted to small- tm 
scale test work. Much laboratory and analytical work has been completed a A 
nuclear explosive fracturing followed by in-situ leaching appears to be a 
practical method for recovering copper. However, many combinations of 
are involved, and the method can be proved effective and economical only bv' • 
full-scale test in a copper deposit. 

Some points that can be determined only by a full-scale test are the ne*^ 
eolation rate of solutions through the fractured rock, the copper recovery 
rate, the extent to which radiation safety measures will influence costs, and 
the time required, if any, for the decay of radioactivity to reach a level 
that will permit safe leaching. 

I ' 
I 

I I 

' i 
I I 

1 I 

Indicated advantages over conventional methods of recovering copper 
the lower cost and the shorter time interval from inception to production. 
The method may be applicable and may prove economic when used on very low-' 
grade deposits and thus greatly increase copper reserve. 

INT.-BU.OF f«)INES,PC;H.,P^ 
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MNG A FRAGMENTATION EXPJERIMENT FOR IN SITU EXTRACTION 
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ABSTRACT 

A fragmentation experiment was performed in cooperation with Duval Corpora
tion in a porphyry copper molybdenum deposit near the Sierrita pit south of 
Tucson, Ariz. A 10-hole test blast was detonated to establish relationships 
between blasthole spacing and the resulting fragmentation. Blastholes were 
9 in. in diameter and 110 ft deep. The 10 blastholes contained a total of 
17,400 lb of aluminized slurry blasting agent in 50-ft coliimns with 60 ft 
of stemming. Blasthole spacings of 25, 20, and 15 ft were tested. Diamond 
drill core examination was the primary method used to determine the condi
tion of the rock before and after blasting. Topographic surveys were used 
to measure the rock swell produced by the blast and a fragment size distri
bution was obtained for the rubblized material on the surface. The rubble 
zone at the surface was ideal for in situ leaching. Fragmentation to depths 
of 110 ft was excellent from the 15- to 20-ft blasthole spacing patterns. 
Good breakage was also produced by the 25-ft pattern although tJie.effects 
of the blast were not as obvious. In situ leaching tests were not conducted. 
However, based on size consideration only, all three blasting patterns pro
duced adequate breakage for successful leaching. 

INTRODUCTION ' ' 

The Federal Bureau of Mines is developing fragmentation technology for 
in situ extraction systems. The in situ extraction system is attractive 
because it can be 'applied to deposits that are presently too low grade to 
be mined by conventional methods, thereby increasing domestic reserves. 
Other advantages of in situ extraction are a reduction of exposure of 
workers to health and safety hazards, minimized detrimental environmental 
effects, and lower energy consumption during mining and beneficiation (1-2). 
The objective of the Bureau research is to develop fragmentation processes 
-to effectively fragment rock in place and economically prepare low-grade 
deposits for in situ extraction. The initial research is directed primar
ily at mining porphyry copper deposits. However, much of the information 
developed will be applicable to in situ extraction of other mineral deposits. 

In situ leaching has been practiced at Ray and Miami (3) to take advantage 
of fragmented zones of rock created by block caving operations. The Old 
Reliable mine near Mammoth, Ariz., was the site of a 4,000,000 lb AN-FO 
coyote, blast -to prepare the ore body for in situ leaching (4). The blast, 

iGeophysicist. 
2Mining engineer. 
Geologist. 

All authors are with the Twin Cities Mining Research Center, Bureau of 
Mines, U.S. Departiment of the Interior, Minneapolis, Minn. 



a joint effort of Ranchers Exploration and Development Corp. and Du Pont, , 
was detonated in March 1972. Ranchers also detonated a borehole blast 
with 400,000 lb of explosive to break and move ore into the pit for in situ 
leaching at the Big Mike mine near Winnemucca, Nev., in July 1973 (5). 
McAlester Fuel Co. detonated a 4,000,000-lb AN-FO blast in vertical bore
holes at its Zonia mine near Kirkland Junction, Ariz., in April 1973. Ini
tial results at the Old Reliable, the Big Mike, and the Zonia mines have 
been encouraging. The concept of using nuclear explosives for in situ 
leaching has received considerable attention (6). Public opposition to 
the commercial use of nuclear explosives and difficulties in leaching deep-
lying primary sulfide ores have delayed its application. However, Kenne
cott and AEC continue efforts to solve the environmental and technical 
problems associated with this method (7). 

Although industry activities in in situ extraction are increasing, many 
problems remain to be solved. Improved techniques for determining in situ 
rock properties and in place characteristics of ore bodies are needed to 
properly evaluate a potential deposit for in situ extraction. Blasting 
methods are required that produce ideal fragmentation so that maximum re
coveries can be obtained. More sophisticated solution injection and re
covery systems are needed. Environmental controls must be improyed. Re
search in these areas will undoubtedly contribute to continued industry 
expansion of in situ mining operations. 

TEST SITE 

Duval Corporation's Sierrita open pit copper molybdenum mine is located 
in Pima County, Ariz., approximately 24 iniles soutJi of Tucson. The test 
site is located on the northeast side of the,Sierrita pit, about 1,500 ft 
from the pit boundary. This area was chosen for.study because it con
tained low-grade copper oxide mineralization, was readily accessible to 
dfilling and blasthole loading equipment, and was remote enough pot to in
terfere with mining activities. 

The dominant rock type at the test site is a quartz monzonite porphyry. 
This rock is well-weathered with considerable jointing and faulting (8). 
Assays of samples taken during blasthole drilling average 0.14 pct total 
"copper, 0.13 pct acid soluble copper, and 0.005 pct molybdeniim. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

Preshot Study 

Preshot studies at the test area included a detailed topographic survey, 
drilling of three 120-ft-deep NX core holes and down-the-hole geophysical 
logging. The detailed topographic survey was run so that an accurate mea
sure of elevation changes produced by the blast could be made. Wooden 
stakes were used to establish 68 joermanent survey points so that preshot 
and postshot elevations could be measttred at the same point, and elevation 
changes could be detennined to within +0.2 ft. 



The three preshot diamond drill holes were located to obtain samples in 
the middle of the 15-, 20-, and 25-ft blasthole spacing areas as shown 
in figure 1. These drill holes were NX diameter and produced drill core 
about 2 in. in diameter. Four types of geophysical logs were recorded 
on each preshot hole. These logs included (1) gamma, (2) selfpotential, 
(3) resistivity, and (4) induced polarization. 

Laboratory tests on the drill core were conducted to measure core re
covery based on both length and weight, rock-quality designation (RQD), 
size distribution, and standard physical properties. 

Test Blast 

Figure 1 shows the blasthole locations and the blast delay sequence. 
This pattern was selected so that blasthole spacings based on equilat
eral triangles of 25, 20, and 15 ft could be tested. The ten 9-in-diam 
blastholes were each 110 ft deep with 60 ft of stemming and a 50-ft pow
der column. The blastholes were connected with 50-gr/ft core load deto
nating cord and bottom initiated with l-lb cast primers. Although it 
was felt that instantaneous initiation would improve the fragmentation, 
ground vibration considerations dictated that the blast be delayed with 
9-ms detonating cord delay connectors. 

The blast contained a total of 17,440 lb of 10 pct aliminized slurry 
blasting agent. This blasting agent had specific gravity of 1;20 and a 
heat of detonation of 1.00 Kcal/g, The slurry was.site mixed. Each 
hole contained about 1,700 lb of slurry and the maximum charge weight 
per delay interval was 5,300 lb. A portable three-component particle-
velocity-recording seismograph was used to measure ground vibrations 
at a distance of 800 ft from the blast. 

Powder factors, assuming infinite pattems, were 0.79, 1.24, and 2.20 
Ib/cu yd for the 25-, 20-, and 15-ft patterns, respectively. 

Postshot Study 

Postshot studies at the test site included a topographic survey, detailed 
"mapping of surface fractures, fragment-size distribution measurements of 
broken rock on the surface, and drilling of six NX diameter core holes 
into the broken zone. Geophysical logs were not run on the postshot holes 
because the logging tools required water-filled boreholes, and the post-
shot holes would not hold water. Laboratory measurements on.the rock core 
were used to determine core recovery by length, core recovery by weight, 
RQD index, fragment size distribution, and physical properties. 

Two methods were used to obtain estimates of the fragment size distri
bution of the broken surface material. With the first method, two 50-gal 
drums of broken rock were returned to the laboratory for screening. The 
second method included selecting two sampling areas, each 1 yd2, in the 
muck pile. At each sampling area, the two longest dimensions of 150 rock 
samples were measured. Although the two sampling methods are subject to 
statistical sampling errors, they do give a measure of the size distribu
tion of surface material. 



Figure 2 shows the test area during blasthole drilling. Blasthole load
ing is shown in figure 3. Figure'4 shows the results of the blast. Af
ter the blast and before postshot diamond drilling, a bulldozer was used 
to push aside 4 to 5 ft of surface rubble above the test area. Figure 5 
shows the test site during postshot diamond drilling. 

The location of the six postshot diamond drill holes are shown in fig
ure 1. These holes were drilled in the center of equilateral triangles 
formed by the 25-, 20-, and 15-ft blasthole spacings. Minimum breakage 
would be expected in the center of these equilateral triangles with frag
mentation improving near the blastholes. In an attempt to establish how 
the fragmentation changed away from the center of the 25-ft pattern, hole 
9 was drilled in the 25-ft pattern, but only 7 ft from a blasthole. 

Diamond drilling into the broken zone did present problems. The postshot 
holes were all drilled without return circulation of drill muds, and bit 
life averaged only 67 ft/bit. However, six postshot holes were success
fully drilled to depths of 100 to 120 ft and no holes were lost due to 
caving. 

RESULTS 

The maximum peak particle velocity recorded on the three component port
able seismograph was 0.95 in/sec at a distance of 800 ft. This value 
was lower than expected and indicated that the rock was weathered and 
fractured. 

The rubblized surface material was well fragmented. The size distribu
tion studies of the surface material showed that the greatest number of 
fragments were in the 2- to 3-in size rainge, and the vast majority of 
pieces were less than 11 in long. These size characteristics are simi
lar to those of core from preshot holes 1, 2, and 3, suggesting that few 
new fractures were developed, and that the surface rubble zone was cre
ated by opening up old fractures. Blast-induced fractures on the surface 
and outside of the rubble zone were found to have three preferred orien
tations, one of which was controlled by the geologic structure, and the 
other two were interpreted txj be caused by blast-induced doming of the 
"rock mass. 

Figure 6 shows the elevation changes produced by t h e blas'ti. The great
est elevation changes were caused by rubble material being piled up about 
50. ft to 1:he northeast of the center of the blast. It is felt that three 
factors contributed to this irregular muck pile distribution: (1) The 
pattern changed from 25- to 15-ft blasthole spacing'toward the northeast; 
(2) the blast was initiated in the southwest^ and the delay sequence pro
ceeded to the nortJieast; (3) the surface fell off in the northeast direc
tion. The surface rise over the blast averaged about 5 ft, and the total-
volume increase produced by the blast was- 5,100 cu yd. A swell factor, 
defined as the final volume divided by the original volume, was difficult 
to determine because of uncertainty over what, areas to use for these vol-
limes. Assuming an overbreak region-of 12.5 ft around each blasthole, an 



original volume of 16,800 cu yd was calculated, and the resulting swell 
factor was 1.30. ' 

Geophysical logs run on preshot diamond drill holes included gamma, self-
potential, resistivity, and induced polarization. The resistivity log 
was the most diagnostic at delineating fracturing, although the correla
tion with fractures was not strong. Geophysical logs that would be of 
value for this kind of work are a dry hole acoustic log and an oriented 
caliper log. 

Figure 7 shows rock core from preshot diamond drill hole 2, and figure 8 
shows postshot core from hole 5. Both hole 2 and hole 5 were in the 20-
ft blasthole spacing pattern. The preshot core shows 'that the rock was 
originally well fractured. The effect of the blast on the rock can be 
seen by comparing figure 7 with figure 8. 

Table 1 lists the location, length core recovery, weight core recovery, 
RQD, largest piece, and the average size of pieces greater than 1 in for 
nine diamond drill core holes. Length core recovery and weight core re
covery were measured after the core was returned to the laboratory. The 
length core recoveries measured in the core boxes were higher (101 pct 
for hole 1) than would have been obtained from measurements taken before 
the core was removed from the core barrel. Although there is a good 
correlation between length and weight recovery, the weight core recovery 
was considered 'the most accurate method. : 

TABLE 1. - Drill core data • 

Hole 
number 

• 

1 
2 
3 
4 . 
7 
9 

5 
6 
8 

Location 

Preshot 
do. 
do. 

•25-ft pattern 
do. 

25-ft pattern 
(off center) 
20-ft pattern 
do. 

15-ft pattem 

Length 
recovery, 

pct 

101 
98 
96 
81 
76 
62 

53 
51 
37 

Weight 
recovery,. 
lb/ft 

2.63 
2.58 
2.58 
2.08 
1.90 
1.61 

1.20 
1.20 
.99 

RQD, 
pct 

37 
35 
37 
28 
19 
19 

9 
12 
10 

Largest 
piece, 

in 

13 
17 
12 
10 
11 
12 

8 
9 
9 

Average size 
of pieces > 1 

in 

3.1 
3.2 
3.2 
2.8 
2.8 
2.7 

2.2 
2.5 
2.3 

in. 

The RQD is the total length of all pieces greater than 4 in divided by 
the core run, and this value is expressed as a percent (9). Rock quality 
is considered very poor for 0 < RQD < 25 and poor .for 25 < RQD < 50 so 
that rock in the test area was originally classified as poor, and the blast 
changed the cjuality of the rock to very poor. 

The largest piece of drill core averaged 14 in for preshot holes, 11 in 
for core from the 25-ft pattern, 8.5 in for core from the 20-ft pattern. 



and 9 in for core from the 15-ft pattem. The average size of core pieces 
1 in or greater was detennined by dividing the total length of all pieces 
greater than 1 in by the nimber of pieces greater than 1 in. This average 
size was about 3.2 in for preshot core and between 2.2 and 2.8 in for the 

! postshot core. 

' T^en conpared with the successful fragmentation results obtained by 
Ranchers in their recent blasts at the Old Reliable and Big Mike mines. (2, 
5), the drill core data listed in table 1 support the conclusions that all 

I three blasthole spacing pattems produced adequate fragmentation for 
j leaching. For this test the average fragment size was less than the aver

age 9-in-diain fragments obtained at the Big Mike mine and within the 9 in 
; or less range at the Old Reliable mine. However, factors other than frag

mentation, such as permeability and copper mineralization, affect the leach-
! ing process and the final copper recovery. A conplete evaluation of this 
; experiment would require in situ leaching tests. 

i The drill core data listed in table 1 also show that the 20-ft pattem 
i produced better breakage than the 25-ft pattem, the 15-ft pattern pro-
I duced better breakage than the 20-ft pattem, and fragmentation improves 
i away from the center of the equilateral triangle pattems (see hole 9). 

i Logs of length recovery, weight recovery,, RQD, and the average size of 
i pieces larger than 1 in were'prepared for approximate 10-ft intervals of 
I drill hole depth. Figure 9 shows weight recovery versus hole depth for 
; hole 6 and illustrates the main conclusions drawn from a careful examina-
: tion of all logs of this type. Figure 9 and these logs show that the 
! fragmentation is not as good in the stemming region, 0 to 60 ft, as it is 

in the blasting zone, 60 to 110 ft, and breakage does not extend deeper 
than the 100-̂ ft blasthole depth. The logs also show a doming effect with 

' best breakage in the stemming region in the center of the blast. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this fragmentation study, 10 blastholes 9 in. in diameter and 110 ft 
deep were girranged in a pattem so that blasthole spacings of 25, 20, and 
. 15 ft could be tested. Blastholes had 60 ft of stemming and a 50-ft 
colijmn of 10 pct aluminized slurry blasting agent. Preshot and postshot 
diamond drill core was studied to determine the effects of the blast. 
Length core recovery, weight core recovery,, RQD, largest piece of core, 
and average size of core pieces larger than 1 in were examined. Factors 
other than fragmentation affect copper recovery, arid actual in situ 
leaching tests would have been desirable. However, the fragmentation 
analysis indicates that all three blasthole spacing patterns produced 
adequate breakage for in situ leaching, 
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FIGURE 2. - Blasthole dr i l l ing. 

FIGURE 3 . - Blasthole loading. 



FIGURE 4. - Blast results. 
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FIGURE 5..- Diamond dri l l ing. 
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FIGURE 7. - Preshot diamond dr i l l core, hole 2, 20-ft blasthole spacing. 

FIGURE 8. - Postshot diamond dri l l core, hole 5, 20-ft blasthole spacing. 
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)TECHNOLOGICAL METHODS 

DRECASTING THE EFFECT OF GEOLOGICAL FACTORS 

'UNDERGROUND LEACHING OF COPPER - N I C K E L SULFIDE ORES 
[nsii nc 2. 

Antonov 

\ 

UDC 622.272 + (553.43 t- 553.48) + 622.277 

IjAs in the case of many other commercial types of sulfide ores, the feasibility of extracting the valuable com-
ms of copper—nickel sulfide ores by the geotechnological method results from the relative ease with which sul-
lare decomposed in an air-water medium and the high solubility and stable migration in acid waters of sul-

Iwof nickel, copper, cobalt, and many other metals, formed during decomposition of sulfides.* Therefore, under-
and leaching of copper-nickel sulfide ores by reagents which decompose sulfides under natural conditions may 

e'ln essentially feasible (and probably the most suitable) method of geotechnological exploitation of copper-nickel 
[ide ores, just as copper is extracted by underground leaching of copper pyrites [1, 2]. In general form, geotech-

iiilDgfcal extraction bf nonferrous metals from copper-nickel ores is represented as a process of ore leaching effect-
I by feeding chemical reagents via boreholes or mine workings into the precrushed ore body and removing the solu-
D5enriched with the valuable components to the surface via boreholes or mine workings; i.e., extraction is inprin-
ile similar to natural leaching of ores in the supergenesis zone.t 

• Whereas nobody has any doubts about the feasibility of leaching nonferrous metals from copper—nickel sulfide 
ti, the economic advantages of the method, and the actual extraction process in its commercial form, must be 

Kjfceoretically and experimentally substantiated. A preliminary (albeit approximate and qualitative) assessment of 
jteeffect of natural factors on copper-nickel sulfide ores enables us to demarcate the most important trends in ef-
ifcrBto develop an extraction meihod, to determine the criteria for selecting objects fot experimental and semicom-
ipeicial extraction, to perform investigations which take account of the geological characteristics of the selected 
[bodies, and to make a preliminaty assessment of different types of sulfide deposits with regard- co the applicability 
M the geotechnological method for their exploitation. 

If the geotechnological system and the technological parameters of extraction are constant, the intensity and 
Fifnclency of leaching will depend on various different natural factors. The labor required for extraction work, che 

gree of complexity of the geotechnical system, and die degree of complexity of extraction control will also de-
Jpend largely on the characteristics of the ore de;posit. 

jj Let us examine the possible effect of the mosc important geological factors on geotechnological extraction of 
errous metals from copper-nickel sulfide ores, taking as our geological basis deposits in the Kola Peninsula 

3,4], which are typical commercial deposits of these ores. 

-̂  , Material Composition of the Ores and Rocks. The sulfide component of the ores is virtually the same for all 
flJiese deposits in the Kola Peninsula. The principal sulfides composing the ores are pyrrhotite, pentlandite, and chal-
leopyrite; pyrrhotite is usually predominant, chalcopyrite being present in the smallest amounts. The quantitative 
ttitiosof the sulfides vary within these constraints. Certain types of the ores exhibit a higher content of pyrite and 
[magnetite. Small amounts of other sulfides and oxides are found. 

j " * ' ^ The silicate minerals contained in the ores and forming the wall rocks are represented principally by serpen-
Etfoe, chlorite, and talc in deposits associated-with metamorphosed intrusions of ultrabasic composition (Pechenga 

f'However, certain metals (for example, the platinum group) do noc go into solution under these conditions. 
ftif the mining process includes a stage of extraction of the metals from solutions, it may be represented as similar 
| o natural precipitation of metals ftom solutions. 

Mining-Metallurgical Instimte, Kola Branch, Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Apatity. Translated from 
;'Flziko-Tekhnicheskie Problemy Razrabotki Poleznykh Iskopaemykh, No. 2, pp. 58-G5, March-April, l97l. 

fiOrlginal article submitted March 3, 1970. 
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region), or pyroxenes, plagioclases, hornblende, and biotite in deposits associated with intrusions of basic composida 
norites, gabbro-noriies, gabbro (Lovnoozersk, Fedorovo-Tundrovsk, arid to some extent che Monchegorsk, Nyud, and 
other deposits),or pyroxenes, plagioclases, and olivine in dejxisits developed in intrusive formations of ultrabasic coa-
position (the Monchegorsk deposits). Carbonate veinlets are found in the ores and rocks of certain deposits. 

Under natural conditions removal of metals from ores is effected mainly by oxidation of sulfides by atmosphai 
oxygen and by oxygen dissolved in subsurface waters, and by decomposition qf sulfides by the resultant intermediate 
products: sulfuric acid, ferric sulfate, and copper sulfate, and also partly by electrochemical solution [5, 6]. Oxidi-
tion of such sulfates as pyrrhotite, pyrite, and marcasite by air and water leads to formation of sulfuric acid and sul
fates; oxidation of chalcopyrite leads to forniation only of sulfates. Oxidation (and solution) is accelerated by thetf 
feet of the oxidation products of pyrrhotite and pyrite - sulfuric acid, ferric sulfate (formed when ferrous sulfate re
acts with oxygen), and copper sulfate. 

With lespect to the degree of decomposabillty (oxidation, solution in sulfuric acid solutions), these sulfide 
minerals decompose in the following sequence; pyrrhotite and pentlandite, chalcopyrite, and pyrite. Pyrrhotite 
more stable than pentlandite is also found. Pyrrhotite and pentlandite are far more readily decomposed than chal
copyrite and pyrite; therefore in oxidized ores pyrrhotite and pentlandite are often completely leached, whereas 
chalcopyrite and pyrite are only partly leached. These minerals may be placed in the following sequence with re
spect to the weight of the reagents formed from a unit mass of sulfides, and with respect to the chemical activity o( J 
these reagents when they attack sulfides: pyrite, pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite, pentlandite. The capacity-of sulfides to 
accelerate leaching of sulfide ores is based on these characteristics. The sulfudes may be placed in the following le-j 
quence with respect to this capacity: pyrrhotite, pyrite, pentlandite, chalcopyrite. i 

The predominance of pyrrhotite in the ores is of dual significance. Decompsition of pyrrhotite intensifies 
leaching of the ores (additional oxidizing agents and solvents - ferric sulfate and sulfuric acid - are formed and 
heat -is evolved by the exothen-nic reactions). However, owing to decomposition of pyrrhotite a considetable amouB 
of iron goes into solution; if the conditions are appropriate (presence of oxygen, an increase in the solution pH) thii.: 
iron is precipitated as hydroxides and thus retards subsequent leachmg of the sulfide ores. Furthermore, the bulk of ', 
the reagents reacting with the sulfides is consumed in che reaction witli pyrrhotite. On the whole, however, the prep 
ence of pyrrhotite in ores intensifies their leaching and increases.the acidity of the medium, which is necessary foi ; 
migration of metals as sulfates. The higher the pyrrhotite content of ores, other conditions being equal,the more rj' 
pidly and more markedly will the ores be leached. 
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At a sufficiently high pyrrhotite (particularly the monoclinic form) content of the ores, and in the presence o( 
other favorable natural or artificially induced conditions, it is apparently only the l)eneficial effect of pyrrhotite oo •" 
the overall process of leaching of the ores that enables one to employ geotechnological extraction (underground proc' 
essing), albeit temporarily, by means of natural reagents - water and air (and,of course, by circulating solutions en*'.' 
riched with oxidizers and solvents of sulfides). "̂ '. 

% The reagents which attack sulfides, as well as minerals which are unstable in an oxidizing medium, also de- li 
compose the silicate minerals present in the ores and form the rocks, and are therefore consumed unproductively 
(they are neutralized). This negative role of silicate minerals must be particularly pronounced in the leaching of 
lean impregnation ores, in which the silicate mineral content reaches 99 vol. % A much greater amount of reageni 
will be consumed on leaching the silicates in lean ores than on leaching sulfides. This is confirmed by the pattern 
exhibited by natural leaching of lean impregnation ores, the particular characteristics of which are as follows: as 
as sulfides, leaching of silicates is observed; during tlie oxidation of lean impregnation copper-nickel sulfides ore^ 
relatively uniform leaching of the whole ote mass occurs without formation of cavities from the sulfide imptegnatloai 
(pyrite, chalcopyrite); in fissure water, the cheniical composition of which is formed by leaching of lean impregna
tion ores, the content of ions removed from silicate minerals is usually hundreds or thousands of rimes' greater than 
that of nonferrous metals removed from the sulfides, and the pH of the ore water is about 7 (between 6 and 8), neveî  
reaching 4-5 [7, 8]. 

The principal silicate minerals of the ores and rocks of nickel sulfide deposits in the Kola Peninsula may be 
placed in the following sequence with respect to the degree of chemical stability; talc, hypersthene, enstaute, fof 
sterite, augite, hornblende, medium and basic plagioclases, biotite, fayalite, chiysotile, antigorite, chlorites,* Thelfl 
deleterious effect on ore leaching (mainly manifested in neutralization of the reagents and the resultant reduced •̂' 

'More data are required on the relative solubilities of these minerals. 
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rote of leaching of the ores) depends markedly not only on the chemical stability of these minerals, but also on their 
f«cotentof magnesium, calcium, ferrous iron, and sodium, and on the amount of these minerals in the ores and rocks, 
litlltiefore, other conditions being equal, a higher consumption of reagents and a lower rate of ore leaching will be 
giherved during processing of ores associated with ultrabasic intrusions, olivinites, olivine pyroxenites.and serpenci-
ĵ itltes, whose average overall content of magnesium, calcium, ferrous iron, and sodium (in terms of oxides) is 43'yo. 
?)<inlnial consumption of reagents and a high leaching rate may be expected when processing ores associated with 

ulc inffusions, gabbro, and gabbro-norites and their varieties, whose total contentof magnesium, calcium, ferrous 
m, and sodium (in terms of oxides) is about 30%. 

1^ - . 
Ocher conditions being equal, to effect extraction by underground leaching, sulfide ores which occur among 

Itaslc rocks are preferable to chose associated wiili ultrabasic rocl<s, with the exception of pyroxenites, composed of 
I Bch chemically stable minerals as hypersthene and enstatite; the most favorable ores are those which occur among 
I'kldor intermediate rocks, but the latter types of ore are very rare. A particularly deleterious effect on the leach-

[fbgof ores may be exerted if carbonates are presenc in them and the wall rocks. Note that leaching will be accom-
ilponied by adsorption of nonfetrous metals by silicates and their alteration products (argillaceous minerals, iron hy-
5fc)xides). 

Whereas the sulfide component of the ores has, on che whole, a beneficial effecc on leaching, che silicate com-
£ponenthas a markedly deleterious effecc. It is dierefore of interest to determine the effectiveness of attack of die 

lir-water mixmre on the ores and to investigate the applicability of reagents which selectively decompose sulfides. 

jy" Thus, the material composition of the ores and the wall rocl« is one of the principal factors which have a de-
|- dsive effect on extraction of nonferrous metals by underground leaching of nickel sulfide ores. 

Texture and Stmcture of the Ores, Fracturing of Ores and Rocks. The textures of ores differ and depend to a 
I' Ctfiain extent on their sulfide content. Lean ores are predominantly of the impregnation type, occasionally of the 

Teinlec-impregnation type. Rich oies, which are usually found in relatively small amounts in deposits, are repre-
lented by the aggregate-veinlet-impregnation, brecciated, and massive types. 

The size of the sulfide impregnations is also usually linked with the sulfide content of the ores and the charac-
! va of the texture: tlie higher the sulfide content, the larger the impregnations. The size of sulfide impregnations in 

kanores is usually very small, being less than 0.5 mm in diameter and on the average about 0.1 mm; the sulfide 
|''Cniptegnations are usually isolated from one another by silicate minerals. In certain types of ore (the Pechenga de-
f'posits), the sulfide impregnations exhibit close intergrowths with silicate minerals (talc, serpentine, and chlorite). 
,;,lUch ores usually have structures of the sulfide contact type. 

The effective porosicy of unfissured specimens of ores and'rocks is usually low, and their permeability almost 
f;,oll. The porosity of the ore bodies and the adjoining rpck mass; expressed as open-joint fissures (fissure fwrostty), is 
"''low, being on.the average only tenths of a percent. Under namral conditions, filtration of water takes place only via 

fissures. Leaching occurs at the walls of fissures, gradually progressing into the body of massive and brecciated ore 
Sieving to diffusion of the reagents deep into the crystals via the porous I'ormations (iron hydroxides, etc.) produced by 
-leaching, but hardly penetrates into the body of lean impregnation ores, even after many years, owing to marked re-
' tardauon of diffusion of die reagents into the depths of die ore by silicates. In lean impregnation ores natural leach-

, takes place only over geological epochs. 

The fissuration of ores and the adjoining rocks has a dual effect on extraction. A high degree of development 
of microfissures (hairline cracks) in ores ensures better crushing of the ore body and a high reaction surface of the 

jj'ii crashed ore, thus providing better conditions for leaching. However, the presence of large open-joint fissures in the 
P'l ote body and adjoining rocks promotes formation of large ore fragments when the ore body is crushed and creates 
{i conditions for leakage of solutions and an intense influx of subsurface waters into the crushed ore body; tliis makes 

• the leaching performance much poorer and complicates extraction control. 

The following conditions favor geotechnological excraction: a massive, brecciated (to a lesser extent, veinlet 
Ot densely impregnated) texmre and stmcmre of the ores in the form of sulfide contact (sideronitic structure, etc), 

. «d a high degree of microfissuration of the ores; unfavorable conditions are: a rare impregnation texuire of the ores, 
t* tmall sulfide impregnations, their intergrowth wifh silicate and other nonsulfide minerals, and the presence of large 
î .'' open tectonic fissures. 

-* • In all the deposits of die Kola Peninsula, the temperanire of the ores and the adjoining rocks at depths of up to 
f|. 300 m is on the aveiage 3°C, fluctuating between 0 and 5°C. Such a low temperaaire of die mectium will have amarked 
[.*' letarding effect on leaching, and speeding up of die latter rcq-iires preheated reagents. 
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These physical chatacteristics of the ores (ore bodies)-are of essential imppftanc'e for geoiechnological extiar 
tipn and-require die. development of, measures to prepare the ore bpdy(dt a sector of this body) for geotechnQloglcil I ' ^all 
processing,-,i.ei, thorough crLisMng of the ore (ore body). Crushing 'of the-ore body is necessary in all cases; che b l ^ j ' ijli. 
tfie degree of crushing (tip to the optimal limit),* the more'effective'will be the geotechnological process, and the 
greater the-amount.o.f iTietalE';excracte,d-fronn the oreS: The required-size of the ore fragments \^ill differ'for difftiaj 
ores, Tt may be niuehagieater for massive brecciate'd ores dian for impregnation ores. It is important to dete'rniine 
the required fragment size for lean impregnation ores because the basis of,geo tee hnological extraction of nonfeiraui 
metals in the Kbla Peninsula- and in other regions of the Soviet Union is cons tiui ted "largely by these-ores, extraciioB j 
and beneficiation-of which by tiie methods u:s.eij at presenfleaye much ta be desired. On die basis cjf the sulfide coo-
tent of lean impregn..ation.ores.(a few percent) and the mean size of the sulfide impregnations (about O.lmm), we 
can approximately deteimine-'the required fragment size of these-ores for'effective geotechnological extractionof 
metals. The diairieier of tliese fragments should generaUy be iess.dian lOmm, Th'e'optimal fragment size of lean orei! 
apparently a diam'etei.of a-few millimeters, but^the exact size may be determined experiiii en tally and it will differ-
for different lean oces. Crushing of lean impregnation ores of this ftagm'ent size is a very complex and labocious-
dperatiori, requiring considetable-expendttute of resources. 

Thickness ofMbeGte Body. Increasing thickness of'the ote body is ac6ompahied by an increase in flieoreie-
serves prepared for exploitaiioii,.(caitulated per unit volume bf clrilling Work) and by improved conditions fQr,use of ' 
the various faeilities"fot preparatory drilliiig: die' iTOrking systenis ate also the most effective; When the qre body ii 
very thick, we have improved conditiohs for various efficient charge location patterns .fot'effective crushing of the , 
ore body. 

Leaching'of large bre masses will be accompanied by evolution of a relarively large quantity of heat-(oxida- -
tjon isexot1ierrrilc)and by a rise in ternpei ature of the medium' (whenche ore niiss iS; large, the-heat losses in the 
middle bf ihe;ore body will be-'relatively small); tliecefore, the velocicy^of'the chemical teactions vsrill increase and <,:• 
leachihg will be,inieiisified. Furtherrnore., regardless of the heat evolved, in the- middle of a large leached otemass ,-'. 
leaching is accelerated by foTmatioii^of a relatively high reagent concen tra tion in this part, provided that the reageriB', i 
(solutions) are not greatly diluted by waters from -the adjoining rocks. These effects will be considetable in thick " ' 
bodies of rich ores, wheie spdntaffeous ihtensification of leaching may be so marked chat i t is possible to useffot ex- 'f,'»' 
traction (albeit temporarily) the most acdessible reagents ~ air arid water (and, of course, circulating' solutions). ,'̂ '|;, 

„ M 
When the volume of crushed ore is-great, one may use relatively simple working systems (sometiiing like the '•>? 

.natural system of leachirig), and it is possible to effect continuous'extraction df relatively large ore bodies as wholly 'i: 
in'one stage, eHminating measures to remove' the'harmful effect of the wdrked-outarea on extraction and thus sim- '-s 
plifyin'g control of the latter. However,'leaching^afthickTore bodies is accompanied by formation o,f-unusual geo- • ,'̂  
technological zones in the ore bodies; these zdnes are' displaced in time and space, arid extractipn control must be. ' 
adapted to meet the resultant difficulties, ^thus'possibly complicating the pro.cess as a whole. 

Structuie of the Ote Htsdy. Other ;ipnditions being e'qual. a single moaosomatic. ore body, is more suitable fot -
geotechnological extraction than an pre body which consists df alternating ore and tionmetallic xones-Gi which con- ' 
xains large--liarren xenoUths, because crushing df such a body is not accompanied by impoverishment of the. ores and, ,-
fuctheimore, exploitatipn is relatiyely simglifielJ. The degree of crushing of the ore tody inio blocks at faults (tec- • 
tonic) may have/dual significance; if the tectonic zones (faults) are. open a.nd;catry much water, exploitation of the , 
ore body by sectors (blocks).niay be.complicated owing.to the highly probable dilutionpf the soluticins by iriflux-watei,-
leakage pf solutions, and the deleterious effect;of die wotked-out (leached) .area dn geotechnological extraction; but ..] 
if the tectoaie zones (faults) ate closed anditTipermeable (pr only slightly peimeablej to Water, sueh an ore body is 
appareniily suitable fpr exploitatipn by sectors. 
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Mode of Occurrence of the Ore Itody, Orher conditions being equal, ore bodies widi steep dips are more suita
ble forgeGiechnoIpgiGal extraction. This is largely due :td th'e fact, thatin-such bodies relatively large reserveis of 
ore are concencated per unit area qf the deposit (of worked sector of the deposit); further nip re, crushing may be ef-
•fected in a large vplume pf theprerbody, although the steep dip may .sometirnes^cpmplicate:gep,techndlogicai extrac
tion (if the depthpf occurrence of'the. ore tody varies markedly, or if it is waterloggfcti). 

'With increasing, degree of crushing of irnpregnati'on oi.esj che spec ificVsuiface df the tionmetillic minecals increases 
far more marU'edly th'an that of die ore minerals, and in consequence'there iE--a niarked'inccease in neuttalization of 
the lea'g'enc and adsorption of nonfexious metals. i~urtheimore, very intense ctushing of, the ores may be: accornpanied 
by a marked reduction oftheir permeability. 
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'•'C",^;'v' Position of the Ore Body in the Relief and Its Depth. Ore todies lying in an elevated area or at relatively 
'••••1 ,! !v;ijllow points are evidently more suitable for geotechnological exploitation and enable one to use simpler and less 

liiwrious working systems than diose which occur in depressions or at great depths. 

• ',, Hydrogeological Conditions. Copper-nickel'sulfide deposits and their individual parts differ markedly with re-
- ^ t to hydrogeological conditions. The most marked differences in the latter are exhibited by ore todies which lie 
,'toelevated or depressed sectors of the relief. In the first case (elevated sectors) the occurrence of the ore body in a 

„ '»ne of aeration, the moderate amount of Qooding, the generally dcscensional movement of the subsurface waters, 
Iheii saturation with oxygen, and their low mineralization will assist geotechnological leaching of tiie ores and the or
ganization of extraction from, the hydrodynamic aspect and vv̂ Ul also simplify extraction. However, leakage of solu-

Ydons may occur, and in many cases it may be difficult to organize die water supply for the geotechnological facili-
• des. -i 

l-s 

•'; In deposits associated with depressions of the relief, die hydrogeological conditions are complicated (the ore 
todies lie in a permanently water-saturated area; the fissure waters have a high-pressure head and an ascensional 

, thatacter; there is frequently a porous horizon with a high water content in the cover deposits; surface water basins 
.ue present; and the hydrodynamic conditions are reducing) and do not favor the geotechnological process or its con
troL If the rocks (ores) are markedly sanirated widi water, the subsurface waters may greatly dilute the reagents and ' 
productive solutions, thereby complicating leaching and making it more difficult; dilution of the solutions by sub-
Sirface waters increases the solution pH, which may lead to undesirable precipitation of certain compounds; thehigh 
pressure heads of the fissured rocks at.depth and the frequently ascensional character of the fissure waters often make 
It necessary to force the reagents into die lower parts of the ore tody, using high pressures for this purpose. In the 
zone of constant water saturation, leaching must generally be performed in a drained ore body (or a part of it) so as 
to enable the operatives to perform the necessary work involved in "drying" and wetting tlie ores in order to make 
leaching possible. Prereduction of the fissure-water levels to the required depths, and control of the levels of these 
waters and solutions, are complex processes. 

Thus the sulfide content of the ores, the material composition of the latter and die adjoining rocks, the physi
cal properties of the ores and the rocks (principally their texture and fissuration), die thickness and structure of tlie 
ore body, and the hydrogeological conditions are the main factors which have a decisive effect on geotechnological 
exnaction of nonferrous metals and which must be taken into account when planning scientific investigations, devel
oping the scientific bases of the extraction method, selecting suitable bodies for experimental and semicommercial 
extraction work, and planning and effecting such operations. 

The information in this paper and the method employed may be used for predicting the effects of natural fac
tors on geotechnological extraction of nonferrous metals from other commercial types of sulfide ores, which are rel-

i atively readily oxidized and leached in the supergenesis zone; the sulfates of many metals thus obtained readily dis-
[ , solve in water and migrate relatively stably in the dissolved state, 
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' • Feasibility of SllSr®^8^™ 
"Enhanced" Solution Mining ^ ' '™«»i«' 
— at Searles Lake, California— 
James L. Giulianelli, Sam Carpenter, 

Warren L. Dowler, and Roger V. Carlson 

Researchers at the Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory have done a preliminary 
investigation ofa new in situ method 
of extract ing trona from br ines at 
Searles Lake, CA—an area that has re
ceived commercial interest since the 
late 1800s. This "enhanced" solution 
mining method is defined as the injec
tion ofsome fluid to either cause pro
duction ofa fluid with a mineral value 
or to improve the value ofan existing 
fluid. In contrast, ordinary solution 
mining is defined as any mining oper
ation that removes mineral values in a 
fluid state. The present Searles Lake 
opera t ions , w h e r e interst i t ial salt 
brines are pumped, is an example. 

When compared with conventional 
mining, solution mining has numer
ous advantages: 

• Less environmental impact; 
• Lower costs; 
• Recovery of low concentrations 

of mineral values otherwise unattain
able; 

• Ability to operate in otherwise 
inaccessible locations (deep strata, 
rugged terrain, beneadi water tables, 
beneath the ocean floor, etc.); and 

• Cost effectiveness for small min
ing operations. 
There are, however, problems and 
limitations to ordinary solution min
ing at Searles Lake, including: 

• Limited brine concentration (the 
concentration of mineral values in the 
brine is limited by the solution phase 
relationships). The various salts tend 
to be in equilibrium, with the chioride 
ion being dominant. By weight, only 
4-10% 01 the sodium carbonate and 
sodium bicarbonate can be in the 
brine even if it originates from a strata 
consisting almost entirely of these two 
salts. 

• Collapse and mixing of sepa
rated strata. Removing solids without 

This article is largely derived from ex
perimental work by James Giulianelli and 
Som Carpenter ot the Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory, Colifornio Institute of Tech
nology, Pasadena, CA. 

A portion of 
Kerr-AAcGee 
Corp.'s collection 
and distribution 
system for its 
conventional 
solution minirig 
operation at 
SeoHes Lake. 

at least partial replacement of their 
vo lumes would inevitably lead to 
local collapse ancl layer intermixing. 
Also, for the mixed layer, shown on 
the accompanying diagram, replace
ment of extracted brine may be a prob
lem. Attempts to inject unsaturated 
water rather than a saturated brine re
sult in the lighter water being forced 
upward by brine, again causing a pos
sible connection with above layers. 

• Vert ical mixing-of layers via 
abandoned cores and wells. 

• Complexity and, in turn, cost of 
processing brines to separate multiple 
salts. 

The enhanced method of solution 
mining offers three unique innova
tions: 

• In situ processing that would be 
used to ex ch an g e one br ine for 
another to obtain a simpler brine than 
those presendy available; 

• A method that would maintain 
the existing volume of solids in the 
mined strata to prevent strata collapse 
and mixing with other layers; and 

• Salinity gradient solar ponds to 
p rov ide inexpens ive , low-temper
a tu re p r o c e s s hea t to improve 
economics and displace fossil luels. 

The Resource 
Searles Lake is a drv lake in cast-

central California containing evapo

rites available in the form of solids at 
the surface and saturated interstitial 
brines from saline layers beneath the 
surface. During glacial times, a chain 
of lakes began at Mono Lake, includ
ing the Searles Lake area, and ended 
at what is now Death Valley. The al
t e rna t ing pluvial and interpluvial 
periods resulted in deposition of a 
complex mixture of muds and salts 
with an area of more than 110 km^and 
a depth exceeding 250 m in some lo
cations. 

T h e b r ines and the i r enclos ing 
s a l i ne s a re c o m p o s e d chiefly of 
sodium carbonate, sodium bicarbo
nate , sodium sulfate, and sodium 
chloride. Sodium carbonate (sodaash) 
is one ofthe most important products, 
and its most important source is trona. 
There are also commercially useful 
amounts of potassium salts and borate. 
The three main saline stratigraphic 
units lying from near the surface to 
deep strata are: 

• Upper Salt—typical thickness of 
about 15 m; less than 10 m below the 
surface. Most abundant minerals in
clude halite, trona, and hanksite. 

• Lower Salt—consists of inter
bedded layers nf salines (S-1 to S-7) 
and muds (M-2 to M-7); only about 
12 m thick but commfrci;illy inijior-
tant. The most ahunclaiit saline nn'n-
crals in order of di-cri-asing ahnn-
clance are: trona, hali te, burke i te . 
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IN MtTEHS 

Overburden Mud 

Upper Salt 

Parting Mud 

Mixed Layer 

Interbedded halite and brown mud in central 
l ac ies Qradlng odgeward to b town m u d 

Ha l i t e , t rona, hanks i te , and borax grad ing 
downward and edgeward to trona 

Green mud contain ing gaylussi te and 
p i rssoni le 

I n t e r b e d d e d g reen m u d s c o n t a i n i n g 
gay luss i te , p i rssoni te , borax, and nort t i -
u p i t e , and sa l ines c o n s i s t i n g of t rona , 
l^alite, bur l te i le, and borax 

Green mud conta in ing gaylussi te 

T rona a n d n a h c o l i t e , s o m e I n t e r b e d d e d 
brown mud contain ing gaylussite 

T r o n a , na i t co l l t e , and ha l i t e , some inter , 
bedded brown m u d contain ing gaylussite 

Hal i te and t rona, some interbedded brown 
mud conta in ing p i rssoni te 

B r o w n m u d c o n t a i n i n g p i r sson i t e , some 
200 in te rbedded t rona, ha l i te , and nahco l i te 

Green to brown muds contain ing pirssonite, 
some interbedded hai l le 

Green mud conta in ing pirssoni te 

i«0?.-.A *-iO WESi KO 
OS'iSl.'IOKS 

The diagram at left illustrates the stratigraphic units in the 
SeoHes Lake evaporite sequence. At right, the top diagram 
shows a simplified cross section of present and proposed brine 
extraction. A schematic of the proposed enhanced solution 
mining method using solar pond process heat is shown above. 

nor thupi te , borax, and thena rd i t e . 
The lower three layers (S-l to S-3) are 
almost entirely trona. 

• Mixed Layer—composed mostly 
of salines with mud at the top and 
mostly muds with some salines at the 
bottom. Saline layers are composed 
predominately of minerals made up of 
sodium carbonate and chloride ions, 
and minerals containing magnesium 
and sulfate ions are rare. This. layer 
has been divided into six stratigraphic 
units with the top (A) layer being pre
dominantly trona and nahcolite and 
the second (B) layer be ing mostly 
trona and halite with some nahcolite. 

Currently, solid minerals are ex
tracted from the three main saline 
stratigraphic units by pumping brines 
from these layers ancl using complex 
cliemical process ing techniques to 
separate consti tuents. Spent brine, 
saline water, and natural runoff flow 
onto the surface to slowly replenish 
the brines in the upper salt and lower 
salt regions. Replenishment water or 
brine must be pumped directly into 
tlie mixed layer because it has little if 
any communication with above strata. 

Searles Lake produced nearly 1.8 
Mt of product in 1979, including soda 
ash, po tash , salt cake, and borax. 

Ker r -McGee Corp . now ope ra t e s 
three main plants to process brine ex
tracted from each salt layer. 

Enhanced Solution 
Mining Concept 

T h e enhanced so lu t ion m i n i n g 
method studied consists of injecting a 
saturated sulfate brine at warmer than 
ambient temperature to extract trona 
from the lower salt layer, specifically 
from levels S-1, S-2, and S-3 which are 
almost entirely trona. T h e sulfate 
would partially precipitate out while 
the carbonate and bicarbonate would 
be dissolved and removed from solid 
trona. Additionally, salinity gradient 
solar ponds could be used for heating 
the injection brine. 

For a successful operation, the fol
lowing criteria must be satisfied: 

• Solvent must be brought into 
contact with the ore; 

• Target minerals must be dis
solved; 

• Generated fluid must be able to 
flow to the collection system; and 

• Valuable components must be 
processed out of the liquid. 

A currently conceived operation, 
shown in the accompanying diagram. 

would have the following characteris
tics (calculated for 20% solar collect
ing efficiency in the solar pond, 2100 
kWh/m^ per year insolation, and a 
brine specific heat equivalent to wa
ter): 

• Flow rate of 0.19 m^/s from a 
mul t i tude of injection wells in an 
array around exit wells. 

• Injection brine saturated with 
sodium sulfate, which is about 32 
weight percent (47 parts per 100 parts 
water) and a density of about 1.3 t/m^ 

• Injection brine heated from am
bient (22''C) to 55°C causing heat de
mand of 33 MW,h, which would re
quire roughly 70 h m ' of salinity gra
dient ponds. (An injection brine of 
45°C would require only 49 hm'' for a 
23 MVV.h demand). 

• Injection into the S-1 and S-2 
layers o f the lower salt region. 

• G e n e r a t i o n of an exit b r i n e 
y i e ld ing about 14 weight pe rcen t 
sodium carbonate at 60°C and 12.6 
weight percent at 45°C. (For compari
son, the h ighes t concent ra t ion of 
sodium carbonate in brine reported 
was 9.75%). 

A sulfate solution was chosen for 
the makeup brine for two reasons; (1) a 
less dense fluid, such as hot water, 
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\vpuld simply either return to the sur
face at the inject ion wel l or rise 
through many old core or bore holes, 
t hus connee t ing and further con
taminating adjacent layers; and (2) 
using a sulfate solution would allow at 
least partial replacement of extracted 
volumes, through precipitation, and 
would help avoid local collapse, sub
sidence, and layer intermixing that 
may upset today's mining operation. 
Also, using a sodium sulfate solution 
may plug unwanted connections be
tween strata, silch as old bore holes, 
by forming Glauber 's salt (Na2S04 • 
IOH2O) upon cooling in place. 

A second innovation for the pro
posed Searles Lake operation is the 
use of solar ponds to heat injection 
brine. A solar pond is a body of still 
water that captures solar radiation and 
stores it as usable heat . The most 
promising and proven concept is the 
salt gradient solar pond. 

In a gradient pond, a dense (nearly 
saturated) layer of brine is covered by 
a less dense gradient layer in which 
salinity decreases toward the top. The 
upper layer is nonconvecting because 
the salinity density differences are 
greater than those caused by tempera
ture; theiefore, heat is trapped in the 
lower or storage layer. Working tem
peratures of 80-9()''C can be main
tained in the storage layer, and useful 
amounts of heat can be obtained even 
during winter months. 

Salinity gradient solar ponds would 
provide cost advantages for an en
hanced solution mining operation at 
Searles Lake because ofthe following 
circumstances: 

• Low land costs; 
• High insolation levels (equiva

lent to those of functioning salinity 
gradient solar ponds); and 

• Successful use of ponds for both 
brine conditioning and solar evapora
tion since 1968 in the area. Currently, 
more than 400 hm* of ponds are in 
service. 

Other site characteristics also per
mit economical operation of salinity 
gradient solar ponds at Searles Lake. 
For e.xample, the cost of purchasing 
salt is eliminated because salt is avail
able in the area. Also, to avoid saline 
contamination of local groimd water 
and to prevent loss of pond water, a 
liner is usually necessary. However, a 
l iner is p robab ly not r e q u i r e d at 
Seiirles Lake since readily available 
impermeable clays will be sufficient 
to prevent mu.st leakage. 

Phase Relationships and 
Carbonate Yield 

The struggle to profitably mine 
Searles Lake depeiitls on knowledge 
ol phase relationships among various 
salts. Searles Lake brines can be rep-

.. ; [ Relative Weight Percent in Solution 

NaH,COt - -.. - .̂ . ; . ^ 
r, 

S« •= Na'iSO-i(ilieiiardlte) 
C, ' ^ N a i ^ O J - ' . H / y ^ ' l ^ ^ f i ^ i 

resented by a five-component system 
cons i s t i ng of s o d i u m ca rbona te , 
sodium bicarbonate, sodium sulfate, 
sodium chloride, and water. By repre
senting only relative salt composi
tions within saturated solutions (water 
as an understood member), a simpler 
four-component system is created. 
The accompanying table lists weight 
percentages of this system at 45°C, a 
reasonable candidate temperature for 
the enhanced mining operation. The 
weight percentages given are at the 
so-called "invariant points," a posi
tion at which the solution will tend to 
stay as long as these solids are present 
around the solution. 

Note in the accompanying table that 
w h e n e v e r c h l o r i d e occurs , it de 
pressed carbonate solubility. Effects 
ofthe chloride ion are still significant 
in the S-1 and S-2 o f t h e lower'salt 
layer, even though sodium chloride is 
only a small fraction ofthe solid phase 
present. However, when the dense 
sodium sulfate leach solution is in
j ec t ed and d i s p l a c e s the original 
br ine , ch lor ide will no longer be 
present. This initial flushing away of 
chloride ions is a crucial function of 
the sulfate solution. 

In the absence of chloride and witli 

water as an understood member, data 
can be r ep re sen ted by the three-
c o m p o n e n t sys tem shown in the 
accompanying figure. 

If t rona (whose composi t ion is 
shown by the arrow on the diagram) is 
placed in distilled water, the incon
gruent decomposition into bicarbon
ate and carbonate yields the solution 
shown at point 66. This point has a 
much higher carbonate value, and the 
concept of injecting hot water or car
bona te b r ine was patented (Pike, 
1945; Bays, 1961; Caldwell and Frint, 
1962); but these methods are not ap
plicable for the unconsolidated sedi
ments at Searles Lake. Because water 
is less dense than the existing Searles 
Lake br ines , its use would simply 
cause a convection current disrupting 
and dispersing desired salines. Car
bonate brine would be an expensive 
injection fluid that may be partially 
lost underground, and neither water 
nor carbonate brine leaves any mate
rial to prevent strata collapse. 

Dissolving trona in the presence of 
sulfate ion causes the composition to 
approach point 72 along the line con
necting points 66 and 72. If enough 
burkeite precipitates, however, point 
71 is approached, which is undesira-

• ' Trona 
Composition 

[K^ 
T = Na2C03- NaHCGj' 2H2O 

y-Na^COj-aNa^SO^ ' 

Cj-Na^COj.H^O • / 

B ' NaHC03 / 

^ 0 -
Na^SO, / 

NaHCO Na^SO^ 

The above illustration depicts the solution composition (excluding water) when in 
equilibrium with the indicated solids at 45°C. 
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ble because carbonate is precipitated 
as part ofthe burkeite ana may not be 
recoverable. 

Calcula t ions based on avai lable 
phase data show that increasing the 
t e m p e r a t u r e causes the p h a s e 
equilibrium and thus carbonate yield 
to shift in favor ofa greater percentage 
of carbonate and bicarbonate in solu
tion. Selectingthe optimum operating 
t e m p e r a t u r e will d e p e n d on the 
trade-off between cost of additional 
heat to the injection brine versus cost 
decreases of processing a richer car
bonate brine. 

A n o t h e r unce r t a in ty c o n c e r n s 
yields at 60°C and above. The ques
tion is whether burkeite or sodium 
sulfate precipitates at point 71. This is 
important because burkeite precipita
tion would decrease tlie aniount of 
carbonate available for eventual solu
tion. (Conversely, the loss of total re
coverable carbonate could be traded 
for the r icher output b r ine repre
sented by point 71. Also, burkei te 
precipitation would contribute to vol
ume maintenance.) 

Volume Maintenance 

Preliminary calculations indicate 
that strata volume can be kept close 

enough to the original level to main
tain strata integrity. This would occur 
from sodium bicarbonate and sulfate 
precipitation. Also, below about 33°C, 
sodium sulfate undergoes a phase 
change to the decahydrate, Glauber's 
salt. This salt would occupy more 
space than replaced trona. 

Case II, shown in the accompany
ing table, is expected to be enough to 
maintain integrity, and some partial 
occurrance of Case III would give 
added assurance. 

Conclusions 

The phase relat ionship analyses 
and experiments perfornied at the Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory support the 
feasibility of an enhanced solution 
mining operation. Results show that 
by using a sulfate input brine at 45''C, 
the output brine would consist of 
about 13% total soda ash (14% at 
BO'C), and precipitates left in the cav
ity could be enough to support the . 
structure. 

However, additional information is 
needed before any attempts are made 
to use the method . For example , 
phase relationships for .salts at Searles 
Lake must be more clearly delineated 
for temperatures above 45°C in order 

• -^ iMnEifcr .* r i : r TiL-T? . 
r':'f%*-. 

Case Examples,• 

Case •. :• ' i - ^ ^ ' T , • -y --••.• 
I. Water leach only '•J-,^ ," 

' l i . NajSO, btina leach " " , ' ' 
III. Na,SO, phase change"' 

'Temperature ( ^ ) 
•to - ? 

• :<10 ; 
• 2 2 - ' , 

• ' • i - '•• ' •. . ' . ' j . ' 

- Solids 
NaHCO, . : . . -
NaHCO, + NA,SO. . -
NaHCOi -*- Na,SO,. '-
+ Na,SO. • lOHjO -,- -

Not Percenl ol 
1 Original Volume 
" * , - i 2 2 

- ' j ; . - - - - ' . . 6 3 -
"-:•' - ; - ; . / > r i ^ - ' 

'Ax the temperature is lowered, simie'amount of sulfate dccdliytlralc phase change nccursplus putsiblc additional, 
precipi tat ion of sodium bicarbonate, a n d carhoimte. -- ' - ' ' '- . ^ .. . ' -

Solar evaporation ponds have been used 
for concentrating brine at Searles Loke 
since 1968. The ponds hove been highly 
successful because of.the large lond areo 
available and the easily accessible im
pervious muds in the area. Solar evap
oration ponds now occupy about 4.2 
kml 

to answerquest ions concerningdisso-
liition levels of carbonate, precipita
tion levels of Glauber 's salt, and pos
sible precipitation of burkeite (which 
would decrease the amount of sodium 
carbonate available for solution). 

Work is needed on rapid identifica
tion of various minerals and their 
fihases, which are important in de-
ineating these phase relationships. 

In addi t ion, dynamic flow experi
ments are needed to model brine flow 
and carbonate exit yields prior to field 
tests. These flow experiments could 
also be expected to he lp predict an
swers to strata-collapse problems. Re
searchers say that these efforts, if 
confirming earlier work, could lead to 
a pilot-scale production unit at Searles 
Lake. • 
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Conversions 
Convert 

From To 
m ft . 

k m ' sq mi 
m ' gallons 

Divide 
By 

0.3048 
2.590 
0.003 78 

°C -F "C = ("F - 32)/1.8* 

Prefixes: h{hecto) 10'; 
M(mega) to*; G(giga) 
• Formula only 

k(kilo) 10"; 
10» 
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FERRIC ION AS A LEACHING MEDIUM 

SYNOPSIS 

The purpose of this paper is to review the leaching of base metal sulphides and of 
uranium oxides by acidic ferric ion media. A description is also given of the preparation, 
regeneration, and properties of such leaching media. From the discussion of.the kinetics 
of reaction of various minerals with ferric ion, it emerges that, for many minerals, the 
reaction rates are sufficiently rapid to be of commercial interest for recovering the 
sought-after metal. A brief discussion of actual and proposed commercial processes 
using ferric ion leaching is also given. 

yr<3BWESiSin OF 
^ESE^iCH INST 
EARTH S6IEN0E 

i d 

ir 

It 

INTRODUCTION 
Hydrometallurgical processes are playing an 
increasingly important role in the extractive 
metallurgy of both the common and the rare 
metals. There are several reasons for this upsurge 
of interest in process hydrometallurgy, of which 
the most commonly cited is, perhaps, the compara
tive absence of pollution, especially air pollution. 
Other stated reasons include: the necessity to pro
cess low-grade ores that cannot be economically 
upgraded by conventional milling, concentrating, 
and smelting; the desire of relatively small mines 
to be independent of large smelters with their 
associated smelter charges; the possibility of lower 
capital costs of plants based on aqueous metallurgy; 
the rising costs of certain types of fuel; and the ease 
with which hydrometallurgical operations can be 
instrumented "and controlled. In certain areas, 
hydrometallurgical processes appear to offer the 
best approach from both the technical and the 
economic points of view. In other operations, 
hydro- and pyrometallurgical processes.have been 
wisely and efficiently combined to utilize the best 
aspects of each technique. 

Hydrometallurgy can be conveniently divided 
into three broad areas: namely, the dissolution of 
the desired element into solution, the purification 
of the resulting solution, and, finally, the recovery 
ofthe desired metal, often in elemental form, from 
the purified leach liquor. In leaching, the sought-
after element is usually extracted into solution, 
althougl;! in some instances. the impurities are 
dissolved thereby leaving the valuable element in 
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the leach residue. Leachable materials include 
elements, oxides, silicates, and, especially, sul
phides. The dissolution can be effected under 
oxidizing, neutral, or reducing conditions. The 
apparatus used to impose different temperature 
and pressure regimes is highly developed and also 
highly diversified. The present review will be largely 
confined to the leaching aspect, although brief 
mention ofthe purification and regeneration ofthe 
ferric ion leaching solutions will also be made. 
The review will be limited to leaching under the 
oxidizing conditions that are imposed by the 
presence of ferric ion in the leaching solutions at 
ambient pressure. In general, this area is limited 
to the leaching of the sulphide minerals although 
the dissolution of uranium oxide-type ores is very 
similar and will also be included. 

Forward and Warren' reviewed the extraction of 
metals from sulphide ores by hydrometallurgical 
processes and discussed the feasibility of a large 
number of possible lixiviants, including ferric ion. 
These workers felt that ferric ion leaching had 
limited applicability in the hydrometallurgical pro
cessing of sulphide ores. Woodcock* also reviewed 
the leaching of sulphide minerals by a variety of 
leaching media and observed that ferric ion was a 
more effective oxidizing agent than oxygen gas, but 
that the ferric ion leaching medium had to be 
maintained strongly acidic to keep the iron in 
solution. He noted that the same mineral from 
different locations dissolved at different rates: these 
differences were attributed to defects in the sul
phide lattice or to the electrochemical effects pro
duced by relatively minor amounts of second 
sulphide phases co-existing with the principal 
mineral. Wadsworth' recently summarized the 
experimental work that illustrated the importance 
of electrochemical processes operative during 
leaching operations. He also reviewed, in general 
terms, the leaching of sulphide minerals, especially 
the copper sulphides. Recently Burkin* and 
Monhemius' have discussed some advances in the 
leaching of sulphides; these works both provide 
excellent summaries of progress in ferric ion 
leaching. 
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GENERAL ASPECTS OF 
FERRIC ION LEACHING 

Although most base metal oxides are readily 
soluble in mineral acids, the corresponding sul
phides require the presence of an oxidizing agent 
to effect their dissolution. A similar situation exists 
for the relatively abundant tetravalent uranium 
oxides that must be oxidized to the hexavalent 
state before they become acid soluble. Figure 1 
shows an Eh-pH diagram at 25°C, which illustrates 
the need for oxidizing conditions to dissolve the 
simple copper sulphides covellite (CuS) and chalco
cite (CU2S); this diagram is taken from the text by 
Garrels and Christ*. In acid media, both CuS and 
CU2S are stable under neutral or slightly oxidizing 
conditions. At low pH values, oxidizing potentials 
between 0,2 and 0,4 volts are required to convert 
the copper sulphides into a sulphur species and 
soluble copper. In neutral or basic solutions, 
insoluble oxide-type products are formed. Although 
the Eh-pH diagram of each sulphide assemblage is 
unique, it can be generally stated that most base 

metal sulphides require a fairly strong oxidizing 
potential to effect their dissolution in acidic media. 

Figure 2 shows the Eh-pH diagram for sulphur 
at 25°C. In acid solutions, elemental sulphur is 
stable under neutral or very slightly oxidizing, 
conditions. For Eh values greater than about -f 0,3 
y , elemental sulphur becomes unstable with 
respect to bisulphate or sulphate formation, 
depending on the pH of the solution. It might be 
expected from purely thermodynamic considera
tions that when a base metal sulphide is oxidized 
in acidic media, only soluble metal ions and bisul
phate or sulphate ions would be obtained. 

Figure 3 shows the Eh-pH diagram for the 
Fe-H20-C02 system at 25?C illustrating the 
existence fields of the metastable iron hydroxides. 
For this diagram, the total dissolved carbonate 
species is IO-2 M . This diagram illustrates the well-
known fact that the pH stability range of Fe^^ ion 
is much greater than that ofthe trivalent species; 
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FIGURE 2 Eh-pH diagram for the 
S-H2O system at 25°C and 1 atm 
total pressure. Concentration of 
dissolved sulphur is 10 ' ' ' M. 

{From Ref. 6) 
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ferric hydroxide precipitation is a serious problem 
once the pH value rises above about 3. It is also 
evident that acid solutions of trivalent iron possess 
high oxidation potentials. 

Figure 4 shows the equilibrium iron species 
existing in a solution containing 0,1 M Fe3+ and 
0,5 M total sulphate. This diagram was taken from 
the work of Bhappu et aP. The rapid decline in the 
total iron content of the soliition at pH > 3 is 
especially evident in this diagram. Under acidic 
leaching conditions, the raost common ionic 
species are (FeS04)"^ and (Fe(S04)2)~. The simple 
hydrated ferric ion occurs only at the lowest pH 
values; the iron hydroxide species become preva
lent in the more basic solutions. The ferric species 
present has been shown to be of great importance 
in the leaching of uranium oxides; little attempt 
has been made to correlate the leaching behaviour 
of sulphides with the ferric species actually present 
in the solution. 

Solutions containing trivalent iron are strong 
oxidizing agents with associated oxidation poten

tials of about + 0,8 V. Accordingly, when a metal 
sulphide (MS) is immersed in an acidified ferric 
ion solution the following reaction is predicted 
according to the thermodynamic data: 

MS + 8Fe3•^ -\- 4H2O -^ M2+-f- SO4 -f 8H+-|-
I oi~*_o J. r -f 8Fe2+ [1] 

In acidic ferric media, it is known, however, that 
the dissolution reaction often produces elemental 
sulphur and very little sulphate; that is, the actual 
leaching reaction is better typified by: 

MS -f 2Fe3+ -> M2+ -j- 2Fe2+ + SO [2] 

Etienne® showed that the sulphur formed accord
ing to reaction [2] is not thermodynamically stable, 
but should be oxidized according to the equation: 

3M2+-i -4H20+4S' ' -
-f 7H+ 

3MS -f HSO4- 4- [3] 

Kinetically, however, this reaction does not appear 
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to occur, possibly because of the hydrophobic 
character of the elemental sulphur. Once elemental 
sulphur forms, it enjoys an extraordinary stability 
under a wide range of conditions and at tempera
tures at least as high as its melting point. According 
to Etienne, the elemental sulphur is not simply an 
intermediate product formed on the way to 
sulphate ion, but it represents a metastable end-
product of one separate corrosion reaction. That is, 
both sulphur and sulphate are produced simulta
neously by separate oxidation processes, each with 
its own temperature dependence and set of impor
tant variables. Peters' has summarized many of the 
important reactions occuring during the dissolu
tion of sulphides in various media, including ferric 
ion. He gave the following equation for the oxidiz
ing potential ofthe ferrous/ferric couple at 25°C: 

E =0,771 -^ 0,0591 log 
flFe3+ 

flFe2 + [4] 

This equation indicates that solutions containing 
even one part Fe^^ per million parts Fe2+ have an 

oxidizing potential higher than -|-D,4 V and could, 
consequently, attack most base metal sulphides. 

Both ferric sulphate and ferric chloride are 
readily soluble in cold water; ferric chloride dis
solves to the extent of about 1000 g FeCla per 
1000 g H2O and ferric sulphate dissolves to the 
extent of about 60 to 70 g/1 H2O. Since the solubili
ties of the corresponding ferrous salts (which are 
formed by the reduction of ferric ion during leach
ing) are also high, concentrated ferric solutions can 
be utilized for leaching with little danger of salt 
crystallization occuring. Ferric ion leaching solu
tions are very sensitive to pH changes and this is a 
practical difficulty, especially if appreciable tem
perature changes are encountered during the leach
ing operations'. The production of ferrous ion 
during leaching has also proved troublesome during 
the metal recovery stage because it is difficult to 
remove from the leach liquor. Recent advances in 
liquid-liquid extraction have tended to minimize 
this problem, especially as concerns copper leach 
solutions^ 
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APPUCATIONS OF FERRIC ION 
LEACHING 

Ferric ion leaching media are currently used, or 
have been suggested for use, in the following metal
lurgical processes: 

• leaching in stirred or agitated reactors 
• in situ leaching of low-grade ores 
• dump or heap leaching 
• in conjunction with bacterial leaching in any 

of the above processes. 
At present, most examples of ferric ion leaching of 
base metals are in dump or heap leaching, although 
considerable interest is shown in using ferric ion 
media for either in situ or conventional stirred 
reactor leaching. The leaching of uranium by 
acidic ferric ion is currently effected using all four 
of the processes indicated above. 

In certain instances ferric ion leaching has been 
used effectively in conventional agitated reactors 
to dissolve the metal values. The range of apparatus 
available is considerable. Early workers such as 
Traill"•"•" used concentrated ferric chloride 
solutions in stirred reactors to dissolve pyrrhotite. 
The dissolved iron was electrolysed to give iron 
powders and to regenerate the leaching medium. 
Zapevalov and Vygoda" dissolved complex 
Pb-Zn-Fe sulphide mattes in stirred reactors using 
solutions containing 100 g/1 FeCla and 100 g/1 HCl 
at 100°C. A 20 to 30 per cent excess of solution 
completely extracted the metal values in I to 2 

hours. Tseft et aV proposed a somewhat similar 
operation. They advocated two-stage leaching ofa 
complex Pb-Zn-Fe ore by chloride solutions con
taining 100 g/1 Fe3+ and 50 g/1 Fe2+ at 106°C. The 
ratio of solid to liquid used was I to 2,7; over 
95 per cent recovery was obtained for each element. 
A similar technique vvas recently proposed by 
Haver and Wong'^ as a pollution-free method of 
treating chalcopyrite concentrates with ferric 
chloride solutions in reactor vessels. The recently 
proposed Cymet Process'^ combines ferric chloride 
leaching of chalcopyrite concentrates and anodic 
dissolution of the sulphides. This type of process 
usually regenerates ferric ion either electrolytically 
or by chlorine gas and recovers much ofthe sulphur 
in the elemental form. Uranium ores are generally 
digested in hot sulphuric acid containing ferric ion 
in order to oxidize the uranium to the soluble 
hexavalent state. Other oxidizing agents are fre
quently used, but it has been stated'^ that the 
active oxidizing agent for uranium ores is the ferric 
ion, the other oxidizers serving only to keep the 
iron fully oxidized. Although 'ferric ion' leaching 
of uranium ores in reactor vessels is a commercial 
reality, there appears to be no instance where rich 
concentrates or mattes of other metals are leached 
in stirred reactors by ferric ion. It should be noted, 
however, that the Cymet Process has generated a 
great deal of interest and that a 20-t.p.d. demonstra-

. tjon unit will be started in 1973 on leaching chalco^.. 
pyrite concentrates. 

In silu leaching techniques are currently being 
used to extract both copper and uranium using 
ferric ion leaching media. In this technique, an ore-
body is fractured and- then leached in place by 
flooding with leach solution or by percolating the 
solution through the fractured ore. The great 
advantage of this method is its simplicity and its 
very low operating cost; its obvious disadvantage 
is the long time required to recover the sought-after 
metals. Fletcher" described the development and 
current practice of in silu leaching of copper at 
the Miami Mine, Arizona, from a block caved mine 
mineralized with chalcocite, chalcopyrite, and 
bornite. Excess sulphuric acid must be added to 
the leach solutions to compensate for that used to 
dissolve gangue minerals. The solution is sprayed 
on the rock surfaces and rest periods are employed 
to induce the removal of dissolved copper from 
fine cracks and pores. The dissolution of the 
sulphide minerals was attributed to the direct 
action of ferric sulphate. MacGregor" described 
the in situ leaching of uranium at the Stanrock 
Mine, Ontario, Canada. A combination of fast 
high-pressure washing of stopes arid the sprinkling 
of low-grade heaps has enabled this company to 
produce over 10 000 lb of UsOg per month from 
worked-out mine areas. 

The above examples demonstrate that in situ 
leaching can be, under certain circumstances, an 
economical ahernative to conventional processing. 
This technique has also been investigated in the 
Soviet Union*' as an alternative to conventional 
processing. In America, it has been suggested that 
nuclear explosions could be used to fracture an 
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orebody to open it for leaching by acidified ferric 
sulphate solutions^'. It was felt that a chalcocite 
deposit could be leached over the course of a few 
years, but that chalcopyrite orebodies would require 
decades for complete dissolution. One of the great 
problems of in situ leaching is to obtain a good air 
flow into the fractured orebody. This problem 
would be acute for nuclear-fractured orebodies 
because it is usually envisioned that only a few 
drilled holes into the active area be utilized. It has 
been pointed out'* that two tons of oxygen are 
needed to oxidize one ton of copper, as chalcopy
rite, to soluble sulphates. This weight of oxygen is 
contained in 230 000 ft̂  of air. It would obviously 
be very difficult to pass such large quantities of air, 
even assuming complete oxygen utilization, down 
a relatively small opening and through a fractured 
ore body. The solubility of oxygen in typical leach 
liquors is just a few p.p.m. with the result that little 
oxygen would be delivered into the ore by the 
leaching medium. It is necessary, then, to find an 
oxidizing agent that can be pumped to the frac
tured ore body in a concentrated form, and ferric 
sulphate-sulphuric acid solutions are generally 
viewed as the most acceptable leaching medium for 
this type of operation * '̂**. Ferric ion concentra
tions in the range 0,2 to 2 M are usually suggested, 
together with sufficient sulphuric acid to keep the 
medium acidic even in the presence of acid-
consuming gangue. It is usually anticipated that 
the ferric ion leaching medium would be regenerated 
after the desired metal has been recovered. 

The most popular example of ferric ion leaching 
is that of dump or heap leaching. Heap or dump 
leaching has been used for many years to recover 
copper from massive chalcopyrite-bearing pyrites 
at Rio Tinto, Spain. A review of this operation by 
Taylor and Whelan** presents an excellent account 
of the development of this type of operation and 
also gives some idea of the temperatures encoun
tered during leaching. Temperatures varied between 
20 and 70°C; under some conditions actual igni
tion of the heaps occurred. The elevated tempera
tures are important since the rate of leaching of 
chalcopyrite increases markedly with temperature. 
In modern practice, heap or dump leaching is 
usually confined to low-grade copper sulphide ores 
contained in silicate gangue or to mixed oxide-
sulphide ores that 'are not amenable to conven
tional flotation. Dump leaching is applied to the 
recovery of metals from the large tonnages of 
waste rock generated during open-pit mining. For 
this type of operation, the rock is usually dumped 
in an unprepared convenient site, although pre
pared impervious pads have been used as at Butte, 
Montana, U.S.A. The grade of waste rOck en
countered during the dump leaching of copper 
ores assays between 0 and 0,5 per cent Cu depend
ing on the particular operation. An iron sulphate-
sulphuric acid solution is sprayed or flooded on 
the upper surface of the dump and allowed to , 
percolate through it. A variety of reactions occurs 
in the upper layers of the rock pile including the 
oxidation of the dissolved iron to the ferric state. 
The solutions pass through the ore pile and are 

collected at the bottom of the dump for processing 
to recover the valuable metals. Heap leaching is an 
essentially similar operation except that the ore 
grades tend to be higher; frequently oxide-sulphide 
ores are treated and sometimes, as at Rio Tinto, 
Spain, more care is exercised in the construction of 
the heaps. Both heap and dump leaching are 
inherently simple as can be seen from the block 
diagram presented in Figure 5 for copper heap 

OXIDATION - STORAGE 1 

Fe^' + iOz -Fe ' * 

ORE PILE 

Fe3 * - * Fe2 * 

• " 

STORAGE POND 

' ' 

PRECIPITATION 

Cu2+ + Fe° - * Fe2+ + Cu° 

FIGURE 5 Schematic diagram illustrating the dump 
leaching of copper ores by ferric ion. followed by the 

cementation of copper on iron. 

leaching followed by copper recovery by cementa
tion on scrap iron. In some operations the iron 
oxidation occurs in the upper reaches of the dump 
and not in a separate operation. The reactions 
occurring in the interior of the rock pile itself are 
complex; the result, however, is the reduction of 
some or all of the trivalent iron contained in the 
leaching medium. 

Dump leaching is becoming steadily more 
important and now accounts for about 15 per cent 
of the total production of primary copper in the 
U.S.A.*. Malouf and Prater** have described the 
dump leaching operations at Bingham Canyon, 
Utah, U.S.A. This is currently the largest single 
example of dump leaching, processing 250 000 tons 
per day of waste rock. A survey of copper dump 
leaching was presented by Woodcock*'. Dump 
and heap leaching as practised in the United States 
has been the subject of two recent reviews**-*' by 
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the U.S. Bureau of Mines. As might be expected, 
the reactions occuring during leaching are complex 
and probably change with geometric position 
within the dump and with elapsed leaching time 
at any particular site. Woodcock*' discussed the 
direct oxygen attack of sulphide minerals, the 
bacterial attack of these sulphides, and the dissolu
tion by acidified ferric sulphate solutions. It is 
probable that all three processes are involved in 
the leaching of actual dumps. Although oxygen 
supply is not as serious a problem in an exposed 
dump as it is for the in situ leaching of an under
ground ore body, it is, nonetheless, a major factor 
in dump leaching. Harris^' has discussed the 
importance of oxygen supply during dump leach
ing and has developed a mathematical model to 
predict oxygen requirements for this process. 
Ferric sulphate solutions are a convenient method 
of oxidizing sulphides in the interior of dumps 
where aeration is difficult. 

It is now widely recognized that bacteria play an 
important role in some types of leaching although 
the exact function of bacteria still remains uncer
tain, especially under commercial leaching condi
tions. Some confusion exists concerning the 
number of bacterial species involved during leach
ing. Torma" concluded that only two species were 
active during leaching operations, viz., Thiobacillus 
ferrooxidans and Thiobacillus thiooxidans. It was 
concluded that the reported species Thiobacillus 
ferrooxidans, Ferrobacillus ferrooxidans, and Ferro
bacillus sulphooxidans were identical and should be 
called Thiobacillus ferrooxidans. More recently. 
Bounds and Colmer^* observed that these three 
bacteria behaved differently, and these workers 
concluded that these represented different types of 
bacteria. Whatever the final number of species 
may be, these bacteria can assist in the dissolution 
of various ores. Two general bacterial leaching 
mechanisms have been postulated: first, the direct 
bacterial attack of the-mineral in the presence of 
dissolved oxygen, which has been demonstrated 
for some sulphides such as ZnS and CuS, and, 
second, the indirect leaching action of ferric ion 
brought about by bacterial oxidation of dissolved 
iron in the presence of oxygen. It is probable that 
both mechanisms are operative during, actual 
leaching operations involving commercial ores. 

This review is primarily interested in the role of 
bacteria in generating ferric sulphate leaching 
media that can be used for leaching sulphide 
minerals. Some mention is made of the bacterial 
leaching of each mineral, however, since this is 
often an approximate indication of the mineral's 
reactivity in ferric media. For a description of the 
bacteria and their role in leaching the reader is 
referred to the-following reviews.-Pings'^ described 
the work up to 1968 on the bacteria, their tolerance 
to dissolved metals and the metals that have been 
solubilized by bacterial leaching. Moss and 
Andersen'* also discussed the bacteria and where 
they are being used for leaching. These authors 
described some of the research methods used for 
investigating bacterial leaching. Fletcher'* dis
cussed the role played by bacteria in percolation 
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leaching and the possible growth of this technique 
in view of the continual depletion of high-grade 
ores. Several commercial operations were described. 
Ito'* discussed the mechanisms involved during 
bacterial leaching and the scope of this technique 
as it is used in Japan. Lastly, Trudinger" described 
the role of bacteria in the metallurgical industry in 
general, and also dealt with the particular problem 
of bacterial leaching of sulphides. This recent 
review stated that many bacterial species were 
active during leaching. 

GENERATION OF THE FERRIC ION 
LEACHING MEDIUM 

One great advantage of ferric ion leaching is the 
ease and variety of methods available for the 
generation of the lixiviant. Acidic iron sulphate 
and iron chloride solutions are frequently produced 
as unwanted by-products of many commercial pro
cesses such as during the pickling of iron and steel. 
The leaching medium could also be prepared by 
the reaction of waste sulphuric or hydrochloric 
acids with scrap iron or with iron ores. In certain 
operations where large tonnages of acid are pro
duced in regions remote from conventional sources 
of consumption, this method could be used to 
dispose of the acid and, at the same time, prepare 
a leaching medium suitable for the recovery of 
valuable metals. Johnson'* has described a procees 
whereby acidified ferric sulphate solutions suitable 
for chemical mining could be prepared by the 
oxidation of pyrite at high temperatures and 
pressures. At 140°C, pyrite reacts quickly with air 
to give ferrous sulphate and sulphuric acid: 

2FeS2 + 702 -t- 2H2O 2FeS04 -1- 2H2SO4 [5] 

by Ferric sulphate is subsequently produced 
further air oxidation: 

4FeS04 -f- O2 -i- 2H2SO4 -* 
2Fe2 (S04)3 4- 2H2O [6] 

The ferric sulphate could be hydroiysed to iron 
oxide if insufficient acid were present. It was 
possible to prepare solutions containing 12% 
H2S04 and/or 6 per cent ferric ion using this 
technique. Such solutions would be suitable for 
many types of leaching operation. 

An iron sulphate-sulphuric acid leaching medium 
can also be prepared by the bacterial oxidation of 
pyrite, either in situ or in separate aerated batch 
reactors. Solutions prepared in situ tend to be of 
fairiy low strength (pH ~ 2 , Fetot < 10 g/1), but 
those produced in batch reactors can be very con
centrated. Early work by Sutton and Corrick"-*"-*' 
on the bacterial oxidation of pyrite -showed that 
solutions containing about 20 g/1 iron at a pH 
value of-^1,6 could be produced by the bacterial 
leaching of pyrite. About 70 days, of aeration were 
required to produce siich solutions. Acid-consum
ing gangue in the pyrite retarded the bacterial 
oxidation. Sutton and Corrick believed that the 
pyrite was attacked only by an indirect ferric ion 
leaching ofthe mineral. According to their theory, 
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the oxidation was initiated by the air oxidation of 
pyrite: 

2FeS2 -f- 7O2 -h 2H2O -> 2FeS04-F 
+ 2H2SO4 [7] 

The bacteria then oxidized thc ferrous ion: 

4FeS04 + 2H2SO4 + O2 - ^ ^ ^ ^ 
2Fe2 (S04)3 -f- 2H2O [8] 

The ferric sulphate subsequently attacked the 
pyrite to form sulphuric acid and more ferrous 
sulphate, which was then oxidized by reaction [8]. 

7Fe2 (804)3 -I- FeS2 + 8H2O 
15FeS04 -I- 8H2SO4 [9] 

These workers noted that the acidic ferric sulphate 
medium produced by bacterial action on pyrite 
could leach other base metal sulphides. -

Pyrite is known to dissolve in ferric sulphate 
media** and the indirect mechanism postulated by 
Corrick and Sutton must always occur to some 
extent. Several workers, including Malouf and 
Prater*' and Ivanov**-**, have emphasized the 
importance of the indirect leaching mechanism. 
The latter worker felt the bacteria removed a 
protective sulphur layer from the pyrite and 
thereby facilitated the ferric sulphate dissolution 
of this mineral. It now appears fairiy well estab
hshed, however, that bacteria can directly attack 
pyrite to form an acidic ferric sulphate solution that 
is suitable for leaching. Early work by Bryner 
et al*''-" showed that bacteria oxidized pyrite at 
least 20 times faster than control experiments lack
ing bacteria. The activity ofthe bacteria in oxidizing 
pyrite increased with increasing temperatures and 
also increased in the absence of light. The pH of 
the leaching solutions decreased as free sulphuric 
acid was produced by the chemical reaction. It was 
believed that the bacteria derived their energy for 
growth from the oxidation of sulphide ion to sul
phate. It was stated that the organisms could attack 
pyrite in the absence of iron although it should be 
remarked that soluble iron is produced during the 
attack of the pyrite, which dissolves according to 
the reaction: 

FeS 2 -f IO2 -f H2O > FeS04 

-1- H2SO4 [10] 

Lorenz and Tarpley** and Duncan, Landesman, 
and Walden*' compared the rates of dissolution 
of pyrite in ferric sulphate solutions to those 
obtained by bacterial leaching and concluded that 
bacterial leaching was the more important factor 
in the production of acidified ferric sulphate solu
tions from pyrite. Bryner, Walker, and Palmer'" 
showed that over 80 per cent pyrite dissolution 
could occur after 76 days of leaching at 35°C. The 
leaching rate increased with increasing tempera
tures to a rate maximum at 35°C and thereafter 
declined. The presence of bacteria accelerated the 
dissolution of pyrite even at temperatures as high 
as 5 5 ^ . 

Napier, Wood, and Chambers*' described the 

production of acidified ferric sulphate solutions by 
the bacterial leaching of pyrite. Such solutions 
were suitable for the leaching of uranium from 
uraninite or brannerite ores. Over 30 per cent of 
the pyrite could be dissolved in 30 weeks giving 
solutions containing about 1 g Fe3+/1 at a pH 
value of 1 to 2; these solutions were suitable for 
uranium leaching. These workers found that 
aeration and temperature were important variables 
in the rate of solution generation. It was also 
observed that a large pyrite area enhanced the rate 
of leaching. Rather than generating the lixiviant 
in a separate step, it was proposed to mix pyrite 
with the uranium ores and to generate the leaching 
medium in situ. 

THE DISSOLUTION OF COPPER 
MINERALS 

Covellite 
The first systematic study of the dissolution of 

covellite in acidic-ferric sulphate media was done 
by Sullivan**. He found this sulphide to dissolve 
according to the equation: 

CuS + 2Fe3+ -> Cu2-<- + 2Fe2+ -F S" [11] 

The rate increased rapidly with increasing tempera
ture but was insenitive to the ferric concentration 
for concentrations above 1 g/1 Fe'^. The rate of 
covellite dissolution was independent of the acid 
concentration and, furthermore, sulphuric acid, in 
combination with excess dissolved atmospheric 
oxygen, dissolved copper at about half the rate of 
the acidic ferric sulphate solutions. Sullivan found 
that, at 35°C, the acidic ferric sulphate medium 
was more effective than acidic ferric chloride solu
tions. At 98°C, however, the two rates were virtu
ally the same. This latter observation was confirmed 
by Brown*' and by Brown and Sullivan**. 
Sullivan** also observed widely differing dissolu
tion rates for covellites from different sources or 
for synthetic CuS. This variation was attributed to 
widely Varying amounts of impurities that are 
commonly associated with natural covellite. 

Thomas and Ingraham** leached discs of syn
thetic sintered CuS in acidified ferric sulphate 
solutions over the temperature range 25 to 80°C. 
Although their reaction rates appear to be much 
faster than those reported by Sullivan**, these 
workers found that synthetic CuS dissolved accord
ing to the same equation that Sullivan reported for 
covellite dissolution (Equation [11]). They found 
that only 4 per cent ofthe leached sulphur reported 
as sulphate; the remainder was in the elemental 
form. Their dissolution curves showed that the 
rate increased steadily during the initial parts of 
the reaction, but then became linear. Over the' 
temperature range investigated two rate-controlling 
steps were identified. Below 60°C the rate was 
controlled by. a .chemical reaction, on the surface 
ofthe sulphide; the associated apparent activation 
energy was 22 kcal/mol. At higher temperatures, 
the rate was solution-transport controlled with an 
apparent activation energy of 8 kcal/mol. The dual 
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FIGURE 6 Cross-section of a 
partly leached specimen of natural 
covellite {Colorado. U.S.A.) 
illustrating the uneven nature of 
the dissolution. Sample leached for 
44 hours at 95°C by 0,1 M Fe^* 
and 0,1 M H2SO4 solution. 

(From Ref. 60) 
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mechanism" of covellite dissolution has not been 
confirmed by other workers. Thomas and Ingraham 
found that the leaching rate was directly dependent 
on the ferric concentration below about 0,005 M 
Fe3+ but was insensitive to higher concentrations 
of ferric sulphate. 

King*' investigated the dissolution of the CuS 
formed as an intermediate product during chalco
cite leaching in acidified ferric chloride media. 
There was evidence that the CuS was non-stoichio-
metric, and was, therefore, different from the 
materials used by.most other workers. The CuS 
dissolution rate increased with increasing ferric ion 
concentrations in the range 0,25 to 1,0 M Fe^-^. 
The apparent activation energy for the rate-
controlling step was 25 kcal/mol. The rate-con
trolling process was felt to be a chemical reaction 
occurring on the surface ofthe CuS. 

Lowe** studied the dissolution of mounted 
specimens of covellite in acidified ferric sulphate 
solutions over the temperature interval 40 to 70°C. 
He reported linear kinetics together with an appar
ent activation energy of 14 kcal/mol. The dissolu
tion rate was found to be independent ofthe H2SO4 
concentration, but increased slightly with increasing 
ferric sulphate concentrations between 0,006 M 
and 0,212 M Fe2(804)3. The rate-controlling pro
cess was thought to be a chemisorption process 
occurring on the surface of the covellite. The over
all dissolution reaction proposed by Lowe was 
similar to that advanced by previous workers**-**. 

Mulak*' investigated the dissolution of dispersed 
synthetic CuS in acidified ferric sulphate solutions, 
over the temperature range 30 to 90°C. Linear 
kinetics were observed and the rate was indepen
dent of the solution agitation speed. An apparent 
activation energy of 20 kcal/mol was obtained and 
this, together with the linear kinetics, led Mulak to 
conclude that the rate was controlled by a slow 
chemical reaction step at the surface of the CuS. 

The rate was independent of the solution pH for 
values less than 3,0 and was also independent of 
the ferric ion concentration for concentrations 
greater than 0,005 M Fe^"*'. The rate depended 
directly on the ferric concentration for concentra
tions less than 0,005 M.Fe3+. 

Recently Dutrizac and MacDonald*" studied the 
dissolution of pure synthetic CuS discs and high-
grade natural covellite in acidified ferric sulphate 
solutions in the temperature range 15 to 95°C. For 
both natural and synthetic materials, the rates were 
relatively slow and increased during the initial 
parts of the dissolution, but eventually became 
linear. The activation energy, as determined from 
the initial dissolution rates, was 18 kcal/mol. 
Microscopic examination of partly leached CuS 
revealed that the attack occurred preferentially in 
certain areas. Figure 6 shows a cross-section of a 
partially leached piece of massive natural covellite 
from Colorado, U.S.A. The grey phase at the 
bottom is mounting resin, the top grey areas are 
large covellite crystals, and the black is the sulphur 
reaction product. This product always contains 
some retained but finely-divided CuS. The sulphur 
layer formed a thin coating across the leached 
surface, although most of this element appeared to 
be concentrated in a few patches. It was felt that 
the progressive development of these pits was 
responsible for the gradual rate increase observed 
during the initial stage of leaching. The dissolution 
reaction was described by the equation: 

CuS -h (2 -IT Sx)Fe^+, + AxUzO -> Cu2+-F 
- f (2 -f- 8x)Fe2 + - I - (1 -;c)SO -^ XSO4 [12] 

The values of x were such that froni 0 to 10 per 
cent of the leached sulphur reported in the sulphate 
form. The rate of copper dissolution from the 
synthetic CuS decreased sharply with increasing 
ferrous sulphate concentrations in the initial 
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leaching medium. The rate depended directly on 
the ferric concentration for initial concentrations 
below 0,005 M Fe^+j but was insensitive to increases 
in the ferric strength beyond this level. The natural 
covellite was found to dissolve at the same rate 
and with approximately the same temperature 
dependence as the synthetic CuS. The rate-con
trolling step for the dissolution of both synthetic 
and natural CuS was believed to be a chemical 
reaction on the surface of the CuS. Although the 
sample pitting suggests galvanic corrosion, it is 
not evident that the actual rate of electron transfer 
is rate controlling for the dissolution of this 
material. 

Table 1 summarizes the work obtained for the 
ferric sulphate attack of both synthetic and natural 
CuS. As far as is known, these researches were 
done on material in the absence of active bacteria. 
There appears to be general agreement that the 
rate is chemically controlled with a high associated 
activation energy. Ferric ion concentration exerts 
a pronounced effect on the rate only for concentra
tions less than about 0,005 M Fe^-^. 

Several workers have investigated the oxidation 
of CuS by bacterial action. Bryner et a!*'' studied 
the dissolution of museum-grade natural covellite 
by bacteria; these workers did not add iron 
deliberately to their leaching solution. Their 

bacteria were, however, grown on an iron medium 
and their covellite probably contained ~-l per cent 
iron, although no analysis of this material was 
given. In any event there vvas probably some iron 
in their leach solutions. It appears that very low 
iron contents are able to dissolve covellite**-*" and 
some of the reported dissolution may well have 
been due to direct ferric attack of this mineral. 
Bryner et al observed that 29 per cent of the 
copper in the covellite had been dissolved after 73 
days. The covellite was found to dissolve more 
rapidly than chalcocite. This is the opposite to that 
observed for the indirect ferric attack and may 
indicate that direct bacterial dissolution ofthe CuS 
was the predominant reaction operating during 
these experiments. Bryner et al believed that the 
bacteria were directly attacking the CuS by oxidiz
ing the sulphide sulphur to sulphate. Razzell and 
Trussell*' and Razzell'* were able to dissolve 80 
per cent of the copper from a covellite ore after 
six months leaching by bacteria. Since their final 
solutions assayed only 12 p.p.m. iron, it must be 
concluded that their work indicated direct bacterial 
attack of this sulphide. 

Sutton and Corrick"-*"-*' concluded that direct 
bacteria attack of CuS was not possible*" and, in 
fact, the presence ofthe bacteria actually suppressed 
the normal air oxidation of this mineral. They 

TABLE 1 

LEACHING KINETICS OBSERVED FOR CuS DISSOLUTION IN ACIDIFIED FERRIC SULPHATE 
SOLUTIONS 

• Material 

Natural ores of 
different purities 

Synthetic 

Intermediate 
product from the 
leaching of pure 
synthetic CuaS 

Mounted natural 
crystals 

Synthetic powders 

Pure synthetic, 
natural crystals 

Fe' + dependence 

No effect for Fe3+>1 g/l 

No effect for 
Fe3-^>0,005 M f e ^ * ; 
directly proportional 
to Fe' * cone, at lower 
levels 

Increased with 
Increasing Fe^* 
cone, in the range 
0,25-1,0 M Fe3 + 

Increased gradually 
between 0,0064 M and 
0,212 IVl Fe2(S04)3 

Fe3+>0,005M, no effect 
Fe3+ <0,005 M, rate pro
portional to ferric strength 

No effect for 
Fe3-<- > 0,005 M Fe'+; 

. directly proportional tO'. 
Fe'+ cone, at lower levels 

Activation 
energy 

{kcal/mol) 

high 

22 

8 

25 

14 

20 

18 

Temperature 

rc)-

3 5 - 9 5 

T < 6 0 

6 0 - 8 0 

2 0 - 8 0 

4 0 - 7 0 

30 - 90 ' 

1 5 - 9 5 

Rate-controlling 
process 

.Essentially linear 
kinetics 
(surface reaction) 

Solution transport 
with linear kinetics 

Chemically controlled 

Chemisorption process 
with linear kinetics 

Slow chemical step 
with linear kinetics 

Rates increased slightly 
with time; kinetics 
essentially linear; 
chemically controlled 

Ref. 

52 

56 

56 

57 

58 

59 

60 
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further concluded*' that dissolved copper sup
pressed the bacterial oxidation of pyrite, which 
produced the acidic ferric sulphate environment. 
These workers believed the bacteria attacked iron 
sulphide minerals to produce an acidic ferric 
sulphate leaching medium that then attacked the 
covellite (CuS). They observed that the bacterially 
generated acidic ferric sulphate leaching medium 
dissolved 56 per cent of the copper from a covellite 
ore in 56 days. De Cuyper*' dissolved 80 per cent 
of the copper in CuS in 30 weeks using a bacterial 
solution containing 113 mg/l Fe; only 40 per cent 
of the copper was dissolved by a solution contain
ing 9 mg/l Fe. He believed that dissolved iron, even 
in low concentrations, was necessary for the 
bacteria to dissolve CuS. Ivanov** studied the 
dissolution of synthetic covellite by bacterial solu
tions. The dissolution reaction was attributed to 
the ferric sulphate, which was maintained at a high 
oxygen potential by the iron oxidizing bacteria. 
The bacteria also removed the partly-protective 
sulphur layer from the CuS, thereby permitting 
the ferric ion easy access to the sulphide. 

Duncan and Trussell** observed that 50 per cent 
of the copper in a covellite ore (97,6% CuS) could 
be leached by Thiobacillus ferrooxidans in 76 days. 
They found that CuS was attacked slowly relative 
to either chalcocite or bornite. This observation is 
contrary to that noted by Bryner et al*'' but is 
consistent with the results obtained for straight 
ferric sulphate attack. Duncan assumed that the 
addition of ferric sulphate was not necessary for 
the bacteriaroxidation but thafits piresence would 
be useful as a pH buffer. Bryner; Walker, and 
Palmer*" studied the dissolution of CuS in bacterial 
solutions with and without added-ferric sulphate. 
Although bacteria were able to attack the CuS 

directly, the presence of dissolved iron accelerated 
this dissolution by 3 to 4 times. They reported an 
optimum Fe'+ content of 0,5 g/l for bacterial 
dissolution; this concentration of iron would pro
vide an adequate concentration for direct ferric 
sulphate leaching (Table 1). These workers observed 
that about 40 per cent of the copper was dissolved 
after 90 days in the bacterial solution containing 
0,5 g/l Fe3+. Recently Corrans, Harris, and Ralph** 
investigated the dissolution of synthetic CuS in 
acidified ferric sulphate solutions and concluded 
that direct bacterial attack was the more important 
dissolution mechanism for this particular sul
phide. They attributed this to the continuous 
removal of the sulphur layer on the covellite, 
which, they felt, was protective in this medium. The 
inhibiting effect of the sulphur layer on partially 
leached covellite has also been reported by Bauer, 
Gibbs, and Wadsworth** for leaching with oxy
genated sulphuric acid solutions. Fox*' investigated 
the dissolution of synthetic CuS in solutions con
taining bacteria and concluded that the dissolution 
reaction was controlled by direct bacterial attack 
of the sulphide ion in the CuS lattice. It was also 
noted that 68 mg/l Fe in the leaching solution 
accelerated the covellite dissolution at a pH value 
of 3,5; this was attributed to a pH effect on the 
surface of the sulphide. 

Chalcocite 
Chalcocite (CuaS) is, after chalcopyrite, the most 

common 'copper sulphide and, understandably,'its 
leaching behaviour has been thoroughly studied. 
Sullivan**-** investigated the dissolution of chalco
cite ores containing 5 to 10 per cent Fe over the 
temperature range 23 to 95°C. He showed that 
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FIGURE 7 The leaching of chalcocite {CU2S) ore by ferric ion. 
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(From Ref. 55) 
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CU2S dissolves in two steps according to the 
following reactions: 

CU2S -i- 2Fe3+ -y Cu2-t- -{- 2Fe2-^ -)- CuS [13] 

The CuS formed in equation [13] was noted to be 
different from the mineral covellite: 

CuS-i-2Fe3-^^Cu2-t--f-2Fe2+-i-S0 [14] 

The total reaction is the sum ofthe two: 

CU2S -1- 4Fe3+ -y 2Cu2+ -^ 4Fe2-i- -f 5° [15] 

Sullivan noted that no free sulphur was formed 
until about 50 per. cent of the copper had been 
dissolved; this indicates that reaction [13] is rapid 
when compared to the rate of CuS dissolution. 
About half of the copper in CU2S is leached 
quickly, but the complete dissolution requires 
much longer times as can be seen in Figure 7. The 
initial dissolution rate is weakly affected by 
temperature and this suggests mass-transport 
control. The later stages are more strongly tem
perature dependent. That the initial stage of disso
lution is mass-transfer controlled was strengthened 
by the observation that the rate was almost inde
pendent of particle size. That is, the hydrodynamic 
area and not the true surface area controlled the 
reaction. Sullivan also noted the rate to be inde
pendent of pH and of the concentration of Cu2-*-
or Fe2+ in the leaching solution, provided these 
concentrations were srnall. The rate vvas indepen
dent ofthe ferric concehtration. At room tempera-' 
ture, ferric chloride and ferric sulphate solutions 
were equally effective in dissolving this mineral but 
at 95°C, the chloride media were more corrosive 
towards CuaS. 

Colombo and Frommer*' leached chalcocite 
contained in mine tailings with acidified ferric 
sulphate solutions using techniques essentially 
similar to those of Sullivan. These workers largely 
confirmed Sullivan's results in that the rate was 
reported to occur in two stages: an initial stage to 
form synthetic CuS followed by the subsequent 
slow dissolution of this sulphide. The rate was 
independent of the pH and of the ferric ion con
centration for solutions containing 2 to 10 per cent 
of ferric sulphate. 

Tkachenko and Tseft'" showed that high-purity 
natural chalcocite dissolves in acidic ferric chloride 
solutions in a manner similar to that reported for 
the dissolution in acidified ferric sulphate media. 
Rapid dissolution was obtained in the temperature 
interval 60 to I05°C and these rapid rates were 
interpreted as indicating rate control by mass 
transfer in the aqueous solution. As was observed 
for ferric sulphate dissolution, the attack by ferric 
chloride proceeded through the formation of a CuS 
intermediary. The dissolution of the CuS inter
mediate product produced elemental sulphur that 
was reported to interfere with additional dissolu
tion. 

.Mulak" investigated the kinetics,of dissolution 
of synthetic CU2S in acidic ferric sulphate solutions 
using a rotating-disc technique in the temperature 
interval 30 to 90°C. He also observed that the 
dissolution of CU2S proceeded through the forma

tion of a CuS intermediate product. At tempera
tures below 60°C the rate was controlled by mass 
transfer to the rotating disc; the associated activa
tion energy for this process was 1,5 kcal/mol. It 
was reported that the build-up ofthe CuS reaction 
product impeded the mass transport of reagents 
and; consequently, caused the rate to fall. At 
temperatures above 60°C, the rate of dissolution 
of the CuS becomes significant and mixed kinetics 
with an apparent energy of activation of 5,3 kcal/ 
mol were observed. The initial dissolution rate was 
insensitive to the acid concentration but was 
directly proportional to the ferric concentration of 
the leaching solution in the range 0,005 to 0,05 M 
Fe -̂"-. Kopylov and Orlov'* observed that the 
dissolution of natural chalcocite in acidified ferric 
sulphate solutions proceeded through a CuS inter
mediate product. They observed rapid rates that 
increased with increasing Fê -*- concentration for 
ferric sulphate strengths between 5 and 27 per cent. 

King*' studied the kinetics of reaction between 
high-purity synthetic CU2S and acidified ferric 
chloride solutions. Using solutions containing 0,5 M 
Fe3+ and 0,2 M HCI he confirmed that the initial 
reaction gave CuS, followed by the much slower 
dissolution of this intermediate product. The rate 
of the initial stage was independent of the ferric 
ion concentration but the rate of the second (CuS) 
dissolution step increased with increasing ferric ion 
concentrations oyer the range 0,25 to 1,0 M. The 
activation energy for the iriitialdissolution of CU2S 
was found to be 0,8 kcal/mol. Microprobe analysis 
of partially leached pieces of CuaS indicated that-
copper was selectively leached from the CU2S to 
create a continuous solid solution phase between 
CU2S and CuS. This solid solution is, of course, 
thermodynamically unstable. The width of the 
diffusion zone, which includes the compositions of 
both digenite and blue-remaining covellite, was 
about 3 mm. At 40°C, there was some evidence 
that copper could be leached continuously from 
this compound to give a terminal product of 
composition Cuo.sS. This work showed that the 
extraction of copper at one surface ofthe mineral 
created diffusion gradients that penetrated deeply 
into the solid. The transition boundary of CuS to 
copper and sulphur was considerably sharper than 
for Cu2S/CuS. The rate-controlling step in CU2S 
dissolution was felt to be the solid state diffusion 
of copper through the Cu 2-xS phase. 

Thomas, Ingraham, and "MacDonald" leached 
discs of synthetic CU2S (chalcocite) and Cui.sS 
(digenite) in acidified ferric sulphate solutions in 
the temperature range 5 to 80°C. The two sulphides 
dissolved by the same mechanism and at nearly the 
same rate. It was stated that CU2S was converted 
to Cui.gS in the initial leaching step. The overall 
reaction occurred in two stages as indicated in the 
following equations: 

Cu2S-F0,4Fe3+-
•• -f Ciii.sS • 

Cui,8S-i-l,4Fe3+-
+ Cui,iS 

•0,2Cu2+-}-0,4Fe2+-f 

•0,7Cu2+ + l,4Fe2t--i-

[16]-

[17] 
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Reaction [17] is then followed by: 
Cui.xS -f 2,2Fe3+ -> l,lCu2+ ^- 2,2Fe2+-f 

-j-S" [18] 

These equations are similar to those found by 
Sullivan*" except for the formation of blue-
remaining covellite, Cui.iS, in place of normal 
covellite. Thomas et al detected no normal covellite 
during their leaching experiments. The blue re
maining or blaubleibender covellite has recently 
been described by Moh'*. At temperatures below 
60°C the dissolution of Cu2S or Cui.sS determined 
the amount of soluble copper; at higher tempera
tures the blue-remaining covellite also dissolved at 
an appreciable rate and mixed kinetics were 
observed. In the initial leaching stage linear kinetics, 
with an apparent activation energy of 5 to 6 kcal/ 
mol, were observed. The dissolution rate was 
directly dependent on the ferric ion concentration 
of the solution and on the square root of the disc 
rotation speed. These observations led the authors 
to conclude that the initial leaching step was mass-
transfer controlled in the aqueous solution. The 
second leaching stage had a higher activation 

energy suggestive of chemical control. 
Lowe*" studied the dissolution of mounted 

pieces of high-grade natural chalcocite in acidified 
ferric sulphate solutions in the temperature range 
40 to 70°C. The reaction proceeded through a CuS 
intermediate product. It was found that the initial 
rate was first-order with respect to Fe3+ concentra
tion for ferric strengths between 0,007 and 0,299 M. 
The copper dissolution rate was also proportional 
to the 0,25 power of the acid concentration. These 
two factors, when taken together with the observed 
apparent activation energy of 6.7 kcal/mol, led the 
author to conclude that the rate of the initial 
dissolution reaction was controlled by ferric sul
phate diffusion in the aqueous phase to reaction 
sites on the surface ofthe CU2S mineral. The activa
tion energy theoretically deduced according to this 
model agreed closely with the measured value. 

Table 2 summarizes the leaching behaviour of 
CU2S in acidified ferric sulphate and ferric chloride 
solutions in the absence of bacteria. Certain parts 
of the reaction mechanism would appear to be well 
established. First, the reaction proceeds through a 
CuS intermediate product; this CuS is not normal 

TABLE 2 

LEACHING KINETICS OBSERVED FOR CUjS DISSOLUTION IN ACIDIFIED FERRIC SULPHATE 
AND FERRIC CHLORIDE MEDIA 

Material 

Natural CU2S 

CujS in tailings 

Pure natural CU2S 

Synthetic CujS 

Natural CujS 

Pure synthetic 
CujS 

Synthetic CujS 
Synthetic Cu,,8S 

Pure natural CU2S 

Medium 

Ferric sulphate 

Ferric sulphate 

Ferric chloride 

Ferric sulphate 

Ferric sulphate 

Ferric chloride 

Ferric sulphate 

Ferric sulphate 

Fe3 + dependence 

Independent of Fe^-^ 
cone. 

None for ferric 
cone, between 2-10% 
ferric sulphate 

— 

Directly proportional 
to Fe^ -•- cone. 

Rate increased 
' slightly with in

creasing Fe -̂*- for 
cone, of Fe2(S04)3 
between 5-27% 

Independent of Fe'-^ 
cone. 

Directly proportional 
to eonc. of Fe^ + 

Directly proportional 
to cone, of Fe^* 

Activation 
energy 

{kcalimol) 

Low 

— 

Low 

1,5 

Low 

0,8 

5 - 6 

6> 

Temperature 
(°C) 

23-95 

25 

60-105 

30-90 

20-70 

20-80 

5-80 

28-70 

Rate-controlling 
process 

Solution 
controlled 

— 

Solution 
controlled 

<60°C, solu
tion controlled 

Solution 
controlled 

Solid state 
diffusion of 
Cu In Cu2_xS 

Solution con
trol, Fe3 + 
diffusion to 
CU2S surface 

Solution con
trol, Fe3 + 
diffusion to 
CU2S surface 

Ref. 

68 

69 

70 

71 

72 

57 

73 

58 
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covellite and, in fact, appears to be rich in copper. 
The initial dissolution-is rapid vvith a low activation 
energy; this suggests rate control by mass transport 
in the aqueous phase. Acid appears to have only a 
slight effect on the rate. The elTect of Fe^* concen
tration is not wholly clear, allhough niost recent 
studies indicate that the initial rate is directly pro
portional to the ferric concentration. 

It has been demonstrated that chalcocite - is 
rapidly attacked by ferric solutions even at very 
low iron concentrations. This fact has complicated 
the interpretation of the bacterial leaching of chal
cocite (CU2S) and digenite (Cui.gS). Most speci
mens of. these minerals, even so-called museum 
specimens, often contain large amounts of iron, 
often more than 1 per cent Fe. Futhermore, many 
workers have grown their bacterial cultures on iron 
substrates. As a consequence, most ofthe bacterial 
leach solutions used to study chalcocite dissolution 
have contained small but significant amounts of 
iron. As an example, Nielsen and Beck'* recently 
concluded that the bacteria directly attacked 
chalcocite containing only 0,17 per cent Fe. Even 
for this low amount of iron, however, these workers 
could not exclude the possibility that the cyclic 
oxidation of the iron could provide some or, 
indeed, all of the energy required by the bacteria. 
These workers also observed that digenite and 
covellite were formed as intermediate products 
during the dissolution of CU2S. The digenite 
reaction product has been previously detected by. 
Thomas er a/". 

Sutton and Corrick "•*" dissolved chalcocite 
containing 1,4 per cent Fe in the presence of 
bacteria. Twenty-four per cent copper extraction 
was obtained after 56 days and the dissolution was 
attributed to the small amount of ferric sulphate in 
solution. It was stated that bacteria did not attack 
the mineral directly. Sutton and Corrick studied 
briefly the dissolution of digenite in the presence 
of bacteria, and obtained about 5 per cent copper 
extraction after 10 days. The attack was again 
attributed to the ferric leaching medium and not 
the bacteria. Bryner et al** obtained 21 per cent 
copper recovery after 42 days by bacterially leach
ing chalcocite. Duncan and Trussell** dissolved 
93 per cent of the copper in 30 days from the same 
mineral. Both groups of workers felt that the 
bacteria directly attacked the mineral. De Cuyper*' 
used bacterial leaching to extract 92 per cent of the 
copper from chalcocite after 125 days. He empha
sized the role of ferric sulphate as the active leach
ing agent. Razzell and Trussell'* obtained solutions 
containing over 3 g/l Cu by bacterially leaching 
CU2S. A direct bacterial attack of the CU2S was 
postulated, although it was noted that dissolved 
iron accelerated the dissolution rate. 

Several of the more recent publications have 
emphasized the role of ferric sulphate during the 
bacterial leaching of chalcocite. Fox*' studied this 
dissolution reaction in detail and concluded that 
the bacteria directly attacked the CU2S. It was 
noted, however, that the addition of iron (only 
9 mg/l) to synthetic iron-free CU2S accelerated the 
rate of copper dissolution from this compound. 

Fox noted that an intermediate sulphur compijund, 
possibly elemental sulphur, accumulated during 
leaching and was not oxidized bacterially until 
three to four days after its appearance. This 
observation might be indicative of ferric sulphate 
attack (equation [15]) since it is generally assumed 
that the bacterial oxidation reaction produces no 
elemental sulphur: 

CU2S + 2 O 2 
bacteria 

->2Cu2+-^so2- [19] 

Ivanov" believed that the bacteria oxidized ferrous 
ion to the ferric state, which then attacked the 
chalcocite. He found that ferrous ion retarded the 
sulphide dissolution rate and suggested that the 
ferrous ion be oxidized in a separate step to increase 
the effectiveness of the overall leaching process. 
Stanchev et a/'" investigated the dissolution of 
Cu2S(?) in slags. They stated that the bacteria-
oxidized Fe2+ to Fe^^, which then dissolved the 
copper sulphide. Corrans, Harris, and Ralph** 
investigated the dissolution of synthetic CU2S 
specimens by Thiobacillus ferrooxidans. They postu
lated that copper was dissolved by ferric ion, which 
was subsequently re-oxidized bacterially. 

Chalcopyrite 
Chalcopyrite (CuFeS2) is probably the most 

common copper ore mineral. When put in this 
perspective, it is not too surprising that consider
able effort has been expended to study the kinetics 
of dissolution of this mineral in acidified ferric 
chloride and ferric sulphate solutions. In spite of 
this effort, however, several aspects of the dissolu
tion of chalcopyrite are not fully resolved and 
certainly warrant additional detailed study. 

Eariy work by Traill and McClelland"-""-"' 
related experiments aimed at dissolving chalcopy
rite concentrates in hot concentrated (70 g/l) ferric 
chloride solutions at 95°C. Using ground ore, 
about 90 per cent copper extraction could be 
obtained after five hours of leaching. The recovery 
of iron from the concentrate was only 60 to 70 per 
cent; this was probably indicative of iron hydrolysis 
and precipitation during the experiments. The 
recovery of elemental sulphur was only about 5 per 
cent. It was noted that if the concentrate were 
given a non-oxidizing roast at about 725°C prior 
to leaching the recoveries were slightly, improved. 
Over 95 per cent copper recovery was obtained 
after five hours dissolution of the roasted concen
trate. It was concluded, however, that the addi
tional copper recovery was probably not worth the 
cost of the pre-roasting operation. Pike et al'^ 
studied the dissolution of ehaleopy rite concentrates 
on both bench and pilot-plant scales. Ferric 
chloride was selected as the lixiviant, first, because 
it was felt to be more effective than ferric sulphate, 
and, second, because of the possibility of sulphur 
contamination from sulphates in the electrolytic 
iron that was to be produced from. the. leach solur 
tions. These workers were able to dissolve 85 to 
90 per cent of the copper from various concen
trates using solutions containing 4 to 10 per cent 
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Fe^ *" as the chloride at the boilmg point of the 
solution. At 160 to 170°C it was found that the 
copper was cemented on the residual sulphides and 
lower extraction rates were thereby obtained. 
Under the intensive leaching conditions employed 
by these authors, the ferric chloride lixiviant was 
about 50 per cent more effective than an equivalent 
ferric sulphate solution. A 326 lb/day pilot plant 
was run for about four months and gave recoveries 
similar to those noted for the bench-scale tests. 
Elemental sulphur recoveries ran to about 60 to 
70 per cent of the feed sulphur. 

Sullivan** and Brown and Sullivan** studied the 
dissolution of chalcopyrite concentrates in both 
ferric chloride and ferric sulphate media. Fine 
grinding was considered necessary because of the 
refractory nature of this mineral. These workers 
were able to dissolve 33 per cent of the copper 
from a minus-350-mesh concentrate after 57 days 
using a I % Fe3+ solution, as ferric sulphate, 
at 35°C. The rate increased sharply as the tempera
ture was raised; the above concentrate yielded 
44 per cent of its copper after 14 days of leaching 
at 50°C. At the solution boiling temperature, 38 per 
cent copper extraction occurred in just five hours. 
Variations in the ferric sulphate concentration in 
the range 0,25 to 5 per cent Fe2(S04)3 had little 
real effect on the dissolution rate; in some experi
ments the rate increased slightly with increasing 
ferric strengths, but in other tests it decreased. The 
dissolution reactions by which chalcopyrite dis
solved in ferric sulphate solutions were stated to 
be: 

CuFeS2 -I- 4Fe3-^ -* Cu2+ + 5Fe2+ + 2S» [20] 

The sulphur was subsequently dissolved: 

8S0 + 6H2O -y H-zSsOe + 5H2S [23] 

CuFeS2 -f 4Fe3+ + 2H2O -]- 3O2 
-|-5Fe2+-|-2H2S04 

•Cu2 + - f 
[21] 

About 75 per cent of the chalcopyrite dissolved 
according to reaction [20], and the remainder 
according to reaction [21]. The minor sulphate 
production was attributed to dissolved oxygen and 
not to the action of the ferric ion. These workers 
also noted that ferric chloride was a better leaching 
agent for chalcopyrite than ferric sulphate. At the 
boiling point, 18 per cent of the copper was 
extracted in 3 h by a 5 per cent ferric chloride 
solution but only 4 per cent copper extraction was 
achieved by an equivalent ferric sulphate solution 
under the same conditions. At 35°C, the advantage 
of the chloride medium appears to be less. A 1 per 
cent ferric chloride solution dissolved 45 per cent 
of the copper from the concentrate after 57 days, 
and the sulphate medium leached out 33 per cent 
of the copper. The rate of dissolution in ferric 
chloride media was also reported to increase 
rapidly with increasing temperatures. 

Klets and Liopo"' investigated the reaction of 
sized chalcopyrite ore in acidic ferric chloride 
media. They stated that the chalcopyrite dissolved 
according to the reaction: 

CuFeS2 -f- 4FeCl3 -> CuCl2 -f 5FeCl2 -f 2S0 [22] 

If high yields of elemental sulphur were desired, 
these workers believed that some device would 
have to be used to remove the sulphur as it formed. 
Ermilov, Tkachenko, and Tseft"* investigated the 
kinetics of chalcopyrite . dissolution in ferric 
chloride solutions in the temperature interval 60 
to I06°C. The reaction increased moderately 
rapidly with increasing temperature; the apparent 
activation energy was about 12 kcal/mol. The rate 
depended directly on the ferric ion concentration 
for initial ferric chloride concentrations between 
50 and 100 g/1. The sulphur formed during dissolu
tion did not interfere with the dissolution kinetics. 
Ozolins and Rusikhina"* observed that the appli
cation of a d.c. field or of ultrasonic energy 
accelerated the dissolution of chalcopyrite in a 
5% Fe2(S04)3 and 2% H2SO4 solution at 50°C. 
The d.c. field was reported to be more effective 
than the use of ultrasonic energy. 

Ichikuni"* observed that ferric sulphate attacked 
chalcopyrite according to the reaction shown in 
equation [20]. Later, the same investigator"' 
suggested that slight variations in the ratio of 
dissolved copper to dissolved ferrous ion, which 
were observed during the initial stages of leaching 
by ferric chloride solutions, were caused by the 
preferential leaching of iron from the chalcopyrite 
lattice. He also concluded that ferric ions react on 
pyrite-chalcopyrite mixtures with little selectivity. 
That is, no galvanic effect was observed on the 
chalcopyrite. dissolution rate when pyrite was 
present. 

Dutrizac, MacDonald, and Ingraham"' studied 
the dissolution of sintered discs of synthetic chal
copyrite in acidic ferric sulphate solutions. The 
stoichiometry of chalcopyrite dissolution was 
described by equation [20]. Over the investigated 
temperature range of 50 to 94°C, the reaction dis
played parabolic kinetics with an associated 
apparent activation energy of 17 kcal/mol. Below 
about 0,01 M Fe^^ concentration, the rate-
controlling process was attributed to ferric sulphate 
diffusion through a constantly thickening sulphur 
layer formed on the surface of the chalcopyrite. At 
higher ferric sulphate concentrations the rate was 
independent of the ferric strength. The rate was 
also independent ofthe acid concentration between 
0,001 and 1,0 M H2SO4. For ferric ion concentra
tions above 0,01 M the rate decreased sharply with 
the addition of ferrous sulphate to the leaching 
medium. Natural chalcopyrites dissolved more 
slowly than did the discs of the synthetic material, 
and this was probably caused by the larger, true 
surface area of the porous sintered discs as com
pared to the massive natural chalcopyrite. Dutrizac 
and MacDonald"' also showed that the addition of 
chloride ion to the acidic ferric sulphate leaching 
medium accelerated the dissolution of chalcopyrite 
at temperatures above 50°C. At lower temperatures 
it was noted that chloride ion additions were not 
beneficial. 
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FIGURE 8 Schematic flowsheet proposed by Haver and Wong for the treatment 
of chalcopyrite concentrates. (From Ref. 15 and SO) 

Lowe" studied the dissolution of ground and 
sized natural chalcopyrite in acidified ferric sul
phate solutions over the temperature range 32 to 
50°C. Linear kinetics were observed and the 
apparent activation energy associated with the 
reaction was 18 kcal/mol. Variations in the sul
phuric acid concentration over the range 0,05 to 
0,78 M H2SO4 had no effect on the rate of copper 
dissolution. The rate was also insensitive to 
changes in the ferric ion concentration for ferric 
sulphate concentrations greater than 0,02 M. 
Lowe interpreted these results- as indicating rate 
control by surface-controlled chemisorption. 

Haver and Vi'ong'* recently proposed an inte
grated hydrometallurgicai process for the treat
ment of chalcopyrite concentrates, using concen
trated acidified ferric chloride solutions. Experi
ments to determine the important leaching variables 
were done in the temperature interval 30 to 106°C. 
At the higher temperatures copper extractions in 
excess of 99 per cent were achieved. Parabolic 
kinetics were reported and this effect was attributed 
to mass transfer through the constantly thickening 
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sulphur layer formed on the surface of the chal
copyrite during leaching. These authors found that 
at a ratio of FeCls to CuFeS2 of 1 to 2,7 virtually 
all the dissolved copper was in the monovalent 
form. Thus the following equation must describe 
the overall reaction: 

CuFeS2 -f 3FeCl3 -> CuCl -\- 4FeCl2 + 2S0 [24] 
About 70 per cent of the sulphur reported in the 
elemental form; the remainder was presumably 
oxidized to sulphate. The process described by 
Haver and Wong is interesting because it is a 
complete hydrometallurgical process; in this respect 
it is similar to the older works of Traill"-""-"' and 
Pike et al̂ .̂ Figure 8 shows a simplified form ofthe 
process flowsheet proposed by Haver and Wong; 
this form of the flowsheet is taken from a recent 
review on chalcopyrite hydrometallurgy by Subra
manian and Jennings'". The copper was recovered 
by cementation on sponge iron and this operation 
required only 0,625 parts of iron to one part 
copper because the copper was in the monovalent 
state. It was proposed that the elemental sulphur 
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be recovered by extracting it from the leach 
residue with perchloroethylene. The precious 
metals were recovered from the residue by cyanida
tion after sulphur removal. It was proposed to 
re-oxidize the spent ferrous chloride solution by 
electrolytically generated chlorine gas. 

The Cymet Process'*-*combines multiple-stage 
acid ferric chloride leaching of chalcopyrite con
centrates, direct anodic dissolution of the undis
solved sulphides, and electrolytic regeneration of 
the iron chloride leaching medium. The leaching 
step is done at about 80°C using 70 per cent minus-
200-mesh concentrates. The direct ferric chloride 
leach is more important than the electrochemical 
dissolution step and accounts for about 70 per cent 
of the dissolved metal values. The dissolution 
reaction produces cuprous chloride and elemental 
sulphur according to reaction [24]. This process 
recovers about 85 per cent ofthe elemental sulphur, 
and it should be noted that the leach residue still 
contains significant amounts of elemental sulphur 
even after the sulphur recovery step. 

Uchida et a/" investigated the low temperature 
dissolution of chalcopyrite in acidified ferric sul
phate solutions. The rate increased with increasing 
ferric sulphate concentrations for ferric strengths 
below 0,2 g/1 but was insensitive to further increases 
in the iron concentration. A solution containing 
0,4% Fe3-t- and 0,01 N H2SO4 leached 4 to 5 per 
cent ofthe copper from the CuFeS2 after twp \veeks. 

Bauer, Gibbs, and Wadsworth** studied the 
dissolution of natural chalcopyrite powders in 
acidified ferric sulphate solutions; corrections were 
applied for the changes in surface area that occurred 
during leaching. The experiments were done in the 
temperature interval 11 to 85''C using solutions 
containing from 0 to 0,69 M Fe^''" at a pH value of 
1,25. These workers observed that the chalcopyrite 
dissolved according to a parabolic law. This was 
attributed to the diffusion of the oxidizing agent 
through the constantly thickening layer of elemental 
sulphur plus basic sulphates that formed during the 
dissolution of the chalcopyrite. The relatively low 
leaching rate of chalcopyrite was attributed to the 
formation of this impervious layer. The calculated 
activation energy of 20 ± 5 kcal/mol is consistent 
with the postulated solid-state diffusion-controlled 
reaction. These workers noted that the oxidation 
rate was insensitive to the ferric content of the 
lixiviant for ferric strengths above about 0,01 M 
Fe3+. At lower ferric concentrations the rate was 
directly proportional to the ferric strength. Figure 9 
shows the type of dissolution curve that Bauer et at 
obtained for leaching chalcopyrite at 85°C. The 
ordinate ' F ' is the weight squared of dissolved 
copper, corrected for the ferric ion depletion of 
the solution. Except at the lowest ferric strength, 
the dissolution curves closely follow the parabolic 
law over the entire leaching interval. Such parabolic 
kinetics are required by the postulated mechanism 
of diffusion through the constantly thickening 
layer of sulphur (plus basic sulphates?) formed 
during leaching. Such parabolic kinetics are con
sistent with the results obtained by Dutrizac, 
MacDonald, and Ingraham"" for sulphate systems. 

and by Haver and Wong'* for ferric chloride 
media. 

Table 3 compares the results obtained by various 
workers for chalcopyrite dissolution in both 
chloride and sulphate media. It is noteworthy that, 
despite the economic importance of chalcopyrite, 
there is little unanimity among the various authors 
concerning the dissolution kinetics in Fe'+ solu
tions. About half the papers report parabolic 
kinetics; the authors note linear dissolution rates 
in the other investigations. Different kinetics have 
been observed under different conditions"'. When 
ferric sulphate is used, the rate is directly propor
tional to the ferric strength at low concentrations, 
but is independent of ferric concentrations greater 
than about 0,01 M. When ferric chloride is used, 
the rate appears to depend directly on the concen
tration of ferric ion. The apparent activation 
energies for chalcopyrite dissolution are high and 
it may be that the values are slightly higher when 
sulphate media are used. All authors agree that 
chalcopyrite is relatively refractory towards disso
lution. 

A number of authors have reported studies on 
the leaching of relatively pure chalcopyrite or high-
grade chalcopyrite concentrates by bacterial solu
tions. In addition, there exists a large number of 
papers dealing vvith the dissolution of 'ores' that 
contain chalcopyrite as one of the constituents. 
This latter type of work.normally.shows only that 
a certain percentage of copper can be extracted in 
a certain period from all the copper minerals in 
the ore, but does not elucidate the mechanism by 
which the chalcopyrite dissolves. When CuFeS2 is 
dissolved in aerated acidic solutions in the presence 
of Tiiiobacilhis ferrooxidans, the leach solution 
eventually contains some Fe'+ ions. Thus the 
bacterial dissolution of this mineral probably 

TIME (MIN) 

FIGURE 9 Chalcopyrite dissolution curve at 85''C 
illustrating parabolic kinetics; ordinate represents the 
square of the dissolved copper corrected for suface area 

and ferric ion concentration changes. 
(From Ref. 66) 
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TABLE 3 

LEACHING KINETICS OBSERVED FOR CuFeSj DISSOLUTION IN ACIDIFIED FERRIC SULPHATE 
AND FERRIC CHLORIDE MEDIA 

Material 

CuFeSa 
concentrate 

CuFeSj 

Synthetic 
CuFeS2 

Natural 
CuFeS2 

CuFeS2 
concentrates-

Natural 
CuFeSz 

Medium 

Ferric chloride 

Ferric sulphate 

Ferric chloride 

Ferric sulphate 

Ferric sulphate 

Ferric chloride. 

Ferric sulphate 

Fe^ + dependence 

No effect between 0,25 
and 5% Fe2(S04)3 

Direct dependence 
between 50-100 g/l 
FeCl3 

Fe3+ <0,01 M, direct 
dependence 
Fe3+ >0,01 M, no 
effect 

Fe3 ̂  >0,02 M, no 
effect 

— 

Fe3+ <0,01 M, direct 
dependence 
Fe3+>0,01 M, little 
effect 

Activation 
energy 

{kcalimol) 

High 

High 

12 

17 

18 

High 

20 

Temperature 
(°C) 

3 5 - 1 0 0 

3 5 - 1 0 0 

60 -106 

5 0 - 9 4 

3 2 - 5 0 

3 0 - 1 0 6 

2 7 - 8 5 

Rate-controlling 
process 

Not given 

Not given 

Not given 

Parabolic kinetics, 
transport control 

Linear kinetics, 
surface controlled 
chemisorption 

Parabolic kinetics, 
transport control 

Parabolic kinetics, 
transport control 

Ref 

54 

55 

84 

88 
89 

58 

15 

66 

60 
T 1 1 1 r 

STERILE CONTROL 

120 160 200 240 280 320 

TIME (DAYS) 
FIGURE 10 Dissolution curves for chalcopyrite ore obtained in the presence 
and absence of active bacteria. (From Ref. 93) 
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always consists of two parts: a direct bacterial 
attack of the sulphide in the chalcopyrite crystal 
lattice and an indirect ferric ion leaching of the 
CuFeS2. It is not always easy to deduce the rela
tive importance of the respective mechanisms. 
Sutton and Corrick"-"-'* concluded that chal
copyrite was attacked only,by the indirect leaching 
mechanism. They stated that their particular 
bacterial strain could not oxidize sulphide ions in 
the crystal lattice. Their proposed leaching mecha
nism involved the initial air oxidation of the 
chalcopyrite: 

CuFeS2 -h 4O2 -> CUSO4 -1- FeS04 [25] 

The ferrous sulphate produced was quickly oxi
dized by oxygen in the presence of bacteria: 

4FeS04-|-2H2S04-}-02-
2Fe2(S04)3 + 2H2O 

bacteria 

[26] 

The ferric sulphate produced then attacked the 
chalcopyrite forming still more ferrous sulphate, 
which repeated the oxidation cycle: 

CuFeS2 + 4Fe3'^ ^ Cu2+ -f 5Fe2+ 4- 2S0 [27] 

The sulphur formed by the indirect dissolution of 
chalcopyrite was oxidized to acid, which kept the 
iron in solution: 

S ' ' - m 0 2 - f H 2 0 """"^ >H2S04 [28] 

Reaction [25] proceeds slowly and for this reason 
the initial leaching rate is relatively slow, but 
accelerates with time to some limiting value. 

A similar mechanism was postulated by Malouf 
and Prater" to explain the dissolution of chal
copyrite during dump leaching. Figure 10 shows 
some of their data for the dissolution of chalcopy
rite with and without bacteria being present. 
Relatively high rates of extraction were obtained, 
but only after long times. It should also be noted 
that the dissolution curves level off more rapidly 
than would be expected for a simple reduction in 
the surface area of the particles. This suggests 
that, perhaps, the dissolution kinetics are not 
linear. The mechanism advanced by Malouf and 
Prater was used by Ivanov"-^*, who also believed 
that the chief role of bacteria during sulphide 
leaching was to provide an active ferric sulphate 
lixiviant. 

Under certain conditions it appears that chal
copyrite can also be oxidized directly by certain 
bacteria with the production of soluble iron and 
copper. The exact mechanism of attack does not 
appear to be known. It has been shown that flota
tion reagents do not interfere with the bacterial 
activity'*. Watanabe, Uchida, and Furuya'* re
ported that sucrose additions accelerated both the 
bacterial activity and the rate of copper extraction. 
Duncan and Trussell** and Duncan, Trussell, and 
Walden" showed that surface-active agents could 
accelerate the leaching of some chalcopyrite 
minerals and ores. Several workers have stated 
that the direct bacterial attack mechanism pre
dominates during chalcopyrite dissolution*'•*'-**•*'. 
Razzell and Trussell'* believed that bacteria were 
more effective than ferric ion for leaching chal

copyrite and that dissolved ferric ion actually 
suppressed the normal bacterial leaching. The 
direct bacterial leaching is thought to be: 

bacteria 
4CuFeS2 + I7O2 -F2H2S04-

4CuS04 -f- 2Fe2 (504)3 + 2H2O [29] 

There is also some evidence of galvanic corrosion 
effects during bacterial leaching. Bryner and 
Anderson" noted that the presence of pyrite 
accelerated the rate of copper extraction from 
chalcopyrite, but that molybdenite suppressed the 
dissolution. These effects are consistent with the 
known order of rest potentials for these minerals. 
It is not clear how a galvanic effect is related to the 
direct biological attack of the chalcopyrite. 
Wyckoff'" observed that chalcopyrites from differ
ent sources responded differently to bacterial 
leaching. He attributed the differences to different 
valence states of iron in the various chalcopyrites. 
This explanation has not been substantiated by 
Mossbauer studies of chalcopyrites and it may be 
that Wyckoff was also observing galvanic corro
sion effects during bacterial attack. 

Bruynesteyn and Duncan" have proposed a 
process for the bacterial leaching of chalcopyrite 
concentrates. This consists of leaching in aerated 
tanks at 35°C and at a pH value of 2,5 followed by 
liquid-solids separation. The copper is recovered 
by electrowinning and the unreacted chalcopyrite • 
is recycled to the leaching step after acid neutraliza
tion. It was shown that copper could be extracted 
at rates of 300 to 350 mg/l h. Such high rates were 
possible by supplying nutrients and CO2 for the 
bacteria; the ultimate rate was controlled by the 
oxygen supply. To obtain rapid rates, the concen
trate must be ground to 100 per cent minus-400 
mesh and this must be considered a practical 
problem because it would be difficult to separate 
and recycle such fine concentrates from the iron-
bearing sludge formed during the acid neutraliza
tion step. An additional supply of nutrients for the 
bacteria appears essential for high chalcopyrite 
leaching rates; the lack of such nutrients may be 
one reason why early investigators interpreted the 
overall bacterial leaching of chalcopyrite as 
occurring by an indirect ferric ion leaching 
mechanism. 

Bornite 
The mineral bornite (Cu5FeS4) is frequently 

associated with chalcopyrite or chalcocite ore 
deposits, and it can also be an important copper 
mineral in its own right. Sullivan**-'"" studied the 
dissolution of ground bornite ore containing some 
chalcocite in both ferric sulphate and ferric 
chloride solutions. The dissolution curves showed 
two distinct parts: a very rapid initial step followed 
by a slower secondary stage. Over the temperature 
range 23 to 98°C the initial step increased only 
moderately with increasing temperature for either 
the sulphate or chloride media. The bornite disso
lution rate was independent of the ferric sulphate 
concentration over the range 0,25 to 10% Fe3+; the 
rate also appeared to be independent of the con-
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centration of ferric chloride. The pH of the solu
tion did not alter the dissolution rate at constant 
temperature. Bornite was dissolved more rapidly 
by ferric chloride than by ferric sulphate; however, 
ferric chloride acidified with hydrochloric acid 
dissolved copper from bornite more slowly than 
solutions containing ferric chloride alone. Sullivan 
also noted that during the initial stages of leaching, 
copper vvas dissolved from the bornite without the 
production of soluble iron or elemental sulphur. 
He presented the following equation to describe 
the overall leaching of bornite: 

Cu5 FeS4 -f- nFe^-^ -^ 5Cu2-*- -t- HFe -̂*- -f 4S0 
[30] 

' Kopylov and Orlov'^-'"' investigated the dissolu
tion of lumps of pure natural bornite by a rotating-
disc method over the temperature interval 30 to 
70°C. The bornite dissolved rapidly in the acidified 
ferric sulphate medium; the dissolution rates were 
about one-half those observed for chalcocite disso
lution under similar conditions. Linear kinetics 
were observed with an associated apparent activa
tion energy of 4 to 6 kcal/mol. The dissolution 
increased slightly with increasing ferric ion concen
trations in the range 9 to 36 g/1 Fe3+. Kopylov and 
Orlov also noted that the reaction produced a 
layer of chalcopyrite on the surface of the bornite. 
Since the chalcopyrite dissolved relatively slowly, 
this phase accumulated during leaching and eventu
ally blocked the surface of the bornite. That is, 
bornite dissolved according to the reactions: 

Cu5 FeS4 4- 8Fe3+ -> CuFeS2 -f 4Cu2+-F 
4-8Fe2+-f 2S0 [31] 

CuFeSa 4-4Fe3-i--^Cu2+-+-5Fe-+-f2S" [32] 

The initial stage of leaching (reaction [31]) was 
controlled by diffusion across the solution boundary 
layer. This sequence of reactions is only partly 
consistent with Sullivan's observation'"" that 
copper, but no iron or sulphur, is produced during 
the initial leaching of bornite. Uchida et o/" also 
studied the dissolution of bornite in acidified ferric 
sulphate solutions. They noted that 40 per cent of 
the copper could be leached from bornite in two 
weeks leaching at room temperature. The dissolu
tion rate increased with increasing acid concentra
tion in the pH interval 1 to 2.' The rate was inde
pendent of ferric ion concentration for ferric 
strengths above about 0,5 g/l; the rate was a direct 
function of the ferric strength at lower concentra
tions. 

Dutrizac, MacDonald, and Ingraham'"' mea
sured the rate of dissolution of synthetic bornite in 
acidified ferric sulphate solutions using a rotating-
disc technique. In the temperature interval 40 to 
94°C, essentially linear kinetics were obtained with 
an associated activation energy of 5 kcal/mol. The 
rate-controlling step at the high temperatures was 
felt to be solution diffusion through the hquid 
boundary layer adjacent to the mineral. The rate 
was virtually insensitive to the acid concentration. 
Below about 0,1 M Fe^^ the rate increased directly 
with the ferric ion concentration but was insensitive 

to increases above this ferric sulphate concentra
tion. At 0,1 M Fe^ + concentration, the bornite 
dissolution rate decreased sharply with increasing 
additions of ferrous sulphate in the solution. As 
the leaching temperature was lowered below 40°C, 
the kinetics became progressively more parabolic. 
The activation energy for the parabolically con
trolled step was 6 kcal/mol. The rate-controlling 
process was thought to be solulion diffusion, but 
through solution paths in a constantly thickening 
layer of non-stoichiometric bornite that formed 
during the reaction. Natural bornite dissolved at 
the same rate as the synthetic material and by the 
same mechanism. Dutrizac et al noted that the 
dissolution proceeded through a series of inter
mediate products. A non-stoichiometric bornite 
was formed in the first stage: 

Cu5 FeS4 4- AFe2 (504)3 ^ Cu5-iFeS44-
4- xCuS04 4- 2AFeS04 [33] 

At temperatures below 25°C this was the only 
reaction observed and it is consistent with 
Sullivan's observation'"" that, initially, copper 
dissolved without the formation of elemental 
sulphur or the removal of iron from the bornite. 
The non-stoichiometric bornite is next dissolved to 
give chalcopyrite: 

Cus_rFeS4 4- (4-.v)Fe2(S04)3 -> CuFeS24-
4- (4-,v)CuS04 4- (8-2x)FeS04 4-
4- 25" [34] 

There was evidence that copper was rerhoved 
continuously from the bornite to yield the non-
stoichiometric bornite. The limiting non-stoichio
metric bornite composition reported was Cu3,8FeS4. 
The other transformations observed appeared to 
occur at relatively precise compositions. The 
gradual removal of copper from the bornite to 
give a non-stoichiometric product was similar to 
the effect reported by King*' for the continuous 
removal of copper from chalcocite to yield CuS. 
The chalcopyrite formed according to equation [34] 
was only slowly decomposed: 

CuFeS 2 4- 2Fe2(S04)3 -»• CuS04 4-5FeS04 4-
4- 25" [35] 

Dutrizac, MacDonald, and Ingraham'"' also noted 
the effect of certain impurities on the rate of 
bornite dissolution in acidified ferric sulphate 
solutions. These workers pressed pellets of syn
thetic bornite to which had been added pyrite, 
chalcopyrite, or digenite and the pellets were then 
sintered. The presence of pyrite, chalcopyrite, or 
digenite had little effect on the kinetics of dissolu
tion at 70°C. At 15°C, however, the presence of 
pyrite increased the rate of dissolution of the 
bornite. It was believed that the dissolution of the 
discs of the mixed sulphides was still solution 
controlled. These results indicated that although 
electrochemical reactions are important, the actual 
charge-transfer step is not necessarily rate con
trolling. 

Lowe*' investigated the dissolution of mounted 
pieces of natural bornite in acidified ferric sulphate 
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solutions in the temperature interval 28 to 70°C. 
His bornite contained from 4 to 10 per cent chalco
cite. The reported dissolution rates fell rapidly with 
lime and then levelled off. This led Lowe to postu-
iaie that the reaction occurred in three stages. The 
initial stage was felt to be controlled by ferric 
sulphate diffusion to the bornite. The apparent 
activation energy reported for this process was 
6 kcal/mol. The rate varied directly with the ferric 
jon concentration over the interval 0,006 to 
0.28 M Fe2(S04)3. Acid had no effect for this 
stage or for any of-the other postulated steps. The 
initial reactibn thought to occur was: 

CU5FCS4 4-4Fe3-^-> Cu3FeS4 4-2Cu2+4-
4-4Fe2+ [36] 

Regrettably, Lowe did not characterize thoroughly 
his reaction intermediates and it is impossible to 
state if the Cu3FeS4 formed during leaching was 
really synthetic idaite (Cu3FeS4) or the limiting 
composition of the non-stoichiometric bornite 
reported by Dutrizac et o/'"'. The second stage of 
bornite leaching was considered to be cuprous ion 
diffusion through the Cu3FeS4 layer formed. The 
activation energy for this stage of ieaching was 
10 kcal/mol and the rate was only slightly depen
dent on the ferric strength. The second stage pro
ceeded according to the reaction: 

Cu3FeS4 4- 2Fe3-^ -^ CueFeSs 4- Cu2+4-
4-2Fe2+4-S<' [37] 

According to Cabri'"* Cu2FeS3 is not a stable 
phase in the Cu-Fe-S system. It is not certain if 
this composition really represents a new metastable 
phase or whether it is simply an impure form ofthe 
chalcopyrite intermediate reaction product pro
duced during bornite dissolution and noted by 
Dutrizac et a P " and Kopylov and Orlov'"'. The 
final stage in the dissolution of bornite was felt to 
be a chemisorption reaction with an apparent 
activation energy of 12 kcal/mol. 

Sullivan'"" did a few experiments on the percola
tion leaching of bornite ores at 25°C. The solution 
was dripped constantly onto the ore at a rate of 
I litre every 24 hours. Although the percolation 
leaching rates were slower than those obtained when 
the ore was leached in rotating bottles, between 
73 and 87 per cent of the available copper could be 
leached from the ore in 15 days using solutions 
containing either 0,5 or 1% Fe^''- as the sulphate. 
Dutrizac and MacDonald'"* also studied the perco
lation leaching of bornite ores. They noted that up 
to 80 per cent of the copper in a bornite ore could 
be leached in about 1000 h with acidified ferric 
sulphate solutions percolating at a rate of 0,1 l/h. 
The upper limit for rapid copper extraction was set 
by the conversion of bornite to slowly dissolving 
chalcopyrite. The dissolution occurred in two 
stages: a rapid linear initial stage followed by a 
slower non-linear stage. The initial step was con
trolled by the rate of supply of the ferric ion 
oxidizing agent; temperature was not an important 
variable during the initial reaction in the tempera
ture interval 25 to 60°C. The second leaching stage 
was controlled by chemical and physical factors 

and was temperature dependent. The initial copper 
leaching rates were insensitive to both the concen
tration of the ferrous sulphate reaction product 
and the sulphuric acid concentration; these rates 
depended directly on the ferric concentration of 
the solution and the apparent solution percolation 
rate. 

Because iron is a constituent of the bornite 
lattice and because ferric sulphate solutions attack 
bornite readily even at low temperatures, virtually 
all bacterial leaching work has included some 
indirect mineral attack. Sutton and Corrick*" 
dissolved 30 per cent of the copper from a bornite 
ore in five to six days; they attributed all the 
dissolution to the action of bacterially generated 
ferric sulphate. Bryner et ai*'' showed that 7 per 
cent copper dissolution from a bornite ore could 
be obtained in 42 days. The dissolution was attri
buted only to direct bacterial action on the sul
phide ions in the lattice. Razzell and Trussell'* 
extracted 50 to 85 per cent of the copper from a 
bornite ore after 19 days of leaching at a pH value 
of 2,5. Virtually no dissolution was noted at a pH 
value of 4,0. Duncan and Trussell** extracted 
100 per cent of the copper from bornite in 20 days 
using bacterial leaching; a control experiment 
yielded 34 per cent copper extraction in 57 days of 
leaching. Duncan and Trussell believed that direct 
bacterial attack was the predominant factor in 
bornite dissolution but they also recognized the 
importance of the indirect ferric sulphate leach. 

Table 4 summai-izes the kinetic information 
available for the dissolution of bornite in acidified 
ferric chloride or ferric sulphate solutions. There 
is general agreement that the initial stage of disso
lution is solution controlled with a low activation 
energy. The initial rate varies directly with the 
ferric strength at low concentrations but is inde
pendent of higher ferric concentrations. There is 
little agreement on either the reaction products 
or on the rate-controlling processes operative 
during the later stages ofthe dissolution. 

OTHER COPPER MINERALS 

Cubani te 
Cubanite (CuFe2S3) occurs associated with 

chalcopyrite and the platinum-group minerals in 
several ore deposits. Dutrizac, MacDonald, and 
Ingraham'"* investigated the dissolution of sin
tered synthetic CuFe2S3 discs in acidified ferric 
sulphate solutions in the temperature interval 45 to 
90°C. It was not possible to prepare stable ortho
rhombic cubanite directly from the elements and 
the material used was a metastable, high-tempera
ture form of CuFe2S3 that dissolved slowly accord
ing to the overall equation: 

CuFe2S3 4- 3Fe2(S04)3 -* CUSO4 -I-
4- 8FeS04 4- 3S0 [38] 

The dissolution kinetics were linear with an asso
ciated activation energy of 12 kcal/mol. The 
dissolution rate, at constant temperature, increased 
according to the 0,6 power of the ferric ion con
centration and also increased slightly with de-
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TABLE 4 

SUMMARY-GF THE KINETICS OF DISSOLUTION OF BORNITE IN ACIDIFIED SOLUTIONS OF 
FERRIC SULPHATE OR FERRIC CHLORIDE 

Material 

Natural 
bornite 

Natural 
bornite 

Synthetic 
bornite 

Natural 
bornite 

Natural 
bornite 
ore 

Medium 

Ferric sulphate 

Ferric chloride 

Ferric sulphate 

Ferric sulphate 

Ferric sulphate 

Ferric sulphate 

Ferric sulphate 

Fe^ + dependence 

No effect 
0,25-10% Fe3 + 
No effect 
0,25-10% Fe3-̂  

Rate increased slightly 
with increasing Fe -̂*-
cone, in the range 
9-36 g/l 

Fe^ + <0,1 M, directly 
dependent on ferric 
cone. Fe3+ >0,1 M, 
no effect 

Initially rate varied 
directly with Fe^ -<-
cone. 

Directly dependent on 
Fe^-^conc. 

Activation 
energy 

{kcalimol) 

Low 

Low 

4 - 6 

6 

5 

6 

10 

12 

0 
(initial 
leaching 
stage) 

Temperature 
(°C) 

2 3 - 9 8 

2 3 - 9 8 

3 0 - 7 0 

5 - 4 0 

4 0 - 9 4 

2 8 - 7 0 

2 5 - 6 0 

Rate-controlling 
process 

Not given 

Not given 

Initially diffusion 
cbntrolled 

Parabolic kinetics 
(transport, control 
In aqueous phase) 
Linear kinetics, 
solution diffusion 

Solution diffusion 

Cu-^ solid-state 
diffusion 
Chemisorption 
reaction 

Mass transport 
control 

Ref. 

35, 
100 

72, 
101 

102, 
103 

58 

105 
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FIGURE 11 Dissolution curves obtained for synthetic enargite {CusAsS^) at 
various temperatures. (From Ref. 110) 
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creasing acid concentration. The rate of dissolution 
decreased sharply with the addition of ferrous 
sulphate to the solution. From these observations 
it was concluded that the rate of dissolution of 
synthetic CuFe2S3 was controlled by a surface 
reaction on the sulphide; there was some evidence 
that a hydroiysed form of the ferric ion partici
pated directly in the rate-controlling reaction. The 
addition of small amounts of chloride ion, either as 
NaCl or HCI, accelerated the dissolution of the 
CuFe2S3 in the acid ferric sulphate solutions. 

The same authors also studied the dissolution of 
cubanite ores in the acid ferric sulphate leaching 
medium. The ore contained about 70 per cent 
cubanite with the major impurity being chalcopy
rite. The cubanite dissolved according to a linear 
law, but about one-seventh as rapidly as the syn
thetic CuFe2S3. This difference was attributed to 
the larger true surface area ofthe sintered synthetic 
material. The cubanite dissolved to give the same 
reaction products as the synthetic CuFe2S3 and 
the apparent activation energies for dissolution 
of the two materials were essentially identical. 

Enargi te 
Brown*^'Sullivan'*, and Brown and Sullivan** 

reported on the dissolution of pure natural enargite 
(CU3ASS4) in acidified ferric sulphate solutions. 
These workers found enargite to be resistant to 
chemical attack; only 3 per cent of the.coPPer in 
minus-lOO-mesh, plus-200-mesh enargite was ex
tracted after 146 days of leaching at 25''C by a 
5 per cent ferric sulphate solution. The copper, 
arsenic, and sulphur were all attacked at approxi
mately the same rates. Sulphuric acid, in the 
absence of the ferric sulphate oxidizing agent, 
dissolved negligible amounts of copper from this 
mineral. Koch and Grasselly'°' investigated the 
dissolution of enargite and enargite-pyrite mixtures 
in acidic ferric sulphate solutions containing 
0,23 g/l Fe3+. They observed slow reactions that 
were slightly accelerated by the presence of pyrite 
in the ore mixture. This observation would appear 
to indicate that the dissolution of enargite occurs 
by a galvanic mechanism. Since the test vessels 
were open to the air, these workers postulated that 
the overall reaction was: 

4CU3ASS4 4- 35O2 4- l0H2O-^ I2CUSO4-I-
4- 4H3ASO4 4- 4H2SO4 [39] 

The beneficial presence of ferric ion was attributed 
to the higher oxidizing potential of the leaching 
medium when ferric ion was present. Ehrlich'"" 
studied the action of acidic ferric sulphate solutions 
on enargite ores in the presence ofthe Thiobacillus-
Ferrobacillus group of bacteria. He concluded that 
these bacteria could oxidize enargite to produce 
either soluble or insoluble arsenates. Unfor
tunately, the enargite used by Ehriich had a Cu/As 
weight-per-cent ratio of 5,31 to 1 (theory Cu/As = 
2,54/1); this indicates that the ore was very impure. 
Because enargite dissolves slowly and because only 
the initial dissolution stage was examined in this 
work, it may well be that his observations apply 
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more to the impurities than to the enargite. One 
important observation arising from this work is 
that active bacteria can exist in the presence of 
dissolved arsenic or antimony. This particular 
observation hasbeen confirmed by other workers'"'. 

Dutrizac and MacDonald"" investigated the 
kinetics of dissolution of enargite in acidified ferric 
sulphate solutions over the temperature range 60 
to 95°C. These workers found that sintered discs 
of synthetic enargite dissolved slowly in acidified 
ferric sulphate solutions yielding both elemental 
and sulphate sulphur together with soluble copper 
and arsenic. The overall reaction was: 

CU3ASS4 4- (11 4- 6x)Fe3+ 4- (4 4- 4;c)H20 -> 
3Cu2+ 4- ASO4" 4- (4-A:)S0 + 

4- . !CS04"4-(8 4-8A:)H+4-
4-(ll 4-6x)Fe2+ [40] 

The value ofx fluctuated widely, but had an average 
value of 1,25. The dissolution kinetics were linear 
and this was interpreted as indicating rate control 
by a reaction occurring on the surface of the 
mineral. Figure 11 shows the type of reaction 
curves obtained by these authors when synthetic 
enargite was leached at temperatures between 60 
and 95°C. This figure clearly shows that the total 
dissolution kinetics are linear and that the rates of 
dissolution, even at 95°C, are comparatively slow. 
The apparent activation energy calculated from 
these curves for the rate-controlling process was 
13 kcal/mol. The rate of copper extraction increased " 
according to the 0,6 power of the ferric sulphate 
concentration and the 0,2 power of the sulphuric 
acid strength. The rate decreased in a complex 
manner with increasing strengths of the ferrous 
sulphate reaction product. Natural enargite dis
solved like the synthetic sulphosalt and at approxi
mately the same rate. 

Te t rahed r i t e - t ennan t i t e 
The tetrahedrite (Cui2Sb4Si3)-tennantite 

(CU12AS4S13) series is commercially important 
not only because of its copper content but also 
because of its substitutionally dissolved silver 
values'". Nishihara"* performed qualitative ex
periments on the relative leachability of tetra
hedrite ores and observed that this mineral dissolved 
rapidly in acidified ferric sulphate solutions. 
Sullivan** and Brown and Sullivan** studied the 
dissolution of relatively pure tennantite containing 
only a small percentage of impurities. When a 
leaching medium containing 2% Fe, as ferric 
sulphate, plus i% H2SO4 was used at 35°C, 10 per 
cent of the copper was extracted in the first day, 
but only an additional 1,6 per cent copper was 
dissolved in the next 55 days. The authors attri
buted the initial reactivity to impurity dissolution, 
and they concluded that tennantite dissolved very 
slowly in ferric ion solutions. The same authors** 
also studied the dissolution of tetrahedrite in the 
acid ferric sulphate medium. Their tetrahedrites 
were very impure. When leach solutions containing 
1 to 5% Fe3-̂  as ferric sulphate and ^% YizSOi 
were employed at 35°C, the copper recoveries 
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ranged from 52 to 95 per cent after 30 days of 
leaching. Tetrahedrite was only slightly attacked 
by sulphuric acid solutions containing no ferric 
ion. Koch and Grasselly"^ slickered acidic iron 
sulphate solutions over tetrahedrite as well as over 
tetrahedrite-pyrite and tetrahedrite-chalcopyrite-
pyrrhotite ore mixtures. The purity of the ores was 
not described. From the initial rates of dissolution, 
these authors noted qualitatively that tetrahedrite 
ore dissolved more rapidly than pyrite, sphalerite, 
galena, or chalcopyrite. In view of the rather low 
purity of most tetrahedrite ores investigated, even 
the qualitative dissolution rates of the tetrahedrite-
tennantite minerals remain somewhat in doubt and 
nothing whatsoever is known of the kinetics of 
dissolution of these minerals in acidified ferric ion 
media. 

Bryner et al*'' reported briefly on the bacterial 
dissolution of museum-grade tetrahedrite. They 
observed that only 3 mg of copper dissolved from a 
1 g sample after 42 days of leaching. Since their 
bacterial cultures were grown on a ferrous sulphate 
substrate, their leach media must have contained 
some iron at a low concentration, although none 
was deliberately added. Regardless of the leaching 
mechanism actually operating, their tetrahedrite 
was relatively inert. 

Copper selenides and tellurides 
Kholmanskikh, llyashevich, and Kosnareva"* 

investigated the dissolution of synthetic Cu2Se and 
CuaTe in acidified ferric chloride solutions using a 
rotating-disc technique. Both compounds behaved 
similarly during dissolution in this medium. The 

dissolution proceeded according to the reactions: 

Cu2Se 4- 2FeCl3 ->- CuClj 4- 2FeCl2 -F Se [41] 

Cu2Te 4- 2FeCl3 -> CuCb 4- 2FeCl2 4- Te [42] 

The dissolution rate was dependent on the stirring 
speed for speeds below 800 rev/min and was 
directly proportional to the concentration of ferric 
ion in the solution. Activation energies in the 
range 4 to 6 kcal/mol were reported for both 
reactions. These observations led the authors to 
postulate rate control by diffusion of ferric ion 
across the liquid boundary layer adjacent to the 
rotating disc. At disc-rotation speeds in excess of 
800 rev/min, the rate was controlled by a chemical 
reaction on the surface ofthe reacting solid. It was 
suggested that this reaction involved the formation 
of a layer of slightly soluble cuprous chloride on 
the reaction surface and the subsequent oxidation 
of this material to the cupric state. 

Table 5 summarizes the data obtained for the 
dissolution of the less frequently studied copper 
compounds in acidified ferric chloride or sulphate 
solutions. 

THE DISSOLUTION OF NICKEL AND 
COBALT MINERALS 

Nickel 
Nickel minerals are broadly divided into oxides 

and sulphides. Nickel oxide ores are normally 
processed either by straight acid leaching or by 
selective reduction followed by ammonia-ammo
nium carbonate leaches. The metallurgy of nickel 

TABLE 5 

SUMMARY OF THE KINETICS OF DISSOLUTION OF SOME COPPER COMPOUNDS IN ACIDIFIED 
FERRIC SULPHATE OR FERRIC CHLORIDE MEDIA 

M 

Material 

Synthetic 
CuFejSj 

Synthetic 
CujAsSa 

Natural 
tetrahedrite 
(Cu,jSb„S,3) 

Synthetic 
CujSe 

Synthetic 
CujTe 

Medium 

Ferric sulphate 

Ferric sulphate 

Ferric sulphate 

Ferric chloride 

Ferric chloride 

Fe^ + dependence 

Rate increased with 
0,6 power of Fe^ + 
cone. 

Rate increased with 
0,6 power of Fe^* 
cone. 

Rate appeared 
independent of Fe^* 
cone. 

Directly dependent 
on Fe^+cone. 

Directly dependent on 
Fe^ -•• cone. 

Activation 
energy 

{kcalimol) 

12 

13 

" 

4 - 5 

4 - 6 

Temperature 
(°C) 

4 5 - 9 0 

6 0 - 9 5 

35 

— 

" 

Rate-controlling 
process 

Linear kinetics 
and surface con
trolled reaction 

Linear kinetics 
and surface con
trolled reaction 

Slow reaction 

Linear kinetics, 
solution diffusion 
control 

Linear kinetics, 
solution diffusion 
control 

Ref 

106 

110 

54 

114 

114 
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sulphide ores is dominated by pyrometallurgical 
processes that produce a nickel-copper matte. The 
exception to this generalization is the Sherritt-
Gordon ammoniacal pressure leach process for sul-
phidic nickel ores and concentrates. Within this 
general framework, very little work on the dissolu
tion of nickel sulphides or nickel matte in acidified 
ferric sulphate or ferric chloride solutions has taken 
place. This general lack of published information 
about ferric ion leaching of nickel sulphides can 
also be attributed to the fact that the common 
nickel sulphides are readily soluble in hydrochloric 
acid solutions without an oxidizing agent. Thorn-
hill, Wigstol, and Van Weert"* have pointed out 
that the presence of oxidizing agents in such 
chloride leaching media is undesirable because 
they fix the sulphur in the elemental form. It was 
considered to be preferable to recover the sulphur 
as H2S gas rather than as elemental sulphur from 
the leach residues. The presence of ferric ion also 
tends to solubilize copper minerals; this is generally 
undesirable because an effort is usually made to 
effect a preferential nickel dissolution. There have 
been, nonetheless, some published studies on the 
dissolution of nickel sulphides by ferric ion and 
these are discussed below. 

Urazov and Bogalskii"* studied the dissolution 
of nickel silicate minerals in acidic ferric sulphate 
and acidic ferric chloride solutions. They were able 
to extract up to 96 per cent of the nickel from 
garnierite (Ni6Si40io (0H)8) by leaching for six 
hours with a 25 g/l ferric sulphate solution. The 
rate appeared to be directly proportional to the 
ferric concentration at 100°C. Other nickel silicate 
minerals were more refractory and required longer 
retention times even at high ferric ion concentra
tions. Almost no reaction occurred at room 
temperature for any of the silicate minerals. 
Acidified ferric sulphate solutions were stated to 
be niore effective than either hydrochloric acid or 
nitric acid leaches; the ferric sulphate medium was 
more reactive than acidic ferric chloride solutions. 

Tseft and Kryukova'" studied the leaching of 
20 per cent nickel mattes (Ni3S2) in 65 g/1 HCI and 
IOO g/l FeCl3 solutions. Over 98 per cent of the 
contained nickel and cobalt were recovered in one 
hour by leaching at the boiling point of the solu
tion. The nickel extraction tripled when the leach
ing temperature was raised from 22 to 109''C. The 
highest extractions were obtained with a 15 to 
25 per cent stoichiometric excess of ferric chloride. 
These workers believed-that a major advantage of 
the ferric chloride leach was that most of the 
sulphur reported in the elemental form; only 2 per 
cent ofthe sulphur was solubilized as sulphate. The 
ferric chloride leach was more rapid than straight 
hydrochloric acid dissolution and yielded a con
venient sulphur product. Clearly, the advantages 
of obtaining either elemental sulphur or H2S gas 
will depend on the particular operation under 
consideration"*. 

Klets and Serikov"" studied the dissolution of 
nickel concentrates in acidified ferric chloride 
solutions over the temperature range 20 to 80°C. 
The rate increased sharply with increasing tempera-
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tures but was insensitive to concentrations of the 
ferric chloride oxidizing agent greater than stoichio
metric. Over 90 per cent of the nickel was solubi
lized after eight hours of leaching; elemental 
sulphur and the platinum metals concentrated in 
the leach residue. Kryukova and Tseft '" investi
gated the dissolution of nickel matte (NisS-a) 
containing 78 per cent Ni in acidified 1,0 N ferric 
chloride media. Over the temperature interval 22 
to 78°C, the temperature coefficient of the rate was 
1,2 to 1,3/10°C. The nickel matte dissolved at a 
rate of about 1,0 mg/cm^ • min at 78°C. 

Dutrizac and MacDonald^"' studied the perco
lation leaching of pentlandite contained in a 
pyrrhotite-pentlandite ore by trickling ferric sul
phate solutions through columns of the ore. 
Linear dissolution rates were observed up to about 
75 per cent theoretical nickel extraction; slower 
rates were noted thereafter. At 60°C, 50 per cent 
nickel dissolution occurred in about 600 hours, 
but 2 200 hours were necessary to obtain the same 
extraction at room temperature. The calculated 
activation energy was 9 kcal/mol, which was inter
preted as indicating rate control by the actual 
chemical dissolution of the pentlandite and not by 
mass transport within the leaching column. Most 
of the sulphur reported in the elemental form. The 
nickel dissolution rate increased according to the 
0,20 power of the ferric ion concentration over the 
concentration range 0,004 to 0,2 M Fe^^. Increasing 
acid concentrations in the range 0,01 M to 1,0 M 
H2SO4 caused the rate of nickel extraction to 
decrease slightly. High acid concentrations not 
only decreased the nickel extraction rate but also 
increased the undesirable dissolution of the silicate 
gangue minerals. The nickel extraction rate 
increased rapidly with increasing apparent percola
tion flowrates to about 25 ml/h, but thereafter the 
flowrate had only a slight effect on the amount of 
nickel dissolved. Although higher flowrates pro
duced a slight increase in the nickel dissolution rate 
such flows would appear to be undesirable because 
ofthe larger solution volumes thereby produced. 

The bacterial leaching of nickel sulphides has 
also been studied. Early work by Razzell and 
Trussell'* and Duncan and Trussell** showed that 
over 70 per cent of the nickel could be leached from 
NiS (millerite) in 14 days. The dissolution of nickel 
from pentlandite ((Fe, Ni)9S8) ores was very rapid; 
87 per cent ofthe nickel was solubilized in five days. 
The authors considered the dissolution to be 
effected by direct bacterial action. This mechanism 
was confirmed by Torma"" who obtained dissolu
tion rates as high as 555 mg Ni/1 • h from pure 
NiS using iron-free bacterial cultures. It appears 
that bacteria can solubilize nickel sulphides directly; 
from the previous discussion, however, it would 
also appear that ferric ion attack would be an 
important factor if iron-bearing solutions were 
used for bacterial leaching. 

Very little work has been reported on the disso
lution of cobalt sulphides, arsenides, or sulphur-
arsenides in ferric media. Sutton and Corrick" 
studied the dissolution of a low-grade cobaltite 
(CoAsS) ore using bacterial solutions. About 18 
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per cent of the cobalt was dissolved after 70 days of 
leaching. It was felt that the dissolution was caused 
by the indirect ferric sulphate attack. De Cuyper*' 
investigated the dissolution of cobalt from carrol
lite (C02CUS4) mineral specimens in both ferric 
sulphate solutions and bacterial leaching media. 
It was noted that no cobalt was dissolved from this 
mineral after 32 weeks of attack by the bacterial 
medium. The absence of dissolution was explained , 
by the fact that carrollite was only slowly attacked 
by acidified ferric sulphate solutions. It was possible, 
for example, to dissolve only 2,6 mg of cobalt from 
1 gram of minus-200-mesh carrollite after nine 
hours of leaching by a solution containing 60 g/1 
ferric sulphate at a pH value of 1,5. De Cuyper 
felt the indirect ferric sulphate leaching mechanism 
was of paramount importance and the absence of 
ferric sulphate attack on the mineral precluded any 
bacterial dissolution of this compound.Torma'" '" ' 
showed that bacterial leaching extracted up to 
86 per cent of the Co from synthetic CoS after 10 
days of leaching. At a 12 per cent pulp density, the 
cobalt extraction rate was 490 mg/I • h for the 
finely divided sulphide. The reactions occurring 
were considered to be: 

CoS 4- H2SO4 4- i 0 2 — ' C0SO44-
4- H2O 4- SO [43] 

S " 4 - U 0 2 4-H20-
bacteria 

-y H2SO4 [44] 

Since the sulphides were iron-free and since the 
bacteria were maintained in an iron-free environ
ment, it was concluded that CoS was attacked 
directly by the bacteria. 

THE DISSOLUTION OF ZINC AND 
LEAD MINERALS 

.Zinc 
Sphalerite (ZnS) is the only zinc sulphide of any 

commercial significance. Its dissolution behaviour 
in acidic ferric solutions and in acidic bacterial 
solutions containing iron has been widely studied. 
Kuzminkh and Yakhontova"^ investigated the 
dissolution of commercial sphalerite concentrates 
in acidified ferric sulphate solutions in the tempera
ture interval 80 to 100°C. Rapid dissolution rates 
with a temperature coefficient of l,25/10°C rise in 
temperature were obtained. This was interpreted as 
indicating rate control by solution diffusion; the 
rate did not appear to be impeded by the elemental 
sulphur reaction product, which formed according 
to the equation: 

ZnS4-2Fe3-f--^Zn2+4-2Fe2-t-4-So [45] 
The initial dissolution rate was directly propor
tional to the concentration of Fe3+ in the leaching 
medium and this presumably indicated that the 
rate-controlling diffusing species was trivalent iron. 
The dissolution rate was independent of the initial 
zinc sulphate concentration of the solution (0 to 
80 g/l ZnS04) and of the initial content of ferrous 
sulphate (0 to 60 g/l Fe^-^). It was also noted that, 
at constant concentration of ferric sulphate, the 
dissolution rate decreased with increasing acid 

strengths. As the acid concentration was increased 
from 2 to 20 g/l, the amount of zinc dissolved 
decreased from 75 to 50 per cent. Later, Kuzminkh 
and Yakhontova"^ discussed the dissolution of 
sphalerite in the presence of other sulphides and 
gangue minerals. The overall kinetics and rate-
controlling process appeared to be the same as for 
the sphalerite concentrate, although some signifi
cant differences were noted. The zinc extraction 
rate increased with increasing ferric concentrations 
to a maximum at two to three times thc stoichio
metric requirement; thereafter, additional ferric 
ion increases did not affect the rate. The rate of 
extraction did not depend on the concentration of 
ferrous sulphate nor on the acidity ofthe medium. 
In this latter regard, the results differed from those 
obtained for the high-grade concentrates. The rate 
was also shown to decrease sharply with the 
accumulation of the ZnS04 reaction product; this 
effect was most pronounced for ZnS04 concentra
tions below 20 g/l. 

Ablanov et aP^* showed that a 150 per cent 
theoretical excess of an acid chloride solution con
taining IOO g/1 Fe^+ and 50 g/l Fe2+ could extract 
over 85 per cent of the zinc from a sphalerite-
bearing pyrite ore. Six hours of leaching at the 
solution boiling point were required. This solution 
could also extract IOO percent ofthe zinc contained 
as sphalerite in a smelter matte by leaching for 
four to six hours at 100°C. The addition of xylene 
to the ferric chloride leaching medium permitted 
the simultaneoiis extraction of the elemental 
sulphur formed during leaching. Ermilov'" studied 
the dissolution of zinc from polymetallic ores con
taining sphalerite. The chloride lixiviant contained 
94 g/1 Fe3+, 60 g/1 Fe2+, arid 5 g/l HCl together 
with xylene, which was added to extract the 
elemental sulphur liberated by the reaction. 
Almost 100 per cent Zn extraction was obtained by 
leaching for six hours at 95 to 106°C and at a 
10 per cent pulp density. Total acid consumption 
was only 6.6 kg/tonne of ore leached. Agracheva, 
Volskiy, and Egorov"* showed that sphalerite was 
readily soluble in acidic ferric chloride solutions. 
Zapevalov and Vygoda'*' found that zinc sulphide 
could be readily leached from mattes in one to two 
hours at IOO°C using solutions containing 50 to 
100 g/1 FeCb. A 20 to 30 per cent excess of oxidant 
was desirable. 

Tseft et aP^^ used two-stage counter-current 
flow reactors to extract over 98 per cent of the 
zinc from a sphalerite ore at 106°C. The leaching 
solution contained 100 g/1 Fe^* and 50 g/l Fe^-"-; 
the ratio of liquids to solids was 2,7 to I. Schikuni 
and Kamiya '" observed that ferric ion was 
especially suitable for dissolving zinc from 
sphalerite. In oxygenated media, the dissolution of 
sphalerite was accelerated by the presence of dis
solved Fe2+ and Cu2+ but was retarded when only 
Fe2+ or Cû -*- or oxygen was present. No explana
tion of this phenomenon was given. Many of the 
above works were intended to show that sphalerite 
could be readily dissolved under certain circum
stances; accordingly, the kinetics of sphalerite 
dissolution were not extensively studied. An 
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examination ofthe conditions used by these authors 
does, however, suggest that the important para
meters; ihyqived in the leaching of sphalerite by 
ferric ion are temperature and ferric ion concentrar 
tion; The diss'biutipn.rates appear to be rapid, at 
least near the solution boiling •temperatiires, 

Rudolfs and Helbronner'^", in 1922, were the 
first, to observe thait bacteria could attack zinc 
sulphide forming-soluble.'zinc sulphate. Since that 
time, several workers have studied the bacterial 
dissolution - of zinci sulphide or of sphalerite ores. 
Since ferric sulphate solutioris appear to attack 
sphalerite rapidly, it is possible-that some of the 
early studies, on bacterial leaching included an 
indirect ferric ion leaehing componerit. Indeed, 
Ivanov"'** stated that the chief role played by 
bacteria, in the dissolution of ziiic sulphide ores 
was the oxidatton of ferrous sulphate to the 
trivalent state. The ferric ion thus produced was 
responsible for ithe dis.sdlution of the ZnS. 

Although dissolved iron doubtless plays an 
important role in the dissolution of ZnS, especially 
under conimercia! conditions, several workers have 
shown.that.bacteria,can extract zinc from rnore or 
less iron-free systems. In this connexion it should, 
be noted that the dissolution of riatural sphalerite 
inevitably prodtjces some F^^+ ions because' iron 
is ari integral part ofthe lattice of naturally occur-, 
ring:sphalerite. Ohlyisynthetic sphalerite is free of 
the- several per cent iron that is characteristic of 
this mineral. For this reason the results reported 
by Gplbrajkhy and llyaletdihdv'^' for the dissolu
tion of sphalerite frorri cpmplex, Fe-Zn-S'bres must 
have included some indirect leaching by the ferric 
ion, although these workers noted thaf the dissolu
tion fates in the presence of bacteria were 2 to 10 
times more rapid than in the absence of the 
bacteria. 

It- is now well, established that bacteria can 
attack zinc sulphide directly according to the. 
reaction: 

ZnS 4- 2 0 s ''^"'™ .. ZnS04^ [45A] 

Duncan-and. co-.workers'*'"'''^'•'** achieved high 
rates of szinc extraction from zinc sulphide by 
optimizirig the conditidns for bacterial growth. 
This was done by adding nutrients fo the. solutions 
and by enriching the aerating gas with carbon 
dioxide. The, enhanced dissolution rates under 
conditions; 6( rapid bacterial growth presumably 
indicated direct bacterial attiack of the ZnS. 
Torma'^"-'^' dissolved pure synthetic zinc sulphide 
in iron-free, solutions and pbtained very high 
dissolution rates. Zinc extraction rates as high as 
1150 mg/l • h were realized, using very small 
particle sizes. Since iron-free media were used.in 
these studies,, it' is clear that rapid direct bacterial 
attack of ZnS is feasible under suitable epnditions. 

It has been possible to achieve very concentrated 
;zinc sulphate solutions by bacterial Ieaching or by 
bacterial-ferric - sulphate, leaching of sphalerite 
concentrates. An estimate of the solution concen
trations that can be obtained by these leaching, 
techniques can be deterrnined from Table 6. A 
steady increase in the maximum dissolved zinc 
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concentration has been achieved over the yea:rs. 
The concentrations reported by Torma^' appear to 
be suitable for zinc recovery by commercial 
electrolytic processing. Such high zinc conceri-
tratibris have been made possible by finely grinding 
the zinc concentrate and by optimizing the condi
tions for bacterial activity. The, high cohceritratiohs 
also reflect a high imriiunity by the micro-prganisms 
towards, soluble zinc; such immunity can be 
gfadiially acquired" by the bacteria. There appears 
to be. no fundamental reason why similarly high 
splution concentrations could not be produced by 
bacterial leaching o/ copper,, nickel, or other 
elements, 

TABLE 6 

MAXIMUM DISSOLVED ZINC 
CONCENTRATIONS ACHIEVED BY VARIOUS 

WORKERS 

Workers 

Zimrnerley, Wilson, and; 
Prater" ' 

Marchlewitzand Schwartz" ' 

Silverman and El i f l ( i :h ' " 

Moss and Andersen'-• 

Torma" 

Date 

195.8. 

1961 

1964 

1968-

1970 

Maximum 
zinc 

concentration 
Sit 

17 

25 

40 

30-50 

120 

Lead 
Galena (PbS) is readily attacked, by ferric ion 

over a wide ratige of conditions. If the leaching is 
done in a chloride, media, soluble lead chloride 
complexes are formed; if the. attack is done by 
sulphate solutions, an insoluble lead sulphate is 
produced that is, hpwever, soluble in an excess of 
chlpride ion. Both types of leach ing, medium, have 
been advocated for varipus ores. If the ore minerar 
logy,is sirnple, the direct dissolution of,lead as the 
soluble chloride would appear to be advantageous. 
If the galena is associated with other sulphides, it 
might be possible'to use a ferric sulphate leach to 
extract rnuch of the impurity content while leaving 
the lead'as an insoluble precipitate for subsequent 
processing. 
, Kuzminkh and Yakhontova'** studied the 

dissoluttoh of galena-sphalerite cpncentrates in 
-acidified ferric sulphate solutions in the tempera
ture interval 80 to 110°C. The galena was attacked 
according to the reaction: 

PbS 4- Fe2(S04)3 -> PbS04 4- 2FeS04+ 
4- so [46] 

Linear-kinetics were observed and the rate increased 
about 1,5 times as the temperature was raised from 
80 to 100°C. The rate df dissolution was propor-
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tional to the pulp density. Approximately half of 
the lead was oxidized during five hours of leaching 
at lOO'C. Haver, Uchida, and Wong"" described 
a process that embodied acid-ferric sulphate leach
ing of galena followed by the production of 
electrolytic lead and elemental sulphur. These 
workers noted a rapid increase in the rate of 
reaction as the temperature was raised from 25 to 
100°C. An initially rapid reaction was observed, 
followed by a slower second stage of leaching. The 
reaction between ferric sulphate and galena dis
played parabolic kinetics, probably because of the 
progressive thickening of the sulphur film formed 
on the particles during leaching. The rate of re
action increased with increasing ferric sulphate 
concentrations to a limit of 400 g/l Fe2(S04)3; the 
rate was independent of higher ferric ion concen
trations. The galena oxidation rate was independent 
of the pH of the leach solution. The authors 
concluded that the rate was controlled by ferrous 
sulphate diffusion through the constantly thicken
ing sulphur layer formed on the galena surface. 

Vasilev and Muratova" ' investigated the re
action between galena and acidified ferric chloride 
solutions. The galena was found to dissolve accord
ing to the reaction: 

PbS 4- 2FeCl3 -> PbCh 4- 2FeCl2 4- S" [47] 

It was observed that the elemental sulphur coated 
the galena and made complete dissolution of this 
mineral very difficult. Volskii, Agracheva, and 
Egorov'*"''^*''*' described a process based on the 
leaching of galena by ferric chloride solutions 
followed by the electrolytic deposition of lead and 
the electrolytic reoxidation of the iron chloride 
leaching medium. The galena concentrates were 
leached at 80°C by an acidified solution containing 
100 to 200 g/1 Fe3-t-. Recoveries of 98 to 99 per cent 
were claimed for lead processed by this technique. 
Tseft, Livinskii, and Vygoda'*' also demonstrated 
the effectiveness of acidified ferric chloride solu
tions in dissolving galena concentrates. At 100°C, 
100 per cent lead extraction was achieved by leach
ing for two hours in solutions containing 28 to 
147 g/1 Fe3+. The ferric chloride leaching medium 
was more effective than ferric sulphate solutions 
under similar conditions. Pande'*' has shown that 
a similar process is possible using ferric nitrate 
solutions that were selected because of the high 
solubility of lead nitrate. 

The bacterial leaching of lead-bearing sulphides 
has not been widely investigated, probably because 
of the low solubility of the lead sulphate reaction 
product. Corrick and Sutton'** studied the bacterial 
leaching of Pb-Cu-Fe mattes under a wide range of 
experimental variables. Leaching minus-325-mesh 
matte at a liquid-to-solids ratio of 30 to 1, they 
were able to extract 70 per cent of the contained 
lead after 11 days. The extraction rate decreased as 
the pH increased. Lyalikova et a/'** have shown 
that bacterial leaching can oxidize the minerals 
boulangerite (Pb5Sb4Sii), zinkenite (Pb5Sb4S27), 
jamesonite (PbsFeSbeSn), and geocronite 
(Pb5Sb2S8) with the formation of insoluble Idad 
sulphate. 

THE DISSOLUTION OF PYRRHOTITE 
AND PYRITE 

The reaction of pyrrhotite (Fei_iS) and pyrite 
(FeS2) with acidified ferric solutions is an important 
part of ferric ion leaching. These iron minerals are 
ubiquitous and their reaction vvith oxygen in either 
the presence of or the absence of bacteria can lead 
to a substantial increase in the ferric ion concen
tration of the solution. By contrast, their reaction 
with dissolved ferric ion in the absence of free 
oxygen can lead to the eventual depletion of the 
ferric ion content of the leaching solution. In some 
deposits pyrite and pyrrhotite contain significant 
quantities of cobalt and/or nickel, and the dissolu
tion of these minerals can also lead to the eventual 
liberation of the more valuable elements. 

Relatively little recent work has been published 
on the ferric ion leaching of pyrrhotite. Pyrrhotite 
reacts rapidly with hydrochloric acid under rather 
mild conditions; consequently, the addition of an 
oxidizing agent has not proved necessary to dissolve 
this mineral. Parsons and Ingraham'** recently 
reviewed the kinetics of reaction of pyrrhotite with 
hydrochloric acid. Ingraham, Parsons, and Cabri'*' 
studied the dissolution of pyrrhotite in hydro
chloric acid. They observed very rapid reactions 
leading to complete dissolution ofthe mineral. The 
degree of reaction was dependent on a combination 
of temperature and acid concentration; with 35 per 
cent HCl in the leaching medium, the reaction went 
to completion at all temperatures above 40°C. The 
reaction with stoichiometric FeS produced only 
H2S: 

FeS 4- 2HCr-> FeCl2 4- HaS [48] 
When iron-deficient pyrrhotites were used, some 
elemental sulphur was produced: 

Fe7S8 4-14HCI->7FeCl2 4-7H2S4-S0 [49] 

Pilgrim and Ingraham'*" summarized the processes 
used to recover elemental sulphur from H2S-
containing gases. Presently available processes can 
economically recover sulphur from a variety of gas 
streams under a wide range of conditions. Within 
this framework, much of the recent work on 
pyrrhotite dissolution has concentrated on direct 
hydrochloric acid leaching, and little work has 
been done on the ferric ion leaching of this 
mineral. 

Ferric ion leaching has, however, several advan
tages over direct acid attack. First, the sulphur is 
produced in the elemental form; this removes the 
need for a Claus-type sulphur recovery plant. 
Second, acid is not consumed during the reaction; 
also, relatively low acid concentrations can be 
employed. Third, the iron leaching media can be 
conveniently regenerated, either by electrolysis or 
by bacterial action. Several eariy workers attempted 
to use ferric ion leaching ofpyrrhotite as a means 
of producing high purity electrolytic iron. This 
early work has been summarized by Traill'"-"-'* 
whose own experiments showed that boiling con
centrated ferric chloride solutions could completely 
oxidize ground pyrrhotite ores during two hours 
of leaching. The dissolution kinetics were initially 
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FIGURE 12 Proposed flowsheet for the leaching of pyrrhotite concentrates by 
acidified ferric sulphate solutions. - (From Ref. 149) 

linear and the pyrrhotite was found to dissolve 
according to the reaction: 

FeS 4- 2 FeCl 3 -> 3 FeCl 2 4- 5° [50] 

The reaction was not retarded by the accumulation 
of the ferrous chloride reaction product. The ferric 
leaching solution was regenerated during electro
lysis, which was primarily designed to produce 
pure iron powders. 

Lowe*" studied the dissolution of mounted 
specimens of pyrrhotite in acidified ferric sulphate 
solutions in the temperature interval 32 to 68°C. 
At temperatures below 50°C, linear kinetics were 
observed together with an apparent activation 
energy of 9 kcal/mol. The rate was independent of 
the ferric ion concentration for ferric strengths 
between 0,025 and 0,208 M. The rate varied in a 
complex manner with changing pH. Lowe inter
preted these results to indicate rate control by 
chemisorption on the surface of the pyrrhotite. At 
temperatures above 50°C, the rate decreased sharply 
because of the formation of H2S by direct acid 
attack of the sulphide. At the lower temperatures, 
the pyrrhotite was found to dissolve according to 
the reaction: 

FeS 4- Fe2(S04)3 -> 3FeS04 4- SO [51] 

Subramanian, Stratigakos, and Jennings'*' re
cently described a process by which both iron oxide 
suitable for iron making and elemental sulphur, 
could be recovered by leaching pyrrhotite in acidi-
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fied ferric sulphate solutions according to the 
reaction: 

FeSi.is -i- 2Fe3+ -v 3Fe2+ 4- I.ISS" [52] 

Figure 12 shows the proposed flowsheet for this 
process. About 50 per cent of the pyrrhotite was 
dissolved in the first 2 h of leaching (11 g/1 Fe3+) 
but five hours of attack were needed for complete 
iron extraction. The accumulation of the ferrous 
sulphate reaction product did not retard the disso
lution reaction. Subramanian e/o/'*' also proposed 
a similar process for leaching pyrrhotite in acidified 
ferric chloride media, which attacked this mineral 
more rapidly than ferric sulphate solutions. Most 
of the iron was extracted in less than 1 h at 95°C 
by an excess of 40% FeCh solution. The evolution 
of H2S occurred under all conditions and accounted 
for 6 to 25 per cent of the oxidized sulphur. The 
addition of Cu2+ ions catalysed the oxidation of 
H2S, and reduced the amount of sulphur reporting 
in this form to less than 3 per cent of the feed total. 
These authors believed that the rapid and efficient 
re-oxidation of the iron leaching medium was a 
vital part in any leaching process using either ferric 
chloride pr ferric sulphate media. 

Pyrite (FeS2) does not respond favourably to 
leaching by ferric ion. Tseft and Tatarinova'*" 
studied the dissolution of pyrite in both ferric 
chloride and ferric sulphate media and postulated 
that the slow rate of attack was caused by the 
formation of a protective sulphur layer on the 
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sulphide surface during leaching. Ferric chloride 
was found to be a more effective lixiviant than 
ferric sulphate solutions. Thomas and Whalley'*' 
observed that minus-200-mesh pyrite reduced 25 
per cent of the Fe^* ion from a ferric sulphate 
solution after 3? h of leaching at 90°C.. The re
action was thought to occur according to the 
equation: 

FeS2 4- 7Fe2(S04)3 4- 8H-20->- 15FeS04 4-
4- 8H2SO4 [53] 

The rate of ferric ion attack was more rapid than 
either the direct air oxidation of pyrite to ferric 
sulphate or the air oxidation of ferrous ion to the 
ferric state. 

Garrels and Thompson** studied the dissolution 
of pyrite specimens from different sources in 
acidified ferric sulphate solutions. The various 
pyrites dissolved at widely differing rates, although 
the mechanism of dissolution appeared to be the 
same for all the specimens. The rate was indepen
dent of the acid concentration over the pH interval 
0 to 2,0. The rate was also independent of the 
initial Fe^* concentration ofthe solution over the 
range 10-* to 10"^ M Fe^*. The rate depended, 
however, on the ratio of Fe^+ to Fe2+ in the leach
ing medium. These authors interpreted the results 
as indicating rate control by differential adsorption 
of ferric and ferrous ions on the surface of the 
pyrite. The rate ofthe postulated reaction: 

FeS2 4- 8H2O 4- 14Fe3+->- 15Fe3+4-

4 - 2 S 0 ^ 4 - 1 6 H + [54] 

was felt to be directly proportional to the fraction 
ofthe pyrite surface occupied by ferric ions. 

tions. Molybdenum concentrations in excess of 
25 p.p.m. were obtained by acclimatizing the 
bacteria to this dissolved metal.. The bacterial 
leaching rate increased rapidly in the presence of 
dissolved iron as can be seen in Figure 13, which 

140 

0.1 0,2 0,3 0.4 0,5 

CONCENTRATION Fe»» (g/l) 

0.6 

FIGURE 13 The effect of the initial dissolved iron 
concentration on the bacterial leaching of molybdenum 

from molybdenite ores. 
(From Ref. 37) 

THE DISSOLUTION OF OTHER 
SULPHIDE-TYPE IVIINERALS 

Molybdenum 
Usataya'*' studied the dissolution of molybdenite 

(M0S2) under a variety of experimental conditions. 
He found that dissolved ferric ion promoted the 
dissolution of this mineral but that ferrous ion 
prevented its oxidation. The dissolution of molyb
denum was greatly complicated by the formation 
of insoluble reaction products under certain condi
tions. Increasing the temperature of the ferric 
leaching medium produced poor results, since the 
formation of insoluble molybdates increased 
rapidly with increasing temperatures in acidic 
media. Elemental sulphur was observed as a reaction 
product during the leaching. Bhappu et a/'*'-'**.'*' 
investigated the dissolution of molybdenite in 
various media, but these workers observed no 
molybdenum dissolution after 25 hours of leaching 
at room temperature by acidified ferric chloride 
solutions. 

The leaching of molybdenite in the presence of 
bacteria was studied by Bryner and Anderson" 
who noted that molybdenite was readily solubi
lized. After nine months of leaching, 35 to 55 per 
cent of the molybdenum in various sulphide ores 
could be extracted by the bacterial leaching solu-

shows the effect ofthe initial dissolved iron content 
on the final quantity of dissolved molybdenum. 
Since dissolved iron would be quickly oxidized to 
the ferric state by the bacteria, the results shown in 
this figure may indicate a substantial indirect 
ferric ion leaching component during the bacterial 
oxidation of M0S2. Bryner and Jameson*' and 
Kramarenko'** also observed that molybdenite 
could be dissolved during bacterial leaching. 
Bhappu et 0/"^.'^*.'** showed that molybdenite 
was dissolved about five times more rapidly in the 
presence of bacteria than in their absence. They 
were able to obtain solutions containing 15 to 25 
p.p.m. molybdenum by progressively adaipting 
their bacteria to this element. Under certain condi
tions insoluble molybdenum compounds formed 
and this rendered further dissolution of the 
molybdenite impossible. Duncan et al'^^ were able 
to obtain molybdenum concentrations as high as 
90 p.p.m. by repeatedly transferring the bacterial 
culture in the presence of molybdenum. Thus it 
appears that bacteria can acclimatize to molyb
denum bul only at relatively low concentrations. 
The solution concentrations achieved to date are 
not overly promising and it appears that ferric ion 
attack, with or without bacteria, is not an attrac
tive method of leaching molybdenite. 
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Arsenic and antimony 
Ehriich'*' studied the dissolution of orpiment 

(As-jSs) by Ferrobacillus ferrooxidans. Both arsenate 
and arsenite were produced during the reaction 
and the sulphur was oxidized to sulphate, a fact 
that caused the solution to become more acidic 
during the tests. The biological leaching appeared 
to be about three times more effective than the 
straight chemical attack caused by air or by ferric 
ion leaching. It should be noted, however, that the 
iron content of the bacterial leaching media 
increased during the tests and that the presence of 
this soluble ferric sulphate could be a factor in the 
overall dissolution process. Ehrlich'"" also studied 
the dissolution of arsenopyrite (FeAsS) under 
similar conditions. For this mineral, it was found 
that the biological leaching rates were about twice 
as fast as the sterile control experiments. The 
concentrations of dissolved iron increased during 
the experiments and, thus, there may have been a 
substantial ferric ion leaching component in these 
results. It was noted that the dissolved arsenic was 
present as both arsenate and arsenite. Some of the 
iron liberated during leaching formed insoluble 
iron arsenates. The sulphur was oxidized to sul
phuric acid, which lowered the pH of the leaching 
medium as the experiments progressed; during 21 
days of leaching the pH value fell steadily from 
3,5 to about 2,5. Polkin et aP^^ used bacterial 
leaching to remove arsenic from sulphide-oxide tin 

ores prior to tin recovery; the mineralogical state 
of the arsenic was not given. Solutions containing 
Thiobacillus ferrooxidans at 30°C and a pH value 
between 2,2 and 2,5 were found to effect complete 
removal of the arsenic. It was noted, however, 
that some of the dissolved arsenic was re-precipi
tated as iron arsenate or iron arsenite. Dissolved 
ferric sulphate assisted the dissolution of the 
arsenic from the sulphide ores. 

Tugov and Tsyganov'*' leached stibnite (Sb2S3) 
ores with acidified ferric chloride solutions in order 
to extract the antimony; this was .subsequently 
precipitated by metallic iron. Elemental sulphur 
was produced during the dissolution and the 
leaching medium was regenerated by chlorine gas. 

Cadmium and mercury 
Brissette, Champagne, and Jutras"" leached 

pure CdS plus elemental sulphur using acidified 
ferric sulphate media containing Thiobacillus thio
oxidans. This leaching medium extracted about 
70 per cent of the cadmium after six weeks of 
leaching. Optimum leaching conditions were found 
to occur at 32°C using solutions at a pH value of 
0,7; this pH is low for bacterial activity. An indirect 
leaching mechanism is suggested since the bacteria 
were unable to oxidize the sulphide sulphur in the 
absence of added elemental sulphur. Pande'*'-'*' 
has shown that mercury sulphide ores can be 
selectively leached by acidified solutions of ferric 

TABLE 7 

SUMMARY OF THE KINETICS OF DISSOLUTION OF NON-COPPER SULPHIDES IN ACIDIFIED 
FERRIC SULPHATE AND FERRIC CHLORIDE MEDIA 

IP Material 

NijSa in 
matte 

Pentlandite 
ore 
(Ni. FejgSe 

ZnS 
concentrate 

PbS 

Pyrrhotite 
FeS-

Pyrite FeSj 

Medium 

1,0 N Ferric 
chloride 

Ferric sulphate 

Ferric sulphate 

Ferric sulphate 

Ferric sulphate 

Ferric sulphate 

Fe -̂*- dependence 
on rate 

— 

Rate increased with 
0,20 power of Fe ' * 
concentration 

Directly proportional to 
fe^+ concentration 

Rate increased with 
increasing Fe^ + 
concentrations to 
400g/ IFe j (SO„)3: 
thereaher independent 

Independent of Fe^* 
cone, between 
0,025-0,21 M Fe3 + 

Independent of Fe^^ 
cone, between 
10-5 and 10-3 M Fe3 + 

Activation 
energy 

{kcalimol) 

~ 6 

9 

~ 6 

High 

9 

Temperature 
(°C) 

2 2 - 7 8 

2 5 - 6 0 

8 0 - 1 0 0 

2 5 - 1 0 0 

3 2 - 5 0 

33 

Rate-controlling 
process 

— 

Chemically 
controlled 

Fe^-^ diffusion in 
solution 

Parabolic kinetics 
indicative of 
diffusion through 
protective sulphur 
layer 

Chemisorption on 
surface of 
pyrrohite 

Differential 
chemisorption 
on surface of 
pyrite 

Ref 

119 

209 

122, 
123 

138 

58 

42 

fl 
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nitrate or ferric acetate. The mercury enters thc 
solution and the sulphur remains in the residue in 
the elemental form. 

Table 7 summarizes some of the kinetic data 
available for the ferric ion leaching of sulphide 
minerals that do not contain copper. It is clear 
that none of these sulphides has been studied in 
great detail, and much work remains to be done in 
this area. The limited data available suggest that 
ferric ion rapidly attacks the indicated minerals 
and that possible commercial applications might 
be found for a ferric ion leaching process. 

THE DISSOLUTION OF URANIUM 
MINERALS 

Uranium minerals can be conveniently divided 
into three general groups: 

D primary oxides such as uraninite or pitchblende 
(UO2..:.), 

a primary minerals such as brannerite (UTi^Oe) 
in which the uranium is compounded with 
other metal oxides, 

D secondary minerals containing hexavalent 
uranium such as carnotite (K2(U02)2(V04)2 • 
3H2O) or autunite (Ca(U02)2(P04)2 • IOH2O). 

Although the third group of minerals is readily 
soluble in dilute mineral acids, minerals of the 
first two types require the presence of an oxidizing 
agent to effect the uranium dissolution. From this 
point of view, the uranium oxide minerals are 
similar to the base metal sulphides. Many oxidizing 
agents have been used during the dissolution of 
uranium from ils ores; the choice is usually made 
on economic grounds. Some ofthe leaching agents 
used include: ferric ion, manganese dioxide, 
hydrogen peroxide, sodium and potassium chlor
ates, and nitric acid. It has been suggested that the 
addition of an oxidant such as sodium chlorate or 

.manganese dioxide is sufficient, by itself, to effect 
the dissolution of uranium. This does not appear 
to be the case, however, and it has been noted" 
that dissolved iron musi also be present. The iron 
can be added deliberately to the leaching medium, 
it can be generated by bacterial activity, or it can 
simply be present as an acid soluble iron mineral 
in the uranium ore. The purpose of the other 
oxidizing agents is then to assure that all the iron 
is oxidized to the trivalent state; for example: 

2Fe2+4-Mn02 4-4H+-^-2Fe3+ 4-Mn2+4-
4-2H2O [55] 

The ferric ion then attacks tetravalent uranium 
oxidizing it to the acid-soluble hexavalent state: 

UO2 -h Fe2(S04)3- UO2SO4 4- 2FeS04 [56] 

Several general reviews of the overall processing 
of uranium ores are available, and the reader is 
referred to those of Pinkney, Lurie, and Van Zyl"", 
Thunaes and Colborne'**, Merritt'** and Wilkin
son'**. 

In practice the leaching of South African ores is 
conducted at 60 per cent solids using solutions 
containing 50 to 80 Ib/t sulphuric acid and 5 to 10 
Ib/t MnOi at temperatures up to about 60°C. 
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Laxen'" studied the dissolution of South African 
uranium ores in acidified ferric sulphate solutions. 
He showed that a concentration of 0,5 g/1 Fe* + 
was adequate to achieve maximum uranium 
extraction from all the ores studied when using a 
laboratory-scale leaching technique at I per cent 
solids. It was also shown that nearly complete 
uranium extractions were possible with this 
technique by leaching for 14 days at 28°C with 
solutions containing 4 g/l each of ferric ion and of 
sulphuric acid. It was noted that the presence of 
phosphate was deleterious to the dissolution re
action. This was postulated to be an effect on some 
uranium minerals in the ores and not due to the 
complexing action of phosphate on ferric ions. 
The work indicated that the important reagent 
during uranium dissolution was ferric sulphate. 
This last observation has been emphasized by 
several workers. For example. Miller, Napier, and 
Wells,"" observed that urananite dissolution was 
easily affected by acidified ferric sulphate solutions 
containing as little as 0,2 g/l Fe^+ 
Ehrlich, Roach, and Hester'*' observed that the 
uranium leaching solutions must contain at least 
2 g/I Fe3+, even when sodium chlorate or nitric 
acid were added to the ore. Arden"" reviewed the 
early leaching of uranium ores and noted that the 
uranium dissolution reaction was catalysed by the 
presence of soluble compounds of trivalent iron. 
He also observed that the use of small amounts of 
a soluble iron intermediary made it apparently 
possible to use insoluble oxidizing agents, such as 
Mn02, to dissolve uranium. 

Several worker s" ' - ' " - ' " have patented the use 
of ferric ion as a catalyst to dissolve uranium oxide 
ores. Ferric ion was added to the leach solutions in 
amounts ranging from 0,3 g/l to 10 g/1 Fe^^; 
additional oxidizing agerits were also added to 
keep all the iron in the trivalent state. In every 
instance, sulphuric acid solutions were the leach
ing medium. Acid consumption during leaching 
was always much greater than that required to 
dissolve the contained uranium because the major 
acid consumption is determined by the gangue 
minerais present. The generation"* of acidified 
ferric sulphate solutions suitable for uranium 
leaching and the re-generation"* of reduced 
uranium leach liquors have also been investigated 
and patented. 

Kanevskii, Filippov, and Nesmeyanova"* 
studied the kinetics of dissolution of UO2 in 
acidified ferric media in the presence of various 
oxidizing agents. When the leaching was done in 
the presence of manganese dioxide, the ferric ion 
functioned as the active oxidizing agent. Certain 
hydroiysed forms ofthe ferric ion, such as Fe(0H)2 •*• 
or Fe(0H)2 were highly effective in oxidizing the 
uranium contained in uraninite ores. It should be 
remarked, however, that such hydroiysed species 
are not abundant under the acidic conditions used 
for uranium leaching (see Figure 4). It was stated 
that ferric ion was not an efficient oxidizing agent 
at low temperatures, but this observation does.not 
appear to be in accord with general uranium leach
ing practice. It was also stated that iron did not 
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play an important catalytic role during thc oxida
tion of UO2 by nitric acid. 

Celeda and L a r a ' " investigated the mechanism 
of acid dissolution of pure synthetic U3O8 powders 
in the presence of ferric ion. Essentially linear 
dissolution curves were obtained up to 30 per cent 
total dissolution; thereafter, the rates decreased, 
probably because of the reduction of the active 
surface area of the powders used in these experi
ments. The pH of the solution was found to have 
relatively little effect on the dissolution rate at 
constant iron concentration. Increasing the acid 
concentration from a pH value of 2,0 to 0,7 
increased the uranium extraction rate only by a 
factor of 2. It was felt that increasing acid concen
trations liberated more ferric ions from sulphato-
or hydroxo-complexes, and that the liberated ions 
were responsible for the observed rate acceleration. 
Increasing sulphate ion concentrations, at constant 
ferric strength, caused the rate to decrease sharply. 
This effect was attributed to the preferential 
adsorption of sulphate ions on the surface of the 
U3O8. The rate of uranium extraction was found 
to increase according to the square root of the 
ferric ion concentration. Figure 14 shows the effect 
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FIGURE 14 The effect of the ferric ion concentration on 
the rate of leaching of uraninite. 

(From Ref. 178) 

of ferric ion concentration on the rate of uranium 
dissolution from uraninite ores. This particular 
diagram is taken from the work of Laxen"' . This 
figure shows that the uranium leaching rate is 
strongly dependent on the ferric concentration at 
low ferric strengths, but is relatively independent 
of the ferric concentration at the higher ferric 
strengths. The activation energy calculated by 
Celeda and La ra" ' for the rate-limiting step was 
15 to 19 kcal/mol. The rate was controlled by the 
transformation of activated surface centres in the 
oxidized products prior to their dissolution. It was 
felt that these centres were created as the result of 
the establishment of a redox-equilibrium between 

the solution containing ferric ions and the surface 
of the solid UsOs. The presence of other dissolved 
ions reduced the uranium reaction rate by a process 
of competitive adsorption on the active sites. 

Arden and Beaumont"" showed that only 
hydrogen peroxide of all the common oxidizing 
agents could rapidly oxidize uraninite in the 
absence of ferric ions; other common oxidizing 
agents required the presence of dissolved Fe3+ ion. 
The ratio of uraninite oxidation depended on the 
oxidation potential, and hence upon the Fe -̂̂ /̂Fe^* 
ratio. If this rate were less than about 4 g/1, the rate 
of oxidation was very slow. It was felt that solu
tions of ferric sulphate only were unsatisfactory as a 
lixiviant, since the ferrous sulphate, formed as a 
result of the reaction, slowed and eventually 
stopped the reaction. If large amounts of Fê -*- were 
in solution, then a great excess of ferric ion had to 
be added to obtain satisfactory dissolution rates. 
According to these authors, it is better to use 
about 0,5 g/1 Fe3+ in solution to effect the actual 
dissolution and to add other oxidizing agents to 
guarantee that the ferrous ion reaction product is 
immediately re-oxidized to the ferric state. Most 
commercial operations have used this approach. 
The reaction of ferric ion with UO2 is strongly 
temperature dependent. As an example, after 24 h 
of leaching at 8°C only 16 percent ofthe uranium 
was extracted from a UO2 sample. Under the same 
conditions, but at 26°C, about 90 per cent uranium 
dissolution was achieved; at 40°C, 100 per cent 
dissolution occurred in this time interval. 

Laxen'" has discussed the dissolution of UO2 
by ferric ion in terms of electron transfer mecha
nisms. The rate of dissolution of UO2 in acidified 
perchlorate solutions depended to a great extent 
on the anions present and on the pH ofthe medium. 
The rate of dissolution in a perchlorate medium — 
in which the uncomplexed ferric ion would be 
present — was virtually zero, while small additions 
of sulphate catalysed the reaction due to the forma
tion of the active ferric complexes — thought to be 
mainly FeSO 4. Sulphate solutions were found to 
be ideally suited for rapid uranium dissolution. At 
constant ferric ion concentration, the rate of disso
lution of uranium from UO2 passed through a rate 
maximum at about pH = 2; it was felt that this 
acidity produced the maximum concentration of 
the active ferric complexes in the solution. Apparent 
activation energies of about 16 kcal/mol were 
obtained from the rate-controlling dissolution 
reaction over the temperature interval 15 to 35°C. 
The uranium dissolution rate was found to increase 
as the Fe3•^ concentration, while the presence ofthe 
ferrous ion reaction product in the leaching solution 
reduced the dissolution rate of UO2. 

The Butler-Volmer equation is a mathematical 
expression connecting the chemical reaction rate 
ofan electron transfer reaction occurring under the 
influence ofan electrical field. Needes and Nicol"" 
showed that the dependence of the dissolution rate 
of UO2 on the Fe3+ was in accordance with the 
Butler-Volmer relationship.NeedesandNicolfurther 
showed that the Butler-Volmer equation predicted 
that at constant Fe3+ concentration the Fê +ZFê "*" 
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ratio should vary as the inverse square of the rate 
of dissolution of UO2. Laboratory results were in 
agreementwith this prediction. 

Sklibova-Klabalova and Neumann'"' found the 
uranium leaching rate in acidified ferric sulphate 
solutions to be controlled by the transfer of an 
intermediate reaction product from the surface of 
the UO2 into the bulk leaching medium. In an 
earlier publication, Laxen'"' studied the dissolu
tion of pure natural uraninites in acidified ferric 
sulphate solutions. Linear dissolution curves were 
obtained under all conditions and the activation 
energies associated with the dissolution of the 
natural uraninites were in the range 11 to 15 kcal/ 
mol. The dissolution rate increased with increasing 
Fê -*̂  concentrations and appeared to approach a 
constant value at ferric concentrations greater than 
about 8 g/1. These observations are consistent with 
those reported earlier by Sobkowski, Stuglik, and 
Mine'"' for the dissolution of UsOg in acidified 
ferric sulphate solutions. These latter workers 
found the dissolution reaction to vary with the 
1/3 power of the ferric ion concentration and to 
have an activation energy of 14,5 kcal/mol. Both 
laboratories concluded that the rate was con
trolled by a chemical reaction occurring at the 
surface of the uranium mineral; this reaction 
directly involved adsorbed ferric ion. 

Laxen'"' also noted that increasing hydrogen 
ion concentrations, at constant Fê -*- and SO.^" 
concentrations, first decreased, and then increased 
the uranium dissolution rate. Increasing sulphate 
ion concentrations sharply decreased the extrac
tion rate. The decrease was attributed to the 
complexing of the ferric ion to form relatively 
unreactive iron-sulphate complexes. The presence 
of some sulphate ion is, however, essential to form 
the active leaching complex for U''"'' dissolution. 
Control of the total sulphate concentration is an 
important part of uraninite leaching. The addition 
of Fe -̂!- or Mn^*. ions decreased the uranium 
dissolution rate. 

Uranium oxide minerals are readily soluble in 
acidified dilute ferric sulphate solutions; such 
solutions are conveniently generated by bacterial 
action on pyrite or dissolved iron sulphates. Such 
bacterial leaching media have been proposed as one 
means of recovering iiranium from low-grade ores. 
This method was used commercially at Stanrock 
Uranium Mines" to recover over 10 000 lb UsOg/ 
month. Water was applied to the stopes and the 
combination of moisture, air> and bacteria generated 
an acidic ferr'ic ion lixiviant, which extracted the 
uranium. Fisher'"* described the bacterial leach
ing of worked-out stopes at the Milliken Mine, 
Elliot Lake District, Canada. The bacterium Thio
bacillus ferrooxidans was identified as being the 
active species in these waters. During a one-year 
leaching programme, 127 000 lb of uranium were 
recovered from bacterial leach solutions containing 
0,13 g/l U. Nutrients to support bacterial growth 
were added in dry form to the ore and this practice 
greatly accelerated the overall uranium leaching 
rate. The cost of the nutrients (added at 3 g of 9K 
nutrient per ft̂  of floor area) was relatively small 

bacteria 

compared to the value of the additional uranium 
recovered. The rate of bacterial leaching was 
strongly temperature dependent. When the normal 
mine temperature of 18°C was lowered to 14°C 
during the winter months, the bacterial activity 
dropped 30 to 40 per cent. It was felt that the 
major role played by the bacteria was to keep all 
the iron in thc trivalent state, thereby providing 
a solution with a high oxidizing potential. Harrison, 
Gow, and Ivarson'"* have described the isolation 
and identification ofthe Ferrobacillus-Thiobacillus 
group of bacteria from Elliot Lake mine waters. It 
was shown that the presence of these micro
organisms resulted in a substantial increase in the 
rate of uranium leaching from the ores. These 
workers believed that the accelerated leaching rate 
was brought about as a result of the following 
reactions: 

2FeS2 4- 7O2 -h 2H2O ^'""'" '-^ 
2FeS04 4-2H2S04 [57] 

The authors were not sure what role bacteria 
played in this reaction. 

2FeS04-rH2S04 4 - i02 
Fe2(S04)3 4- H2O [58] 

FeS2 4- 7Fe2(S04)3 4- 8 H 2 0 ^ l5FeS04 4-
4- 8H2SO4 [59] 

The ferric sulphate produced according to reaction 
[58] then oxidized the uranium oxides: 

Fe2(S04)3 4- UO2 -^ UO2SO4 4- 2FeS04 [60] 
Duncan et aP^^ showed that uranium inhibited 

Thiobacillus ferrooxidans, but that the bacteria 
could adapt rapidly to increasing uranium concen
trations. A single bacteria transfer enabled the 
microorganisms to function in the presence of 
500 p.p.m. uranium. It was felt that uranium 
inhibition of bacterial activity would not be an 
important factor in the leaching of low-grade ores. 
Duncan and Bruynesteyn'"* also discussed the role 
of bacteria in uranium leaching. They believed 
the chief role played by the bacteria was to generate, 
frorri pyrite, the acidified ferric sulphate leaching 
medium that ultimately extracted the uranium. In 
experiments conducted on actual stopes, it was 
found that the addition of minor amounts of 
ammonium sulphate and other nutrients resulted 
in improved rates of uranium recovery. It was also 
observed that maximum uranium production was 
obtained from stopes that were never per
mitted to become fully dry. Aslam and Aslam'"' 
pointed out the process advantages to be gained by 
deliberately adding nutrients to accelerate the 
bacterial activity. Gow et o/?"" stated that the 
bacterial production of acid from pyrite is the 
slow step in the bacterial leaching of uranium ores. 
The rate of uranium leaching can be accelerated 
by enhancing the bacterial oxidation of pyrite; the 
addition of nutrients is one convenient method of 
accelerating this activity. Mrost and Lloyd'"' 
investigated the leaching of uranium from gold 
slimes by bacterial activity. Again it was felt that 
the role of the bacteria was to generate a suitable 
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TABLE 8 

SUMMARY OFTHE KINETICS OF DISSOLUTION OFURANIUM OXIDES IN ACIDIFIED FERRIC 
SULPHATE MEDIA 

Material 

Synthetic 
U30e 

Synthetic 
UO2 

Uraninite 

Synthetic 
UaOe 

Medium 

Ferric sulphate 

Ferric sulphate 

Ferric sulphate 

Ferric sulphate 

Fe3 -•- dependence 
on rate 

Rate increased accord
ing to cone, of 
(Fe3*)i 

Rate increased accord
ing to cone, of (Fe^-"-)! 
as predicted by 
Butler-Volmer 

Directly dependent at 
low Fe'-"- cone; 
independent of Fe -̂*-
conc.>8 g/1 

Rate increased accord
ing to cone, of (Fe^-^)i 

Activation 
energy 

{kcalimol) 

1 5 - 1 9 

16 

n -15 

14,5 

Temperature 
(°C) 

2 5 - 5 5 

1 5 - 3 5 

5 - 3 0 

2 5 - 5 0 

Rate - controlling 
process 

Surface reaction 
controlled by 
transformation of 
active centres 

Surface adsorp
tion controlled 

Surface adsorp
tion controlled 

Surface adsorp
tion controlled 

Ref. 

177 

179 
180 

182 

183 

acid-ferric sulphate leaching medium. It was noted 
that the gold slimes contained adequate nutrients 
tor bacterial growth, but that the oxygen supply 
was rate controlling. These authors showed that 
improved uranium extractions could be effected 
by injecting air into the slimes piles. 

Now that the role of bacteria has been recog
nized, it should be possible to design systems to 
promote bacterial activity and, hence, the uranium 
leaching rates. In large dumps or compacted tail
ings ponds, oxygen deficiency is a serious problem 
that can be overcome by aeration'"' of the pile or 
by prior oxidation of the recycled leach solution 
in especially designed vessels"". A solution of 
known oxidizing potential can be prepared by 
oxidation outside the dump or tailings pond. The 
addition of finely divided pyrite to the oxidizing 
reactor can result in considerable acid produc
tion. Various techniques of utilizing bacterial 
activity for the leaching of uranium have been 
described'"".'". 

Table 8 summarizes the kinetic information 
available for the dissolution of uranium oxides in 
acidic ferric sulphate media. Kinetic information 
appears to be available only for the simple uranium 
oxides; the dissolution behaviour of the complex 
uranium oxides has, in gerieral, received little 
attention. Laxen"' refers to low dissolution rates 
for uranothorianite and for U02-Th02 crystals. 
There is general accord concerning the uranium 
dissolution kinetics. The kinetics are linear with an 
associated activation energy of about 15 kcal/mol; 
the actual rates are fairly rapid. Ferric ion concen
trations strongly affect the dissolution rate with a 
relationship of dissolution rate being proportional 
to the Fê -t-. The rate is apparently controlled by 
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some surface reaction, probably an adsorption 
reaction involving the ferric ion species. The 
importance of the ferric complexes on dissolution 
rates has been demonstrated. 

REGENERATION OF FERRIC ION 
LEACHING MEDIA 

Spent ferric ion leaching solutions will contain, 
in addition to the sought-after metal, excess acid, 
some unreacted ferric ion and a ferrous sulphate or 
ferrous chloride reaction product. The sought-
after element can be recovered from such solutions 
by a variety of techniques. Direct electrodeposition 
of the desired element from the leach solution is 
one possible way to recover metal values from 
suitably concentrated liquors and, simultaneously, 
to re-oxidize the ferric ion leaching medium. This 
method has been used to deposit iron powders'"-" •" 
from pyrrhotite leach liquors and has been advo
cated to recover copper in the Cymet Process'*. 
The major disadvantage of the direct electro
deposition process is the need for a membrane to 
separate the anode and cathode compartments of 
the cell. Liquid-liquid extraction and ion exchange 
have been used to recover both uranium and 
copper from such leaching media. Merritt'** has 
summarized recent work on the recovery of 
uranium from acidic iron sulphate solutions by 
both IX and SX techniques. Ion-exchange resins 
used in the uranium industry are of the strong and 
intermediate base anionic type; anionic liquid ion-
exchange systems are used to extract uranium from 
sulphuric acid leach solutions. Liquid ion-exchange 
media are currently being used to extract copper 
from acidified ferric sulphate leach solutions 
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obtained during heap or in situ leaching'". The 
combination of liquid-liquid extraction of copper 
from leach liquors followed by electrowinning 
from the stripped solution is gaining in popularity. 
The economics of this latter type of process appear 
favourable"" when compared to conventional 
cementation. 

Copper can be conveniently recovered from 
ferric ion leach solutions by cementation on scrap 
iron. High ferric ion or acid concentrations lead to 
increased consumption of scrap metal, but in spite 
of this deficiency, cementation on scrap iron is 
widely used in the copper industry. Cementation 
practice, as employed by the copper industry, has 
been summarized by Woodcock*' and by Sheffer 
and Evans". The kinetics of reaction of dissolved 
copper with iron have been recently studied by 
Biswas and Reid"* and by Nadkarni et aP"* .̂ The 
rate of the reaction: 

Cu2•*•4-FeO^Fe2•^4-CuO [61] 

increases with increasing stirring speed to some 
maximum value and, thereafter, is insensitive to 
further changes in the relative speed between 
metal and solution. The rate decreases with 
increasing copper concentrations and with in
creasing pH of the solution. Activation energies in 
the range 6 to 9 kcal/mol were obtained for this 
reaction. Cementation ori iron increases the total 
iron content of the solution by the amount of 
scrap metal consumed. 

After metal recovery, it is often necessary to 
remove some of the dissolved iron from the solu
tion. This excess iron might have originated from 
the oxidation of iron-bearing minerals such as 
pyrite or chalcopyrite or from the dissolution of 
iron during a cementation process. Excess acid, 
say, from pyrite oxidation, might also be present in 
certain operations. Both iron and excess acid can 
be removed by neutralizing the solution with lime; 
the precipitates are often difficult to filter. A better 
approach has recently been developed whereby the 
iron is precipitated as a jarosite compound: 
MFe33+ (S04)2 (0H)6 where M can be NHt , 
Na+, K+ or H3O+. The iron must be in the 
trivalent state for the reaction to occur: 

3Fe2(S04)3 4- 2NH3 4- I2H2O -> 
2(NH4)Fe3(S04)2(OH)6 4-
4- 5H2SO4 [62] 

Since acid is generated during the jarosite reaction, 
neutralization during precipitation is required. 
Although this process was originally developed to 
remove iron from zinc leach solutions, it could also 
be used to modify the iron content of nickel or 
copper leach solutions with minimum loss of the 
base metal in the precipitate"*. The actual jarosite 
compound is readily filterable. A form of jarosite 
precipitation is currently used to precipitate excess 
iron in oxidation ponds before the solutions are 
used to leach copper-bearing waste rock. If solu
tions too rich in iron are used for dump leaching, 
there exists the danger that jarosite will precipitate 
locally and plug the dump, thereby greatly lower
ing the leaching efficiency'". 

In a leaching operation where the medium is 
recycled, it is necessary to re-oxidize the dissolved 
iron after the metal recovery stage. This need arises 
because the ferrous ion concentration has increased 
at the expense of the active ferric ion during leach
ing. Large amounts of ferrous ion can also be 
introduced into solution by the reaction of acid 
with gangue minerals, such as silicates or siderite, 
or by the cementation reaction. If the leaching 
medium is to be of maximum effectiveness, then 
all the iron must be in the trivalent state. Several 
methods exist to effect this iron oxidation: 

o electrolytic oxidation, 
o use of chlorine gas, 
o use of strong oxidizers, 
o use ofoxygen under pressure, 
o use of oxygen at ambient pressure, 
o use of bacteria in the presence of oxygen. 
Electrolytic regeneration of the iron leaching 

medium is usually contemplated only when the 
sought-after metal is recovered by electrolysis. As 
an example, when iron is electrolytically deposited 
on the cathode, ferrous ion is oxidized to the ferric 
state at the anode. The Cymet Process regenerates 
its ferric chloride leaching medium by this tech
nique'*. The cathode reaction is: 

Fe2+4-2e--)-FeO [63] 

The corresponding anodic reaction is: 

2Fe2+4-2e--^2Fe3+ 164] 
The anode and cathode cell compartments must 
be separated by some type of diaphragm. 

The regeneration of iron chloride leaching solu
tions by chlorine gas is a convenient method of 
obtaining a solution rich in ferric chloride. Haver 
and Wong'* proposed this technique to regenerate 
their leaching media; they believed that this method 
was better than either electrolytic or air oxidation. 
Chlorine gas at 2 psig could oxidize 100 per 
cent ofthe iron in the solution in l i h; the temp
erature rose from 20 to 70°C during the chlorination 
step. The chlorination reaction is given by: 

FeCl2-h?CI-2^FeCl3 [65] 

The kinetics of this reaction have been investigated 
recently by Sysoeva el A / " " - ' " . It was found that 
the rate of chlorination of Fe-+ ions was first-
order with respect to both ferrous ion and the 
chlorine gas pressure. The rate was slowed by 
increasing amounts of dissolved ferric ion. 

The use of strong oxidizing agents such as 
chlorates, Mn02, or permanganate to oxidize iron 
is clearly limited by the high costs of such reagents. 
Their use is limited to the leaching of metals, with 
a high unit value, such as uranium. Merritt'** has 
summarized the use of such reagents in the 
uranium-processing industry where relatively small 
amounts of dissolved iron are kept in the trivalent 
state by the presence of the strong oxidant. 

The oxidation of iron solutions with oxygen 
under high pressure can overcome the inherently 
low rate of oxidation of the ferrous ion. A major 
disadvantage associated with this technique is the 
capital cost ofthe autoclaves. Johnson*"" proposed 
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to rc-oxidize spent iron sulphate leach liquors at 
175''C and 300 psig of air; good oxidation conver-
.sions were obtained in one to two hours under 
these conditions. It was proposed to use a vertical 
autoclave of unique design to effect the oxidation. 
The kinetics of oxidation of Fe-+ to Fe^* by 
o.xygen in an autoclave were investigated by 
Rieckc'"' at temperatures between. 100 and 180°C 
und oxygen pressures up to 40 atm. It was found 
that the solutions were stable at pH values below 
1.5: solid iron phases precipitated from more basic 
solutions. The rate of Fe^-^ oxidation varied 
directly with the pressure ofoxygen and the square 
of the ferrous ion concentration. The reported 
activation energy was 14 kcal/mol. The relatively 
high activation energy, coupled with'the direct 
oxygen pressure dependence, clearly show the 
iechnical advantage to be gained by effecting this 
oxidation at high temperatures and pressures. It 
was also noted that the addition of 0,05 M Cu^+ to 
the solution increased the oxidation rate eight 
times and lowered the activation energy to 
9 kcal/mol. 

The oxidation of ferrous ion by oxygen under 
ambient conditions is widely used to prepare ferric 
lixiviants. The kinetics of this reaction have been 
investigated many times and a summary of these 
studies was presented by Woodcock*'. A descrip
tion of the rate equations found by various authors 
has been given by Mathews and Robins'"*. For the 
oxidation of ferrous ion in acidic media, the 
reaction: 

4Fe^+ 4- 4H+ 4- O2 -> 4Fe3+ 4- 2H2O [66] 

is generally believed to depend directly on the 
oxygen pressure and on the square of the ferrous 
ion concentration*"*-*"^'*"*. The rate depends 
inversely on the hydrogen ion concentration to the 
0.25 power; the activation energy is 13 to 19 kcal/ 
mol*°*. It is known*"* that the presence of Cu -̂i-
causes an increase in the oxidation rate, the 
greatest effect being noted for Cu^* concentrations 
in the range 0,001 to 0,01 M. Although this catalytic 
effect is probably of considerable importance 
during the dump leaching of copper ores, it appears 
that other common metallic ions have little effect 
on the rate of iron oxidation. It is also recognized*"* 
that the presence of activated carbon catalyses the 
oxidation of ferrous ion in the presence of air; the 
rale increases with the increasing fineness of the 
carbon*"*. The activation energy for ferrous oxida
tion falls to a low value in the presence of activated 
carbon, and the rate appears to depend on the 
ferrous ion concentration in a manner different 
from that observed in the absence of the carbon. 
The carbon can be used repeatedly with little loss 
in efficiency and can be recovered from pulps or 
slurries by flotation or by mechanical means. 
.-Mihough activated carbon is too expensive to be 
incorporated into dumps or heaps, it could be 
added during separate batch processes to regenerate 
the spent leaching mediuni. It is doubtful if natur
ally occurring graphite functions in a manner 
similar to that of activated carbon. The oxidation 
of ferrous ion in neutral or slightly acid media has 
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also been studied*"', but is of little interest for 
leaching since such an oxidation would lead to the 
precipitation of the ferric ion. This technique is, 
however, one means of removing iron from leach
ing solutions. 

It is now recognized that bacteria can catalyse 
the air oxidation of ferrous to ferric ion. The 
presence of bacteria causes the oxidation to pro
ceed orders of magnitude faster than for the same 
solution without bacteria. The microorganisms 
require certain nutrients and, especially, oxygen to 
effect the oxidation. During dump or in situ 
leaching the lack of oxygen probably limits the 
bacterial activity. In aerated reactors, the lack of 
certain nutrients or carbon dioxide can control the 
reaction. Since it is difficult to aerate solutions 
within stopes, dumps, or thick slurries, it may be 
advisable to oxidize the leach solutions in a 
separate reactor where optimum conditions for 
bacterial growth, including a temperature of 35°C, 
could be maintained. The oxidized solution could 
be continuously or intermittently pumped to the 
leaching system and spent leach liquor recycled to 
the aeration tanks. Although most work on 
bacterial oxidation has been done on sulphate 
systems, it is known*"" that bacterial strains can 
function in chloride media. Leaching solutions 
containing 5 g/1 each of FeCla and NaCl were kept 
in an oxidized state by bacterial oxidation. 

SUMMARY 
This review has shown that acidified ferric ion 

leaching solutions are capable, either alone or in 
the presence of bacteria, of leaching many metal 
sulphides or uranium oxide compounds. In some 
instances commercially favourable rates can be 
obtained but in other instances the rates of reaction 
are painfully slow. Ferric ion leaching can be used 
in a variety of circumstances depending on the 
type or grade of ore. The leaching medium can be 
easily generated and maintained at a high oxidation 
potential. The recovery of elemental sulphur, the 
major sulphur product in ferric ion leaching, is a 
major advantage of this process. The recovery of 
precious metals from ores treated by ferric ion 
leaching has received little attention. It is possible 
to separate and to recover elements from ferric ion 
leaching solutions, but some metals are difficult to 
extract from the iron-bearing solutions and this 
area requires additional research. 
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fragmenied mrt.-! •..• ••i;-t'>r.iaininp mzfs and then l c : •.-
FOAM l.N.IF.CrriON LEACHING PROCESS FOR ing with reapent--.-.;.iinin£ foam, injecting the fozr. r 

FRAG.MENTED ORE the bottom of ih-. iii:i<s either in a periodic cycle v..-..-. 
_ , _ , _ _ _ —TJI- ,vn;i^vi-T-i/-.vT drain douTi poriod\. or continuously, with drain-dc -.-
FIELD O F THE INVENTION , ,^_. / . . , , , . 

5 occurnng al the periphery of the mass. 
This invention relates to a method for leaching a Further objects will become apparent from thc re>:-.f 

fragmented ore body or broken ore, mill lailings, or the specification and from the appended claims, 
dumps or other fragmented metal-value containing bod
ies with . reagenl-carrying foam. More particularly the ^^ ' ^^^ DESCRIPTION OF T H E INVENTION 
invention is directed to the fonnation of a relatively 10 Although in situ Ieach mining is applicable to :r.e 
stable reagent-carrying foam propelling the foam recovery of many minerals, to date it has been largi'.y 
through the fragmenied malerial, permitting thc foamed applied to the recovery of copper from undergro.-d 
leachant to drain, and recovering the drained leachant ore bodies, or heap or dump leaching. Where coprtr 
containing metal values. The term fragmented ore or exists in native metal form, leaching may be accr: i -
ore-body as employed herein is to be understood to 13 plished by use of cupric ammonium carbonate solutiiiis 
tnciude mill tailings, dumps or other fragmented metal- containing 200 percent equivalent of ammonia. T-e 
value containing bodies unless otherwise indicaied. reaction, forming the reduced compound, cuprous t n -

DESCRIPTION O F T H E PRIOR ART monium carbonate, lakes place according lo the folic *-
ing equation: 

In situ leaching has been developed over the past 20 
several decades as a method for thc recovery of mineral Cn' -KSi (NH^ COj-flNHjOH — ICoCNH^ 
values which could not economJcally be recovered by OO, -f H,0 ri) 
other means. Usually this involves the flooding of leach
ing agents into thc ore body, or trickle leaching of frag- To regenerate more leaching agent the cuprous fore is 
mented ore-bodies or taOings. 25 reoxidized by contact with air to the cupric form in 'j:e 

i ^ niustrative of thc numerous patents that have been presence of ammonium carbonate (formed by reacti^^ 
issued in the field and perhaps closest lo thc present COj with NH^OH) and water, 
invention are U.S. Pat. Nos. to Hard et al 3,708,206 and ~ The overall reaction is: 
to Huff et al 3,894,770. Hard el al shows injecting a 
leach solution containing a pressurized oxygen-contain- 30 |Cu{NH,)J,O0,-fl Oj+fKHj, 
ing gas inlo an underground ore body. On releasing the co,-f H.&-JCuCNH,)j co,-r2NH,OH a) 
pressure an oxygen-containing foam is created. The 
patentees suggest that the multitude of small bubbles T ^ process has been used for many decades to reco^ er 
penetrate further into the crevices ofthe ore formation. ° ' « ' ^ values from low-grade copper ore and also for 
Huff et al show the removal of leaching liquor from a' 35 reprocessing copper mill lailings. 
deep wellbore in an in-situ mining operation by a gaS ^Tiere copper exists in a combined form, dilute sul-j-
lifl. Afler treatment the column of lixivant is frothed by "= »='<! solution of a pH 1-2 has been used lo extrcTi 
injection of air which may contain additional oxygen copper as copper sulfate. 
and/or SO,. A chemical reaction is affected simulta- Bolh of these methods use flood leaching or dov.-3-
neously with the gas lift operation m the leachant. Nei^ 40 w ^ d percolation of leachant to contact the ore in rm. 

. ther of these patents however, are directed lo conlact-- ' • ; A-number of disadvanUges are inherent in the sysien. 
ing a broken ore body or other fragmented metal-value Because of the large volume of leachant required, the 
coniaining bodies with a relatively stable reagent-con- cost of flood leaching is significant. In the event of an 
taining foam. The relatively, large-volumes- of leach - unexpected fissure below the ore body, a considerable 
solution required by the prior art methods present a 45 Joss of reagent may lake place with concomittant fin^a-
polcntial environmental hazard should the Ieach solu- cial loss. In addition, such loss of reagents poses a.sci-
tion fmd its way into ground waler or surface waler- ous environmental threat to ground water systems, 
ways.' In addition channelization of flow of the leach In employing downward percolation of leach sohj-
solution through the ore body can be a serious problem. tions which are applied by sprays or trickle tubes lo 

It is the primary object of the present invention to 50 fragmenied ore heaps or to underground mineral deprs-
provide a method for leaching a broken or fragmented "l*. the volume of reagents is considerably less thar in 
ore or metal value-containing mass using a leaching flood leaehings. As a result, the cost is less and the 
reagent-containing relatively stable foam which ic environmental impact is lessened. However, thc perco-
passed through thc mass and leaches out metal values, lilion technique is limiled to a downward advancem=3t 
whereby the amounl of leaching solution required is 55 of Ieach solulion. 
significantly reduced, the danger of environmental pol- In many cases contacting a fragmented ore or mrol 
lution is lessened and the overall cfTiciency is enhanced. value coniaining body in a generally upward or hcri-

Itisafurtherobject of the in vention to drive thc foam zonal advancement would be highly beneficial. HC'^-
through the mass by gas pressure. ever, the prior art flooding or downward percolation 

It is a further object ofthe invention to leach the mass 60 techniques do not readily pennit this, 
by driving the foam in a generally upward direction and I have devised a method for passbg reageni-ouiy—g 
then permitting thc leaching reageni to drain down. foam through the fragmented material employing air or 

Still another object ofthe invention is to leach a mass other gas pressure, 
by applying the foam to the top porlion of the mass and A surface active agent or surfactant is incorporated ia 
passing the foam downward by employing gases 65 the leaching solution-Surfactants usually lower sur f tx 
heavier than' air as foaming and driving means. tension of waler or other Uquids by SO to 70 pct wilh as 

Yet a further object of the invention is to backfill a low a concentration as 0.1 p c t Their presence in xhe 
mine itope with fragmenler'. Jc, mil] tailings or other iolution also efTecr—^^ temporary entrapment of air or 
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«>.?..: gas used forbubb): ;•. :.-.T:;*.ion. T7»e concenlralion 
of kurfacianf determines ihi: fr.^m standup time, wilh 
higher concentration elTeciing easier foaming aciion 
and longer foam duration. Foam stabilizers may be. 
added to exiend siandup lime. 5 

In the case of leaching native copper wilh cupric 
ammonium carbonate, the oxygen required to regener
ate thc leaching agent as shown in equation 2 is supplied 
by air or oxygen-conlaining gas under pressure. It 
serves the three-fold function ofbeing an oxidant for the ' " 
reaction, a foam producer and as the driving means to 
propel thc foam through the mass. 

In olher leaching systems, such as acid leaching of 
sulfide types of copper ores, air or oxygen is not re
quired for the leaching reaction and serves only as the 
foam carrier and driving medium. However, other 
gases may be substituted for air wilh advantages where 
it is desired to move the foam in directions other than 
the vertica] (such as laterally) or with grealer speed. 

Gases lighter than air, such as helium or helium/air 
mixtures as foam carriers increases tbe traverse speed 
upward through a fractured or rubbled ore body. Car
bon dioxide, or vapors of halogenated hydrocarbons, 
either in pure form or as mixtures with air. wiD efTecl a j j 
more rapid dowTiward migration of foam through the 
fractured ore since they are heavier than air. Sloping 
veins of fragmented ore deposits are panicularly amena
ble lo irealment according lo this modification. 

Use of this foaming technique serves lo reduce chan- 30 
nelizalion of reageni flow patlems within a fragmented 
ore body. This results from the lower density of the 
foamed reagent (as compared with reageni Uquid) flow
ing through the interstitial spaces of the rubbled ore. 
Tbe foam can be injected in cycles, allpwing drain 35 
down, or continuously. 

EXAMPLE I 

The following example Dlustrates thc process. To 
simulate a sloping, fragmenied ore vein, a plastic tube (6 40 
in. diam. X 6 ft length), was closed at the bottom end 
and was supfKSrted 'a a stand at an angle of 30* from thc 
horizontal. Il was three quarters filled with nativr cop
per ore fragments (ranging in mesh size of minus 2 in, 
plus 1 in). The volume of voids within the ore fragments ** 
was delermined to be about 10 Uiers. 

An ammoniacal ammonium carbonate 0.2 tnolar lea
chant solution was mixed with 1 percent by weighi ofa 
foaming-lype surfactant, Tergitol N P X ' " 
' " A DODyl-pbcDOl-polyrtliyleneoudc turftciajtl coniuaiog u (vengc 50 
of 10 1/2 CjHtO usiu p a molecuJei uid dinnbuted by Unioii Cubidc 
Corpontioa 

A measured quantity oflhe leachanl was added to the 
tube and allowed to flow down to the bottom. Air was 
admitted into the bottom iend of thc tube via a } inch j j 
fitting and bubbled through thc solution to cause foam
ing. The minimum amounl of leachanl solution which 
produced a foam which emerged at the top of thc ore 
mass was about 200 ml. with a preferred volume found 
to be about 400 ml. Thus, thc volume of leaching solu- £o 
don required with the foaming technique of this inven
tion is only about 2 to 4 percent of that required in 
full-flooding leaching. 

The diffusion of leachant into the pore spaces or 
cracks of each ore fragment is generally consideredto 65 
be thc limiting factor in thc total leaching process. Su
perficial contact of thc leaching solution and the ore, 
therefore, need only be intermittr ns in trickle leach-

mg, as in the process of Ihis )• •• '.•-.•inn in which foam 
carries the leaching agents. 

The foaming agent or surL-.iani tmploycd was a 
nonionic material. However, aln.o.M any surfactant lype 
can be used, care only being needed where possible 
incompatability mighl be encountered, as with Mrong 
acids or basic lype leaching agents which could decom
pose the surfactant. 

EXAMPLE II 

The efTect of concentration of foaming agenI on the 
stability of the foam is shown in the following example. 

A plastic tube, 6 in(:hes in diameler and 77 inches 
long, inclined 55% from the vertical, was filled uith 
broken copper ore having a mesh size of minus two 
inches, plus one inch. Aboul 400 ml of a 0.2 normal 
ammonium carbonate leach solution lo which Tergitol 
NPX was added was employed as thc leaching solulion. 
Thc solutiori was poured inlo the tube and collected al 
thc bottom. Il was then aeraicd wilh a flow of air ad
justed to produce foaming and the resulting foam as
cended in the tube. So long as thc air flow was sufficient 
to produce foaming, tbe rale of air flow appeared 10 
have ohly a sUghl effect on foam height 

TTie following table gives the height of the foam in 
thetube and the foam stability and shows Ihc stability of 
the foam to be a function of the concentration level. 

• TABLE 1 
FouD (UbOity uid rise hdgbt u a funeiion 

of lurftctuil coocramiuoD in • 0.2 
DOnniJ admoniuxD cxrboniu volutioo 

Surfkcust, 
pa 

FoajD bei^U 
iscba 

Mujmius fouD 
xubUily, misuia 

O.OS 
0.10 
OJD 
0.40 
0 .80 
1.60 
i M 

17 
32 
43 
to 
75 
77 
77 

EXAMPLE III 

12 
35 
40 

so 
70 
7J 
IS 

The experiment of Example 2 was repeated using a 
0.2 normal sulfuric acid solution. Table 2 seu forth the 
results obtained. 

TABLE 2 

Surfaciuit, 
pel 

0.0s 
0.10 
0.20 
0.40 
0.10 
i.to 

' 3 J 0 

cosccDintioo is • 0.3 Domul 
(ulfuric acid lolulioD 

FouB hrigbl. 
i n c b s 

IV 
30 
41 
41 
70 
77 
77 

• 

Mtjuiniiis fouB 
(ubiliiy. m i su i a 

23 

so 
35 

to 
70 
7J 
90 

As shown in Tables I and 2 nonionic surfactants 
function well in either acid or basic solulions. Thc foam 
stability times were adequate with Tergitol N P X 
slightly greater time periods being observed in the 
acidic leaching medium. 

Under comparable experimental conditions, the 0.2 N 
ammonium carbonate solution yielded 1.080 pans per 
million (ppm) copp>er afler seven successive foam injec
tion-foam drain down cycles. The 0.2 N sulfuric acid 
solution yielded ISO ppm after seven foaming cyclei. 
Tbe test ore was a nativ '>pper ore. 
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These lesls simulated a fragnit-ntrd ore tody wiih no I- A proccis for the recover)' "f copper values f: 
fr;icture or fissure lo allow leaks. With ihi» clC'.>̂ ed sys- fragmenied copper-containing bv->dici which compri . 
lem, recoveries ofdraincd-down f(̂ am approximaled 90 • *• introducing a Ieaching solulion comprising a Itii:.-
to 95 pel. Most losses or retention of foam or fluid occur "f, •6'^"' «>"si«ing of ammonium carbonate cr 

. , . . , , . . J 1. • 1- r 5 suliunc acid and a surfactant into a mass of si . i 
wiihin capillary-sized pore spaces and hairline fissures. , • . ^ ^ . 
Jn a fulher typical experiment, surfactant solutions were j , . f S n g said so lSon by introducing a gas Ihere::.. 
acraied lo convert about 150 ml to foam, to fill a void c. passing ^ ^ foan^ej leaching solution through ihe 
volume of about 10 liters. Afler the foam collapsed, the said mass whereby said foamed leaching solution 
Jiquid recovered from the foam fraclion was about 135 10 forms pregnant leachant containing copper values, 
to 143 ml (90 lo 95 pel recovery). and 

Examples 1-3 relate to leaching fragmenied sloping d. recovering the pregnant leachant 
ore bodies. The process may be employed lo Jeach mine ^ " ^ ^ meihod of claim 1 wherein the fragmenied 
Stopes, backfilled u i th low-grade ore or mill tailing. * ^ > ' « * *'0P'"B ore body, the surfacuni is non-ionic 
_ . _r • • 1 V . V • . J J . 15 and the foam is passed Rcnerally m an upward direction 
The surfaciani-coniaming leachanl can be mlroduced al . . . , - ^ ^ ^ 
. . , . J J , . through said body. 

thc boiiom of thc ore mass and caused to foam-up and y - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ , ^ ^ wherein the ore body com-
nse through the mass using air or lighter than air gas prises a sulfide type copper ore. and the leaching agent 
mixture, such as a helium-air mixture. The leaching comprises dilute sulfuric acid. 
process can be carried oul cyclically, with foam-up and 20 4. The method of claim 3 wherein the gas introduced 
drain-down cycles or continuously, wilh the drain- to foam the leaching solution is Ughler than air. 
down occurring at the periphery of the mass. ' • The meihod of claim 1 wherein the fragmenied 

Another modification of the process is to foam the ^>°^y comprises mill taflings. dumps or heaps and Ihe 
leachant with a heavy gas. such as CO, or vapors of [ °*" '« ' ' " = J ^ K »° ' "^°° "* 'PP^"* " ^ ' ' °P °f ^ ^ 
halogenated hydrocarbons to produce a foam with a fragmented body. 

, . . . • . V, - . ^ r . .t. . J .̂  6. The method of claim 5 wherein the gas mlroduced 
relatively high density. Said foam is then applied to the ^ f^^ , j , ^ , ^ ^ ^ g , g ^ , .^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
top surface of mDl tailings, piles or dumps where be- ^ j ^ ^ „gi},od of claim 1 wherein the foamed soln-
cause of the greater density more rapid downward tion is passed upwardly through the mass, periodically 
movement of the foam is achieved. 30 aliemaiing with drain down cycles. 

What is claimed is: • • • • • 

35 

40 

45 

50 

55 

60 

65 

L 
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North America has been conducted by Sbar and Sykes [1973], 
They compiled ail the available dala from fault plane splutions 
of earthquakes, in situ stress measurements by overcoring and 
hydrofracturing, and geologic observations and discovered 
that they all yield nearly identical directions for thc principal 
slrcsscs. From west of the Appalachian Mountain system to 
the Rocky Mountains and from Illinois to Ontario the max^ 
imum compressive stress trends east to northeast. The authors 
relate unhealed fault zones and high stresses and suggest their 
use as a means to assess earthquake risk within plates. They 
conclude that stress measurements may provide one of thc best 
clues to ihe driving mechanism of plate tectonics. In a second 
paper, Sykes and Sbar [1973) use stress measurement results 
and analyses of focal mechanism of earthquakes to infer the 
state of stress within lithospheric plates on a worldwide scale. 
Another attempt to explain glotiat tectonics in,lerms of crustal 
stress has been made by Raleigft [1974]. He used available 
stress measurement results, geological observations, and focal 
rrtcchatiism sdlutions to conclude that the stresses in the far 
western United States arc related to thc differential motion of 
the Pacific and North American plates. The San Andreas type 
faulting gradually changes into nprmal faulting as the western 
Basin and Range is approached. The pattern of deformation 
then becomes more complex as the Rocky Mountains arc ap
proached but is dominated by ah east-west extiinsion. 

Efforts are being made to discover the sources of present-
day stresses. Friedman [1972] identifies two types of stresses 

k, one due to existing external loads and the 
ocked in or residual strain. The latter can be 

'̂̂ jMmi mmmm 
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defined as a siress or strain acting within a body bf rock Bttii 
satisfying inlernal equilibrium with no external loads acrtfc 
thc bpundaries. Such stresses can be related to palcotcctonit. ' 
and thermal history. Present loads can be attributed to prese« ' 
topography, present tectonics, and man-induced. conditio^ ': 
Friedman has found large differential residual stresses (up IA •*' 
400 bars). He also discovered that residual stresses complcui,;: 
relax only when grains arc freed from constraints of ncat»M «• 
neighbors. These stresses help produce strength anlsotros* ' 
and somistimes control the orientation of fractures. FijU 
measurements of residual strain in rock masses have been cq».~^ 
ducted by Swolfs et aL [1974]. ,«T[ 

In surnmary, it is apparent that although the perfect mctW ^ 
for measuring in situ stresses is yet to be devised, the cxistin* "' 
techniques do provide results that arc often consistent enouA:-
to be credible. Removing the depth limitation and reducing tl» -̂
number of assumptions made in calculating stresses should W 
thegoal of those striving to improve measuring, tcchniquei, a . §-
16 actual stress measurements, regardless of the method, i 
two-prong program is recommended. First, the existing diu 
from all over the world should be collected, it being kept ia 
mind that'almost any mining area and large dam site hashij 'f--
spme stress measurements carried out. The scientific compiliM 
and mapping of these measurements on a global basis cou^ 
have an immediate effect on our understanding of plate U^ 
Ionics. In addition, regional stress measurements in cnicid?^^ 
are;as are urged, either to determine thc^state ofstress forlii'ffy 
first lime (e.g., San Andreas fault) or to confirm and cxt«4'? 
previous results (e.g., Iceland), V'i; 
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Fracture in Rock 
" Melvin F r i e d m a n 

Center for Tectonophysics, Texas A&M Vriiversily, Colleg^tdtioit, Texa :̂ 77843 

INTRODUCTION 

Fractiire is perhaps the most irnportaiit topic in rock 
mechanics today, primarily because i t is the doniiiiant 
mech ani sm of rock failure a t the relatively low preasurea 
and temperatures at shallow depths in the ear th ' s crust 
and because existing fractures strongly .influence tJie 
physical and mechanical behavior of the rock mass , Frac
ture considerations therefore pervade all of man ' s in
terests dealing with exploration and production of na tura l 
resources, enginieering projects ufider or OTi^theeartfi's" 
surface, and the prediction, modificatipn, and control of 
ear thquakes . For example, (1) est imates indicate tha t 
about 5% of the energy generated in the United Sta tes is 
consumed in fracturing todks [Lewis, 1966); (2) in the 
petroleum industry a n understanding of fracture is essen
tial in,relation to ' fracture jjorosity' reeervoira. hydraulic 
fracturing, secondary recovery programs, s t ructura l in-
Copyiight "̂  1975 by the American GeophyEicaI Union. 

ferences from exist ing fractures, underground s to ra f tK 
gas, and, drilling technology; (3) in certain geothennd. 
projects, fractures serve both as subsurface permeabil^; 
channels and a s surfaces to hea t circulating waten; (ft 
t he in situ 'mining' of oil shale.oir of the gasification of 
ia primarily a m a t t e r of man ' s ability to fracture t ia iwlj 
mass .under controlled conditions; (5) in mining and 
neling operations, fractures influence the s tabi l i^ rf 
openings as well as the extraction of rock or ore; • ^ ^ ^ , 
recent developrnents in ea r thquake research have fo*"*^ 
attention on fracture (dilatancy) as the source of • b * * 
premonitory events from which i t may someday be 
ble to predict ea r thquakes (JVur, 1972; Wfiitixmh 
1973; ScA^iz et aL, 19731. Accordingly, there ia ampta 
sion orientation for even the m o s t basic research 
to gain a be t te r unders tanding of fracture procc»*** 
rock and of the mechanical behavior bf rock xaB^*** ^ 
taining fractures. .' 

Regardless of scale, fracture (fracturing) i* dd'i^i^ 

.he processes whi 
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ihe processes which involve a t least momentary loss of 
cohesion, ability to resist differential stress, separatiph 
into two or more parts, and release of stored elastic^strain 
energy (Griggs a n d Hdn'din, 1960, p. 348), fn general there 
jre two basic types of fracture. Extension fractures occur 
aormal to the least principal compressive stressio-j; these 
ire termed tensile fractures if trj is tensile, i.e., negat ive in 
lign. The other type i s t h e shear fracture for which parti
cle mation ia parallel to the fracture surface t h a t may be 
inclined from 45° to a few degrees in the direction of the 
maximum principal compressive s tress <r,. Both fracture 
surfaces contain the intermediate principal s t ress â .̂ 

Reviews by Price (1966], Jaeger 11967), Brace [1964, 
1971) and Ober I [19721 are recom men detl for additional 
general reading, Further , fracture is covered in detail in 
the seven volume advanced treat ise edited by Liebowitz 
11968 —1972). This work is particularly valuable because 
it emphasizes the thinking of fracture mechahicists 'work
ing with metals and ceramics. In the present review, ad
vances in the last 4 years are emphasized, bu t earIifr,work 
if included to provide the n e c e s s a r y b a c k g r o u n d . 
Apologies are. extended in advance to a l l 'whose work I 
have dveriooked. Advances in s tudy of fracture mecha
nisms and cri teria will be distcussed first and then followed 
l>y a review of recent work.dealing with fractures in the 
rM:k mass^ 

F R A C T U R E M E C H A N I S M S AND C R I T E R I A 

U is necessary to distinguish between fracture mecha
nisms, i.e., the physical and chemical processes involved in 
fracture, and fracture criteria which express functional 
^Iations between stress; strain, fracture s t rength , and 
'wlerial properties [Bieniao/sfei, 19670). F rac tu re mecha
nisms and criteria have been studied a t different scales,. 
^ te referred to as- submieroscopic, -microscopic, and 
Macroscopic, The first involves rup tu re of the cohesive 
forces between the ultimate s t ruc tura l uni ts of a body as ' 
Jiey undergo "relative displacement. Microscopic refers to 
facture studied a t the level of the const i tuent g ra ins and 
fl^u boundaries and takes into account rock type (com-
'oaition), texture , fabric, and stress inhomogeneities pro-
«*ced by pores, preexisting cracks^ grain contacts, and 
^ d u a l stress. Macroscopic aspects involve fracture visi-
^ to the unaided eye in the test speciinen. h a n d speci-
'^n, outcrop, and grea ter rock m a s s . Here fracture is 
^a ted in relation to 'noacroscopic' o r ave rage s t r e s s e s 
"*d primarily by the Coulomb-Mohr criterion, which does 
^ t deal with phenomena tha t occur a t the siib-
^ r o s c o p i c or microscopic levels IHandiri, 1969|. 

^bmicroscopic aspects. Recent work on fracture a t 
^ scale h a s dealt with measurements of fracture surface 
' ^ i ^ . study of chemisorption phenomena, and con-

'^^raUon of the role of dislocations. Griffitk 11921,1924) 
"J^gnized t h a t energy is absorbed in the break ing of 
^'Otical bonds upon the creation of new fracture siirfaee 
^''Ithat this energy y is a fundamental mater ia l property, 

suse of ita importance in the developmeiit of fracture 
J^c r i a in the Griffith tradition, ^y has been measured 
^ knowledge of the input energy and the surface area 

t ab le fractures created in stiff test ing devices. For com-
^ silicate and carbonate single, crystals, y ranges be-
^ n 10» and 10* erga/cm' [Gilman, 1960; Brtice and 
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Walsh, lS62;,Santhariam a n d Gupta, 1968). Measurements 
of y for rocks at room tempera ture and pressure- and for 
nominal, or partially corrected surface a reas a re >10* 
ergs/cm*, significantly higher than t h a t for the in tac t 
grains [Perkiris and Bartlett, 1963; Perkins a n d Krech, 
1966; Mbavenzadeh ei aL, 1966; Fo roo ldn -Rad a n d 
Moavemadeh, 196^; Summers et aL, 1971; Fr iedman et aL, 
19726; Hoagland et a i , 19731. Energy y increases further 
with increasing effective confining pressure {Pg) to 200 
bars [Perkins a n d Krech, 1966) and decreases with hea t 
t reatment (due to thermal cracking) a n d surface active 
agents [Moavemadeh et aL, 1966; Forootan-Rad a n d 
Moavenzadeh. 1968). The apparently higher values for 
rock led to speculations tha t energy-dissipating processes, 
especially plastic work, occur a t propagatlrig crack tips. 
Friedman et aL £19726) and Hoagland et aL (1973) show, 
however, t ha t if all t he fracture surface a rea created dur
ing fracturing is considered, y is reduced to the level of 
tha t for the const i tuent grains or crystals and there is no 
necessity to call upon inelastic processesj part icularly a t 
low P a n d T. This point is supported by measurements of y 
fpr single crystals of calcite [Santhanam a n d Gupta, 1968). 
The importance of energy considerations in rock fracture 
is emphasized in recent work Ie.g., Hardy etaL, 1973; Hud
son et aL, 1973; Krech, 1974; .Cain.et aL. 19741. 

Included in the submieroscopic view a re the chemical 
effects terined chemisorption, stress corrosion, or the "Re-
binder effect,* i.e., the sum total of al l surface s t rength in
teractions. T h a t water and solutions of several cations 
tend tb reduce fracture s t rength has long been known to 
quarrymen, niiners, and drillers- In recent years , however, 
the chemical effects have been separated from mechanical 
ones, and the exact na ture of the changes in the type and 
strength of the chemical bonds has been studied t G r i ^ s 
and Black, 1965; G r i ^ s , 1967, 1974; Colback a n d Wild, 
1965; Moauenza.deh et aL, 1966; Wieder^iorn, 1967; West-
wood et a i , 1967. 1968; Westbrook a n d Jorgensen. 1968; 
Blacie, 1971, 1972; Swolfs. 1972; Martin. 1972; Cornet. 
1972; McCarier and Willson, 1973; Balderman. 1974; 
Jackson et a i , 1974; Vutukuri, 1974]. The wrork of Griggs, 
Blacie, and Balderman is included, even thpugh it deals 
with the ductile flow of quartz a t high P^ and T, since it 
provides insight into hydrolitic effects t h a t may influence 
fracture a t lower Pg and T. The substitution of OH bonds 
for spme of the very strong Si-O bonds drastically weakens 
quartz and probably most other silicates. A t low P ^ a n d T, 
however, the fracture s t rength of quartzose sandstone is 
reduced only 8 - 1 5 X (Swolfs, 19721. and the tensile 
strength of l imestone only about 20% [Vutukuri. 1974] in 
the presence of surface active solutions. On the other 
hand, Jackson et aL [1974) report u p to a 20-fold increase 
in drilling ra te due tb matching environmental chemistry, 
bit ' design, and the chemOme chan ical prpperties of the 
rock. Most probably the chemical effects serve to lower the 
fracture surface energy y and hence the fracture s trength. 
This further indicates the impor tance of y in the fracture 
process. 

The third submieroscopic topic involves the idea tha t 
cracks can be represented by continuous a r rays of disloca
tions. Consequently, dislocations enter the theory of frac
ture in two ways, ae c iys ta l dislocations which play a par t 
in the physics of fractures and also a s a convenient 
mathematical or conceptual element in the macroscopic 
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t r ea tment pf cracks (e.g., Bilby a n d Eshelby, 1968). The 
basic problem in the theory of cracks is the determination 
of t h e way in which a crack modifies an applied stress field 
[Griffith, 1 9 2 1 , 1924; Orowan. 1959; Irwin, 1960; 
Barenblatt, 1962; McClintock a n d Walsh, 1963, among 

• others). Using dislocations, Bilby a n d Eshelby [1968, p. 
159) show t h a t Barenblat t ' s theory completely corre
sponds to the theories of Griffith, Orowan, and Irwin. Most 
df the descriptive work rela t ing dislocations and cracks 
has been done on metal foils [Patterson arid Wilsdorf, 
1968] and on ceramics [Stokes, 1972|. Although dislocation 
a r rays have been studied in relat ion to gliding and 
reciystall ization flow in geological mater ia ls (e.g., Christie 
€i. aL. 1964; JWcLoren et aL. 1967, 1970; McLaren arid 
Hobbs. 1972; Hobbs el aL, 1972; Phdkey e t a l , 1972; Green 
a n d Radcliffe, 1972; Heard, 1972; Wftite, 1973a, b-, Christie 
a n d Ardeli, 1974], little if any systematic study of the 
genetic relations between dislocations and cracks has 
been made for rpcks. 

Micros<:opic aspects. Pe rhaps the greatest , advances in 
recent years in our understanding of fracture in rock have 
cptne from direct and indirect s tudy of when microfrac
tu res form in relation to loading history, where and in 
w h a t orientat ions they occur, how they propagate, and 
h o w mic ro f rac tu re s develop i n t o mac ro f r ac tu re s . A 
microfractture here is any i r i tergranular or in t ragranular 
f racture t h a t cannot be seen with the unaided eye; for a 
detailed classification of different types, see Simm(>nsand 
Richter 11975). Giurent unders tanding has come from 
determinat ion of dilatancy or fracturing precurspiy to 
macroscopic tensile or shear fracture (1) by measurement 
of volumetric strain versus differential stress [flroce e ( a i , 
1966; Bieniawski, 19676, c; Crouch, 1970; Wawersik and 
Fairhurst , 1970; Zobtick a n d Byerlee. 19746); (2) through 
s tudy of microseismici ty , e l ec t r i ca l res is t iv i ty , and 
acoustic properties [Mogi, 1962; Brown. 1965; Brace e taL, 
1965; Brace and Orange, 19G8a. fr. Brace. 1971. 1974; 
Scholz, 1968a. i>, c, d; ^ Hoshino a n d Koide, 1970; Nur a n d 
Simmons, 1969; Hardy et aL, 1970; Ckugh et aL, 1972; 
ThilL 1973; Rao and Ramana, 1974; Thomsen a n d Wu, 
1974; Hadley and ^ a c e , 1974; Byerlee, 1974; Gramberg, 
1974; Rummel, 1974; Simmons et aL. 1976); (3) throiigh 
study of permeability changes up to the macroscopic frac
ture s t rength (Jkfbricfccai a n d Morris, 1971; Zoback find 
Byerlee. 1974a; Fa r ran a n d Perami, 19741; (4) through 
cyclic loading tests which fur ther demonstra te the impor
tance pf fracture initiation a t s t ress levels below those fpr 
macroscopic fracture upon monotonic loading [Hardy a n d 
CZugA, 1970; Haimson andKim, 1972; Haimson e t a l , 1973; 
Haimson. 1974; Attewell a n d Farmer. 1973; Peng et aL, 
1973; Bomhotakii, 1973; Doiiglas a n d McDougalL 1973; 
ipruden, 1974; Zktbaek a n d Byerlee, 19746; Kranz a n d 
kchoh , 1974; Cainet aL, 1974; Afon(oto. 1974)- and (5) by 
m e a n s of direct microscopic observation [Hoek, 1965; 
Paulding, 1965; Wawersik, 1968;; Wawersik arid Brace, 
1971; Bombolakis, 1968; 1973; Willard a n d McmUiams, 
1969; Hoshino a n d Koide. 1970; Fr iedman a n d Logan, 
1970a, fr, Friedman et a l . 1970, 1972 a, 1973, also 
manuscr ip t in preparation, 1975; Baldridge and Simmons, 
1971; Peng a n d Johnson, 1972; Siiuanick a n d Johnson, 
1972.1974; Koonsand U/mer. 1972; Gay, 1973; Dunn etal . , 
W 7 3 ; Sr i ruang a n d HamiL 1973; Boland a n d Hobbs, 1973; 
Hal lbauer et a l . 1973; Sangka et a l , 1974; Sprunt and 

Brace. 1974a, 6; Conrad, 1974; Olsson, 1974a, b-'Sim, 
et aL, 1973, 1975; Simmons a n d Rickier. 1975; E n g e i ^ 
1974; Gal lagher . 1974; Gal lagher a n d York. 197 ' 
Gallagher ei aL, 1974; Gramberg, 1974; Tappahnier f^ 
Brace, 1974). In addition, photoelastic model work and b ' 
per iments with glass give insights on how fractm^ 
ihodify the far field stresseis and propagate [Broce gnj 
Bombolakis, 1963; Bieniawski, 19676; Bombolakis, i g g ^ 
The recent jphotoelastic study of a granular aggregate b»'; 
Gallagher et a l (19741 provides, at least for poj^,^ 
sandstones, a heuristic model to help explain p r e c u r ^ 
microfracturing, the extension fracture nature of the^ 
microfractures, the growth of macroscopic shear fractal 
from extension microfractures, the widening of fault zo^ , 
with increasing effective confining pressure, and ^ \ -
residual s t ra ins can control fracture orientations aad 
s t rength and anisotropies [Friedman a n d Logan, 197Q_ 
Friedman, 1972a, 6; Friedman a n d Bur. 1974), 

T h e deforrnat ional h i s to ry of an experimentallf 
deformed bri t t le or semibrittle rock can be character i i^ 
by seven regions [Brace, 1964, 1971J (Figure la) , Thji 
scheme is modified by Wawersik arid Brace [1971] tq. 
describe more accurately the piostfailure history ^ 
detected in stiff testing appa ra tu s (Figure 16). Althougli 
the details of t h i s history vary with rock type (compel. 
tion), texture, fabric, and Pg, certain generalizations ai» 
possible as follows: In region 1 (Figure l a ) , preexistini 
cracks and pores not previously .closed by application rf 
confining pressure are closed further until they art 
stabilized. The load-bearing framework of the rock 
deforms essentially elastically in region 2. The boundaij 
between regions 2 and 3 marks the onset of stable crack 
initiation and growth as inlernal s t ress concentrations « . 
ceed the local fracture s t rength of favorably oriented ele
ments . The, initiation of microfractures at this point b 
reasonably well predicted by Griffith or modified GriHitli 
theory \Bieniawski, 1967a, 6, c). Throughout regions 3 and 
4 in crystalline textured rocks,- most of the intragranulir : 
microfractures are nearly parsillel or are inclined at smiS 
angles to the greatest principal compressive stress », 
(load axis) across the boutidairies of the specimen. The low-
angle microfractures are favored,at low P ^ those inclin^ 
a t >30° are favored a t high,P^. In porous sandstones, ei- < 
tjension or tensile microfractuTes ini t ia te a t and propagaU •' 
along lines connecting stress concentrations developed •! ; 
grain contacts. Their orien lation is a function of the pack> . 
ing, but they also tend to be oriented vrithin 30°-40'' to thf 
load axis, CTJ. At this stage, both in t ragranular and IB- . 
t e rgranular microfractures occur, t he former being pif-,',, 
d o m i n a n t in m a n y rocks , a n d t hey t end to ffr*.-f 
throughout a homogeneously loaded specimen, **•* 

The boundary between regions 3 and 4 is best detected }| 
by the stress-vol ume trie strain curve as i t becomes ve™-"' 
cal and assumes a negative slope. In region 4 the alHlB- , 
dance of microfractures progressively increases; they t w . i . 
to concentrate along the path of the eventual raacrosc(^,.:= 
shear fracture or- fault; in t ragranular and intergrandtf,a 
fractures tend to combine; those inclined a t 20°-40*' to thf 
load axis propagate in their own planes; and those « * 
parallel to t h e load axis propagate unti l J i iey reach «> î 
obstruction or combine with neighboring en echelon o** 
to form a cataclast ic zone along which shear stress is <P"-
preciable. The width of region 4 is directly related to w«^" 
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width of o r the number of shear zones in the specimen,-
which in turn increase vrith increasing Pg. At low Pg, i;e., 
lew aormal stress across fracture planes, the individual 
gjicrofractures propagate to grea te r lengths, and fewer of 
them occur prior to macroscopic failure. At higher Pg the 
iiMlividual microfractures tend to be shorter but more 
gbundant, as stress concentrat ions exist for their initia-
tioa, but high normal stresses stifie their propagation. As 
a result, macroscopic shear zones becometnore abundan t 
and coalesce, and the u l t imate s t rength of the. specimen 
inCreaBea. Thus prior to macroscopic failure the rock con
tains a host of precursory microfractures tha t are con
centrated along the path of the eventual macroscopic fault 
and that are oriented predominantly at.low angles to the 
load axis. 

The boundary between regions .4 and 5, the postfailure 
region, is the ult imate s t rength of t h e rock. Information on 
fxacturis development in region 5 (region IV, Figure 16) 
has come primarily from the development of high-^stifTness 
or servo-controlled testing mach ines which permits study 
of the complete force displacement record [Turner a n d 

' I - Barnard, 1962; Barnard, 1964; Cook, 1965; Bieniawski, 
I967d; 1969; Wawersik, 1968; Rummel a n d Fairhurst . 
1970; Wawersik a n d Brace, 1971; Hardy e t a l , 1973; Hud-
•offl et al., 1973; Peng 1973) and secondarily from study of 
ipecimens obtained after specific displacement along.pre-
euta or faults [Friedrhan et aL, 1970; Friedman a n d Logan, 
1570b-, Conrad, 19741, The machines have verified t ha t the 
loss of strength is caused by the cumulative effect of local 
aicrofracturing and tha t depending on rock type and Pg, 
tnacroscopic failure may not begin unti l relatively late in 
tbe postfailure region. 

At all confining pressures the local microfracturing tha t 
characterizes regipn 4 continues in region 5 (Figure 16, 

*r̂ - regions III and IV, respectively). In unconfined tests, 
S ^ s t a l l i n e textured rocka exhibit relatively large frac-
;^l tures oriented parallel to tKe load axis tha t develop toward 

*he end of region IV and t h a t l ead to the onset of spalling 

K? 

ft 

I'JVi. 

i^iAWawersik, 1971), Spalling and buckling of near-surface 
^ plates proceed during regioris V and VI, In region VI, small 
^ ihear fractures form and grow into a macroscopic fault.in 

^ _ Wgiori VII. In regioh VIII t he formerly intact rock consists 
fe *Ca loose mass of fragments,held together by friction. At 
%^, . ^e the same division occurs, but i t iis not possible to 
S*,P" 'P° ' i t the beginning of region V. Slabbing is l esscpn-
'S^ ^ " ^ ^ ' ^ * *"»d multiple shear zones occur in regions VI and 
^ ^ l ' ' ! . which increase in width with increasing confining 

y Pressure, A s t h e confining pressure is increased, slabbing 
gJif'^^PPSftrs, and macroscop ic f au l t ing begins shor t ly 
| ! ' ^ ° ' » d the ult imate s t rength . A t higher Pg (1.5 kbar for 
*,r[^t*''ly granite), faulting coincides with point B (Figure 
| * w , and regiotia IV and V cannot be detected. 

**nce faulting occurs, t he processes of frictional sliding 
^^dominatg (Figure l a , regions 5-7; see separate review 
»k ^ ' * 119751). Additional microfractures result from 
•near fisplacement along discrete faults. These include 
.JJ^^Eopic feather f ractures [Friedrrian a n d Logan, 

' • ^ ^ ^ ' Engelder. 1974; Conrad. 19741, Hertzian (tensile) 
ta^*^"*^*' ̂ " ^ R'e<*e' shears [Jackson et a l , 1974; Jackson 
" ' f ' ^ i ' i . 1974), The feather fractures are the most con-
P cuous of these f e a t u r e s a n d a r e also developed 

^ f o s c o p i c a l l y [Cloos. 19321. They are probably exten-
j*wi fractures developed imtriediately adjacent to the slid-

a. 

MSPLf lCfMENT ALOMO FAULT 

-FAULT LOCKED ST FRICTION 

-FAULT GflCWTH 

CRACK GROWTH 

ELASTK: 

• CRACK ANO PORE CL09NC 

AXIAL aiORTENING 

b. 
AXIAL 5H0RTO4ING 

Fig. 1. Diagrammatic stress-ahortening curves and associated 
regions of defonnation. (a) Typical curve from a standard testing 
machine, modified after Bmce [1964,1971). (6) Curve from a stiff 
iefiting device or a servo-con trolled one, after Wawersik and BrtKx 

U971]. 

ihg surface, [Conrad, 1974] and are a source of dilatancy 
during faulting \Friedmari, 19741. j 

Soine of thesabove microscopic insights into fracture in 
rock have been incorporated into analytical studies. Par
ticularly noteworthy are a mechanical ' equation of s tate 
for br i t t le rocks in regions 1 and 2 ISrady, 1970, 1973); 
cpmputer models t h a t s imulate the activation, growth, 
and coalescense of incipient flaws [Hanson et a l , 1971; 
Shockey et a t , 1974ol and of the deformation of dry porous 
rocks [Schatz et a i , 1974); a constitutive equation for dila
t a n t rocks [Stuart, 19741; numerical simulation of stress 
concentrat ions in rocks [Heinze a n d Goetze, 1974]; simu
lated effects of cracks on seismic velocities (Anderson et 
a l , 19741; and applications o f s t r e s s corrosion theory to 
ea r thquake seismicity [Anderson a n d Perkins, 19741 and 
of crack propagation studies in ceramics to magma 
emplacement IPerAins a n d Anderson, 1974J. 

Most of the above has deal t with fracture in rocks 
deformed in the bri t t le or semibri t t le regime. Ductile frac
ture , on the other hand, occurs a s the Pg, T, and s t ra in ra te 
(e) conditions are changed to produce a t least 5-10% of 
pe rmanen t deformation prior to failure. Metallurgists and 
ceramicists have l ed in the study of ductile fracture; e.g., 
Siokes (1972] relates crack initiation to dislocation ac
cumulations a t grain boundaries in ductile ceramics. 
Ea r th scientists, however, have been so preoccupied with 
brit t le fracture tha t work on ductile fracture has jus t 
begun. A significant step has recently been- made by 

?s^ 
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Olsson 1197461 who finds t ha t cracks a re nucleated by in
teractions between twin lamellae and grain boundaries in 
limestone. 

A theory of time-dependent crack growth in which no 
significant restrictions a re placed on the na ture of disin
tegrating material near the crack tip is formulated by 
Schapery 11975). The mater ia l may be highly nonlinear, 
ra te dependent, and even discontinuous. 

Macroscopic aspects. Impor tan t recent advances in 
study of macroscopic fracture mech in isms and criteria in
clude verification in t rue scale expi;riments tha t the con
cept of effective pressure and Coulomb-Mohr theory can 
be used as mechanical bases for ea r thquake control and 
modification, refinement in the study of strain accumula
tion and stress changes along faults, clarification of the 
Coulomb-Mohr criterion [Handin, lJ969; Mogi, 1974], and 
certain experimental rock deformaiion studies. 

The control of ear thquakes along an existing fault by 
fluid injection a t Rangely, Colorado' [Raleigh et n l , 1972), 
has confirmed the concept of effective pressure and the 
use of Coulomb-Mohr failure envelopes in the solution of 
full-scale rock mechanics problems. This experiment was 
initiated following the occurrence of ear thquakes thought 
to be caused by injection of waste fluids into a disposal 
well a t Denver, Colorado. Evans 11966) and Healy et a l 
11968] reasoned that the injected fluids increased the fluid 
pressure, which decreased the effective normal stress 
across an existing fault while not changing the shear 
stress. This situation permit ted displacement along the 
fault and the earthquakes. At Rangely the U.S. Geological 
Survey team has been able to correlate fluid injection 
history, ear thquake incidence and location, focal plane 
solutions, measurements of subsurface principal stress 
orientations and magnitudes, and laboratory studies of 
frictional sliding to explain the behavior o f the rock mass. 
This has been an encouraging example of technical know 
how in rock mechanics and holds promise for eventual 
controlled modification of earthquake-producing faults 
[Handin and Raleigh, 1972). 

Studies of strain accumulation and! stress changes along 
faults (shear fractures) a r e impor tan t to an understand-

I ing of ear thquake source mechanisms and possible dila
tancy of the adjacent rock mass iassociated with frictional 
sliding. It is beyond the scope of this review to comment on 
the vast data on ground motions being obtained from 
monitoring faults in the field, bu t certain analytical and 
photoelastic studies are noteworthy because they relate to 
the fundamentals of shear fracturing. Among these a re 
the analyses of strain accumulat ion on a str ike slip fault 
[Turcotte a n d Spence, 1974) and of water flow paths 
around a dislocation on a fault [Weertman, 1974). Both 
carry on the dislocation model approach to fault problems 
[Steketee, 1958; Chinnery, 1961, 1963, | l970; Chinnery and 
Petrak, 1968; Weertman. 1964, 1965). In^ addition the 
photoelastic analysis of an obstruction (ramp or asperity) 
along a fault by Barber a n d Sowers I:.974) illustrates the 
na tu re of the stress concentrat ions 
described by action of cracks and contact loads, and how 
fault displacement depends on deformation about the 
obstruction, which in t u m can cause 
effects. 

Obviously, a huge l i te ra ture exists on experimental rock 
deformation, most of which involves rock fractiu-e in some 

significant di latant 

way. Some of these studies are cited above in coni 
with microscopic aspects, but several particularly • 
cant studies a re mentioned here because they tvhi? 
cent approaches to the experimental study of mai 
tures . Problems related to drilling and rock fragmt 
have prompted work like tha t of Lindholm et QI 
who show t h a t for basalt, a t least, there is strone 
dence of fracture strength on T (to 1400°K), e (10-«TJ 
8~'), and Pg (to 7 kbar). In addition to giving a f i - i 
criterion to fit the experimental data they show thati» 
t empera ture increases, the mode of fracture changto 
bri t t le fracture to more pervasive cataclasis. 
problems prompted Shockey et a l (19746) to stud* 
fracture in shock experiments. They obtain good â  
men t between calculated and measured fragment s iu 
t r ibut ions and thus illustrate tha t fracture can be 
dieted from a few measurable rock properties. T^' 
deeper on fragmentation research, see theme 5, 
2B, of the Proceedings ofthe Third Congress ofthe h 
tional Society of Rock Mechanics. Other studies i 
verification tha t fracture strength is dependent on t ])^ 
termediate principal stress [Handin et a l , 1967; Wtm; 
1971; Mogi, 1971; Nascimento et a l , 1974) and recoL 
tha t Lliders' bands in rock are local zones of i n t ^ ^ 
cataclasis bu t t ha t they are not strictly shear fracttMig 
because the dihedral angle between conjugate b a n ^ * ^ 
10''-50° larger than tha t for shear fractures in the 
specimen [Friedman and Logan, 1973). -^j; 

In significant departure from work with intact cylin^B 
cal specimens, Handin etaL [1972] and Pattison 11972)i^ 
perimental ly buckled long rectangular rock layers. PJ 
2.0 kbar, and correlated the observed fractures wilh tjyjffl 
expected from elastic beam theory and with those actua^^ 
observed on na tura l folds (e.g., Stearns, 1964,1968; Fri^^. 
man a n d Stearns, 1971). In addition, Friedman tl ijlM 
(1972a, 1973] and Afin (1974) produced faulted drape roi4J 
experimentally and correlated the orientation and ** '̂' 
quence of faults to natural counterparts (e.g., Fritdn 
1969). sandbox models [Sanford, 1959), and analytki^ 
boundary value solutions [Min, 1974). Another departon^ 
from use of cylindrical specimens involves study of f n i ^ 
ture growth around a host of differently shaped openli^i^ 
Here the fracture development agrees exactly with tfal^ 
predicted theoretically [Gay, 1973). Lajtai (1971), and " 
j t a i a n d Lajtai (1974) used this same approach to call 
tention to fractures developed perpendicular to th« 
field o", and to develop a theory of fracture which deptfjlO 
from previous work because it t akes into considerati^ 
stress gradients along the fracture path. In addition, "̂  
(1975) experimentally deformed rectangular spednuil 
t h a t contain an inclusion of rock different from that of 
host in order to study by simulation the control of 
mentary facies changes on the style and location of 
mation. 

F R A C T U R E S IN T H E R O C K M A S S 

The rock mass contains fractures and other planet m* 
m e c h a n i c a l d i scont inui ty t h a t effect i ts mechanlt*^ 
b e h a v i o r a n d response to geophysical jn te r rog«l i*^ 
[Baurat et a l , 1974; Bernaix. 1974; Everell et a l . ' ^ k 
Goodman, 1974; Swolfs etaL, 1974; John, 1974]. h i s p o ^ ^ ^ 
ble here to touch on only a few topics tha t reflect c u n t » j 

ftufrti 
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p- -—-,1 and ihal may be particVilarly helpful to geophys-
f^j- These include the origin of fractures in the rock 

f'-TT fractures and earthquakes, and the influence of 
;.«^„,,fa on acoustic properties; fluid flow through frac-
^" f- analytical attempts to model the behavior of the 

lut«d rock mass; and controlled fragmentation of the 
^ h mass. The topic of hydraulic fracturing is covered in 
Jijg iwiew by Haimson 11975|. 
*>- fhictures (joints) in the rock mass are generally divided 

lho»»e ihat geometrically md genetically relate to 
•nd faults; those that are not related to local struc-

,:-agif, are regional in scope, and often are referred to as 
^ l ^ n a l orthogonal fractures; and those that relate to 

'^^ikralion, temperature char ges, and mass wasting. 
tJ^fhrrt has been a host of work c ver recent years in which 
^jiJniciure-relaled shear and extension fractures have been 
^^ntified geometrically and related to stress systems 
^iModated wilh folding and faulting, have been used to 
•*- • . 1 

• >n conjuiy^ j 
JCulaHy B , , ^ 
they typify ^ 
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•e changea trim 
tclasis. SinuW 
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lin good agn* 
igmentsizc^ 
rre can be pn 
perties. To ^̂  
leme 5, vohm 
•>s ofthe Inlrrtt Rf**pll>e orientations and relatiye magnitudes of the prin-
studies includb ̂ p'̂ Nf"' itresses in the rocks at the time of fracturing, and 
ndent on theb ^^v^*** Mrved to help determine the stress history during 
1967; Wawtruk ^Wormalion [Slearns, 1964, 196,8, 1972; Price, 1959. 1966; 
and recognitiet 
>aes of intcM ^^^* ' ' " " ' 1971, among many others]. The control on the 
shear fraclum f | J ^ ' " * developed by rock type. Pg, T, e, and geologic 
jugate band* » jr^^wture is reviewed by Slearns and Friedman! 1972), and 
res in the saw l'^^"""* 119691 has emphasized fracture as a mechanism of 

[•\ 6»w in natural deformation. As a result the orientations, 
i'\.tb>indance trends, and mechanical significance of struc-
^ krt-relaied fractures seem reasonably well in hand for 
jp Wd»d rocks. Fractures in fault zones and adjacent coun-
j ' l O rock have been mapped (e.g., Friedman, 1969; 

.TfhoUnko and Ambraseys, 1970; Stearns, 1972; Freund, 
nH\ and can be related to the same stress systems 

^.••ponsible for the faulting; but no generalizations seem 
it',:'***"'̂  concerning how far away from a fault genetically 
I*,™*'*'' fractures will form or what their density distribu-
^ • * i* apl to be. Slearns (in Handin (1973J) concluded 

tiu ""' '^ °^ several thrust, wrench, and normal faulta 
•n»t Ihe width of the fractured fault zone seems to be 
4 ^ ' " ' ^"^acent to wrench faijlts, that the width is also 
^ t ! ! ^Pon rock type and the orientation of its planar 
***°"«py relative to the fault, knd that fault gouge tends 
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^ . ^ ^^^^ gouge form a complex system with its own 
"Mechanical properties. These are more important to 

;"l^"**^"*i*ica of faulting than are those of the gouge or 
'"ll«L.- ^^^ individually. Much lesa can be said of 
j ^ o o a l orthogonal fractures, although Price (1959, 1974] 

•ccounted for stress systems to produce these frac-
'•*«u'-** '^^"'•'y' ^e 'so" 119^5] has shown that their 
^ | U , ^'"' can be controlled by primary sedimentary 
^^tt% U. ^"rther step in the gen stic understanding of frac-
' ^ j ^ , ' ^ ' '8 the attempt to in "er the relative or absolute 
'•I*-, " ^ of the stresses res>onsible for the fractures 

r^»959, 1968, 1970, 1974; iV/ueA/6erger, 1961; Price 
n t7« fT*^* ' ^ '̂̂ '̂ '' ^o^f^t- 19F3". ^'^'Sht and SL Pierre, 
:̂f. U , ^ ^ " ""'^ Price. 1974). 

r - ^ l ^ , - j "cvelopmentfi in ef rthquake research have 
kg^ ^ tention on fracture (dilatancy) as the source ofa 
1973. «f,'̂ "*°'»>t«ry events [NUr. 1972; H7ii/com6 et a l , 
t ^ » , ] Q T ' * *' °^' 19'3]. The ililatancy idea stems from 

•°<>cumented fact that microfracturing precedes 

l ^ > h % . , 
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macroscopic failure of intact rock specimens in laboratory 
tests (see,microscopic aspects, above). It remains to be 
determined, however, whether dilatancy occurs when 
shear displacement takes place along previously broken 
rock, i.e., movement along an existing fault, as is indeed 
the case in most earthquake prone regions. Results of ini
tial experiments are mixed: Friedman [1974] and co
workers monitored pore pressure while frictional sliding 
occurred along precuts in sandstone at Pg=Q.5 kbar and 
found that dilatancy (pore pressure decline) begins at 
about two thirds of the differential stress required for the 
first stress drop of the stick slip sliding mode. Ohnishi and 
Goodman (1974), on the other hand, found little if any 
dilatancy as a result of triaxial and direct shear testa on 
artificial joints in sandstone. Hadley (1973) determined 
that at low Pg the stress dilTerence to initiate microfrac
turing in granite and gabbro exceeds that to cause sliding 
but that at high Pg the reverse is true. The stress for slid
ing becomes greater at 2.0 kbar and she concluded that 
dilatancy would occur in rock masses only at Pg exceeding 
2.0 kbar. Hence for depths less than about 15 km, some 
other mechanism is needed to explain the premonitory 
phenomena. Garg (1974) and W. R. Wawersik (personal 
communication, 1974) are currently exploring the 
possibility that dilatancy occurs as a result of movement 
along preexisting macrofractures prior to faulting. 

Although earthquakes are the subject of a separate 
review (see Healy, 1975], it is significant that the fracture 
processes have been used by Mogi (1974) to interpret the 
clustering of earthquakes, aftershock phenomenon, rela
tion between the magnitude and number of earthquakes, 
brittle ductile behavior, migration of seismic activity, and 
some features of global seismic belts. 

That seismic velocities are influenced by fractures is 
well-known (e.g.. ThiU, 1973; Nur and Simmons, 1969; i4n-
derson et a l , 1974; Potter and Dennis, 1974; Simmons et a l , 
1975], and this forms part of the now famous Vp/Vg 
method for earthquake prediction. Perhaps it is not as 
widely appreciated, however, that velocities and par
ticularly attenuations have been used to map fractures in 
the rock mass [McWilliams, 1966; Bur et a l , 1969a, 6; 
Willard and McWilliams, 1969; Friedman and Bur, 1974; 
Savich et a l , 1974] or that acoustical studies can be used to 
determine the stress field in the rock mass [Gladwin and 
Stacey, 1974]. 

There is a high level of current interest in fluid flow 
through fractured rock, primarily because of work on 
earthquake control through fluid iixjection, petroleum ex
ploration and production, and geothermal projects. Recent 
laboratory studies of fracture permeability as a function of 
normal stress across fracture surfaces in carbonate rocks 
[Jones, 1973], sandstones [Daw et a l , 1974; Nelson. 1975], 
and slates (Turner and Secor, 1974) have shown that large 
reductions in fracture permeability are to be anticipated 
at depth or as a result of large reductions in formation 
pressure. This has been confirmed in surface field tests by 
Swolfs et a l (1974), who found that joints in a 3-m cube of 
granite essentially close at only 15- to 30-bar8 nonnal 
stress. In permeable sandstone, fracture penneability ia 
readily reduced to that of the host; in tight carboimtes and 
slates, however, the fracture permeability up to 1.5 kbar is 
larger than that of the host. Turner and Secor (1974) 
emphasize that fracture permeability is highly dependent 
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on the na tu re of the fracture surface in slate. 
Similar emphasis is be'ing given to finite element studies 

of fluid flow through fractures ( Wilson and Witherspoon, 
1970). Topics investigated include coupled stress and flow 
[Noorishad et aL, 1971), fluid injection and withdrawal in 
fault zones (Witherspoon et a l , 1974a, 6], the effects of per
meabili ty anisotropy and tectonic stress [Witherspoon et 
a l , 19746], and flow around dislocations on a fault 
(Weertman, 1974). Similar computer techniques have been 
used to model ear thquake stimulaltion by fluid injection 
[Dieterich, 1971). 1 

Significant at tempts have been' made to apply con
t inuum approaches to the fractured rock mass [ Voight and 
D a h l 1970; Singh, 1973a, 6). Stuar t and Dieterich (1974) 
have applied continuum theory to rock dilatancy, and 
Bridwell 11974a, 6] has worked on dilatancy and faulting. 

Controlled fracturing of the rock mass by nuclear explo
sions may provide the means for in situ gasification of 
coal, recovery of oil shale, and recovery of liquid and 
gaseous hydrocarbons from otherwise tight formations. 
The extent of fracturing caused by underground nuclear 
explosion is summarized by Borg (1973). 

R E S E A R C H N E E ^ S 

The foregoing review has a t tempted to touch on the 
m a n y different aspects of f racture in rock. No single topic 
is completely understood, and although the body of 
knowledge is large, there is much tha t needs to be in
vestigated. 

Studies of fracture mechanisms and criteria have thus 
far been t reated submicroscopically, microscopicaUy, or 
macroscopically. To date, few if any theoretical or observa
tional a t t empts have been made to relate phenomena 
across these scale boundaries and thus to provide a more 
complete view of fracture. Symptomatic of this is the lack 
of systematic study of the physical role of crystal disloca
tions in the fracture of rocks and studies to determine if 
fracture is thermally activated and rate-dependent. It is 
known tha t fracture s t rength decreases with increasing 
tempera ture , but is this because thermal cracking (due to 
thermal ly induced stress) weakens the specimen or 
because the fracture process itself is temperature sensi
t ive? A handle on this problem might be obtained by 

determining how T and e (at constant Pg) effect the f 
ture surface energy y . Actually, there is little quantiu*!*''•? 
information on the extent of thermal cracking due i© t»!jv>-
pera ture changes, although qualitatively the effect is C ^ ^ ' ' 
known. Also relat ing to the crossing of scale boundarielu*^' 
t he problem of ductile fracture, research into which W « 
jus t begun. Another related problem deals with how ejwC?? 
nal energy is parti t ioned among the various formi rf*^> 
deformation prior to macroscopic failure. This might ^ " ^ 
approached through study of hysteresis loops in cydic--^ 
loading tests, which reflect t he energy dissipation or > k ^ 
sorption of sample and environment. The loops ar t fai^ 
tially large, then decrease to some limiting value, and tW"?^ 
increase again jus t before macroscopic failure. Is it po«^ ĵ" 
ble to relate this history to deformation mechanisms wiij. f̂ 
in the sample? Work is needed on stress corrosion. .V 

Fractures and other planes of mechanical discontiniat,' ' 
in the rock mass need to be described geometrically airf' 
mechanically if the physical and mechanical behavior gf •' 
the rock mass is to be predicted accurately. Study of T' 
seismic amplitudes (attenuations) along with velocitii ', 
may provide data on fracture abundance, orientation, and 
size relative to problems concerning dilatancy, fracture 
permeability, and controlled fragmentation. The geophy^. 
cal data for a given terrain need to be correlated to frac- * 
tu re maps prepared from direct observations in order to .-
provide the necessary ground t ru th . Fracture developmeoi 
associated with folding and faulting needs to be studied 
with a view toward unders tanding dilatancy. Does il in- , 
volve the creation of new fractures, or can movemeoi • 
along preexisting intersecting fractures produce dilation? 
Can the magnitude of the dilatancy be measured quan- • 
t i tat ively? These questions pertain not only to earth
quake-related problems but also to an understanding of 
how ca t ac l a s i s se rves a s t h e mechan i sm for m a u ' 
t ranspor t in s t ructural problems. Detailed petrofabric '-
analyses of fractures and other features arising from th* 
deformation of the rock mass a re needed to test the ap
plicability of theoretical solutions to natiu-al deformation. -̂  
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Friction in Rocks 
J o h n M. Logan 
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INTRODUCTION 

J. C. Jaeger's (personal communication, 1971) first law of 
friclion summarizes much of lhc confusion and uncertainly 
that has attended investigations into the friclional properties 
Copyrighi 1975 by the American Geophysical Union. 

of rocks. The problems of friclion in rocks are important in ll 
leasl three major areas: (I) earthquake generation and source 
mechanisms, (2) delineation of mechanical units in folding ol 
layered sequences, and (3) behavior of prefractured rod 
masses. Problems involving the frictional behavior of rock mQ 
be divided roughly inlo two areas depending upon ihe norms 
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OUTLtaOK 
"OPil¥EiSITY 9F iTaH 

IMt^ itti fQur>)rQî <et<f uranium export ban on August 26—the first step toyvarcl 
Ijobing its huge ufaniiirn pre reserves and, becornirig ̂  leading woHd supplier ;df nudear 
PjPredlct^ly, Australian critics of nuclear deyelopment voic^ strong opposition to the 
mon, and the deputy leader of the opposition Labor party warned that If mining companies 
^head with uranium devetopment, they should not' 'expect any mercy from the next Labor 

|mhnent," In announcing the action, Prime Minister Maleolm* Fraser said cpntraets would ' 
vrttten to give maximum security against posSibJe repudiation by a ifutur^ governmerit. 

^r | |nts are expected to begin in 1981 frpm the Ranger; deposit 125 mi east of Darwin, with 
' ' ii 12 mi north of Ranger, to start deliveries a year later. The large Koori9ai*ra and 

p?tiarlek deposits also await development. —' • ,•' ' 

jfeailbltt^ of In-situ uranium mining at depths of 2,200 to 2,500 ft will be tested by Teton 
• Exploration Drilling Co, later this year, provided government approvals e>re obtairied, Teton 
representatives in Wyoming and New Mexico, where the tests will be conducted, are 

i V optirnistic about tine chances of success, believing that in-situ leaching at considerable depths 
l i l may be as economical as it is in shallower deposits. The levels at which the tests will take place 

are reportedly the deepest ever for attempts at In-sltu uranium mining. 
'.I- . . , . 

. f̂iobU demonstration plant for TL {thln*iayer} le^htrtg, a process developed by Holmes & 
fjan/er, has been licensed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission for short term tests on 

'̂̂ viranium ores, TL leaching Is a metallurgical process for ores containing acid-soluble copper 
!'•• and uranium values. The process achieves recoveries equivalent to thOse of agitation leaching, 
Sf.''but capital and operating costs are expected to be substahtially lower,/and there are potential 

.advantages in the degree of environmental effects. A copper project that wilt use TL leaching 
l;l with solvent extraction and electrowinning is now under construction in Chile by Holmes & 

fjarver and Incomet Ltda, (p 41), 
i f • , ' ' 

î ^gnlflcartt tax mltng In favor of R^erve Mthing Co. was recently handed down by a Minnesota 
District Court. A state law taxing the tallihgs discharged by Reserve into Lake Superior applies 
.only to the tailings and not to the lake water used to transport them, the court ruled. The 
state contended that the water for transport qualified as liquid waste resulting from the 
beneficiation process used by Reserve, However, the court ruled that the lake water "is 
utilized but not consumed" In the process, as It Is used only to move the tailings from one' 
place to another. A victory by the state would have cost Reserve about $244 million over the 

/next three years In additional taxes, the company said. Reserve believes the ruling will help 
['secure financing for the $370 million Mile Post 7 prpject for oh*land disposal of the tailings, 

I M I deelslon by the Swedish government on uranium mlniriQ in theBillingen field, In the souths 
1 central part of the country, may be influenced by a. recent royal commission report that 
Vi mining would have a positive effect on the region's employment and economy. The Biiiingen 
f field, is the site of the Ranstad uranium mlHt operated by state-owned LKAB, The cpmpany 
vrants to expand mining there to 1 millipn tpy of shale, yleldlrig 270 mt of uranium oxide plus 

.v;i, ottier minerals, including 60,000 tpy of aluminum, 3§,000 tpy of potassium, 65,000 tpy of 
* sulphur, arid 4,000 tpy of nriagnesium. Local, enyironmeritalists oppose expNphsion—or even 
/continuation—of uranium mining and milling at Biiiingen. Iri case the opposition wins the battle 
-: of Biiiingen, the government is also investigating possible davetopment of the Taasjoen field in 

northern Sweden, which has the advantage of distance frpî rj population centers and national 
parks. One of Europe's largest uranium finds, the Taasjoeii field lies 'in a mountain range about 
100 mi northeast of Oestersund. Studies nnade by the SWisdish Industry Board indicate that 

; shale in the area contains an estimated 518,000 mt pf iJrarilum oxide, based on a uranium 
.'content of 400 g per mt of shale. Taasjoen shale-also contains substantial quantities of 

jjhosphorus, which could be mined economically as the sole product, according to preliminary 
| | - " studies, '• • •• ,• ''' 
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E A S I B I L I T Y O F M I N I N G GOLD BY UNDE RG ROUND- P LAC E R L E A C HI 

A^V/ IS U 

G . G . M i n e e v and A . M . S h u t o v 

The raw materials base for placer minirig has become more varied and complex with respect to mining 
and geological conditions. Many placers lie at considerable depths, so that dredgers cannot be used; the num
ber of sites affected by permafrost, which can be exploited only with some losses, has increased [1]. Even in 
the treatment of thawed placers the losses of gold are considerable —10-20%, depending on the characteris
tics of the raw material, in some cases up to 30% — owing to the low extraction of fine gold in the sluices. 
Gold finer than 0.1 mm cannot be extracted by dredging, and the - 0 . 3 +0.1-mm fraction is extracted only to 
the extent of 50-60%. For economic reasons there are only limited possibilities of using more efficient 
equipment than sluices (jiggers, screw separators, etc.) in the main operations. 

From literature sources it appears that to cope with placers with difficult access or very find gold, a 
promising method is that of underground leaching, which has already been successfully used in related 
branches of industry [2-6]. Solution of this problem would increase the available gold resources. 

Underground leaching is used to work a number of deposits of nonferrous and rare metals and other 
minerals (uranium, copper, sulfur, and salt). Outside the USSR, up to 20% ofthe copper Is obtained every 
year by imderground and dump leaching. The end product from this technology is 1.5-2 times cheaper than 
that from the usual mining methods. About 2/3 of the world output of sulfur is obtained by imdergroimd melt
ing with hot water. Underground leaching is used to obtain 25-30 million tons of rock salt per year. 

Only patents are known for underground leaching of gold. As early as 1896 a patent was issued in Rus
sia on "A method of extracting gold and other noble metals by direct leaching of deposits" [2]. The method 
was proposed for working lean deposits which would be very difficult or impossible to work by the usual 
methods. The solvent for the noble metals is introduced directly into the productive seam, and the resultant 
gold solution is extracted by pumping or drainage and then processed. In 1945 Skuratov [7] suggested a method 
of working gold-bearing placers by vmdergrovmd cyaniding. He proposed that for the process of extracting 
gold underground water currents in gold-bearing placers should be saturated with cyanide solutions. 

Neither method has found industrial applications, owing mainly to the lack of easily available nontoxic 
solvents for gold and e^e r l ence in underground leaching of ores. The problem has become urgent in r e 
cent years , especially owing tothe present-day achievements of the technology of underground leaching of 
nonferrous and ra re metals. 

Among the few reagents which have been long known for the solution in gold there are aqua regia, 
chlorine water, and C3^anides. At present, leaching mth cyanide solutions is the main method of hydrometal
lurgical processing of gold-bearing ores and their beneficiation products. The chief advantage of cyanide is 
its high efficiency and selectivity for gold; its main drawback is its high toxicity. Earlier, industrial use was 
made of the the chlorination method, which can recover gold from tailings, but in two or more successive 
stages of ore treatment. Aqueous solutions of chlorine have a collective action, and are very aggressive 
and toxic. 

Irgiredmet. Irkutsk. Translated from Fiziko-Tekhnicheskie Problemy Razrabotki Poleznykh Isko
paemykh, No. 4, pp. 110-116, July-August, 1979. Orii;inal article submitted August 5, 1977. 
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Fig. 1. Dynamics of leaching of gold by 
solutions of acetone cyanohydrin (1,2) 
and sodium cyanide (3) at 5°C in the p r e s 
ence of added oxidant (1, 3) or without it 
(2): Leaching was effected by 0.1% solu
tions in terms of NaCN. 

The search for new nontoxic or slightly toxic gold solvents has lately been redoubled, owing to the in
creasing importance of the underground leaching of gold-bearii^ ores , which cannot be effected on a large 
scale without the use of harmless solvents. There is some interesting information [8, 9] on the leaching of 
gold from ores by alkaline solutions of malononitrile CH2(CN)2, bromomalononitrile BrCH(CH)2, and potas
sium cyanoform KC(CN)3. It is though that these compounds hydrolyze to form stable nontoxic hydrocarbon 
compounds: 

CHj (CN). ^ CH (CN).r + H+. 

BrCH (CN), ?:!: BrC (CN).7 + H+, 

KC(CN)3=^C(CN)3--|-K^ 

By leaching quartz ore with a particle size of —0.15 mm containing 12.4 g/ton of gold with malononitrile 
solution (0.05%), 95% of the metal was extracted in 24-h working wiih L: S = 3 : 1 and pH = 8-12 (created by 
adding lime). 

There are certain prospects for leaching gold from poor ores with ammonium humate solution, since 
this compound is adequately efficient, its production technology Is simple, and the raw material is easily 
available [10, 11], As a nontoxic solvent for gold it is possible to use amino acids [12, 13], especially a tech
nical mixture of these compounds. At present these solvents are still in the stage of detailed laboratory inves
tigation and technological tes ts . 

An effective solvent for gold is acetone cyanohydrin (CH3)2COHCN, a representative of the class of a -
hydroxynitriles. In an alkaline medium, acetone cyanohydrin hydrolyzes, splitting off acetone and CN~ ions. 
Its action on gold is s imilar to that of sodium cyanide, but it has high kinetic activity [14]. 

Thus, for developing methods and technologies for underground leaching of gold-bearing placers ona 
pilot scale we can recommend only sodium cyanide and acetone cyanohydrin. There may be prospects for tes t 
ing pther, nontoxic gold solvents in this process. 

When toxic solvents are used for underground leaching of gold, it is of the first importance to consider 
measures to prevent leakage ofthe solutions and for efficient detoxification of the effluents. In this connection 
the most favorable placers for leaching are in the permafrost, because it is possible, without special expen
diture, to create isolated water-impermeable sites. 

Preliminary research has begun on the leaching of gold from frozen placers. Below we give experimen
tal data on the solution of gold by solutions of acetone cyanohydrin and sodium cyanide at low temperatures 
(5^ ) and on the use of various oxidizing agents instead of (or as well as) oxygen; we will describe planned 
processes and considerations on the organization of the process on the pilot scale. Since the kinetics of d is 
solving gold In cyanide solutions at low temperatures has been discussed by Sorokin [15], we paid particular 
attention to the solubility of the metal tn acetone cyanohydrin in comparison mth cyanide. The experiments 
were performed on material with a particle size of —2+0 mm containing 3 &/ton of the metal. The mean 
gold particle size was 0.2-0.3 mm. Leaching was effected in a refrigerator at +5°C with stirring ofthe pulp 
(L: S = 2 : 1). To prepare the solutions we used 96% acetone cyanohydrin (53%' tn terms of NaCN) and sodium 
cyanide of chemically pure grade. 
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Fig. 2. Diagram of pilot plant for imderground leaching of 
gold from frozen placer deposit. 

It is known that the rate of solution of gold in cyanide solutions decreases with falling temperature. The 
process can be speeded up at low temperature by means of special oxidizing additives (Fig. 1), Thus, the de
gree of solution of gold in acetone cyanohydrin after 72 h increases from 0.66 to 1.3 mg/Uter (practically 
double) as we go from pure solution toone with oxidant (curves 1 and 2). The cyanide solutions were less 
effective (curve 3). Solution of gold is pitictically complete after the first 45-50 h of processing the material. 

Acetone cyanohydrin supplies not only cyanide ions but also acetone, which, according to Lebedev and 
Kakovskii [14], depassivatesgold and thus exerts a favorable influence onthe process of solution ofthe metal. 
This explains the fact that acetone cyanohydrin has a greater technological effect than sodium cyanide. 

We compared the expenditure of the reagents (in terms of NaCN) for leaching of goldby solutions of 
acetone cyanohydrin and sodium cyanide ^vith various doses of oxidizing agent. The consumption of reagents 
increases linearly with the load of oxidizing agent. The consumption of acetone cyanohydrin (in terms of 
NaCN) is about half that of sodium cyanide. 

Acetone cyanohydrin has other advantages over cyanide: in pure form it is nontoxic - only its aqueous 
solutions are toxic; according to Lebedev and Kakovskii [14], this solvent reacts less strongly \vith accom
panying minerals; and it is 1.2 times as cheap as sodium cyanide. The cyanohydrins are a wide class of com
pounds; some of them are wastes fi-om the chemical industry (e.g., lactonitrile in the production of acrylo
nitrile). 

It is interesting to study the possibilities of using cyanohydrins instead of cyanides in imderground 
leaching of gold-bearing placers. 

Pilot studies have been made of the undergroimd leaching of gold from frozen placers. Before direct 
leaching of the.gold-bearing seam, It is envisaged that it should be thawed out by the usual methods. The ap
paratus (Fig. 2) includes six injection boreholes (1-6), one extraction borehole (7), and three observation 
boreholes (8-10) arranged ina ring with the extraction borehole in the middle. Tlie gold solvent passes through 
the gold-bearing seam and is fed by pump 11 from the e-'ctraction borehole to receiver 12. The clarified gold-
bearing solution is pumped by centrifugal pump 13 into pressure vessel 14, from which it flows into sorption 
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Fig. 3. Vertical cross section structures (measurements 
in millimeters). 

columns 15 which trap the metal. The dearated solutions are concentrated in vessel 16, where they are 
fortified with the main components. The apparatus operates in a closed continuous cycle with automated 
principal technological processes; it also permits the direction of the flow of solvent in the seam to be r e 
versed (in which case boreholes Nos. 1 and 4 are connected in the extraction circuit), with the aim of study
ing the process of leaching gold by a linear scheme and to avoid silting up of the gold-bearing seam. 

Measures are envisaged to prevent filtration of the solutions outside the leaching zone. The perimeter 
of the experimental site is guarded around the perimeter by frost-protection embankment 19 to prevent pos
sible leakage of solvent from the groundwaters of the active layer, and also by a raised ditch 20 for removal 
of water formed by atmospheric precipitation and by seasonal thawing of the frozen layer. A vertical cross 
section of these structures is shown in Fig. 3. 

After completion of leaching and washing out of the dissolved gold, the seam is detoxified with solutions 
of bleaching powder from vessel 18 until solutions pumped out from it give a negative reaction for CN~. 

Our test on the recommended equipment for underground leaching of gold from sand enables us to obtain 
the necessary hydrodynamic and technological data and to determine the possibility and prospects for this 
technology for utilizing uneconomic and uncommercial deposits in specific mining-geological conditions which 
complicate the work and make it more ejqjensive. For underground leaching we can recommend certain de
posits in the northeast [of the USSR] which show promise but are not being exploited owing to the failure to 
find a way of working them. Larger-scale economic calculations revealed that in central Siberia and Kazakh
stan it is possible to use underground leaching of placers along ridges with 0.2 g/m^ of gold, and In the far 
north [of the USSR], those with 0.5 g/m^or more. 

C O N C L U S I O N S 

1. When toxic solvents are used in underground leaching of gold, the first question which arises is how 
to prevent leakage of the solutions and haw to efficiently deto-xify the effluent. In this coimection the most 
favorable objects for leaching are placers in permafrost, because in this case it is possible to create isolated 
water-impermeable sites (districts). 

2. At low temperatures the greatest effect can be obtained with acetone cyanohydrin in combination with 
moderate additions of oxidizing agent. Other conditions being constant, the oxidizing agent nearly doubles the 
rate of solution of the metal without decomposing the acetone cyanohydrin, and thus without increasing its 
consumption. . 

3. A pilot project for underground leaching of gold from a frozen placer has been developed and is 
recommended for testing. 
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Fracture of Brittle Solids. II. Distribution Function for Fragment Size 
in Single Fracture (Experimental) 

J. J. (Ill.V.VUItY .\.\M) )1, II. l!|.:uC.STI!(p.\I 
Krscnrch•l^ibiiriiliirir.i, .Mli.i-Clinliiicrs .\lniiiifiicliiriii!; Ciniijiiiiiy, .\lil-.i-nidrc, Wi.iamsiii 

(kca-ivcil July 28, iy(ill.) 

The llioiircliciil rcsulis <if (lilvarry fur llu- size (lislrilnilicin of 
llicfni<;iiH-i\ls ill siii.nlr fnuliin; 1I:IVL' ln'on vcrilicil r\|H'riniciiliilly 
liv fracl min;; ?|ilu'rio:il yhiss s|)i.'cinu'ns,iin(li.T i:iiMi|ir(:.-;>i"n. 'i'liu 
fraijnuriils were cmilaiiu'd liy a Rclaliii inalri.v In inliiliil socoiidary 
fraclure anil llin? nial;e comliliuns eonfcinii a.'l cln.'Jely as jiossililc 
lo siii.'̂ le fraetiirc. ICNiierinieiilal values nf llie |iriilialiiliiy nf 
fnicUirc as uMaiiied liy sieve analysis slimv llie iireilieleil linear 
varialiiin wilh the mean iliniensinn .v nf ihe |iarliclcs, nver ie:isnn-
alily hr;;e intcrmediale ranges of ihe varialiles. ll is shown Ihal 
a logarilhniie-nornial ilislrilmlion does noi represcnl Uie e.\|ieri-
nicnlal rcsulis. The over-all dala exhibil ihree local maxima in 
lhc differenlial |irolialiilily of fraclure as a function of .v, whereas 
Ihe theory |ierniils only Iwo. Agreement in lhc numlier of [leaks 

is olilaiiu'd liy siilitraclin;; llu: conlriliulion to the over-all |ii' 
aliilily of ihose fra.i;nienls containing; nri;;in;il surfaci' nl 
specinien. which yields ihe true |iidlialiilily considereil in 
theory. In this manner, reasonalily complele a^'reemenl heiw 
theory and e\|ierimenl for sinjjie fraclure is olitaiiied. I'nr p' 
fraclure (carried oul wilhoul use of };elalinl. two addiii. 
peaks exist in the curve of the over-all dirferenlial pmlialii 
vs .r, as compared to Ihe case for sin;;lc fracture. The theon 
Ciilvarry is conlimied down lo a fra;;menl dimension of al Ii 
1 ti liy nieans of :in electrical couiitin.i; inslrumeni, and clue; 
liy direct microscopic siziii;; to h n. The results yield luinn i 
values of Internal liaw densities, and thus provide a tool t<i ^ll 
Ihe distrihulion of Grill'ilh llaws existing internally in a solid 

-.\P 

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

Thc specimens were of gl.i.ss, in llie sli;t[ic of a .̂ ciln 
.A cotii|)icssivc loitd \v;is applied llirougli ditimelrii. 
ofiposed platens of (ungslen carbide, niolion (if wh, 
vviis atfeslcd by a .stop after frttclure slarled. Raii-
lottiling varying ihraugli ;i faelor of one (hou.-. 
(.'oiikl lie iirotluced by ihe a])])araUis, (leseriiied i ' 
where by ik'i-gslroni and Sollenbcrgcr.' N'o slalislii. 
reliaijlc evidence of an effect'of the rtile of loadiiiL; 
the form of lhc disiribuiion fimciion for fnion, 
si/ce has been found wilh litis iiarlicular e.xperinicii 
arranjicmeiU.'' This fad consliUiies ;i necessary c 
rei|uisilc that conditions aclitttlly correspond lo sii 
frttciure. 

When a brittle solid fnictures, the frtigni' 
necessarily Ily ajitirl ;it, liigli spee<l. Sjieeds up to 
cm/sec. httvc i)een dctertnined cinem;tlograpliicall\ 
the coar.ser fragments, but' speeds for the rmcr [)arii' 

' I. INTRODUCTION 

AS has Ijcen em|)hasi/,cd, the ihcorclical develop
menl. of I t:orres|)onds (o sitiole frttcture of a 

.specimen.' Mowever, e.\periment;il determinat ions of 
lhc dislribution of fragment size in wliic.h condilions 
were chosen to aj)pro.\imale single fniciure are virlually 
nonexisleiil in the literature. .'I'he ;i\-ailablc results 
correspond lo ihe product of a millint: opcraiion, or 
of an impact e.Kperinient in which the hammer was not 
reslniined tifler fracldre began.- To liil ihis lack, tt 
series of e.xpeiiments w;is ctirried oul by ihe authors 
in whicii the condilions of single frticlure were rea.son-
ably met. . \ longer .series mecling these condilions has 
been iierformed liy Hergslrom, Sollenberger, and 
AJitchell''; as c(imi)ared lo iheir results, the dtila of 
this |)apcr for size distributions relied, more closely 
coiiirollcd coiiflilions and higher ticcunic.y, in general. 

The rcslriclioti was imposed in J Ihal the inilial 
S]")ecinicii be sullicienlly hirge tlutt. one could ignore 
Ihe elTecl of the original surlicial ll.-tws in friiomenlalion. 
Such ;i limilalion ctinnol be maintained in practice, 
since one must deal willi specimens of linilc size. In 
such a case, the ffagmcn.ts can lie divided into two 
classes: tlie e.xoclaslic frai^menls en.nendered by 
surficial llaws of the specimen, and lhc eiuloclaslic 
fragments fornied by propagation of internal llaws of 
the origiiKil s]iccinien. The theory of i applies oiil\' lo 
the cndoclastic fragments. 'I'he names are neologisms, 
formed from the word "clastic" and the comliinin.;,' forms 
"i i i ido-" and " e x o - " . 

' J. J. (iilvarry, J. Appl. I'hys. .'̂ 2, .^')1. (I')(d). precedlii.u paper 
(referred to hereafter as I). 

'Departinenl of Scientilic and IndusUial Kescirch. Cni.-:liiiii: ]•„-, |. |;)i-;pnsition of fragmenl.s in thc gelatin afler frail 
mid Criiiitiii,!;. ii .liibliogriipliy (Mer .Majesty's Stationery Ollice, ] | is seen thai no fragments reaclUhe walls of thc laicile relal. 
London, l').S,S;, pp. 27, 121. ring. 

»Ji. l'l. Hergslrom, C. L. Sollenlierger. and \V. Mitchell, Jr., 
'/Vans. .'Vm. Insl. .Mining, .Met., I'ctrol. Kiigrs. (to he pulilishcd). •• H. tl. Hergslrom and (.'. I,. .Sollenherger (to he pulilishe.l 
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TAIII.K 1. Physical parameters for experiniental .specimens. 

Specimen 

.No. 1 
No. 2 • 
Xo. ^ 
No. 4 
No. .1 

Mean of 2-.S 

Diameter 
cm 

7.6 
2.4 
2.4 
2.4 
2.4 
2.4 

•v,/ 
cm 

.S.71 
1..W 
1 ..SJS 
1.12 
I.S8 
1 .ScS 

1.-' 
cm 

2.i2 
2.4'.) 
6.2,S 
2.17 
.̂ .24 
.V()4 

seem lo be much lower th;in this figure.^ If the frag
ments are conlained by a rettiining <:hamber around 
lhc original specimen, impact of the fragmeiils on the 
Willis induces secondary fniciure which alters the 
dislribution function of the sizes (mti.rkedly sri for lhc 
larger fnigmenis). This effect was avoided liy filling 
the chamber with congealed gelatin to decelerate the 
fragments, which were removed from ihe gelatin 
matrix by wtishing with hot water.'' .A iihologrtiph of 
the retaining cliiiniber, coniaining a sjiecimcn frticlured 
ingeJtitin, i.s shown in l-'ig. 1. 

The size dislribulioiis of the frtigments were deter
mined in two ways. In unc niethod, the usual procedure 
wa.s followed of screening llic fragineiiis through a 
.set of sianchird sieves ;tnd weighing the ma.ss relaincfl 
on each sieve.'"' (,'uniulalion of the measured masses 
yields v of M(|. (l ,U)' 'as;i function of ;i mean dimension 
.r. Ik'cause of the small mass (genenilly aboul 20 g) of. 
a S|.)ecimen, this method does not give reliable resulls 
in thc pi"csent application for values of .r below roughl}' 
100/i. for the smtiller dimensions, ;i Coulter counter"* 
was uscd, which is an ele<'liical instrument operating 
by virtue of the change in resistance that susiicn.sion 
of smtill i)arlicles produces in a conducting lluid 
tiowing through tin orilicc.'' The instrument yields 
directly the cumuhitivc nuniber of particles wilh 
volume down lo a jiariicular value. Thc mtimtfacturer 
cliiiins accuracy to ;i limiting iiarticlc dimension of 
rouglil}' 1IX. 

III. OVER-ALL DISTRIBUTION 

'I'he over-till dislribution neglects thc distinction 
between exochisticaiid endoclaslic fragnienls. 

Ex]icriinent;il \-alues of the over-all i)robabilily y' 
arc shown as ;i function of a; in fig. 2 for two S|secimens, 
as determined by metins of lu\. (f.^l) from the measured 

' The gelatin use<l was .'in ordinary cohnjstilile variety. 
"Tyler standard sieve? were used, speci ilea I ions of which are 

given hv A. V. Taggarl [^Ihiinlh-uil; nl .Miiirriil Dn-s.iiiii: fjohn 
Wiley X: .Sons, Inc., New ^•nrk. I'M.S), p. l 'MI)2]. tor the size 
range 2(l-4.S/i, use was made of etched nielal screens (m.anii. 
factnred hv lliickliee .Mears Cnmnanv. .St. I'aiil, .Minnesota). 

' ICijuaiion (l!v) designales a reference to f.ij. f.v) in I. 
' T h e inslrunieiit is niamifaclured hy Coulter ICleclronics, Inc., 

Chicago, Illinois. 
' \V. II. ('oulli.'r, in t'nirrnliiiii.s nf llir. .Xnliniiiil l-'.li-rlniiiii:.i. 

Ciini'rrnin- (Naiional t'.lectronics (•onfcreiice, Chicago. l9.S(i); 
k. II. Herg, in .Synil-n.-̂ iiim nii I'.irl'nli: .'yizr. .Mfi.isiirrmnil, Spec. 
Tech. I'ubl. No. 23-t (.•\mericaii -Socicly for '('citing .Materials, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1958). 

masses retttineil on sieves, for .v less than aboul 100/:i, 
a signilicant error ;tp|:ie;irs, tirising from -unavoidtiblc 
loss of the liner frtigtnenls in ihe opcntlions of wtishing 
out the gelatin and screening thc ]Kirlicles. The loss is 
measured as the dilTerence between the origintil mass 
of thc specimen and the sum of thc masses of the 
recovereil fragnieiits. In I'ig. 2, each dtilitm poinl was 
determined as the metin of two limits; one limit cor
responds lo ignoring the.deficit in nitiss, ;ind thc olher 
assumes the entire lo.ss to tirise in the sieve of smallest 
tiperturc (;t suiiiiosilion not necesstirily true). Limits 
of error oblained in this way are shown in fig. 2, when 
they ap])e:ir on thc scale used. Physical |iar;iiiiciers for 
the specimens tire given in Tttble I; note ihat .f,/ of 
this t;ible'is ihe mean dimension ofthe largest fragment 
rcciivered. 

In the case of bolh specimens, one notes from fig. 2 
tlutt the data for y' i:e|)reseni closely a stniight line of 
inclination 4.S° on the logtirilhmic settles used, over 
roughly two c.}"cle.S of values in the intermeditite rtinges 
of the varitibles. .Accordingly, the function in this 
rc'oion must conform closcK' lo thc analoo 

y'=x/k' (1) 

of thc Schuhmtinn law for i i i=\ of y.i\. (147). Let 
p'=^dy'/il.v represent the (n'O'-i/Z/differenlittl i)rob;ibilily 
of formalion of a fnigment with mctin dimension .\-, in 
the sense of I. from fiip (1), this differentittl jirobabilily 
over the rtinge in c|uestion ha.s the vttlue 

/=r- (2) 

in terms of the consiiint k', which is the iiarameter 
th;il would be obl:iined by a convcntiontil .tttiiilysis in 
terms of Scliuhmttnn's law. To delermine k' from the 
dtita by means of the definition ;ind the chord rule for 
dilTerciititilion, it is ci.invcnicnt lo eviiluatc thc derivti-

i t r i C 10" 10' 
MEAN DIMENSION x (fi) 

,_i_i.i Inn, .i_ixLmiL^-i,i.tiijJlO'' 
> lO" 1 0 ^ l ^ 

l-'ic, 2. The prolialiilily y' of single fracture for the ovl:r-:ill 
dislrihutinii asa function oflhe nie.in dimension .vof the fragments 
for two specimeiiR. Thc over-all dilTerenlial prohahility />' is 
shown also for specimen 1 (on riglit scale). 
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l-Tc. 3. 'rhe prolialiilily y' of single fracture for the over-all 
dislrihntion plotleil as a function of the mean dinien.sion .v on a 
coordinale ])aper which yields a straight line for llie data if il. 
corresponds to .a logarilhmic-norni.-il di.strilnilion. 

live ill jioints midwa)' between chtta iioints on a 
logarithmic scale. By u.se of thc operator identity 

-//r/.v=.v.-',//,/. In.t:, cn 
one olilttins 

^/=C.v,-ln(.f,-.,,/.r,._,)]-'(y,.H'-.V,-i') (4) 

for the differential probtibility p ! ;it lhc point'" . 

.V.= (.v;_,.\:,.|.,)'. (.S) 

The value of k' for the liiK'ar portion of llie curve of y' 
is llien determined bv 

* '= [(/'/):.•]-', (^>) 

where llic aveiage is over the linear pari in qiieslion. 
\';tlues of this paninietcr are ttibulated in 'J'alilc I for 
live specimens ;ind the mean of four of ihem. 

Individual values of /?/ from f'q. (4) are |ilolted 
tigain.st .V in fig. 2 for specimen 1. The value of A''~' is 
indicaied by the horizontal solid line cif length de-
limiling the range of .r used in the tiveraging jirocess. 
Over this region, values of />,' lluctutite but show no 
steady de[)ar(ure from ;t coiisltinl." Thus; no evidence 
exists in this domain of .v for a value of the Schuhmann 
exponent m differing from unity, t"or siiecimens frac
tured in gelatin. Values of A-' from Table I have been 

.'" for the Tyler siamlard screens, the size ralin .r,-,.i/.v,- ei|uals 
»2 lor Ihe sni.illcr and 'T- for llic Larger .Scries. In any one .series, 
iherefore, the point x; for Ihe /Ih sieve lies midw.iy on .i lugarilli-
mii' .scale lielween ihe poinis .v,- i and .r;,.!. 

" The simiiins course of the dala points hir /',•' relative lo llu-
horizontal solid line of fig. I proliahly rellecis calihralion errors 
of the sieves, since maxima and minima for dilTerenl, specimens 
tend to he correlated at Ihc same values of .r. This correlation 
makes sieve errors ilelectalile, and implies that the peaks appear
ing in p' of fig. 4 are not spurious elTects from this cause, hecause 
of the ahsence of conesponding peaks al simitar values of .r in 
/'' of fig. 2 for S|iecimen I (of initial diameter 7.6 rather, than 
2.4 cm). 

used to const rud the Schuhmann lines in fig. 2. 'J'he 
dala diverge signilictintly from the corresponding line 
only for x- ttp|iro;icliiiig .v,,'. for coni|);irisoti inirposes, 
thc analog 

. v = l - r r ••;"••• ( 7 ) 

of the Kosin-Kammler curve of f,i|. (N.S) litis been 
shown for specimen 1. .As .f —• .in'; this curve lies on 
the side of thc Schulini;inn line opjiosiie to thai on 
whicii the (latti fall; hence the Rosin-Rtimmlcr form 
yields no improvemeni o\'cr the Schuhmttnn law for 
the over-all distribution in the ctise of ;i si)ecimeii 
fractured in gelatin. This conclusion is al variance 
with the general case .for a mill product, where the 
Rosin-Kttnimler C(|ualion usually reproduces the correci 
sense of the dcvialion from the Schuhmann line for 
large \;ilues of .v. 

• figure 2 ctiii be comptircd wilh fig. .'̂ , whicii shows 
the result of plotting y. im- specimen 1 agtiinsi .i: on a 
spccittl coordinate paper which rectifies the d;il;t poinis 
for any dislribution salisfyiiif; a logariihmic-nornial 
law.'- Tlie dashed straight line h;is been drawn itingent 
lo the curve ;it the |ioinl .f=100;i; it represenis a 
logarilhmic-normal (listrilnilion willi ptinimeiers filled 
lo the curve of the d;it;t al the common inititil point. 
The line litis been extended to lite vttliic of x at which 
the horizonttil line (.solid) of fig. 2 termiiiales. k\. 
this ujipcr limit, the logttriihmic-normttl dislribution 
is ill error by roughly .^0%, whereas the corresponding 
error of the Schuhmann line is essenti;tll_\- within the 
accunicy of thc data at this iioint: Thc fad that the 
dalit c.iiiiioi be represented satisfactorily by ;t 
logarithmic-normtil disiriliutioii is in .igreement with 
the conclusions of I.' 

One sees from fig. 2 thtit lite curve of p- for specimen 
1 al large x- shows a structure consisting of a .series of 
peaks, iiol |)redicled by the Schuhmami or Rosin-
Rtimmlcr C(|ii;ilions. I'igure 4 has liccn constructed lo 
bring oul the ntiture of ihis structure in the over-all 
dislribution (thc horizonlal .scale is roughly twice thc 
vertical), for thc two siicciniens aiipearing, the curve 
of p ' computed from Eq. (4) shows in etich case ihrec 
local mtixima indicated by vertical tirrows, which can 
be correhited with points of maxinium slojie in ihe 
corresponding ciir\'cs of y. I'ln'sictilly, each maximum 
corresijonds to a value of .i' al which the j)rob;ibilily 
p'{x)dx of forming a fragmeiil with dimensions in the 
mnge x lo .t:-|-(/.v is locally large for dx fixed. The 
figure shows that this probability is greatest for the 
fnigmeiits of lai-gesi size. However, the existence of al 
letist Iwo minima indictiles that the probtibilily in 
i|iiestioii is not ;i monoloiiic function of x, as one mighl 
siispci I ll pri Iiri. furlhcr, one Holes I h;il the Schuhmann 
mnge of conslttnt p ' is not the regioii of ma.ximuin 
dilTercntitil probability; ihis domain \iel(ls the over
whelming numlier of the fmgments sim|ily bectiu.se of 

'•-G. Ilerdaii, SimiU I'arlidr. SUili.ilics (If.lscvier Publishing 
Coni|iany, New \'ork, I95.S), p. 127. 
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I'lG; 4. I 'he prphalMlilv- -y 
uft scale) and (.iilTcrenlial ].ir(ili-
litily '/>': (r ight scale) of single 
icl.urc for tlu: over.all disiri lHi-
111, as a til net ion df llie iiieaii 
inr;nsion :i: for Iwo s|)ecinicns. 
lii; hurizoiila'l .scale is appnixi-
alcir twice .llie verlieal. 

i v 

MEAN DIM ENSION x f f i ) 

. wide j:x(eii,(,, -dml tiol beciinse of atr i i lherei i . l ly li igli 

iTereiiiial prolii i l j i lt l.y. 
AI lirst .sight, the conclusions froni,fig, 4 scenvto be 
varia,ni;c wi lh ihe results of i . T l ic general iVirni oi 

|, (T.iy) [irodicls Ijie- e.\-isloiicc of- il,irec ( l is t ind 
iions of A;; A clotn;i:in oi" consta til p fur sniall .r arising 
,!ii edge flaws, followed: lis?.t--r*,.Vu by lai'ii regions (,)f 
liable p corresponding, to l l ie effec I o£ fai^ial, tiiicl 
iiiriic llavvs. The results of Fio. 4, differ i i i the,sense 
.ll lli,rcr local maxima, ;i;,)f,)C;i,r. Hi jwever, ' f t ] , OJ'J) 
plies only Jo t'lie eiidiiclaslicTragnients, while y''a,tid 
of Fig. 4 corresiKJiid to Hic (;!^'er-alj disi r i ln i l ion uf 
loclasiic tind exoclastic fragnieiit-s-. 

'['lie curve of -p' as a fiin'ciiim of ,t: for .s]ieciiiieii 4 is 
iriialiius in thai oiie ,l«:ii,l inaxiimiiiV consists of iwo 

s |iron(iunce(| oiies. A sinVlhi.r (IkU less niiirked)'ctisc 
Lirs for-^iieciiiien 2 hut, noi for speciniert ;5'(curvt:s 

1 shown). This aiiomaly wih-be resolved in Sec. .fV, 
111 tlie ncigliBorhood' of l l ie mg.si pronininced 
i.viiiiuinfd'hc Individual sieves generally, retained only 
•'i'w fragincn,i,s (ffe('|ueiilly oii ly Oiic or ii(,>nc)-,'-' ' fhe 
ration presenls -itself whclher- l l ie riuiLtipIc ina;ii i i ia 
Fig. 4 rnay reirtesent mere artiftitits imtoduccd by 

.ir si ;i I istics-" I f such iverc l l ic ctise, avemgii ig •thii. 
;;,i for ;i sulTicieiilly laf-gc intnilicr' of ,specijnei'-is 
lulfj cause the jjcaks U) disaOiietfr. The. \';ih,ie .of p' 
in. .li:|.' '(4) iŝ  shown, in l'"ig. 5, as oli iainetl, frotn -.y'-
[•e.s|Ki[iding lo-an average; for fo.ur sj,tecinieii.s (2, ,1,, 
i ind „S) uf lhc. sanie in i l i t i l diiirncter,, t,)!ie sees .iha,!, 
- .])eak, corres|,)on(liiig 10 lire kirgesl fr;ignienl„.S" is-

The (lata t'oilil'S in l-'igs. 2.-t4 indicated hy horiMiiiLal liars 
e;s])iiiul lo sets of suL-eeSsivo sieves win;re oid.i- l l ie liiie ol' 
llesia[>crlure coiuaiiieil fragrnenls. 

acCeniiialed, iiidicalirig:" LIUII 'its loctition is subject 
only to slight l l i ic t i ia i i f i i i , and . i | ccrui'ii i iy is real, ' f l ic 
o i l io r . lwo niaximtL are hroadcaed its cuiniiared to the 
,casc- with i iu l iv id i ia j s[,)ec.iinei)s, bii,l I,heir |,)erniancnce 
under aveniLiin'' indicates iheir- reali iy i,n, jar.i. Th'e 

2-10̂  Ip" IO" 
MEAN DIMENSION x (ju) 

2-llf 

\-'[i.-. 5. 'I'he over-all. dilTerinlml i l rohali i l i iy 1;' I'fir 'stti'gic' 
fi".'\cti.ire. as'-a: I'uiicticin iif .\- fyiv the irieaivof four si.ictiinen-s, com-

-pared Lii llie cofresiitiiidiiig piTili i i l i i i i ly for-(il'iir;d fracture from-
ihi i me;i>i I'lir.'uvo sptciiuens. >i\ 
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F(0. G. l-'ragmenls of -;i- speci men tr;ictiired Jn .gelatin, a_s 
recovered .fronf'the nialriv; T lu ; f|-agiiit.'nts'are iii;-;posed radja.lly 
i iV l l id r cprrccE relalivc'-posilion., 

d i.i|,) 1 i cil y ;i j,)i:)eti ri ng i n 1 h e -ii i i t-ld lc ],H:a k, iv.i 11 lie cx|,-')l;i i n eel 
in -Sec. IV , .,j\s fi^u-tlicr conrirnuil ion df l l ie reality uf 
the ti l fee [icak.s, i i was finii id Ihat. I hey ajjpeai- in lhc 
aViinigG of i h l i i lot 3'6 spccimciis fraclairbd iii -gcbii in, 
f rom rii'Huits of .H.ergs.fnitiV, .SqllcidiGrger, :,vvVd, MiiclteU.'' 

Tlte.facl ;l],)pc;iritig;gciiei-a,lly ,rrniii I iiesc'rcsuIts l-li:VI,, 
for sniiili :i:, y ' is ii lii iear Junction Of .i: i ind p' is/ii, Ctiit-

.sUint,^ eaniirniH' the conClusipn pf. I l lu i t 'edge llaws 
,.repres[;nt Uic dominant cait.sc of fragmeitla-tion-iii l.lie 
finc-'sizcs. 
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S'lO 10-= 5-10^ 
MEAN DIMENSION K (\L) 

I,''i,C.'. 7. '[4n;-i!ri)l.i;i,l)iiily y ( k i t scale').an',1 dilTerenl tal [n-oliid.iilily 
p. (right scale.) of frac Lure IVic llie eniifoclaslit; d ls l r i lu i l imi , tts.a: 
Kinctioti of thc mean diineiisioit x for .specitiit;n 2-, 

IV. ENDOCLASTIC DISTRIBUTION 

Utirici' p<-iii!l, loading, failure o f a s|.)ecinien, gencrtilly 
starts ,iii a conictil fraclure surface wi ih apex, at the 
point cil a|)plIciilion ,uf' l l i i force"''' l i i l l ie i^rcsent 
cxperi,nieiTl s, l io\\^vcr, LKe-]pad was -dist ri lilt ted over 
a iiniie'-arca tvs Ihe spheric;ii spccinii^ns yielded clasfit-
j i i ly under i l ic pixssure^of Llic llat [il;,itens. f t i i lure of 
llic- s|.)ei;inicn. in it i i.s ai-rangcmuiil snarls, in coniciil 
fi,-acl ure-surf ticcs w i lh IKLSCS on the pla I ens; the biise 
of ihc. cone corresponds'a];)|)roximai ely io fl ic.tirea 6t 
cni i iad. of ..s])ecimen and platen ;il: the i i is lanf of 
fra:durc,'-^'„Howe,-i'cr, the i iro|iagaling conical surfaces 
produce, i'l l;ii,lcd cyl.i'hder exiciuling- 'cliaiiie'trically 
l l i rough t-lve •s;i)cciiiicfij wliich yields lhc bii lk of the 
line fi'ag ill cuts, a|ipa,i;eiilly'. The rcinaindiir of the 
spccinien bretiks in io pieces which approx tin ale luues 
in sli:i]-ie: l,'",ignre 6 shows t he frag men l-.s from a specimen, 
arra-iiged in the, Cf)rr,et:L relative angular positioii- as 
,recovered ,froni i ii e ret ;,i inin g; chain b er. 

'.flic-luncs tif t l ie expcla-siic parlicles ate ,r,esponHibl,e 
for [he main niaSs of t.he fragnicnts (ot Iwt l i classes), 
'.['yiiicfill)', i-liey t,'oiTesptiiKl in lo ia l mass'to tlte .order 
of 7,̂  -ft:) 9 0 % of l l fat of l l ic original specimen. Coii-

'.I'Ar.i.R I L. J';ir;inK;icrs of the endoclaslic disiri l iulions 
.foe thc specimens. 

Sjiccinien 
;V(i 

cm cin 
J 

cni 

N'r.) 

Nil 
:Nf> 

2, 

4. 

(!.40 
o.3;r 
0.40, 

.0-.,W; 
1I.,W 

U:A6 0.44 
0.2,i 
0.24 

-sideriiljly siiitillcr cxdclasiic fnigtncnis arc idenliliable-
.ili rough llieTircsence.-of or igi iittl'Sur.face of :,1ilCs],)ec,im,en.• 
l n gciieriil,. few cxtichtsiic iiarliijles were found wi lh 
Vill ues of..i; less i l t j i i i ciirrCspofids lo the hrsl' l i i in i imi i i i ' " 
i l l .Fig^ 4. '.fhis'Sii:tuati(iti did .fitit. obt i i in.fur spcciiiien 4, 
,l'iow-c\'er;'ii'r,lliis.casc, 2S si id i fragniciiLs were-recoveredj 
exlending j n values of :v coiisitlerably ,l)cluw that 
corres|.>on<liiig lo ihc l lrsl i i i i i i i imini . 

''I'he ideniifialile' e.xocliislic' fragineii ls were sieved 
.st'ijiirately and .tile -cofresptintli'ng riiasses were sub-
fmct'ed, Ir i im, .tlie lo l t i l .-originall}?' mcasurccl t6 obtaiii 
tlic ,masses of the endoclaslic-.fragnients retained oii 
each si_eve: 'l,':lie:u]ii)er l im i t Xn of ,eiido.el;f_sLi.c dinfeiisiotis 
was taken lo ct)i,:-res|:Miid to one .sieve size larger, lli.aii 
thC'-Ili'sL (ill, order df decreasing .r.) for which the cndo-
chislic mitss did noi vanis l i ; va,kies. for tliree sjiecimcns 
a'rc faljuhited, in '.I'ab'le ,1 f. Ci,miuliii,ion of the masses 
yields varies of the lirohii.bil i ly y for f i i rmtit iot i o{ an 
enilp.chiXi'ic ,rmgiiieii,L \vi lh mean cliiiiension lictwecu 

" [''..C. i joi^Ier, . f rod: Phys.,Snc. (Uimltnt) B{i9, 981 ( m S ) -
' • ' J . C. Jiic'ger, i ' . l i!f l i€il\. i-r,iclmf,.. and FtmD (jr ihn Wiley &• 

Sons,-Inc., .\'e.iv .Vork, iy,l(i), ]). 74. •• ' 
'" 'ri iriHightnit- this |Kiper, ortlinal nnnihers ,of miLvima:, and 

miniiiitf, ;ii;e ri;ck')ned 'in order of decreasing ;ii from I tic largest 
vahie-of .1- i(jr i j - ici j istr i l jut ioi i i in (-nieslion. 
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0 and'-;v,.,as'Sl'iowii by I'ii'e'plolied ],)oiiitsMn, fig;- 7 fiir 
spccimeif2 ;i„tid, in. Fig. ^ ft:lrs|,jcctincn 4. V;d,Lies of the 
differenlial iirolialjiliiy p, from ihe: de fin ing relation 
(Ii52) ill?;!) appear; llicse | it liii Is are conneclei.l i,)y the 
dtlBlitd -ciir\-c. 

,It is. clear from figs, 7 -dnd -8 (Itat only, t\\'o of ,,tlie 
three, maxima a|,)pearing in the ov-cr-ali dilTerenlial 
probabitit.y p ' corr'cspond to the endoclaslic parl.i.cles, 
to whicli alone llic theory of .T lijiplics. ThtiB, ihe.-main 
pettk ill, p of •,1,-"igs. 2 and 4 si cni entirety from jlie 
exo(:lasiic -fi^agmeiitS. Iii l.he exjierimental, ,data ,tqr 
'spetinicn, 4, 'ti'iie ii'cles-iliiil: thti sii,p.enum-ic.ra,ry •]-)e;ik, 
tippeariiig in .Fig. 4 liti.s-van ished; U', .'.rrose- bectui.se of 
the,'very large; IHl ml icr (2B) of .e-xoclastic fragniciils 
appearing from thi.s -specimen. .\ slight atlditional 
peak-per.sists in the ,first mtcx'i'mum for specimen. 2, 

MEAN DIMENSION 

.ftc. 8. Thc-pri)lialjilily-.V (lell sca,le)-a]ul tlilTerential priihal-
p (right se;iie,) of frticiure fiir i:he, eiiikiclaslic (lislriliilli'on, 
iuntiion 111 tlie niean-djnieiisitui ;i; for specinieti 4-. 

Ililv 

but its anijilit^udte is reduced -txinsidcniljly as compared 
io -tlic -case ill the 'oy.cr-atl distritiulioii. Thus, ihe 
conclLi.si'on follows that..ijie.stipeniumentry (leaJc.iiri.sc.s 
from the tjffecf of e.xoclasiic ]wrliclcs-. 

To. discuss the-- Cji.iantii'al,',ive- a-gre'emeat ,d£ ifieor}' 
'and experiment, 'cb'ns,idei- tlie relatitjn 

Q=-~]n(l~y)^ m 
w.liicli-,Eq. '(,144.) yields". V'aju.es of Q ohliunQd frtiiii lliis-
r'clatiuii arei,sliown in ,[,~ig, 9 for s;p,e(;tnien 2 and in Fig. 
10 fbr speciiiiens,,J. and 4, ' rhe pa,raniel,crs k, j , and i 
entering thi: cubit form; Q of Eq. „(I5()) liu,\'e I'iecri, 
:cierived" by the,-,method of least,'squares'-.frpni,. tin; dala: 
,fqr llic ilirec s;)ccin-ie|is-,anif are lidj.iita.lctl in '1,'atile IJ'. 
The curves pf Tigs. 9 aii(l ft) cori:es[ioiKl to i,he ,lils 
qbtaii,ied. .,E(|iiiitioii (144) IILLS been, iisetl .lo ctijfstrDci, 
the corresponding curves (solid) tM', y iii [''igs. 7 and S„ 
One .sees ihttt agreemeiil is c.\,<:ellGii(, 
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f,ic;„.'j, '1,'lic 'par'a'ii'ictcr.,'Q ftir tlie endptlaslic distpihiitii-.m as a-
'funclioi! of ;i- for 'spcciinun 2, as ,},'ivei)'!,;>• l,he tlnla -awl 'liy the 
lilieil fuiiclion. 

rndej.feiKleliily of ti'ic speciinen, Eep (8) implies'-that 
ali dtiUi fof —ln,(] —y) sbduld be recljlied pn a line of 
in'clillation 4.>°'.wiicn plott'ccl tigaiiirsl Hie corresponding 
() of tire li.t.tetl funtition. Figure 11 -sliows tha-t this 
prediction,' is liOmtj ,O.LIL over _t!jC--major p;irt-of' the data. 

As compared (:o thc'ca,se'for the'in'tegnil.pfoliability, 
agreement of tlieory and C-vp.crimeid: is not as good, foi: 
liie differential probaliility p̂. Siiice Q is a.'ciibic.,fbriii 
ill :\;, Ef). (138)' poi,eiitiall,y is tilil'c tb yield two -local 
•maxima, in the ciirve'bf p, ;is'the-experimental data 
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11 
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MEAN DIMENSION k (^) 

•i--i6. 10. 'I'he ],)ri nil neter Q fiir'Lh.e etHkiclastie iti.strihuiioti as a 
-funtliiin of ,v for specimens 3, tuli.l 4, as.i^iven, hy llie data and hy 
ihc: (ilied fiinclion'; 
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PARAMETER Q 

fic. II . 'J'he quantity —ln(l—y) from the ilata as a fiinclion nf 
Q from the lilted funcliini. for three specimens. 

require. The positions .VL and .v-> of the first ;ind second 
nia.xima, respeclively,"'' arc roots of Ihe c<|uation 

ilp{x)ldx=i). (<->) 

which corresponds to a (|uartic in' x. {.)nc can solve 
•analytictilly for .v̂ . under the tiiiproximation (.ro//)' '«l, 
which yields 

x^Wl-Jlli)}. (10) 

X'̂ alues of x-i coni|iuted from this relation with values 
of /(' and •/• from Ttible I I arc coniptircd in Ttible 111 
W'ith iiosilions of the second nia.ximti ;is olitaincd from 
the data. One sees that agreenient is reti.'ionable as 
regtirds general mtignitudc, but is by no means extict. 
'I'luis, l->p (f.i9) with values of k,-}, ;ind / from Ttible 
I I certainly predicts the existence of the niaxinium 
corresponding t<j facitd llaws, but lhc positioi. is not. 
given very accurtitcK'. 

Thc filled functions for Q have been used in \'.i\. 
(1.^8) lo construct the .solid curves for p a|i|)e;iriiig in 
Figs. 7 and 8. One sees thtit the exiiccted m;ixini;i 
corresponding to the effect of volume llaws db not 
appear. J t is jiossible to show that \'A\. ('J) for p of 
Eq. (I.^O), wilh k,'j, and fas given in Table I I , posses.ses 
no positive real root ulUer than the one a|iproximaled 
by Eq. (10). This result is not a general one; It tipplies 
s|)ecific;tlly for the values of the partinieters k. j , anil / 
in (lueslion. Since Fip ('>) yields a (|uartic in x, I he po.ssi
bility of lhc peak corresponding lo the volume Ikiws tic-
Itiall)' ;ippe;iring in /' of I'̂ ip (l-^b) under other experi
mental conditions cerlainly exists. For Ihe speciinens 
under discu.ssion, however, p of this rehilion yields only 
;i qualilalivc or at best scmiquanlilalivc descriiilion 
of the course of the dal.t in llie region of x where the 
effect of the volume lltiws should be predominant. I t 

can be noticed thttt lliis region is only ;t rehitively sm.-ill 
part of the entire domain of x. 

The failure of the maxinnmi corresponding to the 
volume llaws lo tipjicar in llic Ihcorelicttl rektiion of I 
for p can be understood on the btisis of lltiw dej)lelion. 
It was enipliasi'/,ed in I that depleticm of the internal 
iFiws of the s|iecinicn musi be Itikcn inlo .iccount, if 
till moments of the distriliution littving ph\'sical 
signilictincc ;ire lo be finite. In thtit particultir context, 
depletion of internttl llaws b\' the effect of the edge 
(laws was utider discussion, priiiKirily. However, the 
interntil lEiws of the siiecinien tivailable to produce 
volume lliiws in a fnigment c;in be depleted through 
thc effect of those interntd iltiws yielding volume, 
facial, and edge Iltiws in other friigmcnts. Thus, Eq. 
{\Mi) predicts the correct nnmner in whicii the effect 
of the volume llaws appc.irs in {) only when depiction 
is neglected; jiresuniably, its inclusion would steepen 
the rale ;it which the lerm in .tr' loses effcd as x de
creases from Ittrge values, to yield the mtixinuini found 
in lhc ihtttt. It is a consequence of the considerations 
iidduced here tlittt the distributions of voluine, facial, 
and edge llaws are noi independent as assumed in I, 
but ;irc coupled to tin extent tlirough the depletion 
effect. 

V. PLURAL FRACTURE 

Thc theory of 1 slates ihtit y (or y') in single frtidure 
becomes ,i linear function of .r for x smiill, down lo 
vfilues at whicb depletion elTccIs tippcar. Liniittitions 
ihijioscd by lhc mechttnical iirotcss of sieving and the 
wiishing operation lo remove the gelatin mtike the 
error Itirgc in the regioii of x below 100^. Since the 
.'^eiisilivily of ;i Coulter counter extends down to 
roughly 1 M, ti'̂  effort was made lo use this instrument 
to determine thc dislribution fundion for single 
frttdure at low viducs of x. This procedure ;i\-oids the 
loss of fragments in I'epctitivc use of sieves, since the 
|i;irticles are sus|)eiided in a lluid'(.luring the mctisurc-
iiieiit. However, it was found that utuivoidttlile lo.ss in 
the openiiioh of removing the gelatin (or the bulk of it) 
still limited the accuracy iillaiiKtblc. 

The experiments of Bergstrom, Sollenberger, ;ind 
MilchelF indictitc tlutt thc liner fnignienls in single 
fraclure show low siiccds tijiproaching zero, and only 
the htrger fragments move al high speed. Hence, if no 
gcliitin were used, and the frttgments were ttllowcd to 
impinge on the walls of the retaining clitimber, one 
should expect serious distortiojt of the true rlisiriliiilion 

T.\i!i.r. III. I'osition x. of ihe seeonci nuLNiimini of the emlorlaslic 
ili.';|riliiilion, as C(niip;ire<l wilh llie re.'inlt of l->|. (10). 
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.. 12. The proUi l i i l i ly y' of plural fraclure ;is a funetion of ihe 
mean dimension x of the fraHnienIs, for two specimens. 

ly for the cotirscr fragments. The disiribuiion funeiion 
r thc liner sizes should tlieii indictiie the proper 
ndioii for single fniciure in this regime of x. To lest 
1-- hyiiothesis, a series of experiments on plunil 
iiture were |)crformcd (plurtil fracture is dClincd as 
^gle fracture followed by only a few secondtiry 
11 tures). The experimental arningement differed from 
e previous one only in the resiicd that no gelatin 
i> u..;cd as ;i deceleniling medium, ;ind the Luciie 
I aining ring shown in F'ig. 1 w;ts replaced by ;i sleel 
!.lining chtimber. 
figure 12 shows vtilucs of the overrall probtibiliiy y' 
r two ..specimens (6 and 7) fnidiired in this nitinner. 
ill- Viilues for small .v (below lO-'n) li<-' reasontibly on 

. r.iight lines (dashed for Ittrge .v) corresponding lo thc 
•iienil .Schuhmann l:iw of, E(|. (146) with ///«1.1.S. 
I \iew of the following discussion, however, this ftict 
ust be viewed ;is tin cmpiricttl correlation, without 
•cessary |iliysic;il signilicttnce. .As comptired to the 
.'er-all probability y' for single fniciure, that for 
urtil fracture fails to show the sleep increase of slope 
iiivc llitii of thc corresponding Schuhmann line for 
Ige :v, as apjietirs fi". 2. The Rosin-Rtimmlcr 
irve for 7 H = 1 . 1 3 is shown (dashed) for specimen 7; 
lie sees thai it fails to yield a good rcpresenttilion of 
le dtilti for liirge x. 
X'iilucs of the over-all differenlial jirobability p ' for 

Ue two siiccimens are shown in Fig. 1.1. Thc curves 
|i|)earing corres)ioiid to the data, and not to tt theory, 
he salient difference of />' from the ctise for single 
.iclure lies in the presence of Iwo ttddiiiontil loctil 
laximti, ;is indicated by the vertical arrows, 'fhe 
ifferentiiil probtibiliiy p ' for the mettn of the two 

speciinens tiiiiietit's in Fig. .r Since lhc live petiks 
indicated are permtineni under avcniging, they are 
almosl ceritiinly real. \ siniikir set of live |ie;iks 
ajipears in the a\enige of datti for -10 specimens fnic-
tured wiilmul gelatin, from results uf Hergslmm, 
Sollenberger, and Mitchell.'' 

One ctiii tittempl identilication of the origin of thc 
dilTerent locttl maximtt in plunil fracl ure by exttmiiitiiion 
of Fig. .S, where the differential ]irobal)ilities for thc 
means of ihe specimens fractured with and without 
gelatin ;t[)pe;ir. '/'he first mttximum''' in the ctise of 
jilural fniciure can be identified wilh little timbiguity. 
This peak clearly tirises from cxocltistic fragments of 
lhc original s))ccitiicn whicli impinged on the walls of 
the relaining. chamber; surtici.tl Iltiws not activated in 
the primary fnfcturc produce the prominent peak. 
Identilictition of the rem;tiiiitig peaks is not unam
biguous, .<iiice one litis avaiktble only tbe positions of 
the jietiks as clues to their origin. Ilowevcr, thesecond 
maxinium probtibly corresponds to the effect of inlernal 
(laws of \'olume lype in the fntgments colliding with 
the chtiniber wttlls. In view of the correlation of their 
])osiiions with the corresponding ones for single 
fnidure, lhc third and fourth jicaks tjuite likely 
represcnl the effect of volume ttnd surfttcc Iltiws in the 
endoclaslic fnigmcnts from the jirimtiry fracture, 
resiici.'iively. The presumiiiion is that the speed of 
these fragments w;is loo low for significant secondary 
fracture lo occur. On these iiresumptive ideniilications, 
lhc ItisL jieak ;ij)pearing corresponds to internal llaws 
of fiiciid type arising from the frttgments impinging on 
the chamber walls. These inier|iretiitions must be 
viewed as tcniative pending corniboriition. In any 
eveiii, it is clear that lhc .distribution function for 
fnigment size in iilural fracture is coiniioundcd of at 
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t ' lc. 14. The ciinnilaled nuniher 
iV't?) of fraj;nK:i\ts w i lh volume 
down to ;', as a function of particle 
volume a, delermined hy a Coulter 
counter for three speciniens. 

10°! I 1 I I m l 
2.I0-' \ ( f 

PARTICLE VOLUME v (^i^) 

least two distributions. However, one notes that the 
timpliludes of successive mtiximti in Fig, 1.̂  decretise 
sletidily with :v, in conformity with Ihc hypothesis Ihat 
the clislribution function api.iroachcs thiil for single 
fracture ;is x becomes small. 

The Coulter counter is not an absolute instrument 
ill two senses: The ptirticle volume must be delermined 
by calibntlion, ;ind niettsuremenls can be mtide onlv 
on a small ali(|uot of the total sjiecimen, in general. 
l''urllier, different ranges of particle dimensions require 

S-lC 

10* 

10= 

NO GELATIN 
SPEQMEN 6 

r+1 

rt&\ rh + f^ 1, 
ril + 

u.se of dillcrcnt oriliccs, and lhc corresponding results 
must be mtitched in ti region of overlap of ptirticle 
dimensions. These fticis ttie not objections in thc 
jifcsent instance, since ihe ' interest here is in thc 
functiontil form of the results, ;ind not their absolute 
values. Figure 14 shows the results obtained for the 
cumulalivc luimber .A''(iO of |)ariiclcs from ali(|ui:)ts 
for three S|iccinicns, cumulated from ;i |iarticle volume 
of aboul 4 X 1 0 V down to the value v a|)pe;tring as 
ab.scissa. .\n tipproximale scale of linetir dimensions 
of .the fragments is provided also, as determined on 
thc oversimiililicd tt.ssumiition of spherical fragments. 
The errors shown arc probable errors, computed from 
the tottil pari ide count. 

From E(|S. (04c) and (I60a), one finds ihttt .A''(a.) 
for the entire .sjiccimen should satisfy 

X'(/)^W(Viilk)v-' (11) 

MEAN DIMENSION x (f l) 
20 

r-lG. IS. Histogram of thc quantity î î .f{.\-) as a function of 
the iiiean dimension .T of a fragment in plural fraclure, detennined 
by direct microscopic sizing for specimen 8. 

in the limiling case as r—^0. Straight lines of slope 
corresponding lo the power r" ' bave been fitted to the 
data of Fig. 14. One sees that tigreement of theory and 
experimental resuUs is excellent, in general. Thc slight 
curvature of ihc data poiiiLs i-elative lo the theoretical 
line in the case of specimen 8 may be an instrumcnlal 
crnir. The d;it;i deviate from the iheorctical line for 
the laiger values of r (as shown dashed in the case of 
.specimen 10), sim|)ly becau.se particles of mean dimen
sion gre.iler (h;in about 20p had been sieved oul nf 
the specimens used." Thu.s, the instrument does not 

" This procedure is necessary, in general, lo prevent clogging 
of the nozzle by jiariicles too large tor its range. 
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a,ciually yield true values 'cif iV'(?) im'iil -its iKiding^ 
I'lecomes large .reltilive to the, cuiiiuliU:e'd,..-iuimbcF of 
liarticles for a, lower limi.t in 'v corres[.)bjidiiig to 'ihis-
iliinensIoiT. Accordingly, resiilts oblained by use of 
llic Coulter coulilcr'conlifni lhc theory of f ilnwii In a 
frngnietifiliniensipii of i;ouglily I u. 

As ;i chei:k iin llie accunicy of thc Coulter couiUer, 
itirect niiGrosco|.)ic sizing, wtis ctirried out for s]:)Ci.-inu-n 
M, for 1 he-range below 20 fi- in di]nensioiiS;'''''Tlie mean 
JiiiieJisioii of a, fragment- was (tikeit tts-tbe ttverage'df 
llicniaxiniuiii atid miilimirm; found' in the fo'cal pkinC' 
ill lhc mici'o?i;o]ie, determinc'd by ccini|,>ai'isuii with .a, 
reiide. The cell, cpiita-itiiiig ilie aliquot of the s[)e,cimeii 
\v;is scanned in dcptli as well ;is area, biit. ihe, experi-' 
iiieiiial dilliciiliy is< io. tivfiid missitig .iniliViiliial line 
imrticles. The data were chissifierl into luinilier inlervals 
iA''CorcespondingTp intervals'of '1 fx in .v. Tlie-quaiility 
r l i ) ( , wherc-.a: i,-; llie-;i verage value'of .vior lhc interval 
^;V, is sliown in the liisl,ograni of l^ig. -15, ci,)tfsirui;ted • 
[foni ,resul[s of iiiGasiiremiiiits on'765 fnigmctils. ''['lie 

Z 25 
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4 • 5 6 
NUMSER OF FRAGMENT FACES 

)''lp, 10, flislogranroi llie'|)ei-wnlaf;e of'l'rat;iiieiils 
posseasin'g.a pariicular [Uiiiilier of faces'. 

errors .sh,o\vii are proIstible errors lixed l,)y'tlie I ol ti I number 
of ptinicies in thc interval. On the, basis of Eq. ( I l l ) , 
.ir'-A.-V 'shuiild be a coii'slaiit. One- .sees that the 'data 
C!,)nforni-.U) tliis "fcsulv wi thi n' i l ic probable errqi",-,for 
\'alucs of X froin,' 20/j'down,'to roughly S n, tind' I'hus 
chcck:,,lh'e tcsults frdiii the 'Coulter coimter over this 
range.,.Tlic da,ki of ,Fig. 15 arc not considered reliuble 
ciio.ugh to. justify attach, men I of sfgiiifnjance to tlic 
decrease in llie ordinate ,io,r ;v. below about 5,u; .llie 
olTcct jirol,)iiljl_v is cti'iiscd liy [,)rcferciiti;il' oversiglii of 
the finer'fragmen t.s in llie visual ctiuiit. 

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The para fuel ers k, j , m\d i of Talile/III represent 
,ilaw spaciii'gs -referred, to "tlie iiiean, climensiqii' ;y-q.! a 
frtigmenl, ,tiiid t,l,uis do rioL' correspond, io' true liaw 
:(lenstties. To convert lliCse f| ii;i nii tics' lii |,)r!jper 
(lonsi[,i'ci5, ,qne ,mtisl evaluate-ilic pttramcters A;. X.„ and 

"'I'he measurenients'were'cartieci put by E. Ŵ  Price. 

'T;\iii.i! IV, ,I:''a'ranitlers of the tlistriljuiion, c,(jri'i;spi.im|in!̂  
Lo a teltahcdral sliaiie of-fraynieiii:. 

'i'aranieter 

. V , 

V-Lilue 

6 

l,,'ai-:i.iiieli=:r Value 

('i,/:i 
tis/fi 

A,,, of F̂ cjS, (f.^4). F'or tliis jijuriiose, it, is .necessary to 
determine- llie average j,.)a riie le sha]:ie.- ',riie liistograni, 
of ,l-'ig. 16 shows pcrcen'lagc counis of tlic nuniber of 
fticiis [ier fragiiieiil, for 155 [lartides arising fitiin 
fra,cUirc in gelatin arid Klfif) fi'agmeii'is'furiiied wit'hbul 
use-ttf tliis nicdiuni, -as delermined iiiici-oscilpictilly'*-
for fnigiiicii.ls of inean diineiisiqn down [.a UiSO/J. I t 
,is cleiir ihai llie m'ost iiroliable [!a,rl.icle sliajie in ihis 
range; (if !a,rger.-si^eH is leirtilicdral in the case of'Single 
f|:;i,cl,ure',' Q,ualitalive e^aminatiQii'^ down Jlq .ti si^e of 
74^ .for'-fragnienis foi-imjd in gelatin'showed that llie 
niq-sL, [,)robal.)le shape is a llat lelniliedron, (sphenoid) 
with the ratio of maximum to median dimension less 
iha,n, 2-. C^okimnar.itnd culiic fornis occur, in that 6rder,, 
with decreasing reltilive fft!quen'cy. A, fraction of llie 
fraginenls ujj' to a lihiil of perliaps 10% „fdr tiny ..si;;e 
cxtimiiied .slVowed,an aciijiilar'slia|)e in. whicb the ralii.) 
of the .niaxiIlium to the median di'iiiension e.xcecded 
1(1.; the reltilive mimliers ck'.crctiscd wiili mettn, dimen
sion -V ,for tile CiiTiC'of single fracture. Tlie..),)resence ol 
this acicular fraction implies some de|,)arlure from-
rttndomness in tlie interntd stress syslcm producing 
.tracitirc. I t is generally conceded that llie dimension 
of a jiarticle .selected liysii sieviiig'o|,'iel-alioii is iieillier 
llie maxinuini iioi''.miiiiiiiuin, b'lit sti'nie. iii'ferfnijdialic-
vakiCj, oil t,he average.'" ]:ii view of tlie generally flat 
shtipc of llie fragiiietits in t[Ltestiu!i, liqwevcr, their 
,inea,n diniijiisioii w.iis lakcn it) c(irr,eS]oond to ,thc edge"' 
of a, tetrahedron, tissumed ,r.egil[ar ,for- pur|.)oses' of 
sini|->lictty, ''I'lie correspionding values ol the parameters 
%i., X„, and X,. are lal-jiijaied in ',r;il..)le ,1,V; shown, a'lso 
are values of" (̂  and of r and o-. from l.-ii [s.. (,142) and, 
(15.9)', ,resiJCci''i'vel;y. 

V\'.ith use .of i,h(i paraiiictci-s, of Table IV, Eqs. (135) 
yield yidu.es.of tli'e„n;iw densities 7,,, 7i,.a,n(:l % for single 
,fi:actiiru corresjiiiiKling to k, j , aiid i: of Table I I I , iis 
.shtiwil in. Table 'V. One noics' tliai: th'e appro.\,imaiioii„ 
'(.122)-is satisfied wil Inn ,r.oiiglily an order of .magnilude, 

't'AiiLi.; v. Flaw deii'silie'j of.s,peeiiiieiis,, for eilffc, facial, 
anfI vol 11 nie Haws of interiKiflyjie. 
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'̂f \ . ' M . (jLin'din, •Priudplh iij yHiierid-'Drissini (.Met;;raw-MiII 
Book CoiiiiKUiy, Inc., .New"York, 193,^), p. 51. 
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since the dtiltt of Ttilile II indicate that 

A'«/•==/. . (12) 

• 'I'he iniiilicalion of this result is that the distribution 
of orienttitions of fnidure jilancs is not far from tt 
ratitloni one. Furthertnore, lhc degrees of activaiion 
of the different tv'pes (edge,- fticial, and volume) of 
internal iFiws cannot dilTcr greatly. 

The liaw densiiies of Table \ ' refer lo the intertitil 
llaws. -Apparently, no results for direct comjiarisoii 
exist, in the liicniiure, since estimates of Haw densiiies 
made heretofore corres|)ond lo .s.urficitd llaws. 
Anderson'-'" has inferred a value of 10'' cni~'-' for the 
density of surliiaal iFiws retjuired by Ihe theory of 
F'isher and llolloman-'' to cxiilaiii the exjK'rimcntal 
results of .Andercgg'- on the size effect in the strength 
of gla.<s fibers. The figure tiiiplics to the Ikiw density 
on the surface of a liber drtiwn from ;i mell. From the 
rule of Ecj. (121), this areal density implies a linear 
density of .̂ 0 cm"'. Thus, the sense of the difference 
from llic resulls of Table \ ' is correct, in that ;i surlicitti 

.="0. I.. .-Vnderson. in I'rnrlun:. edited hy li. I.. .-Xverhack. I). K. 
fellieck. ('.!. T. Mahn. and U. .\. Thomas (John Wilev & .Sons. 
Inc., New Viirk, I'Wl), p. :U1. 

" J . C. l-isher and I. II. Ilolloniah. .Am. Inst. Mining. .Met., 
IVtrol. 1-aigrs, 'fech. t'"ul.l. Xo. 22t.S (liJ-17'). , 

-'-' F. 0 . Andercc'i;, ind. l-'.ng. Chem. M, 2<>0 (ly.W).-

Ilttw density exceeds tiny corresponding internal 
density; in point of ftid, the excess is large. Such a 
(inclusion is iieccsstiry if gltiss specimens are to ftiil by 
viriue of surlicitd Iltiws, in genertd. 

It is clear tbtit the theory of 1 and tbe experiniental 
methods presented yield ti tool lo study the distribution 
of Grillith llaws in ti .<olid. Furthermore, this method 
is the only one availalile at jiresent to investigate thc 
dislribution of inierniil iFiws, since deconilion tech-
nit |ues ctiri be apjilied only to surlicial llaws.-''"-''' In 
furlhcr pttpers of this series, the exiension of the theory 
of I ttnd of the ex|icrimenl;il resulls lo the case of 
surlicitd llaws will be [tresenied. 
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Field Permeability IVIethods for In-Place 
Leaching BESE&BCH'HSWUn 

EARTH SCItNCE 

O ver the past few years in-place leaching has re
ceived increased attention from mine operators 

producing copper and uranium. Several mining com
panies have fractured and subsequently leached por
phyry copper deposits in the Southwest. Many pilot and 
several commerical uranium leaching operations have 
been initiated in Texas and Wyoming. The Bureau of 
Mines has conducted a variety of research projects on 
improving leaching technology, and an extensive bibli
ography on in-place leaching is available.' 

In-place ieaching has spawned new conditions for 
which an ore body must be evaluated to determine its 
production potential. During its early research efiforts, 
the bureau established the importance of permeability 
tests. Permeability is a measure of a formation's ability 
to transmit fluids and is, therefore, directly related to 
flow characteristics of leaching fluids. For "tight" for
mations such as the porphyry coppers, permeability 
measurements determine whether a formation must be 
blasted to create adequate leaching-fluid flow. For per
meable formations such as the sandstone roll-front ura
nium deposits, permeability helps define a multitude of 
well field parameters such as well spacing, pumping 
rates and plant capacity. For all formations, concern 
over ground water contamination has mandated accu
rate knowledge of permeability. 

Permeability testing techniques have not been famil
iar to most mining engineers. Although laboratory tests 
for permeability were routine, bureau researchers like
wise had little experience with field permeability mea
surements. A contract was awarded, therefore, to sur
vey techniques available from civil and petroleum dis

ciplines to determine which applied to evaluating 
formation leachability. For the relevant methods, the 
contractor was further charged with compiling a "cook-j 
book" description of each test—detailed test proce-^ 
dures, analysis techniques and required equipment. The" 
results are summarized in this article, but details can be^ 
obtained from the contractor's final report.* 

Tests similar to those used on dam projects 1 

Discharge 

Although sophisticated permeability techniques have 
been developed in the petroleum field, the tests that ap
peared best suited for use by mining engineers in eval
uating leachability were those civil engineers use to in
vestigate rock for dam projects. These tests—constant-
head, variable-head and pumping tests—are performed 
by injecting or withdrawing water from vertical holes 
drilled into the formation being evaluated. Details on 
conducting these tests and analyzing results are con
tained, in total, within the contractor's final report. 

In constant-head tests, a constant water pressure or 
"head" is applied through a well to a fixed interval of 
the formation. The quantity of water needed to maintain 
that head is then measured oyer a given time interval. 
Analysis of test results to obtain permeability involves 
straightforward manipulations of the constant-head 
pressure, flow rate required to maintain that head and 
dimensional considerations. 

Constant-head tests can be conducted with or without 
packers. If packers are not used, a water-levelrin-
dicating device must be monitored to maintain a con
stant water level in the well. With packer tests, pressure 
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water _ 5 -
level before test ^ -

Pump-
m -Casing 
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2. 
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table 
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I .•"— Perforated casing, 
I well screen,or 

J I. unlined hole 

Impermeable stratum 
Fig. 1. Basic well pumping terminology^ 
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f% Orilling rig set up for pumping in permeability tests with pack-
e 

gauges or electrical transducers may be used to monitor 
the constant head of water applied to the test section. 
The test interval is fixed by the packer spacing. For a 
single packer, the entire well section below the packer 
is the test zone; when two packers are hooked in tan
dem as a "straddle packer," the test zone is the space 
between them. 

Variable-head tests—either falling or rising head—are 
conducted by adding or withdrawing a "slug" of water 
from a well and monitoring the rate at which the water 
returns to its original level. Water can be added by 
pouring or pumping. Water is generally withdrawn by 
pumping or bailing, although air pressure can be used if 
the water volume removed can be accurately measured. 
While variable-head tests are very simple and cheap to 
run, analysis of results is empirical and more com
plicated than it is for constant-head tests. The analysis 
basically involves comparing plots ofthe rate of change 
in the head with " t ype" curves for known per
meabilities. ^ 

Where time and economics permit, pumping tests 
provide the desired measurement. Measurements from 
pumping tests provide more accurate estimates of the 
fluid flow conditions during leaching operations than do 
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Fig. 3. Ranges of permeability for geologic formations (after O'Rourke, et aP) 
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other tests. Pumping tests employ two or more observa
tion wells drilled at various distances from a pumping 
well (fig. 1). As water is withdrawn from the pumping 
well,'the water table is depressed which lowers the wa
ter level in the observation wells. The permeability of 
the formation is computed from the ratio of the water 
level draw-down to the observation well's distance from 
the pumping well. 

Importance of well preparation often overlooked 

The importance df proper well preparation is fre
quently overlooked by newcomers to permeability test 
ing. It is imperative that the testing wells be drilled with 
minimal formation contamination to minimize plugging 
the permeability channels. Matching proper drilling 
fluids with formation characteristics helps decrease the 
problem; coring also often damages a formation less 
than rotary drilling. 

After a well has been drilled, fresh water should be 
circulated until the return water flows clean. Even a 
well-flushed hole will, however, contain some cuttings; 
these can be removed by bailing the well. A bailer can 
be constructed from a section of drill rod fitted with a 
simple trap valve. Scrubber brushes attached to a drill 
rod can scrape cuttings from the wellbore wall to facili
tate cleaning. 

Wells in loosely consolidated formations like some of 
the uraniferous sandstones usually must be cased to 
prevent excessive sloughing. Permeability tests can 

PERMEABILITY, cm/sec 
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then be run through screen sections, through open-hol^ 
zones below the casing, or in gravel-packed zones. 

Equipment ranges from simple to sophisticated 

Depending upon the available budget and desired re^ 
suits, the equipment required to conduct permeability^ 
tests can range from a simple water bucket and taper 
measure to sophisticated instrument packages for docu^ 
menting test parameters. Once a suitable well has been; 
drilled, essential operations are: (1) adding (or sub-' 
tracting) water; (2) measuring the added volume of wa-J 
ter; (3) measuring the pressure (or head) in the test 
zone; and (4) measuring time. Water can be added by 
pouring from a bucket or pumping. Although more so-̂  
phisticated flow meters are available, water volumes are", 
generally measured with a household water meter. The> 
water pressure or head can be measured with simple' 
electrical water level indicators, piezometers, pressure' 
transducer, or even a tape measure if the water level i^ 
near the well collar. - ^ 

Certain permeability tests require special equipment.^ 
Pumping tests require special pumps to lift the water^ 
Packer tests require a drill rig or similar means of raising 
or lowering the packers (fig. 2). These packers are gen
erally attached to the drill string or galvanized pipes for, 
positioning in the well. Furthermore, packers must be 
seated with hydraulic pressure (from the drill-rig pump) 
or compressed air (run down a separate line to the pack
er). Although inflatable packers constructed from plastic 

pipe are becoming popular,^ the bu
reau generally has used oilfield-type 

g packers raised and lowered on the 
'° drilling string. 
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More than one test may be desirable 
to verify results 

A method for selecting appropriate 
permeability test methods was docu
mented in the contractor's final re
port.* The first step in the process is 
to determine the range of permeabil
ities likely to be encountered in the 
target ore deposit. If this information 
cannot be derived from tests on sirai
lar deposits, it can be estimated from 
a chart of probable permeability for 
the basic rock types (fig. 3). Turning to 
the techniques that have been used in 
formations of various permeabilities 
(fig. 4) one or more techniques can be 
tentatively selected. Final selection 
can be made with the assistance of an 
evaluation matrix (fig. 5) based upon 
the desired performance chracteris-
tics, economics, time frame, etc. It 
may be desirable to run more than 
one test to verify results. 

After a test method or methods 
have been selected, several publica
tions are available to serve as "cook
books" for running and analyzing the 
tests.*"^ We have found that the final 
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r :ort from the contract under which permeabiiity 
1. .is were surveyed provides the handiest single refer-
ctice.* 

ina typical application, the bureau recently evaluated 
a limestone formation for leachability. Without any pre-
viotjs test information, estimates of permeability from 
tig. 3 range from 10"* to 10"* cm/sec (1 to 10"* darcy). 
This formation contained both highly fractured zones 
and those free from extensive fracturing; the entire 
range of permeability could not be ruled out. Turning to 
fig. 4, such permeability values suggest the use of vari
able-head, constant-head, and/or pumping-in tests with 
packers. Final selection of test method was based on 
the evaluation matrix contained in fig. 5. Since the for
mation was above the water table and accurate delinea
tion of vertical diflferences in permeability was the most 
important consideration, we eventually ran a series of 
pumping-in tests using straddle packers. A few con
stant-head tests were also run to verify the per
meabilities obtained. Test procedures and analyses 
were taken from "recipes" contained in the "cook
book" portion ofthe contractor's final report. In other 
situations where cost and ease of operation were more 
important than extreme accuracy, constant-head and/or 
variable-head tests have been selected as prime testing 
methods. 

Permeability testing is extremely critical for eval
uating formations for potential leachability. An exhaus
tive survey of available permeability methods used in 
civil and petroleum disciplines determined that con
stant-head, variable-head and pumping tests all play an 
important role in measuring permeability to evaluate 
formations for leachability. As a result of this survey, a 

^P«eniber 1978 

detailed "cookbook" (Field Permeability Test Methods 
With Applications to Solution Mining) was generated to 
describe the permeability test procedures and analysis 
techniques. This document presents mine operators 
with all the information necessary for running per
meability tests at a reasonable cost. • 

Peter G. Chamberlain is presently a geophysicist, in situ 
mining, for the Bureau of Mines Twin Cities Mining Research 
Center. Since joining the organization 11 years ago, he has 
served in various positions, including head of the rock me
chanics laboratory. He is currently conducting research on 
leaching deeply buried ore bodies and on improved pre-mine 
planning for conventional underground mining operations. 
Chamberlain worked as a field engineer with Schlumberger 
Well Services prior to joining the Bureau of Mines. He holds 
a BS degree in geophysical engineering frotn Michigan Tech
nological University. 
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IvJ ver the past fev years in-place leaching has re
ceived increased attention from mine operators 

producing copper and uranium. Several mining com
panies have fractured and subsequently leached por
phyry copper deposits in the Southwest. Many pilot and 
.several commerical uranium leaching operations have 
been initialed in Texas and Wyoming. The Bureau of 
N'lines has conducted a variety of research projects on 
improving leaching technology, and an extensive bibli
ography on in-place leaching is available.' 

In-place leaching has spawned new conditions for 
which an ore body must be evaluated to determine its 
production potential. During its eariy research efforts, 
the bureau established the importance of permeability 
lests. Permeability is a measure ofa formation's ability 
lo transmit fluids and is, therefore, directly related to 
flow characteristics of leaching fluids. For "tight" for
mations such as the porphyry coppers, permeability 
measuremenis determine whether a formation must be 
blasted to create adequate leaching-fluid flow. For per
meable formations such as the sandstone roll-front ura
nium deposits, permeability helps define a multitude of 
well field parameters such as well spacing, pumping 
rates and plant capacity. For all formations, concern 
over ground v/ater contamination has mandated accu
rate knowledge of permeability. 

Permeability testing techniques have not been famil
iar io most mining engineers. Although laboratory tests 
for permeability were routine, bureau researchers like
wise had liltle experience with field permeability mea
surements. A contract was awarded, therefore, to sur
vey lechniques available from civil and petroleum dis

ciplines to determine which applied to evaluaiin? J 
formation leachability. For the relevant methods, tht ^ 
contractor was further charged with compiling a "cook- { 
book" description of each test—detailed test proce
dures, analysis techniques and required equipment. Tht ii 
resul ts a re summar ized in this ar t ic le , but de ta i l s can U l 
obtained from the contractor's final report.^ i 

Tests similar to those used on dam projects i 

Although sophisticated permeability techniques havt 
been developed in the petroleum field, the tests that ap
peared best suited for use by mining engineers in eval
uating leachability were those civil engineers use to in
vestigate rock for dam projects. These tests—constani-
head, variable-head and pumping tests—are performeJ 
by injecting or v/ithdrawing water from vertical holes 
drilled into the fonnation being evaluated. Details or, 
conducting these tests and analyzing results are con
tained, in total, within the contractor's final report. 

In constant-head tests, a constant water pressure or 
"head" is applied through a well to a fixed interval d 
the formation. The quantity of water needed to maintain 
that head is then measured over a given time intervtil 
Analysis of test results to obtain permeability involvci 
straightforward manipulations of the constant-heat,' 
pressure, flow.rate required to maintain that head and 
dimensional considerations. 

Constant-head tests can be conducted with or without 
packers. If packers are not used, a water-level-in 
dicating device must be monitored to maintain a con
stant water level in the well. With packer tests, pressure 
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lj;. 2 Orilling rig set up for pumping in permeability tests with pack
ers 

gauges or electrical transducers may be uscd to monitor 
the consianl head of water applied to the test section. 
Thc test interval is fixed by the packer spacing. For a 
single packer, the eniire well section below the packer 
is Ihe test zone; when two packers are hooked in tan
dem as a "straddle packer," the test zone is the space 
between them. 

Variable-head tests—either falling or rising head—are 
conducted by adding or withdrawing a "slug" of water 
from a well and monitoring the rate at which the water 
returns to its original level. Water can be added by 
pouring or pumping. Water is generally withdrawn by 
pumping or bailing, although air pressure can be used if 
the water volume removed can be accurately measured. 
While variable-head tests are very simple and cheap to 
run, analysis of results is empirical and more com
plicated than it is for constant-head tests. The analysis 
basically involves comparing plots of the rate of change 
in the head with " t y p e " curves for known per
meabilities. 

Where time and economics permit, pumping tests 
provide the desired measurement. Measurements from 
pumping tests provide more accurate estimates of the 
fluid flow conditions during leaching operations than do 
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oihor tests. Pumping lests employ two or more observa
tion wells drilled at various distances.from a pumping 
well (fig. 1). As water is withdrawn from thc pumping 
well, the svater table is depressed which lowers the wa
ter level in the observation wells. The permeability of 
thc formation is computed from thc ratio of the water 
level draw-down to the observation well's distance from 
thc pumping well. 

Importance of well preparation often overlooked 

The importance of proper well preparation is fre
quently overlooked by newcomers to permeability test 
ing. It is imperative thai the testing wells be drilled with 
minimal formation contamination to minimize plugging 
the permeability channels. Matching proper drilling 
fluids with formation characteristics helps decrease the 
problem; coring also often damages a formation less 
than rotary drilling. 

After a well has been drilled, fresh water should be 
circulated until the return water flows clean. Even a 
well-flushed hole will, however, contain some cuttings; 
these can be removed by bailing the well, A bailer can 
be constructed from a .section of drill rod fitted with a 
simple trap valve. Scrubber brushes attached to a drill 
rod can scrape cuttings from the wellbore wall to facili
tate cleaning. 

Wells in loosely consolidated formations like some of 
the uraniferous sandstones usually must be. cased to 
prevent excessive sloughing. Permeability tests can 

then be mn through screen sections, through open-hole 
zones below thc casing, or in gravel-packed zones 

Equipment ranges from simple to sophisticated 

r 

PERMEABILITY, cm/sec 
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Depending upon thc available budget and desired re- /, 
.suits, the equipment required to conduct permeabiliiv ; 
tests can lange from a simple water bucket and tape ; 
measure lo sophisticated instrument packages for docu- | 
menting test parameters. Once a suitable well has been I 
drilled, essential operations are: (1) adding (or sub- f 
trading) water; (2) measuring the added volume of wj. f 
ter; (.3) measuring the pressure (or head) in the tesi f' 
zone; and (4) measuring time. Water can be added b\ I 
pouring from a bucket or pumping. Although more so- § 
phisticated flow meters are available, water volumes are | 
generally measured with a household water meter. Thc v 
water pressure or head can be measured with simple i 
electrical water level indicators, piezometers, pressure i 
transducer, or even a tape measure if the water level is | 
near the well collar. | 

Certain permeability tests require special equipmeni. | 
Pumping tests require special piimps to lift the water. | 
Packer tests require a drill rig or similar means of raisinf li 
or lowering the packers (fig. 2). These packers are gen- ; 
erally attached to the drill string or galvanized pipes foi i 
positioning in the well. Furthermore, packers must be '> 
seated with hydraulic pressure (from the drill-rig pumpi ^ 
or compressed air (run down a separate line to the pack
er). Although inflatable packers constructed from plastic [ 

pipe are becoming popular,^ the bu- ? 
reau generally has used oilfield-type 1 
packers raised and lowered on tht | 
drilling string. f 10 
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Fig. 4. Rcponed ranges of field test methods for permeability measurements 
(iiftar O'Rourke, et al') 

More than one test may be desirable 
to verify results 

A method for selecting appropriate' 
permeability test methods was docu
mented in the contractor's final re
port.^ The first step in the processi!? 
to determine the range of permeabil
ities likely to be encountered in the 
target ore deposit. If this informatior 
cannot be derived from tests on sm 
lar deposits, it can be estimated froi: 
a chart of probable permeability ft"'. 
the basic rock types (fig. 3). Turning^" 
the techniques that have been used •: 
formations of various permeabilii'f 
(fig, 4) one or more techniques can 1* 
tentatively selected. Final seleclio^ 
can be made with the assistance of a* 
evaluation matrix (fig. 5) based upô , 
the desired performance chracten^ 
tics, economics, time frame, etc • 
may be desirable to run more thi
one test to verify results. ^ 

After a test method or melho"-' 
have been selected, several publ'̂ ĵ  
tions are available to serve as "co'' 
books'' for running and analyzing'^ 
tests.^-" We have found that the d̂^ 
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• Fig. 5. Permeability test selection matrix (after O'Rourke, et at') 

report from the contract under which permeability 
tests were surveyed provides the handiest single refer
ence.-

In a typical application, the bureau recently evaluated 
a limestone formation for leachability. Without any pre
vious test information, estimates of permeability from 
fig. 3 range from 10"̂  to 10~* cm/sec (1 to 10~̂  darcy). 
This formation contained both highly fractured zones 
.'.nd those free from extensive fracturing; the entire 
range of permeability could not be ruled out. Turning to 
tig. 4, such permeability values suggest the use of vari-
>tble-head, constant-head, and/or pumping-in tests with 
packers. Final selection of test method was based on 
'.lie evaluation matrix contained in fig. 5. Since the for
malion was above the water table and accurate delinea
tion of vertical differences in permeability was the most 
important consideration, we eventually ran a series of 
pumping-in tests using straddle packers. A few con-
^iant-head tests were also run to verify the per-
tneabiiiiies obtained. Test procedures and analyses 
^̂ ere taken from "recipes" contained in the "cook-
'iiK)k"' portion ofthe contractor's final report. In.other 
'iiu.'iiions where cost and ea.se of operation were more 
•'iiportant than extieme accuracy, constant-head and/or 
'.iiiuble-head tests have been selected as prime testing 
"wihods. 

I^crmeability testing is extremely critical for eval-
''•Hing formations for potential leachability. An exhaus-
•'̂ i.' survey of available permeability melhods used in 
-'̂ •il ;ind petroleum disciplines determined that con-
•i-iiii-iie:id, vari;ible-head and pumping tests all play an 
•'I'onanl role in metisuring permeability to evaluate 
''iiuiiions for leachability. As a result of this survey, a 

•••nili..r (<)7(t 

detailed "cookbook" (Field Permeability Test Methods 
With Applications to Solution Mining) was generated to 
describe the permeability test procedures and analysis 
techniques. This document presents mine operators 
with all the information necessary for running per
meability tests at a reasonable cost. • 

Peter G. Chamberlain is presently a geophysicist, in situ 
mining, for the Bureau of Mines Twin Cities Mining Research 
Center. Since Joining the organization 11 years ago, he has 
served in various positions, including head of the rock me
chanics laboratory. He is currently conducting research on 
leoching deeply buried ore bodies and on improved pre-mine 
planning for conventional underground mining operations. 
Chamberlain worked as a field engineer with Schlumberger 
Well Services prior lo joining the Bureau of Mines. He holds 
a BS degree in geophysical engineering from Michigan Tech
nological University. 
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A filterless sorption technology is one of the more effective ways of improving 
the classic cyanide process widely used in the metallurgy of the precious metals; 
juch a technology has been successfully adopted at certain gold extraction plants in 
the country and has been accepted for implementation at a number of others. 
In introducing sorption schemes for ores with a non-industrial Ag content, proper 

attention has not been given to conditions for extraction of silver (as a by-product, 
vith gold) . 
Analysis of the available information on the application of sorption processes to 

cold-silver ores and concentrates showed tJiat up to the present ion exchange tech
nology for silver extraction has not been used in industrial practice. 

A study was made in [1] 

Table 1 
Capacity of Anion Exchangers for Silver 

in Saturation in Artificial Cyanide Solutions 

Aitlon e x r 
changer 

»^-exiJP 
»^-24X12P 
U-(2X12P 
»TT-12P 

jUS-21a . 
i n • -u . . . 
WI-2B • -

R e s i n c o n t e n t , mg/g. 

A« 

53,4 
57.0 

130,3 
31,8 
62,5 

50,0 
90,0 

Ag+Au 

14,6 
14,6 
12,6 
16.0 
2.7 

11.5 

4,8 
6,5 

15,3 

Ag+Cu 

17,9 
12,5 
12.5 
17,2 
8,4 

13,3 

11,5 
9,6 

17,9 

Ag + Zn 

17,1 
7.8 
8,7 

18,75 
0,68 

11,5 

7,7 
5,3 

12,1 

Ag+Fc 

20,7 
15.7 
17,0 
14,9 
6,3 

18,3 

12,6. 
13,0 
18,5 

Ag+Co 1 

12,1 
12,2 
14,4 
17,3 
4,6 

15,6 

12,1 
9,3 

. 11.2 

Ag + Nl 

20,0 
9,0 
8,7 

18,3 
4,6 

11,6 

11.7 
8.2 

18.1 

•vUi Realns which had shovm' the bea t p r e c i o u s metal e x t r a c t i o n f i g u r e s in 
OM Mlect ion experiments were t e s t e d . • 

of the behavior of silver 
during its sorption from 
artificial and industrial 
cyanide solutions by the 
high-basicity AM anion ex
changer and the low-basicity 
AN-18 exchanger. 
The investigations showed 

that silver was extracted 
more actively than gold in 
the first stage of the proc
ess, then passed into solu
tion again, giving way to 
gold and zinc in the ion ex
changer phase. This indi
cates the inevitability of 
a high level of silver 
losses with the waste pulp 

liquid phase in the combined extraction of precious metals in a continuous counter-
current process. 
Investigations seeking an anionic exchanger of high capacity and selectivity rela

tive to gold and silver showed that none of the sorbent studied could be recommended 
*s a universal agent for the collective extraction of gold and silver. 
î irty samples of ion-exchange resin of various types and structures were tested, 

b*«ed on chloromethylated copolymers (KhMS) of styrene (St.) with divinylbenzene 
'D\'B), aminated with aqueous or organic soiutions of various aliphatic tertiary di-
*aines, cyclic triamine, and pyridine-substituted amines, and also using pyridine, 
i»oquinoline, and picoline bases, triphenylphosphines, and other compounds to produce 
fuactiohal groups. 
The resins were saturated in artificial cyanide solutions with equal molar contents 

*. constituents and in industrial solutions obtained by cyaniding ores from a number 
I. " .̂  of gold-silver deposits. 

The results of a series of 
selection and control exper
iments to find the most ac
tive sorbents for extraction 
of silver in the presence of 
gold and associated impurity 
metals showed that the mate
rial composition of the so
lutions and pulps treated 
with the resins had a sig
nificant effect on the effi
ciency of precious metal 
sorption by the various 
types of ion exchanger. 

It follows from the data 
in Table 1 that the anion 
exchangers AVY-12P (based on 

Table 2 
Capacity of Anion Exchangers for Precious 
and Associated Metals in Saturation in 

*eion 

««cti»nger 

»»-tXI2P 
**-J<X12P 
"[-•2X12P 

* n - 1 2 P 

»«^28 

R e s i n c o n t e n t , mg/ej . 

Ag 

2,55 
3,10 
2.61 

12,20 
4,0 
2,30 
7,30 
6.20 
3,00 

Au 

51,7 
50,7 
48,5 
97,0 
27,0 
40,0 
36,0 
40,3 
50,0 

Cu 

1.0 
1.0 
— 
7,0 

0,6 
5,0 
— 
1,0 

Zn 

15,2 
11,0 
13,7 
10,5 
4,4 
5,0 

11.8 
3,4 

24,8 

Fe 

3,7 
3,6 
5,0 
6,0 
5,2 
1.7 
5.0 
— 
3,6 

Co 

5,4 
4,4 
2,7 
5,0 
1,8 
1,0 
0.6 
0,6 
4,7 

Nl 

7,0 
4,2 
5,3 

11,0 
4,0 
3,1 

11,0 
4,0 
6,6 

Z - p r e -

• = ^ 1 " ^ 

54,25 
53,8 
51,11 

109,2 
31,0 
42,3 
43,3 
46,5 
53,06 

i M e -
i m p u r -
i t i e s 

32,3 
24,2 
26,7 
39,5 
15,4 
11,4 
33,4 
8,0 

40,7 
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Table 3 
Resul ts of Resin Sa tura t ion in I n d u s t r i a l Solut ions 

Sorbent grade 

AP-8X12P 
AP-24X12P 
AP-82X12P 
ABY-12P 
AVF-12P 
o p . 14 . . . 

252 
AM-2B 

Resin c o n t e n t , mg/g 

So lu t ion 1 (ore x i ) | 

Ag 

21 6 
23 1 
18,6 
14 2 
17,8 
14 2 
24 0 
23,2 
25,7 

Au 

1.6 
2,6 
2,0 
0,2 
(196 
2,0 
1,3? 
1 07 
1.7 

1' 0) 
O 3 

' L ' } 

S o l u t i o n 2 (ore x i ) 

Ui! *" 1 
w a * J.J -H -H 

23,2 
25,7 
20,6 
15,1 
18.76 
16,2 
25,32 
24,27 
27,4 

,17,3 
.30,2 
40,9 
76,7 
.57,3 
25,1 
14,9 
20,3 
44,0 

66,0 
58,1 
49,0 . 
97,47 
58,82 
65,21 
89,2 
51,54 
78,4 

Au 

2,13 
2.75 
2.3 
1.81 
1.45 
2,13 
1,6 
1,43 
2,37 

1 n 
Ql 3 
U 0 

w U5 

68,13 
60,85 
51,3 
99,28 
50,27 
67,34 
90,8 
52,97 
80,77 

\U n 
lis UJ 
0)0,-H 

- i S - ^ 

29,2 
35,4 
17,8 
44,b 
29,4 
18,6 
24,3 
IU,4 
26,8 

So lu t ion 3 (ore x,> 

Ag 

11,5 
9,57 
7,59 
9,43 
6,38 
8,16 

14,41 
14,0 
10,4b 

Au 

29,46 
34,46 
25,28 
17,05 
15,31 
31,45 
29,17 
18,94 
28,1 

t"(D 

u c-

l-j 0.5 

40,96 
44,03 
32,87 
26,49 
21,39 
39,61 
43,58 
32,94 
38,56 

I 3 o 

E B JJ 
l^.ri -.1 

48,3 
21,4 
35.7 
86,7 
20,3 
38,2 
14,0 
17,8 
41,2 

Note: Solution 1 contained, in mg/l: 663 Ag, 3.38 Au, 452 Cu, 24.4 Zn, 70 Fe, 
traces of Co, and 0.67 Ni. Solution 2 contained, in rag/1: 75 Ag, 1.98 Au, 
13.35 2n, 6.5 Cu, 19.5 Fe, and 0.4 Ni. Solution 3 contained, in mg/l: 146 Ag, 
.'8.9 Au, 44.5 Zn , 17.8 Cu, 6.6 Fe. and 0.01 Co • 

KhMS, St., DVB, and y-picolines) and AM-2B (KhMS, St., DVB, and a mixture of di- and 
trimethylamine) had the highest capacity for Ag when the resins were saturated in an 
artificial cyanide solution containing only Ag (with an equal constituent molar con--
tent of 10-" mole/liter) . -i*. 
The lowest capacity for Ag under equal conditions was recorded for the anion ex

changers AVF-12P (KhMS, St., DVB, and isoquinoline) and ANS-21a (KhMS, St., DVB, and 
aliphatic amine) . -̂^ 
The capacity of all the sorbents for silver falls sharply in the presence of any ' •. 

of the possible associated metals. .j; 
A particular'associated constituent affects Ag extraction in varying degrees in *:' 

each specific case. Thus in the case of anion exchangers AM-2B and AP-8 x 12P (KhMS,! 
St., DVB, and cyclic terti- ̂  
ary triamine) the principal'-, 
depressants in Ag sorption-^ 
are Co followed by Au and î 
Zn; for op-14 resin (KhMS, ?; 
St., DVB, and triphenyl- \i 
phosphine) Au, Zn, and Ni v.j 
act as depressants in equal:-
measure; for AP2 4 x 12P -:: 
(KhMS, St., DVB, and tetra-̂ '̂  
butyl methylene diamine) and 
AN-82 X 12P (KhMS, St., DVB; 
and hexamethylmethylene) tht. 
depressants are Zn and Ni 
followed by Cu and Au. 

As before, the results of:̂  
resin saturation tests in • 
artificial cyanide solutioiu 
of complex composition with 
equal molar contents' of pre-

. cious and associated metals 
(Table 2) revealed highest, 

capacity for silver in anion exchanger AVY-12P, then in 23T (KhMS, St., DVB, and o-
aminopyridine) and 252 (KhMS, St., DVB, triacetylamine and dimethylamine). '" 
The anion exchangers tested can be placed in the following series according to 

their total precious metals capacity: .iv 
AVY-12P>AP-8X12P>AP-24X12P 

AM-2B>AV-82X12P>252>23T>op. 
14>AVF-12P 

On transition to industrial cyanide 
solutions produced by processing gold- •. 
silver ores from certain deposits in thi 
North-East of the Soviet Union and in ̂ • 
Central Asia of various industrial ;: 
tyjpes, the activity series for the sor
bents according to cyanide solution ma
terial composition are rearranged. 
For example, the same anion exchangers 

are arranged as follows according to -
degree of previous metal sorption when 
there is a considerable amount of Ag awJ 
impurity metals (Cu, Zn, Fe) and an or
dinary concentration of gold in the li
quid phase of pulps (solution 1) from , 
processing ore xi (Table 3): 

AM-2B>AP-24X12P and 23T>252> '•• 
>AP-8X12P>AN-82X12P>AVF-12P> 

op. 14>AVY-12P '", 

However, resins 23T, AP-24 x 12P, and 
252 sorb much less impurity metals than 
AM-2B, although the difference in their 
capacity for precious metals is small-
In spite of the high concentration of 
copper in cyanide solution 1, the major 

0 I .? d i s 6 
Content in solution, mg/l 

Fig. 1. Isotherms of gold and silver 
sorption by AM-2B anion exchanger from 
industrial cyanide solutions of the 
following composition, mg/liter: 

I 
II 

Au 

20.0 
7.20 

Ag Cu 

52.0 7.00 
6.60 30.5 

Fe Zn Ni 

0.91 4.20 0.63 
0.92 3.23 0.22 

Co 

0.06 
0.03 

*Anion exchanger AM-2B is used in practice industrially for gold extraction from " "T'' 
cyanide pulps. 
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Fig. 2. Kinetics of saturation of AM-2B anion ex
changer with gold, silver, and associated metals 
in industrial solutions (composition given in 
Table 4). A axis: saturation time, hr; B axis: 
metal capacity of exchanger, mg/g. 

share of the total impurity 
metals sorbed by all the ion 
exchangers is attributable to 
zinc. 
The affinity series relative 

to precious metals assuines a 
different appearance with a 
reduction in the concentration 
of Ag and impurity metals, as 
is the case in the liquid 
phase of pulps from processing 
ore Xz (solution 2, Table 3): 

AVY-12P>2 3T>AM-2B>AP-8X12P> 
>op. 14>AP-24X12P>252>AN-82X 

X12P>AVF-12P 
- In these circumstances anion 
exchanger AVY-12P sorbs much 
more of the impurities than 
AM2-B, but resin 23T is the 
most selective.' 
With an increase in the Au : 

Ag ratio (solution 3 from 
processing ore X3.) and an 
appreciable impurity metal 
content, we have the following 
sequence in terms of sorbed 
precious metals: 

AP-24X12P>23T>AP-8X12P>op. 14> 
>AM-2B>232 and AP-82X12P>. 

>AVY-12P>AVF-12P 
Here anion exchangers 23T 

and AP-24 x 12P show rela
tively high selectivity. 

It should be noted that ef
ficiency in the extraction of 
silver and gold by practically 
all the anion exchangers, ir
respective of their makeup and 
structure, depends on the ex
tent of -iJie effect of associ
ated metals and impurities. 
Here it is not only the total 
amount of impurities that is 
their interaction, and the pro-

|jI^te>C 

important, but their interrelationship, the nature of 
portion of most active depressant (primarily zinc). 
Data on saturation of ion exchangers in cyanide solutions and pulps show that 

silver-cyanide cpmplexes have less affinity for anion exchanger active groups than 
cyanide complexes of gold and of certain other metals. The affinity series for anion 
exchanger AM-2B, which has been taken up by industry, is as follows: 

A u > Z n > N i > A g > C u > F e . 

The metals to the left of the affinity series suppress sorption of metals to the 
right. 
For this reason the metal concentration ratio in saturated resin is usually in 

favor of metals which stand first in the affinity series, compared with their ratio 
in the initial cyanide solutions. 
The unsatisfactory affinity of anion exchangers for silver (as well as copper) may 

also be connected with the possibility that various forms of cyanide complexes of 
^ese metals with an anion charge variable from 1 to 3 exist in cyanide solutions 
12-4]. 
The possibility cannot be excluded that a fundamentally new approach is required in 

^̂ Jf«=ting an effective sorbent for silver: to.attempt to utilize the high degree of 
affinity of Ag and S, in connection with which it seems desirable to synthesize and 
test sorbents with thiol and thion groups. 

"ere and subsequently, selectivity means the ratio of the amount of sorbed valuable 
Constituents to the total monitored impurity metals. ' 
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Initial prod uct' 

Cyanic ation 

T .r Sorption leachinq 

1 _Pulp 

Sorption leaching 
F^^ Stage I i j 

Saturated ion exch. II Po''p - J ^ — ^ 
Reqeneration II 

r—~=t. 
Regenerated Ag product ''econ 
ion exch. 

(stage I) ] 
Saturated ion exch. I 

Regeneration i 

( -| 
ftu-Ag product Regenerated' 

ion exch. l 

lamination 
II - J 

To tailings tank 
Fig. 3. Flowchart for two-stage sorption extraction 
of gold and silver. 

Since silver is far from 
gold in the affinity series 
for known anion exchangers, 
a continuous countercurrent 
sorption process under condi
tions of maximum resin satu
ration with gold must inevi
tably lead to the loss of the 
metals which complete the 
affinity series with the 
waste solutions (pulps). It 
is important to take this 
factor into account when 
processing gold-silver ores. . 
The flow of sorbent must 

be substantially increased 
in order to prevent losses 
of silver; in this case, 
however, the capacity" of the .• 
resin in terms of silver 

will be low because complex Au, Ni, and Zn anions are sorbed more actively than 
silver. Excess ion exchanger also leads to an appreciable reduction in effective 
capacity for Au (Figs. 1 and 2). 

The nature of the sorption isotherms (plotted by using variable weighed amounts) '' 
indicates considerable depression of silver sorption by gold, especially in the 

region of high gold concen
trations. In these circum
stances ion exchanger capa- ' 
city not only fails to in
crease when the silver con
tent of the solution rises, 
but may decrease appreciably 
in a number of cases (curve 
1) . •<[ 

The phenomenon of mutual 
displacement of metals in 
the process of sorption can • 
also be traced by plotting 
kinetic curves (Fig. 2); com
position of the initial solu
tions is given in Table 4. 
It follows from the Fig. 2 

data that collective sorption̂  
of all metals takes place 
mainly in the first two hours" 
(the "film" kinetics stage); 
further saturation of the 
resin with gold and zinc is 
predominantly due to dis
placement of complex Fe, Cu, 
and Ag cyanide anions with 
less affinity for the anion 
exchanger (the "gel" kinetics 
stage). ^ 
The results of the inves

tigations led to the assump
tion that process efficiency 

would increase substantially if sorption extraction of precious metals from cyanide 
media were conducted in two stages rather than in one, because removal from the pulp 
liquid phase of the most selectively adsorbed ions (Au, Zn, Ni) with the stage I 
resin-would help to increase the capacity of the sorbent for silver in sorption 
stage II, with maximum extraction of silvier from the solutions (Fig. 3). 
This version was evaluated in enlarged laboratory tests using solutions obtained ' 

from leaching the ore from one of the deposits in the North East, and also on pilot-
plant scale when testing flowsheets for gold-silver ore processing. 
The enlarged studies of the solutions in a multichani)er countercurrent sorption 

apparatus showed that a two-stage sorption process was possible in principle. It is 

* 

I 

ong r J * S S 7 
Degree of sorption 

i o n g . 
Degree of sorption 

stage t | Stage II 

F i g . 4 . D i s t r i b u t i o n of g o l d , s i l v e r , and non-
f e r r o u s m e t a l s in p r o d u c t s i n s i n g l e - s t a g e (I) 
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It 

Table 4 
Composition of Cyanide 
Solutions Used to 

Determine Kinetics of 
Resin Saturation, mg/liter 

Curve. 
no .02 
r i g - 2 ' 

2 
3 
1 
S 
6 

Au 

0 2 
1,0 
2,0 
.S,2 
10,0 
14,0 

A« 

6,1 
18.0 
28,0 
34,0 
43,0 
48,0 

Cu 

2.5 
7.5 
9,0 

10,2 
11,8 
12,6 

Zn 

0,1 
0,22 
0,75 
1,50 
3,37 
4,30 

Fe 

60,0 
72.0 
•/•5.0 
64.0 
71,0 
75,0 

Nl 

0,11 
0.33 
0,57 
0.95 
1,85 
2,25 

possible to produce resins with sufficient precious metal saturation even with a 
small number of substages (four in each stage). Selection of impurities takes place 
in these circumstances: the nickel and zinc concentrate predominantly in the stage I 

resin, the iron and copper in the stage II resin, which 
will make it possible to simplify the ion exchanger re
generation system. 
Subsequent checking of the efficiency of a two-stage 

system to extract gold and silver from pulps in a con
tinuous countercurrent sorption process in pilot plant 
tests at the Balei experimental plant confirmed its 
value. 

The nature of precious metal and non-ferrous metal 
distribution over the substages of sorption extraction 
of silver and gold in a single-stage process (producing 
resin with maximum gold saturation) and a two-stage 
process is shown in Fig. 4. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The proposed system of two-stage precious metal ex
traction from gold- and silver-bearing material was found to have the following ad
vantages. 
1. The capacity of saturated resin in stage I for Au and in stage II for Ag is 

substantially higher than in single-stage sorption with complete extraction of silver 
along with gold. 
2. The total flow of sorbent in the metal sorption - saturated resin regeneration 

cycle is less with a two-stage scheme than with a single-stage scheme, resulting in 
lower operating costs in the regeneration unit and reduced mechanical losses of ion 
exchanger. 
3. The selective adsorption of impurity metals on the resins in sorption stages I 

and II makes it possible to use a simplified regeneration system for the saturated 
resins; this also has a beneficial effect on the economics of the sorption technology. 
The scheme for two-stage ion-exchange extraction of precious metals has formed the 

basis of the design of an enterprise now under construction. 
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The Geology of Boulby Mine 
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Abstract 

' Boulby mine is the first full-scale exploitation of the Zechstein Potash deposits in 
northeastern England. A large-enough area of the potash and adjacent beds has now 
been exposed in the mine to provide extensive evidence of both brine-controlled mineral 
migration and gravity-induced plastic flow of the potash bed. The underlying halite is 
much less affected. The deformation of the potash bed, together with its high tempera
ture and gas content, leads to a number of mining problems, but the high grade of the ore 
and its simple mineralogy make processing straightforward. 

™̂ Ul imi lAB, 

Introduction 

CLEVELAND Potash Limited's Boulby mine is situated 
on the southeastern boundary of Cleveland County in 
northeastern England, formerly part of North York
shire (Fig. 1). Details of the history of the discovery 
and exploratioh of this portion of the United King
dom's potash field are contained in an earlier paper 
(Woods, 1973), together with the stratigraphic se
quence encountered in the shafts' pilot borehole, 
drilled in 1968. While there has been no previous 
exploitation of these deposits, apart from some solu
tion mining experiments, many boreholes have been 
drilled for mining feasibility studies and much de
tailed laboratory work done pn the cores obtained, 
e.g., Stewart. (1965), Armstrong et al. (1951), and 
Dunham (1947). 

Since the completion of the first of two shafts in 
1973 (Cleasby et al., 1975), development and produc
tion mining have exposed the Boulby Potash and 
adjacent beds over an area 2.0 X 1.5 km (1.5 X 1.0 
miles). A new technique has been developed for 
drilling near-horizontal directionally controlled bore
holes up to 1,000 m beyond the present mining limits 
(Fig. 2) , providing much more information on the 
variations in the potash orebody and incidentally also 
on the underlying halite and anhydrite beds. 

The drilling method utilizes the reverse circulation, 
continuous coring technique which is commonplace 
in the potash mines in (jermany. Directional control 
is achieved at Boulby by varying stabilizer spacing, 
bit pressure, and speed of rotation. Continuous core 
recovery ensures that the base of potash intersection 
is noted almost immediately so that accurate depth 
and survey checks can be made. Special blow-out 
preventers are used in case high-pressure gas pockets 
are encountered. 

In terms of the potash field as a whole the mined 
area is very small. However, what has been observed 
of the nature of the postdepositional alteration must 
apply, to a greater or lesser degree, to the Boulby 
Potash beds throughout northeastern England. 

Much remains to be done in terms of more de
tailed research at the Boulby mine. Most of the early 
work on which this paper is based involved the ap
plication of geological observations of potash seam 
behavior to mining control problems. Presently, 
however, various lines of research are being pursued, 
both academic and applied, with a view to assisting 
mine planning and operation, and the results will be 
published in future papers. 

Stratigraphic Sequence in Boulby Mine 
Type Section 

The nomenclature and a general description of the 
individual members of the Zechstein 3 and 4 evaporite 
cycles of northeastern England have been given by 
Smith and Crosby (1978) in a companion paper. 
Table 1 lists again the formations in the Staintondale 
and Teesside Groups of the upper Permian at the 
Boulby mine. This paper is primarily concerned 
with the potash bed at the top of the Boulby Halite 
which is currently being exploited, as well as ex
posures in the mine of the adjacent beds which pro
vide abundant information relevant to the history of 
the orebody itself. 

During the sinking of the shafts through the eva
porites it was possible to observe a much larger ex
posure of each bed than had been possible from 
surface drilling. Figure 3 shows the type sequence 
in the shafts from the middle of the Upper Halite 
down to the Billingham Main Anhydrite. Each 
formation is treated individually below. The term 
type sequence is used here for want of a better one, 
even though the same sequence was intersected and 
reported in the shafts' pilot hole (Woods, 1973). 
The original sedimentary order is well preserved, but 
there is much evidence for both upward and lateral 
migration of the more mobile salts. 

The Upper Anhydrite is a well-bedded, very fine
grained, pale gray anhydrite bed containing lenses of 
sylvite. Halite pseudomorphs after gypsum occur at 
distinct horizons. Some of these pseudomorphs are 

I ' 
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FIG. 1. Location map. 

red sylvinite where they occur near to the sylvinite 
lenses mentioned previously. What was particularly 
noticeable in the shafts was the undulation of the 
Upper Anhydrite as a whole with quite steep dips at 
the top and base (up to 15°). Deformation was ap
parently plastic, there being no tension cracks or 
joints in the rock. The basal 4 to 5 m of the over
lying Upper Halite forms a very sharp contact with 
the anhydrite. This rock is distinctly gneissose in 
texture, with marked crystal elongation parallel tb 
the contact, suggesting flow to compensate for the 

buckling of the anhydrite. (No further exposures 
of the Upper Anhydrite have been made since the 
shafts were sunk, although upward drilling from mine 
roadways is planned.) The basal 1 to 2 m of the 
Upper Anhydrite are markedly more argillaceous. 

The Upgang Formation, which forms the basal 
bed of the Staintondale evaporite cycle, is a distinctly 
laminated, dark gray, dolomitic shale, with a grada
tional upper boundary but a sharp contact with the 
underlying Carnallitic Marl. 

The Carnallitic Marl (sometimes locally known as 

FJG. 2. Long hole drilling! 
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the Rotten Marl), reddish brown in color, is com
posed for the most part of dehydrated clay minerals, 
together with up to 60 percent halite locally. The 
latter occurs in halite/sylvinite veins and as distinct 
pods and crystals in the clay itself. The mineral 
carnallite is rarely found in the Boulby area although 
present in boreholes to the south. The Carnallitic 
Marl is a very weak rock, there being no physical 
bonding between the halite crystals and no significant 
cementing mineral to bind the clay. Local harder 
bands contain some polyhalite. There is virtually no 
carbonate in this rock, which makes the term "marl" 
something of a misnomer—"salt-cIay" would perhaps 
be more correct. The formation is further weakened 
by numerous steeply dipping discontinuities with 
polished interfaces, obviously caused by differential 
movement within this bed. Many of the fibrous 
halite/sylvite veins also have polished interfaces be
tween salts and wall rock suggesting formation after 
compaction of the clay. The transition from the marl 
to the underlying beds shows a color change from 
red brown to gray, some interbanding, and a down
ward increase of coarse displacive halite (cf. Smith, 
1971) with some intercrystalline anhydrite and very 
dark gray clay. Many of the veins in the marl above 

Table \. Stratigraphy of English Zechstein (EZ) Cycles 3 and 4 

Series 

Upper 
Permian 

Group 

Staintondale 
group 

Teesside 
group 

Formation 

Upper Halite 
Upper Anhydrite 
Upgang Formation 

Carnallitic (Rotten) 
Marl 

(Boulby Potash) 
Boulby Halite 
Billingham Main 

Anhydri te 
Upper Magnesian 

Limestone 

Cycle* 

EZ4 

EZ3 

• After D. B. Smith. 

pinch out in this zone, with no obvious connection 
with the sylvinite below. 

The sylvinite bed itself (the Boulby Potash) closely 
resembles a metamorphic gneiss, both in terms of 
crystal fabric and the fact that it contains many 
rounded fragments of rock from adjacent beds. The 
basal contact is sharp and generally fairly planar. 
The upper contact is very undulating but again fairly 
sharp against the overlying halite-enriched anhydritic 
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FIG. 3. Shafts section (evaporites). See text for description of each formation. K = sylvinite. 
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transition zone. The color of the Boulby Potash 
varies from grayish pink to orange and can be quite 
red toward the upper and lower contacts, owing to 
hematite platelets both in the crystals of sylvite and 
even at times in the halite (showing that there must 
have been replacement of sylvite by the halite). The 
potash has a banded appearance, although the bands 
are not necessarily parallel to the top or base of the 
bed, suggesting flow lineation rather than bedding. 
Within the first shaft excavation the thickness varied 
from 2.5 to 5 m. 

Below the potash the Boulby Halite, by compari
son, is remarkably undisturbed except over fault 
zones in the anhydrite and dolomite below (Fig. 6 ) , 
the original clay partings being well preserved and 
with virtually no elongation of the individual crystals. 
The upper 3 to 4 m of the Boulby Halite is generally 
brownish gray, locally speckled with small red sylvite 
crystals, and with the halite crystals increasing in 
size downward. The topmost 10 to 50 cm of this bed 
is markedly more anhydritic than the halite immedi
ately below with some thin stringers of fibrous 
halite in places. A fairly sharp contact separates 
the brownish halite above from a 1 to 2-m bed 
of- very pure orange-pink halite which provides 
a distinct marker band throughout the mine. It 
rarely contains any traces of sylvite. Below this unit 
is coarse orange-brown halite with interstitial gray 
clay fonning up to 10 percent of the rock. In one of 
the shafts columnar structures were observed 1 m 
in diameter and up to 2 m in depth, having the ap
pearance bf dessication cracks. The cracks are dark 
gray argillaceous halite and the hexagonal columns 
are pale orange-brown halite. Several clay partings 
are well preserved in this interval, indicating that 
there has been little alteration of the original halite 
rock. The Boulby Halite becomes increasingly anhy
dritic downward, first as minor partings and increas
ing intercrystalline material. Then about 15 m from 
the top, distinct 1- to 10-cm-thick anhydrite beds are 
present which "become more numerous toward the 
contact vvith the Billingham Main Anhydrite. 

Variations in the Boulby Potash 

As soon as the mine roadways away from the shafts 
(begun in halite below the seam for stability reasons) 
entered the potash seam, it was possible to begin 
mapping and recording the variations in the potash 
bed and this has become routine ever since. As ex-̂  
posed in the shafts, and elsewhere in the mine, the 
base of the Boulby Potash is relatively even. The 
upper boundary is very undulating, with the overall 
seam thickness varying from less than a meter to as 
much as 20 m over horizontal distances of 20 to 30 m. 
Five distinct ore types have been encountered so far. 
Though they pass fairly rapidly from one to the next, 

each type may predominate in an area up to a maxi
mum of a kilometer across. The diagenesis of the 
Boulby Potash, discussed in more detail later, has 
obliterated the majority of the original sedimentary 
characteristics of the seam. Thus there are no clay 
partings in the bed, no small-scale erosional struc
tures, and, most relevant to mining control, no con
sistent marker bands apart from the base of the seam 
itself. The five ore types (A-E) are shown dia
grammatically in Figure 4 and are described in
dividually, although there is usually a lateral transi
tion from one to the ne.xt over some tens of meters. 

Type A 

This is the ore type encountered in the shafts' type 
section and already described in appearance. Its 
main constituent minerals are sylvite and halite with 
minor clay and anhydrite and trace magnesite, pyrite, 
and quartz. The contained xenoliths of other rock 
types are not included in this list; they generally 
constitute less than 5 percent of the rock.. 
_ The sylvite in this type imparts most of the gneiss
like texture to the rock, being elongated in a ratio as 
high as 3 to 1 in a generally near-horizontal orienta
tion. The dominant color is seldom particularly red 
or white, except near the top and bottom of the bed 
where the sylvite is often coarser (5-20 mm) and 
more granular in appearance with both red and white 
crystals present. 

The halite in the ore occurs in two main forms. 
The first contains a high percentage of anhydrite and 
clay; the second is pure and occurs both as distinct 
crystals and as secondary growths on the first, ajv 
parently earlier, variety. In the main the halite crys
tals are not so obviously elongated as the sylvite. 

In places lenses or rafts of the more shaly portion 
of type C are found in the upper part of type A. 

Type B 

Type B ore is really a structural variation of type 
A but with the undulations having proceeded a stage 
further into a series of overlapping recumbent folds 
and even nappes. Some of the overlying argillaceous 
transition zone and locally the Carnallitic Marl have 
been ingested into the potash ore as far as the base of 
the whole seam. Similarly the underlying halite is 
occasionally incorporated into the overfolding. The 
resulting pile may be as much as 20 m thick. A re
markable feature of this type is the very much higher 
ore grade (often in excess of 50 percent KCl) which 
has resulted from the differential flow characteristics 
of the individual component minerals. It is an 
established fact that under high differential stress 
sylvite will flow more rapidly than halite (sometimes 
referred to as stress refining), so the end product 
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Ore Types (Schemat ic) 

C a r n A l t i t I o 
M a r t 

B o u l b y 
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FIG. 4. Ore types (schematic). See text for explanation. K = sylvinite. 

is an enrichment of the former in these recumbent 
folds. 

Type C 
Ore of this type has a basal component of ty|>e A, 

normally much thinner (0.5-1.5 m) than type A 
where the latter occurs on its own, with an overly
ing gray anhydritic shale up to 5 m thick. The shale 
interval is considered part of the ore type because it 
contains varying proportions of sylvinite as coarse 
porphyroblastic aggregates and fibrous veins and 
masses. These give the rock a somewhat brecciated 
appearance. While the higher overall argillaceous 
content of this type is not'attractive from a processing 
viewpoint, the fact that these areas miist be traversed 
to reach better ore means that some selective mining 
can be practiced to achieve tolerable grades. It is in 
this interval that a suite of boron minerals has been 
recognized and. described elsewhere (Milne et al., 
1977). In many instances the upper boundary of 
type C is the base of the marl, but elsewhere a dis
placive halite interval intervenes. 

Type D 
Type D ore is a progression from type C analagous 

to the relationship between types A and B, In this 

case enriched sylvinite, low in anhydritic clay, has 
flowed into, and in places above, the veined shale 
interval. Similar fold and nappe structures can be 
found in this material and it is noticeable that the 
contained xenoliths are usually particularly well 
rounded, consisting mainly of gray shale but locally 
of red-brown marl. Where the enriched sylvinite is 
thick enough and sufficiently extensive to mine with
out approaching too close to the marl, operating 
grades in excess of 40 percent KCl can be achieved. 

Type E 

This ore also has a basal component of type A and 
a veined shale interval above which is a generally 
thick layer of comparatively clean sylvinite but vvith 
a much higher halite to sylvite ratio (3 or 4 to 1). 
The distinction between ore types E and D is there
fore primarily one of sylvite content. The origins of 
this type are suggested in the section on Diagenesis. 

Variations in the Boulby Halite 

In the relatively small number of exposures of the 
lower three-quarters of the Boulby Halite the stratig
raphy is remarkably consistent and, therefore, prob
ably original. Thicknesses vary considerably, how-
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FIG. 5. Solution cavity in Boulby Halite. 

ever (see the Structural History below). In contrast 
the upper part contains a number of features which 
are relevant to the diagenesis of the potash bed. 

A continuous pinkish to orange halite bed marks 
the top of the evenly bedded sequence and has come 
to be known in the mine as the "pink halite band" 
(Fig. 4) . Some German geologists regard this type 
of rock as indicating an interval .where complete 
leaching of potassium minerals has occurred (Bor
chert and Muir, 1964). Above it the halite is vari
able in color, brownish to gray, with increasing 
amounts of interstitial clay and anhydrite (up to 10 
percent). Over much of the minethis interval also 
contains small quantities of calcium and magnesium 
chloride brine which seeps from the rock once it has 
been cut or drilled. Also in this interval, in some 
areas of the mine, are what must have originally been 
solution cavities but which now have the features 
shown in Figure 5. Internally these structures con
sist of a lens of coarse, pure translucent halite, up to 
2 m in diameter, which overlies a band of anhydrite, 
often encrusted vvith red-brown hematite. The 
amount of anhydrite is far greater than would have 
formed solely from the solution of the volume of rock 
represented by the translucent halite. The mecha
nism may have involved the solution of patches of 
carnallite or sylvite by calcium sulfate-bearing brines, 
the uptake of the more soluble minerals causing pre
cipitation of anhydrite followed by halite and the 
settling out of the hematite platelets from' the dis
solved sylvite or carnallite. Large aggregates of car

nallite are found in a similar position in the halite 
below the main potash beds of the Sergipe deposit in 
Brazil (Szatmari, pers. comrnun., 1978). 

The contact between the halite and the overlying 
sylvinite bed varies considerably despite being fairly 
planar. In some areas it is a shear plane with ex
tensive slickensiding truncating many of the struc
tures at the top of the halite. Elsewhere it may still 
be sharp, but with a conformable transition from the 
halite to the sylvite, or there may be a transitional 
zone 5 to 100 cm thick containing a high proportion 
of anhydrite in the halite, with local coarse sylvinite 
enrichment. The later anhydritic zone is more often 
found with ore types A and B. 

Diagenesis 

There is some evidence from previous work by 
others (Stewart, 1956) that the original potassium 
mineral in the Boulby Potash was carnallite. That 
problem will not be discussed here, but rather a more 
general account of what may have caused the present 
mineral assemblage and variation in ore types. There 
are two main features which indicate two stages in 
the diagenesis of the deposit. 

Phase 1 [ 

The extensive fibrous veining of the Carnallitic 
Marl and the anhydritic shale in ore types C and D 
indicates an upward migration of brines prior to the 
plastic deformation of the sylvinite. These veins 
normally pinch out above the top of the underlying 
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type A sylvltiife indicating a subsequent phase of 
recrystallization or flow deformation. The brines 
could have one or both of two sources: the conversion 
of gypsum to anhydrite in the Billingham Main An
hydrite below or the conversion of carnallite to syl
vite, A model with brine: predominating from the 
first source "is favored because there is both a notable 
lack df thagnes ium-bearing rninerals anywhere in the 
sequence'aud Ej higher proportion of anhydrite in the 
vicinity df the potash seam than would be expected 
from a normal sequential precipitation. Thus up-
wafd-migrattng. brines from -belbw, saturated with 
respect to halite and anhydrite, woiild have caused 
the deposition,of some reaction anhydrite, followed by 
reaction halite, where the brines dissolved carnallite 
or sylvite.. Halite, with subordinate sylvite in the 
upper part of ore type E may well beattributable to 
this meehanism but even more likely related, are the 
fibrous halite veins in the Cariiallitic Marl. Subse
quent sylvite deposition with a similar crystal habit 
would provide the fibrous sylvinite in the argillaceous 
ore gf types C and D, and also in the Carnallitic Marl 
and Upper Anhydrite. Any residual •magnesium-* 
bearing brines must have escaped upward, for no 
magnesium minerals have been recGgnized sufficiently 

to satisfy the total eqitation; The disseminated syl
vite enrichrfient (as opposed to fibrous veins) of the 
more shaly, boron mineral-bearing, lower beds of the 
Carnallitic Marl would have, occurred toward the encl 
of this phase. 

.Phase Z 

This phase did not occur until the evaporites had 
been buried to well below their present depth; (the 
top now is at 1,040 m (3,400 ft). The subject of 
depth of burial of the British Zechstein is due to be 
covered in detail in a fiiture paper, but suffice it to 
say here that the maxinium depth probably occurred 
at pr after the end of the Cfetaceous period vyhen at 
least 1,500 m of Jurassic .ancl Cretaceous overburden 
must have been present. Kerogen studies of Lias 
Shales suggest a maximum .paleo tem perature in ex
cess of 200°Ci which would make the total depth 
much greater if the presetit-day gepthermal gradient 
is assumed to have pertained at that time. However, 
this would have put the evaporites welt below the 
normally accepted critical depth needed for diapirism. 
Some of the structures at Boulby (Figs, 6 and 7) 
suggest that- the depth for d.iapirism was nearly 
reached, but the fact that the Eoidby Potash still oe-
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cupies a more or less constant stratigraphic position 
indicates that it was not. 

The second major phase of diagenesis therefore 
occurred when the evaporites were at their maximum 
depth. Two possible mechanisms provided the differ
ential pressures necessary to initiate plastic flow of 
the sylvite (and to a lesser extent the halite) : first, 
a number of faults in the Upper Magnesian Lime
stone which probably represent dislocation in re
sponse to extensive mineralogical changes in the 
underlying rocks and, second, structural movements 
which parallel the regional Tertiary structures in the 
vicinity. Whatever the cause of the faulting, the 
sylvinite then flowed on a massive scale to produce 
ore type B (and to a lesser extent A) and D. Type 
E has not yet been mined, its character being known 
only from drill cores where fold structures are not 
easily recognized. The granular texture and in
creased halite content in the upper clean zone of type 
E suggest a possible third phase of diagenesis, involv
ing replacement of sylvite by halite after the phase 2 
plastic deformation. Brines necessary for this leach
ing could have come either from above or below. As 
uplift and erosion occurred through the Tertiary and 
later periods the situation would have been frozen as 
the overburden pressure decreased, so it is likely that 
very little change has occurred since then. 

The Upper Halite and Boulby Halite appear to 
have suffered very little in the way of mineralogical 
changes, but a certain amount of compensatory de-
fortnation, e.g., lateral flow over faults, has occurred. 
The limited number of bromine analyses which have 
been carried out tend to confirm the almost complete 
recrystallization of the potash bed but very little 
alteration of the underlying halite. 

The Carnallitic Marl also shows mechanical defor
mation and the addition of disseminated and vein 
halite which were probably precipitated from upward-
migrating brines. Otherwise it appears remarkably 
unaltered, except for compaction ' and dehydration 
since deposition. 

Structural History 

The undulating nature of the upper contact of the 
potash bed has been described earlier. This char
acteristic has a pronounced effect on mining because 
the base of the Carnallitic Marl is undulating sym
pathetically but not necessarily in parallel. Such 
marl troughs or rolls can be traced as near-linear 

. features in many parts of the mine. They are most 
troublesome when associated with the thin type A 
ore. When exposed in a roadway the Carnallitic 
Marl, having no strength, rapidly collapses'. Com
parable structures were recorded in the anhydrite 
mine at Billingham (Raymond, I960) vvhich gave 
rise to similar mining problems even though only 200 
m below the surface. 

In the vicinity of the shafts in the mine where a 
number of permanent excavations have been made, it 
has been possible to observe the whole of the Teesside 
Group sequence down to the middle of the Upper 
Magnesian Limestone. Quite fortuitously the shafts 
are located close to a reverse fault in the Upper 
Magnesian Limestone with a 20-m displacement 
(Fig. 6) . The dolomite is quite cleanly fractured, 
vvith virtually no brecciation. Conversely the over
lying anhydrite is severely distorted with a definite 
flow fabric parallel to the fault plane. Higher in the 
sequence where halite is interbedded with anhydritic 

-beds, there is classic boudinage of the anhydrite 
within the more yielding halite, all the beds being 
draped over the fault forming a monoclinal fold. The 
base of the Boulb}' Potash above is very much less 
affected by the displacement, having a corresponding 
monoclinal step of no more than 3 m, vvhile its top 
shows virtually no related change at all. Thus the 
Boulby Halite, which changes in thickness from 16 
to 40 m across the fault, has obviously flowed later
ally to compensate for the displacement. Once recog
nized, {his feature in the potash bed can be traced 
from roadway to roadway across the mine. Parallel 
trends of similar origin are. seen in the potash seam 
in several areas of the workings, one of which has a 
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total displacement in excess of 15 m, suggesting a 
much larger fault in the Upper Magnesian Limestone 
below. It is of interest to note that this trend in the 
potash seam, and the fault below, are virtually at 
right angles to the predominant fault and joint direc
tions in the Triassic and Jurassic rocks intersected 
by the shafts. 

The potash bed itself has suffered occasional struc
tural deformation even more severe than those in ore 
types B and D. To the east of the shafts a road, 
which was being mined in halite below the Boulby 
Potash for stability reasons, encountered a tongue of 
sylvinite which progressively increased in thickness. 
The overall structure which was eventually exposed 
is shown in Figure 7. It is very similar in many re
spects to structures described from German potash 
mines (Borchert and Muir, 1964; Roth, 1968). The 
type of minor folding is ih many respects also similar 
to but more severe than that described in the Cane 
Creek mine in Utah (Evans and Linn, 1970). 

Fairly extensive seismic surveys, shot on surface 
and aimed at identifying fault patterns, have had only 
limited success for a number of reasons. Surface 
relief is high, vvith corresponding variation in depth 
of weathering. A number of drift-filled glacial valleys 
also cross the area with preglacial weathering zones 
beneath. The evaporites themselves contain a num
ber of good reflectors, e. g., halite-anhydrite inter
faces, but the potash, being sandwiched between beds 
having similar seismic velocities, is not so easy to 
define by seismic means. Furthermore the apparent 
lack of vertical fault continuity through the evaporites 
and into the overlying Triassic beds makes accurate 
recognition difficult. Areas of greater mean thickness 
of the Boulby Halite can be recognized, however, and 
this characteristic may provide a target for further 
surveys if there proves to be a clear relationship 
between Boulby Potash and Boulby Halite in this 
respect. 

Special Features 

Three particular features of the Boulby Potash 
which affect its exploitation are mentioned briefly 
here. 

Gas 

Throughout the potash orebody small amounts of 
gas occur, whose average composition is 80 percent 
nitrogen and 20 percent methane and higher hydro
carbons. In general it is in tiny inclusions in the 
sylvite and halite. The main mining problems arise 
in areas of higher shale content, where more gas has 
been adsorbed onto or is contained within the clay 
minerals. The fissility of the shale allows rapid 
gas release into the workings when such zones are 
intersected. These gas blows, as they are termed 

at Boulby, can cause the ejection of considerable 
volumes of rock into the workings when triggered by 
blasting. The largest overbreak to date was about 
1,000 metric tons. 

The origin of the hydrocarbon gases is uncertain, 
but one possible source is the Upper Magnesian 
Limestone below (Fig. 3) , which has been a recog
nized target for gas e.xploration in the Whitby area; 
a second more remote external source might be the 
Carboniferous (Pennsylvanian) coa! measures still 
farther below. With the upward migration of brines 
through the Boulby Potash bed in phase 1 of the 
proposed diagenesis, any gases in situ at the time 
would have been carried upward with the first escap
ing, possibly MgClz-bearing liquids. However, it is 
likely that gases contained in the final brines from 
below could have become trapped as bubbles within 
the growing crystals in the potash bed, their release 
from the liquids being aided by the reduction in pres
sure- as the brines rose. A special study of this 
phenomenon has been made at Boulby, the findings 
of which will be published at a later date. 

Teinperature 

A virgin rock temperature of about 40° C and a 
small but average potentially higher, rapid but finite 
release of gas makes ventilation a major factor in 
the selection of layouts and in the operation of the 
mine. 

Processing 

The mineralogy of the Boulby Potash is remark
ably simple in comparison vvith many other European 
Zechstein ores. The virtual absence of magnesium 
minerals has been mentioned earlier in the context of 
diagenesis, but from' the practical fwint of view it is 
particularly relevant to the processing of the ore. 
Plant feed is split into two streams, the coarse to 
flotation and leaching, the finer to flotation and 
crystallization. The relatively fine crushing (1 mm) 
size needed to separate sylvite from halite grains in 
the more gneissic ore means that subsequent com
paction is required in order to produce a coarse frac
tion product. The varying insolubles levels originat
ing from ore types C and D, notably the clay content, 
give rise to potash losses in the slimes, but the in
creasing ability to mine selectively underground 
should eliminate this problem in future. 
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• Abaeract. The Bureau af Mines maaatired Efee 
geochemieai changes as SjSOf was «sed for la sicti-
ucaaiua laachlng by Rocky Mouacain Enacsy Com-
,pan.y near Caspar, yyoffllng. Cares and g;rpiiad 
vacer uere analys ed before leaching, tracer 
santplas were cakea fram obs«rvacioa veils iocaced. 
ba'cween la J ec'cion aad producciija' wells as the 
Leach solucioa-was broughc up to full sccKigth 
in several : $ t s^s , Measur esea ts vere made' of pE, 
ai, cemperatara,, conduce ivt cy; coca! disgolved 
•solids, dissolved oxyŝ iii HCO3., .-U-, V, Sa,. K, 
Ca, .^8. SOur,. Cl. Mo. >fa, Fe. Al, Si, F. P, Aa, 
aad Sa. The data were gathered to assise ia 
gedchesical aad'eiiRg o£ leaching- and, to study 
the potential enviroaiBeatai effects of acid 
leachiat;. Eavlrotraental cans'ideratlods appear 
favoraale. For eKaffipiej the coacaatration of 
Se, a coxic eiesant ofcea' fouad la uraaiua 
deposits^ scayed 'belov the S A standard ~£ar 
drinliiag water. 

IntroduceloQ 

taaea published. It was fait that varificacioa 
with field data would provide-greater coafideace 
ia a Dodel. Various * researchers who are devel-' 
o'piag seochemicaX. sodals of laachlng at uai-
versitles aod private companies have requested 
such data. To assise these researchers as 
rapidly as possibla, the data ars being released 
aow: 

the data- ware gathered under a cooperative 
agzaentaac with Rocky >touac3ia ^aergy Coapany. 
Before ieaching, cbr'es and water saaiples were 
taken froBi the bre zone at the Company's ̂ ine 
.Mile Lake site near Casper, Wyo. During 
laachiagt water sepias were taken- from dbaerv-
atlba wells betweea the lajecttiia and produdrioa 
weiia. This reporc susaarizes the.data gathered 
from shortly before leachiag begaa- uat11 leachiag 
was established. A subsequent report will 
describe restoracioa, which had not begun whan 
this reporc was written. 

Well field 

The daca ia this-- report vera gathered by che 
Bureau, of Mines Twin Cities (Mirmesoca) Jlir.ing 
Research Center- for two reasons; firat, to 
study che potential aavlrotimeatai effects of in 
situ ufaniua leaching using H2S0it, aad Secoad; 
to use in developiag and, verifying geocheiBical 
3^dels. 

Host in sicu uraaiuo ieaching is performed 
vich alkaline .lixiviants. Currantly, che most 
popular is .(NHu;}2C03 - SHuHCOj. Carbonate 
iixiviancs dissolve U mpre 'selectively than 
acid lixiviants do-, and It was thought that 
carboaaca leaches would ba envirohmeatally 
preferable-because less poilucants such as Se 
and As Would be dissolved, and less solid vastes 
uoul(l be deposited la evaporation ponds. Kow-
aver, acid leaches do offer soma- environmental 
advahca'ges.. The SHu re cent ion oa clays created 
by ('.̂ i.)2C03 --SKuHC33 leaches is avoided. U s a 
Sa should b'a dlssolyad by HjSOu than by car;-
bonaca. lixiviants, based on the excremely low 
soiubilicy of RaSOu- This prediction, is sup
ported by informaciba oa, uranium auLlling-
collected by the Eavironmeacal Protactlon.Agency 
(EPA) Cl). iPA reported chat acid leaching 
dissolired 0: ' i to O.i-'pec af the -Ra in che ore. 
but. alkaline leaching dissolved 1.5 Co 2.Q pct.* 

Acid leaching recovers mors of the (J than 
carbonate leachiag does, at .least in labora-
tor-v cescs (2). ti acid leaching were showa to 
be environmentally no worse chan carbonate 
leachihg and acid liiiviaats used where acid 
consumpcipn was noc excessive, then production 
couid be incre'ased. Thus,, che Bureau vahc'ed Co 
make field tteasureaents co deceraiae how .Quch of 
che pptencially haraful poilutaacS were dissolved 
during acid leaching. 

The second reason for .aerforaiag this research 
•JA3 to obtain field data fbr developiag and 
verifying 'seocheaicalEod'els. The object of t h e 
.noddling is to develop, compucer slaulacioa models 
chac will assise operacors in selecting che 
apcieum lixiviant type and streagth. Daca from 
Laboratory leaching are available. For exaaple, 
the Bureau of Mines Sale Lake: City (Utah) Mecai-
lurgy Cancer did extensive laboratory leaching 
chrough a concracc with Vesciaghouse <2,3>. 
fipwever, very iiccle field data cancaiai.-jg 
coisplete analyses of pregaanc lixiviants have 

The well field- was In a typical, five-spot 
pattern. Figure I shows tha wall field pattern 
at tha bra depth. The boccom of cha c.enter well 
was assigned coordiaaCes 0,0 for Chis raaoct. 
The coordinates of the wells 'are listed below. 

£ast of Ceacer Jtorch o£ Ceacer 

OBI 
0B2 
0B3 
15 
16 
17 
13 
19 

Feat 
-29.0 
7.4 
18.2 
0 

-31.7 
-15.2 
31;a 

-31.7 

.aecars 

c-a.am) 
C2.2) 
(5.5) 

C-9. 7): 
(13.3) 
(9.7) 
(-9.7) 

Feac 
2.5 
8.1 

-17.2 
0 
12.0 
34.7 

-30.6 
-A6.2, 

•Meters-
(O.am) 
(2.5) 
(-5.2) 

(3.7) 
(10.6) 
(-9.3) 

{-14. 1) 

For example, well OBI was 29.0 feec wesc, and 
2.5, feet norch of che boccom of veil 15, 

The .Bureau's priniary sampling Wells are 
•labeled OBI and bB3. These sampling veils uere 
made because analysing samples oaly from the 
Injection and produccion wells would not provlae 
all tha Information needed for̂  modeling, tor 
example, Che situacioa where uraaium was being 
dissolved buc was preciplcacing 'oefore reaching 
cha production well would not be disciaquishable 
from one where uranium was not being dissolved, 
unless chere were an iacermedlace- sampling point. 
Also, if, Che downhole daca-gathering probe ware 
below a produccion well pump, chen che-probe 
could not be pulled-'up for calibcacioh-withotic 
lacerrerring wich produccioa. Well QB2 was not 
used for yacer sampling,, but OBl, 0B2, and 0B3 
were all cored. LlKiviaac was injected at che 
four corner >weiis, 16-19, and pumped frpo che 
cenCer well, 15. 

All wells' were cased with 5-inch (0.13^) 
Yeloaine-' plascic. ,0B1, 0B2, and 0B3 had 
0-02-iheh .C0.51rmm) 'Slofes crbm 510 feet (113 ra) 
CO 5^0 -faec Cloi.m). Walls 15 through 19 ware 
perforated with the Bureau of Mines wacer-j'et 
perforator (4) over'che following depths: 

1 Reference to specific equipment (or' trade, nanies 
pr T^nuf actur ers) -is nade tor identif icaeion 
only and does ndt imply endorsement bv che 
Bureau of Mines. 



Well 15, 523-537 feet, C160.,9-163.7 n) 
• '-eir 16, 323-536 feet C159.4-L63.4, ni) 

W a U 17, 525-56L feet (L6Q.0-164.9 a) 
Well LS, 525-534 feec (I'SOi0-162.3 m) 
Heii 19i 5'20-532 feec (153.5-162.2 m) 

A 40-3pm (ISO 1pm} stainless steel submergible 
pump was iascaXled in che cencer well for pro
duccion. the injeccioa race was usually about 
S-gpm (30 1pm) in each of tha four lajeccloti 
wells. The produccioa rata'exceeded, cha tocal 
iajeccion race ̂ by 2 co 3 gpm. (S to 11 1pm).: 

Producing ac a higher race than injecting 
served cva purposes. Firsc, a hydraulic gradient 
toward the leached area was tnaiacalned, thereby 
helping- to prevent aa excursion (the escape of 
lixiylant underground). Second; it allowed a 
bleed stream, which fiow.ed from che uraaium ex-
cractipa plaac tb aa evaporacioa pond, to be 
used, The bleed -'stream helped co ilait the ca;ti-
centrations bf uiideslred-elem'eats in Che recycled 
lijcivlanc. 

cor taking water samples from OBI and 033. 
9-gpm ,C34 1pm) staialesa sceel submergible. pumps 
were installed Just above the slateed sactlans. 
This posicioa mini sni zed che exrenc Co which 
uater that had been standing In the casing was 
withdrawn, as described by Colchin, Turk,-, aad 
Humenick (5). 

Preleach Ore Characteriseies 

Thars are cwo sandstone members in the deposit, 
rne tcp one ranges in chickness rfrom 11 tb ̂25 
,feec (3.4 to 7.6 a). The leaching was performed 
in che lower menber, which ranges from -25 co 40 
faec (7.5 CO 12.0 m)., wich an average Chickness 
of. 34, ..feet (1,0,4 m). Ies top is approxlmaeely 
310 feet (155 a) deep. A bed of slic, clay, 
fine 'saad, and coal separates the cvo units. 
The bad thickness varies-, wich an average or -2 to 
3 feet (0..6 to' 0.9 m) . 

Cores from wells OBI, 0B2, 0B3,, 15, 16, 17, 
and 19 were analyzed co decermine che.preleach 
ore compo sit ioa. Table 1 lisca aeasuremencs of, 
che follpwing icema as a function of .depth ia 
che screened or perforated intervals•, ̂ 309, 
TeU-;Og, VjD;, cpcal C, C ia CO3., tocal S, SO(i, 
CO tal Fe. Mo, 'As, and Se. raUjOg means aamma-
equivalenc U;0g, which iŝ  che concentration of 
U-rjOg w^ilculacad .£r?m igaisma emissions,, assuming 
equilib rium becween EI aad its daugheer products, 
Cumposite samples .vera' also analysed, and the 
resulcs are.shown in table 2. 

.\3 expected, there was a positive co-rrelatlba 
becween I/3O9 and V7O5,; and a negacl've corralacion 
between >!o and Se, Like U, both Mo and 3e fora 
anionic complexes'-which are soluble tinder neutral 
to high p'ci condic'lons w'nen oxidized, buc are 
insoluble when reduced, Seleniua re«iuiras a 
higher Eh (more oxidizing) than does U' cq remain-
soluble, 'SO it tends tp precipi Cat e on ,-che up-, 
scraam, ox.idizing s,iQe..of a roll-front--uraniuffl 
deposit. Goftversely, Mo remains soluble in a 
lower Eh than does U, so ic tends to precipitate 
on the downstream, reduced iside of che deposic. 
Judging from, che >io- and Se dis.cTlbution, Che 
scream yhlch ,for3ed che deposit flowed souch or 
SQu'ch-aasc. There was iiCEle or tio correiacion 
of ayOj with other heavy niaerala. 

Tha saijdstoces ,are aoraally graded, buc evi
dence of grading is c'oafined CO Che boccom few 

pffi^K'4*t:liT/ v^*^ US"if '̂ •vJ o.i'x 
A.rcy ; . tUe h . ^ c r i . n 4 r.4i='»^ Lî  ^ 3 ' ^ l 
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feec. The size of mosc of the saad grains is 
medlnn to fiae. The saadstbaas are quice clean, 
usually greater thaa 90 pct quartz, and would 
thacefore be classified as qiiarta' jrenitas. They 
are light olive, S"ni. 6/1 in che U. 3.' Geological 
Survey (IJSCS) color chart. They ceatalji vary 
little carbonate or clay. Visual inapaction 
indicaced 5 to 15 pct feldspar, but x-cay 
diffractioa showed less Chan 5 pct feldspar in 
all Che holes. Apjiarencly, the aajorlcy of che 
faldspar grains have decomposed into clay, two-
thirds of the original Ai, la che kaolialce had 
been replaced by V, creating roscaelite. 

A cbmmsrclal service company performed pump
ing tests CO dec ermine: hydrologic characcaris-
Clcs. The ground wacer flow was 14 ft/yr (4.3 
m/yr) E 7'°'H. ^j^pm Tnaj.M- -irtiMTilSBi'i'lCy'ifaj 
"̂ •at̂ idas.ay., soothe geometric neaa waa Oi93 darcy, 
(The permeability measured la the laboracory wich 
core samples averaged 2.2 .darcys.) The racio of 
vertical to horizoncai permeabillCsS waa 1,0. 
The porosity, based oa core samples, averaged^ 
23 pct. The storage-coefficleac was 1.54x1-0. , 
and the agulfer compressibility was 2.76x10 7psi 
(4.00x10* /?a)i th.a .radius of infl'̂ ea.ca was 
about. 600 feet (130 m). The layer saparatiag che 
two sandscone members can be aiodaled as being 
2 feec (0.6 a) chick and having a permeability of 
0.6 millidarcy. The lower eonfining layer can 
be regarded as impermeable. 

Ihjectad Laach Solution 

Injection began-Moyamber 29, 1977. The leach 
sblution consisted of H2S6^ added to formation 
water. The initial screngch was 0,13 gpl bf 
acid, giving a pH of 3,9. The strength was in
creased to 'approximaCely' 1.5 gpl acid on Dec
ember 30, .1'977, 3 gpl bn January 10^ and 5 .ijpl on 
April 3, 1973. The SOEJ concaacracioas in the 
iajected and produced solutions are shown in 
figure 2. The spike, on January 4-was caused by 
the solution picking up acid from freshly eluced 
ioa-exchaage resin. 

Hydrogen peroxida-'was added scarting January 
19. The approximate voluma-percenc concencra
cions in che injecced splutioa, were as follows: 

Date 
1/19-21 
1/21-2/17 
2/17^3/3 
3/3-10' 

Percenc 
0.0003' 
O.OU 
0.11 
0.001 

Date 
3/10-18 
3/13-21 
3/21-4/12 

Pgecer.c 
0:04 
0.05 
.0.08 

The solucioa strength was increased in .several 
steps to minimize clogging- from raaccion pro
ducts, both solids and gases. For exaapla, CO^ 
would be formed by che dissolucioa pf carbonaces. 
Scarcing Injection with a low acid concencracion 
helped insure that che- dissolution proceeded, 
slowly enough to ailbw; the COj to remain in 
solucion while moving co che produccion.well. 
An additional advancage was in preventing .pre
mature tnobil izat ion of- U and ochar elemencs . t£ 
stroag acid were injecced .ac cha'\stare or leach
ing, then.!! and other elemencs atghc be mobil
ized near an injection well but reprecipicaced 
near the produccion. well as ;ground water 'diluted 
the acid. 
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Chaages in Ground- Vater and Leach Solucioa. 
Compo3ition 

'leasursment MethOfls 

Katar samples were - pumped daily from 031 aad< 
033 from cha start of leaching uacll leaching 
was well estaslished 'ac che and of Januaryi and 
chen weekly until mid-April. During class of 
.expected rapid geochemical changes, sampling was 
performed cwice per day. Samples vera taken 
afcer 40 ain of pumping at 9 gpm (34 1pm}. 
This time was fojind to be adequate fbr .scablll-
zatibn of all che parameters measured on-site. 

The ptt, conductivity, tafflperature. Eh, dis
solved oxygen (D.O.), aad SCO3 in samples from 
QSl aad 0B3 ware measured ia an.oa-site labora
tory. The first five bf these parameters were 
also :iieasured by a' downhole' probe suspended 
bene ach che pump in; 0B3. 

Calibraclon procedures for surfaca and down-
hole measureaancs were similiar. The- surface 
r.acars ware calibrated daily, buc the downhole 
probe was calibraced about once'every, three weeks. 
The seccings cf the. downhole, probe for pH, con
ducCivicy, t esp er ature, aad DiOi changa'd very 
lit tia from one cal lb-rat ioa to the nakt. The pH 
and tti: meters were .calibrated with buffers and 
Zobell solution, respectively.. Additional Eh 
standards were used far che downhole probe. The 
D.O.' ceasuremencs ware takes with a galvaaic cell 
oxygen-analyzer,, and were calibrated with air-
saturated water and o-xygen-free water. sThe read
ing wirh air-sacuraca'i.wacer, abbiit 8 ppm. was 
taken-when che D.O. probe, with a moisc'membrane, 
was held la.air. The oxygen-free water was a-
^'afSOj solution, the coadutfcivity meter was 
calibrated in 0.1 M K Cl. ,The downhole thennom:-
etef was scahdardized ua-ing ice water. The 
downhole- thermometer agreed wich ,a' mercury ther
mometer within 0,1' C at 12' C co 13* C when the 
ice.'.-acer was assumed to be OlO' C. BlcaTbonate 
coaceacracion was measured' with acid tlcratioa. 

The Siurface aad downhole maasuremencs agreed' 
for pH, cDnductivicy, aatl temperature, but-
differed for- DiQ. and' Eh. the; D;0. Aeasurameacs 
-agreed near 3 Ppm,, but the surface -maasu'remeat 
raad too high for lower 0.0; values and cop low, 
for. higher D.O. values. This could be expected, 
as the samples' 'woiiid part ialiy aquillbrace wich 
lair. The- downhole D.O, aeasu'reaents were con
sidered correct and we're used as the 033 valiiss. 
The OBI values were calculaced f-roa the, surface 
readings, using Che differences between surface 
-and downhoia raadings ac similar D.O. levels' in 
0B3 as correction factars, The ciaa, from p'uhplng 
CO measuring remained quice constant. 

The surface' and dowRho.lameasuraffleats of Eh 
wer a s ignificaritly dif f ereat. The chaages 
indicated by the tvo mechods were similar, but 
the .surface measurements were about 400 .mV mora 
Pxidizing; The surface measurements', were made 
by taking cKei'Splution Into che laboracory as 
quickly as' possible' aad measuring the Eh ia che 
beaker. An accampc to cap off a small flow from 
che pump hose and run the solucion through a 
U-cube eoacaining the Eh proba failed because- Che 
solucion coacl^ualiy froze. It Is tecbgaizad 
chac oxygen from che air would make . che labora
tory Eh readings coo oxidizing. However', the 
surface Eh aeasureaents, were useful because of 
cKe changes they indicated and because corraccioo 

faccor3 for 081 could be calculated by comparing 
cha .surface and downhole readings-for 033. A 
icomplicacins factor was the apparent poisoning of 
Che dbwnhole/Di probe, resulcing in unrealistic-' 
ally low readings, the probe read below cha 
' scabilicy- limit of water .part of the else. The 
.Eh' readlags taken within oae day of cleaning- and 
calibracloa were assumed co be correct, and tha 
.surface nteasureoents ware used as guides to che 
changes in £b' while cha probe was appareacly 
poisoned. 

^ S t of tha measuremencs of ion concencrations 
were made at a commercial laboracory under a 
Bureau contract, thay deeermined SOti aad total 
dissolved solids (TSS) gravimatrically, CI ahd 
? by specific ion alectroda^ Se and P colorlmac-
rically, UjOg fluorontecricaily., and che remaining 
ions by acomic absorpcioa. Many of tha measure-
manes wera duplicated by the Bureau of Mines 
laboratory. Khare-agrsament was not good, dupli
cate sample's were submitted to che USGS, Rocky 
Mountain Energy Company supplied many aaalysas. 
of samples from OBI aad 0B3 aad also from'tha 
productien -and iajeccion wells. 

Samples Cakan'before January 11- for cation 
analyses were acidified with 6 ml of 70 pct HNO3 
per 11 tar of' sample. After ChaC cime, acidifi
cation was performed with 10 ml of 38 pct HCl 
per liter co reduce iaterferences. SampTes froo 
0B3 ware filtered with a 0.45-micron filcer 
because'they concained suspended solid's. The 
samples from .DSI analyzed, by tha commercial, 
laboratory were not filtered. 031 water was 
clear, and Cha commercial laboracory fait thac 
"ie was preferable not to filcer. because dissolved 
solids might become suspended.solids when pressure 
was reduced frais downhole co surface, aad gases 
ware forced ouc of solutioh. The USGS recommends 
fiiterlag all samples before acidifying. Tne 
Bureau analyzed boch filtered, aad uniiltared 
samples from OBI, .and.fbund very little'differ
ence. 

itesulcs 

The, besc ascimacas of parameters, excepc 
cemparaeure, charaeterising che ground water 
before laachiag are showa in the first row of 
tables 3 -and 4i These estimates are based on. 
samples taken oa Sepcember 23, Occober 14-20, 
aad November 17, 1977. 

the Beasurad values of all paramacers, except 
'temperature, as a function of time during leach
ing are shown-in Che remainder of Cables 3 and 4. 
The mosc imporcant of these> parameters are graphed 
in figures/3 through 25. Before leaching began 
and during the initiai states of leaching, D.O. 
levels ware coo low for the available equipmenc :o 
measure rallably, so chey are not shown in the 
firsc ,part of Cables 3 and 4. Bicarbonate yalues 
ara not shown in the last parr of the tables be
cause cha pH was baiow 4.5, so che tiCO-j concen-
tratibn was negligible. Conductivities are at 
downhole temperatures, about 12' C. 

TThis report follows che convencion wheceia th^ 
more oxidising condition is described by che more 
positive Eh. this convencion is followed by mosc 
chemists- outside of che pecrplaum industry. A 
correction has been made for the electrode pocen.-
eial ralaeive co hydrogen, so che values lisced 
und'er Eh are the. values with respect to rtydrogen. 
Considerable confusion can. occur when uacorraeced 
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readings taken with a c.alomal eleccroda ara 
reported' as Eh, or the sign cohvencibn used is 
not reported. 

The values in the cables are best escimaces, 
caking itito account the measuremeacs by all the 
laboratories; They do not aacsssarlly represent 
averages, t^era ther'a was evidence Chat one -
laboracory'3 measuremeacs were badly ia error. 
Chose measuremeacs were ignored. 

The teoperacure usually varied less from day 
Co day thaa' the- ocher parameters, so it is aoe, 
lisced in cables 3 and 4, After coniinaing chat 
the temperacures measured; in the laboratory 
agreed with those measured by the dowabola probe 
and chac the temper atures in the tvo dwells ware 
3-lmilar, surface measurements were no longer 
made. Tha cemperature meaaureaents by the down-
hole probe in 0B3 are swmcarized la table 5. 
Tha increase la temperacures during January was 
probably caused by the Injectad acid. Natural 
seasonal yariations would continue the cooling-
trend obsarved in December. 

Accuracy and Precision of Measurements 

Accuracy denotes the extant of departure of- a 
measurement,from che correct valuai Precision 
deaotes the- reproducibility, disregarding accur 
racy. The 95 pct confidence'intervals for boch 
are listed below. Where a pair of values are 
given, use the larger. "Pee" meaaa percent oc' 
the-' measured va'iue. 

?» 

I m d t n ^ ' ' Pi 

fty. I j 3 iiiilt* Ifi.B^ pl laiit 

Ui •7().air Mlo BV 

I , I t , hn , u i^ *W $ i t . x t ^ fti tt 

dbll actiar ioda ^tO ^ c ,4V ^ 1 . pct aw 

40d cmductlTlET, lulf ' ch« U«c d l ^ i c TtMll t b * L u e ^ t l t 

0.'9, J i S )e« s r -*10 >cc -iir 

Tap i r i i c i i r i f4l;l°i: -.4.i°C L^y 
the accuracies of lon concencrations were 

calculaced from .standard de'vlacions of faguits 
from three or fpur laboracories, analyzing-
samples taken Che same days, the-precisions for 
ion concentrations,, pH, Eh, and cooduccivicy 
were calculated from scandard.'deviacioas of che. 
commercial laboratory's results from 10 sequen-
cial daily samples when the results were noc 
crending up or down. Tlierafore, che precisioa 
includes sampling- errors as wail as anslyeicai 
errors The remaining accuracies and precisions. 
ware asclmacad using 'several faccors, such as 
che reliability of che calibratioa and che.coa-
stancy of. c.̂ e paramecar in the saople. Suffi-' 
cleat digics ars lisced in the resulcs co 
Indicace changes, evea though-che lasc digic may 
noc always be significanC in terms of -accuracy. 

nadijnuclide Analyses 

Radium 2-36 and Th 230 were measured before 
leaching, on Occober 10, 1977, and during 

leactilng, on January 19, 1978, .the results are 
shown,in cabie 6. 

Sadium iacreased by »a factor <3f 20,< which was 
less than ocher- mec als increased. Fbr example. 
V lacreased. by a faccor of 7,500^ Even tl, which 
was coaclnually being extracted, lacreased by a 
factor bi 500. This finding coaflmad the. ex-
pactacion chac ^iBQu would not solubilize greac 
amiounts of Ha, because of the very low solubility 
of RaSOit. Thorium increased more thaa Ra, which 
was expected, bacausa Th la more soluble'- than Ra 
ia H2S0i^. 

Disdttssion 

Whaa conslderijig che possible aaVironmencal 
effects of tn sicu leaching, one should evaluace 
the potential for contamiaating .grouad water with 
Se-,. As. and Mb. These elemencs have sufficient 
toxicity to be considered en-vironmeacally' sansi-
civa, and are of can fouad wich br aear (J because, 
like li,, chey form anionic complexes which are 
soluble when oxidized and insoluble when reduced, 
the 1976 EPA standard's (6) for Se and As in 
drinking water are- 10 ppb and 50 ppb, respective
ly.. So EPA standard for Mg in drinking wacer was 
established, buc Che drinking water ̂ scandard. in 
Che U.S.S.a. is 0.5 ppm (7)." 

The analyses presented in chis repart, show 
thac acid leaching,at che Nine Mile lake sice did 
not produce hlgti levels of Se, As, or Mo. In 
fact,. concanerations 'of. Se -and Ko stayed below 
che available standards for drinking wacer. The 
highest conceacration or As, l.l ppm, does noc 
represent a greater pocencial environmencal 
Impact, thaa occurs, wleh typical alkallae leach 
solucioas. Published analyses (8} of alkaline 
leach solutions list 0.36 ppm As and 0.17 ppm 5e 
at one site and 0.033 ppm As and 1.02 ppm Se at 
another sice, thus the pocencial environmencal 
Impact of ,As and .Se considered cogecher is abouc 
the same for the cited alkaline leaching as for 
che acid leachijig ''at the Mine Mile Lake oper at ion. 

Possible reasons why Se, As, and Mo concen
crations stayed low are given in che J{RG report 
"GroundTWater 'Elamerits. of In Sicu Leach Mlnlag 
of Uranium".^iM. the reporc scacas chac "che 
mobility of HgOi, tn oxidizing lixiiriaacs is 
greater under neutral or alkaline conditions chan 
it is under acid "coaditians," and "the ao bility 
of seleaium in oxidizing lixi'viants resembles 
thac of molybdenum Co seme extenc." The report 
also s-tatas that "arsenic forms . ,, . very 
insoluble sales with iron, copper, lead, rine, 
cadmium, nickel, and cobalc." As acid leach 
dissolves mora of these macala from tha gangue, 
more become ayailabia fpr preclpitacing As. An
other Controlling factor is thac "ferric hydroxids 
will adsorb arsenite and arsenate from acidic 
lixiviants." As expected, Th, racher than Ra. 
was the radionuclide highese above drinking water 
1-im.ics. 

The aexc requirement for che complece environ-
menical picture of acid leaching is restoracioa. 
It is' expected chat rescoracion follpwing acid 
leaching will require-less flushing than after 
(JIH;j);.Cb,3 leaching, ChPugh it is possible chac 
the high concentration PI .V will prolong rescora
cion. Unless restoration is far t;u>re difficult 
than expected,- lc appears Chac Cha choice' of 
leach Sblution, should not be based oh an 
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assumptioa that acid leachiag .is eavlrowmeacaliy 
wbrs^ chao alkaline leaching^ 

Those-considering acid .leaching should be, 
encouraged since it was succesaful in an ore 
containLig blgh levels, of V, aad since the bleed 
stream, usually about-7 p'cc' of the produccion 
flow, kepc the undesired ions wi chia; workable 
limits. 

The Bureau'hopes chat the daca will help those 
trving Co model the geochemical reactions lavolvad 
with .leachihg. ^fodelers sltould keep in oiad 
C'nac U was belag removed by Ion-exchange, so 
nearly all the tJ ih the. samplaa att aay particular 
day was generaced by, one pass through che ore 
from aa Injeccioa well to cha sampll&g point. 
None of, ehe other elements was fully extracted. 
Their build-up waa controlled only by the bleed 
stream. 

The Bureau invites suggeseisas on ways to make, 
such data more useful. It may be possible to 
make some measurements during- additional acid 
lea-hiag. 

Middleton, F.M., "Orgaaica la Water Supply -
th^ Problem", Proceedings of l^th Hater 
Qualicy C a a i e r e n c e on Organic Matter in 
Water Supplies: Occuranca. Significaace. 
aad Coatrdt, Uai-versicy of Illinois, 1973, 
14 PR-

Thompaon, W,E., Swarzeiaski, M.V., Warner, D^L. 
Rouse, G.E., Carrinacoa, O.F,, and Pyrih. R.Z., 
"Crouad-Water, E3.amencs of In .Sicu Leach 
Miniag ol Dranlum," U.S. [̂uclear Elegulacpry-
CoimaiSBioa tJUa£C/ca-0311, Aug, 1973, 
pp. 71-73. AvaUable from IITTS <$9,00). 

I 

. "Grauad-Water Elemencs pf In Situ 
Leach Mining araaiumi" U.S. Kuclear Regulacory 
Commission inJREG7CE.-03:Vl, k u g . 19'?3,. 
Appeadix. C. Available from OTIS (59,00) 
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XABLZ i . - Core A a a l y s e s 
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Depth , 
f t Dep th , a ppm 

IVeUaOg, 
ppm ppm 

T o t a l C, 
• p c t 

C l a COaii 
p c t 

5 , 
p c t ' 

SO* . [ T | C * M ; M O , 
• F e , p c t ppn 

As , 
ppm 

S e , 
pom 

WELL OBl 
507 
509 
.511 
513 
515 
517 
519 
523 
525 
526 
523 
530 
532 
534 
536 
539 
541 

-509 
- 5 1 1 
-5X3' 
-515 
-517 
- 3 1 9 
-320 
-525 
-526 
- 3 2 8 
-530 
-532 
-334 
-536 
-338 
- 5 i l 
-342 

1 5 4 . 5 - 1 5 5 . 1 
1 5 5 . 1 - 1 5 5 . 7 
, 1 5 5 , 7 - 1 5 6 . 4 
1 5 6 , 4 - 1 5 7 . 0 
1 5 7 . 0 - 1 5 7 , 6 
1 5 7 . 6 - 1 5 8 . 2 
1 5 8 . 2 - 1 5 8 . 3 
I S 9 . 4 - 1 6 0 . 0 
1 6 0 , 0 - 1 6 0 . 3 
1 6 0 , 3 - 1 6 0 . 9 
f 6 0 . 9 - l 6 1 . ' 5 
1 6 1 . 5 . 1 6 2 , 1 
1 6 2 , 1 - 1 6 2 . 8 
1 6 2 . 3 - 1 6 3 . 4 
1 6 3 . 4 - 1 6 4 . 0 
"164.3-164.9 
1 6 4 . 9 - 1 5 5 . 2 

11 
4 
9 

17 
3d 
57 
96 

360 
444 
232 
394 
360 
'262 
373 
427 

35 
19 

30 
10 
10 

16 
20 

100 
120 
250 
310 
220 
430 
760 
890 

1,130 
380 

30, 
40 

115 
45 
'.65 

110: 
170 
2S5 
270 
710, 

2 ,100 
715 

3 ,600 
5 ,900 
4 , 4 0 0 
6 ,000 

955 
60 
80 

1 1 . 2 3 
.25 
.35" 
.52 
.09 
. 13 
.06 
.83 

1 ,42 
.14, 
, 0 5 
.17 
.OS 
.15 
i28 
. 6 2 

2 .14 

0 . 0 9 
< . 0 1 
< . 0 l 
< . 0 1 
< . 0 1 

<.oi 
. 0 1 

< . 0 1 
.Qfr 
".01 

< . 0 1 
< , 0 l 
< , 0 1 
< , 0 1 

. 0 1 

.02, 
. 01 

0 .47 
.04 
. 0 4 
.07 
.07 
. 0 5 
. l l 
.O? 
.07 
.05 
.05 
.05 
.05 
.06 
,10 

1.06 
,27 

0 , 0 3 
,03 
. 0 3 
.05 
,06 
.07 
.07 
.OS 
. 0 5 
.08 
.07 
.07 
.09 
.08 
.09 
.10 
.10 

0 . 6 0 
,.•23. 
. 30 
.22 
.18 
.16 
.22 
:.15 
. 2 2 
. 1 4 
.13; 
. 14 
.15 
.:i5 
, 2 1 

1.17 
.50 

4 
3 
2 
4 
3 
3 
.4 
2 
4 
2 
3 

< l ' 
<1 

1 
8 

1 9 
1'42 

<10 
<10 
<10 
<10 
< 0 
<10 
<10 
<10 
<10 
<10 
<10 
<10 

15 

<lo 
<10 

3 5 
<10 

< l 
<1 
< l 
<1 
<1 
< l 
<1 
<1 
< l 
<1 
< l 
<1 
<1 
<l 
< l 
< l 
<1 

508 -510 
SIO -512 
312 -514 
514 - 5 1 5 . 5 
5 1 5 , 5 - 5 1 7 
•517 -319. 
519 - 5 2 1 
521 -523 
523 - 5 2 5 . 5 
5 2 5 . 5 - 5 2 8 
3 2 8 . 5 - 3 3 0 
530 -532 
532 -534 
534 - 3 3 5 . 5 
5 3 5 . 5 - 5 3 7 
537 -539 
539 - 5 4 1 
542- -344 

154 .3-15 '5 .4 
1 5 5 . 4 - 1 5 6 . 1 
1 5 6 . 1 - 1 3 5 . 7 
1 5 6 . 7 - 1 5 7 . 1 
1 5 7 . 1 - 1 5 7 , 6 
1 5 7 . 6 - 1 5 3 . 2 : 
1 5 8 . 2 ^ 1 5 8 . 8 
153.3- , l59. .4 
1 5 9 . 4 - 1 6 0 . 2 
1 6 6 , 2 - 1 6 0 . 9 
1 6 1 . 1 - 1 6 1 , 5 ' 
161 . -5 -162 .1 
1 6 2 . 1 - 1 6 2 , 3 
1 6 2 . 8 - 1 6 3 . 2 
l 63 - .2 -163 ,7 
1 6 3 , 7 - 1 5 4 . 3 
1 6 4 , 3 - 1 6 4 . 9 
1 6 5 . 2 - 1 6 5 . 3 

24 
8 
7 

22 
14 
17 
34 

104 
303 
882 

2 ,900 
2 , 3 2 0 
1.222 

617 
1.080 
1,120 

305 
53 

40, 
2 0 
20 
•30 
20 
50 
80 

120 
200 

' 320 
2 ,500 
1,720 

390 
530 
910 

. ' 1 , 1 6 0 
370 

SO 

WEU 0B2 
150 
150 

60 
90 

115 
100 
105 
363 
360 

2 ,300 
13 ,300 
4 , 1 0 0 
1.700 
1,200 
1,800 
5 , 0 0 0 

340 
70 

1.43 
2 1 . 7 

.33 

.40 

. 31 

<.oi 
.09 
.33 
.69 
. 5 1 

2 .05 
.18 
.09 
.09 
. 1 0 
.24 
,17 

1.04 

< . 0 1 
< . 0 1 . 
< . 0 1 . 
< . 0 1 

.02 
< . 0 1 
< . 0 I 
< . 0 1 
< . 0 1 

.05 

. I O 

. 0 1 
< . 0 1 
< , 0 l 
< , 0 l 
< , 0 1 
< . 0 1 
< . 0 1 

.15 

.54 

.07 

.07 

.07 

. 0 5 

.05 

.05 

. 0 5 
,05 
.15 
. 03 
.04 
.04 
.02 
.03 
.08 
,26 

. 0 3 
< , 0 1 

. 0 1 
< . 0 1 

.02 
. . 0 1 

.02 

. 01 

. 0 2 

. 01 

.02 

. 03 
iOl 
, 0 1 
. 0 1 
,02 
. 01 
. 0 2 

,24 
.73 
.35 
.29 
. 21 
.15 
.13 
.14 
. 1 1 

• .13 
.26 
.16 
.13 
.13 
. 13 
,17 
,18 
.46 

120 
• 2 

19 
2 
2 
I 
I 

< 1 
I' 
3.. 
5 

< 1 
< l 
<1 

<a 
<i 
<:l 

266 

<.Q 
<10 
<10 
<10 
<10 
<10 
<ib 
<10 
< I 0 
<10 

10 
<10 

<.o 
<10 
<10 
<10 

<ao 
10 

< i 
< i 
< i 
< i 
< i 

23 

WELL 0B3 
309, 
3U. 
51-2 
513 
514 
315 
3:i6 
517 
513 
519'. 
520. 
322. 
324 

.525 
326 
527 
.j'2S 
'529 
S31 
5.31 
333 
534 
535 
536-
537 
539 
5'40. 

5-511, 
-312 
-5-13 
7 314 
-:5,13 
-516 
r 5 l 7 
-318 
-519 . 

3-520, 
5 - 5 2 1 . 
5-524 

-325 
-326 
-327 
-528^ 
-529 
-330; 
- 532 
-533 
-334-
-535 
-336 
-537 
-538 
- 5 4 0 . 

5-542 

155 . 
155.. 
•156.. 
156. 
156. 
157. 
137. 
1 5 7 , 
157. 
133 . 
1 5 3 . 
159, 

•159. 
15 6 ; 
160. 
1 6 0 , 
150 , 
1 6 1 , 

.161., 
-162. 
16'2. 
162, 
163, 
1 6 3 . 
163 , 
164 . 
164. 

. 3 - 1 3 5 . 7 

. 7 - 1 5 5 . 1 

..I-.156 ...4 

. 4 - 1 5 6 . 7 
. 7 - 1 5 7 , 0 
. 0 - 1 5 7 . 3 
, 3 - 1 3 7 . 5 
, ' 6 -137 ,9 
,9 -15 '3 ,4 
. ,4-153.6 
. '6-159.0 
.3 -15 ,9 .7 
. 7 - 1 5 0 . 0 
. 0 - 1 5 0 . 3 
.3-160, .6 
, 6 - 1 5 0 , 9 
, 9 - l61 , -2 
. ' 2 - 1 5 1 . 5 
, ' 3 -162 ,1 
. 1 - 1 6 ' 2 . 5 
. 5 - 1 6 2 , 8 ' 
, 3 - 1 6 3 . 1 
, 1 - 1 6 3 , 4 
. 4 - 1 6 3 , 7 
, -7-164.0 
. 3 - l6 ' 4 .7 
. 7 - 1 6 5 . 2 

17 
3 
3 
3 

12 
18 
10 
13 
13 
44 
65 

125 
181 
192 
430 
526 
530 

' 940 
1,420 
1,000 
1,222 

960 
570 
570 
310 

72 
23 

40 
50 
90 
70 

120 
70 

30 
,30 
50 
50 
50 
90 

1 3 0 
120 
250 
380 

. 530 
1,000 

740 
650 

1,010 
710 
430 
4 1 0 
300 

30 
30 

210 
60 
45 
45 
70 
35 
80 
90 

110 
1 2 5 
103 
113 

loo 
150 
410 
503 
350 

• 1 ,400 
2 , 8 0 0 
2 ,100 
1 ,-900 
1,700 
1,500 

1 , 1 0 0 
290 
100 

65 

11 .37 
.92 
.15 
.19 
.40 
.40 
.03 
.16 
.06 
.lo 
.07 
,.13 
.39 
,09 
,36 
.17 
. 1 3 
.06 
."06 
,06 
.09' 
.04 
,04 
,06 
.06 
.25 
.61 

< . 0 I 
< . 0 1 
< , 6 i 

.03 

.07 
< . 0 1 
< . 0 1 

,05 
< . 0 1 
< . 0 t 
< . 0 1 
< . 0 1 
< ,01 
< , 0 1 
<.=01 

- < . 0 1 
<..01 
< , 0 1 
<.oi 
<,oi 
<.oi 
< . 0 1 
.r .Ol 
< . 0 1 
< . 0 1 

.16 
< , 0 1 

, 3 a 
,15 
,04 
. 0 4 
.05 
.07-
,05 
.05 
.01 
.03 
.03 
.03 . 
.03 
.07' 
• 05 
.05 
.05 
,03 
.04 
,04-
.03 
.35 
,0^ 
,U5 
.02 
,11 
.07 

.02 

.02 

.02 

.02 

.02 

.05 
• .06' 

,06 
.05 
.06 

. .06 
.05 
,04 
.06 
• 0 5 
.03 
.06' 
.06 
.06 

:b6 
.07 
.07 
,07 
.Pb 
..05't 
.04 
.06 I 

,37 
.38 
.26 
.•27 
,27 
.23 
.20 
.17 
.14 
.14 
.14 
.12 
.,13 
,12 
..16 
•14 
.12 
.12 
. 1 2 
. 12 
,12 
.42 
. 1 4 
. 12' 
..14 
. 2 2 
.17 

41 
9 
6 
6 
3 
9 
6 
4 
2 
2 
4 
2 
6 
5 
1 

< l 
-<1 
< l 

I 
< l 
< \ 

3 
4 

-3 
6 

I'i 
304 

^.10 
<10 
^10 
<'10 
<-io 
<10 
'<:10 
<10 
<10 
<10 
<10 
<10 
<10 
<IQ 
<10 
<10 
<10 
<10 
c lO 
<flO 
<10 

15 
<10 
<,IQ 
< i o 
<10 
<10 

•^1 
<1 
<rl 
< l 
< 1 
< l 
< l 
< l 
< l 
<1 
< l 
<1 
<1 
-<l 
<rl 
<l . 
< i 
< l 
<1 
< l 
*<t 
tfl 
< i 
^.1 
< l 
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Dap ch, 
f t 

Deptn , la tr.Oa-
ppo ppm 

V, Os , -Total C-
ppa p e t 

in^GO.,, 
pec p c t 

SO,, 
pc t F a , I-

pcc 
I ppm 

A3, [ s e , 
ppm I ppnt 

» 'el l 15 
511 
.512 
513 
314 
515 
516 
518 
519 
520 
321 
"5 23 
324 
525 
527 
523 
329 
5 3 1 . 
533 
534 
535 
5 3 6 . 
533 
•339 
540 
541 

-512, 
-513 
-514 
-515 
-316 
-517-,'5 
-319 
-520 
-321 
-322 
-524, 
-525,' 
- ,326.3 
-523 
-529 
- 5 3 0 . 5 

5-533 
-534 
-535 
-336 .3 

3 -537 .5 
-539 . 
-540 
-341 
-342 

1 5 5 . 7 - 1 5 6 . 1 
1 5 6 , 1 - 1 3 6 . 4 
1 5 6 , 4 - 1 5 6 . 7 
156.7-1"57,0 
1 3 7 . 0 - 1 5 7 . 3 
1 3 7 , . 3 . 1 5 ; . 7 
157..9-15 8 .2 
1 5 8 . 2 - 1 5 3 . 5 
1 5 3 i 5 - i 5 3 . 3 
1 5 8 . 3 - 1 5 9 . 1 
15 9 . 4 - 1 5 9,7 
15 9.'7-16 0 . 0 
160,0-^150.4 
1 6 0 . 6 - 1 6 0 . 9 
1 5 0 . 9 - 1 6 1 . 2 
1 6 1 . 2 - 1 6 1 . 7 
16 2'. 0 - 1 6 2 . 5 
1 5 1 . 5 - 1 6 2 . S 
1 6 2 . 3 - 1 5 3 . 1 

. 1 6 3 . 1 - 1 6 3 . 5 
1 6 3 . 5 - 1 6 3 . 8 
1 6 4 . 0 - 1 6 4 . 3 
164,3-164, '6 
1 6 4 , 6 - 1 6 4 , 9 
164. ,9-165.2 

4 
16 
15 
22 
43 

122 
9 1 
73 
34 
23 

164 
160 
300 

1,490 
l,-630 
1,120 

610 
•420 
•650 
350 

1,140 
• 134 

3 9 
32 
19 

io 
20 
20 
30 
60 

100 
80 
40 
50 
30 
90 

100 
280 
970 

1 , 0 5 0 
310 
610 
330 
400 
500 
700 
120 

30 
30 

<10 

40 
70 
60 

140 
110 
L90 
ISO 
140 
220 
190 
190 
260 

I', 600 
•3 ,900 
3 .000 
2 , 3 0 0 
2 ,900 
2 ,700 

. 1 , 4 0 0 
3,100. 
2 ,500 

220 
110 
30 
90 

.15 
";37 
.33 
. 5 1 
.16 
. 1 7 
.05 
. 11 
.43 
, 3 2 
.45 
,17 
.25 
,,26 
• IS 
,15' 
. 20 
• 15 
.06 
.24 
.25 
, 03 

1.44. 
1.03 
2:, 13 

< , 0 1 
. 01 
,06 
.05 
.06 
. 0 1 
. 0 1 
,02 . 
. 09 
.07 
.17 
.09 
• 1 1 
• 13 

. 10 
;04 
•.\1 

.07 
, 01 
, 01 
.02 

< . 0 l 
,07 
• 0 2 

< . 0 1 

.06 
,14 
.03 
,03 
.04 , 
.07 
.03 
.03 
.05 
,04 
,06 
. 0 5 

< ' .01 
.08 
. 0 4 
.08 
,03 
.02 
.02 
.03 
.13 
,10 
.10 
.10 
.38 

.02 

.'Ol 
,03 
-.03 
• 05 
.05 
.05 
• 05 
• 05 
.05 
.05 
.04 

, .04 
.05 
.06' 
.05 
.05 
.04 
. 0 4 
.04 
• 04 
• 04 
.03 
.05 ' 
.07 

-.-il 
.39 
,25 
.26 
• 25 

. 2 5 
•16 
•.14 

-15 
-18 
.15 
-IS 
.14 
,14 
,12 
,13 
, 1 4 
• 12 

• 1 1 
,14 
• 13 
• 21.-
.22 
.11 
.70 

< l 
< 1 

< l 

<1 

<L 

• < i 

<1 
< l 
< l 
22 
62 

360 
340 

<10 
<10 
<10 
<10 
<10 
<10 
<10 
<10 
<10 
<10 
<10 
;<10 
. - 1 0 

<10 
<10 
<10 
<10 
<10 
<10 
<10 
<10 
<10 
<10 
<iO 

10 

" l 
<1 
< l 
< \ 
< \ 

<i 
< i 
< i 
< i 
< i 
< i 
< i 

. < i 
< i 
< i 
< i 
< i 
< \ 
< i 
< i 
< i 
< i 
< i 
< i 
^1 

W e l l 16 

510 
5 1 1 . 
513 
514 
515 
315 
517 
513 
•519 
5'20 
5 2 1 , 
523 
524 
-525 
526 
527 
523; 
529, 
5 3 0 . 
532 
531 
334 
335' 
535 
338 
3 3 9 . 
341 

- 5 1 1 . 5 
3-313 

-314 
-515 
-515 
-517 
-518 
-519 
-520 
- 5 2 1 . 5 

5-323 
-5-24 
-525 
-326 
-327 
-52a 
T 5 2 9 

- 3 3 0 . 3 
5-532 

-533 
-534 
-535 
-336 
-537 ,'5 
- 5 3 9 . 5 

5 -541 
-542 

1 5 5 , 4 - 1 5 5 . 9 
1 5 3 , 9 - 1 5 6 ^ 4 
1 5 6 • 4 - 1 5 6 • 7 
1 5 6 • 7 - 1 5 7 . 0 
157 .0-157 • 3 
137 .3 -157 • 6 
1 5 7 . 6 - 1 3 7 , 9 
1 5 7 . 4 - 1 5 8 . 2 
1 5 8 . 2 - 1 3 8 . 5 
, 1 5 8 . 5 - 1 5 9 . 0 
1 5 9 . 0 - 1 5 9.. 4 
1 3 9 . 4 - 1 5 9 . 7 
1 5 9 . 7 - 1 6 0 . 0 
1 6 0 . 0 - 1 6 0 . 3 
1 5 0 . 3 - 1 6 0 . 5 
1 6 0 . 6 - 1 6 0 . 9 ' 
150 •9-16-1,2 
1 6 1 , 2 - 1 6 1 . 7 
I 5 1 , 7 - l & 2 a 
15 2 . 1 - 1 6 2 , 5 
1 5 2 . 5 - 1 6 2 . 8 
16 2 i 3 - 1 5 3 . 1 
1 5 3 , 1 - 1 6 3 . 4 
1 6 3 . 4 - 1 6 3 , 8 
1 6 4 , 0 - 1 6 4 . 4 
164•.4-164. 9 
1 6 4 . 9 - 1 5 3 . 2 

3 
4 

19 
20 
17 
20 
59 

175 
1 0 1 
1 3 4 
•l;L,U 

393 
•856 
•519 

1,620 
1,900 
1,330 

537 
1,040 

3 1 1 
I , .060 
. 968 

337 
383 
331 

5'9 
41 

30 
10 
30 
:4b 
30 
50 

ao 160 
170 
250 
420 
650 
370 
330 

.1,220 
1 , 3 4 0 
1 ,520 

320 
990 
590 

1,320 
970 

1,430 
380 
500 

70 
40 

40 

<lo 
40 

I40 
140 
2 2 a 
310 

1 ,600 
490 
270 

2 ,800 
3 ,700 
2 , 3 0 0 

980 
2 , 1 0 0 
-3,300 
9 ,300 

4,loo 
'6 ,300 
4 , 3 0 0 
5 ,400 
4 , 4 0 0 
7 ,200 
8 ,500 
3,2Q0 

270 
90 

4 . 3 9 , 
,31 
.82 
.54 
.20 
. 1 1 
.09 
,93 
, 1 1 
,06 
. 9 1 

1,70 
.75 
.16 
.16 
.25 

1.42 
. 1 1 
• 15 
• 0 8 
• 0 9 

•12 
.11 
.12 
.23 

1.30 
I •as 

.64. 

. 0 4 
< . 0 1 

.02 
. 0 1 

< . 0 l 
< . 0 1 
< . 0 1 

.02' 
< . 0 1 
< . 6 l 

.07 

.03 

.02- . 

.05 
< . 6 l 

.06 

.03 

.04 
<-.01 
< . 0 l 

• 0 2 

.03 
< . 0 1 

.'01 
< . 0 1 
< . 0 1 

• 12 
. 03 
.06 
.09 
.08 
.05 
• 04 
.07 
, 0 4 
, 0 4 
.20 
.'42 
.06 
. 0 4 
.05 
.05 
.18 
• 05 
• 02 
. 0 4 
.05 
. 03 
.04 
.06 
.12 
. 3 1 
.36 

.03 

.04. 
, 04 
.06 
.06 
.06' 
.07 
.06 
.06 
,07 
,08 
,09 
.05 
.07 
.07 
.06 
.06 
.07 
.08 
.07' 
.03 
. 03 
.03 
.07 
.04 
. 05 
,06 

.52 

. 3 4 

.36 

. 3 5 

.24 

.19 

.20 
,19 
.19 
.16 
.36 
.60 
.23 
.16 
.18 
.20 
.39 
. 1 4 
. 1 4 
.14. 
,16 
.13 
.17 
.17 
.30" 
.57 
.74 

32 
.2 
2 
I 

< 1 
< l 
< l 
<1 
< 1 
< 1 
15 
12' 

1 
< 1 
<L 
<rl 
< 1 
< 1 
<1 
< l 
<1 
< 1 
<1 

<i. 
4 

35 
226 

<10 
<10 
<10 
f:lO 
<lO 
<10 
<10 
<10 
<10 
<10 
<;10 

25 
<10 
<10 
<10 
< io 

io 
<10 
<10 
<10 
c lO 
<10 
<10 
<10 
<10 

10 
.10 

• < 1 
<1 

- < I 
< l 
< \ 
• t l 
< l 
<1 
<1 
<1 
< l 
< l 
< l 
<:i 
< l 
< l 
10 
< 1 
<1 
< \ 
< l 
< l 
< l 
< l 
•ci. 
< i 
• ? i 

Weil 17 
511 -512 .5 
5 1 2 . 5 - 5 1 4 
314 -515 
5,15 -516 . 
516 -517 
517 -313 ' 
5,18 - 5 1 9 . 5 
5 1 9 . 5 - 5 2 0 , 5 
521 -521^5 
3 2 1 . 3 - 5 2 3 

1 5 5 . 7 - 1 5 5 . 2 
l .53 .2- ; i56 .7 
1 5 6 , 7 - 1 5 7 . 0 
1 5 7 . 0 - 1 5 7 , 3 
1 5 7 . 3 - 1 5 7 . 6 
1 5 7 , 6 - 1 5 7 . 9 
1 5 7 , 9 - 1 5 8 . 3 
i33.3'- .L53,5 
158 .••3-159.0 
1 5 5 . 0 - 1 3 9 . 4 

,10 
<10 
<10 

10 
20 
20 
40 
60 

750 
840 

10 
20 
30 
20 
30 
50 
30 

130 
770 
810 • 

123 
60 
60 
70 
95 

loo 
125 
216 
600 
505 

1 5 . 4 
.25 
.29 
,63 
,44 
.15 
.•11 
• 17 

, 38 
,05 

,i30 

< . 0 1 
.02 

< . 0 1 
< . 0 1 
< , 0 1 
< ^ 0 l 
< . 0 1 
< . 0 1 
< . 0 l ' 

. 
-
-
-
. 
-
. 
. 
-
-

.02 

.02 

.02 

.02 

.04 

.02 

.04 

.07 
= ."05 
. 0 0 5 

,66 
.31 

. . 3 1 

,31 
, . 2 8 

.13 
;.-l4 

.15 
• 20 
,13 

< i 
<1 
<L 
44 

.2 
<1 
<rl 
< l 

I 
.-rl 

<10 
<10 
ciO 

<io 
<10 
<10 
<10 

10 
<10 

, < 1 0 

^ 1 
< l 
< \ 
< l 
<!. 
<1 

•^1 -
< -
^ \ 

<x 
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Oep ch, 
fc 

323 
5 2 4 
325 
326 
527 
523 
529 
3 3 0 . 
332 
533 
334 
535 
536 
537 
533 
539 
540 
541 
543 
544 

-324 
-523 
-526 
-527 
-328 
-529 
- 3 3 0 . 3 

5-532 
-533 
-334 
-535 
-336 
-337 
-538 

- 5 3 9 
-540 
-341 
-342 .'5 
-544 
-543 

Depch, m, 

1 5 9 . 4 - 1 3 9 . 7 
. 159 .7 -160 .0 
, 1 6 0 . 0 - 1 6 0 . 3 
160.3-15d, '6 
1 6 0 . 6 - 1 6 0 . 9 
1 6 0 . 9 - 1 6 1 . 2 
1 6 1 . 2 - 1 6 1 . 7 
1 6 1 . 7 - 1 6 2 , 1 
1 6 2 . 1 - 1 6 2 . 5 
1 6 2 , 5 - 1 6 2 . 3 
l 6 2 , 8 - 1 5 ' 3 v l 
1 6 3 , 1 - 1 5 3 , 4 
1 6 3 , 4 - 1 3 3 ; 7 
1 6 3 . 7 - 1 6 4 . 0 
1 6 4 , 0 - 1 6 4 . 3 
1 6 4 . 3 - 1 6 4 . 6 
1 6 4 . 6 - 1 6 4 . 9 
164,._9-1'65,3 
1 5 5 . 5 - 1 6 5 . 3 
1 6 3 . 3 - 1 6 6 . 1 

•pptn 

1,020 
350 

. 320 
230 
300 
160 
550 

1,250 
1,670 

170 
390 
5S0 
730 

1,020 
1,550 
2 ,100 

960 
. 150 

'80 
50 

ppm 

1.050 
450 
570 
230 
230 
170 
520 

1,390 
1,540 

250 
270 
640 
- . 

740 ' 
860 

1.530 
640' 
180 
60 
60 

310 
3 1 1 
512 
513. 
314 
515 
516-
517 
513 
519 
520 
321 
5-22-
323 
524 
525 
526 
527 
523 
329 
530 
531 
533 
534 
533 
536 

,537 
..5-33 

-511 
-312 
-513 
- 5 1 4 
-315 
-516 
-517 
-513 
-519 
-520 
-521 
-522 
-32-3 
-524 
-325 
-526 
-527 
-523 
r-52,9.-
-530 
-53.1 
- 5 3 2 . 5 
-534 
-535 
-536 
-537 
-533 
-5.'3.9-

1 5 5 , 4 - 1 5 3 . 7 
1 5 5 . 7 - 1 5 6 . 1 
1 5 6 . 1 - 1 5 6 . 4 
156 ,4-155. ,7 
1 5 6 . 7 - L 3 7 . 0 
1 5 7 . 0 - 1 5 7 . 3 
15 7 . 3 - 1 5 7 . 6 
157.6-1-37.9 
1 3 7 . 9 - 1 5 3 . 2 
1 3 8 , 2 - 1 3 3 . 5 
153,-3-15 8 .3 
1 5 8 . 3 - 1 5 9 . 1 
159, - 1 5 9 . 4 
l 5 9 , 4 - l 3 9 ; - 7 
1 5 9 . 7 - 1 6 0 . 0 
1 5 0 . 0 - 1 5 0 , 3 
1 5 0 . 3 - 1 5 0 . 6 
L60.6-160. ,9 
1 6 0 , 9 - 1 6 1 . 2 
1 6 l . 2 - 1 5 1 ^ 3 
' 1 6 1 . 5 - 1 6 1 . 3 
1 6 1 . 8 ^ 1 6 2 . 3 
1 6 2 . 5 - 1 6 2 . 3 
1 6 2 . 3 - 1 6 3 . 1 

1 5 3 . 1 ^ 1 6 3 , 4 
1 5 3 , 4 - 1 6 3 . 7 
1 6 3 . 7 - 1 6 4 , 0 
•164..0-164..3 

15 
25 
2 ^ 
65 

105 
150 
195 
610 
320 
320 
473 
845 
360 
515,: 
380 
435 
275. 
170 

95 
75 
75 

175 
500 

35 
55 
2b 
55 
15 

30 
40 
30 
30 
70 

110 
150 
380 
220 
260 
340 
380 
420 
520 
440 
710 

sao 
480 
340 
330 
27b 
490 
400 

90 
70 
40 
30 
'20 

ppm 

Wei; 
420 
290 
290 

I , IOO 
1 ,900 

920 
190 
430 

2 ,100 
380 
125 
160 
730 

2 ,400 
.2 ,900 
6 ,500 
2 , 5 0 0 

790 
180 

85 

l o c a l C, 
p c t 

C i n CO3 , 
pct 

1 

s, 
p c t 

Toca l 
F e , 

Mo, | , A s , 
ppm ' ppm 

Se , 

17 c o h t . 
.06-
,05* 
,'04 
.53 
,15 
.10 
,09 
.23 

1.01 
.12 
. 0 7 
,12 
;09 
.14 
,16 
;47 
,20 
-11 
-93 

3 .63 

<.oi 
. 0 2 

<.01 
. 01 

<.bi 
< , 0 l 
< .01 
<r.01 
<.01 
<.Q1 
<;,01 
<,01 
< . b i 
< , 0 l . 
< ,01 
<.01 
<.01 
c O l 

.02 
,06 

-' 
. 
-
. 
-
-
-
.-
-
-
-
-
-
-
. 
•-
. 
.. 
-
-

• 006| 
. 0 0 : 
• OOe 
.ooe 
.QOi 

.m 

.QQ'i 

• Obi 
.00/ 
.007 
.007 
,007 
,00f 
,ooe 
,00 / 
.001 
. 00 / 
•006 
.017 
.003 

.11 

.10 

. 1 3 

.13 

.17 

. 11 

.13 

. 1 3 
.. 17 
. 11 
. 1 2 
.13 
.13 
.20 
,11 
. 2 1 

• ;12' 
,21 , 
3-20 
1.04 

< 1 
< i 
<1 
<1 
< 1 
< 1 
< 1 
<1 
< 1 
<1 
<1 
< l 
<1 
<1 
< l 

1 
1 

23 
127 

22 

<10 
<10 
<10 
<10 
<IQ 
<10 
<10 
<1Q 
<L0 
<10 
<10 
<10 
<10 

10 
10 
10 
10 
10 

135 
15 

< 1 
<1 
< l 
<1 
< l 
< 1 

7 
20 

400 
121 
139 

39 
< i 

1 
< i 
47-
< i 
< i 

9 
< i 

w e l l 19 
90 
90 

100 
90 
80 

lOO 
70 

500 
180 
110 
130 
220 
170 
150 

, 130 
620 

i,;300 
2 ,500 
3 ,300 
3 ,300 
1,500 
1,000 

200 
70 
50 
50 
50 
30 

. i l 

. 09 
,13 
.03 
.07 
,03 
,06 

1.02 
,30 
.13 
• 20 
.38 
.'"27 
.14 
.09' 
.09 
.03 
.08 
,11 
.09 
.10 
.05 
. 1 3 
.07 
. 0 2 
.10 
.70 

1,73" 

,05 
• 03 
.05 

<.01 
<.01 
<^01 

-01 
< i b i 

.05 

. 01 
<,01 
<,01 

,03 
.03 

< ,01 
, 04 
,(D5 
,02 
- 0 6 
.03 
, 0 5 

< . 0 l 
< . 0 1 
< . 0 l 
< . 0 1 
< . 0 1 

.01 
< , 0 l 

.04 

. 0 5 
,08 
.03 
.05 
,04 
.03 
.09 

, .02 
.04 
.08 

..04 
.03 
.06 
.03 
.05 
.09 

< . 0 1 
.05; 
.03 
, 05 
.03 
.09 
.05 
,10 
.37 
,10 
.13 

. 0 5 

.04 
,04 
. 03 
.04 
.04 
.05 
.06 
.05 
.05 
.OS 
.05 
.03 
.05 
,05 
,03 
.03 
.06 
,06 
,06 
,05 
.03 
.05 
. 0 4 
.04 
.04 
,04 
,04 

.15 
• 15 
.15 
.15 
. 1 4 
.14 

. . 1 4 
.14 
..12 
.12. 
,13 
.14 
,12 
. 1 4 
. 1 2 . 
.14 
,17 
.13 
,14 
,12 
.-.-15 
.13 
,19 
.16 
..19 
.48 
.29 
.'51 

2 
2 
1 

<1, 
<1 
<1 
<1 
< l 

,1 
2 
2 
1 
I 
2 
2 
1 
2 

< l 
<-l 

I 
1 
1 
1 
1 

30 
48 
91 

262 

<10 
< l b 
< i b 
<10 
<;10 
<10 
< i 6 
< 1 0 
< i b 
^-lO 
< i b 
<10 
<:10 
<io 
<io 
<10 
<:10 
<10 
<10 
<10 
<1'0 
<10 
<:10 
< l o 
<10 

10 
.<10 
.<io 

< i 
< i 
< l 
< i 
< • ! 

< l 
• < l 

< l 
<i 
< i 
<.i 
< i 
< i 
< i 
< i 
< i 
< i 
< i 
< i 
< i 
<l 
<L 
< l 
<1 
<1 
<L 
< l 

1 
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.tASLE >2. - C o r e Ahalyse ' s , -Cbmoosite Saaole i t 

•Samplc-t- . 

Ma . . . . 
K . . . . . . . . . 
'Ci ........ ,„ , . . . . . . . 
Mg . , r . . -

A i . , 
Fe (COcal) • • . - * 
S i O ; . . - • - . • • W , 

c a o a t t r ^ H , , , i 

1 1 ̂  A -

Q V J ' L O ' 

. i 3 

.> ,1Q meg /100 g, 



TAIILK 3 , - Wi l ie r a n a l y a t i K , Wt i l l OKI 

^. .c ' l i : , . ;Vi - - - 3 * 

l>il 1'<J. 

^ ( i ) 
1 1 / 3 0 

1 2 / 0 1 
1 2 / 0 2 

1 2 / 0 3 
1 2 / 0 4 
1 2 / U S 

1 270f> 
V 2 / 0 7 

J 2 / 0 f i 
12 /Oi i 

1 2 / 1 0 
l a / u 
1 2 / 1 2 

1 2 / 1 3 
1 2 / U 
1 2 / 1 5 
1 2 / 1 6 
1 2 / 1 7 
1 2 / 1 8 
1 2 / 1 9 
1,2/20 
1 2 / 2 1 
1 2 / 2 2 
1 2 / 2 3 

1 2 / 2 i i 
1 2 / 2 5 
1 2 / 2 6 
1 2 / 2 7 
1 2 / 2 8 
1 2 / 2 9 
1 2 / 3 0 
; i 2 / ' M 
0 1 / 0 1 

2 0 1 / 0 1 
1)1 /(J2 

2 0 l / i ) 2 
Ul /(Si 

0 1 / 0 4 
0 1 / 0 5 
0 1 / O o 
( 1 1 / 0 / 
0 1 / W 

pll 

6 . 7 

6 . 7 
6 . 7 
6 , 7 
6 . 7 

6 , 5 
6 . 4 

6 . 3 
6 . 1 
5 , 9 

. 5 . 9 
5 , 9 
5 . 9 

s.a 
5 . 7 
5 . 7 
5 . 6 
5 , 5 
5 . 4 
5 . 4 
5 , 4 
5 . 4 
5 . 2 
5 . 1 
5 . 0 
4 , 9 
4 , 9 
4 . 9 
4 . 9 
4 . 9 
4 . 9 
4 , 9 
4 . 2 
3 : 2 

2 . 8 
2 , 7 
2 . 6 
2 . 5 
l . l . 
2 , n 
i . ' j 
2 : I 

lIlV 

- 1 2 6 

~ 

-
-
.-
-
.-

- 1 2 0 

-no 
- 1 0 0 

- 9 0 
- 8 0 
- 7 0 

- 5 0 
- 4 0 
- 2 0 
- 1 0 

0* 
+ 1 0 
+ 2 0 
+ 3 0 
+ 4 0 
+ 5 0 
+ 5 0 
H-50 
+ 6 0 
+ 5 0 
+ 5 0 
+ 4 0 
-140 
4 4 0 
+ 5 0 
+ 9 0 

-
+ 1 0 0 

-
+ 1 2 0 

•1130 
•Il4t» 
+ 1 5 0 
HloO 
+ r / u 

noniliiy -
t l v t i y , 
l i i i i l io / t ;n i 

•n>a. 
ppiu 

3..4 do ' 1 3 . 4 0 0 
3 . ' 4«0 
3 , 4 U b 
3 . '400 
3 . 4 0 0 
3 . 4 0 0 
3 , 4 0 0 

3 . 4 0 0 
3 , 4 0 0 
3,4QIJ-
3 , 4 0 0 
3 , 4 0 0 
3 , 4 0 0 
3 , 4 0 0 
3 . 4 0 0 
3.,/iOO 
3 , 4 0 0 
3 , 4 0 0 

3 . 4 6 0 
3 . 4 0 0 

3 , 4 0 0 
3 . 5 0 0 
3 , 5 0 b 
3 , 5 0 0 
3 , s o b 
3 , 5 0 0 
3 , 5 0 0 
3 . 5 0 0 
3 . 5 0 0 
3 . 5 0 0 
3 , 5 0 0 
3 , 5 0 0 
3 , 5 0 0 
3 . ,5"0 
3 . 8 0 0 

• 4 , 0 0 0 
4 ; . 3 0 0 
4 , 5 0 0 
S.,000 
5 . 4 0 0 
7 .6 ' l i0 ' 
a , 3 0 0 
7 , 5 0 0 

3 , 4 0 0 

-
3 , 4 0 0 
3 , -500 
3 , 5 0 0 
3 . 5 0 0 
3 , 5 0 0 
3 . 7 0 0 
3 , 7 b b 
3 , 7 0 0 
3,7(JO 
3 . 7 0 0 
3 , 7 0 0 
3 , 7 0 0 
3 . 6 0 0 

3 , 8 0 0 
3 , 3 0 0 
3 , 8 0 0 
3 , 8 0 0 
3 . ' a o o 
3 . 8 0 0 
3 . 8 0 0 
3 , 9 0 0 

• 3 , 9 0 0 
3 , 9 0 0 
3 , 9 0 0 

-
3,<J00 
3.'JOO 
3 , 9 0 0 
3 , 9 0 0 
3 , 9 0 0 
4 . -100 
4 . 3 0 0 
4 . 5 0 6 
A , 8 0 0 
, ' . . 800 
5 , 0 0 0 
5 , 3 0 0 
5,'fl()ll 
6 , 1 0 0 
6 ,301) 

Pimi 

0 . 1 
; 2 
, 2 
. 2 
.1 

.i 

. 1 

. 1 
, 1 
. 1 
. 2 
. 2 

• 2 

. 2 

-
1 . i 

. 4 

. 5 

. 7 

,a 
1 . 0 
1 , 3 
i . 7 
1 . 6 

. 2 . 1 

2 . 3 
2 . 9 

-
3 . 0 
3 . 1 

3 , 4 
4 , 3 
4 . 4 
5 . 7 
4.I1 

1 7 . 
21 
2(i 
32 
17 
52 
46 

a 

V, 
[ipiii 

0 . 5 
. 5 
, 5 
. 5 
. 5 
, 5 

, 5 
. 5 
. 5 
. 5 
-5 
. 5 
. 5 

1 .0 
1 .8 
2 , 3 
3 . 0 
3 , 5 
4 . 2 

4 . 9 
5 .6 
6 . 4 
7 , 3 

8 , 1 
9 . 0 

l b 
11 

-
12 
12 
12 
17 
13 
2 0 
2 8 
4 a 
69. 
7 5 
9 0 

i b o 

-
100 
100 

t i a . 
ppm 

7 4 0 

7 4 0 
7 4 b 
7 4 0 
7 4 0 
7 4 0 
7 4 0 
7 4 0 
7 4 0 
7 4 0 
7,40 
7 4 0 
7 4 0 
7 4 0 
7 4 0 
7 4 b 

7 4 0 
7 4 0 
7 4 0 
7 4 0 

7 4 0 
7 4 0 
7 4 b 
7 4 0 
7 4 0 
7 4 0 
7 4 0 
7 4 0 
74 b 
7 4 0 
7 4 0 
7 4 0 
7 4 0 
7 4 0 
7 4 0 
7 4 0 . 
7 4 0 
7 4 0 
7 4 0 
7 4 0 
7-'iO 
7 4 0 
7 4 0 

ppiii 

11 
11 
11 
1) 
11 

11 
12 

n 
ia 
12 

12 

12 
12 
12 

-
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
1 2 

12 
1 2 
12 
12 
12 

-
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
13 
14 
14 
IS 
15 
17 
19 
19 
20 
18 

ppin 

1 5 0 
1 5 0 
1 5 0 
151 
1 5 2 
1 5 3 
154 

iss 
1 5 6 
158 
1 5 9 
1 6 0 
151 
1 6 2 
1 6 3 
1 5 5 
165 
1 6 7 
1 5 8 
1 6 9 
1 7 0 

1 7 2 
1 7 5 
1 7 7 
1 7 9 
ISO 
1 8 1 
1 8 2 

182 
1 3 3 
1 8 ^ 

1 8 5 
1 9 0 
2U0 
2 1 1 

2 1 4 
2 1 7 
2 1 9 
2 2 5 
2 3 0 
2 3 5 
2 3 7 
2 4 1 

ppi, i 

92 
96 
96 
96 

,96 
96 

97 
98 
59 

i b o 
102 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
107 
107 

107 
107 
107 
107 
1 0 7 
1 0 7 
107 
107 
1 0 7 
107 
1 0 7 
1 0 7 
107 
1 0 9 
125 
1 3 0 
146 
15U 
132 
154 
1 5 4 
152 

ISO 
150 

ppm 

2 ,3 (10 
2 . 3 0 0 

_ 
2 . 3 0 0 
2 , 3 0 0 
2 , 1 0 6 
2 , 3 0 0 
2 , 3 0 0 
2 , 3 0 0 
2 . 3 0 0 
2 , 3 0 0 
2 , 3 b r t 
2 , 3 0 0 
2 ; 3 0 0 
2 ; 3 0 0 
2 . 3 0 0 
2 , 3 0 0 
2 , 3 0 0 

2 , 3 0 0 
2 , 3 0 0 

2 , 3 0 0 
2 , 3 0 0 
2 , 3 0 0 
2 , 3 0 0 
2 , 3 0 0 
2 , 3 0 0 
2 . 3 0 0 
2 , 3 0 0 
2-, 3 0 0 
2 , 3 0 0 

2 , 3 0 0 
2 , 3 0 0 
2 , 4 0 0 * 
2 , 5 0 0 -
2 , 7 0 0 " 
2 . 9 O 0 
3 , 1 0 0 
3 , 2 0 0 
3 , 3 0 0 
i iAOO 
3 , 9 0 0 
4 , 4 0 0 
4 , 0 0 0 

C l . 
ppiii 

SO 

so 
SO 
5 0 
50 
50 
5.0 

5( i 
5 0 
5b 

sn 
so 
5 0 
50 
SO 
SO 
5 0 
4 9 
4 8 
45 

45 
4 5 
4 5 
4 5 
47 
4 8 
4 3 

48 
4 8 
4 8 
4 3 . 

• 4 7 
4 7 
46 
4 5 
4 5 
46 
4 5 
4 5 
4 5 
4 5 
4 5 
4 5 

ppm 

5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

5 
6 
6 
7 
8 

1 0 
i l 
1 1 
11 
12 
12 
13 
13 
1 3 
13 
13 
1 3 
1 3 
1 3 
1 3 
1 3 
13 
13 
1 3 
13 

1 4 
I S 
15 
1 7 
l e 
1 9 
2 0 
2 1 
2 3 
2 5 
2 7 
2 9 
3 1 

I Al . 

I'll"' 

< } 

<i 
< i 
< i 

<i 
< i 
< i 
< i 
< i 
< i 
< i 
< i 
< i 
< i 
< i 

1 
1 
1 

-
^ 

1 
2 
2 
3 
4 
5 
8 

1 1 
17 
2 8 
35 
3(> 

P . 

< 0 . 2 
<r.2 

< , 2 
< , 2 

< , 2 
< . 2 
< . 2 

< . 2 
< . 2 
< . 2 
< . 2 
< . 2 
< v 2 
< . 2 

< . 2 
< . 2 

< . 2 
< . 2 
< . 2 
< . 2 

< . 2 

< . 2 
< . 2 

< . 2 
<:.2 

< . 2 
< . 2 
< . 2 

< . 2 

< i i 
< . 2 
< . 2 

< . 2 
< . 2 
< . 2 
< , 2 

< . 2 
. 2 

. 3 

. 4 
. 6 
. 5 
. 6 

ppm 

0 , 5 
. 5 
. 5 
. 5 
. 5 
. 5 
, 5 
. 5 
. 5 
. 5 
. 5 
. 5 
. 5 
. 5 
, 5 
. 5 
,'5 
. 5 
. 6 
^6 

• 6 

. 6 

. 6 

. 6 

. 6 

. 5 
. 6 
. 6 
. 6 
. 6 
;6 
. 6 
, 6 
. 6 
. 5 

- , 5 

. 7 

. 8 
0 . 9 
1 . 0 
1 .1 
l , t 
1 , 0 

P e , 
ppm 

0 . 4 
. 6 
. 7 
.B 

1 . 0 
1 . 0 
1 . 0 
1 . 0 

t.o 
1 . 0 
1 . 0 
1 . 2 
1 . 3 

L.A 

-
1 . 5 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 

1 . 5 
1 . 5 
1 .6 
i . 6 
1 . 8 
1 . 8 
1 . 8 
1 . 8 
1 . 8 

-
1 . 8 

1-B 
l . a 
1 . 8 
1 . 8 
1 . 9 
2 , 1 
2 . 8 
3 . 2 
3 . 5 
4 . 5 
5 . 4 
7 . 0 
8 . 1 , 
8 .U 

Ml), 
ppui 

0 , 3 
, 3 
, 3 
, 3 
. 3 
. 3 
• 4 

. 4 
•4 
. 4 
. 4 
. 4 

14 
, 4 

-' 
. 4 
• 4 

. 4 
. 4 
. 4 

. 4 

. 4 
, 4 
. 5 
. 5 
. 5 

. 5 

-
. 5 
• 5 

. 5 

. 5 

. 5 

. 5 

. 5 
, 6 
. 6 

•6 
. 5 
.7 
. 7 
, 7 
. 7 

m, 
ppii 

4 
12 
12 
12 

7 

^ 
5 
4 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

-
2 
2 

< 2 

< 2 
< 2 

< 2 
< 2 
< 2 

< 2 
< 2 
.^2 

<i 
-

< 2 

< 2 
< 2 
< 2 
< 2 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

4 
5 
6 
7 
7 

A s , 

< 4 0 
< 4 b 
<:40 
< 4 0 
<r46 
</ ,0 
< 4 0 

< 4 0 
< 4 0 
< 4 0 
< 4 0 
< 4 0 
< 4 0 
< 4 0 
< ^ 0 

<46 
< 4 0 
< 4 0 
< 4 0 
< 4 0 
< 4 0 
< 4 0 
< 4 0 
< 4 0 

< 4 0 
< 4 0 
< 4 0 

- • 

< 4 0 
< 4 0 
< 4 0 

< 4 0 
< 4 b 
< 4 0 
< 4 0 
< ^ 0 
< 4 0 
< 4 0 
< 4 0 
< 4 0 
< 4 0 

< 4 0 
< 4 0 

ppL= 

< 2 

< 2 
< 2 
< 2 

-
4 

< 2 
< 2 

< 2 
< 2 

< 2 
< 2 

< 2 
< 2 

-
< 2 
< 2 
< 2 

< 2 
< 2 
< 2 

< 2 
< 2 

< 2 
< 2 
< 2 
< 2 

-
< 2 
< 2 

< 2 
< 2 
< 2 

< 2 
<2 
< 2 

<Z 
<2 

< 2 
< 2 

< 2 
< 2 
< 2 

ppiu 

2 5 0 

-
-
-
-

2 0 0 
190 
1 7 0 
19U 

ISO 
130 
1 1 0 
1 0 0 

90. 
90 
9G 
9 0 
7 b 

eo 
5 0 
6 0 

5 0 
5 0 
50 
50 
SO 
5 0 

3 0 
30 
30 
30 
3 0 
30 

-
-
-
-
-
. 
-
-
-
-

U . O , , 
ppm 

-
-
-
-
-
-
--
-
-
'-
-
-' 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
- -
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
--
-
-
-
-



01 /.O'J 
0 i /1 (1 
O l / l l 
bi/12 
0 1 / 1 3 
01 /14 
0 1 / 1 5 
01 /15 

- — 0 1 / ) 7 
01 / IU 
0 1 / 1 9 

3 0 1 / 1 9 
0 1 / 2 0 

^01 /30 
01/21 

=^01/21 
0 1 / 2 2 

3 01 /22 
0 1 / 2 3 
OJ/24 
0 1 / 2 5 
01 /25 
0 1 / 2 7 
0 1 / 2 8 
0 1 / 2 9 
0 1 / 3 0 
0 1 / 3 1 
0 2 / 0 1 

J 0 2 / 0 2 
, ^ 0 2 / 0 4 
— - 0 2 / 1 1 

0 2 / 1 8 
0 2 / 2 5 
0 3 / 0 4 
0 3 / 1 1 
oaA;i0 
03/28 
04/04 
0 4 / 1 2 

2„2 
. 2 , 1 
2 ,2 
2 .1 
1.9 
1,9 
1.9 
1.9 
1,9 

1 .9 
1.9 
1.9 
1.9 
1 9 
1.9 
1,9 
1,9 
1.9 
i . 9 
1.9 
1,9 
1.9 
1,8 
I B 
i .8 
1,8 
1,8 
1.8 
1 = 8 
1,8 
1,8 
1,9 
2 , 0 
2 , 1 
2 . 5 
2 , 5 
2 .4 
2 ,3 
1.8 

+180 
+100 
+ 200 
+200 
1210 
H210 
+220 
+220 
+220 
+230 
+230 

-
+230 

-
+230 

-
+230 

-
+230 
i 2 3 0 
+240 
+240 
+240 
+240 
+240 
+2S0 
•i-25ti 
+250 
+25(1 
+250 
+240 
+240 
+240 
+230 
+17(1 
•1130 
+440 
H190 
+360 

7,000 
7 ,000 
7, boo 
8,400 

10,00(1 
10.800 
11,5(10 
11.900 
12,2(iO 
12,200 
1.2.21)6 
12 .200 
12 .200 
12.200 
12,2(10 
12 .100 
12 ,000 
1 1 , 9 0 0 
11 ,900 
I 1 . 8 0 0 
11 .600 
11 .500 
11.400 
11 ,400 
11.400 
11 ,400 
I i . 4 00 
11 .400 
11.400 
11 .400 
11.400 
10 .500 
9 , 5 0 0 
8 .400 
7 .300 
5 .900 

"6; loci 
6 .000 
9^600^ 

5 ,100 
5 ,900 
6.1(10 
6 . 300 
(i, 9oO 
7 .200 
7;-lU0 
7 .400 
7 .400 
7 ,400 
7 , 3 0 0 
7 .300 
7 ,300 
7 .300 
.7,300 
7 ,400 
7 .400 
7 ,40b 
7 , SOO 
7 , 9 0 0 
8 .500 
B.500 
8 ,60b 
8 .500 
8 .400 
7.9(10 
7 .700 
7 ,500 
7 ,100 
7 ,100 
7 ,300 

-
7 . 8 0 0 
5 , 9 0 0 
•6.600 
7 . 0 0 0 
7 . 3 0 0 
7.3^00' 
9 ,200 

39 
40 
19 

-44 
57 
54 
-63 
S3 
S3 
52 
50 
49 
45: 
43 
42 
47 
43 
45 
43 
46 
49 
44 
50 
46 
.43 
48 
44 
41 
36 
35 
3b 
44 

i 0 7 
59 
62 
79' 
95 
82 

131 

1(10 
100 
1(10 
110 
lib 
120 
120 
120 

no 
110 
l i b 

no 
)4o 
]4(i 
1^0 
140 
140 
140 
140 
ISO 
150 
ISO 
150 
ISO 
150 
ISO 
ISO 
150 
ISO 
150 
170 
210 
37b 
480 
490 
500 
S30 
520 
a-2b 

740 
740 
750 
760 
7U0 
790 
790 
ilOO 
800 

aoo 
aio 
SIO 
810 
810 

. AIO 
810 
aio 
Bib 
800 
730 
720 
720 
720 
720 
72b 
720 
720 
720 
760 
760 
750 
76 0 
720 
750 
750 
790 
760 
7 6 0 
740 

18 
18 
18 
18 
13 
18 
19 
19 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
2ii 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
19 
19 
18 
18 
17 
17 
17 
17 
19 
18 
20 

244 
248 
250 
252 
2 56 
258 
261 
264 
266 
258 
272 
273 
274 
276 
280 
235 
295 
302 
310 
325 
310 
297 
290 
283 
280 
277 
275 
273 
271 
266 
254 
260 
254 
230 
220 
225 
235 
235 
26b 

ISO 
154 
155 
iS6 
155 
155 
155 
155 
155 
155 
155 
159 
162 
164 
166 
167 
168 
169 
16 6 
169 
169 
157 
155 
164 
163 
162 
Uvl 
150 
160 
150 
160 
156 
156 
122 
125 
135 
140 
137 
150 

4 ,()0(( 
4 , 1 0 0 
4 , 1 0 0 
4 .20O 
4 . 5 0 0 
4 ; 700 
4 , 8 0 0 
,5,oob 
5,100 
5 ; i 0 0 . 
5 . 1 0 0 
5 ,100 
5 .100 
5 .100 
5 ,100 
5 ,100 
5 ,100 
5 ,100 
5 ,100 
5 ,100 
5 ,100 
S,100 
5 ,100 
5 ,100 
5 ,100 
5 ,100 
5 . IOO 
5. ibb 
5 .100 
5,100 
5 ,300 
S.OOO 
S . I 00 
4 , 2 0 0 
3 ,900 
4 , 0 0 0 
4 , 2 0 0 
4 , 2 0 0 
5.900 

45 
45 
4S 
45 
45 
45 
45 
45 
45 
45 
46 
47 
47 
f>1 
48 
48 
48 
48 
49 
49 
49 
49 
49 
49 
49 
49 • 
49 
43 
45 
45 
4 5 

-
44 
39 
49 
SO-
49 
46 
47 

3.3 

i s 
37 
38 
39 
40 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
47 
48 
49 
49 
SO 
51 
52 
53 
53 
53 
S3 
51 
52 
SO 
49 
47 
46 
44 
41 
4 3 
,44 
44 
41 
47 
59 
50 
94 

32 
32 
32 
31 
30 
32 
34 
35 
35 
36 
38 
38 
38 
38 
38 
At 
43 
44, 
45 
^6 

U 
45 
45 
45 
45 
45 
45 
44 
44 
44 
46 
4a 
49 
39 
36 
43 
54 
52 
85 

.5 
,5 
.4 
.4 
. 5 
.5 

5 
.6 
.5 
,6 
.6 
;6 
.5 
.5 
.6 
,6 
.5 
.6 
.6 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
. 5 
.5 
.5 
. 5 
.5 
• 3 
. 3 
.2 
.2 

is 
.6 
.7 

1,0 
1.8 
1.6 
4 . 2 

I.U 

1 .0 
1.2 
1.2 
1.2 
1.3 
1 . 3 
1.3 
1.3 
1.3 
1.3 
i . a 
1.3 
1.3 
1.3 
1.3 
1.3 
1.3 
1.3 
1.4 
1.5 
1.5 

i.s 
1 . 5 
1.5 
1,5 
1.5 
1.5 
i .3 
1.3 
1.3 
-

1.7 
1.5 
1.5 
i . 4 
1.5 
i . s 
1.5 

9 . 1 
9 . ' J 

9 . 9 
10.1) 

11 
12 
12 
12 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 • 

14 
15 
15 
17 
19 
21 
16 
16 
20 
31 
39 
-

.7 

.8 

.8 

.6 

.9 

.9 

.9 

. 9 

.9 

.9 

.9 

.9 
,9 
, 9 
.9 

1.0 
1.0 
l .b 
1.0 
l - t i 
l . b 
1,0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1 .0 
1.0 

.9 

. 9 
1.1 

.9 

. 9 
1.0 
1,0 
1.0 
1.1 

a 
a 
8 
B 

a 
a 
8 

a 
8 
6 

10 
6-

25 
14 
12 
14 
28 
14 
52 

<40 

<40 
<4b 
<40 
•40 
40 

^40 
<40 

40 
40 
4b 
40 
4 0 

<40 
<40 

40 
f>0 

<40 
40 

<40 
<40 

4 0 
<40 
<40 
<'iO 
<40 
<4b 

50 
20 
20 
20 
3(1 
70 
40 
40 

100 
250 
180 
780 

<2 

<2 
<2 
<2 
<2 
<2 
<2 
<2 
<2 
<2 
<2 
<2 
<2 
<2 
<2 
<2 
<2 
^ 2 
<2 
<2 

2 
2 
2 

<2 
< 2 

4 
2 

<2 
<2 

2 
2 

<2 
<2 

2 
4 

<2 
<2 

• -

-
-
-
-
-
-
7 

-
-
-
-
-
-
-, 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
--
-
-
-
-
-
-

4 
<2 

. -
-
-
-
-
-
-
.-. 
-
-
--
--
-
-
-
-

--
-
-
-
-
-

1.8 
1.5 
l ; 4 
1,2 

. 5 
, 7 

2 . 3 
1 .7 
1.2 
1.0 
l . l 

t.o 
t.o 
s.n 
2.7 

-
' lU'oieath 

MOTiC, --IJusli 

d a t a . 
In til 
ind i 

G l a i L i f K - i K i L i n . 

a t d s no t mijasijrtiil. 

I 



I'AliLU 4 . - u a t e r A i i i r l yaea , Wo i t 01)3 

P\-^V<.rV 

l);i t u 

—> (' ) 
i 2 / o a 
1 2 / 0 9 
1 2 - / 1 0 

12 /1 .1 

1 2 / 1 2 
1 2 / 1 3 

1 2 / 1 4 

1 2 / 1 5 
1 2 / 1 6 

1 2 / 1 7 
1 2 / i a 
1 2 / 1 9 
1 2 / 2 0 
1 2 / 2 1 
1 2 / 2 2 
1 2 / 2 3 

1 2 / 2 4 
1 2 / 2 5 
1 2 / 2 5 

1 2 / 2 7 
1 2 / 2 3 
1 2 / 2 9 ' 
1 2 / 3 0 
1 2 / 3 1 
0 1 / 0 1 

2 0 1 / 0 1 
0 1 / 0 2 

EOl / 0 2 
0 1 / 0 3 
0 1 / 0 4 
0 1 / O S 
0 1 / 0 6 
0 1 / 0 7 
0 1 /OS 
0 1 / 0 9 
0 1 / 1 0 
0 1 / 1 1 
0 1 / 1 2 
0 1 / 1 3 
. 0 1 / 1 4 
0 1 / 1 5 
0 1 / 1 6 

pll 

5 . 7 
5 . 7 
5 , 5 
5 : 4 

5 . 3 
5 . 2 

5 . 1 
4 . 9 
4 , 6 
4 . 3 

- 4 . 1 
3 . 9 
3 . 8 
3 . 7 
3 . 6 
3 , 6 
3 . 6 
3 . 5 
3 . 5 
3 . 5 
3 , 6 
3 , 6 
3 , 6 
3 : 6 
3 , 6 
3 . 0 
2 . 6 

2 . 4 , 
2 . 2 j 
2 . 1 
2 , 1 
2 .'0 
1 .6 
1 .7 
1 . 9 
1 . 9 
1 . 9 
1 . 9 
1 . 8 
1 .8 

1 , 7 
1 . 7 
1 . 7 | 

1 E l l , 
I mV" 

- 1 2 0 
- 1 1 0 

- I W ) 
^ 9 0 

-BO 
- 7 0 
- 6 0 
- 4 0 
- 1 0 
+ 5 0 

+ 1 0 0 
+ 1 5 0 

! + 1 9 0 
+ 2 4 0 
+ 2 7 0 
+ 2 8 0 
+ 2 9 0 
+ 2 9 0 
+ 2 9 0 
+29f 
+ 2 9 0 
+ 2 6 0 
+ 2 7 0 
+ 2 5 o ; 

H240 
+ 2 2 0 
+226J 
+ 2 1 0 
+ 2 0 0 

^ 2 0 o : 
+ 1 9 0 
+ 1 7 0 

+ 1 S 0 , 
H140 

- (130 
+ i 2 0 
+ 1 2 0 
+ i i t 
+ 1 1 0 : 

+n'o 
+ 1 1 0 
+ i i b i 
+11 ol 

C u i u l u c -

t l w l t y , 
iin^m/viii 

3,4(10 
1 , 4 0 0 
3.4(30 
3 , 4 0 0 

- 3 . 4 0 0 
3 , 4 0 0 
3 , 4 0 0 
3 . 4 0 0 
3 , 4 n b -

! 3 . 4 0 b 

3 , 4 0 0 
1 3.4( ' ib 

3 , 5 0 0 

3 , 5 0 0 
' 3 , 5 0 0 
3 , 5 0 0 
3 , 5 0 0 
3 , 5 0 0 
3 , 5 0 0 

3 , 5 0 0 
3 . 5 0 0 
3 , 5 0 0 
3 , 6 0 0 
3 , £ 0 0 
3 , 6 0 0 
3 , 9 0 0 

4."abo 
5 . 4 0 0 
5 . 8 0 0 
5 . 5 0 0 , 
5 . 8 0 0 

7 . 2 0 0 
1 2 . 6 0 0 j 

9 . 8 5 0 1 

8 . 4 0 0 
8 , 3 0 0 , 
8 . 2 0 0 
8 . 1 0 0 

1 0 , 0 0 0 1 
1 3 , 2 0 0 
15,- ' .0U 
1 3 , 7 0 0 
1 3 , 5 0 0 1 

TOS 
ppm 

3 . 4 0 0 
3 . 5 0 0 

' 3 , 5 0 0 
3 , 7 0 0 

3 , 7 0 0 
3 . 7 0 0 

3 , 8 0 0 
1 3 , 8 0 0 

1 , 8 0 0 
3 ,8 ,00 
3 , 8 0 0 
3 , 8 0 0 
3 , 8 0 0 
3 . 8 0 0 
3 , 8 0 0 

3 , 9 0 0 
3 , 9 0 0 
3 .9bQ 
4 , 0 0 0 
4 , 0 0 0 
3 , 9 0 0 
3 . 9 0 ( 
3 , 9 0 b 
3 . 9 0 0 

3 , 9 0 b 
4 ,3Uo ' 
4 , 6 0 ^ 
5 , 0 0 0 , 
5 , 2 0 0 
5 , '200 
5.20O: 
5 , 2 0 0 
6 . 9 0 0 | 
5 , 3 0 0 
5,f lbo' 
5 , 7 0 0 
5 , 8 0 0 : 
6 . 1 0 0 
5 . 4 0 ( 
7 . 5 0 0 

7 , 5 0 0 
7 . 4 0 0 
7 . 4 0 0 : 

";*"«• 
pp«i 

r - 0 , 1 
1 .5 
2 . 3 
3 . 4 . 

7 . 0 

7 . 5 
6 , 0 , 

1 8.5 
8 . 7 
6 . 8 

< 8 : 8 
8 . 8 

3 , 6 
9 . 0 
9 . 7 

1 0 
Iff 
l b 

9 . 8 
9 . 5 
8 . 3 

6 . 3 
7 . 6 
7 . 7 
7 . 8 

12 ' 
24 

29 
3 1 
3 0 
23 
2 3 
66 

• 4 3 
38" 

- 3 8 
3 9 
4 3 . 
57 
5 6 

67 
5 0 

-SS 1 

V. 
ppm 

1 0-5 
1 . 0 

i . 5 
2 . 0 

3 . 0 
3 . 5 
4 . 0 
4 . 1 
4 , 9 
5 . 0 

5 . 5 
5.-9 
5..8 
6 . 3 
6 . 5 
6 . 5 

5, a 
S . a 
5 . 7 
6 . 0 
6 . 4 
5 . 0 
6 . 0 
7 , 5 

n .o ' 
17 
34 
4 8 

sa 
57' 
4 8 ' 
46 
6 3 
6 9 
•70 
74 
8 1 
85 
92 
93 
' J 4 

9 5 

96 I 

Na, 
ppiu 

7 4 0 
740 
74 b 
7 4 0 

7 4 0 
7 4 0 
7 4 0 
7 4 0 
7 4 0 

7 4 0 
7 4 0 
7 4 0 
7 4 0 
7 4 0 
7 4 0 
7 4 0 
7 4 0 
7 4 0 
7 4 0 
7 4 0 
7 4 0 
7 4 0 
740 
7 4 0 
7 4 0 
7 4 0 
7 4 0 
74 b 
7 4 0 

7 4 0 
7 4 0 
7.40 
7 4 0 
740 
7 4 0 
7 4 0 
7 4 0 
7 4 0 
7 5 b 
7 9 0 
8 0 0 
8 0 0 

aoo 

K. 

Pi"» 

12 
12 
12 
12 

12 
12 
12 
1 2 
12 
1 2 
12 
12 
1 2 
1 2 
12 
1 2 
1 2 
12 
12 
1 2 

12 
12 
1 2 
1 2 1 
12 ' 
12 
14 
15 
17 
17 
1.7 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 j 
17 
17-
18 
18 

1 8 
19 
1,9 

( . . ^ 
ppm 

1:50 
151 
1S2 
i.-53 

154 
155 
155 

1 157 
i s a 
159 
160 
162 
163 
1 5 3 
1 5 4 
1 6 5 
156 

167 
168 
1 7 0 

172 
1 7 4 
1 7 5 

178 
182 
1B5 

1 9 1 , 
196 

204 
210 1 
218 
2 2 0 
2 2 4 
226 
2 3 2 
237 
2 4 0 
2 4 7 
2S4 
2 5 9 
25' l 
2 6 2 
2 6 3 

J i a . 
pp.m 

92 
102 
103 
104 

104 
104 

105 

ios 
105 
i b 5 
106 

' 105 
106 
1 0 6 
106 
106 
106 
1 0 5 
107 
107 
107 
107 
t b a 1 
1 0 9 
1 1 2 

134 
147 

148 1 
142 
1 3 4 
132 
1 3 3 

134 
135 
138 
1 4 0 
148 
153 
154 
154 
ISO 
1 5 0 

152 I 

1 SO .̂. 
i-.m ' 

2 . 2 0 0 
2 , 2 0 0 
2 . 2 0 0 
2 . 2 0 0 

2 , 2 0 0 
2 , 2 0 b 
2 , 2 0 0 
2 , 2 0 0 
2 . 2 0 0 
2 , 2 0 0 
2 , 2 0 0 
2 , 2 0 0 

! 2 , 2 0 0 
2 , 2 0 0 
2 , 2 b O 
2 . 2 0 0 
2 , 2 0 0 
2 , 2 0 0 
2 , 2 0 0 

2 , 2 0 0 
2 , 2 0 0 
2 , 3 0 0 
a , 4 0 0 1 
2 . 5 0 0 
2 , 8 0 0 

3 , 0 0 0 
3 . 1 0 b 
3 , 2 0 0 
3 . 3 0 b 
3 , 4 0 0 
3 , 6 0 0 
4 . 0 0 0 
6 , 2 0 0 
4 , 5 0 0 

4 , 0 0 0 
4 , 0 0 0 
4 . 0 0 0 

.4 i t 0 0 
4 , 6 0 0 
5 , 2 0 0 

5 , 4 0 0 
5 , 4 0 0 
5 . 4 0 0 

C l . 

PP" ' 

5 0 , 
5 0 

I 50 
5 b 
4 9 
4 9 

4 9 
4 8 
4 8 

48 
4 8 
4 8 
4 8 
4 8 
4 8 
4 7 
47 
4 7 
4 7 

4 7 

47 
47 
46 
4 5 
44 
44 
44 

4 3 
4 3 
4 3 
•43' 
4 3 
5 0 
4 4 
4 4 
4 5 
4 5 

45 1 
46 
47 

47 
4 8 
4 8 

[ ^ 
ppm 

5 
• 1 2 

1 2 
1 2 

12 
i'2 

t-3 
1 3 

13 
( 4 

1 14 
' 14 

14 
1 4 
1 4 

14 
1 4 
1 4 
14 

1 4 
14 
14 

\lt\ 
•161 
1 7 
1 8 
16 
1 9 : 
2 0 

2 1 
23i 
2 5 
27 
29 ; 
3 0 
3 i 
3 2 
34 
3 5 
36 

3 8 
3 9 
4 1 

[ U l . 

Ppi". 

< i 

1 0 
12 
13 
14 
15 
27 
19 
16 
15 
I S 
15 
18 
22 

2 4 , 
;25 
26 

P , 

PP«| 

< b . 2 
< 0 , 2 
< 0 . 2 
< 0 . 2 
< 0 . ' 2 

< 0 . 2 
< 0 . 2 , 

1 <0,2 
< 0 . 2 
-<0. '2 

l < 0 . 2 
< 0 . 2 
< 0 . 2 
< 0 . 2 
< 0 . 2 

< 0 . 2 
< 0 . 2 
< 0 . 2 
< 0 , 2 
< 0 . 2 
< 0 . 2 
< 0 . 2 

<0.2 1 
< 0 . 2 
< 0 , 2 j 
< 0 . 2 . 
< b . 2 

0 . 2 . 
..2 

•'-2 1 
. 3 
. 3 . 
• 7 
. 6 
. 5 
, 5 
. 5 i 
. S 
, 5 

.6 

. 5 

. 6 

. 5 i 

1 '̂• 
PP" ' 

0 . 5 
...7 
. 7 
. 7 
. 7 
. 7 
.-'7 
. 7 

. 7 

. 7 

. 7 

. 7 

.7 

.7 

. 7 

. 5 

. 6 

. 5 

. 5 
. 5 
- 5 
. 5 
."5 

.,4 

. 4 
• S 
..5 j 
..5 
. 5 

- 5 , 
. 5 

. 5 1 

. 5 

. 5 1 
, 5 
. 6 
. .8-
. 0 

1 . 0 
1 . 2 

l . l 1 
1 . 3 , 
1 , 4 

?•=,. 
ppo 

0 . 5 
1 .1 
1 .1 
1'.2 

. 1 ,2 
1 .2 
1 ,2 

l.a 
! 1.2 

1 . 3 

\ 1 . 3 

1.4 
1 . 5 
1 .6 

1 . 7 
1 .7 
1 .7 
1 .7 
1 .7 
1 .7 
1 .7 

i.e 
1 .8 
2 , b 
2 . 0 
2 . 5 
4 . 6 
7 i S 
6 . B 

6 . 3 
5 . 3 

5 . 0 
6 . 0 
6 , 6 
7 , 0 
8 . 6 

1 0 . 0 

1 1 
11 
12 
1 2 
13 

1 4 

Mn. 

PP'B 

0 ^ 3 

. 4 
, 4 
. 4 
. 4 

1' • ' ' 
• 4 
. 4 
. 4 
. 4 

.4 

. 4 

. 4 

.4 

.A 

. 5 

. 5 
. 5 
. 5 
. 5 
. 5 
. 5 
. 5 
. 5 
. 5 
, 5 

. 6 . 

. 6 j 

. 6 
, 6 
. 6 
. 6 ' l 
. 6 
. 5 

. 7 
, 7 
. 7 
i 7 - ; 
.'8 
,B 

i& 
. 8 
. 9 

Mo, 
p p b 

4 
- 2 

< 2 

2 
' 2 

1 •<^ 
< 2 
< 2 
< 2 

< 2 
< 2 
< 2 
< 2 
< 2 

< 2 
2 
2 

< 2 
< 2 

< 2 
< 2 
< 2 

< 2 
< 2 
< 2 
•<2; 

< 2 | 
2 
2 

2 
2 
2 

•-10 
8 
4 
4 
4 ! 
4 
4 
4 

4 
3 

3] 

A s , 
p p b 

•ir40 

< 4 0 
< 4 0 

! < 4 0 
< 4 0 

1 <40 
< 4 0 
< 4 0 
< 4 0 
< 4 0 
< 4 0 

<*.o 
< 4 b 
< 4 0 
< « 0 
< 4 0 

<4o 
< 4 0 
< 4 0 
< 4 0 

=<40 
< 4 0 

<A0 
< 4 b j 

. < 4 0 
< 4 0 

<40 1 
< 4 0 
< 4 0 
< 4 0 

<̂ 9 
< 4 0 1 
. 4 0 

< 4 0 
-40 
4 0 

4 0 
< 4 0 

4 0 
4 0 

6 0 
5 0 
6 0 

S e , 
p p b 

< 2 

< 2 
< 2 

< 2 
< 2 

1 <2 
-<2. 
< 2 
< 2 

< 2 
< 2 
< 2 

< 2 

< 2 
< 2 
< 2 

< 2 
< 2 
< 2 

< 2 
< 2 
fc2\ 
< 2 

< 2 
< 2 

•<2 
< 2 
< 2 

<2 
< 2 

< 2 
< 2 
< 2 
< 2 
< 2 

< 2 
< 2 
< 2 
< 2 
< 2 

2 
< 2 

2 

i u : o , , . 
ppni 

2 6 0 
70 

51 

51 
30 , 
2 1 

-
5 

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
* t 

-
-
-
r 

-
-
-. 
-
-
-
-
_ 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

-

U . O . , 

em 
-

i 

-
-

1 
-
-
-. 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

• -

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-. 

0 , 5 
, 5 
. 5 
. 5 
, 5 
. 5 

. 8 

l . l 
i . 3 
1 . 5 

i H 



0 1 / 1 7 
0 1 / 1 8 
0 1 / 1 9 

^ 0 1 / 1 9 
( l l /2( i 

= 0 1 / 2 0 
0 1 / 2 1 

'^01/21 
bi /22 

a 0 1 / 2 2 
0 1 / 2 3 
0 1 / 2 4 
0 1 / 2 5 
01 /26 
bi /27 
0 1 / 2 6 
0 1 / 3 0 
0 1 / 3 1 

• 0.2/01 
- 02 /02 

0 2 / 0 4 
0 2 / 1 1 

- 0 2 / 2 1 
- 0 2 / 2 5 

01/0.4 
- 0 3 / 1 1 

0 3 / 2 0 
- 03/28 1 
- 0 4 / 0 4 

0 ^ / 1 2 

1.7 
1,7 

t 1.-8. 
1.6 
1,8 
i','8 
1,8 

l-i-:.8 
j 1 , 8 

1:8 
1.8 
1.8 
1 ,8 
1,8 
1.7 
1.7 
1.7 
1.7 
1.7 
1.7 
1.7 
1.5 
1.8 
1.9 
2 . 0 
i . o ' 
1.9 
2 . 0 
2 . 0 
1.6-

1 l i o 
+110 
H-1 10 
+110 
+ 110 
+1 10 
+110 
+120 
+120 
^ l 20-

' • ( •120 

•i-l "-10 
-1130 
•(130 
+140 
•1140 
• ( i sb 
+150 
+150 
+160 
+160 
+210 
+300 
+350 
+ 4 7 0 
i4'30 
+490 
+510 

-
+4901 

13,400 
13,400 
13 ,300 
13 ,300 
13,300 
13,300 
13 .300 
13 ,300 
13.2()0 
i'3.2ob 
1 3 . I.OO 
11 .000 
12 ,900 
12 .600 

•12."SOO 
12,.200 
12 ,200 
12 .200 
12 .200 
12 .200 
12,30(} 
13 .000 
11 ,900 
11,600 
1 0 . 7 0 0 

9 .800 ' 
8 .800 1 
7 .800 
7 ,60b 

/ ! ? ' ^ ^ 

7,300 
7'.-3O0 
7 ,400 
7 ,400 
7 .400 

1 7.4(10 
i 7 .500 

7 ,50b 
7.i500 
7 . SOO 
7 ,500 
8 ,000 
B,4|)Q 
8 ,300 
8 ,200 
7 ,900 
7 ,600 
7, SOO 
7 .400 
7,.10t) 
7 .200 
7 ,100 
7 ,400 
7 ,900 
7 .800 
7 ,400 
7 ,900 
7 ,700 
7 .70b 

^o.aoo' 

50 
45 
44 
ii3 
42 
4(1 
19. 
37 
37 
40 
48* 
49 

1 50 

47 
44 
tt2 
43 
41 
39 
33 
3 1 • 
36 

210 
2i ,a ! 

140 1 
• 22 
52 
77 
43 
55 

97 
98 
98 
98 
98 
98. 

j 9'9 
99 
99 

1 ^<) 
99 

100 
100 
100 

iop 
100 
100 
job 
100 
ibo 
10(1 
i i o 
160 
240 
2ti0 
410 
450 I 
4C0 
480 
710 

800 
800 
800 

abo 
aoo 
790 
790 
7V0 
780 
780 

' 78b 
1 780 

74b 
740 
710 
72u 
720 
720 
730 
750 
750 
750 
730 
710 
7 3 0 
74b 
750 
750 
750 , 
730 

' 19 
20 

1 .20 
20 
21 
21 
-21 
-21 
21 
21 
21 

1 21 
2.1 
20 
20 

1 '^^ 
1 0 
19 
18 
18 
V6 
16 
18 
18 
22 
19 
20 
20 1 
20 
22 

254 
265 
258 

-271 
275 
282 
290 
300 
,308 
3lS 
322 

1 l i s 
306 
298 
291 

1 284 
270 
264 
26 i 
260 
260 
260 
-

258 
257 
257 1 
2'5 
2 5 
257 
28/ 

151 
1.54 
157 
159 
lii ' l 
162 

1 162 
1 Ui 

153 
154 
165 
iC5 
156 
165 
154 
163 
162 
150 
159 
156 
1S7 
156 
162 
163 
160 
.149 
,151 
ISO 
ISO 
150 

5,4()0 
5 ,400 
5 ,400 
5 .400 
5 ,400 
5 .400 
5..;4bi> 
5 ,400 
5.400 
5 ,400 
5 ,4 0 0 
5 ,400 
5 .400 
5-400 
5.400 
5.400 
5,400 
5.400 
5 .4 0 0 
5 .400 
5 .400 
5 . 4 0 0 
5 .400 
5 .400 
5 .2 0 0 
4 , 7 0 0 
^4.900 
4 , 7 0 0 
4 , 7 0 0 
7.400 

49 
i 5 0 

52 
1 53 

54 
^5 
55 

1 "̂̂  57 
S7 
57 
57 
Sfl-
58 
58 
59 
59 
59 
58 
50 
46 
4S 
42 
41 
41 
37 
38 
35 
41 
4-1 

42 
43 

i 45 
45 
45 
4-7 
47 
48 
49 
49 

\ 50 
1 52 

.53 
53 
53 

. 53 
52 
50 
48 
47 
43 
39 
46 
52 
56 
58 
65 
65 
70l 
96i 

27 
28 
29 
30 
11 
31 
32 
32 
12 
33 
33 
.33 
33 
^3 

. .13 
1 33 
! 34 

35 
35 
36 
38 
40 
49 
6b 
62 
50 
58 
55 

5 
.8 1 

.6. 

.5 

."•5 

.5 
,6 
.5 
.6 

1 .6 
.6 
.6 
,6 
.6 
.6 
.5 
.6 
.6 
.5 
.6 
.6 

<Q.2 
<a.2 

.2 

.4 1 
3.0 1 
2 . 4 I 
2.4 
3 .1 
2,4 
2.1 
4 , 2 

1.4 
1.4 
1,4 
1.4 
1.4 

j 1 , 3 

l - l 
i : 3 
1.3 
i . i ' 
1.3 
1 .4 
1 .5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.6 
1.5 
1.6 
1.6 
1.3 
1.3 
t . 2 
1 6 

2 . 0 
1.5 
1.7 
t . 7 
1,7 

. 1.7 J 

15 
15 
16 
15 
13 
12 
12 
12: 
.12 
12 
12-
12 
13 
14 
15 

l i? 
15 
16 
15 
18 
20 
22 
34 
44 
62 
40 
49 
56 
£2 
94 

. 9 

. 9 
..8 

1 . 8 
.-8 
.9 
,.'9 
,9 
.9 
. • . 9 

.9 
.•9 

1 .0 
. 9 

1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1,0 

,9 
. 9 
.9 

IM 
i ; 3 
1.3 
I . t 
i . t 
i . i 
1.1 
1„.3 

3 
1 3' 

3 
1 4 

-4 
5 
5 

1 5 
6 
6 
6 
5 
7 
8 

e 
a 
a 
7 
7 
7 
a 

12 
5 

£ 0 
65 
50 
64 
60 
70: 
,92 

60 
30 
80 
80 
60 
40 

100 

ao 
50 

; 50 
1 80 

60 
40 
40 
50 
40 
80 

too 
IOO 
100 
40 
50 

200 
1.100 

700 
260 
460 
440 
450 , 
940 

.<2-
'<2 
<2 

1 <2 
<2 

2 

<^ 
c2 
2 

<2 
<2 
<2 

4 
<2 

2 
2 
2 

<2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

<2 
<2 
<2 

2 
2 

<2 
8 

<2 

-
-
-
-
r 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
--
-
-
- • 

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
- 1 
- ] 

1 

1.5 
1 i . 3 

1.7 
i . 5 
t . '7 
1.5 

I 2,0 
l . a 
1.9 
2,.̂ t 
2 .0 
2.0 
2 . 2 
2 . 1 
2 . 0 
1.9 

.S 

. 6 

. 7 

. 8 
. 9 

2 . 1 
l . l 

1 0 . 
24. 

1 . 4 
12 . 
35. 
3b. 
45. 

> l - . ^ l 

' • 2 . , -

Niirii. 

ii da ta , 
il In il ia 
all liid Lo 

atttii-fioan, 
a t i i s n u t meas'urtitl 
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TABLE 5. - 0B3 Dbanhdle Temperature 

Dace 

Octi 20 
Cpreieach) 

Dec. a-9 
IQ 
11-12 
L'3-1-9 
20 
21 
22 
33 
24 
25 
26-28 
29 

Dae. 30-Jan. 2 

Temperature 

13,5'C 
i2-;3 
12.7 
12.6, 
12.4 
12.3. 
12.2 
12.1 
12.0 
11.9 
11,7 
11.6 
l.i.,7' 
11.3 

Daca 

Jan., 3 
4-3 
9-13 

14-20 
21-26 

Jan. 27-Feb. 1 
Feb. 2 

4-11 
21 
24 

•liar. 4 
11-15 
20 
23 

Apr. 4 
13 

Tantperatuce 

n.9 'c 
12.0 
L2.2 
12.3 
12.4 
12.5 
12.6 
12.3 
13.3 
14.0 
14.2 
13.3 
14.7 
14.9 
15'. 9 
16.4 

-TABLE 5. - Radium and-Thorium-Analvsea 

Th230 

Oct. 10, 1977 Cpraieacli) 

Jan. 19', 1978 

510 + 2 9 pC/l 

1 0 , 0 0 0 + 1 7 0 

0.034 + .005 pC/1 

49,000 + 320b 
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_ 

-

-
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• 

N 

* 
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I 7 0 . 

• 
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KEY 
9 Production ««ll 
0 InjocMon woll 
Q Obiorvalion «•(! 

IS 

• 20 

10 

4 

10 

20 
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FIGUIIE 1. - Well f i e ld p a t t e r n a t ore depth. 

SO4, Produetion and ln|eetion 

Preleach 0 10 20 30 40 30 60 70 60 90 ICO IIO I20 
TIME AFTER START OF INJECTION, days 

130 140 

FXGU3£ 2. - SO4 Concentrations in injected and produced solucions. 
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10 

9-,i-

• O e c - -Jan-

pH.oai 

•FflS- -Mor- -Apr-

7 

5 

i^5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

n 

-

-

--

• ^ 

— 

1 

V̂^̂  
^ - - ^ 

L i., . 1 -

\ 
Vv 

1 I 

^ . ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

t i p 1 1" 1 r 

Preleoch 0 10 20 30 40 SO SO 70 80 9 0 ' tOO 
TIME AFTER StART QF INJECTION .days. 

110 120 130 140 

^ 5 

-FlCtip 3, - pK in OBl. 

pH,0a3 

-Oee- -Jan- •Feb-

_L 

-Mor- -AprH 

PreleocJi 0 10 20 30 4 0 50 60 7 0 "30 90: lOQ IIO 120 130 140 

TIME AFTER START OF INJECTION ^ days 

FIGURE i . ,- pH in 033. 
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20,000 

18,000 h 

16,0.0.0 -

14.000 -

r 
12^001-

10.000-

8,0.00 U 

6,000-

4,000 -

2,000 -

-0«c-

J L 

Csni^etlHlty OSI 

-Jan- -Fab- -Mor- - A p r i 

ProlBOcn 0 10 20 30 4 0 SO 60 rO .80 90 100- 110 120 
TIME AFTER STAiaTOF INJECtl'ON.dov* 

130 140. 

FIGUEE 5. - Cpndue'tivlcv in OBl. 

CoRductivilv 0B3 

20.000 

13,0001-

16,OQO i-

_ I4;0(DO^ 
-5 ! 
> I 

2 I 2,000!-

I - t 
. j ; lO.OpOl-

^ a,Qooi-

S,000 -

r-
4,000r 

2,Q00J-

-Oee- -Jon- -F fb - -Mar- - A Q t • 

Prtiaach 0 10 2,0, 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 
TIME 'AFTER'START OF iMJECTION,days 

130 140 

FlGoRE 6. - Conductivity in 0B3. 
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Tos;o8i 
12,000 r 

11.000 

10,000 -

g.oooi-

apoo • 

cn* 7 . 0 0 0 

r-

6;ooo 

5.000 

4.000 

3,000 

- O a e - -Jan— 4 * Fa b- • Mar- • A f l f - I 

2iO,00 
Preleaeft 0 10 2 0 30 40 SO SO 7 0 SO 30 IQO ItO 120 130 140 

TIME AFTER START OF INJECTION, days 

FIGURE 7,. - T o t a l d l a s o l y e d , s o l i d s i n OBl. 

T D S , 0 3 3 
12.000 

11.000 l-

lQ.oqo- ' 

9 ,000 -

3,6dOr-

• 7, OOOl 

6 ,000 

3 ,000 

4 ,000 

3 ,000 

2iO0O 
•Preleach- 0 

•Oec - - J a n - •Fsb - •Mo r - • A p r - j 

-I i -
10 20 30 , 40 5 0 50 70 3 0 SO (00 tlO 120 130 HO 

TIME-AFTER STAHT OF INJECTION,doys 

FIGURE 8. r T o t a l . , d i s s o l v e d ' s o l i d s i n 0 3 3 . 
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U,0^p8l 

as 

20 

15 

0.10 

a-
3-

Preieacl) 0 

•.0«c- • J an - • f ' t t - •Mer - - A p f — 
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40 
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FIGURE 9 . - I^jOs' I n OBl. 

UjOji 'Oa 3 

P rel eacn 0 10 20 30 40 50 SO 70 30 90 IOO 110, 120 130 140 
TIME AFTER START OF INJECTION,days 

FIGURE 10, - U3O9 in '0B3. 
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U,Q,,.Pro duction Well. 

Prel«ach 0 10 20 30 40 SO SO 70 80 90 IOO 110 120 130 140 
TIME AFTER START OF INJECTION, days 

FICIJRE l i . - UjOs in iproduction ' J e l l . 

V,. 081 
1000 

Preieaen 0 10 20 30 40 50 SO 70 80 90 IOO IIO 
TIME AFTER START OF INJECTION, doys 

120 130 140 

FIGURE 12i V i n OBl. 
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V,083 
IOOO 

Preleocn 0 30 40 SO 'SO 70 SO 90 IOO IIO 120 130 140 
liME AFTER START OF INJeCTlON .days 

FIGUSE 1 3 . Y ia- 0B3. 
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—I 
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3 0 0 . 
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, 5 0 -

•Oac- -Jon- • F o b • ' • M o f • - A p f —j 

Preleach 0 10 2 0 3 0 4 0 5 0 6 0 7 0 8 0 9 0 IOO IIO 120 130 140 
TIME AFTER START OF INJEGTION,days 

FIGURE U,. Ca in OBl. 
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Ca,083 

Pf«leocft 0 to ao 30 40 SO 60 7 0 ao 90 100 IIO 
• TIME AFTER START OF INJECTION .days 

laO 130 140 

FIGURE 15. Ca in 0B3. 
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J I I I |_ I I I 

Preleach 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 TO 30 90 IOO llO 120 130 140 
TIME AFTER START OF INJECTION,days 

FJGURE 16. - Mg i n OBl, 
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M g , 0 S 3 

Preleach 0 10 aO 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 IOO IIO )20 130 140 
TIME.AFTER START OF 1NJE( :TI0N .days 

FIGURE' 1-7. - Mg; in 033. 
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i 

Preleoch 0 10 20 30 40 50 SO 70 80 90 IOO IIQ 120 
TIME AFTER STAHT 0> INJECTION .days 

130 140 

FIGURE l a . - SOu in OBl. 
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lOOQO,-
i 
I 

9.000|-

8.0001-

T.OOOW 

i 
. 6,00OU 
L 

r 5.000 

I 

4.000 

3,000 

2,000 

1.000 

0 

S04.083 

-Oee- -Jan- -Feb- -Mor- -Apr—J 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 30 90 IOO IIO 120 130 40 
TIME AFTER START OF INJECTION, days 

FIGURE 19. - SO^ In 0 3 3 . 

IOO 
Si,Oai 

Preleocn 0 10 20 30 40 50 SO 70 80 90 IOO 110 120 130 140 
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GOLD EXTRACTION FROM THIOUREA SOLUTIONS USING ION-EXCHANGE AND ELECTRON-
EXCHANGE FIBERS 

m 

Table 1 
Composition of Solut ions 

Studied, m g / l i t e r 

UDC 669.213 

G. Ifa. Druzhina, A. S. Chernyak, I. I. Shamolina, G. A. Kiselev, and L. A, Vol'f 

The subject of study was the sorption of gold by ion- and electron-exchange fibers 
synthesized on the basis of polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), and also by ion-exchange fibers 
based on polyvinyl chloride (PVC) and polypropylene and electron-exchange fibers 
based on polymethylene. 
Fibrous sorbents were chosen because gold occurs in thiourea solutions in the form 

of the complex cation Au[CS(NH2)alt and the redox potential of the system Au x 
[CS(NH2)2]2 - Au is +0.38 V.* Consequently, the fol
lowing should be .used as sorbents in this case: of the 
ion exchangers, cation exchangers, and of the redox 
polymers, electron exchangers with a redox potential 
below +0.38 V. 

Sixty samples of fibers were tested, 37 ion exchang
ers and 23 electron exchangers. Active groups were 
produced in the ion-exchange fibers by treating the 
polymers with sulfuric, acrylic, polyacrylic, maleic, 
iminodiacetic, and aminophenylarsonic acids and with 
various amines. Among the redox fibers, P'VA fibers 
with an SH-group, with phenazine and phenothiazine 
groupings, and containing P̂"*", Zn.°, paraphenylenedi-
amine, and-, anthraquinone were used, as well as fibers 
with attached polymethylene-hydroguinone (pyrogallol-
or pyrocatechol). The experiments on gold absorption 
by the fibers were conducted under static conditions. 
Experiments with PVA fibers gave the best results: 

among the ion exchangers, sulfo acid exchangers and 
epoxidized fiber treated with hexamethylenediamine; 
among the electron exchangers, fibers with an SH-group, 
with phenazine and phenothiazine groupings, and fiber 
with a complexing and reducing action containing Hĝ "*" 
and P'+. Extraction of gold from synthetic solution 1 

(Table 1) by these fibers in one treatment at a fiber-solution ratio of 1 : 100 (wt.) 
vas from 43 to 91%. Under similar conditions, 95 and 73%-Au is extracted from syn
thetic solution 2 by fibers 1 and 2 (Table 2), and 83 and 62% Au respectively from 

process solution 4. 
Multiple treatment of the 

same batch of solution with 
fresh portions of "fiber 
showed that gold can be ex
tracted from the solution 
practically completely, 
using ion- and electron-
exchanger fibers. Thus 94% 
Au is extracted by seven-
stage treatment of thiourea 
regenerate by ion-exchange 
fiber 2 (total fiber load 
0.22 g per mg Au); extrac
tion rises with an increase 
in the sorption stages. 
Impurities are sorbed to a 
lesser extent: Fe 20%, Cu 
50%, and Zn 60%. Silver 
extraction is 66%, i.e., 
worse than gold but better 
than the impurities. 

I. PeshchevitsJcii, zhurnal Neorganicheskoi 
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Table 2 
Gold Content of Fibers Saturated 

Thiourea Regenerator 
i n 

' i t « r no. 
tcctiii-
llor.«l) 

I 

2 

3 
4 

5 

6 

7 

F i b e r c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s 

S u l f o - a c i d i o n e x c h a n g e s b a s e d on d e h y d r a t e d PVA 
f i b e r 

E p o x i d i z e d PVA f i b e r t r e a t e d w i t h h e x a j n e t h y l e n e -
d l a m i n e 

S t r o n g l y a c i d i c s u l f o - e x c h a n g e f i b e r i n Na for.ii 
Redox f i b e r w i t h S H - g r o u p s b a s e d on d e h y d r a t e d PVA 

f i b e r . Redox c a p a c i t y f o r F e ' + 2 . 5 - 3 m g - e q / g 

P h e n o t h i a z i n e t y p e r e d o x f i b e r . Normal r e d o x p o 
t e n t i a l + 0 , 2 4 0 V a t pH = 0 and - 0 . 3 3 0 V a t pH = 
= 7 

Redox f i b e r b a s e d on PVA w i t h p h e n a z i n e g r o u p i n g . 
Redox c a p a c i t y f o r F e ' + 1.0 m g - e q / g 

PVA f i b e r w i t h complexi .ng and r e d u c i n g p r o p e r t i e s . 
Complexing by H g ' * i o n s , r e d o x f u n c t i o n by - B ' + . 
Redox c a p a c i t y f o r Ag° 1.9 rag-ec/g 

s t a t i c ca
pac i ty for 

Au, mg/g 

22.9 

18,9 

14.9 
21,8 

18,2 

18,2 

19.3 

*• P- Kazakov, A. I . L a p s h i n , and B. 
• ^ " n i i , 9, No. 5 , 1299-1300, 1964. 
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It was demonstrated with solution 4 that with 83% Au extraction by fiber 1 in one 
stage, Fe absorption is 17% and Mn absorption is 18%. 

A high process speed is characteristic of fibrous sorbents; the solution was there
fore left in contact with the fiber for 2-4 hr (the results did not improve when the 
duration of the experiments was increased). 

The best samples of fiber have approximately the same capacity for gold. For 
example, it is - 20 mg/g for thiourea regenerate (solution 3) (see Table 2 ) . The 
capacity of fibers saturated in the synthetic solutions is much higher: the gold 
concentration in fiber 1 treated with solution 1 is 45 mg/g. 

When the saturated fibers are burned, ashes are produced which contain several 
dozen per cent gold (for example, 23, 47, and 48% for fibers 3, 5, and 6 respective
ly) and a limited amount of impurities: copper, several per cent, zinc, up to 1%, 
other impurities, not more than several tenths of 1%. 

The investigation demonstrates the possibility of using ion- and electron-exchange 
fibers based on polyvinyl alcohol with various functional groups for the practical 
extraction of gold from thiourea solutions. 
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THE GALVANIC EFFECT IN THE PROCESS OF SULFIDE AND METAL POWDER SOLUTION 

UDC 669.243.82:541.135.6 

L. A. Sinev and T. P. Liflyandskaya 

The galvanic effect may be regarded as one of the factors determining the speed of 
solution of sulfides in hydrometallurgical processes. It is fair to assume that the 
chance contact in the process of leaching of two sulfides with differing potentials 
should lead to a situation in which the sulfide with the more negative potential will 
be able to dissolve more rapidly. 
The effect of the presence of copper sulfide and metallic copper, and of forced 

anodic particle polarization, on the kinetics of solution of nickel sulfide and 
metallic nickel was studied in the present work. 
The experiments were conducted with mineral powders -0.05 mm in size, nickel sul

fide Ni3S2(74.3% Ni and 22.67% S) and chalcocite CuaS (79.49% Cu and 19.38% S), and 
-0.104 mm electrolytic nickel powder of 99.9% purity. 
Leaching was at 90° C in a water-jacketed quartz reactor at constant mixer revolu

tions; the mixer was fitted with a liquid seal. In the experiments with forced 
anodic particle polarization the prescribed anodic potential was fed from a P-2858 
potentiostat to a graphite anode. The cathode was placed in a fitted chlorinated pvc 
fabric sleeve to avoid contact with the sulfide particles. The cell was connected in 
a three-electrode circuit, a silver-silver chloride electrode being used as the ref
erence electrode. The solution for leaching contained 2 moles HCl and 1 mole HjSOi, 
per 1000 ml of water. The amount of initial solution was 350 ml. 
It follows from the results of experiments with solution of nickel powder in the 

absence of oxygen and in the presence of more electro-positive copper that when puie 
nickel powder dissolves all the transformations take place on the nickel grain sur
faces only. In leaching in a mixture' with copper powder, part of the hydrogen is 
reduced on the cathodically polarized copper grain surfaces. On the whole the hyd::o-
gen depolarization surface expands and the solution of nickel accelerates apprecia
bly. Apparently the stage of hydrogen reduction on the surface of nickel grains dis-
6olving in acids is the slowest, and it is this that limits the process. 
The maximum rise in the solution nickel concentration occurs at the beginning of 

the experiment, when the strength of the current flowing through the cell is greatest. 
It should be noted that the presence in the solution of more electropositive copper 

grains, capable of anodic polarization but not obtaining the conditions for rapid 
anodic solution in the experiment, reduces the total speed of nickel solution some
what. Apparently the partially dissolved copper is cemented on the metallic nicked 
grains under these conditions, screening their surfaces and so retarding the overcill 
course of the nickel leaching process. 
Ten grams of nickel sulfide NiaSa were subjected to leaching. In the experiments 

vith copper sulfide, 10 g of CuzS (chalcocite) were added also. It was established 
that the introduction of copper sulfide with a more positive potential helped to 
accelerate the solution of nickel sulfide, both in the absence of oxygen and with air 
blowing. 
Thus it was established that when metal and sulfide powders are leached, the pres

ence in the pulp of two solids helps to accelerate the .solution of the on& which has 
the more negative steady electrode potential in the conditions under consideration. 
Mutual polarization of grains of two different minerals occurs during their colli

sions, when short-lived normally circuited microvoltaic couples are formed. 
The presence in the pulp of a more electropositive solid helps to accelerate or;ly 

^e electrochemical stage of solution of the electronegative material. 
When metallic nickel dissolves, the slowest stage is the reduction of hydrogen,. 

vhich limits the process as a whole. 

CORRECTION 

In issue No. 7 of the Journal, p.24, left-hand column, subsection "Temperature 
^nditions in Roasting," the last sentence in the fourth paragraph should read: 
The SO2 concentration in the exhaust gases in roasting rose by 1,2-2 times by com
parison with multi-hearth roasters." 

\'h:'Mi^".; 
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Geology and Genesis of the Polish Sulfur Deposits 

S. PAWLOWSKI, K . PAWLOWSKA, AND B . KUBFCA 

Abstract 

New large sulfur deposits were discovered in Poland in 1953, the result of investigations 
by the Geological Institute of Warsaw. All the deposits occur in a widespread Miocene 
evaporite unit deposited in the Carpathian foredeep and now occur in Miocene structural 
uplifts. The gypsum underlying impermeable Sarmatian clays was altered to limestone 
and native sulfur where penetrated by hydrocarbons and bacteria. The early determina
tion of the genesis of the sulfur deposits and their occurrence in elevated blocks led to an 
exploration program that has successfully located new deposits. 

Introduction 

SULFUR was mined in Poland since the 15th century 
from shallow, easily accessible deposits, mostly from 
a mine near Swoszowice (Cracow). Until- the 19th 
century, the 200,000 tons mined in Poland met the 
entire European demand, but Sicilian production 
thereafter dominated the European market. 

A geological reappraisal of the native sulfur de
posits of Poland began as part of the search for min
eral raw materials needed to restore the national 
economy after World War II. High-grade deposits 
of native sulfur were discovered in 1953, a turning 
point in applied geology and in Polish sulfur mining, 
the result of a geological prospecting program carried 
out by the Geological Institute of Warsaw. Minable 
concentrations of sulfur were found in marine Mio
cene strata infilling the Carpathian foredeep in south
ern Poland. None was exposed, all were covered by 
a thick blanket of barren strata. The mines opened 
since 1956 now produce close to 5,000,000 tons of 
sulfur per year. 

Miocene of the Carpathian Foredeep 

During the Alpine orogeny, a foredeep formed 
north of the Carpathian front and subsequently was 
filled vvith Miocene sedimentary rocks.. The basin 
is asymmetric, containing more than 3,000 m of Mio
cene beds near the front that feather out northward. 
On the north side of the basin, Miocene strata of the 
Tortonian stage transgress the Mesozoic and Paleo
zoic massifs of Upper Silesia, the Holy (Zross Moun
tains, and the Lublin area (Figs. 1 and 2) . 

As the foredeep developed during the Miocene, it 
was block-faulted during the Tortonian stage and 
early in the Sarmatian stage, both longitudinally and 
transversely vvith respect to the Carpathian front. 
Near the northern margin of the Tortonian sea, 
vertical movements in the Holy Cross Mountains and 
in the neighboring massifs markedly influenced the 
paleogeographic development of Tortonian strata, in
cluding their patterns of transgression, distribution of 

their sedimentary units and facies, the thickness of an 
included evaporite unit, and the development of oil 
traps and bitumen migration routes. Seas were 
shallow during the Tortonian stage, accumulating 
slightly more than 200 m of sandstone, gypsum, and 
marl. During the following Sarmatian stage, the 
basin subsided along the Carpathian front, resulting in 
an accumulation of 3,000 m of flysch, the marls, clays, 
and sandstones of which thin northward. 

Stratigraphy of the upper Miocene 

The stratigraphic column of the marine Miocene in 
the area here described includes strata of the Tor
tonian (Badenian) and Sarmatian stages (Table 1 ) ; 
older Miocene strata lie beyond this sulfur-bearing 
area. The Tortonian, vvhich contains the sulfur de
posits, is divided into: (1) the Baranow beds, con
sisting of sandstone, limestone, and siltstone, capjjed 
everywhere by a thin coquina containing Ervilia 
pusilla; (2) the gypsum unit; and (3) the Pecten-
Spirialis beds, a fossiliferous marl. The three units 
contain abundant macro- and microfossils and ben-
tonites and tuffs of volcanic origin. Any of these 
units may be thin or missing at given localities. 
Locally, a Lithothamniiim-htaTing limestone occurs 
as a facies of the Baranow beds. 

Sarmatian strata unconformably overlie the Tor
tonian sequence. The lovver part of the section con
sists of calcareous, fine-grained elastics containing 
marine fossils; the upper part consists of nonfossil-
iferous calcareous siltstones and sands in which plant 
remains are found. 

The Tortonian gypsum unit 

All minable sulfur in Poland lies vvithin one strati
graphic unit, the gypsum in the middle of the Tor
tonian sequence. Due to complex stratigraphic 
development, the unit differs from place to place in 
thickness, in mineralogical composition, and in te.K-
ture. 

Its thickness, as recorded to the present, never 
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FIG. I. Geologic sketch map showing extent of Miocene strata in the Carpathian foredeep: 
(1) boundary of Miocene strata; (2) northern boundary of Carpathian Mountains; (3) areas 
containing sulfur deposits; (4) cross section A-A, Tarnow, Tarnobrzeg-Sandomierz; (5) cross 
section B, Trzcianka-Bukowa. 

exceeds 60 m and as noted above may be thinner or 
even missing in the Tortonian section, the result of 
contemporaneous block faulting during the Tortonian 
stage. Mineralogically, it consists of gypsum near the 
surface at the north end of the Miocene basin, of 
intermixed gypsum and anhydrite farther south, and 
solely of anhydrite where it was buried to depths 
exceeding 300 m still farther south; the original 
textures of the gypsum are lost where it vvas de
hydrated to anhydrite. 

Where the gypsum unit is fully developed, its base 
is coarsely crystalline, consisting of twinned vertical 
crystals attaining meters in length (Figs. 3 and 4) . 
The coarsely crystalline gypsum is overlain by less 
homogeneous crystalline gypsum vvith massive over^ 
growths; in complete sections, this textural variety 
of gypsum is as much as 24 in thick. The top of the 

unit consists of massive bedded gypsum overgrown 
vvith finely crystalline gypsum or in places contains 
gypsum breccia (Figs. 5 and 6) ; such bedded gypsum 
may be as thick as 36 m. The unit is sparsely fosiiil-
iferous, containing some fish bones and plant debris 
as well as microfossils in clay intercalations. 

The gypsum unit is widespread and is both a 
stratigraphic marker and a guide horizon in seismic 
e.x'ploration because of its high acoustic resistance. 3'ts 
presence permitted resolution of the structure of tKe 
Tortonian sequence, even at great depths, through 
use of seismic and electrical geophysical surveys. 

Origin of the Native Sulfur Deposits 

We advocate that the native sulfur deposits of 
Poland resulted from the epigenetic alteration of the 
Miocene gypsum unit at geologically favorable sites. 

SW 
Carpath ian M t s . 

Tarnoiu Pbdbor Tarnobrzeg Sandornicrr 

70/////rmm m. 
b s t r a <• u m 

FIG. 2. Cross section A-A (Fig. 1) of the (Carpathian foredeep through Tarnow, 
Tarnobrzeg, and Sandomierz. 
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TABLE 1. Stratigraphy of Marine Miocene from the Carpathian Foredeep 
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Epoch 

l i 

Stage 

c 
.2 
n 
E 

.2 
• § 

I 
c 
.a 

1 
ca 

Zone 

unfossi life rous 
layers 
* (Ms,) 

Syndesmya 
beds 

(Msi) 

Pecten-Spirialis 
beds 

(Mtp) 

gypsum unit 
(Mtgi) 

Ervilia Jayer 
(Mte) 

Baranfiw beds 
(Mtba) 

Maximum 
thickness 

in m 

3.000 

40 

60 

0.10 

izo 

Lithology 

caJcareous. strongly sandy 
siltstones. subordinate 
intercalations of non-
cohesive sands 

calcareous siltstones and 
clay marls with calcareous 
mart intercalations 

clay marls with calcareous 
marl intercalations 

massive, laminated crystalline 
and coarsely crystaMine gypsum 
rocks, postgypsum limestones, 
native sulfur 

sandy and sometimes calcareous 
cocquina 

sandstones with intercalations 
of noncohesive sands. 
Lithothamnium limestones and 
siltstones (Mtii) 

Biozones 

plant debris 

Syndesmya refitxa, 
S. scythica. Hydrobia, 
Makrensternia. 
Limnocardium lithopo-
dolicum. Limnocardium 
subfiloni 

Chlamys etyni. 
Chlamys neumayri, 
Chlamys lilli, 
SpirateUa 

plant debris. 
fish bones 

Ervilia pusilla. 
Modiola hoernesi 

Amussium denudaium, 
Chlamys scissa, 
Chlamys koheni, 
Ostrea cochlear 

Elphidium hauerinum 

Varidentella sarmatica. 
Cycloforina karreriovata. 
A nomalinoides divtdens 

Hanzawaia crassiseptala. 
Neobulimina longa. 
Radiolaria 

Uvigerina costai, 
Orbutina suluralis, 
Heterostegina costota 
Amphistegina tessonii 

Traces of 
volcanic 
activity 

numerous inter
calations of 
tuffites and 
bentonites 

numerous 
tuffite 
intercalations 

occasional 
tuffite inter
calations 

tuffite inter
calations 

At those site.s, the gypsum unit vvas upfaulted and 
overlain by impervious clays, saturated vvith highly 
saline waters, and inundated by hydrocarbons that 

had moved upward from lovver strata. Accumulations 
of oil and gas occur in both Miocene and in older sedi
mentary rocks of the Carpathian foredeep. We esti-

Fic. 3. Outcrop of Miocene gypsum at Goryslawice, near Wislica; crystalline gypsum 
is overlain by compact laminated gypsum; cut is about 5 m high. 

J ^ * k 
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Fic. 4. Crystalline gypsum; aggregates are more than 3 m long. 

mate that the formation of a native sulfur deposit of 
several million tons required a supply of several 
million cubic meters of methane gas or its equivalent 
as liquid hydrocarbons. Bacteria probably activated 
the chemical reactions. Traces of such bacteria re
cently were found in the limestone matrices of the 
deposits and bacterial activity is confirmed by the 
322/34g isotope ratios of the native sulfur. 

Several possible chemical formulas show how gyp
sum can be altered to limestone and elemental sulfur, 
all assuming the availability of hydrocarbons and tbe 
presence of sulfate-reducing bacteria. All the main 
components, the original constituents and the 
products, have been found in the Polish sulfur de
posits. We also know the conditions needed to 

promote the reactions, but the chemistry of the altera
tion process itself is not fully clear. 

The bacterial activity resulted in oxidation of the 

FIG. S. Compact laminated gypsum. FIC. 6. Brecciated gypsum. 
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hydrocarbons and reduction of the sulfate ions, lead
ing to generation of carbon dioxide and hydrogen sul
fide. Hydrated carbon dioxide combining vvith cal
cium ions derived from dissolved gypsum led to 
precipitation of calcite. Gypsum thus underwent a 
molecular replacement by limestone vvhich preserved 
all the characteristic textures and structures of the 
evaporite. 

Metasomatism of gypsum started with the em
placement of calcite at contacts between any two 
gypsum grains. Replacement spread throughout the 
favorable zone, leading to extensive substitution of the 
sulfate ion by the carbonate ion. Depending upon 
local conditions, replacement of the gypsum by lime
stone occurred at the top, the base, or in the middle 
of the gypsum unit. The epigenetic origin of the 
limestone is supported by relicts of gypsum in lime
stone masses, indicating incomplete alteration. More
over, chemical analyses of the gypsum and the lime
stone show similar amounts of insoluble compounds, 
unchanged during metasomatism. 

Most postgypsum rock is limestone, but marl and 
clay occur in lesser amounts. .Analytical data of post
gypsum limestones show that their average composi
tion is: calcium carbonate, ca 60 percent; sulfur, 28.5 
percent; other materia! (Si02. AI2O.1. FcaOj, MnO, 

FIC. 7. 
dulating 
cm wide. 

Sulfur-bearing limestone showing preserved, un-
bedding typical of compact gypsum; specimen is 11 

FIC. 8. Sulfur-bearing limestone vvith structure resembling 
that of gypsum breccia; specimen is 10 cm wide. 

SrO, BaO, CaS04, KoO, NaaO), 10 percent; and 
bitumens, 0.5 percent. Limestone is microcrystal
line or, less commonly, crystalline. In color it 
is ash gray or .in places chalky white. Many lime
stones are highly porous and fissured. Diagenesis 
produced a variety of limestones, including hard and 
compact rock, silty and soft rock, and brittle and 
shaly rock. Brittle limestone occurs at the peripheries 
of the sulfur deposits, so this variety probably repre
sents the earliest phase of gypsum replacement. The 
limestones display stratified te.xtures typical of mas
sive gypsum (Fig. 7) , brecciated textures (Fig. 8) , 
and pseudomorphs of saberlike selenite crystals. 

The alteration of gypsum to limestone can reduce 
the volume. This reduction is irregular and mostly 
depends on the insoluable clay admi.xtures in the gyp
sum rock. 

The change of volume in sulfur-bearing limestone 
in comparison with that of the gypsum rock is about 
28 percent and in the barren limestones about 45 
percent. The resulting caverns, fissures, and free 
spaces in the limestone are partly filled with sulfur. 
The weight of overlying rocks deformed and down
warped the upper surfaces of the deposits and pro
duced microtectonic disturbances in the overlying 
Pcc/cn-bearing beds. 
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FIG. 9. Limestone with sulfur pseudopisolites; specimen 
is 11 cm wide. 

The second product of the reaction between gyp
sum and hydrocarbons is hydrogen sulfide, which 
where oxidized vvas precipitated as native sulfur. At 
shallow depths most sulfur is cryptocrystalline or 
microcrystalline. Cryptocrystalline sulfur is light 
yellow and resembles the sulfur dust precipitating 
around hydrogen-sulfide springs. Microcrystalline 
sulfur is dense and varies in color and luster. Where 

pure, it is yellow and has a soapy luster; where 
admixed vvith bitumens it is brown to black gre<:n 
and has a wa.xy luster. Greenish microcr3'Stalline SL-I-
fiir is strongly cemented with carbonate rock. Crystal
line sulfur, lemon-, or honey-yellow in color, ge!i-
erally occurring in larger amounts at depths greati:r 
than 100 m. forms druses in open cavities or fissures. 

.Aggregates of sulfur are variable in form and in
clude spheroids or pseudopisolites (Fig. 9) , amygda
loids, streaks, veins, pseudolayers, irregular patches, 
and i7iosaics. Intergrowths of pure sulfur may a:-
tain tens of centimeters and in places 1 m in thickness. 

Minerals accompanying sulfur include calcit;, 
aragonite, celestite, and barite. Openings lined with 
druses of crystalline- sulfur also contain crystalline 
calcite and celestite. Metallic trace elements are 
widespread in sulfur. During the spectral analyses 
of postgypsum limestone 11 elements were found to 
occur: Zr, Cr, Mo, Co, Ni, Cu, Ag, Zn, Sn, Pb, and 
Ga. The average results of many analyses show that 
Cu, Cr, Ni, Pb, Mo, and Ga occur in the largest 
quantities, whereas arsenic and selenium are known 
only in local traces. 

Hydrogen sulfide readily dissolves in water and 
both the gas and the mineralized water are highly 
mobile. Sulfur is deposited in any opening, includin|; 
minute pores, cavities, fissures, or on the surfaces oi 
layers. Within limestone lenses the sulfur conteni: 
may vary greatly both vertically and horizontally, 
and parts of deposits may contain sulfur in amounti. 
well above or well below the theoretical yield of tht 
reactions. Due to these variations, the average 
amount of sulfur is calculated for any given borehole 
and for complete cross sections. 

The mobility of hydrogen sulfide also accounts for 
the presence of sulfur as cement in the underlying 
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FIG. 10. Geologic cross section through a native sulfur deposit: (1) Kr = Cretaceous, 
M = Miocene; (2) Mtli = Tortonian Lilhotliainniutn limestone; (3) Mtgi = Tortonian chemi
cal deposits, a = sulfur-bearing limestone, b = gypsum; (4) Mtp = Tortonian Pecten beds; 
(5) Ms = Sarmatian; (6) Q = Qutcrnary; (7) fault; (8) borehole; black = sulfur-deposit. 
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FIC. II. Core section showing partly leached agglomerates 
of native sulfur; vertical contact is between sulfur-bearing and 
barren limestone. 

Baranow sands and in the overlying Pec^cw-bearing 
marls. The latter are strongly fractured and slicken-
sided and therefore permitted ingress of hydrogen 
sulfide either as a gas or dissolved in water. 

The sulfur content of minable blocks ranges from 
about 25 to 36 percent. In shape, the deposits are 
tabular and elongated parallel to the longer axes of 
the uplifts in which they occur. Contacts between 
limestone and gypsum may be sharp (Fig. 10) and 
the outlines of the limestone lenses are very irregular. 
The deposits may contain zones in which sulfur sub
sequently, was leached out (Fig. 11). 

Leaching of sulfur occurred where oxygen-bearing 
waters penetrated the deposits, carrying with them 
sulfur-oxidizing bacteria {Tiiiobacilhis thioo.vidans 
and Th. thioparus). These bacteria can convert native 
sulfur to sulfates and beyond leaching the mineral, 
produce secondary gypsum. Such bacterial activity 
can be seen "in status nascendi" in dumps of sulfur-
bearing rocks and is accompanied by a marked pro
duction of heat. Sulfur deposits thus seem to be 
highly sensitive to hydrogeochemical environments. 

The age of metasomatism has not been fully deter
mined and some students consider that the process is 
still continuing. For the present, vve can only say 
that epigenesis could only have begun after deposition 

of overlying, impervious Sarmatian strata and after 
hydrocarbons migrated into the gypsum. 

Exploration for Sulfur Deposits in Poland 

Exploration for sulfur in Poland began in the 
Tarnobrzeg area, where deposits were found in 1953, 
and continued from that year to 1977 in the Holy 
Cross Mountains and in the Lublin areas. All dis
coveries were in areas where glacial debris con
cealed most of the geology and where barren strata 
concealed the deposits, so the exploration program 
was based upon integrated geophysical surveys, geo
logical studies and interpretations, and drilling. 

Due to lack of outcrops, geophysical surveys were 
essential to determine the depth to the gypsum unit 
and for mapping its structural dislocations; we found 
that in the northern part of the Miocene basin gravi
metric surveys were more reliable than seismic sur
veys in working out the structural pattern. A drilling 
program vvas developed on the basis of the geophysi
cal mapping and the geological study of core was 
coordinated with geophysical logging of boreholes. 
Concurrently. geologicaF interpretation of the strati-
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FIG. 12. Prognostic map and cross section through a 
prospective area: (1) extent of gypsum; (2) gypsum partly 
altered to limestone; (3) postgypsum limestone; (4) sulfur-
bearing limestone; (5) extent of unaltered gypsum; (6) 
extent of partly altered gypsum; (7) extent of sulfur-bearing 
limestone; (8) research borehole; (9) Imst. = limestone; (10) 
Ei = gypsum; (11) trs. S = traces of sulfur, S = sulfur; (12) 
thickness of limestone; 1-1= geologic cross section. 
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FIC. 13. Geologic cross section through the native sulfur deposit near Tarnobrzeg: (1) Cm = 

Cambrian; (2) Mtba = Baranow beds; (3) Mtgi = gypsum; (4) Mtlmst = a, sulfur-bearing 
limestone and b, barren limestone; (5) Mtp-1-Ma =/-"tc/fii and Sarmatian beds; (6) Q = 
Quaternary; (7) fault; (8) research borehole. 

graphic and structural development during the Mio
cene evolved and geological study of known sulfur 
deposits vvas used to interpret core obtained by drill
ing in prospective areas. All pertinent information 
vvas entered on prognostic maps (Fig. 12). 

The most complex problem was that of determining 
the stratigraphic and structural evolution during the 
Tortonian. We found that the vertical dislocations 
taking place at that time led to greater or lesser 
thicknesses of given stratigraphic units being de
posited over horsts and grabens, that vertical move
ment differed in amount and direction along given 
faults through that time stage, and hence that ac
cumulation of units in the vertical dimension differed 
from block to block. We also found that subsequent 
erosion thinned previously deposited units. One 
cross section. Figure 13, illustrates some of these 
stratigraphic complications. 

We established that gypsum vvas altered to lime
stone and sulfur only in uplifted fault blocks capped 
by impervious claj'S and penetrated by hydrocarbons 
and we therefore concentrated our exploratory 
activity in such favorable sites. We eliminated areas 
where drilling showed the gypsum unit to be less than 
10 m thick, or its altered limestone equivalent to 
be less than 7 m thick, because neither vvas favorable 
for finding minable concentrations of sulfur. We 
also eliminated areas in vvhich the gypsum unit was 
less than 70 m or more than 500 m deep, limits im
posed by the technology of hot-water mining of sulfur 
in Poland, although vve have found sulfur in gypsum 
at depths exceeding 1,000 m. One deposit, at Tarno
brzeg, vvas found at very shallow depth and is being 
mined from an open pit. 

One of our most useful tools was the prognostic 
map, compiled at various scales, upon which we 
entered geological information, geophysical data, the 
data obtained from exploratory drilling, and the re
sults of chemical analysis of drill core. Such maps 
were kept up to date as drilling infonnation accumu
lated and constant!)' were used to determine the next 
steps in exploration and appraisal. Through this 
flexible and coordinated procedure, vve found much 
minable sulfur at minimum cost; with this technique, 
vve were able to eliminate about 90 percent of the area 
underlain by the Miocene sequence and we limited 
prospecting to a cumulative area of some 100 square 
kilometers. 

All boreholes were logged geophysically to cor
relate uncored intervals. Such logging established 
the upper and lower contact of beds possessing defi
nite physical properties. The logs also registered 
zones containing larger amounts of sand and aquifers. 
Use of natural and induced radiation, neutron-
gamma, were valuable for analyzing the evaporite 
unit, not only the gypsum but also those segments 
where the gypsum had been altered to limestone and 
sulfur. 
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The proposed model is the outl ine of a mechanism t o explain the 
character of the fragmentation and permeability produced by long cy l indr ica l 
charges detonated in v/el l - jo inted Devonian shale with water-f looded j o i n t s 
and far from a free face. 

The explosive (EL 836) was of the water gel t y p e , containing 
inorganic n i t r a tes , 30% aluminum and monomethylamine n i t r a t e , wi th a density 
of about 1.49 and giving products with much of the usual H2O replaced by H2 and 
AI2O3. Properties calculated via the du Pont HT-65 code inc lude : a detonation 
veloci ty of 5770 m sec " i , a CJ pressure of 11.6 GPa, an explosion pressure of 
5.4 GPa, and expanded products containing 24 moles kg"^ of permanent gases. 
The semi-f luid explosive f i l l e d the cross section of the 127 mm and 152 ram 
vert ica l water-flooded shot holes and were 50 and 70 hole diameters long, 
respectively, t he i r mid-charge depths being 24.5 and 101.6 m, respect ively. 
The stemming was water, water-flooded sand, or water-flooded g rave l . Several 
equally-spaced primers in the charges were i n i t i a ted simultaneously with fas t -
f i r i n g caps. 

At the tes t s i t e , vvhich was in the Valley and Ridge provinces of 
the Appalachians, the three principal stresses v/ere measured by the hydraulic 
f ractur ing method^. The resul t ing horizontal compressive s t resses , ^(01+02), 
were 5.66 and 12.75 MPa, respectively, at the tv/o mid-charge depths^. The 
maximum plane shear stresses, ^(01-03) obtained as a funct ion of depth at the 
s i te and at higher elevation several km av/ay, when plot ted against ?2(a 1+03), 
a l l lay close- to a common straight l ine suggestive of a f a i l u r e envelope of the 
jo inted rock mass and perhaps indicat ing that the pre-ex is t ing stress v/as 
already on the f a i l u re envelope for j o i n t s l id ing . This might represent a 
si tuat ion where an explosion might not form a permanent s t ress cage^ i f the 
fracture zone is larger than the j o i n t spacing. 

Fracture densities were estimated by counting fragments in cores 
taken from the shot depth interval before shooting the charges and at various 
distances from them (none closer than 24 borehole rad i i ) a f t e r the shots. 
Permeabilities were measured by slug tests through a packer set in the core 
holes before and af ter shooting the charges, and before and a f t e r f lushing 
shot-generated f ines from the fractures. The permeabil i t ies tended to be 
re la t ive ly low and e r ra t i c before f lushing shot-generated f i n e s from the ' 
fractures. After f lushing out f ines , they were substant ia l ly higher but s t i l l 
had a re la t ive ly large random variance. The fracture dens i t ies and post- f lush 
permeabilities were in re la t i ve ly good agreement with a model featur ing a 
large zone around the charges in v/hich the fracture density and permeabil i ty 
v/ere uniformly increased, and outside the zone v/ere not changed; the radius 
of the zone being equal to a calculated radius of the zone o f rock put in 
compression by radial fractures pressured with gas from the charge^. They v/ere 
in poorer agreement with a model in v/hich the fracture densi ty and permeabil i ty 



expected if the increases in fracture density and permeability had resulted 
from sudden application of explosion pressure to the borehole v/all with no 
effects of gas pressure in fractures'*. 

If gas flows into fractures, its effects can continue to develop 
long after the shock wave has passed. Thus, in our experiments, blowout of gas 
from satellite holes up to 19 meters away began after delays up to almost three 
minutes; and Persson, Lundborg, and Johansson^ showed that gas pressure in 
fractures could account for the large-scale accelerations over a few milli
seconds measured by Noren^ in bench blasts where fractures could open to a 
free face. 

The theoretical studies of Kutter^, Kutter and Fairhurst^ and 
Ouchterlony^ show that gas penetration of radial fractures can substantially 
increase the length of some of them, the number increasing with both rate and 
pressure and the longer ones generally tending to stop growing first. The 
growth is therefore unstable for more than 4-6 fractures unless there is some 
extra source of stability. Coursen^ derived expressions for the final 
equilibrium gas pressure P3 and radius Rj of a cylindrical volume of rock put 
under a compression P3 by multiple gas-pressured fractures from the confined 
detonation of a charge at loading density pg in a long cylindrical cavity of 
radius RQ and volume VQ, the rock having a failure shear stress of 
being under an external compressive stress P2 normal to the charge 
expressions are: 

T^(P) and 
axis. These 

P3 = P2+Tf(P2) 

Vl _ 1+S(1+D-C) 

V^ SD+C 

(1) 

(2) 

A = 1 + p ^ 
Pz ^^^(Pg) 

5L 

B = 
8Tf(P2) 
5L . 

C = [X(P3)] -1 

D = 
MRT^PO 

Vl is the volume of the central cavity plus the volume of the gas-
pressured radial fractures, V3 is the volume of the portion of the detonation 



ls the remaining volume or products assumea to'oe cooiea to amoient rock 
temperature l l ^ . Poisson's ratio of the rock was assumed to be Js, making both 
Lame constants equal L. M is the moles of permanent gas per unit mass of 
detonation products at (P3,Tit), and R in this case is the gas constant. Loss of 
gas through the faces of the fractures was assumed to be negligible in the 
water-flooded rock. Vtj v/as assumed to be proportional to the expansion in 
cavity volume, the constant of proportionality, SBV(t(V3-Vo)~ , being chosen 
empirically. For S=0.11, the calculated values of Ri shown in Figure 1 agreed 
well with the experimentally inferred fracture.radii at'the two levels of 
tectonic compressive stress P2 in the experiments described above. This value 
of S made V3 larger than the measured post-shot cavity, volumes by an amount that 
put the boundary between hot gas and cool gas inside the fractures at depths o f 
1/2 and 3/4 the fracture length for tapered and untapered fractures, respec
tively. 

Rl is not the maximum radius of gas-pressured fracture growth, but 
is the maximum radius at which (a) pressure in the longest fractures is P3 and 
(b) the largest angles between fractures are small enough to put most of the' 
rock between them under a biaxial compression P3, to form a virtual pressurized 
cavity of radius Ri. 

Kutter's'';isochromatic fringe patterns show that in and around such 
a virtual cavity formed by multiple gas-pressured fractures of radius R 
several regions ofstress can be identified as follows: an outer boundary Bi 
Bl (r,0) of the region stressed by clamping between'fractures, that bulges out 
between adjacent fracture tips; an intermediate line B2 (r,e) marking^maximum 
shear stress at constant 0 and lying close to the circle of radius R; and an 
inner boundary B3 (r,e) containing the uniformly compressed core, in the form 
of cusps tangent to the radial fractures at their tips. The opposing bulges 
and cusps form elliptical stress transition zones between the fracture tips. 
Therefore, the compressed core is nearly as large as the circle passing through 
the fracture tips when the number of longest fractures are, say, 9-12 or larger. 
But as the number of fractures falls below, say, 6 to 9 the cusps become large. . 
Therefore, the outward growth of the main area of the fully compressed core does 
not scale with the" outward growth of the longest fractures if the number of 
growing fractures continues to fall. It falls behind, with its growth limited 
to narrow extensions out to the tips of the few long fractures that continue to 
grow. Thus, our model contains the assumption of stable or unstable growth of 
at least 6, but preferably at least 9 to 12 longest fractures of approximately 
equal length"for as long a time as the shear stress equals or exceeds the 
strength of the'tectonically compressed rockjust outside the "virtual cavity;' 
and subsequent continued growth of fev/er than 6 equally spaced fractures does not 
appreciably increase the size of the compressed core, particularly if such 
subsequent growth occurs at lower pressure.• The required stability of the 
minimum fracture pattern in each plane normal to the long charge might be 
provided by the recruitment of new gas-pressured fractures to replace those 
that stop growing. Possible mechanisms for this are branching of fractures 
owing either to dilation of joints in the rock or to incipient failure around 
the entire stressed rim of the virtual cavity, or the late arrival of gas-
pressured fractures from other gas injection points up and down the charge. 

The model also contains the assumption that gas can excape through 
the zone of crushed and tangentially compressed rock that the explosion forms 
in the wall of the cavity. There may be several v/ays for this to happen, 
particularly for cylindrical charges v/hich have thinner stress cages than 
spherical charges. For example, the gas might leak through the remnants of 
pre-existing water-filled fractures or through shear fractures formed in the 
crushed zone under dilating conditions near the end of cavity expansion or 
after expansion has ceased. Only a few leaks through the stress cage or off 
its end and into outlying radial fractures might relieve the stress in local 
portions of the crushed zone, perhaps thereby allowing axial growth of the 
leaks and thereby unzipping the stress cage from end to end. In any case, 
it seems reasonable to suppose that radial fractures would narrow where they 



stress relief and perhaps later from clogging with debris. This, as v/ell as 
branching of fractures, would throttle the gas flow into the radial fractures. 
A pattern of 6-12 radial fractures extended outward by flow throttled near the 
cavity might produce uniform fragmentation and permeability, through a 
previously described process^, out to a limiting radius that decreases with 
increasing tectonic stress. The proposed mechanism is as follows. 

Suppose Pi(t) is the gas pressure in the central cavity, P2 is the 
pre-existing compressive stress on the rock perpendicular to the charge, and 
P3 is a gas pressure in the fractures postulated to be sufficient to keep a 
minimum pattern of 6-12 radial fractures growing in this particular rock under 
compressive stress P2. Growth of fewer fractures under a pressure less than 
P3 is not ruled out. Assumptions are that Pi(t) > P3>P2, that the rate of 
fracture growth is a sufficiently steep function of P3, and that the rate of gas 
flow from the central cavity into the fractures is sufficient to maintain a 
pressure P3+AP in the fractures, but that flow into the fractures is 
sufficiently throttled near the explosion cavity to make AP/P3«1. Then for all 
values of R(t) traversed by the fracture tips until the minimum pattern of 6-12 
fractures stops growing, the pressure in the fractures is essentially constant. 
The minimum pattern will form a growing virtual cavity with internal pressure 
P3 and radius R(t). If P3 satisfies relation (1), the rock on the entire 
boundary of the virtual cavity and not just near the fracture tips is at its 
failure stress, a condition assumed to satisfy the requirements that the 
fracture pattern be stable and that the rate of fracture growth is a sufficient
ly steep function of P3. The compressive and shear stresses {a ,x ) at 
coordinates (r,e) in the rock not too close to a fractive tip are approximately 

a = P2 and T(t) = (P3+AP-P2) ̂ ^ ^^ = (P3-P2) - ^ ^ for r >Bi [r(t),e] (6) 

a .f P3 + A P- = P3 and T = 0 for r <B3 [r(t) ,8] - (7) 

A stress transition 
zone lies between these regions, 
and is bisected by the line 
B2[i^(t),6] lying close to the 
circle of radius R(t) and on 
which the shear stress is a 
maximum as a'function of r 
at constant e. B2 moves out
ward with the growing fractures, 
sweeping all elements of rock 
at constant e with the same 
shear stress. This shear 
stress is approximately (P3-P2) 
along most of B2 but rises to 
much higher values close to the 
fracture tips. Quasistatic 
stress from the pressure Pi(t) 
in the central cavity is neg
lected^ as is the P wave whose 
effects are not apparent in 
our data. Owing to the be
havior of the functions (6) and 
(7) and to the behavior of the 
stress in the transition zone, 
the stress (0,T) applied to each 
element of outlying rock at 
r s B3(RI,0) and not approached 
too closely by a fracture tip 
starts at (P2,0), is sheared to 
[Pz.CPs-Pz)] and is then 
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the water in the joints. Thereforej the hypothesized sequence of events 
accompanying these shifts in stress; as illustrated in Fig. 2, is as follows. 

s Shear from (P2,0) to [P2,(p3-P2)]» misaligns blocks in the jointed, water- . 
flooded rock, develops major point and line contacts between them, and dilates 
the fracture volume. 

e Compression to (P3,0) then increases the point and line loads, fracturing 
blocks quite uniformly over the compressed region. The effective pressure 
causing such point load failure of a block can be much smaller or much 
greater than the tensile strength of the rock, depending upon whether the 
block is loaded by blocks much larger or much smaller in diameter than itself. 

0 In the water-flooded joints the shear deformation abrades asperities and 
the compression crushes rock at load points, forming mobile fines and 

J increased fracture volume eqiial to_the yolume.of the.fines. ._ J 

In concluding, we note a related fracturing process that might 
possibly occur under some circumstances to form repeated tangential fractures in 
the wedges of rock clamped between growing gas-pressured fractures. It is the 
one reported by Bridgman^°'^^ who found that violent transverse rupture occurred 
in glass and metal rods subjected to high hydrostatic pressure over a portion 
of their length. ViJhen a high gradient in surface pressure advances along a 
cylinder, this process can result in successive transverse ruptures and is the 
cause of disking in cores taken from highly stressed rock. Jaeger and Cook^^ 
found that such transverse rupture occurred in cylinders of rock at a pressure 
of the order of their unconfined compressive stress for jacketed samples, but 
at a pressure only of the order of their tensile strength for unjacketed samples 
if time was allowed for the pore pressure to reach the applied pressure. 

•' Measurements designed to test models such as these might well 
include simultaneous recordings of pressure and temperature in the borehole, 
triaxial stress and strain in the rock, pore pressure and flow of fluids in 
pre-existing fractures, microseismic noise of fragmentation, and arrival of 
gas at outlying stations. But the processes can be slow, so recording times ' 
should be long and the frequency response of the instrumentation should be 
flat down to 10"^ Hz or lower. Similarly, the behavior of computer models of 
such quasistatic processes sometimes should be followed out to much longer times 
than are conventionally used v/hen modeling explosion phenomena. 
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GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF UNDERGROUND OPENING DESIGN 
IN COMPETENT RDCK 

by Wilbur I. Duvall 

Senior Science Advisor 
Excavation Engineering and Earth Mechanics Institute 

Colorado School of Mines, Golden, Colorado 

ABSTRACT 

This paper discusses general principles of 
underground opening design based on the concept that 
.with the necessary input data regarding the geology 
of a site, the physical properties of the rocks, the 
in situ stress field in the rock and the general 
geometry of the underground openings, the rock 
fonnation can be classified into six inajor categories 
which are useful for design purposes. Using simple 
theories for the criteria of failure for rock in 
compression and tension, general elastic theory for 
stress concentration around openings and in struc
tures, becun theory for stcibility of roof rock, and 
elementary inelastic theory for creep phenomena, 
basic design techniques are outlined for the various 
rock classifications. The need for field evaluation 
of the theoretical design is stressed and some 
general techniques that should be used in these 
field evaluations are discussed. Where appropriate, 
the need for additional studies and research is noted. 

INTRODUCTION 

The basic theme of this session is on under
ground opening design; therefore, it seems appropriate 
that one paper should be devoted to a review of some 
of the general design techniques that have been 
developed and are in current use. Because of my long 
association with the Bureau of Mines, this'paper is 
strongly influenced by the research efforts of ray 
many colleagues. The general outline of the paper is 
based around lecture notes for a course in rock 
mechanics that I taught for several years at the 
Colorado School of Mines. 

This paper outlines some general principles and 
procedures that a rock mechanics engineer can use to 
arrive at a logical design for underground openings 
in various types of competent rock formations. The 
concept is used that rock formations can be classified 
into six major categories which are useful for design 
purposes provided the necessary input data are avail
able regarding the geology of the site, the physical 
properties of the rocks, the in situ stress field in 
the rock and the general geometry of the underground 
openings. Using simple theories for the criteria of 
failure for rock in compression and tension, general 
elastic theory for stress concentration around 
openings and elementary inelastic theory for creep 
phenomena, basic design techniques are outlined for 
the various rock classifications. Because even 
competent rock is not a perfectly elastic, homogeneous 
and isotropic medium, it should be understood at the 

very beginning of this discussion that the stability 
and safety of any theoretically designed rock 
structure is only an estimate of the true stability 
and safety of the rained structure. Thus, it is 
essential that fairly large safety factors (2 to 8) 
be employed in the theoretical design and that field 
evaluation of the design be made by instrumented 
studies during the construction of the underground 
structures. 

Table 1 lists what I consider are the basic 
requirements for the design and evaluation of safe 
and stable structures in rock. The first two items 
in this table involve the general geology of the 
site and are usually supplied by a geologic report. 
If the report is based on exploration drilling, it 
should contain a log of the structural defects in 
the core and an RQD index for the rock (Obert and 
Duvall, 1967) . The information contained in the 
geologic report is used by rock mechanics engineers 
to help classify the rock formations for design 
purposes, to determine which rock types are important 
for physical property testing, to identify the types 
and extent of major defects that will exist in the 
rock structures and to aid in modeling the overall 
structure for finite element studies. 

TABLE 1 

Requirements for Desiqn of Underground Openings 

1. Geology and geometry of the various rock types. 

2. Major mechanical defects that exist in the rocks. 
3. General geometry of the underground openings. 
4. Physical properties of the rocks. 
5. Rock classification.for design purposes. 
6. In situ stress field determination. 
7. Criteria of failure for rocks. 
8. Theoretical design of underground openings. 
9. Field evaluation of the design. 

The third item in Table 1 is usually supplied 
by the owner of the site. For example, if the site 
is an underground mine, the mining corapany has 
generally decided on the general mining method to be 
used and the approximate size of openings required 
to carry out this mining method. Also, if the site 
is for an underground facility such as a tunnel or 
storage space, the owner usually has general 
specifications for the approximate size and shape 
of the underground openings. Thus, the duty of the 
design engineer is to adjust the sizes, shapes and 
general layout of the underground openings within 
certain specified limits so that a safe and stable 
rock structure will exist. 

The other items in Table 1, while self-
explanatory in their general meaning, are discussed 
in some detail in the rest of this paper. 

PHYSICAL' PROPERTIES OF ROCKS 

The most important physical properties of rocks 
needed for design purposes are listed in Table 2. 
Where possible, standard procedures for determining 
properties of rocks should be used (Obert and Duvall, 
1967; Obert, et al, 1946; ASTM, 1971a; ASTM, 1971b; 
Bieniawski and Franklin, 1972; Franklin, 1972) . My 
recommendation is that ASTM, Bureau of Mines or 
International Society for Rock Mechanics standards 
should be followed where applicable and that only 
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those properties that are to be used for design 
purposes be determined. 

Selection of core samples for physical property 
testing presents raany problems. A representative 
random sample is desired for each rock type and for 
each property. If core is selected from exploration 
drilling, samples should be selected from several 
holes and variation of physical properties between 
holes should be studied. If the exploration core 
has been split in a mechanical core splitter, it is 
usually not satisfactory for physical property 
testing. If the exploration core has been split by 
a diamond saw, the remaining part may be redrilled 
for test samples. When the physical property data 
has been obtained from only exploration drilling 
core, it is good practice to supplement these data 
with some additional testing from drill core obtained 
underground after access is available. These cores 
should be obtained from several different holes so 
that representative random samples of the rock types 
in the critical rock structures are obtained. 

TABLE 2 

Required Physical Properties of Rock 

1. Density. 
2. Young's modulus. 
3. Poisson's ratio. 
4. Uniaxial compressive strength. 
5. Triaxial compressive strength (solid core). 
6. Triaxial compressive strength (planes of 

weakness). 
7. Modulus of rupture. 
8. Indirect tensile strength. 
9. Creep constcuits. 

The indirect tensile strength test is replacing 
the direct tensile strength test and the modulus of 
rupture test for obtaining the tensile strength of 
rock. The apparent reason for this substitution is 
that the indirect tensile test is the easiest and 
cheapest to perform. However, to my knowledge, 
there is not a good correlation between these three 
quantities for various rock types and very little 
experience has been established on the use of the 
indirect tensile strength in underground design. 
Consequently, I believe additional research is 
needed on the comparison of these different tensile 
testing techniques. Also, I prefer to rely on the 
modulus of rupture tests on horizontal core samples 
obtained from underground drill holes when designing 
safe roof spans in bedded rock formations. 

Creep tests should be performed on those rock 
types that are suspected of showing inelastic 
effects. These tests should be conducted on 
modelled rock structures at several stress levels 
that encompass the estimated stress levels in 
prototype structures. The duration of the creep 
tests should be of sufficient length (one to three 
months) to obtain steady state creep rate or to 
obtain a simple power law decay for creep rate with 
time. If a steady state creep rate condition is 
obtained, the creep data for a given stress level 
probably can be fit to a Burger's model of the form: 

m m k 
(1) 

where: 

e = total strain at time t 

t = time 

It is not possible to specify a given number of 
samples for each physical property as the variabil
ities of the data for the different properties and 
for different rocks are not the same. Thus, I would 
recommend that sufficient samples be taken so that 
the standard error in the average value is less than 
10%. 

A few specific remarks regarding some of the 
physical property tests appear to be in order. The 
triaxial compressive strength tests, both for solid 
core sanples and samples with planes of weakness, 
should use a relatively small range of confining 
pressures v*iich is realistic in terms of a specific 
design problem, for example 250 - 2,500 psi. For 
this range of confining pressures, a linear Coulomb 
failure criterion usually results which is easier to 
apply than a curved Mohr's envelope. Some additional 
research on triaxial testing is needed to determine 
if the failure criterion obtained by testing a large 
number of samples at different confining pressures 
is the same as that obtained by strain controlled 
triaxial tests where each sample is tested over a 
range of confining pressures in a stiff testing 
machine (Kovari and Tisa, 1975). If ,a one-to-one 
correspondence between these two methods of testing 
could be obtained for many rock types, then the 
number of samples required for triaxial testing could 
be reduced four or five-fold. Also, considerably 
more laboratory research is needed on the triaxial 
strength of rock samples with length-to-diameter 
ratios of less than one which contain planes of 
weakness at various angles. 

CJ = applied stress 

E ,E. 
m k 

Maxwell and Kelvin elastic constants 

n ,ri, = Maxwell and Kelvin coefficients of 
m K 

vxscosity 
e = base of Napierian logarithms 

For many inelastic rocks, the constants in this 
equation are functions of the applied stress. Thus, 
care has to be exercised that appropriate constants 
and stress levels are en5)loyed when equation 1 is 
used to extrapolate to long times that represent 
the life of the underground structure. If the 
creep rate t shows a simple power law decay with 
time the creep data probably can be fit to an 
equation of the form: 

e = kO (2) 

where k, n and ra are constants. Values of n for 
salt, trona and potash have been found to lie in 
the range of 2.4 to 3.3 and values of m from 0.6 to 
0.9 (Obert and Duvall, 1967; Obert, 1964). As in 
situ creep data also can be represented by equation 
2, the use of this equation to estimate closure 
deformations for long times is justified (Bradshaw, 
et al, 1964). 

RDCK CLASSIFICATION FOR DESIGN PURPOSES 

Many systems for classifying rocks have been 
developed and are used for different purposes. Some 
of these systems are based only on the geologic 
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properties of the rock, some on the mechanical 
condition of the diamond drill core, and others on a 
few measured physical properties of the rock. For 
purposes of design and stability evaluation of 
underground openings, a rock classification system 
should be based on a combination of geological and 
mechanical rock properties and also take into 
consideration the in situ stress field and the 
relative size of the underground openings. Such a 
system of classification was developed by the 
Bureau of Mines and found to be very useful in 
design problems (Obert and Duvall, 1967; Obert, et 
al, 1960). This classification system is given in 
Table 3; however, an extra column has been added to 
the original classification to indicate the design 
techniques that are appropriate for each class of 
rock. 

TABLE 3 

Rock Classification for Design Purposes 

Classification 

I. Competent 
A. Massive 

1. Elastic 
2. Inelastic 

B. Laminated 
1. Elastic 
2. Inelastic 

C. Jointed 

II. Incompetent 

Design Techniques 

Elastic theory 
Elastic theory plus time 
effects 

Elastic and beam theory 
Elastic and beam theory 
plus time effects 
Experience plus rock 
mechanics 
Experience plus rock 
mechanics 

In this classification system, two main classes 
of rock are considered: competent rock and 
incompetent rock which are defined as follows: 

Competent rock is any rock which, because of 
its mechanical and geologic characteristics, is 
capable of sustaining underground openings without 
the aid of any structural support except that 
provided by unmined rock in the form of pillars and 
side walls, etc. Note that roof bolts and small 
random props which support only local loose rock are 
not considered structural supports. 

Incompetent rock is any rock which, because of 
its mechanical and geologic characteristics, is not 
capable of sustaining underground openings without 
the aid of additional structviral support in the form 
of linings, steel sets or systems of props. 

Competent rock is then subdivided into three 
additional categories: massive, laminated and 
jointed, which are defined as follows: 

Massive rock is a rock formation where the 
spacing between mechanical defects such as joints, 
partings or faults is equal to or greater than the 
critical dimensions of openings, or where the 
strength of the bond across these mechanical defects 
is comparaible to the rock strength. 

Laminated rock is a rock formation divided by 
approximately parallel planes of weakness into lamina 

whose thicknesses are small compared with critical 
dimensions of openings. 

Jointed rock is a rock formation subdivided 
into three dimensional shaped figures by more than 
one set of joints and partings and where the spacing 
between these mechanical defects is small compared 
to critical dimensions of openings and where the 
strength of the bond across these' mechanical 
defects is small compared to the rock strength. 

Massive and laminated rock are then subdivided 
according to the elastic properties of the rock as 
follows: 

Elastic rock is one whose physical properties 
will permit the use of elastic theory to predict 
strains and displacements from applied stresses. 

Inelastic rock is one whose physical properties 
are such that strains and displacements are a strong 
function of time as well as applied stresses. 

The above classification system for rock not 
only depends upon the mechaniccLl and geologic 
characteristics of the rock but also on size of 
openings and their depth below the surface. For 
example, many competent rocks at shallow depths for 
small stress fields could become inelastic rock at 
greater depths and larger stress fields, or 
competent massive rock for small openings could 
become laminated or jointed rock for larger 
openings. Thus, to classify rock for design 
purposes requires a knowledge of the geologic 
properties of the rock mass, the physical properties 
of the rock, the general size of the openings to be 
mined and the average range of the in situ stress 
field to be encountered. As a result, once the rock 
has been classified, the design techniques to be 
used are specified as shown in Table 3. The last 
two design techniques are given as experience plus 
rock mechanics. By this statement, I do not mean 
to imply experience is not used in the first four 
categories. Experience plays an important part in 
all underground design problems. However, by this 
statement, experience plus rock mechanics, I want 
to imply that rock mechanics design techniques for 
competent jointed rock and imcompetent rock are 
not very well established to date and therefore, in 
my estimation, experience plays the major role in 
design for these two classifications. As a result, 
this paper will not consider these last two 
categories. 

IN SITU STRESS FIELD DETERMINATIONS 

The determination of the magnitude and direction 
of the in situ stress 'field in rock formations where 
underground openings are to be mined is an important 
step in the design of underground structures. 
Before access to the rock formation is possible, 
there are four methods available for obtaining 
information on the in situ stress field. First, 
the stress field can be estimated from gravity 
loading assuming complete lateral confinement. Thus, 
the vertical and horizontal stresses are estimated 
by: 

Yh (3) 
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and where: 

1-V 
(4) 

where: 

S = vertical stress 
V 
S = horizontal stress 
h 

h = depth from surface 

\) = Poisson's ratio 

Y = average weight density of overburden rock 

Experience has shown that this technique gives a 
fairly accurate estimate of the vertical stress but 
usually underestimates the horizontal stresses and 
fails to predict a variation of horizontal stress 
with direction which is the usual case. 

Second, the magnitude and directions of the 
horizontal stresses can be determined in a deep 
vertical drill hole by the hydrofracturing technique 
(Obert and Duvall, 1967; Haimson and Fairhurst, 
1970) . This technique has to assume one of the 
principal stresses is known and is directed along 
the hole axis. The method gives fairly reliable 
results in rock formations relatively free of open 
joints and fractures. However, it is expensive to 
conduct and, to my knowledge, has not been used 
extensively for preliminary design of underground 
openings. 

Third, the horizontal stress field can be 
estimated from experimental data in similar and 
nearby sites and the vertical stress estimated by 
equation 3. As more and more data are collected on 
the in situ stress field in various mines throughout 
the country, one's ability to estimate in situ 
horizontal stress fields continues to improve. In 
making these estimates, it is most important to take 
into consideration the topography of the site where 
stress data are available and the topography of the 
new site (Hooker, et al, 1972). 

Fourth, the horizontal stress field can be 
determined in near-surface rocks by the overcoring 
stress relief technique in vertical holes to depths 
of 50 to 75 ft. This method can detect the presence 
of horizontal tectonic stresses if good sound rock 
is found near the surface and if the topography is 
favorable for the existence of horizontal stress 
fields. If horizontal tectonic stresses are present 
in near-surface rocks, they most likely are present 
in the deeper rocks. Thus, this information can be 
used to help estimate magnitudes and directions of 
the in situ stress field at the underground site. 

Recently, I had the opportunity to investigate 
the effect of the static water pressure on the 
borehole and on the thick-wall rock cylinder during 
the overcoring process in deep water-filled vertical 
drill holes. As a result of this study, I found 
that the diametral deformations during the overcoring 
process which determine the values of the secondary 
horizontal principal stress are given by: 

U 
„ ^ VdS ^ 2dp 
m 

diametral deformation produced by P and Q 

= measured diametral deformation 

maximum horizontal secondary principal 
stress 
minimum horizontal secondary principal 
stress 

= estimated vertical stress 

= static water pressure at gage position 

diameter of gage hole 

Young's modulus of the rock 

Poisson's ratio of the rock 

= angle from the direction of P to U 

U = 

u 
m 
P = 

Q = 

S = 
z 

Pw 

d = 

E = 

V = 

E E 
d n .,, 2 = - [jP+C)'f2(l-V ) {P-Q)Cos 29] 

It is evident from equation 5 that the correction 
to the measured diametral deformation for the 
static water pressure is approximately three times 
as large as that for the vertical rock stress. 
Both of these corrections are of the same sign and 
are added to the measured U^ if an expansion is 
considered positive, or subtracted from Û^̂  if an 
expansion is considered negative. For 50 ft deep 
water-filled vertical holes, these corrections are 
significant vAen the horizontal stresses are less 
than 1,000 psi. 

When design of underground openings is required 
before access to the rock formation is possible, any 
one of the above methods for estimating the stress 
field can be used. However, I consider such designs 
preliminary and recommend, when underground access 
is first available, that the in situ stress field 
be determined by the stress relief overcoring 
technique using the improved three component bore
hole deformation gage developed by the Bureau of 
Mines (Hooker, et al, 1974a; Hooker and Bickel, 
1974b; Panek, 1966). This gage and the necessary 
auxiliary equipment is now available commercially. 
If the rock is anisotropic by more than 20%, then 
I also reconmend that the anisotropic equations be 
used to calculate the stresses (Becker and Hooker, 
1967; Becker, 1968; Hooker and Johnson, 1969). 

CRITERIA OF FAILURE FOR ROCKS AND SAFETY FACTORS 

To design underground openings and structures 
in rock, it is necessary to use criteria of failure 
for rock under various stress conditions and to use 
safety factors to allow for differences' between 
laboratory and in situ strength properties of rock 
and to account for errors introduced by the various 
assumptions made in the design process. Criteria 
of failure based on maximum stresses have been 
found to give reliable results in practice. Thus, 
it is assumed that rock will fail in tension when 
the tensile stress exceeds the tensile strength of 
the rock as determined by a standard modulus of 
rupture test on samples of rock core. If the 
tensile stresses in rock are small, then it is 
assumed that the rock will fail at a value of 
compressive stress equal to the compressive strength 
of the rock as determined by standard uniaxial 
compressive strength tests on samples of rock core. 
These failure criteria, when used with appropriate 
safety factors, can be expressed as; 

(5) 
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and 

a^ < T^/F^ (6) 

lo I < C /F (7) 
' c' — o c 

where: 

O = maximum or critical tensile stress 
around opening 

T = tensile strength of rock 

F = safety factor for tension, 4 to 8 

0 = maximum or critical compressive stress 
around opening 

C = compressive strength of rock 

P = safety factor for compression, 2 to 4 

Using these simple criteria of failure, a large 
number of existing underground structures have been 
analyzed by the Bureau of Mines. From these studies, 
safety factors of 2 to 4 for rock in compression and 
of 4 to 8 for rock in tension were found to be 
satisfactory (Obert and Duvall, 1967; Obert, et al, 
1960). The larger safety factors are recommended 
for long-term stability and for rocks having 
relatively weak joint systems, and the smaller 
safety factors are recommended for short-term 
stability and for rocks having no significant joint 
system. 

If triaxial test data for solid core and core 
with planes of weakness are available, a linear 
Coulomb criterion of failure is sometimes used 
(Horino and Hooker, 1971) . Figure 1 is an idealized 
representation of the linear Coulomb failure 
criteria for solid rock and for rock with a plane 
of weakness. When compressive stresses are consid
ered negative, these two straight lines can be 
represented respectively by the equations: 

= S 

(yc 

u O O 

tan* = cot 26) 
(8) 

where: 

Tg = shear stress on plane of failure 

On = normal stress on the plane of failure 

S = intrinsic shear strength of the solid rock 

U = coefficient of shear strength or internal 
friction 

8 = angle of the plame of failure 

<(i = slope angle for (Tg, Og) line 

and 

^^& 

(M^ = tan<f j) 
(9) 

whe re: 

.T„ = shear stress on the plane of weakness 

a„ = normal stress on the plane of weakness 

5 = shear strength of the plane of weakness 

PJ = coefficient of friction on the plane of 
weakness 

6 = angle of the plane of weakness 
iif = slope angle of the (Tg, CJg) line 

A finite element analysis of a rock structure 
determines the maximum and minimum principal 
stresses O^ and 03 at each point in the structure. 
A safety factor can be defined as the ratio of the 
maximum shear stress at failure to the maximum 
shear stress at a point in the structure under the 
assumption that the mean stress is constant. Thus, 
the respective safety factors for solid rock and 
rock with a plane of weakness are given by: 

2S Cos* o (a,+a,) siniji 

and 

°l-°3 

R^ 2Sj CosijJj - (.Oi^^j) sin(t>j 

^f " R^ ° (a~^a^r'iLr72~+^7) 

(10) 

(11) 
'6"^f' 

where R^, R, emd R-3 are the radii of the respective 
Mohr's circles (Figure 1). 

THEDRETICAL DESIGN OF UNDERGROUND OPENINGS 

Simplified procedures that can be used to 
design underground openings in competent elastic 
rock that fails by brittle fracture are discussed 
in this section. The assumption is made that all 
the pertinent geologic, physical property and 
stress field data are available emd that the rock 
formation has been classified according to Table 2. 
In addition to this rock classification, we need 
to distinguish between single openings and multiple 
openings. An underground opening is considered 
single if the stress distribution in the rock 
surrounding the opening is not affected by the 
presence of other openings or surfaces. Conversely, 
a series of underground openings is considered 
multiple if the stress distribution in the rock 
surrounding any one opening is influenced by the 
presence of the other openings or nearby surfaces. 
In general, if two underground openings are 
separated by a distance equal to or greater than 
twice the sum of their dimensions in the direction 
of separation, then the openings are considered 
single and if separations are less than specified, 
they are considered multiple. Also, single openings 
may be two-dimensional or three-dimensional in 
character. However, theoretical studies have shown 
that the stress concentrations around various 
symmetrically shaped tunnels are always slightly 
larger than those for similar cross-sectional shaped 
three-dimensional openings (Obert and Duvall, 1967). 
Consequently, stress concentration data for design 
of symmetrically shaped single openings with three-
dimensional character can usually be obtained from 
equivalent two-dimensional opening data. 

Single Openings in Competent Massive Elastic Rock 

There is not an established theoretical proce
dure for determining the maximum size of a single 
opening that will be stable in a massive elastic 
rock formation. Thus, maximum critical dimensions 
are usually established by past experience with 
openings in similar rock types and by keeping 
critical dimensions comparable to the average 
spacing between major mechanical defects in the 
rock. The major design considerations are to deter
mine the maximum stress concentrations that are 
developed around the opening for the given applied 
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stress field and to canpare these maximum or 
critical stresses with the criteria of failure as 
given by equations 6 and 7. Considerable reduction 
in the maximum stress concentrations and elimination 
of most tensile stresses can be achieved if the 
major axes of the opening eire aligned with the 
principal stress directions and are proportional to 
the principal stresses. Also, the radii of curva
tures for the opening surfaces should be as large 
as possible, especially on the major axes of the 
openings. 

For underground openings created by blasting 
the first few feet of rock will contain some 
blasting fractures. As a result, this rock has 
less stiffness than the rock farther from the 
opening surface. Consequently, the maximum stresses 
around underground openings are usually not at the 
surface of the opening but at some distance from 
this surface and of lower magnitude than if the 
maximum stress had been at the surface. For this 
reason, the exact shape of the mined opening with 
all its small surface irregularities need not be 
modelled, just an approximate shape. Thus, maximum 
stresses cem usually be estimated from available 
theoretical or photoelastic data for various two-
dimensional openings such as circles, ellipses, 
ovaloids and rectangles with rounded corners. 
Finite element analyses are required only for two 
and three-dimensional openings which are non
symmetrical in cross-sectional shape or where the 
principal axes of the opening are not aligned with 
the directions of the in situ principal stresses. 

Single Openings in Competent Laminated Elastic Rock 

Single openings in competent laminated elastic 
rock will usually have a flat roof and the immediate 
roof rock will consist of one or more layers of 
rock of various thickness. Thus, by using simple 
beam theory to estimate safe span lengths, the 
design engineer has available a theoretical technique 
to estimate the size of the opening in addition to 
experience with other openings in similcir rock types. 
The other design techniques that are used are the 
same as those discussed for single openings in 
massive elastic rock. 

The maximum values of the deflection, shear 
and tensile stress for a horizontal, gravity-
loaded roof layer clamped at both ends are given 
by (Obert and Duvall, 1967): 

= Y^ 
32Et'̂  

= 3lli 
max 4 

2 

max 2t 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

where: 

U = maximum deflection max 
O = maximum normal stress 
max 
T = maximum shear stress max 
L = span length 

t = thickness of roof layer 
E = Young's modulus of the. rock 
Y = weight density of the rock 

The maximum deflection occurs at the center of 
the span, and the maximum compressive, tensile and 
shear stress occur at the ends of the span -
tension on the top surface and compression on the 
bottom surface of the rock layer. At the center of 
the span, the shear stress is zero and the tension 
on the bottom surface emd the compression on the 
top surface are one-half the maximum values. 

(15) 

For a span-to-thickness ratio greater than 5 
to 1, the tensile stress is more than three times 
the shear stress. Since the tensile strength of 
rock is usually less than the shear strength and 
much less than the compressive strength, the 
design of safe span lengths is based on only the 
maximum tensile stress in the roof layer. 

Equation 14 may be rewritten as a design 
formula for roof spans by replacing 0,,,̂^̂  with R -
the modulus of rupture of the rock, dividing by 
F^ - a safety factor and solving for L to obtain: 

(16) 

The 

a 
max 
T 

ratio 

2L 

3t 

of a max to T 
max 

H 

^ : 
2Rt 

The value of F should be from 4 to 8. 

When the immediate roof consists of two or 
more layers and the thinner layers overlie the 
thicker ones, the additional load on the lowest 
layer can be determined by calculating an adjusted 
weight density for the lowest layer by the following 
equation: 

"A 
n=l'- - ' 

^a = 

I TE t ^ 
n=l L n nJ 

(17) 

where n represents the nth layer counting upward. 
The value of Yg is then used in the design equation 
16. For multilayered roofs having various thick
nesses and mechanical properties, the number of 
layers that need to be considered can be determined 
by using equation 17 stepwise, that is, the adjusted 
weight density is calculated for the first two 
layers, the first three layers, etc. until the 
adjusted weight density shows no further increase. 

Quite often in laminated elastic rocks, the 
layers are much too thin and weak to remain un
supported over required span lengths for long 
periods of time- In these cases, thicker roof 
layers are obtained by installing rock bolts in the 
roof on a systematic pattern. The design of these 
pattems is beyond the scope of this paper. 

The above techniques have been used for the 
design of safe span lengths with fairly good success 
(Merrill, 1954; Merrill, 1957; Merrill and Margan, 
1958; Merrill, et al, 1961). However, these 
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techniques disregard the effect of the horizontal 
stress field in the rock. I feel strongly that this 
applied horizontal stress has to be considered in 
the evaluation of the stability of roof layers. 
Recent measurements of stress in coal mine roof 
rocks by the Bureau of Mines and the Colorado School 
of Mines using the so-called undercoring stress 
relief technique (Hooker, et al, 1974a; Tsur-Lavie 
and Van Ham, 1974) have shown that the surface 
stress at the center of horizontal roof layers is 
generally compression and not tension as predicted 
by beam theory (Zink, 1975) . 

The meiximura outer fiber stress for a clamped 
beam under combined axial and transverse gravity 
loads is given by: 

a = -a ± ^ (18) 
max h 2t 

provided a. , the axial horizontal compressive stress 
applied to the beam, is less by a factor of about 
1/20 of the etxial compression necessary to produce 
Euler buckling (Roark, 1954; Griffel, 1966). Euler 
buckling in a clamped beam occurs at a compressive 
stress given by: 

3L2 

(19) 

Thus, the restriction imposed on the use of equation 
19 requires Oĵ  to be less than 0^/2112, or: 

K\ < ^ (20) 
^' - 6L2 

In situ horizontal stress fields are often less them 
the value specified by equation 20 but greater them 
the stress resulting from flexure as given by , 
equation 14. Thus, in the presence of a horizontal 
stress field, many roof layers which are capable 
of standing unsupported without rock bolts will be 
entirely in conpression. For example, assume 
E = 3x10^ psi and t/L equal to 0.1, then equation 20 
states that Ojj < 5,000 psi. For a 6 ft thick rock 
layer over a span of 60 ft and Y = 160 lb/ft'', the 
maximum tensile stress developed from gravity loading 
is about 330 psi. Thus, if the horizontal stress in 
the rock lies in the range 330 < Oj, < 5,000 psi, the 
roof layer would be entirely in compression. For 
ratios of t/L less than 0.01«Euler buckling can 
occur for horizontal stresses less than 1,000 psi 
and may be an explanation for raany roof failures in 
coal mines known as cutters. 

for multiple openings, the maximum stress concentra
tion around a given opening will increase progres
sively as other nearby openings are created. Thus, 
for multiple openings, it is the final stress dis
tribution that exists around the system of openings 
that is used for design purposes. 

Because boundaries of multiple openings are 
complex, only a limited number of theoretical and 
photoelastic model studies have been made and these 
studies are restricted to two-dimensional models. 
The results from photoelastic model studies of rows 
of various shaped holes in plates are useful in 
establishing some genereil principles of stress 
concentration which can be used for design purposes 
(Obert and Duvall, 1967). First, the maximum stress 
concentration around a series of holes in a plate 
occur around the central holes and increases as the 
number of holes increases but approaches a constant 
value for five or more holes. Second, the meiximum 
stress concentration around a series of holes in a 
plate increases as the ratio of opening width to 
pillar width increases. Third, the rate of increase 
of the maximum stress with the W^/W ratio is less 
than the rate of increase of the average stress in 
the rib pillar. Consequently, for leurger values of 
Wjy/Wp, the average stress approaches the maximum 
stress concentration and the stress distribution in 
the rib pillar becomes more uniform. Because of this 
fact and also because blasting fractures tend to 
reduce the large stress concentrations at the surface 
of openings, the design of pillar support for room 
and pillar mining is generally based on the average 
stress in the pillar as determined by tributary 
theory. 

The tributary theory assumes that pillars 
uniformly support the entire load of the rock over
lying both the pillars and the mined openings. The 
basic equations relating area, average pillar stress, 
applied vertical stress and areal extraction ratio 
are: 

p V A 

R. = 1 - I^ 
^t 

R = 1 -
a s 

P 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

where: 

I have used some of these above ideas and 
concepts in design problems lately. However, 
equations 18 to 20 have not been tested for under
ground structures. Therefore, I am presenting these 
ideas only as suggested research problems and not as 
established design procedures. 

Multiple Openings in Competent Massive Elastic Rock 

The design techniques for multiple openings 
requires a knowledge of the change in stress concen
tration around a single opening that results when 
additional nearby "openings are created. For single 
openings, the meiximura stress concentrations develop 
almost immediately as the opening is mined; whereas. 

S = average pillar stress 

S = vertical applied stress before mining 

A = pillar area 
P 

A -f A 
p O 

total area 

A = opening area 

R = A /A = areal extraction ratio 
a o t 

Equation 23 can be rewritten as a design equation for 
Ra by replacing Sp by Cp/F^,, thus: 

F S 
c V 

(24) 
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emd safety factors of 2 to 4 should be used. The 
value of Cp to use in equation 24 is given by: 

W 
0.778 + 0.222 7 ^ n (25) 

where: 

C, = compressive strength of specimen with 
Wp/Hp = 1 

C = compressive strength of pillar or 
specimen with W VH ^ 1 

W = width or diameter of pillar or specimen 

H = height of pillar or specimen 

0.5 < W /H . < 4 

The above design equations apply to all types 
of room and pillar configurations. To determine 
dimensions, a specific geometry of openings and 
pillars is required as illustrated in Figure 2. 
For two-dimensional openings, the various areas are 
directly proportional to their widths, thus: 

W +W 
P .9. (26) 

good justification for rectangular pillars is 
unequal horizontal principal stresses and certain 
geologic conditions. For unequal horizontal 
principal stresses, some additional pillar strength 
can be obtained by making the pillar long in the 
direction of the minimum horizontal compressive 
stress. Also, for widely spaced emgle joints, 
rectangular pillars properly oriented and spaced 
can make these joints cut both basal planes of the 
pillar, which is a stronger condition than when the 
angle joint cuts a vertical side of the pillar. 

The additional design equations for a square 
array of rooms and pillars are equations 32 and 33. 
Safety factors of 2 to 4 should be used. In most 
design problems, the pillar height is usually dic
tated by the thickness of the ore body or specifica
tions for an underground structure. The opening 
width is selected in the same way as for single 
openings in massive elastic rock. Thus, the major 
design problem is the selection of pillar dimensions 
for proper support. If the rock contains some 
jointing at critical angles to the pillar height, 
both tributary theory and Coulomb failure criterion 
for rock with planes of weakness should be used for 
pillar design. When average stresses on planes of 
weakness are used in equation 11, safety factors of 
1.5 to 2.0 appear to give satisfactory results. 

and 

1 -
W +w 
o p 

(27) 

From the geometry of an array of rectangular 
rooms and pillars as shown in Figure 3a, the pillar 
area and total area are given by: 

emd 

W L 
P P 

\ = (W^+Wp) (W^+Lp) 

emd there fore , equations 21 and 22 become: 

(W +W )(W +L ) 

s = s - ^ - J e 2__£_ 
p V W_L_ 

and 

P P 

W L 
P P_ 

^ a . ~ ^ ~ (W +W ) (W •̂ L ) 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

Because experience has shown that tall, slim 
pillars tend to be unstable, I would recommend the 
Hp/Wp ratio be kept under 2. Considerable increase 
in strength can be obtained by decreasing this 
ratio to less than 1. This technique can be used 
to advantage for relatively thin ore bodies without 
sacrificing recovery. However, for thick ore bodies, 
the limitation of safe span widths results in loss 
of recovery as the H /W is decreased. 

Multiple Openings in Competent Laminated Elastic Rock 

Design techniques for multiple openings in 
laminated elastic rock are very similar to those 
presented previously. The height of pillars and 
openings are usually dictated by the ore body or 
construction specifications. Room widths or span 
lengths are determined by the same techniques as 
outlined for single openings in laminated elastic 
rock. Pillar dimensions are then designed as out
lined for multiple openings in massive elastic rock. 
The laboratory-determined compressive strength for 
the pillar rock should be a good weighted average of 
the various rock types in the pilleir. 

For an array of square rooms and pillars. Figure 3b, 
s 

2 

Wp = Lp and equations 30 emd 31 become: 

and 

' V " p ' 
W2 

(W +W P 
o p 

(32) 

(33) 

A comparison of equations 33 and 31 shows that for 
a constant W that a maximum R^ is obtained when 
Lp = W . Thus, for mining operations where maximum 
recovery is importemt, a square array of room and 
pillar layout should be used if possible. The only 

Design of Openings in Inelastic Rock 

Design techniques for inelastic rock formations 
follow the same general procedure as for elastic 
rock with the exception that long-term failure has 
to be taken into consideration. Thus, after making 
an elastic design, the laboratory creep data on 
modelled structures is used to estimate the creep 
rate and total deformation for long periods of time. 
Usually, equations 1 or 2 are satisfactory for 
making these estimates. If the limiting creep rate 
or deformation exceeds specifications, then the 
elastic design has to be modified to reduce the 
maximum or average stress in the structure so that 
limiting creep rates and deformations are within 
specifications. 
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FIELD EVALUATION OF DESIGNED UNDERGROUND OPENINGS 

Regardless of the techniques used to design 
underground openings, a field evaluation of the 
design should be made when access is first available. 
Instrumented studies of the behavior of rock struc
tures are needed to establish the validity of the 
design techniques and to determine the stability and 
safety of the underground openings. Much more 
research effort is needed on the subject of field 
evaluation of underground rock structures to improve 
our design techniques and to improve our ability to 
determine safe and stable underground structures. 
Good instrumentation and techniques are now avail
able for measuring stress, chemge in stress, defor
mation, creep, in situ rock properties and for 
detecting zones of instability. What is needed is 
more use of these instruments in underground 
studies. Table 4 lists some of the basic instrumen
tation needed for field evaluation studies. 

TABLE 4 

Basic Instrumentation for Evaluation Studies 

1. Borehole deformation gage 

2. Strain indicators 
3. Whittemore gage 
4. Vibrating-wire stress meters 
5. Rod extensometers 
6. Wire or tape extensometers 
7. Borescope or stratoscope 
8. Biaxial test chamber 
9. CSM cell 
10. Rock noise monitoring equipment 

When underground access is first available, the 
in situ stress field should be measured by the over-
coring technique at a number of locations to deter
mine the magnitude and direction of the principal 
stresses and their varieibility with location. If 
significant differences between the measured in situ 
stress field and the estimated stress field exist, 
then appropriate adjustments in design should be 
made. For single openings, the stress distribution 
in the rock around the opening should be determined. 
For multiple openings, the stress distribution in 
pillars emd roof rock should be determined. 

Additional physical property studies should be 
considered for rock samples from critical rock 
structures. Both laboratory and in situ techniques 
can be used. Instrumentation to measure change in 
stress and deformation with time should be installed 
in critical rock structures and the data correlated 
with the design considerations. Rock noise monitor
ing should be considered if instability problems 
are indicated (Blake, et al, 1974). 

For room and pillar layouts in laminated rock 
formations, experimental room studies should be 
conducted as soon as possible after access is 
available. The techniques for making these studies 
are illustrated in Figure 4 and have been described 
in the literature (Merrill, 1954; Merrill, 1957; 
Merrill and Morgan, 1958; Merrill, et al, 1961). 
The experimental room is started by meems of a 
small drift at the proposed roof horizon and double 
access to this room should be provided. The stress 
distribution in the roof rock should be measured by 

the stress-relief overcoring technique using a 
vertical upward hole. The surface stress at the 
roof horizon should be determined by means of the 
undercoring stress-relief technique. Instrumenta
tion should be installed at the center of the pro
posed experimental room to measure change in stress 
and strain in the immediate roof layer, sag in the 
immediate roof layer, and differential sag between 
upper roof layers. Vertical holes should be drilled 
for observing and measuring the separation between 
roof layers. Rock noise monitoring equipment should 
be used for safety reasons and to obtain information 
on the rock noise-stress level characteristics of 
the roof rock. After all the instrumentation is 
installed and initial readings have been established 
and shown to be stable with time, the original drift 
is widened in small increments. The data obtained 
after each increment of widening is correlated with 
the various design equations to determine the 
elastic constants of the roof rock and to evaluate 
the behavior and stability of the roof rock. 
Maximum span probeibly should not go beyond that 
which gives an estimated safety factor of 3 to 4. 
When good separations of the roof layers have been 
obtained throughout the experimental room, a final 
test for the in situ flexural strength of the roof 
layer can be made. 

The in situ flexural strength test is performed 
by cementing all holes in the roof layer and loading 
the ininediate roof with air pressure in the separa
tion between the roof layers. All instrumentation 
to be used should be made self-recording with 
remote controls. The air pressure should be 
increased in small increments (1 or 2 psi) and 
maintained constant for a period of time to allow 
equilibrium conditions to be established. The 
deflection and tensile stress at the center of the 
span for the combined loading by the air pressure 
P, gravity, and the horizontal stress -Oj^ are given 
by: 

4 4 
YL 

U = 
32Et 

PL 

32Et' 

and 

4t 4^2 h 

(34) 

(35) 

When the above test is carried to conplete roof 
failure, the in situ flexural strength of the roof 
rock is calculated from the maximum tensile stress 
equation given by: 

max 2t 2 h (36) 

I want to make one final comment regarding 
underground evaluation studies. The rock mechanics 
engineer should work closely with the blasting 
foreman or engineer and try to develop blasting 
techniques which minimize blasting fractures in 
pillars, roof rock and walls. Many structural 
instability problems in roof rock and pillars are a 
result of poor blasting practices. In general, 
blasting patterns for rapid and economic rock pro
duction are not compatible with the structural 
integrity of the surrounding rock. Correcting 
instability problems in rock structures can be more 
costly and time-consuming than the additional cost 
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and time for improved blasting patterns that mini
mize fractures in critical rock structures. 
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G-ROUNDWATER RES:TORATION FOR IN SITU SOLUTION MINING OF URANIUM 

Abstract. In situ solutiort mining of uranium has environ
mental advantages over conventional raining. The leaching of 
uranium, however/ alters the groundwater quality in the aquifer 
where the mining occurs. Currently, regulations require, that 
the groundwater be restored to approximately its original 
condition. 

This paperr a summary of a study funded by the Bureau of 
'Mines, reviews the state of the art in resto'rihg groundwater 
quality after in situ uranium leaching. Current restoration 
practices discussed include disposal of liquid wastes in deep 
disposal wells and evaporation ponds, producing frora all wells 
during restoration, and recirculating water purified in surface 
plants. Methods for predicting the effectiveness and cost 
of current techniques a.re presented. Possible alternative 
techniques are also described.. Two restoration operations are 
discussed.. 
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Int roduct ion 

In s i t u . leaching of uranium from m i n e r a l i z e d sandstone 
depos i t s i s rapidly developing into a major mining technique 
( see F igu re 1 ) . To be s u i t a b l e for in s i t u l each ing with 
present technology, a uranium deposi t should .be bounded above 
and below by impermeable s t r a t a , be below the. water t a b l e , and 
have s u f f i c i e n t permeability (preferably g r ea t e r than 5 da rc i e s ) . 
The groundwater flow ra te should not be so g rea t as to make the 
con t ro l of the flow pat tern of the leach l i x i v i a n t d i f f i c u l t . 

Advantages of in s i t u leaching include l e s s i n i t i a l cap i ta l 
i n v e s t m e n t , s h o r t e r s t a r t u p t i m e s , g r e a t e r s a f e t y , and l e s s 
labor than for other conventional mining ope ra t ions . In s i t u 
l e a c h i n g a l so reduces raany of t he haza rds of working in a 
uranium processing plant ( e .g . a i rborne radionucl ides frora dust , 
radon and i t s daughters) . Hence, smal le r , deeper, and lower 
grade ore bodies can be exploi ted . Environmentally a t t r a c t i v e 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s include minimal d is turbance of surface t e r ra in 
or surface waters , no mill t a i l i n g s p i l e s , and no large open 
p i t s . 

In s i t u l each ing a l so has env i ronmenta l d i s a d v a n t a g e s . 
Since the leaching a l t e r s a port ion of the aqu i fe r , the sur
rounding groundwater can become contamina ted by the leach 
so lu t ion escaping from the mining zone. The f ina l condition 
must be made s tab le with respect to the groundwater qua l i ty , 
changes in the aqu i fe r must be l o c a l i z e d , and l i m i t a t i o n s 
on the future use of water from the aquifer must be iden t i f ied . 

In s i t u s o l u t i o n raining a f f e c t s groundwater q u a l i t y by 
i n t r o d u c i n g contaminants i n to the groundwater from two raain 
sources and several minor sources . One raain source is frora the 
d i s s o l u t i o n of materials present in the mineral depos i t . These 
ma te r i a l s are insoluble prior to mining. Examples are ca rno t i t e 
containing uranium and vanadium; su l f i de minerals containing 
molybdenum, a r sen ic , i ron, c o b a l t , n i c k e l , and copper; and clays 
c o n t a i n i n g a lumina, s i l i c a , and vanadium. The second raain 
source of contaminants i s from the l i x i v i a n t employed in the 
uranium leaching process. Depending upon the solut ion employed,, 
ammonium, sodium, bicarbonate, or su l f a t e ions are introduced 
in to the groundwater. Chlorides a lso can enter the groundwater 
by way of the l i x i v i a n t if a ch lor ide brine i s used for resin 
e lu t ion in the uranium ext rac t ion process . 

Minor sou rces of con taminan ts i nc lude seepage from the 
surface of br ines in surface impoundments, in jec t ion of d r i l l i ng 
mud from the construction of we l l s , and seepage into the ground 
from leaks and s p i l l s in the operat ion of the uranium extract ion 
equ ipment . The capac i ty of the mined a q u i f e r to s u s t a i n 
contaminant l eve l s in the groundwater i s a s i gn i f i c an t factor in 
the r e s t o r a t i o n of groundwater q u a l i t y . 
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Because of the relatively few.groundwater restoration 
operations that have been undertaken, considerable uncertainty 
exists as to both the effectiveness and the costs. To assist 
mining companies in selecting a cost-effective restoration 
method and in improving the projection of restoration costs, the 
Bureau of Mines funded a study of these factors.(1) Those who 
would like the complete report should contact Daryl R. Tweeton, 
Research Physicist, at the Twin Cities Mining Research Center, 
P.O. Box 1660,- Twin Cities, Minnesota 55111, phone (612) 
725-3468. 

Geology of Uranium Deposits 

All presently developed in situ solution mining for uranium 
(commercial and pilot scale) is conducted in sandstone depo
sits.(2) A majority of these deposits are of the roll or 
roll-front type. The name denotes the general case in which the 
uranium has been deposited along an oxidation-reduction front in 
several configurations - i.e., crescent shaped along channel 
margins, tabular along permeability changes, elliptical or dish 
shaped within scour pockets. Finch (3) called these deposits 
"peneconcordant" in reference to the long dimension being nearly 
parallel to the gross stratification of the sedimentary host 
rock. In a survey of over 4,600 such deposits. Finch noted that 
the deposits are in sandstone lenses of stream origin. Although 
many formations are host to these deposits, in any raining 
district raost deposits are in only one or a few. stratigraphic 
units. 

The deposits are geologically and mineralogically similar. 
The ore is unoxidized with uraninite and coffinite being the 
principal ore rainerals. Vanadium oxides and silicates and 
some common copper sulfides are accessory minerals in many 
cases. Pyrite and marcasite are common. Minerals containing 
molybdenum, selenium, and chromium are commonly present but 
not abundant enough to be recognized visually.. 

Vanadium oxides and the two principal uranium minerals are 
oxidized readily and are converted to a soluble higher valence 
state. Where oxidized vanadium is available, the uranium is 
precipitated as carnotite or tyuyamunite, (uranium vanadates) 
that.are quite stable even under oxidizing conditions.. Thus, in 
vanadium-rich deposits, the mineralogy of oxidation zones is 
simple and there is little migration or enrichment of either 
uranium or vanadium. In low-vanadium deposits, uranium is 
mobilized and there is likely to be enrichment by reduction. 

All of the minerals mainly impregnate the sandstone, 
coating- sand grains and filling pore spaces. However, the 
minerals also replace the sand grains to a small extent. Locally 
they replace coalified fossil plants. 

ti-'-
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An e x t e n s i v e s tudy involving the t h e o r y of t h e formation 
of t a b u l a r d e p o s i t s in t h e C o l o r a d o P l a t e a u r e g i o n i m p l i e d 
t h a t t h e s e d e p o s i t s Were forme.d b'y g roundwaters moving along 
s a n d s t o n e h o s t beds and from which t h e o r e m i n e r a l s were 
p r e c i p i t a t e d in p o c k e t s of s t r o n g r e d u c i n g ' c a p a c i t y . ( 4 ) 
P o s s i b l e r e d u c i n g a g e n t s were s u g g e s t e d , i n c l u d i n g l o c a l l y 
abundant f o s s i l p l a n t s in the host rock , humic m a t e r i a l der ived 
from t h e s e f o s s i l s or in t roduced in a f l u i d s t a t e from other 
s o u r c e s , or H2S, e i t h e r genera ted by b a c t e r i a feeding on the 
f o s s i l p l a n t s or de r ived from o i l or n a t u r a l g a s . The t heo ry , 
however, g e n e r a l l y f a i l e d to exp la in the d i s t r i b u t i o n of these 
r e d u c t a n t s r e l a t i v e to the l o c a t i o n s of uranium d e p o s i t s . ( 5 ) In 
overv iew, s i n c e uranium d e p o s i t s for e x p l o i t a t i o n by in s i t u 
l e a c h i n g t e chn iques are s e l e c t e d for t h e i r a m e n a b i l i t y to the 
e x t r a c t i o n o p e r a t i o n , t h e r e i s no th ing i m p l i c i t in the s e l e c t i o n 
r e q u i r i n g a common g e n e s i s . 

Regu la t ions In f luenc ing R e s t o r a t i o n 

C o n t r o l l i n g r e g u l a t i o n s r e l a t i v e t o groundwater p r o t e c t i o n 
a r e provided in p a r t by t h r e e main Fede ra l l aws , as fo l lows : (6 ) 

1. The Federa l Water P o l l u t i o n Cont ro l Act Amendments of 1972 
(FWPCAA), P .L . 92-500. 

2 . The Safe Drinking Water Act of 1974 (SDWA), P .L . 93-523. 

3 . The Resource Conservat ion and Recovery Act of 1976 (RCRA), 
P .L . 94-580. 

Other laws a f f e c t i n g groundwater c o n t r o l but to a l e s s e r 
degree a r e : 

1. The So l id Waste Disposal Act of 1965 (SWDA) , P .L . 89-272 

2 . . The Na t iona l Environraental P o l i c y Act of 1969 (NEPA), P.L. 
91-190. 

3 . The T o x i c S u b s t a n c e C o n t r o l Act of 1978 (TSCA) , P .L . 
94-469. 

The Federa l Water P o l l u t i o n Cont ro l Act.Amendraents provide 
the o v e r a l l S t a t e and area coverage i d e n t i f i c a t i o n , manageraent, 
t r e a t m e n t , and c o n t r o l through v a r i o u s pe rmi t programs of the 
N a t i o n ' s w a t e r s , p r i m a r i l y su r f ace w a t e r s . Groundwater p ro tec 
t i o n i s not thoroughly covered , but p r o v i s i o n s for well permits 
and p r o t e c t i o n from sewage e f f l u e n t d i s p o s a l a r e p rovided . The 
FWPCAA does not cover the d i s c h a r g e of con taminan t s to ground
w a t e r ' from s u r f a c e impoundments , s o l i d - w a s t e p i l e s , s e p t i c 
sy s t ems , or d i s p o s a l w e l l s . 

The Safe Drinking Water Act p r o v i d e s p r o t e c t i o n of ground
water on a Federa l and S t a t e c o o p e r a t i v e b a s i s for deep-well 
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injection of liquid wastes, secondary recovery of subsurface 
solutions, and engineered wells. The SDWA was passed primarily 
to provide minimum protection of underground drinking water 
supplies from well injection practices.(7) The Act stipulates 
that the States are to exercise primary responsibility for the 
protection of groundwaters and to establish a permit authoriza
tion system towards that goal. However, the Act is limited to 
those areas where public water supply systems have at least 15 
service connections or are serving a miniraura of 25 persons.(8) 
Sorae States have complied with the Act or are in the process of 
compliance to varying degrees. Since each State has somewhat 
different hydrogeologic, climatologic, and population density 
conditions, laws vary accordingly. Even though most raining 
areas are somewhat remote from major population centers, especi
ally in the Western United States, the laws apply to mining and 
other small communities or -in areas where potential public 
groundwater resources exist. A potential groundwater source for 
public consumption is. defined generally as having a quality of 
less than 10,000 mg/l total dissolved solids (TDS) and being of 
sufficient yield to sustain a constant adequate supply. 

The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, although not 
fully established until regulations are finalized, provides for 
protection and control of seepage to groundwater from surface 
impoundments and solid-waste dumps. Again, the law stipulates 
control and evaluation by the States. 

The Solid Waste Disposal Act contains no specific reference 
to groundwater, but guidelines developed under the Act provide 
for groundwater protection from surface drainage and activi
ties. (8) Site development plans must consider the potential 
impact on groundwaters but are limited to Federal agency opera
tions only. 

The National Environmental Policy Act requires Federal 
agencies to prepare environmerital impact statements (EIS's) for 
all major actions and operations involving Federal lands or 
funds. The Toxic Substance Control Act is concerned primarily 
with safe disposal of some 160 waste elements or compounds that 
have been deemed toxic to man and the environment. 

Description of Restoration Methods 

The groundwater restoration problem is concerned with 
the cleanup after the mining operation of undesired soluble 
materials.. To accomplish this cleanup, many of the methods 
developed for domestic and industrial water treatment can be 
considered. In addition, many techniques for the treatraent of 
industrial effluents have been researched and developed to meet 
recent environmental protection regulations. 

A restoration plan can involve the application of several 
methods of treatment. Figure 2 shows a convenient classifica-
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tion system for restoration ' systems. The variety of methods 
that can be considered to make, up. a system is shown in Figure 
3. The most important of the methods are discussed below. 
Additional details and descriptions of the remaining raethods are 
given in the final report(l) of the study on which this paper is 
based. To evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of a 
complete restoration plan, the methods of treatment employed 
must be understood. 

In Situ Methods 

In situ methods are characterized by the groundwater 
restoration taking place within the confines of the contaminated 
aquifer. Objectionable materials initially soluble in the 
groundwater are precipitated or otherwise lodged in the aqui-

matrix. Natural physiochemical actions involving 
neutralization, precipitation, and adsorption 
purify the groundwater. Surface treatment of the 
(equalization, chemical additions, suspended 

might be conducted to enhance the natural 
Included under in situ restoration methods 

fer's solid 
reduction, 
cleanse and 
g roundwater 
solid removal, etc.) 
restoration action. 
are bacterial and chemical precipitation. Bacterial precipita
tion involves the inoculation of the aquifer and the injection 
of nutriments for the purpose of purifying the water by biologi
cal means. An exaraple of chemical precipitation is the injec
tion of hydrogen sulfide for the purpose of transforming soluble 
contaminants to insoluble, reduced form. The injection of 
bacteria or hydrogen sulfide has -not been used successfully to 
aid restoration. However, it is believed that bacteria and 
hydrogen sulfide can be effective in restoring conditions. 
Bacteria and hydrogen sulfide can occur naturally at some 
sites. 

In situ restoration processes have two important advantages 
over processes that require removal of contaminants from th? 
leached aquifer: 

1. Cost savings are substantial and system complexity i.'G 
significantly reduced if separation and purification 
processes and external waste disposal do not need to bs 
employed. If production and recharge of solution are also 
eliminated or minimized, an additional cost reduction 
occurs. 

2. Objectionable materials are deposited in situ, remote from 
the environmentally sensitive land-surface zone. Since 
the wastes are handled less, processing exposure is reduced 
and waste spills are less frequent. The possible future 
dispersion of objectionable materials on the land surface 
is also less likely. 

The use of in situ restoration processes fall into three 
different modes of application: (a) as a principal method of 
improving the groundwater quality, (b) as a follow-up method 
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after other restoration efforts, and (c) as a groundwater 
stabilization method following the decommissioning of the mining 
site. 

Natural restoration processes are the physiochemical 
actions that take place within the contaminated aquifer by 
natural means and without external influence. It is possible 
that natural restoration will limit the spread of pollutants so 
effectively that it can be the primary restoration method. At 
this time, however, regulatory agencies do not allow natural 
restoration processes alone to constitute a restoration plan. 

Factors that contribute to natural restoration include 

1. Heavy metals will be precipitated as reducing agents are 
restored by natural processes after leaching, when oxidant, 
is no longer being injected. 

2. Heavy metals will be adsorbed on silicates, quartz, and 
feldspars. 

3. Ammonium ions will be strongly adsorbed on clays. 

4. Major ions such as Ca"'"''" and SO4'' will be adsorbed on 
clays. 

The potential advantages and the underlying factors 
involved in natural restoration are discussed in detail by Buma, 
et al.(9) 

Surface Separation Methods 

A direct approach for the removal of detrimental concentra
tions of materials from groundwater is to employ a separation 
process aboveground. The' restoration effort consists of 
pumping contaminated groundwater from production wells, sepa
rating objectionable components into a concentrated liquid 
or slurry waste stream, ahd recharging the aquifer with the 
purified product water. Displacement of contaminated water with 
purified water within the aquifer restores the water quality. 
The product water is conditioned to avoid plugging the bore 
holes of the injection wells. For the separation step, extrac
tion and solid-liquid separation are used. The raain advantage 
of aboveground separation over in situ precipitation is the 
commercial availability of the treatment equipment. A major 
disadvantage is the problem of disposal of the waste stream. 

Reverse Osraosis(lO) : Reverse osmosis is a water purification 
technology which has drawn extensive interest since the early 
sixties. This methodology has been previously equated with 
the production of potable water from brackish sources. A 
significant expansion of industrial reverse osmosis applications 
has occurred within the last 4 years such that the cost effec-
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t i v e n e s s of r e v e r s e o s m o s i s t e c h n o l o g y has been r e a l i z e d J.n 
the i n d u s t r i a l s e c t o r . 

Reverse osmosis i s a p h y s i c a l means of s e p a r a t i n g d i s s o l v e d 
i o n s from an a q u e o u s s t r e a m ( s e e F i g u r e 4 ) . T h i s t r e a t m e n t 
t e c h n o l o g y u s e s an e x t e r n a l l y a p p l i e d p r e s s u r e in e x c e s s of 
t h e s o l u t i o n ' s i n h e r e n t o s m o t i c p r e s s u r e to f o r c e w a t e r t o 
p a s s t h rough a s e m i p e r m e a b l e membrane w h i l e t h e d i s s o l v e d 
i o n s a r e r e j e c t e d o r n o t a l l o w e d t o c r o s s t h i s b a r r i e r . A 
s o l u t i o n ' s i n h e r e n t osmot ic p r e s s u r e i s a funct ion of t h e type 
of c o n s t i t u e n t s , t h e i o n i c c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of t h e d i s s o l v e d 
s o l i d s , and t h e r e l a t i v e and a b s o l u t e c o n c e n t r a t i o n s of t h e 
s o l u t e s . ( 1 1 ) With regard to the l i q u o r s commonly, encountered 
in r e s t o r a t i o n p r o j e c t s , a u s e f u l r u l e of thumb i s t h a t t h e 
l e v e l of 1000 m g / l a s d i s s o l v e d i o n s , o r a c o n d u c t i v i t y of 
1250 mhos/cm a t ll'^'E equa l s approx imate ly 10 p s i of app l i ed 
p r e s s u r e . 

1000 mg/l s 1250 mhos/cm = 10 p s i 

I nco rpo ra t i ng the r e l a t i o n s h i p of d i s s o l v e d ions ve rsus 
o s m o t i c p r e s s u r e , a s i m p l i f i e d r e l a t i o n s h i p of w a t e r f l u x 
and s a l t f l u x a s d e f i n e d by Mer t en (12 ) i s d e l i n e a t e d in the 
fol lowing e q u a t i o n s : 

Q„ = A ( AP - An ) 

Qs = B ( ^C) 

where 

Qw 

A . 

AP 

A n • 

.. Qs 

B 

AC 

water f lux 

membrane wa te r permeat ion c o e f f i c i e n t 

d i f f e r e n c e of a p p l i e d p r e s s u r e (P]_-P2 in F igure 4) 

d i f f e r e n c e of osmot ic p r e s s u r e 

s a l t f lux 

membrane s a l t permeat ion c o e f f i c i e n t 

d i f f e r e n t i a l of s a l t c o n c e n t r a t i o n s 

These equa t ions i n d i c a t e the flow of p u r i f i e d water w i l l 
i n c r e a s e as the high p r e s s u r e . P i , i s i n c r e a s e d , but the s a l t 
f lux w i l l not i n c r e a s e d i r e c t l y with p r e s s u r e . With s u f f i c i e n t 
p r e s s u r e , the bulk of t h e d i s s o l v e d ions in the feedwater w i l l 
be concen t ra t ed in the e f f l u e n t b r i n e . 

The bas ic impor tance of r e v e r s e osmosis in the r e s t o r a t i o n 
of in s i t u uranium l e a c h i n g o p e r a t i o n s i s the a b i l i t y of t h i s 
t e c h n o l o g y to remove v a r i o u s d i s s o l v e d i n o r g a n i c a n i o n i c , 
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c a t i o n i c , and n e u t r a l con taminan t s , the p r e sen t of which 
r e su l t s frora the solut ion raining a c t i v i t i e s . The reraoval of 
ions i s a function of the membrane and the applied pressure iipon 
the membrane. The purified water obtained by reverse osmosis 
tha t was drawn from the production wells i s u t i l i z ed as aquifer 
recharge via inject ion wells.(13) 

The cap i t a l costs re la ted to the procurement of r e s to ra 
t ion-type reverse osmosis systems are included in Table 1. The 
economics delineated r e f l ec t actual f ie ld systems and exper
i ence . All c o s t s a r e s e t a t mid-1978 p r i c e s . The s i z e s of 
the systeras range frora 10,000 to 1,000,000 gpd. These reverse 
osraosis u n i t s i n c o r p o r a t e a f l e x i b l e mechanical des ign to 
maximize water recovery, per t inent instrumentation to monitor 
water qual i ty and flow, a design to minimize merabrane fouling 
and s c a l i n g , the use of a n t i - s e a l a n t s , pH c o n t r o l and moni
to r ing , and a membrane cleaning system. These uni ts are skid 
mounted and r e q u i r e only power and piping hook-ups . These 
pr ices do not include s i t e engineering fees nor freight c o s t s . A 
del ineat ion of budget estimates for complete r e s to ra t ion pack
ages is also indicated in Table 1. The packages are complete 
and are modular so that s i t e erect ion i s a matter of intercon
necting various components. These pr ices do not include i n s t a l 
l a t i o n . 

The operating costs associated with a reverse osmosis in 
s i t u r e s t o r a t i o n p r o j e c t c o n s i s t of power c o s t s , o p e r a t i o n , 
main tenance , and chera ica ls , A raonetary assessment of t hese 
various parameters i s shown in Table 1, The cost assumptions 
are power at 2.5 cents per kWhr, merabrane replaceraents required 
at a r a t e of 50 percent per 3 years , and a raaintenance requi re
ment from past experience. The maintenance and material cost of 
producing r eve r se osmosis water ranges from 1.24 per 1000 
gal lons produced at a production ra te of 200,000 gpd to .99 per 
1000 gallons produced at ra te of 1,000,000 gpd. This estimate is 
based on labor and supervision for round-the-clock and round-
the-week o p e r a t i o n with the r eve r se osmosis un i t s e t up and 
producing at ful l capacity for 300 days a year. 

E l e c t r o d i a l y s i s : In wa te r , s a l t s and mine ra l s d i s s o l v e to 
produce c a t i o n s and a n i o n s . In the e l e c t r o d i a l y s i s process 
(see Figure 5),. water flows between a l t e rna te ly placed cat ion-
permeable (C) and anion-permeable (A) membranes. The stack of 
membranes is placed in a DC e l e c t r i c f i e l d . The e l e c t r i c f ie ld 
pul ls cat ions such as Na"̂  through one merabrane and anions, such 
as Cl" through the- o ther in to the waste s t reams flowing in 
a l t e rna t e compartments..-

-

Electrodialysis separation processes can be viewed as 
a combination of the mechanisms of reverse osmosis and ion 
exchange. Material diffuses through a membrane as in reverse 
osmosis. Ionic charges are transported as in ion exchange. In 
all these processes, particles of ionic size are separated.(13) 
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In a typical equipment design, membranes, spacers, and 
electrodes are stacked, and held, together by end plates much like 
a plate-and-frame. filter. Spacing is usually about 0.1 inch 
and spacers are arranged to provide a tortuous flow path. 
Stacks range frora 0.5 to 2400 ra^ of membrane area. A large 
stack can desalt 150 gpm at 20 to 50-percent salt removal. 
Practical systems utilize from two to six stages.(14) 

Cost estimates comparing electrodialysis treatment with 
reverse osraosis treatment generally show electrodialysis to be 
20 to 40 percent more expensive (estimates made by Ford, Bacon & 
Davis, Inc. staff). A cost estimate solicited from a supplier 
of electrodialysiSjequipment indicates a total operating cost of 
$2 to $3aae per^gallonS The supplier points out the need for 
batch processing, nonstandard units, and custom design. These 
features would be unfavorable for the application of electo-
dialysis in groundwater restoration. 

Distillation: Distillation processes are widely used commercial 
methods of treating saline and brackish waters, including acid 
mine drainage, to produce a product water suitable for potable 
or industrial consumption. Because of its widespread use, 
distillation technology is well developed and well tested. Six 
categories of distillation processes for operating plants are 
listed in Table 2,(15) The multistage flash (MSF) process is 
probably the best developed and most widely used and preferred 
^f v̂,„ categories listed. It could be applied in a groundwate.r 
restoration operation as a separation process for producing a 

would be recharged to the well field. The MS.F 
based on the premise that water boils at a lower 
as it is subjected to a progressively lower pres-= 
contaminated feed solution is heated and injected 

a chamber where the reduced pressure causes part of thw 
solution to "flash" frora liquid to vapor. The vapor rises in 
the charaber and condenses on cold tubes. The condensate is 
collected in a separator as a product water. Dissolved raaterial 
remains behind in the liquid phase and is termed "brine." Tho 
brine flows to the next chamber, where the pressure is lowei' 
than in the first, and is again "flashed." The process i ;5 
repeated several times. As brine leaves the final chamber, it 
is used to heat the incoming feed solution. 

of the 

water t h a t 
p rocess i s 
temperature 
s u r e . The 
into 

I 
I 
t 

Few published data are available on costs of distilling 
water of restoration quality at the flow rates considered in 
this report (<1 million gallons per day (MOD)). A Westinghouse 
study for treating acid mine water at 5 MGD with an MSF system 
indicates an operating cost of $4.42 per 1000 gallon of product 
water.(16) This operating cost does not include amortized 
capital. In general, distillation treatment will be 4 to 5 
times as expensive as reverse osmosis treatment. Recent, rapid 
changes in prices for fuels and materials for heat exchangers 
make projections of distillation costs unreliable.. . However, 
these price increases give a cost advantage to reverse osmosis, 
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a process 
of fue l . 

tha t does not require heat t ransfer or large amounts 

Ion Exchange; For the treatment of waste l i quo r s , ion-exchange 
methods can be divided into three categories depending on the 
func t ion of p r o c e s s . F i r s t a re the t echn iques fo r reducing 
t h e amount of m a t e r i a l d i s s o l v e d in the t r e a t e d l i q u o r . 
This o p e r a t i o n i s commonly r e f e r r e d to as d e i o n i z a t i o n or 
d e m i n e r a l i z a t i o n , ( 1 7 , 1 8 ) Second are methods of e x t r a c t i n g 
s p e c i f i c m a t e r i a l s from the l i q u o r . The t h i r d ca tegory of 
ion-exchange methods i s used for changing the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s 
of water. The most common of these methods i s water soften
ing, (18) The main feature of water softening is the replacement 
of calcium ions o r ig ina l ly dissolved in the water with sodium 
ions , which r e su l t s in a reduction in water hardness. 

Ion-exchange d e i o n i z a t i o n i s a widely used t e c h n i q u e . 
Normally, the treatment for t h i s purpose is l imited to waters of 
l e s s than 500 ppm t o t a l dissolved s o l i d s , as regenerant costs 
increase proport ionately to the to t a l -d i s so lved-so l id l eve l , A 
comprehensive evaluation by the staff at Dow Chemical U,S,A,(19) 
r e p o r t s t h a t a t 350 ppm TDS (expressed as CaC03) chemical 
c o s t s for ion exchange exceed opera t ing c o s t s for r eve r se 
osmosis , i n d i c a t i n g t h a t convent iona l d e i o n i z a t i o n cannot 
compete with membrane and d i s t i l l a t i o n processes a t levels above 
350 ppm. 

Several systems for ion-exchange deionizat ion have been 
researched and developed , (20) Of t h e s e , the Desal process 
developed by Dr, Robert Kunin and his associa tes a t the Rohm 
and Haas Co., has very good p o t e n t i a l . (21,22) Two other sys
tems, the Sul-bi-Sul process developed by Nalco Chemical Co. and 
the Sirotherm process developed by Dr. D.E, Weiss and h i s 
coworkers in Aust ra l ia , are well worth considera t ion. These 
systems a re c u r r e n t l y under development and not ready for 
commercial appl ica t ion . The Desal* process i s fur thest along in 
development with some p i l o t plant operation,(22) This system i s 
a good example of the l a t e s t ion-exchange deionizat ion processes 
for brackish-water treatment (see Figure 6 ) . 

A modified, basic Desal process was evaluated for t rea t ing 
acid mine water. Costs were estimated at $0,50 per 1000 gallon 
of feed. The modified operation employs the bicarbonate cycle to 
a lka l i fy the acid mine water. Reg^era t ion is with ammonium 
hydroxide, an carbonation is with dissolved CO2." The product 
water is aera ted, lime-softened and c l a r i f i e d . The cost for a 
complete desa l ina t ion of the water could run from 2 to 5 times 
t h a t , of r e v e r s e osmosis t r ea t r aen t . For ranking purposes a 
factor of 3 i s used in t h i s paper. 

yv.. ;•; ,, 

. « 

•Reference to specific equipment (or trade names or manufac
turers) is made for identification only and does not imply 
endorsement by the Bureau of Mines, 
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Foam Separation Technique: Foam separation (23,24) is not cur
rently being applied to purifyi,ng water from in situ leaching. 
However, it has the potential to aid in removing trace amounts 
of heavy metals, one of the raore difficult unit operations in 
groundwater restoration. Foam fractionation is the process 
in which surfactant additions to the aqueous solution to be 
treated form a stable foam upon sparging with a gas. Dis
solved raetal values or other pollutants can interact with 
the surfactant and are then collected at the gas-liquid inter
face and removed from the system as a foam (see Figure 7), 
Several authors have examined the design variables and relation
ships between column dimension and extraction rates for foam and 
bubble columns.(23) 

Foam columns have several disadvantages when treating large 
volumes of solution. One is that the throughput is limited by 
the foam drainage rate, and another is foam stability. To 
assure adequate removal of the contaminates, the column diameter 
raust be increased to make the cross-sectional flowrate low 
enough for sufficient contact time. 

Freeze Separation; Though water purification by freezing has 
not been applied to in situ leaching, the process is claimed to 
have the potential for low costs, high water recovery, and 
effective contaminant rejection. This assessment is backed by 
the following attributes of a freezing process:(25)' 

1. Very low 
surfaces. 

susceptibility to"' scaling of heat transfe.sf 

2. Low sensitivity to concentration and nature of feed brine. 

3. Low heat transfer requirements (1/6 of distillation 
processes). 

4. _ Corrosion is minimized by low temperatures. 

5. Negligible pretreatment is required. 

The basis of a freeze separation process is the principle 
that when ice is frozen from an aqueous solution of inorganic 
salts, the ice is a distinct and purer phase of water. The ice 
excludes most of the salts from its crystal structure. Since 
144 Btu of heat are associated with each pound of ice frozen, 
heat transfer is a requirement. This is fundamental for 
freezing processes (see Figure 8). 

, • 

•S)i. 

Costs for 
as being 20 to 
t r ea tmen t for 
for high flow 
I n c . , s ta f f ) . 

f reeze-separa t ion treatment have been estimated 
40 percent g rea te r than cos ts for reverse osmosis 
small flow r a t e s , and 20 to 40 p e r c e n t l e s s 
r a t e s ( e s t i m a t e s made by Ford,. Bacon & Davis , 
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Ultimate Disposal Methods 

The ultimate disposal of the waste is a major element of 
any system. The method selected dictates to a significant 
degree the type and extent of solution and sludge treatment. In 
addition, the ultimate disposal process is a major cost item. 

Deep-Well Disposal Process; Deep-well disposal (see Figure 9) 
is an ultimate disposal technique for aqueous wastes. Talbot 
and Beardon(26,27) indicate that deep-well disposal can be an 
efficient and inexpensive means of eliminating wastes from the 
biosphere. A properly designed well installed in a suitable 
geologic formation can provide permanent storage of groundwater 
of objectionable quality. In addition, if the constituents of 
the waste are adsorbed on the formation matrix or chemical 
reactions form harmless products, the waste disposal problem 
has a permanent solution.(28) 

For deep-well disposal, the aqueous waste is injected 
either by gravity feed or under pump pressure via a vertical 
borehole into a deep, permeable and porous lithologic stratum. 
Injection is accomplished with the resulting displacement and 
compaction of the material in and around the host aquifer. The 
waste is injected with the intent of permanent isolation 
from any usable water supplies. 

Papers by Warner and Orcutt (24), Donaldson (30), Koening 
(31), and Reeder(32) indicate that over" 300 industrial waste 
water injection wells in 25 States have been constructed. 
A little over half of these wells are in o.peration, • The depth 
of existing waste injection wells ranges from 1000 to 12,000 
feet with most in the range of 1000 to 6000 feet. Of these 
wells, 95 percent inject less than 400 gpm with an average 
wellhead pressure of less than 1500 psi. Almost all of these 
wells are completed in unconsolidated sand, sandstone, or 
carbonate zones. 

The wastes injected include acids, caustics, and solutions 
of inorganic salts. Examples of disposal of waste solutions 
sirailar to that from an in situ uranium leaching operation can 
be found in Lynn's report(33) for uranium mills in New Mexico, 
in Schicht's report(34) for brines from desalination processes, 
and in Union Carbide's permit for the Palangana Dome uranium 
plant.(35) Many other effective deep well disposal systems for 
industrial wastes have been reported.(36,37) 

A typical flow scheme for a deep well disposal system would 
include the equipment required to concentrate and condition the 
waste stream for injection and equipment to transport the 
waste solution from the mining site to the injection well. 
Details for the injection well design are given in Figure 10. A 
typical arrangement of casing strings, injection tube, and 
wellhead is shown. 

•.f.i 
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A major advantage of deep-well disposal over surface 
disposal methods is that the objectionable waste solution is 
completely removed from the environmentally sensitive biosphere. 

Deep-well disposal systems are limited to solutions with 
low suspended solids and low turbidity, to prevent plugging of 
the injection zone. Requirements for filtering or settling 
solid from the waste stream before injection would significantly 
increase the complexity and cost of the disposal system. 
Provisions for solid waste disposal would also be necessary. 
Deep-well disposal is limited to waste solutions that will not 
plug the injection zone by the precipitation of solids in 
reactions between the waste, the solutions, and the matrix of 
the host aquifer. In some cases, precipitation can be prevented 
or reduced by adjusting pH or adding retardants, such as sodium 
hexametaphosphate for calcium sulfate.. 

Injection rates for a deep-well disposal system can be 
restricted either by the hydrogeologic properties of the 
injection zone or by regulatory requirements. The average 
continuous rate of 60 percent of the industrial waste injection 
wells surveyed by Warner and Orcutt(29) was less than 100 gpm. 
Regulatory requirements for maximum injection rates have 
been set at 200 gpm in some cases.(35,37) 

In most Western States, deep disposal wells are frequently 
regulated through associated pollution control, environmental 
protection, or health agencies. Of those States with specific 
regulations^ Texas adopted injection well laws in 1961 and 
amended these laws in 1969, The instructions and forms required 
by Texas law are good examples of typical State regulations. 
These are available from the Texas Department of Water Resources 
in Austin, Colorado adopted rules and regulations for subsur
face disposal in 1970, California and Idaho have less detailed 
but specific regulations, and Washington restricts permits to 
only extreme circumstances.(6,38) 

The Federal Government via the U.S. Environmental Protec
tion Agency is involved with deep-well disposal regulations 
through the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 
1972 and the Safe Drinking Water Act of 1974. Hall(38) reports 
that the applicable regulatory provision of the Federal Water 
Pollution Control Act is for a federally approved State program 
requiring a qualifying authority to issue permits to control the 
disposal of pollutants into wells. The thrust of the Safe 
Drinking Water Act is to minimize or prevent threats to public 
health from underground drinking water sources contaminated by 
man's activities.(6). EPA policies pertaining to deep well 
disposal laws are presently being formulated and revised. 

Summaries of the capital and operating costs are presented 
in Tables 3 and 4. Costs are calculated for variations of each 
of the primary factors affecting a disposal well as reported by 
Koening(39), such as injection rate, well depth, and drilling 

' • ; • • • 
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d i f f i c u l t y ( i . e . , rock t ype ) . The expenditures included in the 
c o s t c a l c u l a t i o n s a re those most l i k e l y for a p l a n t meeting 
optimum des ign r equ i r emen t s . The c o s t s eva lua ted a re for a 
plant located in the Southwest or Rocky Mountain a r ea s . 

The o p e r a t i n g cos t e s t ima te i s d iv ided in to the d i r e c t 
c o s t s of power, chera ica l s , ope ra t i ng and raaintenance, and a 
concluding summary of operating costs tha t includes overhead 
expenses and fixed charges. Power costs are calculated for an 
average wellhead pressure of 260 psi as determined by Koenig(31) 
in a survey of 124 in jec t ion well opera t ions . Flow ra te i s the 
major f a c t o r for power c o s t s . Chemical c o s t s inc lude acid 
addit ion for pH adjustment, polyphosphate addit ion to retard 
calcium su l fa te deposit ion in the inject ion zone, and copper 
su l fa te addit ion to control bacter ia and fungi, growth. Chemical 
addi t ions are proportional to waste solut ion flow r a t e . 

Solar Evaporation Ponds: The solar evaporation pond disposal 
process provides disposal of waste solut ions generated during 
the groundwater r e s t o r a t i o n phase . The process , c o n s i s t s of 
s o i a r evapora t ion for the purpose of reducing the volume of 
was tewate r , followed by impoundment of the s ludge r e s i d u e . 
Precautions are taken during pond construction and during the 
f inal so l ids disposal to insure safe , perpetual storage of any 
harmful po l lu tan t s a t a miniraura cos t . These precautions include 
r e s t r i c t i n g the raoisture raigration at the impoundment s i t e by 
construct ion of drainage trenches and the use of impermeable 
l in ings above and below the contained solid waste (see Figure 
11), 

The system components shown are the pump and pipel ine for 
t ranspor t ing waste solut ion frora the raining s i t e to the disposal 
s i t e , the se r i e s of solar evaporation ponds on a leveled s i t e , 
and the raonitor wells used to detect system leaks . Ponds are 
constructed with a large surface area and a shallow depth to 
maximize evaporat ion. Shallow depth is reported to increase 
evaporation ra tes . (40) However, due to the nonuniformity of the 
pond bottoms, a miniraum average depth i s required for complete 
solut ion coverage and maximum evaporation. Dikes and spillways 
a r e provided between ponds to allow p o s i t i o n i n g the pond 
with respect to the t e r ra in of the selected s i t e . Pond s i t e 
se lec t ion i s of major importance in determining the costs and 
o p e r a t i n g d i f f i c u l t i e s of a l a r g e evapora t ion pond system. 

Fac to r s in f luenc ing the s e l e c t i o n and c o n s t r u c t i o n of 
a l eve led pond s i t e would inc lude land c o s t s , excavat ion 
requirements, future land use, and the locat ion of avai lable 
pond s i t e s near the raining operat ion. 

Eva lua t ion of the d i s p o s a l c a p a c i t y of an evapora t ion 
pond system e n t a i l s considerat ion of the average fresh water 
evapora t ion r a t e s a t the pond s i t e , average l o c a l r a i n f a l l , 
va r i a t ions in evaporation ra tes and r a i n f a l l , and the effect 
of brine concentration on evaporation r a t e s . 

I l l 
III 
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Summaries of cap i t a l . and operating costs for solar evapora
t i o n are l i s t e d in Table 5, '*'The systems eva lua t ed r e c e i v e 
s o l u t i o n d i r e c t l y frora t he mining s i t e or the b r i n e from a 
s e p a r a t i o n p r o c e s s . A s e p a r a t i o n process would reduce the 
volume of the waste s t ream and thus reduce the s i z e of the 
evaporation ponds. After the waste is reduced to a sludge by 
s o l a r e v a p o r a t i o n , u l t i m a t e d i s p o s a l a t the pond s i t e could 
be by backf i l l ing and s ea l i ng . The costs for t h i s method of 
ult imate disposal are included in the es t imate . To evaluate 
nominal costs s u i t a b l e for in s i t u solut ion raining, se l ec t ion 
of a pond s i t e with an i n i t i a l grade of 1 percent i s assumed. 
Pond sealing is accomplished with 10-mil PVC l in ing or equiva
l e n t . Costs change for v a r i a t i o n of the system capaci ty 
(specified as volumetric feed rate) and for the net evaporation 
rate a t the pond s i t e . 

The f ixed cha rges domina te , as would be expected for 
systems r e q u i r i n g e x t e n s i v e excava t ion and l i t t l e o p e r a t i n g 
labor . Expenses a re roughly inversely proport ional to the net 
evaporation ra te a t the s i t e . These r e su l t s are mainly due to 
the dominance of cons t ruc t ion cos t s tha t are d i r e c t l y r e l a t ed to 
pond area. The pond area in turn r e l a t e s d i r e c t l y to system 
capacity and inverse ly to net evaporation.. 

Solid-Waste Disposal 

A s o l i d - w a s t e d i s p o s a l system i s r equ i r ed to c o l l e c t , 
s t o r e , t r e a t , handle , t r a n s p o r t , p lace , and secure the o b j e c 
t ionable mater ia l s generated by any re s to ra t ion methods employ
ing a p rocess t h a t g e n e r a t e s a s o l i d phase . This s e r i e s of 
processing s teps i s conducted to insure that the impact on the 
surrounding environment i s minimized. 

Many f a c t o r s i n f l u e n c e the e v a l u a t i o n of a s o l i d - w a s t e 
disposal scheme (see Figure 12) . The s i t e and system qua l i 
f i ca t ions are determined by the needs of protect ing the environ
ment and insuring public safety-. Both short-term and long-term 
object ives must be assessed . Short-term objec t ives deal wit.b 
the per iod dur ing c o n t r o l l e d a c t i v i t i e s a t the s i t e . Thes.'^ 
a c t i v i t i e s i n c l u d e the f i l l i n g and c lo s ing of the s i t e and 

survei l lance a f t e r c l o s u r e . Long-term object ives are concerned 
with the per iod a f t e r c o n t r o l l e d a c t i v i t i e s have s topped . 

Considering 
of a waste 
the mining 
$60 to $110 

requirements 

Ranking of Restorat ion Methods 

For the purposes of ranking the res to ra t ion a l t e r n a t i v e s , 
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the results of each treatment assessment conducted in earlier' 
sections of this paper are quantified for capital and operating 
costs, processing effectiveness, and system developraent. The 
evaluation is listed in Table 6. For exaraple, the treatment cost 
for reverse osmosis is roughly $0.99 per 1000 gallons of feed 
solution treated at 1 million galons per day. 

The following conclusions are drawn as a result of ranking 
restoration alternatives: 

The most cost-effective alternatives are those employing 
the least complex procedures. It is evident that passive 
or" recirculating systems have the highest ranking. 
However, the effectiveness of these simpler procedures 
for groundwater quali.ty improvement is rated as low qr 
incomplete for the control of a typical leaching lixiviant 
of inorganic salts. 

Highly ranked alternatives are of the sweeping type. The 
first is sweeping with deep-well injection. The second, at 
the same ranking value, is sweeping with solar-evaporation-
pond disposal. The direct disposal of the contaminated 
lixiviant pumped frora the aquifer has the raarked advantage 
of eliminating the costs of a separation process. Also, 
the complete disposal of the lixiviant gives such systems a 
high effectiveness for removal of all contarainants over a 
wide range of feed conditions. Bo.th techniques of waste 
disposal of liquids are well developed.. Differentiation 
between these two alternatives requires specific site 
information. 

Of the generally applicable alternatives that involve the 
separation and recharging of purified water, sequences 
employing reverse osmosis and electrodialysis are highly 
ranked. For reverse osmosis and electrodialysis, lime or 
lime-soda pretreatment is a requirement to prevent fouling 
of the membrane separation process. Both reverse osmosis 
and electrodialysis are highly effective methods of re
moving ionic ligands not precipitated in the pretreatment. 

Restoration Examples 

A discussion of restoration examples is included to 
provide an overview of restoration techniques for particular 
properties. Techniques that are currently used or are proposed 
for use to restore well fields include pumping of selected well 
fields, and pumping of selected well fields with treatment 
before the water is recirculated or dilution with added natural 
groundwater from other wells. Most of the current experience 
has been with pilot-scale operations. The possible differences 
between a pilot operation and a commercial operation can be 
significant. Geological and geochemical differences can be 
crucial in determining pattern size, lixiviant concentrations, 
and restoration time schedule. 
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Ultimate disposal systeras include both lined evaporation 
ponds and deep disposal wells,^- Regulatory considerations are 
discussed with the examples. This part of the discussion should 
be helpful in determining essential parameters in setting up an 
initial research program, 

Exxon 

Exxon Minerals Co, i s conducting a solution-raining p i l o t 
o p e r a t i o n a t the Highland uraniura o p e r a t i o n in Wyoming.(41) 
I n i t i a l background b a s e l i n e da t a i n d i c a t e s high sodium and 
bicarbonate counts; t he re fo re , during the i n i t i a l t e s t , so lu
t i o n s con ta in ing sodium c a r b o n a t e , sodium b i c a r b o n a t e , and 
oxygen as an oxidizing agent were used as a l i x i v i a n t to per
meate the ore body. 

The well f ield pa t t e rn used was a seven spot, cons is t ing 
of s ix p roduc t ion we l l s e n c i r c l i n g one i n j e c t i o n w e l l . The 
production wells were placed 90 fee t away from the in jec tor and 
equid is tan t apart from each o the r . ^ Six observation wells were 
positioned on a 150 foot radius away from the inject ion we l l . 
The configuration i s shown in Figure 17, 

Water qual i ty t e s t i n g performed for the i n i t i a l basel ine 
condit ions indicated tha t the groundwater was not su i t ab le for 
human consumption. For groundwater r e s to ra t ion the. guide l ines 
used were (a) Wyoming Department of Environmental Qua l i t y 
(DEQ), Land Quality Div i s ion ' s gu ide l ine No. 4 for l ives tock 
impoundments, or (b) r e s t o r i n g water q u a l i t y to w i th in 20 
percent of base l ine , whichever was g r e a t e s t . To accomplish t h i s 
r e s t o r a t i o n , a t the conclusion of the production t e s t , Exxon 
s t a r t ed pumping from a l l seven wells in the i n i t i a l p a t t e r n . 
This drawdown of the aquifer in the area of the t e s t pa t te rn was 
performed to p u l l the contamina ted f l u i d s back to the we l l s 
and flush the t e s t pa t te rn area to bring the aquifer back to 
basel ine condi t ions . The dec l ine in uranium concentrat ions in 
the production wells during r e s t o r a t i o n was d e f i n i t e , though not 
cons tan t . Concentrations of b ica rbona te , carbonate, selenium, 
a r s en i c , radium-226, and thorium-230 were also measured during 
r e s t o r a t i o n . Most b a s e l i n e pa rame te r s i n d i c a t e d a s i m i l a r 
decl ine in concentra t ion; however, a t the conclusion of data 
c o l l e c t i o n , c o n c e n t r a t i o n s of some of the above were s t i l l 
considerably above basel ine f i g u r e s . From information ava i l 
ab le , pumping the producing wells for purposes of groundwater 
r e s to ra t ion can possibly produce s a t i s f a c t o r y r e s u l t s but can be 
a very lengthy opera t ion . 

Because the l o c a t i o n of t he p i l o t p l a n t was' near the 
t a i l i n g s dam for Exxon's operat ing m i l l , a l l waste water was 
pumped to the pond for evapora t ion . Thus an adequate ul t imate 
storage area for waste water was e a s i l y a c c e s s i b l e . 
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Rocky Mountain Energy 

second example The second example of 
Energy's (RME) Reno Ranch ISL 
Wyo. Rocky Mountain Energy 
pilot-scale operation at the 
the technical, economic, and 
solution mining.(42) 

restoration is Rocky Mountain 
Test Site in Campbell County, 
is currently proceeding with 
Reno Ranch site to determine 
environmental feasibility of 

The operation is currently utilizing a five-spot well field 
pattern.. RME is using an acid solution as a leachant and 
hydrogen peroxide as an oxidizer. After the leaching tests are 
complete, the subsurface formations will be flushed of leachate, 
A reverse osraosis water treatment circuit will be included in 
the pilot plant design to facilitate restoration and reduce 
water consumption as the treated water is reinjected, 

Hydrological baseline data are defined through analysis 
of selected wells in and around the well field, A range is 
established using the high, and low analytical results from 
laboratory analyses. Sampling will continue until 6 samples 
over six months are available. This will possibly cause the 
current baseline water quality to change. 

Excess water accumulated during the test will be disposed 
of in an evaporation pond. Once these solutions are evaporated, 
the liners as well as any concentrated wastes solutions or 
solids will be removed and disposed of in an appropriate manner. 
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TABLE 1. 
CAPITAL AND OPERATING COSTS FOR REVERSE OSMOSIS 

CAPACITY, FEED RATE 

DIRECT COSTS 
EQUIPMENT UNIT 
PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT 
OTHER DIRECT COSTS 

TOTAL DIRECT COSTS 
INDIRECT COSTS 

BARE PLANT COSTS 
CONTRACTOR'S FEE 

200,000 GAL / DAY 

$139,000 
97,000 
47,000 

283,000 
14,000 

297,000 
6,000 

1,000,000 GAL/ DAY 

3597,500 
368,500 

191,000 
I;I47,000 

57,000 
1,204,000 

24,000 

TOTAL CAPITAL INVESTMENT 303,000 1,228,000 

CAPACITY FEED RATE 

200^,000 GAL/ DAY 
(S/IOOO GAL) 

DIRECT COSTS 
POWER 
CHEMICALS 
OPERATING & MAINTENANCE 

TOTAL DIRECT COST 
OVERHEAD COSTS 

TOTAL OIRECT & OVERHEAD 
FIXED CHARGES 

SINKING FUND PAYMENT 
INTEREST 
INSURANCE' TAXES' MISC 

TOTAL OPERATING COSTS 

1,000,000 GAL/DAY 
(S/IOOO GAL) 

3.14 
.04 
.13 

.31 

.10 

.51 

.35 

.25 
•13 

1.24 

.41 

.28 
.20 
.10 

.99 
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TABLE 2. 
DISTILLATION PROCESSES 

"1 

Oistilla-tion Process* 

Multi-Staga Flash, MSF 

Multi-Effect, Spray Film 
Horizontal Tube, HTME 

Vapor-Compression, VC 

Multi-Effect, Thin Film, 
Vertical Tube, VTME 

Submerged Tube, ST 

Single Stage Flash, SSF 

Remarks *'* 

Well developed 
Wide use and preference 
Soma serious problems 

Newest Oeveiopment 
Fairly well developed 

and tested 
Umited operating history 

Fairly well developed 
for limited market 

Needs many improvements 

Fairly well developed 
Limited use 

Fully developed 
Obsolete 

Well developed 
Commercially significant 

only for integration 
with power cycles 

I. 

•CATEGORIES FOLLOW.THOSE LISTED BY EL-RAMELY, 'DESALTING PLANT INVENTORY 
REPORT NO. 5,1975. 

• * REMARKS ARE BASED ON A DISCUSSION OF DISTILLATION PROCESSES BY BRUCE 
M. WATSON," HISTORY, STATUS AND FUTURE OF DISTILLATION PROCESSES," OFFICE 
OF WATER RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
DECEMBER 1976. 
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TABLE 3. 
DEEP WELL DISPOSAL OPERATING COSTS VERSUS 

WELL DEPTH AND ROCK TYPE {MID 1973 $/lOOO GAL) 

5,000-ft. WELL DEPTH 

AVERAGE ROCK, , 

.pIFFiCULT ROCK 

10,000-ft, WELL DEPTH 

AVERAGE ROCK 

DIFFICULT ROGK 

[5.00Q-ft, WELL S ^ ^ ' . 

AVERAGE ROCK: 

DiFFiCULT ROCK 

WELL CAPACITY 

200,000 GAL/DAY 1,000,000 GAL/DAY 
(SINGLE WELL) {2 WELLS AT .5MGD each) 

SI.202,000 

i,345;G00 

1,538,000 

2,083,000 

2,001,000 

3,200,000 

$3,485,000 

3,761,000 

4,148,000 

5,220,000 

5,069,000 

7,440,000 
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TABLE 4. 

SUMMARY Of DEEP WELL DISPOSAL OPERATING COSTS 
FOR 10,000 FODT INJECTION WELL IN AVERAGE ROCK TYPE 

MID-1973 3/ 1000 GAL (3.8m^ 

WELL SYSTEM CAPACITY 

; sff^., 

200,000 GAL/DAY 
(SINGLE WELL) 
S(/ IOOO GAL) 

DIREST COSTS 

POWER' INaECTION PUMP 
AND ANCILLARY LOADS 

. CHEMICALS 

OPERATING & MAINTENANCE 

TOTAL DIRECT COSTS 

OVERHEAD 

TOTAL DIRECTS 
OVERHEAD COSTS 

1 

FIXED CHARGES 
SINKING FUND PAYMENT 
INTEREST 

• INSURANCE, TAXES, 
MISCELLANEOUS 

.23 

1.31 

1.67 

.98 

2.65 

1.33 

I.QO 
i50 

TOTAL OPERATING COSTS 5-53 

1.000,000 GAL/DAY 
(2 WELLS 0.5MGD sach) 

$(:/ 1000 GAL) 

.13 

.23 

•75 

i:ii 

.56 

.67 

.80 

.58 
.29 

3.34 

im 
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TABLE 5. 

SUMMARY OF EVAPORATIDN POND 

OPERATING COSTS 

MlD-r978 $/ 1000 GAL {3.8m?) 

POND SYSTEM CAPACITY 

200,000 GAL/DAY 
(Sper 1,000 GAL.) 

DIRECT COSTS 
POWER, PUMPING AND 
ANCILLARY 
CHEMICALS • 
OPERATING & MAINTENANCE 

TOTAL DIRECT COSTS 

dVERHEAa 
TOTAL DIRECT & OVERHEAD 
COSTS 

FIXED CHARGES 
SINKING FUND PAYMENI 
INTEREST 
INSURANCE, TAXES, 
MISCELLANEOUS 

TOTAL OPERATING COSTS 

" 
.03 

NIL 
.17 
.20 

.13 
.33 

3.46 
2.51 
I.2S 

7.S5 

1,000,000 GAL/DAY 
(SperJ,00O.GAL.) 

,03 

NIL 
.15 
.18 
.11 

.29-

3.49 
2.52 
1.26 

7.56 
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TABLE 6. TREATMENT RANKING 

TREATMENT PARAMETERS 

NONMONETARY 

TREATMENT 

REVERSE OSMOSIS 

ELECTRODIALYSIS 

DlSTILLATtON 

ION EXCHANGE 

FREEZE SEPARATION 

DEEP WELL INJECTION 

COSTS 
(S/1000 GAL) 

.99 

1.35 

4.50 

3.00 

.70 

3.34 ' 

SOLAR EVAPORATION PONDS 7.56 

EFFECTIVENESS 
STAGE OF 

DEVELOPMENT 

GOOD 

GOOD 

GOOD 

FAIR 

FAIR 

GOOD 

GOOD 

COMMERCIAL 

COMMERCIAL 

PROTOTYPE 

PI LOT PLANT 

BENCH TEST 

COMMERCIAL 

COMMERCIAL 
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SURFACE TREATMENT 

PRODUCTION If 
RECHARGE 

/ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

PRODUCTION 
WELLS 

^^-^/^\ . ^ >^ /// ̂  ^ ^ ^/ "=̂5 

INJECTION 
WELLS 

FIGURE 1. IN SITU LEACHING AND RESTORATION 
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METHODS FOR IN SITU DISPOSAL 

OPTION I 
PASSIVE SYSTEMS 

(NATURAL RESTORATION) 

MONITORING ACTIVITIES 

OPTION II 
RECIRCULATION JT TREATMENT 

PRODUCTION 
x. 

INJECTION 

METHODS REQUIRING ULTIMATE DISPOSAL 

m 

I 

*ju-

OPTION III 
SWEEPING 

OPTION IV 
RECHARGE 

PRODUCTION 

PRODUCTION 

ULTIMATE DISPOSAL 
SYSTEM 

ULTIMATE DISPOSAL 
SYSTEM 

INJECTION 

• ? * * 
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PRECIPITATING 
PR.OCESS 

DILUTE ^ 
WASTE T 
WATER 

» .«« iq f7»^?«^M»Hg jJ r . «J .W.¥JMM». t>WW^1^^ 

NON-PRECIPITATING 
PROGESS 

E Q U A L I Z A T I O N 
gi^STORAGE 

2 CHEMI C A L 
AOOIT ION Si 

C O A G U L A T I O N 

p . SE DIM E N T A T I O N 

SCREENING 
a F I L T R A T I O N 

J, L IME/LIME-SODA 

u>|f^i^ull•«•na^ i - ' r t .^'jj^-tgjw^jCTtrw 

f . N E U T R A L I Z A T I O N 
(NON-LtMEl 

SULFIDE 
PRECIPITATION 

.y 
^ BIOtOGICiKL 

e 

OTHER PRECIP. 
METHODS 

I REVERSE OSMOSIS 

n 
ELECTRODIALYSIS 

12 
D I S T I L L A T I O N 

13 
j» IQN EXCHANGE > 

U 
ADSORPTION 

15 

FREEZING 

„ PRODUCT 
i WATER 

I' 

n i 

! 

SLUDGE DISPOSAL 

RECHARGE 

L IOUIO DISPOSAL 

16 

L A N D F I L L 
13 

DEEP WELL 

17 
REUS5 

19 
SOLAR 

E V A P O R A T I O N 

20 
L A N D DISPOSAL 

FIGURE 3. RESTORATION TREATMENT SEQUENCE 
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WASTEWATER IN 

• CATHODE " 

1 

CONCENTRA-FE 

' 

> I 

r C 7 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

-< - ^ Na+ 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X ci-
X X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

DBRir gE WATER 

A ., C 

: X 
: X 
I X 
: X 
1 X 

i \ g 
: X 
2 X 
: X 
: /x 
: X 

: \ >^ 

• X • X 
» Cl 7 X 

: /x 
• X ; X 
: X 

r A , , 

-Na+ J 

Cl" "̂  

> 

-ANODE + 

PURIFIED PRODUCT WATER 

C= CATION - EXCHANGE MEMBRANE 
A =• ANION - EXCHANGE MEMBRANE 

FIGURE 5: ELECTRODIALYSIS TREATMENT 
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I ' 

INFLUSNT 
NaCl 

ANION 
EXCHANGE 

IRA 68 

(R3NH-HC03) 

ALKALIZATION 

NaHCOg 

(^{HC03)2 

( i (OH)-

" " 

COLD LIME 
SOFTENING 

CaC03 

NaOH 

CATION 
EXCHANGE 

IRC-50 

(RCOO-H) 

EFFLUENT 

DEALKALIZATION 

1. Ca{0Hl2 

2. CO2+H2O 

IRA 68 

CARBONATION 

1. WASTE 

2. H2O 

CaCl2 

CaS04 

H2SO4 

IRC 50 

WASTE-NaHC03 
* 

CATION • RESIN REGENERATION 

FIGURE 6. DESAL PROCESS WITH COLD LIME SOFTENING 
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SURFACTANT/F£ED 
MIXING TANK 

FEED 

AIR-

SURFACTANT 
STORAGE TANK 

FOAM 

L t : 

FRACTIONATION 

COLUMN. 

FOAM REMOVAL 
HEAVY METALS 

L ^ 
PURIFIED 
SOLUTION 

DIFFUSER 

FLOWMETER 

RGURE 7. SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF FOAM FRACTIONATION COLUMN 
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BRINE PRECOOLER 
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INITIAL 

CRYSTALLIZATION 

COOLED 
FEED 

ilNE 

HEAT TRANSFER 
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TO COOLANT 

HEAT 

HEAT REJECTION 

ICE/BRINE SLUDGE 

SOLID/LIQUID 
SEPARATION 
(WASHING) 

REJECTED 
BRINE 

PRODUCT ICE 

PRODUCT WATER 

FIGURE 8. BASIC FREEZE SEPARATION PROCESS 
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IWliJWiJW 

.WELL HEAD PRESSURE 
GAUGE WASTE FLUID FROM INJECTION 

PUMP AND FILTERS 

ANNULUS PRESSURE 
GAUGE 3-PEN RECORDER 

CONDUCTOR 

CLASS C CEMENT 
CIRCULATED 
TO SURFACE 

CASING SHOE 

ANNULUS FLUID, 
CORROSION INHIBITING 

FIGURE 10. DISPOSAL WELL DESIGN. TYPICAL CASING STRINGS 
AND WELLHEAD USED IN WASTE-DISPOSAL WELL 
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ELEMENTS OF SOLID WASTE STORAGE AND DISPOSAL SYSTEM 

WASTE CHARACTERISTICS 

CHEMICAL TOXICITY 
RADIATION EMISSION 
PHYSICAL FORM 
SOLUBILITY 
CHEMICAL REACTIVITY 

LOGISTICS 

TRANSPORTATION 
• ON-SITE, OFF-SITE 

CONTAINERS 
VOLUME, WEIGHT, 
SIZE, SHAPE, NUMBER 

SERVICES 
PACKAGING, LOADING, 

STORAGE, INSPECTION 

SPECIFIC DISPOSAL SITE 

AND SYSTEM CONCEPT 

ASSESSMENT OF SYSTEM 

QUALIFICATION 

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
OPERATIONAL RELIABILITY 
STABILITY 

MECHANICAL, CHEMICAL, 
GEOLOGICAL 

CONSEQUENCE OF CONTAMINANT 
RELEASE 

BIOSPHERE 

ECOLOGY 
CLIMATE 
SURFACE HYDROLOGY 
TOPOLOGY 
DEMOGRAPHY 

GEOSPHERE 

HYDROLOGY 
SUBSURFACE TOPOGRAPHY 
SEISM ICITY-TECTONICS 

FIGURE 12. ASSESSMENT OF SOLID-WASTE SYSTEM 
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. 1 

DIRECTION OF ORIGINAL 
WATER M O V E M E N T ^ 

INJECTOR 

PRODUCER 

-(S- OBSERVATION WELL 

FIGURE 13. SOLUTION MINING PILOT WELL PAHERN 
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